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The Submerged Cultural Resources Unit was established in 1980 to conduct research on submerged cultural resources throughout the National Park System with an emphasis on historic shipwrecks. One of the unit's primary responsibilities is to disseminate the results of research to National Park Service managers, as well as the professional community, in a form that meets resource management needs and adds to our understanding of the resource base. A report series has been initiated in order to fulfill this responsibility. The following are the categories of reports that comprise this series.

Submerged Cultural Resources Assessment

First line document that consists of a brief literature search, an overview of the maritime history and the known or potential underwater sites in the area, and preliminary recommendations for long-term management. It is designed to have application to General Management Plans and Development Concept Plans and to become a source document for a park's Submerged Cultural Resources Management Plan.

Submerged Cultural Resources Survey

Comprehensive examination of blocks of park lands for the purpose of locating and identifying as much of the submerged cultural resources base as possible. A comprehensive literature search would most likely be a part of the Phase I report but, in some cases, may be postponed until Phase II.

Phase I - Reconnaissance of target areas with remote sensing and visual survey techniques to establish location of any archeological sites or anomalous features that may suggest the presence of archeological sites.

Phase II - Evaluation of archeological sites or anomalous features derived from remote sensing instruments to confirm their nature and, if possible, their significance. This may involve exploratory removal of overburden.

Submerged Cultural Resources Study

A document that discusses, in detail, all known underwater archeological sites in a given area. This may involve test excavations. The intended audience is managerial and professional, not the general public.

Submerged Cultural Resources Site Report

Comprehensive documentation of one archeological site which may involve a partial or complete site excavation. The intended audience is primarily professional and incidentally managerial. Although the document may be useful to a park's
Interactive specialists because of its information content, it would probably not be suitable for general distribution to park visitors.

Submerged Cultural Resources Special Report Series

These may be in published or photocopy format, included are special commentaries, papers on methodological or technical issues pertinent to underwater archeology, or any miscellaneous report that does not appropriately fit into one of the other categories.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

With the formation of the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit in 1980, a decision was made by the National Park Service to use Isle Royale National Park as the focus of a prototype research program to inventory maritime archeological sites. The phase of management-oriented archeological research, which emphasizes documentation and evaluation of known sites, was considered the priority for a park with a known significant resource base and established sport diver use patterns. Other national parks in California and Texas were chosen as test cases for the survey or discovery phase of submerged cultural resources management.

Little in the way of guidelines existed for conducting submerged sites inventories, so much communication between managers and researchers was critical to the program's successful completion. This report is the result of the Isle Royale underwater research effort and it includes a series of recommendations for future protection and interpretation of underwater archeological sites that should have application to many other areas of the National Park System. It is designed to provide information for park managers on specific submerged cultural resource issues (as in Chapter VII and VIII) with substantial backup information to satisfy interpretive needs at the park (as in Chapters IV, V and VI). The obligation to maintain strict professional standards in reporting on National Park Service cultural research activities was also recognized, and some chapters such as II and III may be of primary interest to maritime archeologists or historians.

The fieldwork at Isle Royale was composed of short, intense sessions lasting 2-3 weeks each year for 5 years. Total time spent in the park by the research team was 16 weeks with an average of five individuals working at any one time. Background research and report writing was usually conducted during the winter and scheduled around other commitments of the unit. The occurrence of unexpected major research opportunities during the summers of 1985 and 1986 encouraged extension of the final report completion date from fall of 1984 to winter of 1986.

The intention was to develop a methodology that was as cost efficient as possible and that allowed a strong interface between area personnel and the research team. Much of the philosophy for approaching submerged cultural resources management identified in this report is a product of many hours of discussion with park managers and field staff. Experiences in underwater site interpretation were also put into effect and assessed during the 5 years since the inception of the project.

In addition to this report, a considerable quantity of videotape footage and photographs have been organized into a format that permits easy accessibility to interested managers or researchers. One copy of all material is to be kept at the park and the originals are archived at the headquarters of the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit.
CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Isle Royale National Park was certainly not originally established for the purpose of preserving shipwrecks. It is tempting, however, to ascribe some grand scheme to the existence of such a dramatic assortment of wrecked vessels within the protected waters of a national park. The island is literally surrounded by an array of ship remains that represent many types and stages of development of maritime steam technology from the 1870s to the mid-1900s. This assortment includes passenger/package freighters, bulk freighters, a side-wheeler, wooden-hulled ships and steel behemoths more than 500 feet in length, one of which went down as recently as 1947. If one were given the opportunity of designing an underwater museum of Great Lakes marine architecture, it is likely that it would differ only slightly from what is presently within the waters of Isle Royale. Perhaps the remains of a wooden schooner to complement the steam vessels would be the most welcome addition. Even some of the local fishing craft of unique vernacular design have found their way to the bottom of the lake and have assumed the roles of diving exhibits. For the professional archeologist, the non-shipwreck underwater sites also offer an excellent opportunity for studying subsistence patterns in a landlocked, sub-arctic environment, where better than a clear lake surrounding an island where the cold water conveniently preserves even the organic residues of past human behavior?

This last factor, the nature of the underwater environment around Isle Royale, contributes much to the Park's aura of being an underwater museum. The sights greeting a diver are stirring to even the most experienced and hard-to-please members of that fraternity. The more modern, intact wrecks such as AMERICA, EMPLORER and CONGDON attract most of the first-timers, because they comprise a superlative underwater experience. Very few places in the world offer shipwrecks with such a “presence” in conditions that highlight the other worldliness of the diving experience. It is possible to swim down companionways, through stateroom doors, up stairs and over engines that appear as if it would take only a head of steam to bring them back to life. Old-fashioned shoes amid the confusion of crushed bulkheads bring home the poignant personal tragedy that was experienced by so many crew and passengers and their surviving families. There is something about being there and feeling the cold water starting to creep through one's protective suit and sensing the pressure and dominance of the lake that permits an empathy with an event in history that is hard to imagine from a dry, warm perspective on land.

This unique experience is as much a part of the quality of life that should be preserved in national parks as is the beautiful, natural scenery that characterizes the island. In order to leave the historic scenes as undisturbed as possible, a totally nondestructive approach was employed in the study and recording of these remarkable underwater sites.
Underwater Archeology and the Age of Steam

Although the management concerns that prompted our inventory of submerged sites at Isle Royale are clear to most, not so the archeological import of studying steam age technology. Often those who can relate well to underwater archeological studies of ancient sailing ships cannot understand the attention paid by archeologists to late nineteenth century and early twentieth century steam vessel wrecks, such as the ones at Isle Royale. The questions posed in this regard are reasonable ones: aren't there plans in existence for many of these vessels, and aren't these representatives of this type of vessel still afloat? The answer to both questions is 'no.' In fact, there are not plans available for many of the vessels that sank at Isle Royale, and when plans do exist, they rarely deal with hull features above the waterline and/or superstructure and the modifications that were endorsed over time, which are of great importance to the archeologist studying behavioral adaptations. Likewise, only the two steel hulled bulk freighters that are wrecked at Isle Royale have any representation of their vessel type still afloat.

Archeologists are interested in using the material record to determine what people did, not what they think they did or said they did. Additionally, much of what we want to know about past human behavior is best represented in the archeology of the mundane -- the things that contemporary writers thought too obvious or insignificant to record. This is evidenced in the complementary nature of the historical record and the archeological record, which is so exciting to those who feel that historical archeology will eventually serve as the proving ground for all anthropologically oriented archeological theory.

There is another issue regarding the documentation of steam technology that should be mentioned: the problem of anopia in the study of the recent past. Because we are closer to something in time does not necessarily mean we understand it better. This is particularly true of the last two centuries in European affairs. Although steam engines in the most literal sense have been in existence for thousands of years in such novel forms as door closing mechanisms on ancient tombs, they were more appropriately termed "devices." It was not until the late 1700s that steam engines were used on land for doing work, and the 1800s before they saw effective utilization as a source of motive power on ships. Although historians will argue over the issue of whether Hitch or Rumsey or somebody else may have been the real "inventor" of the steamboat, it matters not a whit to the social scientist. The popular belief that Fulton invented the steamboat in 1807 serves quite well, because the steamboat NORTH RIVER of CLERMONT effectively ushered in the new age of marine steam technology by succeeding in capturing the imagination of the general public.

CLERMONT was important because it worked, and because the fact that it worked was well marketed. Social dynamics are less keyed to historical facts than they are to a society's notion of what those facts are. Fulton's boat had good press, and Fulton had good biographers, so steam came alive in the imagination of people who had the money to build boats.

The enormous impact of steam technology on man is worth contemplating. It may put into perspective why it is such an important and difficult period of human endeavor to document in the historical and material records. It would not be an unbalanced assessment to state that man evolved from a common heritage shared by several other extant primates, learned complex manipulation of tools and
symbolic thought over several million years, and in the Eighteenth Century invented the steam engine, which was followed shortly thereafter by nuclear power.

The thermodynamic forces involved in the steam engine dwarfed anything seen before and presented an unparalleled potential to the species to manipulate phenomena. The strength of thousands of boats of burden could be harnessed in one machine that need only be fed various sorts of combustibles that were easily available. Mines could be cleared of water, tunnels dug under rivers and canals built at speeds and in places never conceived before steam use. Most important for our purpose is the fact that steam also meant cargoes of magnitudes greater in size could be moved against the wind over water.

In short order, the only limits to shipbuilding were dictated by the composition of building material of the vessels; i.e. it is difficult to make wooden ships much over 300' in length that don’t sag unacceptably in the middle or droop (hog) at the ends, regardless of how many engineering tricks are employed. It wasn’t all quite that simple, of course. The atmospheric engine couldn’t drive boats, and it took the development of adequate pressure cylinders, separate condensers and efficient boilers before steam power could be fully utilized for fast rotary motion and the full implications for steam at sea began to be realized.

The competition from sail was fierce at first, for it must be remembered that much of the creative surge of energy that typified the explosive development of steam technology was not absent from the folks of sailmakers and shipwrights. The culmination of several thousand years of wind-ship technology was evident in the latter half of the Nineteenth Century. The most refined, most efficient and perhaps the most elegant sailing ships ever constructed were competing with steam ships into the Twentieth Century. Mix water and fire in an unbeatable combination, however, and man’s preference for his Prometheus heritage prevailed.

Research Design

There has been a considerable degree of stress generated over the issue of “proper” scientific method in the social sciences. Although there has been somewhat of a fixation on research designs in terrestrial archeology, this has not been the case in maritime archeology, where a negative reaction regarding their use is sometimes evident (e.g. Bass 1983).

There is no doubt that useful professional research has been carried out on underwater sites without benefit of explicit designs, but that does not excuse maritime archeologists in the public sector from meeting this basic requirement of scientific reporting. A research design is presented in this report so that the reader may know the rationale behind our field and archival activities, and better understand why certain methods and techniques were selected, and others rejected. This research was paid for with public funds and it concentrated on publicly-owned resources added reason for discussing our rationales and methods.

The research design was largely mechanistic in nature. Straightforward questions about the material record were asked and much energy was devoted to purely descriptive documentation of the sites. Our analysis and interpretation was geared toward integrating the hard data from the material record with the data from the archives. This results in a product of patently-consistency, which hopefully represents the best qualities of historical archeology, i.e., it should be flexible enough to stretch but holds together under considerable scrutiny.
Fig. 1.1. Isle Royale in the context of the Great Lakes Region.

Fig. 1.2. Isle Royale shipwrecks.
Since American archeologists have their roots entwined more in anthropology than in history, we have consistently examined our subject matter from a social scientific perspective. In those cases in which we felt Isle Royale shipwrecks and other submerged sites were most productively viewed against a backdrop of regional or extra regional behavioral patterns, we strived to present them in just that way. In most cases this occurred during the data evaluation process between field seasons. Celebrating about the anthropological implications of information gleaned from the archives or from the lake bottom resulted in conclusions that are offered in the text, particularly in Chapters ii and iii. There is, no presentation of hypotheses and test implications because it was felt that a hypothetico-declarative approach was not appropriate to this inventory. The research design formulated is a problem oriented one, however, and it represents an attempt to accommodate the best from history and social science in a cultural resources management framework. We will endeavor to make that thought process explicit for the benefit of those investigators who may follow at Isle Royale or those who have interest in similar research problems.

General Problem Statement

The objective of the field research was to obtain as much descriptive data on the underwater archeological residues as possible with given equipment, time, and personnel resources. This was to be accomplished using non-destructive methodology emphasizing mapping of exposed wreckage, photography, artistic perspective drawings and videotape footage. Archival work was also initiated to obtain primary source references on each vessel being investigated in the field. The literature base of the social sciences, particularly anthropology, was utilized to identify a range of broad behavioral issues that would be addressed in both the field and library components of the research activity. Following are the social, economic, and technological questions that were addressed as thematic issues throughout the field research and writing of this report:

I. What are the major environmental, social and economic attributes of the Great Lakes region that would affect the material record at Isle Royale, i.e., nature and distribution of shipwreck remains?

A. Natural Factors: Does operation in small water bodies with the potential for severe weather influence maritime adaptive behavior? Do short wave periods, lack of sea room for maneuvering in storms, inland fog conditions and icing over create situations that demand significantly different responses than do seaboard environments in North America? What role does Isle Royale play as a natural obstacle to shipping in Lake Superior?

B. Cultural Factors: What effects in Great Lakes maritime activity devolve from the demands to operate in a small, highly-constrained shipping universe? Was the shipping activity in the lakes notably more intensive than in the rest of the Nation during the steam age, and how did the demands for moving large amounts of bulk cargo, e.g., iron and grain affect developments in ship architecture and motive technology? How do the shipwrecks of Isle Royale and associated submerged historic sites reflect any of those influences?

II. What elements of Great Lakes maritime culture represent an extension of ocean going traditions?
A. Do technological responses to economic pressures on the Great Lakes replicate developments on the Atlantic seaboard, western rivers or post-gold-rush shipbuilding activity on the west coast?

B. Is there a cross-fertilization of ideas, traits, and behavior that can be identified between the Great Lakes, western rivers, and the Atlantic seaboard?

C. Can the technological attributes of the Isle Royale shipwreck population be used as an indicator to gauge diversity, borrowing or independent invention when compared to other ship and shipwreck studies?

III. Are there any unique characteristics to the subculture of seamen on the Great Lakes?

A. Did the seamen on Great Lakes vessels derive from local populations that had no prior seafaring traditions, or did they tend to be imports from the coast who were specifically emigrating west for jobs on the lakes? How did these trends vary over time?

B. What effects, if any, did short voyages and frequent layovers have on Great Lakes crews? Did the development of technological advances, such as faster loading and unloading systems for bulk cargos, have any bearing on the life of the common seaman?

C. How did Great Lakes seamen perceive the environment in which they were working? Was it considered more desirable, less hazardous, or more lucrative than working on the coast or rivers? Did Lake Superior or Isle Royale hold any special significance to these people?

IV. Did the dynamics of social adjustment to the Industrial Age differ on the Great Lakes?

A. Was it a more intense industrial environment in terms of greater capital investment for high yield returns and did technological advances create a more or less stressful milieu for developing industries in the region?

B. Was there a tendency to push limits on Lake navigation in response to heavier capital investment? Was there really a “one-liner-voyage syndrome” as identified by Murphy (1984), which resulted in a greater frequency of late season disasters on Lake Superior? Does the shipwreck population at Isle Royale support this conclusion?

A separate research strategy statement was developed for each phase of the multi-year project before entering the field. These statements of objectives and proposed methodology were discussed in interim reports on the Isle Royale research that were distributed to park managers and to the profession for peer review.

There were also specific questions about vessel construction, architectural elements, etc., that were formulated after analysis of each season’s field work that were targeted as research problems for both the archives and the field. It quickly became apparent that there were many questions more effectively answered in the field in some instances and the archives in others. Combining the archaeologist’s method
with the historian's resulted in a final product which, it is hoped, adds up to more than the sum of the parts.

Specific Field Objectives

I. CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM Wreck Site

A. Develop a planimetric map of the wreckage field of CUMBERLAND and ULVFRY CHISHOLM and determine what percentage of each vessel's hull and superstructure is represented on the site.

B. Identify diagnostic architectural features of both vessels that would permit distinguishing the intermingled remains and assigning major structural elements to the correct ship.

C. Collect data on the environmental context of the wreckage so that conclusions could be drawn regarding the wreck event and post-depositional processes at the site.

D. Develop an artist's perspective drawing of the CHISHOLM engine in place on the bottom. This is a museum quality piece of Nineteenth Century technology which needed documenting in detail.

E. Determine means of longitudinal and transverse structural support in both vessels' remains.

F. Obtain sufficient data to create a cross section view of the vessel's hull construction.

G. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.

II. MONARCH Wreck Site

A. Develop a planimetric map of the wreckage field of MONARCH and determine what percentage of the original ship is represented in the material record.

B. Identify means of structural support for the deck, since no hanging or lodging knees are evident on the site.

C. Collect data on the environmental context of the wreckage so that conclusions could be drawn regarding the wreck event and post-depositional processes.

D. Obtain sufficient data for a cross section view of the vessel's hull construction.

E. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.
III. GEORGE M. COX Wreck Site

A. Develop a planimetric map of the wreckage field and determine what percentage of the vessel's hull and superstructure is represented within the known confines of the site area.

B. Collect data on the environmental context of the wreckage field so that conclusions could be drawn regarding the wreck event and post-depositional processes on the site.

C. Develop an artist's drawing of the relatively intact stern section of wreckage from an oblique perspective.

D. Obtain sufficient data to create a cross section view of the vessel's hull construction.

I. Determined if there was additional significant wreckage scatter heading all from the shallow bow section material. A deep drop-off was noted by the team in 1982, and examination of this area became a field objective for 1983.

IV. Rock of Ages Area

A. Determine the interrelationship of the three major shipwrecks in this area and how they relate to their environmental context, i.e., reef lines, drop-offs, etc.

V. ALGOMA Wreck Site

A. Develop rough planimetric sketch map of known wreckage field of ALGOMA.

B. Collect data on the environmental context of the wreckage so that conclusions could be drawn regarding the wreck event and post-depositional processes on the site.

C. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.

VI. GLENYON Wreck Site

A. Develop a planimetric map of the wreckage field of the vessel and determine what major elements of the vessel's hull and superstructure are represented.

B. Collect data on the environmental context of the wreckage so that conclusions could be drawn regarding the wreck event and post-depositional processes on the site.
C. Obtain sufficient data to create a cross-section view of the vessel’s hull construction.

D. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.

VII. KAMLOOPS Wreck Site

A. Generate an artist’s perspective drawing of vessel in environmental context from on-site observations.

B. After consulting all that is known from historic record, make series of on-site observations designed to answer specific questions about wreck event and post-wreck site formation processes. Very little is known from historic record regarding what happened to this particular vessel because there were no survivors.

C. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.

VIII. AMERICA Wreck Site

A. Generate data for artist’s perspective drawing of America in its resting place.

B. Collect data on the environmental context of the wreckage so that conclusions can be drawn regarding the wreck event and post-depositional processes.

C. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.

IX. CONGREDON Wreck Site

A. Generate data for artist’s perspective drawing of CONGREDON in its resting place.

B. Collect data on the environmental context of the wreckage so that conclusions can be drawn regarding the wreck event and post-depositional processes.

C. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.

X. EMPLRDU and DUNFIR

A. Generate artist’s perspective drawing of EMPLRDU in environmental context.
B. Obtain information about environmental context to allow conclusions to be drawn regarding post-depositional processes.

C. Photograph anchors lying next to HIWPACOR, which likely belong to DURHUM.

D. Obtain photographic and videotape coverage of the site for general site documentation purposes and for use in interpreting the site to the general public.

XI. Non-shipwreck Sites (submerged components at terrestrial sites and small craft remains).

A. Examine a representative sample of the full range of archaeological sites on the island. Which comprise residues of past maritime-oriented behavior. Concentrate on lighthouses, fish camps and other shore facilities in which a full understanding of the site could only result from using a combination of terrestrial and underwater archaeological techniques.

B. Obtain information on vertical or marine architecture as evidenced in small craft remains which are found both on the lake bottom and shore line of Isle Royale.

Methodology

Logistic considerations significantly influenced the overall research approach. Isle Royale is remote by any standard; has difficult access for heavy equipment, and the underwater environment of the sites is cold and usually deep. Water temperatures rarely exceeded 30 degrees Fahrenheit on any of the sites, and air temperatures in June were often below freezing. Visibility was usually quite good, 20-50 feet, but low light levels and a high concentration of coarse particulate matter suspended in the water made certain photographic tasks more difficult than might be expected.

The research approach emphasized short, intense field sessions each year (usually lasting about 3 weeks) that were carefully planned and oriented toward maximum data recovery for every moment in the field. Researchers (usually 5 or 6 in number) lived on a 38 foot boat and divided into shifts during a twelve hour day, every day, for the 3 week hitch. This proved very cost-effective, but by 1994 the procedure was modified to include a couple of rest days because of possible safety problems developing from diver exhaustion and a growing concern that residual nitrogen factors were stretching the recommended limits of the U.S. Navy decompression tables after weeks of repetitive diving.

Mapping methodology, in most instances, consisted of laying a small gauge nylon baseline through major wreckage fields and building a map using the baseline as a backbone. In those cases where detailed detail could be rendered due to the size of the site, team archeologists selected features most crucial to a useful interpretation of the remains. These were marked with survey chips made of clothespins and flagging tape. Anchors were treated with a large prominence whenever the baseline touched or went over an anchor. Large pieces of hull, superstructure or machinery, were labeled as specific site components and correlated from the baseline with measuring tapes after they had been drawn in detail by a mapping team.
Fig. 13. Generation of line drawings was a major documentation method used on the shipwreck sites. Photo by Mitch Kezar.

Fig. 14. NPS scientific illustrator Jerry Livingston shows sketch to be incorporated into GILFINYON site documentation. Photo by Mitch Kezar.
Fig. 15. Video documentation was used extensively during the project. This self-contained color unit took the place of tethered black and white units used at the beginning of the project. NPS photo by Joe Strykowski.

Fig. 16. Diver propulsion vehicles were used to survey the area surrounding the more scattered sites. NPS photo by Joe Strykowski.
Fig. 1.7. Two remote operated vehicles (ROV) deployed from NPS patrol boat proved very effective in studying the KAMIOOKA site. ROV photo by Emory Kristof courtesy of National Geographic Society.

Fig. 1.8. An electronic image of the Sea-rover video display taken from video tape. ROV photo and electronic image by Emory Kristof courtesy of National Geographic Society.
Fig. 1.9. RV SEWARD JOHNSON was available to project investigators for a brief period in 1995 as a part of a NOAA-sponsored data collection project on the Great Lakes. NPS Photo by Joe Strykowski.

Fig. 1.10. CORD ROV aboard SEWARD JOHNSON used to search deep areas for additional wrackage near AlCOMA. NPS photo by Joe Strykowski.
The level of detail and accuracy of the maps and other graphic representations of the shipwrecks in this report varies somewhat from site to site. The major wrecks at the Park derive from the late Nineteenth and early Twentieth Centuries, and for some of them partially construction plans were extant. It would obviously not be necessary or desirable to map them to the degree of detail necessary in documenting, for instance, a classical period vessel in the Mediterranean. Other factors that influenced decisions on the level of detail were: extent of scatter material at individual sites; nature of construction (wood or metal); and logistical considerations such as ease of access, depth of water, and water temperature. To convey a general idea of the nature of these problems, consider that just the major concentrations of wreckage at Isle Royale, if gathered together, would cover an area more than 1 million square feet. That is approximately 100 to 1,000 times the site area of most early wooden vessels that are being investigated by our colleagues. On several sites at Isle Royale, bases of marked string were laid over continuous wreckage for 1/3 mile. Water depths over the sites ranged from 3 feet to 270 feet.

Consequently, the following general guidelines were adopted. Wooden wrecks (CUMULUSLAND, CHISHOLM and MONARCH), which incidentally, were also the earliest built vessels in this shipwreck population, were mapped to the highest degree of accuracy. In most cases, each individual limber was counted and measured, e.g., the number and size of the limber boards on an individual hull bottom depicted in Figure 51 is not an approximation; it is a precise drawing. In other places some license has been taken to sketch or omit detail, e.g., on large sections of metal hulls in the case of GULLNAYON or COW. The pieces are where they should be, but specific details of construction such as fittings, rivets, etc., may be approximated or omitted. Since metal curves and twists as a result of underwater dynamics, its exact replication on paper does not convey enough information to warrant time expenditure past identifying its basic nature, i.e., hull pieces, superstructure, etc. Wood, on the other hand, breaks in discrete units, whether large or small, and it is useful to document in detail where possible. A decision was also made to limit any serious recording activities by divers to depths less than 150 feet for reasons of safety and cost efficiency. Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs) were used in 1985 and 1986 to obtain additional information on the ALGOMA and KAMLOOPS wreck sites, which had components well beyond 150 feet in depth.

This was the general philosophy that conditioned the level of detail and accuracy that was strived for on the scattered wreckage fields. In the case of the intact vessels (AMERICA, CONGDON, EMPEROR, KAMLOOPS), the approach used was that of developing a perspective drawing in association with photography to convey an impressionist view of the site.

The artist's perspective drawings are just that, but they are drawn by illustrators who have spent many years doing precise mapping work underwater, and accuracy has been emphasized in all cases when it conflicted with artistic preference. Drawings of this sort in association with photographs were determined to be the best method for portraying the present condition of a large intact vessel in deep water. It is a dramatic example of a situation in which graphic recording skills still serve a purpose that cannot be effectively duplicated by technology.

The question might be asked: Why not photogrammetry? The answer is that given problems of limited visibility and light penetration and the very high relief of both the topography and the sites themselves, this technique could not be effectively employed, using any technology available to the researchers.
The highest level of technology used in what was, for the most part, a very "low tech" operation was the aforementioned ROVs. An ROV was deployed in 1989 from RV STEWARD JOHNSON to search in deep water for bow structure of ALCOMA. The research vessel and submersible operators had made a decision not to attempt dives on KAMLOOPS on the stern of CUNARDON because of proximity of rocks and fear of entanglement in wreckage. Using two miniaturized units from a 32-foot Par's patrol boat in 1986 seemed by far the most effective approach. These units were provided by the National Geographic Society, and their skilled operators were able even to penetrate the engine room of KAMLOOPS using two ROVs in a "buddy system".

Shipwrecks vs. Submerged Components of Land Sites:

The majority of time and energy spent during this inventory effort was on shipwrecks, rather than underwater components of terrestrial sites, e.g., fish camps, mines, historic landings, etc. This is not due to a value judgment regarding relative significance of the shipwrecks, but for two unrelated reasons. First, the shipwrecks are, by far, receiving the greatest visitor pressure at Isle Royale, and second, shipwrecks are the type of resource that is most effectively dealt with by nautical specialists. Vertical-horizontal archeologists familiar with the local prehistory and history are better qualified to direct work on land-based activity areas with the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit playing a supportive, rather than lead role. We have included a representative sample of land-based sites in this report (see Chapter VI), but it is not meant to be as comprehensive as the work done on the shipwrecks. Because the mixed waterways of Isle Royale tend to be shallow, and much of the hidden material and other cultural manifestations are obscured by overburden, investigation of land-based sites demands a more high-impact archeological methodology. Consequently, in those areas investigated that involved any bottom disturbing, the NPS Midwest Regional Archeologist on his designate was in attendance.

This Report:

As the title states, this is a report on the submerged cultural resources, i.e., underwater archeological record of Isle Royale National Park. As such, the "fabric" (submerged archeological sites) has determined the "form" (manner of research and presentation) in this publication. History, in this context, serves in a supportive role to archeology.

The historical document research for Chapters IV and VI included extensive examination of primary sources. Searches were conducted in the archives of the Institute for Great Lakes Research at Bowling Green University, U.S. National Archives in Washington D.C., Canadian Archives in Ottawa, J Peter Shaw Library, National Maritime Museum, San Francisco, privately developed collections, and at the Canal Park Museum in Duluth.

Chapter III on vessel typology of Lake Superior develops a technological context for understanding the significance and relevance of the shipwreck component of the submerged archeological resources at Isle Royale. The cross section of vessel types in the Park is used as a springboard for a discussion of precolonial trends in maritime architecture in the Great Lakes Region. A contemporary backdrop of vessel design and socioeconomic dynamics is interwoven in the chapter to enhance the social scientific perspective from which we have chosen to view the Park's shipwreck population.
Chapter II attempts to move one more step away from the particular toward the general. In this case, the intent has been to identify patterns in the maritime behavior of the region that have relevance to the shipwrecks at Isle Royale. This is not intended to be another history of the Lake Superior region, but a discussion of the broader social processes that in combination comprise the maritime interactive sphere of shipping activity on the Great Lakes.

Chapter VII is an experiment in cultural resources management reporting. The intent is to document the complex decision-making processes that took place in order to achieve the present management philosophy at Isle Royale. The present-day approach is then discussed in detail so that other marine park managers can have one comprehensive real-world model to consider as they address similar issues. Chapter VII also serves as a form of institutional memory.

Chapter VIII, the conclusion of this report, is composed of a series of afterthoughts, management recommendations and a statement of future research potential. The Management Recommendations section is what it purports to be with the following qualifier. In most cases, according to National Park Service policy, the cultural resources management specialists are expected to make a series of recommendations to the line managers who have responsibility for running the Park and the Region. There has been so much interchange of ideas and cross fertilization between the researchers and management in this particular case that this final statement of "recommendations" is largely an expression of a joint conceptual effort. As always, however, recommendations are to be viewed as suggestions and are not binding on future managers in any sense.

Finally, this report is the product of a labor of love. It is offered to those who manage, those who protect, and to those who look and enjoy, by a team of researchers who feel fortunate to have been involved in some small way with the future of this Park.
CHAPTER II. LAKE SUPERIOR
MARITIME TRADITION, SOCIOECONOMIC CONTEXT

Introduction

It is noteworthy that writers and historians are comfortable using the terms "maritime" and "marine" when discussing the Great Lakes. The "of and pertaining to the sea" connotations of those terms seem appropriate. The reason is that most people regard those bodies of water, located hundreds of miles from any ocean, as seas and not lakes. Although due consideration will be given in this study to the differences between ocean and Great Lakes, it is significant that the commonalities in their nature have had the greatest effects on common linguistic usage. A regional periodical popular with many nautical buffs is entitled Inland Seas, and a book dealing with the history of the Coast Guard on the Great Lakes is entitled Guardians of the Eighth Sea (O'Brien 1978). There are no such marine metaphors evident upon examining the equally rich and technologically developed riverine traditions. Riverboats are not ships, and they are not run by sailors; riverboats are riverboats, and they are operated by rivermen. They have traditionally stopped at river landings, not at ports of call.

To a lesser degree, Long Island Sound and Chesapeake Bay share some of the same attributes associated with large semi-contained bodies of navigable water. Puget Sound is also occasionally referred to as an "Inland Sea," and there are, in fact, some interesting aspects of ship design in that region that parallel vessel architectural adaptations in the Lakes.

There is a danger, however, in trying to look at any of these confined maritime spheres (lakes, sounds, or rivers) in a vacuum. None of them were really closed systems, especially after the building of networks of canals in the Nineteenth Century. Maritime innovation on the western rivers, for example, did not go long unnoticed by lakes seamen and traders, and Atlantic coast trade had a particularly strong influence on the Lakes.

Although the Lakes have their own unique maritime heritage, it is clear that the traditions of those sailors that plied the lakes are closely tied to the blue water sailor. The major difference is the size of the respective spheres of maritime interaction. Most sailors on Lake Superior never interact with populations other than those found in a handful of ports in the heartland of the United States of America. Their saltwater brethren have rubbed shoulders with every race and nationality on the planet and engage in journeys of much greater duration.

The collective self image, which is perpetuated in stories and songs of Great Lakes navigation, is one that combines respect and fear of the lakes' moods with an interesting combination of grim determination and fatalism. The sense of community among Lakes sailors was reinforced by their comparative ease of maintaining family ties in their smaller interactive spheres, a fact that additionally
helped them develop greater networks of community support and empathy in time of conflict.

Some of the earliest inroads of trade unionism were made among the more stable Great Lakes seamen community. The Lakes' Seamen's Union was organized in 1878, although it had antecedents as far back as 1863 (Standard 1979:29). Associations of owners such as Lakes Carriers' Association and Cleveland Vessel Owners Association became the nemesis of the unions, and the level of bitterness never lessened as the pendulum of success swung between labor and management through the turn of the century. A heavy concentration of capital in lower hands in the iron and steel industry, subsequent economic depressions and booms and wars all influenced the lot of the Great Lakes seamen in this volatile industrial environment.

As navigational entities, the bodies of water on which Lakes seamen work comprise one of the most dangerous shipping environments in the world. The diminutive size of the lakes compared to that of the oceans offers little in the way of comfort to the captains or crews of Great Lakes vessels. With little warning, all five lakes can change their demeanor from flat calm and peaceful to ominous and violent. The shallowest, Lake Erie, is the most susceptible to these volatile shifts in temperament. Lake Superior, the largest and deepest, can generate waves that company in height to those found in major ocean storms. The smaller wave lengths and periods associated with lakes storms also offer no solace because the adverse factor they place on ship hulls is sometimes a magnitude greater than those inflicted by ocean swells.

An additional curse of the comparatively small size of the Great Lakes environment is the lack of sea room available for maneuvering, which offers a slim margin of error for navigational errors. The option of heading out to open sea to ride out a storm is not a viable one, and in the days preceding the development of sophisticated electronic positioning equipment lack of sea room was a critical cause for lake skippers. These inland water bodies are also subject to pervasive heavy fogs, which cause unexpected difficulties in narrow waterways. Many of the vessels lying at the bottom of the Great Lakes came to grief on quiet water, victims of small or collisions with other vessels in thick fog.

Additionally, air temperature variations are extreme. Portions of the upper lakes, straits and waterways have frozen solid occasionally trapping entire fleets of vessels for the remainder of winter.

It is understandable, therefore, the impulse of Great Lakes historians to focus on the violence of the lakes environment, if for no other reason than to ensure that the uninitiated reader will grasp the fact that an inland body of water can hold the awe and menace of an ocean.

A factor of equal importance in identifying the lakes as a major maritime entity is sheer socioeconomic intensity. By the end of the Nineteenth Century the Great Lakes had more tonnage being moved from place to place and more vessels plying each square mile of water than all the rest of the United States, Atlantic and Pacific seaboards combined. The Lakes vessels were, at their peak, also the most prosperous ship tonnage in the world. Bulk freighters, for example, loaded and unloaded quicker and moved a ton of cargo a mile for less cost than any other vessels on earth (Ashburn 1925:81). It should also be noted that these superlatives occurred in a season duration of 8 or 9 months a year.
Waves of immigrants filled the passenger vessels heading west. One from the Misabi and other iron ranges surrounding Duluth comprised some of the largest bulk freight shipments ever moved by man. Coal destined for the upper Lakes passed the downbound shipments of iron. Grain flourished, fattened, and restarted at other points in the Great Lakes region during the 50 years following the Civil War.

This small but environmentally severe and socioeconomically intense maritime environment provided all the ingredients necessary for a high occurrence of shipwrecks. Capital investment in the movement of these vessels was heavy, as was the promise of high profits, factors that encouraged attempts at one more voyage well after seasonal changes would indicate the rational decision to winter in.

Demographic changes during the period of development of Lakes navigation reflected the economic dynamics and what were to become the most densely populated cities in the Nation began their almost exponential rate of growth in the Nineteenth Century. The remainder of this chapter will be focused on the various socioeconomic processes that influenced the development of shipping on the Great Lakes. It will begin with general trends and narrow to the particulars of Great Lakes maritime activity. Where appropriate, comparisons to western rivers, Atlantic, and Pacific trades will be made to establish a meaningful context for understanding the Great Lakes.

One may ask why such a discussion of socioeconomic context is relevant. The collection of ships at Isle Royale was part of a complex cultural system. An understanding of these shipwrecks could only be realized from a consideration of the behavioral patterns and processes that were responsible for their existence, the physical form, cargo and location of their demise. It is clear that the wrecks are not totally random, although their specific loss resulted from an accident. These vessels were parts of the large national economic, political, demographic structure influenced by technological and ecological constraints. This chapter describes the patterned behavior that surrounded and resulted in the collection of shipwrecks at Isle Royale National Park. We see this discussion as a necessary step to the eventual understanding and explanation of the collection of Great Lakes shipwrecks and the cultural processes they represent.

Socioeconomic Processes Affecting Lakes Navigation

The American Revolution ended British mercantilism and unleashed the economic potential of a new nation. The restrictive policies of mercantilism had been designed to increase the wealth of Great Britain by controlling the market economy of the colonies. The newly independent colonies could now enact policies that would further their own interests.

Population and trade, both internal and foreign, grew rapidly, and transportation needs expanded along with them. The interaction of watercraft with railroads, canals and roads combined to form a national transportation system. Watercraft offered the cheapest and, in many cases, the only means of transportation of raw materials, goods and people. The changes in the number of commercial watercraft, and in their form and function, reflected the trends of economic development.

Sectional differences in production and consumption appeared early in the Nineteenth Century. The Northeast rapidly industrialized, forming a manufacturing
but centering on New York that ultimately reached the Great Lakes and contained 65 percent of the manufacturing capacity for the country (Freid 1970:274).

The South developed a dependence on a few staple crops, and the West produced the majority of agricultural products, transported down the Mississippi, for the other regions. The Middle Atlantic and New England states developed financial structure and marketing for foreign trade, as well as the shipping and ports.

The early south-northeast trade was primarily coastal due to the Appalachian Mountains, a formidable obstacle to the trade between the East Coast and the interior. After penetration of the mountains first by canals and later by railroads, inter-regional trade shifted. Goods could go more directly between the West and East. Regional specialization became more entrenched. The rise of East-West trade was facilitated by the Great Lakes and the canals connecting the West with the Mississippi River system (North 1961:106).

The main early port cities were New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore. After the War of 1812, New York became the principal port and controlled both coastal and European trade. Charleston and New Orleans became the primary southern ports, as a result of the increasing focus on cotton production. Southern cotton was the main export and foreign exchange after 1815 and into the 1830s and 1840s. Later, Western grain would supersede cotton in importance, a change reflected in the shift of predominate vessel traffic from the western rivers to the Great Lakes.

During the first quarter of the Nineteenth Century, population growth in the U.S. was primarily the result of the fertility of the inhabitants. Immigration did not become a significant contributor until about 1826, the year that the total immigrants passed the 10,000 mark (The 10,000 mark was reached in 1826). Regular passenger service was established on Lake Erie in 1850 (Havighurst 1966:124).

By 1832 there were 50,000 new immigrants, and in the decade of the 1840s, yearly totals sometimes exceeded 100,000 even 200,000, with 308,500 immigrants entering the country in 1850 (US Dept. of Commerce 1960:67). Before the Civil War, the majority of the immigrants came from the countries of Ireland, Great Britain, Germany and Scandinavia.

The shift in population distribution clearly represents a westward movement. In 1810, 52 percent of the population lived in the Northeast and 13 percent were in the West. By 1860 the relative population in the Northeast was 36.5 percent, the West 37.8 percent (North 1961:297).

Many immigrants stayed in the East, but the majority composed the great westward expansion, at first into the contemporary Midwest areas surrounding the lakes. The United States population grew nearly eight-fold before the Civil War. Although laborers comprised the largest single occupational category of immigrants, farmers, skilled workers and merchants, together formed the majority (US Dept. of Commerce 1960:60-64).

The immigrants brought capital, and agricultural and industrial skills, as well as an economic and technological orientation, particularly newcomers from Great Britain, which led the world in technology. The skilled and technologically sophisticated immigrant was in large measure responsible for the pre-emption of the United States to accept, revise and rapidly transfer new technologies, whether of foreign or
national origin. In general, immigrants seeking American opportunities for advancement were highly motivated and economically oriented.

There was sufficient land available for the new population influx. The land area of the country has been nearly doubled by the Louisiana Purchase, which also gave the U.S. control of the mouth of the Mississippi. The Florida Territory was added in 1821, providing virtually complete control of the Mississippi. The acquisition of Texas, the Oregon Territory, California and the Gadsden Purchase soon followed. The continental U.S. land acquisition was completed during the 1850s.

The Midwest, particularly around the Great Lakes, was extremely productive under European agricultural practices. New resources and raw materials became available with the opening of each new territory. The demand of the swelling Western populations fueled the industries of the manufacturing and capitalizing East, and strengthened the developing market economy.

Eastern investment capital spread west. Economic growth was precipitated on the system of transportation and attracted eastern investments (see Nye 1953). The economic potential of the new farmlands and mineral deposits of the Midwest could not be fully realized until it was possible to transport the products to market. The canal system, begun with the opening of the Erie in 1825, was necessary for exploitation of agricultural and mineral resources of the new country, along with the growth of vessel transport and the development of the rail system.

The growing economy and the influx of immigrants quickly taxed the obsolete transportation system. The War of 1812, with its naval blockade, prompted the development of inland roads and private turnpikes in the absence of a federal road system. However, the cost of moving materials over roads was very high. Water transportation remained the primary mode of inland travel until the expansion of the railroads and development of the automobile. This period is often referred to as the Canal Age by historians.

Exploration usually followed river systems, and the first settlements and first population centers were invariably near rivers and other bodies of water. Agricultural expansion occurred in areas with access to waterways. This pattern is still reflected today; of the 150 U.S. cities with populations of 100,000 or more, more than 130 are directly served by the inland waterway system.

The Nineteenth Century can be characterized by rapid industrial growth and expansion. By the end of the century, annual iron production exceeded 15 million tons (US Dept. of Commerce 1960:365-6). Prior to the Civil War, the new acquired territory and its settlement gave agriculture the major role in economic development. After the war, industry came to be of greater importance to economic growth. In 1860 more than 60 percent of the workers were engaged in agriculture, but by 1910, it was reduced to 30 percent (Fite and Reese 1989:376).

The growth of the U.S. economy was not a steady incline, but a series of fluctuations punctuated by booms and economic recessions, aptly termed "panics." The principal panics, those of 1819, 1837, and particularly 1847, 1873 and 1893, affected industrial production and population movements. Lakes navigation, like that of the western rivers, coast and oceans, was altered significantly by each panic, as well as by the general trends of economic growth.
Development of Inland Transportation

The Mississippi River system and Great Lakes became the primary inland routes of commerce. The chain of lakes formed a natural east-west route, and the Mississippi River provided a north-to-south route. Because of the natural barrier of the Appalachians, prior to mid-century, agriculture's products were shipped downstream and transferred to coastal craft for delivery to the busy northeast ports. Agricultural and raw materials moved eastward through the Great Lakes, for distribution to the North and East, and south through the Mississippi River system. Manufactured goods moved west and south on these waterways from the populous manufacturing centers of the East.

America led the world in the development of inland steam navigation, a phenomenon largely a result of geographical conditions. Great Britain and Europe, which lacked the extensive inland waterways but had accessible coasts, lagged behind in the application of steam to inland navigation, although they led in ocean steam. Consequently, Great Britain utilized many more stationary steam engines to motive power in manufacturing. America had the benefit of many flowing streams and rivers appropriate for water powered machinery.

River Steamboats. Prior to the advent of steam, there was only wind, current and muscle to move the vessels of commerce. Sails for sailing vessels could meet the mouths of the larger rivers and could meet the early post-Revolution transportation needs. As the population moved across the Appalachian Mountains and into the Ohio Valley, western river navigation became more important.

Boats could easily float down the inland rivers, taking advantage of the current, and flatboats were one type specifically designed to do so. The downstream advantage was offset by the necessity of relying on muscle power to ascend the great rivers in keelboats.

The need and profit potential for vessels capable of upstream navigation on the western rivers was recognized early in the experimental stages of applying steam to ships. Although the early experiments of steam navigation were carried out on the eastern rivers near the more populated cities, they were not too far toward developing boats for western river navigation. The experiments of James Rumsey, John Fitch, John Stevens, Oliver Evans and Robert Fulton were focused on western river navigation.

As early as 1786, Rumsey wrote to George Washington regarding the feasibility of upstream western river navigation. Evans recognized the potential of high pressure steam engines for western rivers and worked on their refinement. The early steam pioneers attempted to monopolize steam on the western rivers, but in 1817 all monopoly claims to western river navigation were nullified.

Fulton repeatedly designed the CLERMONT for navigation on the Mississippi (from contemporary newspaper accounts of the maiden voyage quoted in Hunter, 449-55). The concept may have originated with his partner and financial supporter, Chancellor Robert Livingston, who had been instrumental in the negotiation of the Louisiana Purchase and had floated down the Mississippi. Fulton had written to Livingston, "Whatever may be the fate of steamboats for the Hudson, everything is certainly proved for the Mississippi, and the object is immense" (bid.)
Western river steam navigation was initiated in 1811 with the maiden voyage of the 374 ton NEW ORLEANS from Pittsburgh to New Orleans. In the first year of operation, the owners realized a $20,000 profit on an investment of $40,000 (Fite and Reese 1965:190). The ascendency of the steamboat was rapid on the western rivers, and by 1830, the steamboat was the dominant mode of transportation, a status that remained unthreatened until the growth of railroads in the late 1850s.

The western river steamboat soon became a unique craft particularly well adapted to the seasonal environment of the rivers. Flat-bottomed, shallow draft, and powered by high pressure steam, it soon lost any resemblance to eastern river steamboats. The critical factors in the design of western river vessels were the necessity for shallow draft, sediment and mineral loaded fed water, maximum reliability and quick handling, minimum machinery space, low fuel costs and low first-cost because of short average use life (Bryan 1986:387-8).

In 1842, total western river steam tonnage was 126,778 tons, a figure that would double by 1846 (Abert 1848:12). The number of steamboats would increase to 557 in 1845 and 727 in 1856, the latter year representing a tonnage of 173,000 (Hunter 1849:33).

Unlike the western river vessels, which were equally adapted to both passengers and freight, the eastern river steamboats were primarily passenger vessels, and more closely reflected their heritage from CLERMONT. They retained a deep draft hull similar to sailing vessels, and the often palatial craft were invariably low pressure side-wheelers. Because of competition among steamboat lines, the eastern vessels emphasized luxury and speed.

Many eastern steamboats were organized into more capitalized shipping lines that maintained regular schedules of sailing, quite unlike the western river steamboats that were mostly tramps, picking up passengers and cargo wherever possible, and keeping quite irregular schedules, if any at all. Most western river vessels were owned by individuals or small partnerships.

The development of steam navigation on the Great Lakes was not nearly as rapid as on western rivers. The use of sail was much more advantageous on the Lakes, a factor that retarded the adoption of steam navigation in the region.

Canals. The completion of the Erie Canal in 1825 was the initiation of the American canal building effort. The construction of the 363 mile Erie Canal from Albany to Buffalo was begun in 1817. The original canal measured 4 feet deep and 38 feet wide at the bottom.

The canal was an immediate economic success. The cost for transporting a ton of freight from Buffalo to Albany dropped from $90.00 to less than $3.00, including toll charges. In the first year of operation, $750,000 in tolls were collected (Fite and Reese 1965:133).

The western terminus of the canal was Buffalo, which was victorious over the village of Black Rock for the honor (Hatcher 1945). Soon other canals were dug in Pennsylvania and through Ohio to link Lake Erie with the Ohio River. Toledo, Cleveland and Detroit became important port cities and grew rapidly as a result of the increased commerce from the canal. Along with the commerce, capital moved west. New York businessmen sent representatives to the western cities, particularly
Dietz.  The cooperative association between the growing western markets and New York City served as the status as the primary eastern port in North America.

The Erie Canal shifted the principal route of the immigrants northward from the western rivers. More than half of all emigrating travelers traveled through the newly completed Erie Canal on their way west (Mausfield, 1899:183-4). By 1836 there were 3,000 canal boats operating on the Erie Canal in the lucrative immigrant passenger business (Navighurst 1844:127).

There were 4,027 miles of canals built in the United States by 1840, almost half in New York and Pennsylvania (compiled from Tappan 1840:223-234). Most canals were built in the 1830s, but their total mileage (reached in 1851) was eclipsed by the construction of railroads, which reached 5,139 miles by 1870 (e.g.).

Railroads: From a historical perspective, the growth of railroads in America was not systematic, but a seemingly haphazard linkage of towns and production centers with waterways. At first, the railroads were welcomed by those with vested interests in shipping, but as the rail system grew, the competitive transportation threat was realized. Rail transportation was not competitive in cost, but had the advantages of speed, reliable schedules, direct routes and, especially, year-round operation. These attributes, coupled with the transportation between lines, specialization of freight and passenger express lines, government subsidies and the formation of large corporations, cut deeply into the canal and river commerce.

Railroad mileage expanded rapidly after 1840. By 1850 there were more than 30,000 miles of track operational, that amount tripled by 1880; ten years later there were more than 70,000 miles of track in operation (US Bureau of the Census 1960:427).

The mid-19th century railroads came into direct competition with the western river steamboats. Rail lines extending south from Lake Erie ports shifted passenger and freight from the western river coastal routes. Soon the railroads connected the major riverport cities of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, and the competition became direct with the mainline steamboat.

The western river steamboats lost in the competition with the railroads, and was only able to temporally maintain or increase business in the far West and northwest territories. The situation was somewhat different in the East and on the Great Lakes.

In some areas (for example, Long Island Sound), steamboats were able to increase business when they managed to connect with major railroads. Steamboat passenger lines, especially those owned by railroad companies, continued to grow until the advent of private transportation in the form of the automobile. On the lakes, the ability to move bulk freight at a cost far below the railroads has allowed the continued existence of waterborne transportation to the present.

Growth of Great Lakes Navigation

Early lakes navigation can be divided into stages marked by the completion of two important canals: the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 and the opening of the St. Mary's Falls Canal at Sault Ste. Marie in 1855. Both had tremendous impact on Great Lakes navigation and involved new stages of regional growth.
The Erie Canal opened the western lands for migration, and marked the end of the exploration and fur trade that was characteristic of the earliest period. Populations and development spread west, and followed a similar pattern for each lake. The Sault Ste. Marie Canal gave ready access to the area around Lake Superior and opened the entire Great Lakes system to navigation.

The early period of the eastern Lakes was devoted to the fur trade. Trade with the Indians and shipment of supplies to the remote military posts on the frontier became important elements of commerce after the War of 1812.

The opening of the Erie Canal brought large numbers of immigrants and additional commercial trade to support the westward expansion. The new canal had the effect of shifting the main transportation route north from the Ohio River. Detroit and Buffalo became principal ports; Chicago was a developing outpost. In 1830 the articles of shipment to Buffalo were corn, fish, furs, whiskey, lumber and shingles, with return cargoes of merchandise and passengers. Small cargoes of flour, whiskey, hooch and merchandise were transported to the far Western port of Chicago (Mansfield 1899:1:192 3).

Michigan's development did not begin until after the opening of the Erie Canal. By 1836 there were about 3,000 canal boats in operation carrying the growing numbers of immigrants. The Black Hawk War of 1832 ended the Indian threat and brought knowledge of the rich soil of northern Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin. Speculation fueled the land boom in progress. Chicago became a growing commercial port serving the new territories; its population grew from 150 to 2,000 in 1832. Twenty thousand passed through town the same year on their way into Illinois. In 1835, 255 sailing ships arrived in Chicago; a thousand schooners and 990 steamer arrivals were recorded for Cleveland the next year. Chicago and Toledo were incorporated in 1837; Chicago had a population of 8,000 and Detroit had 10,000 (Hatcher 1944:207).

The vessels prior to 1818 were all sail craft, locally built on the shores of Ontario and Erie. The number of sailing vessels grew yearly to meet demands of the growing trade. Steamboats had proven reliable on the western rivers and the Hudson, and in both cases the cost of passage and shipping had been reduced. The advantages of steam were realized, and both Canadians and Americans began the construction of steamboats for service on Lake Ontario.

Steam navigation on the Lakes was initiated in 1816 by the Canadians, closely followed by the Americans. In 1820 there were only four steamers on the Lakes compared with 71 on the western rivers and 52 on the Atlantic. By 1830 there were 296 western river steamboats, 183 eastern river steamers and only 11 Lake steamboats in operation (Purdy 1880:5). In the summer of 1833, those 11 Lake steamboats carried 61,000 passengers west (Mansfield 1899:1:185,394).

The first two steamboats were built by groups of merchants in partnership. The third vessel, THE WALK IN THE WATER, was built by the newly formed Lake Erie Steamboat Company of Buffalo in 1818 (Hatcher 1844:176).

The formation of a company with the capital and means for steamboat construction and operation represents the organizational form that steam navigation would take on the Lakes. Most sailing vessels, considerably cheaper to build and operate, were owned by single owners or a very few partners. The eastern river steamboats were owned by corporations, and were organized early into transportation lines.
supported by the investment of eastern capital. This is in contrast to vessel operation on the western rivers, where ownership patterns resembled the ownership of sail vessels on the lakes — single owners or limited partnerships.

The concentration of capital and the power it represented markedly affected the development of Lakes navigation, particularly in obtaining government subsidies for navigation improvement. The American canal building era resulted directly from corporate interests obtaining government support for continued navigation and harbor improvements, on a scale that would be impossible by any other means. Continued navigation improvements reduced risk and allowed the use of ever-larger vessels that could benefit from the economies of scale, reducing transportation costs and boosting profits.

The Canadians were similarly organized in business corporations. They observed that the Erie Canal would draw trade from their St. Lawrence River ports, particularly Montreal, to New York. Before the completion of the Erie Canal, the Welland Canal Company was formed, and construction was begun on the canal around Niagara Falls. The completion of the Welland Canal in 1829 brought about the development of the first vessels specifically designed for the limitations of the Great Lakes: the canal hulls — sailing ships built to pass through the canal locks.

The first Great Lakes steam vessels were influenced in a more direct way by Eastern seaward developments. The early lake steamers were constructed by Eastern builders; again, the result of capital and expertise being centered in New York. For example, Noah Brown of New York was responsible for the design and construction of WATKIN THE WATKIN (Watkins 1802-1815; Hatcher 1936:173). FRONTIERSMAN, the first steamer on the Lakes, was built by two ship carpenters from Long Island (Cunliff 1951:215). A number of the early steamboats for the Lakes were built at Sackets Harbor, New York; for example, ONTARIO 1817, SOPHIA 1818, and COLUMBUS 1818-1819 (Cook 1858:23-24).

The success of the Erie and Welland Canals and the explosive growth of trade prompted the construction of other canals. By 1848 there were seven major outlets available to the Great Lakes, six of which led into Lake Erie (Hatcher 1944:190). The port cities of Lake Erie became centers of commerce with the expanding west to the industrial east.

In mid-century the railroads came into importance. Buffalo became a rail center greatly augmenting its position as a prime port. Fourteen freight and 309 passenger trains entered and left the lake port every 24 hours; Buffalo's population grew from 42,000 to 74,000 between 1850 and 1855 (Hatcher 1860:231). At first, most railroads were not in direct competition with vessels and served as connecting lines for passenger steamers. However, some railroads went into the steamship business to capitalize on the growing demand for passenger vessels. Package freight commerce on the Lakes was taken over by the rail companies, who ultimately owned almost all the package freighters (Ericson 1967:11).

The 1850s represented a high-point in passenger steamboat development on the Lakes. The growing demand supported 3 lines of steamers between Buffalo and Chicago, operating 15 steamboats (side-wheelers) and 20 propellers (Mills 1910:173; 145). The completion of east-west trunk line railroads cut deeply into the passenger trade, and the appearance of screw freighters, which were cheaper to operate and build, cut into the freight business (Mansfield 1:180-191).
Later, the railroads, unhampered by the seasonality of the Lakes, cut deeper yet into the freight trade and precipitated a general decline in Lakes navigation that was only relieved by the opening of the Sault canal. Railroad tonnage carried was about equal to that carried eastward on the Erie Canal in the late 1850s, but it was much more valuable. The railroads tended to carry the more valuable commerce leaving the heavier and bulkier products for the Lake and canal carriers.

An example of the tendency for rails to cut disproportionately into the more valuable cargoes is Chicago, which had both railroads and lakes available for transportation. The 1850 Chicago data indicate that corn, wheat, and lead moved predominantly by water, whereas hides, livestock, and general merchandise moved by rail (Taylor 1851:167).

The exploration and, soon, the population pushed farther westward. The canal system had opened the whole of the Great Lakes to navigation, except for Lake Superior. The falls in the St. Mary's River blocked vessel access.

Growth of Lake Superior Navigation

Resource extraction was a prime motivating factor in European incursion into the Lake Superior area, as it was into the Great Lakes region in general. The economic development and exploitation of the Lake Superior region lagged behind the other lakes, retarded primarily by the St. Mary's Falls at Sault Ste. Marie, which impeded navigation into the lake. There were only two options for operating a vessel on Lake Superior: portage around the falls or construction on the lake.

Earliest commerce revolved around the fur trade. The panic of 1837 brought about a contraction in economic activity that seriously debilitated the fur and fishing trades. The American Fur Company failed in 1842 (Nute 1944:180), ending the early period of commerce of the region.

The discovery of copper in 1843, 1844 and 1845 generated increased interest in the Lake Superior region. Most navigation on the lake prior to this time, except for six schooners, was conducted in birch bark canoes, Lake, or Mackinaw boats.

Prior to the start of construction on the locks around the St. Mary's River Falls at Sault Ste. Marie, 11 vessels had been laboriously hauled across the overland portage. Their total displacement was 3,000 tons, and apparently all were eventually wrecked (Navigating 1944:163).

Although side-wheel steamers began plying the lower lakes in 1816 with the launch of Frontenac, it was not until 1845 that the first steamers appeared on Lake Superior (Mansfield 1890:1197; Barry 1973:36). The propeller Independence, rigged as a fore-and-aft schooner, was hauled over the portage at Sault Ste. Marie to meet the increasing demand for passenger service resulting from the mineral discoveries. In 1846 the side-wheeler Julia Palmer was also brought over the portage, and became the first steamer to ply the North Shore (Coit 1856:257).

The question of a canal at Sault Ste. Marie was raised even before the time of the copper discoveries. The financial success of the Erie and Welland Canals, and the growing canal system in the East piqued the interest of the commercial firms of the new state of Michigan. The opening of the Sault Canal in 1855 initiated large scale navigation and exploitation of the Lake Superior region.
As originally proposed in 1837, the lock at the canal would be 100 feet long, 32 feet wide by 12 feet deep (Williams 1907:175). Much discussion surrounded the ideal size for the system. In April 1855, when the work on the canal and locks was completed, the final measurements were: 100 feet wide at the water surface, 64 feet wide at the bottom, with a depth of 13 feet. The locks were 70 feet wide, 12 feet deep, and 850 feet long (Mansfield 1899:174; Williams 1907:175). The canal was deepened in 1870 to 15 feet. In 1881, side walls were straightened and a single lock installed measuring 515 x 80 feet. Further growth in commerce demanded more improvements, and in August 1886 the new canal was opened with 21 feet of depth and a lock 1,000 feet by 100 feet (Mansfield 1899:174).

By 1887, it was apparent that the Sault Canal, even with its many improvements, was no longer sufficient for shipping demands. Vessels often had to wait 12 to 36 hours to pass through. In 1895, the Canadian Sault Ste. Marie Canal, with a lock size of 600 feet by 60 feet and 22 feet deep, was opened. The first vessels through were American (Mansfield 1896:174). The U.S. canal and lock alterations and improvements of the Canadian canal are indications of the rapid growth of commerce and shipping in the Lake Superior region.

The establishment and improvements of Lake Superior ports also reflect the rapid development of regional commerce. The nature and extent of the trades of each harbor reflect the establishment of routes and the characteristics of vessels engaged in these trades in certain areas of the lake. Analysis of data such as these can lead to the understanding of the socioeconomic factors that influence specific vessel operations, over time, leading to the development of a predictive model for shipwreck location (see Hulse 1981).

Pattern of Harbor Establishment and Development: Some of the principal harbors of Lake Superior and their development, as noted by Mansfield (1899:364-367) and others follow. The pattern of development and the increasing scale of growth and decline closely reflect the trends of Lake Superior commerce and demographics. The data: the harbors formed and entered into the transportation network of Lake Superior and the nature and extent of shipping are key factors for the generation of a predictive model of the nature and locations of shipwrecks.

Marquette. Primarily involved with iron ore since the 1840s, the port was developed to transport ore from the Marquette Range, the oldest, on Lake Superior. Iron Mountain railroad was completed from the mines to the harbor in 1856. In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872, there were 380 arrivals of vessels at the port with a tonnage of 185,000. By 1896 more than 1,000 vessels arrived with a tonnage of 783,000, which generally indicates imported coal. There were 2,297,556 tons of iron ore exported from this port in 1897, with the total shipped consistently above 3 million tons well into the 1940s. Marquette is the third largest city on Lake Superior (Skilling 1971: Mining Review, Duluth Aug. 26, 1940).

Ashland Established in 1865, little activity occurred until the 1870s. Increased from 594 arrivals with 1,480,000 tons of cargo in 1887 to 5,164 arrivals with a cargo tonnage of 24 million in 1896. Ashland exported 15 million tons of iron ore that year. Very little activity since World War II.

Duluth. A main port of Lake Superior settled in 1854, it became a port of entry in 1871. Prior to completion of the Lake Superior Railroad, the population was 300. Four years after completion of the railroad, the population reached 4,000. The principal exports were grain and iron ore. The last ore docks were completed in
1893. In 1897 the harbor received 885,623 tons (more than half was coal), and shipped out 2.3 million tons of ore. 1 million tons of flour and grain, and 454,000 tons of lumber. By the turn of the twentieth century, Duluth would rank as one of the major ports of the world in terms of tonnage handled. By 1913 it ranked second only to New York, a position it would hold for decades (well 1975:99). The combined ports of Duluth-Superior are included in the top ten in the US in terms of tonnage handled. 

Superior: Settled in 1883, its first ore docks were completed in 1891. united with Duluth in 1896. Had traffic of 8.4 million aggregate tons in 1897.

Two Harbors: One of the largest ore ports on Lake Superior, and the first in Minnesota. Opened in 1889, natural harbor dredged in 1882. Growth from 174 vessels arriving with aggregate tonnage of 295,800 in 1886 to the 1897 total of 2,063 vessels with 6.7 million tons. First steel ore dock on the lakes built in 1899 with a storage capacity of 44,000 tons. Peak ore record was 1893 when more than 21 million tons of ore were shipped. The harbor declined after that period. Three quarters of a billion tons of ore shipped through this harbor from the Mesabi Range in its 100 years of operation (King 1904:1-4). Considerable forest products shipped between 1864-1933. Depiction of high grade ore shut down port in 1963 (US Army Corps of Engineers 1975:11).

Port Arthur: Most important Canadian port on Superior, and known as the Canadian Lakehead. Terminal for Canadian Pacific Railroad. Exporter of lumber, grain, and later, tin ore. The first grain was shipped in 1883. Combined with Fort William in 1888. The port now contains the largest water shipping grain elevator in the world. Canadian Pacific has one of the largest coal docks in the world. In the early 1970s and average of 1 million tons of cargo handled a month, making it the largest of all Canadian ports (Hatcher and Walker 1963;154).


As the ports of Lake Superior developed, they influenced the routes of the various types of vessels carrying certain cargoes. The main commerce on Lake Superior was the transportation of passengers, grain, iron ore, coal, package freight and lumber. As much of the trains expanded, larger vessels were produced to accommodate that growth commensurate with physical navigation limitations.

At the turn of the century, there was more freight being carried on the Great Lakes in an 8-month season than all other nations combined using the Suez canal in 12 months (Curwood 1908:73). At the development of the trades that made up the bulk of Great Lakes freight will be briefly discussed, before presenting a general view of the growth of navigation.

Principal Products in Lake Superior Navigation: Lake Superior experienced a tremendous growth of commerce. Beginning with the opening of the Sault Canal, one of the most remarkable aspects of this Great Lakes navigation is the increasing percentage of the total commerce that Lake Superior navigation represented. In 1870 Lake Superior shipping tonnage was about 6 percent of the total for the Great Lakes; by 1911 it was more than 55 percent (Williamson 1977:175). The majority of Lake Superior's tonnage is represented by iron ore, always making up two-thirds of the total tonnage, and sometimes 50 percent.
The first major shipments began in 1869 from Marquette to Ohio (Mansfield, 1880:156). By 1870 iron ore comprised 75% of all the traffic on the Great Lakes. By 1871 iron ore shipments comprised more than 50 percent of the commerce on the Great Lakes (Williamson 1871:179). This enormous growth of percentage took place as the overall trade on the Lakes swelled from 6 million tons in 1870 to more than 80 million in 1871; a growth of 1300 percent.

Experiments in producing pig iron in the Superior region were unsuccessful. Companies attempting to manufacture was failed to produce the expected profits. The rapidly disappearing hardwoods necessary for the production of charcoal iron were a major factor in the failure. Coke, a coal product, became the fuel for iron production, making it cheaper to move the ore to the blast furnaces and manufacturing centers in the East rather than build furnaces in the iron ore regions and transfer the coke to them (Ruhm 1950:46-48).

Four major ranges were opened up in the Superior region from 1874 to 1884. The demand for the ore was from the iron and steel mills in the East, and the cheapest transportation was over water. From the opening of the Sault Canal in 1830, more than 150 million tons of ore were sent down the Lakes from the Superior ranges.

The increased volume resulting from improvements in mining techniques and the refinement of shore facilities around 1855 put mounting pressure on shipping capabilities. These pressures, coupled with the progress of ship design, materials, and building techniques led to the launch of the first lake-built ore (ONOK) in 1892. This vessel incorporated some of the attributes of the wooden R.J. Macklin, which had been built in 1889 for the ore trade and dimensioned to the contemporary Sault locks, as well as to the old docks at Marquette.

The basic characteristics of the Lake bulk freighter were all truly (high free-riding), high ratio of length to breadth, deep drafts with hatches spaced to align with landing docks, and deck structures only on the bow and stern. The bulk carrier continued to increase in size as the demand for ore grew, the navigation channels deepened, the locks enlarged, and the shore facilities were equipped to handle the immense quantities of ore pouring down the Lakes from Superior.

Ownership and utilization of the ore carriers is best characterized as that of increasing concentration of capital particularly in 19th-century partnerships. Beginning in the 1880s, mergers consolidated interests into large corporate organizations that absorbed smaller firms, or simply put them out of business. The Panic of 1893 helped to eliminate the smaller corporations. Ore, pig iron, coal, and limestone transportation and production became interlinked.

Political power was wielded from both a corporate and personal position by company executive officers. Company officials were active in government on a national and state level. Ultimately, the varied interests of Carnegie and Rockefeller, including the fleets of ships used for ore transport, were consolidated under U.S. Steel in 1901, which directly controlled one-half of the known iron ore resources in the United States (Ruhm 1950:48).

The formation of company-owned fleets of freighters, begun by the Rockefeller-owned Bessemer Co. in 1876, altered the social organization aboard the ships. The captain, once master of the ship in every way, became a company employee answerable to managers for all details of operation from exact schedules to fuel consumption. The old tradition of hiring crews for each voyage was
replaced with inducements to motivate and maintain a permanent crew. Captains were shuffled from boat to boat, and all the crew was hired by the company (Hoagland 1917: 74-76, 40). The days of owner-operator shipmasters and vagabond crews on the Lakes was over in the bulk freighting business in the last decade of the Nineteenth Century.

The contribution to the total U.S. production of iron ore from the Great Lakes grew from 5 percent in 1860 (Mansfield 1855-1966) to almost twice as much as all the other parts of the country combined in less than 15 years (Finch 1898:63, 3).

The rapid increase of the iron ore and grain commerce of the Lake Superior region created the need to handle both cargo types quickly. In the early period the cargo was loaded and unloaded by hand with buckets. The advent of grain elevators speeded the process for grain, and special loading docks and unloading equipment did the same for ore.

Ore docks developed unprecedented loading and unloading capabilities in the Great Lakes region. Elevated tramways that took advantage of the cliffs on the south shore of Superior were used for loading ore at Marquette in 1858. The size of the "pocket" docks continued to grow until the Northern Docks at Superior in the twentieth century had 1,252 pockets capable of loading 16,600 foot vessels simultaneously.

Prior to the application of steam, all unloading of ore was done by hand, a process that took a week for a cargo of 300 tons. Unloading technology development began with the use of steam winches in 1867. In 1869 the first improvements appeared. A movable tram was put in operation by Brown that allowed the unloader to move along the dock to work above the hatches without moving the ore boat. Self-filling grab buckets soon appeared and design modifications quickly followed until 1899 when the first Huletts unloaders were installed on the Connasut docks by Carnegie Steel Company. The Huletts unloaders were rigid affairs that significantly reduced the interior hull damage of the earlier cable operated grab buckets.

The rigid Huletts design became the standard, and they soon began to grow in size, influencing bulk ore carrier hull design. The first Huletts were steam operated and carried 6-ton buckets. These would grow to the contemporary 50-ton unloaders. Soon after the Huletts were adopted the 340-foot, 30-hatch ore boats appeared. These vessels had no interior stanchions or bulkheads, and hatches on 12-foot centers to match the ore dock spouts (Burke 1975:276). The result was that a vessel of these dimensions could discharge 10,000 tons of ore in 4 1/2 hours, or less. An ore unloading record was established in 1930 when WM. G. McConagle discharged 11,445 gross tons of ore at the Pittsburgh and Connasut Dock in 2 hours and 20 minutes (U.S. Board of Engineers 1930:30).

Ore loading capabilities of the Superior ports developed similar capabilities as the unloading docks of the lower Lakes. The lake steamer D.G. KERR on September 7, 1921 loaded 12,508 tons of ore in 16 1/2 minutes at the Duluth and Iron Range Railroad ore dock at Two Harbors. This was a rate of 758 tons a minute (U.S. Board of Engineers 1930:29).

Coal Trade: Coal was an upbound cargo imported into the Superior region. The mineral was brought into the major ports by vessels that received grain or iron ore for the downbound journey. Duluth and Superior were primary ports for the regional distribution of coal for the West and Northwest in the late 1890s (Mansfield
The first shipments of coal arrived in Duluth in 1871 (Hutchinson 1914:287). Most of the coal, approximately 80 percent, was shipped out of Lake Superior ports, with Toledo the major exported. Coal as the upward cargo contributed significantly to the early financial success of the large bulk-transport system on the Lakes.

There was a demand for coal in any of the population centers or ports for use as fuel for homes, industry and steam vessels by the early 1890s (Buffalo Morning Express March 2, 1892). Wood was the chief fuel in the early period of development for the region. Movement of coal through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal in 1855 was 14,144 tons; in 1875, 100,000 tons; 1,000,000 in 1886; 10 million in 1888 (Mansfield 1899:1547) to more than 20 million tons by 1911 (Walsham 1917:179).

Coal, like iron ore, was handled in quantities that soon demanded automation. Binuminous coal is easily broken and must be loaded more carefully than ore. Hobie railroad dumpers appeared in 1892. These and later conveyors such as telescoping chutes were used to keep breakage at a minimum.

Prior to 1876 coal was unloaded by horse-operated bucket lifts. A vessel carrying 500 tons or so took about a week to unload. Trams and later, chainshelves were introduced in the late 1890s, and electric power was introduced in 1901 at the Lakehead. The electric chainshelf system could unload 5,000 tons in 10 hours in 1902 (Hutchinson 1914:297-303). By 1928, the coal unloading record had reached the 111,111 B. GRAY discharging 0.536 tons of bituminous coal at the Duluth, Missabe and Northern Road in 5 hours and 5 minutes (U.S. Board of Engineers 1930:20)

Grain: The opening of the Erie Canal made grain transportation practical. The earliest traffic in grain on the Great Lakes was westward. The demand resulted from a rapidly increasing population and a growing foreign export market. Soon after the opening of the Erie Canal, principal grain movement shifted as Western agriculture developed. By 1835 all the grain arriving at Buffalo was from Ohio, and amounted to 112,000 bushels (Mansfield 1899:526).

After the development of grain cultivation in the new territories, the eastward flow of grain increased to meet the demand from the rapidly growing and industrializing East. The production of wheat began in the Superior region as the grain belt of the country moved toward the Northwest (Tunell 1933:41). After 1843 corn became more important. By 1850, Chicago export of grain totaled about 3/4 of the output of the top seven ports of Europe (Mansfield 1899:1526). By 1871, the 10 states bordering the Great Lakes produced more than half of the grain crop of the U.S. (Andrews 1910:11).

The principal grain ports were Buffalo, Chicago, and Duluth Superior. In both receipts and shipping, Chicago was far in advance of the others. Duluth Superior was ranked second in amount shipped, and Baud third in amount received (Andrews 1910:15).

The initiation of grain commerce occurred on Lake Superior about 1870. The total shipped eastward from the Lakehead that year was 49,700 bushels (Andrews 1910:34). Duluth became a grain depot, with its first elevator constructed in 1870, the second in 1872.
The Northern Pacific Railway reached 150 miles west of Duluth, and in 1878 the prairie market began delivering grain for eastward shipment from Duluth Superior. By 1881, the grain trade of Duluth compared favorably to the long-established market of Chicago, which at the time had a population of a half million more people (Hill 1976:57-68).

Grain shipments from the Superior ports reached 124 million bushels by 1905. From 1905–1909, shipments through the Sault Canal increased from 176 million to 191 million bushels (Andrews 1910:25). Two million bushels of grain, if all wheat, would produce about 12 billion 1-pound loaves of bread (Garwood 1909:50).

Canadian grain production grew as a result of westward expansion. After railroad connections were established, Canada shipped its grain through the Duluth–Superior Harbor, there was not an important port on the Canadian side until the Canadian railroad connection between Winnipeg and Port Arthur resulted in the creation of a harbor. From 1883 to 1920 Port Arthur and H. Williams were the main grain- and flour shipping cities for the Canadian trade.


Lumber. The lumber trades moved westward in a similar manner to grain production. The exploitable forests of the eastern lakes territory were cleared in the 1870s, and commerce soon became reliant on those of the Superior region. The South area became a mainstay in the 1890s, at the same time Canadian exports were rising.

The Chicago receipts of lumber moved by lake carrier indicate about one a. on board feet a year from 1868 to 1897. During this period, rail receipts were rarely half the Lake total (Mansfield 1899:1:521).

The lumber trade entered a general decline in the 1880s as a result of the depletion of forests. The railroads became more competitive as the exhaustion of desirable timber close to the lake shores and fogging streams progressed, and it became necessary to push farther into the interior to reach exploitable stands of timber. In 1891 rail and lake shipments out of Michigan were about equal for the first time (Mansfield 1899:1:519). The same general pattern of development continued to move west. Many people involved in the Lakes' lumber trade moved to the Pacific Northwest and continued much as they had done in the Lakes region.

The unique practice of towing vessels developed in Lakes navigation as a result of the lumber trade. Small vessels predominated in the trade because they could navigate farther up the rivers than the larger craft. The move to towing barges was influenced by the falling freight rates after the 1873 panic. A Chicago city ordinance of 1875 requiring noncombustible materials for building, a result of the disastrous fire of 1871, further reduced lumber demand and freight rates. Railway competition was also instrumental in reducing freight rates (Gjerset 1928:88–93).

The falling freight rates made the general competitive disadvantage a of sail apparent and heralded the demise of sail on the Lakes. Small schooners operating singly
were not profitable, but three or four vessels towed by a steamer were. Many other sections were transformed into barges by cutting down the masts and removing the bowspirt. They were taken into the lighter trade.

These barges were towed by a sail which was replaced in the later 1870s by a propeller, called a steam barge, which also carried a cargo (see Table 18/2). The towed barge system which came to be known as the "convert system" was invented by John S. Novacek of Dubuque, in 1861 (Hinshaw; 1899:118, 188) and was common in the bulk and lumber trades on the Lakes in the 1870s and 1880s. The practice of multiple barges, powered by a single steamer, appeared in the 1870s, and on the Mississippi River about the same time (Hunter 1960:210). They were called tugs, but were actually pushers.

Towing remained on the Lakes where navigation, progressive shipbuilding technology, and advanced loading and unloading machinery in the bulk trades made large vessels more profitable. A large cargo could produce a profit even with low rates, since a larger freight could be unloaded or loaded and underway while a smaller propeller waited for its cargo to be handled.

The south shore of Superior was logged principally between 1880 and 1900. The north shore (in the 1880s, with the last major shipments leaving in 1924) shipped out of Finnish fell from 244 million board feet in 1894 to 11 million in 1924, when only one mill was operating (Hinshaw 1964:196, 201). Between the years of 1870 and 1914, the annual percentage of the total commerce moved on the Great Lakes represented by lumber fell from over 50 percent to 3 percent (Williamson 1977:179).

A perspective on the immense quantity of lumber that was removed from the Great Lakes region can be gained from a consideration of the 1.5 billion board feet that was carried by lake ships in the 1880 season. Assuming 1 lake ship of 20,000 board feet of lumber to make an eight-trip voyage, the total 1900 cargo could have housed 75,000 homes, enough for a city of about 300,000 people roughly the population of Detroit at that time (Cowan 1909:48).

Passenger Service and Package Freight. The rapid migration west to the Western Interior began soon after the American Civil War. The population of Michigan increased from 316,300 in 1860 between 1830 and 1840, then nearly doubled by 1850. The population growth of Wisconsin predicted that of Michigan a decade later (Laughlin 1964:79), and created a keen demand for freight and passenger service.

The introduction of packet line systems in the Great Lakes trade was an innovation that affected most American vessel organizations. There had previously been ships that sailed a specific route but followed no set schedule; the operation of ships on definite times and preset schedules was instituted in the Atlantic trade soon after the War of 1812, closely followed by the Hudson River and Long Island Sound steamboats. The dependable schedules were a boon to shippers and passengers alike (see Aikon 1935).

Increasing demand for passage initiated the steady increase in size and numbers of side-wheel passenger steamers. After the initial stage of improvements, the demand for first-class accommodations grew. The 1840s and 1850s were particularly good for the passenger trade, and Great Lakes passenger traffic in 1860 was about 250,000 (Hinshaw; 1899:118, 188).
In the 1850s, railroad construction grew competitive with steamers, as railroad companies began to buy vessels and enter into the steamship business. The railroad steamers were palatial, representing a new era in passenger service, some vessels reached 2,000 tons. The era was short-lived, however. The Panic of 1857 and the depression following it curtailed luxury travel, and many of the larger side-wheelers were permanently docked (Heyighurst 1944:232).

The high point of passenger travel of the 1840s and 1850s was not approached again until the 1870s and 1880s. Buffalo was a pioneer in the reintroduction of the short-run passenger vessel, while the Canadians led in the recovery of the long-run trade.

As in the early era, railroad companies were the capital formation under which the luxury steamship prospered. Northern Steamship Company, Canada Steamship Lines, and the Canadian Pacific Railway were particularly notable in their introduction of ocean-going type vessels in the long distance runs. The newer vessels were not side-wheelers, but propellers of iron and steel, although there were a few large side-wheelers built after the turn of the century. As the railroad and automobile, and later the airplane, supplanted off passengers from the longer distance passenger service, the trade was reduced to short-run excursions. Lake Erie was the last lake to have significant passenger traffic.

Package freight, a term that may be peculiar to the Great Lakes, is used to differentiate general merchandise from bulk cargoes. In the early periods vessels carried both package freight and passengers, and those specializing in either were often owned by the same companies. Later, the passenger trade was secondary to the package freight business.

The primary flow of freight traffic was east-west. The primary eastern ports were Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit; the western termini were Chicago, Milwaukee and Duluth-Superior. The majority of the freight was eastbound, consisting primarily of agricultural products, particularly flour.

Railroad carriers usually dominated the package freight business. The Pennsylvania Railroad led the way by acquiring the control of the Anchor Line, the largest package freight line on the Lakes. By World War I, railroads controlled all major lines. The Interstate Commerce Commission forced a reorganization of the package freight lines in 1918, and made the rail companies divest their holdings of Great Lakes vessels. A new company was formed, the Great Lakes Transit Corporation, which controlled 85 percent of the passenger and package freight on the Great Lakes (ibid 1950:9-13).

1946, a depression year, was the first year the package freight lines suffered a deficit. The start of World War II marks the end of the package freight fleet on the Great Lakes (Fletcher 1956:30-31). The National Park Service vessel RANGER III is the last package freighter operating on the lakes.

Basic Trends. There are two basic trends that are apparent in Great Lakes navigation. Although there was a wide range of commodities carried by Great Lakes ships over time, the general tendency was an overall decrease in the number of commodities being shipped by the end of the century. The second general trend was the growth in importance of bulk products.
The ranking of relative importance of bulk products shifted over time. Prior to the 1880s, lumber comprised the largest bulk cargo on the Lakes, with grain a close second. By the 1930s, iron ore had assumed primacy over all other bulk products. As iron ore became the dominant cargo, a shift in the northern trade terminus from Lake Michigan to Lake Superior was evident.

Growth of Shipping and Navigation Improvements

At the close of the eighteenth century there were fewer than 20 sailing vessels on the Great Lakes, with only one on Lake Superior (Mansfield 1899:1:132). Throughout the nineteenth century the vessels grew in number and size commensurate with the rapidly growing transportation requirements of regional commerce. New vessel types were developed to fill specific regional needs. As commerce grew, the demand for improved navigation increased.

Navigation improvements have been critical to the expansion of Great Lakes waterborne commerce. Harbor improvements were necessary at most major ports on the Lakes before vessels could approach the docks. Typically, the ports were on rivers that had formed offshore bars at the mouth. It was necessary to dredge a channel through the bars to overcome the costly inconvenience of lightering vessels offshore (Walker 1902:291).

Dredging and harbor improvements began in Buffalo as early as 1819. Buffalo came to be a major port as a result of the Erie Canal commerce. As Chicago became a major port, the trade between the two cities increased, until a regular route was established by the 1840s.

The four main obstacles to Great Lakes navigation were: the St. Clair Flats in Lake St. Clair, the Lime Kiln Shoals in the Detroit River; Niagara Falls (Welland Canal); and the St. Mary’s Falls at the Sault, which have been discussed. Canals were constructed around the falls, and channels were dredged through the flats and shoals. Each, at different times, became a critical factor in lake navigation. The Sault Canal governed the Superior trade, the St. Clair Flats and the Lime Kiln Shoals together restricted the trade between the upper Lakes and the lower. These channels were essential to all east-west commerce on the Great Lakes.

Various changes in critical depths as represented by the four principal navigation impediments are listed below. Harbor improvements had to keep up with channel improvements to benefit from the larger ships and cargoes. Other improvements, such as the placement of lighthouses and channel markers, were constructed concurrently to reduce shipping risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1855</td>
<td>Sault Locks</td>
<td>360x70x11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860</td>
<td>St. Clair Flats</td>
<td>10 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1865</td>
<td>10.5 feet over sill at the Sault</td>
<td>60 ft width at bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>St. Clair Flats</td>
<td>13 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>Weitzel Lock at Soo</td>
<td>515x80x17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>St. Mary’s channel deepened</td>
<td>16 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Lime Kiln</td>
<td>20 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Canadian Lock at Sault</td>
<td>900x60x27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1896 - Poe Lock at Sault 800x180x21.
1898 - St. Clair Flats 70 ft.
1899 - St. Mary's Canal deepened to 25 ft.
1908 - West Neebish Channel in St. Mary's River 300x21
1917 - Livingstone Channel in Detroit River 300x22
1914 - Davis Lock at Sault 1350x60x24.5
1917 - Sabin Lock at Sault 1250x80x24.5
1936 - Livingstone Channel 450x26 downbound

The dimensions of the locks and the depth of the channel have imposed limits on the size and depth of vessels that could be employed in interlake shipping. The controlling depth for maximum vessel drafts were 12 feet to 1877; 13 16 feet to 1881; 18 feet to 1887; 20-21 feet until 1911, when a 23-foot channel was maintained (Mansfield 1899:1-253-4), and 27 feet since 1958.

Major channel and lock dimension changes were directly reflected in shipbuilding and operation practices. Vessel types and sizes came and went as the restrictions changed. Vessel types often represented compromises between the imposed size restrictions and maximum cargo-carrying requirements. As a result of increased carrying capacity and efficiency, transportation costs on the Lakes fell from $.23 cents per ton mile to $.17 cents between 1877 and 1890. Railroad costs were $.974 and $.941 per ton per mile for the same years (Pankhurst 1893:256). It was noted in 1897 that a 10 percent increase in freight capacity was gained (with no additional operation cost) with each additional foot of draft (Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers 1907:816). In 1930, each inch of draft lost below 20 feet represented a loss of 90 to 100 tons of cargo capacity (U.S. Engineer Dept. 1930:32).

Evidence from the last half of the Nineteenth Century indicates that the largest vessels in use could load to deeper drafts than could be accommodated by the contemporary harbor and channel depths (Tunell 1898:38). For example, the largest vessels of 15/5 loaded only to a depth of 14 feet because of the channels and harbor depths, but could safely load to a depth of 17 feet (Laurent 1983:11). Apparently, vessel designers and builders anticipated deeper channels and did not just respond to their increases, whereas vessels built to exploit changes in critical lock size appeared only after the locks were constructed.

Technological and operational developments also influenced vessel attributes. For example, the appearance of the steam tug in the 1860s allowed vessels to be towed through the channels and in harbors, particularly through the Detroit River and across the St. Clair flats. The towing business flourished mid-century at Detroit, when there were more than 30 tugs employed (Mansfield 1899:1-503; Hatcher 1945:144).

The steam tug was at least indirectly responsible for the increase in size of the sailing ships in the 1860s and early 1870s, the peak years of sail on the Lakes. In this period the banks (actually barkentines, a term that was shortened on the Lakes to "bark") and schooners, by then dominated the freight trades and reached a length of 200 feet with a displacement of 700 to 800 tons (Barkhausen 1947:11). The growing numbers of propellers that increased in size to exceed each navigation improvement and the short-lived coal oil system put the steam tugs out of business by the end of the century.
One of the best indicators of the intensity of navigation on Lake Superior is the data from the canals at Sault Ste. Marie. Comprehensive data have been collected for both the American and Canadian canals since the initial opening in 1855 and are presented in Figure 2.4 (compiled from U.S. Board of Engineers 1930:60-61).

The growth of shipbuilding kept pace with the burgeoning demand for lake transportation. In 1898 it was estimated that 3/5 of the total ship tonnage in the U.S. was constructed on the lakes. The graph in Figure 2.7 depicts a comparison of the yearly tonnage of documented U.S. merchant sail and steam vessels in the country as a whole and on the Great Lakes. The graph shows that lakes vessels were the largest category of merchant vessels documented in the U.S. Also shown is the date that documented steam tonnage superseded sail tonnage. Steam tonnage superseded sail on the lakes almost a decade earlier than in the rest of the U.S., an indication of the advanced technological development of lakes vessels. The number of steam vessels passing through the Canadian and U.S. locks to Lake Superior exceeded the number of sailing vessels in 1874 (U.S. Board of Engineers 1930:60), a reflection of the heavy, early capitalization of the Lake Superior trades.

The collection of commercial steam vessels currently known within the waters of Isle Royale comprise a remarkable cross section of the trades and vessel types of Lake Superior navigation as reflected by the socio-economic context. The archaeological analysis and interpretation of the Isle Royale shipwrecks in Chapter V of this report was heavily influenced by the context as discussed above. This brief study has reinforced the necessity of interpreting and understanding shipwrecks from a regional perspective within a cultural context, rather than as discrete, disparate elements.
Fig. 2.1. Freight Through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal (from U.S. Engineer Dept. 1930:60).

Fig. 2.2. U.S. Documented Merchant Vessels, Sail/Steam (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1960:444-446).
CHAPTER III. MAJOR VESSEL TYPES ON LAKE SUPERIOR: SAIL TO STEAM

The first vessels constructed on the Great Lakes were built and rigged with the environmental peculiarities and sailing conditions of Great Lakes navigation in mind, and such has been the case with thousands of vessels that followed. Shallow water combined with twisting channels and limited maneuvering room, imposed special considerations on vessel designers and builders. The builders and designers of lake vessels have been forced to experiment, adapt, refine, and develop particular answers to the problems posed by the unique environment of the Inland Seas.

GRIFTON, one of the first ships to be built on the Great Lakes, was constructed in 1879 and modeled on the lines of a Dutch galliot. The galliot was capable of carrying large cargoes in a beamy shallow-draft hull, which was useful for the shallow open sea conditions found in the Netherlands and surrounding North Sea. GRIFTON's hull, about 70 feet long, probably carried a high stern. The vessel, sometimes referred to as a "barque," probably carried three masts typical of the shipping of that period, with two masts square-rigged and the mizzen lateen-rigged (Barry 1973:15).

The first decked vessel built on Lake Superior was the 25 ton ship built by the Frenchman Sieur de la Ronde, who is considered to be the first practical miner on Lake Superior (Nute 1944:161-162). This little craft was built at Sault Ste. Marie in 1735 to remove copper from the mines of the Superior region. This enterprise can be considered the forerunner to the tremendous extractive industry that would cause the generation of a huge fleet of ships of Lake Superior to carry the ore.

In 1755 there were four French ships on Lake Ontario. War between France and Great Britain prompted the construction of British vessels. A shipyard was established at Oswego on Lake Ontario. The first British vessel, a schooner named OSWEGO, was built, soon followed by the sloop-rigged ONTARIO. Both ships were about 43 feet in length and measured about 100 tons (Barry 1973:17).

By 1762, when the British had two vessels on Lake Erie, a schooner and a sloop, they had already reached the conclusion that fore and aft-rigged vessels were the most suitable for all classes of naval and commercial vessels on the Lakes (Cuthbertson 1931:227). Most ships built and used were fore-and-aft rigged and were operated by the British Provincial Marine; there would be no privately owned commercial vessels on the Great Lakes for another 20 years.

The first commercial vessel built on the Great Lakes was constructed in 1785 by the large Montreal trading concern, the North West Company. The company sent a group of men to the head of the Sault Ste. Marie to build a vessel. The 75-ton sloop OTTER was the result. The same company soon constructed another ship, also a sloop, in Detroit (Barry 1973:24).
In 1810, the trade on Lake Ontario exceeded that of the other upper lakes. There were many vessels employed in the Indian and fur trade, in supplying military posts and Western settlements, and providing fish, lumber, and salt for the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania market. This growing trade made a demand for new ships to be built (Mansfield 1899:1:120). The first regular commercial transport line on the American side of the Great Lakes was formed in 1806 to portage and forward freight around Niagara Falls.

Although the US government built 100 ton brigs in 1802 (Adams), it primarily purchased and built schooners or sloops. The Provincial government of Canada built the 80 ton brig CALEDONIA in 1807, and an armed brig, QUEEN CHARLOTTE, in 1809. The 97-ton brig LADY PREVOST was built in 1810.

The War of 1812 provided impetus for the design and construction of sailing vessels on the Lakes. Competition between Britain and the US in the Lakes region promoted a vigorous shipbuilding program by both sides (Harr 1973:29). During the winter of 1812-13 the American government decided that a fleet of at least six ships was needed for naval operations on Lake Erie. These ships were to be constructed near Erie in a virtual wilderness. Captain Dobbs, the officer who had been put in charge of the project, brought in a naval architect and a master builder from New York (Mansfield 1899:1:155). The vessels that resulted included two 20-gun brigs, three gundalows, and a "clipper" schooner which was apparently the first of its type on the Great Lakes.

The principal fighting ships of the war were square riggers. The main reason for the military preference of the square rig over the fore and aft rig was that the square rig was simply more difficult to put out of commission during sea battles. The more numerous square sails offered smaller targets to the enemy's cannon and when a shot did strike true, it did less damage to the square sail rigging than to the fore and aft. During the exchange of broadsides, the fore and aft sails act parallel to the keel offered large, vulnerable targets compared to the square sails, which were set at right angles to the center line. The military advantage became a liability when considering the square rig for merchant service. The square rig vessel required large crews to handle the many sails, a serious concern to merchants seeking the lowest cost when transporting cargoes.

Some sailing characteristics of the square rig, however, were desirable in commercial transport. Square ships sail fast before the wind. The prevailing westerly winds of the Lakes allowed for fast outbound passages for these ships. The geographic constraints of the lakes require frequent course changes, especially in the rivers and narrow channels. Fore and aft rigs allow quicker course changes with only a fraction of the crew required for effecting the same maneuver on a square rigged vessel. It was probably realized early that combination rigs were the most desirable for commercial use on the Great Lakes, because they contained advantages of both rigs.

Many of the vessels that survived the naval battles of the War of 1812 were bought or salvaged for use in commercial transportation (Mansfield 1899:1:172). Agreements entered into by both the British and American governments in 1817 stipulating that only one warship of not more than 100 tons and armed with one 16 pounder gun would be allowed on the Lakes contributed to the availability of the naval vessels. An act passed in 1824 provided that all public vessels be sold (Mansfield 1899:1:181).
Many lessons were learned during the War of 1812. It was noted that a two-decked frigate could carry more guns than a comparable ship in salt water service. The Lakes craft did not have to carry fresh water or provisions for a long voyage as did the ocean going warship. British Lakes vessels were also more narrow of beam and had less displacement than comparable ocean ships, making them faster and more able to beat to windward -- two desirable qualities for Lakes vessels (Berry 1973:35). One of the most important lessons was that the larger ships sailed well, in spite of their shallow draft. In fact, the vessels used during the war were the shallowest draft square-riggers in the history of naval architecture (Cuthbertson 1931:229).

Dabkentims and brigantins became popular on the Lakes with their combination of square and fore-and-aft sails, deriving some of the benefits of both arrangements. Often these vessels were simply (and inaccurately) called “barks” or sometimes “barkies” or “brigs” in historical accounts of the Lakes.

The word “brig” originally was an abbreviation for “brigantine.” The origins of this rig are to be found in the Mediterranean where it referred to a small mizzen-rigged vessel meant for rowing. In Northern Europe during the Sixteenth Century, the rig developed into the familiar two-masted rig with square sails on the foremast and a gaff-sail with a boom on the main mast. Ocean sailors would probably consider the Lakes brigs “hermaphrodite brigs,” technically a combination of the brig and the schooner. Lakes brigs carried staysails and jibs on their foremasts in addition to the square sails and staysails on the mainmast with the gaff-top spinnaker. On the Lakes the brigantins ranged in size from 80 to 100 tons to 500 tons (Cuthbertson 1931:230).

The barkentine is a more modern development in sailing rigs. The bark rig, which preceded the barkentine, is a three-masted vessel with square sails on the foremast and mainmast and fore-and-aft sails on the mizzen. This can be considered the ship rig of the Sixteenth Century brought up to date. In somewhat the same way the barkentine rig, with square sails only on the foremast and gaff sails on the other masts, can be considered the modern revival of the Sixteenth Century caravel rig with its square-rigged foremast and louten-rigged main and mizzenmasts (Anderson and Anderson 1963:192-193). Apparently, there were very few true barks ever operating on the lakes.

Baskently, the barkentine is a brigantine with additional fore-and-aft rigged masts. The sails carried on the foremasts of both these rigs were square foresail, topsail, topgallant, and one royal, with rarely a small skysail (Cuthbertson 1931:231-232). There are some records of studding sails. Fore-and-aft canvas consisted of a staysail and two jibs set forward on the bowsprit and topboom, fore-and-aft sails set aft and two, or sometimes three, staysails set between the fore and mainmasts after 1831, nearly all vessels towared their gaffs when running sails instead of taking them up to the gaff by hand (brailing). The custom of brailing was, however, still evident on some steam vessels much later, such as ALGOMA, which wrecked at Isle Royale in 1885.

Some writers have asserted that the barkentine rig was a Lakes innovation. This is a doubtful contention and difficult to substantiate. It is clear, however, that there were few appearances of either the barkentine or brigantine rig on salt water until after 1835, some years after they appeared on the Great Lakes (Cuthbertson 1931:231)
Merchants and sailors determined very quickly the most profitable rigs for navigation of the Great Lakes. Although there were some variations, primarily in small craft, the sailing vessels of the Lakes are notable for their similarity. All were combination rigs designed for quick voyages carrying heavy cargoes in favorable winds (characteristics of square sails) and maneuverability with only small means necessary to change sails, coupled with the ability to sail close to windward to make quick passages upwind (characteristics of fore-and-aft sails). The rig of choice on the Lakes early became the schooner, at first with topsails and later, when competition with steamers made minimum operating costs important for survival, without. Because of the numerical superiority of schooners and their role in Great Lakes navigation, they will be considered separately.

Schooner Development

Schooner development can be reasonably traced to old northern European two-masted schooner traditions. There may have been two separate sources of development, one for schooners with square topsails on the forecastle, and another for those without (Greenhill 1980:19). Schooners with square topsails may have developed from small square rig vessels that continued to add ever larger fore-and-aft sails as technological developments progressed until they became the main part of the salt trade. The other line of development may have been from the two-masted schooners carrying only square sails, gaff sails, or triangular sails. The square sail apparently grew larger first, becoming quite large in Classical times, and from it developed the standing gaff with halyard sail. The halyard sail is taken up or let out from the yard from which it is suspended on square rigged vessels or the mast in fore-and-aft rigs. From this the lowering gaff developed. The origin of the gaff sail is obscure, but it was common in northern Europe in the 1600s (Greenhill 1980:18-19).

The gaff schooner without topsails began to appear in illustrations in the early 1700s and was probably in existence in the late 1600s (Greenhill 1980:19). Both types of schooner, with and without topsails, appeared in Colonial America in the early 1700s. These were generally 7-8 types of vessels classified in Colonial records: ships, sloops, prigs, brigantines, shallops, ketches, and barks. Schooners were listed for the first time around 1717 (Chapin 1935:11). During this period, vessels were classified more by the hull than by the particular rig carried. For example, "bark" was used generically, much like "ship" is today.

The first schooner appeared on the Great Lakes in 1804 and the rig was the most seen on the Lakes until the end of the days at sail. The 25-ton SURPRISE was built at Buffalo that year and was soon followed by MARY, built at Erie. The 45-tonernal, one of the first ships launched at Cleveland, was hauled down the ways in 1808 by open and was of the size found to be the best suited to the Lakes trade during the first decades of the Nineteenth Century (Hauser 1975:13).

The 132-ton schooner MICHIGAN was the largest American merchant vessel on the Lakes in 1817. The ship was built by a shipwright from the West and was rigged as a double topsail schooner, "resembling in most particulars the down easters that ply upon the Atlantic coast" (Walker 1902:235). This vessel represents one of the major lines of influence in the development of Great Lakes schooners - that of the Atlantic coastal trade in the east. As stated above, the first "clipper" schooner on the Lakes was built for naval service on Lake Erie in the winter of 1817-18, also by an eastern builder, and it is clear that eastern builders and their designs were present at an early date in the Lakes area. This line of development led to the sharp model schooner on the Lakes. There can be little question as to the flow of information
from the East. Before 1820 not only shipwrights, but most of the commanders and sailors were from the seaboard (Walker 1902:296).

The "clipper"-model hull, with its fine lines and great speed, was a development of southern builders that grew out of the demands of the Atlantic smuggling trade of the first half of the Eighteenth Century. It is not possible to establish the exact date for the beginning of the evolution that produced the well known "Baltimore Clipper." But it was probably around 1730 (Chapelle 1935:31). In these early days, the schooner rig demonstrated its superiority over the sloop rig. The schooner was very weatherly and could be handled by a smaller crew. It was also learned that the schooner rig could be used in a longer and narrower hull than a sloop. This was an advantage for the design of hulls, because it became known during this period that when two vessels had the same capacity of displacement, the one with the narrower hull would be the faster (Chapelle 1935:32).

Large American schooners developed a remarkable degree of sharpness before the War of 1812 and the fore-topsail schooner rig was very popular in the first half of the Nineteenth Century for ocean vessels (Chapelle 1935:234). The addition of the square topsails on the fore, and sometimes on both masts gave excellent speed when running before the wind. This characteristic was desired by Lakes mariners when taking advantage of the prevailing westerly winds of the Lakes on their downbound travels.

The second line of influence for Lakes schooner development can be found in the establishment of packet lines in the East soon after 1800. It was in the packet trade that vessels began to carry freight for hire rather than only the cargo of the owner. Regularly scheduled departures were set up between certain ports. The first vessels employed in this innovative trade were large sloops capable of carrying cargo and passengers. Leebords were in use as early as 1812 on the Hudson River where shallow draft hulls were necessary, and centerboards were common by 1825 at the latest (Chapelle 1937:164). In the areas where the distance between ports was not great, schooners and brigs were employed. The requirements for vessels in the packet trade were speed, capacity, seaworthiness, and the ability to sail on schedule year round with any available cargo. To meet these requirements, sturdy vessels were designed on a rather full model with flat floors for maximum capacity (ibid:7/1). The results of this influence on the Lakes schooners were in the full hull models that were to become the common carrier of the Great Lakes.

The available depth in the rivers and harbors has imposed limitations on the practical draft of Great Lakes vessels to the present day. The early vessels were often clumsy in appearance. The flat-bottomed vessels in operation before 1870 were characterized by a contemporary captain as "dull sailors: some of them could hardly claw offshore under canvas" (Walker 1902:291). This was a particular disadvantage because ships had to be light loaded of cargo and passengers by small craft due to the shallow conditions of most harbors and an onshore breeze could result in disaster.

Structural features were incorporated into these early vessels to overcome the limitations of extremely shallow draft. Before the adoption of Dutch leeboards, slip keels, drop keels, or centerboards, it was almost impossible to design shallow draft vessels that could take advantage of the schooner rig and sail close to windward.

RED JACKET, a 50 ton schooner, was apparently one of the first on the Lakes to be fitted with leeboards, although they had been successfully used earlier in the east. One leeboard would be in the water at a time to aid in sailing by preventing leeway, much the same way as the keel of a deep-kulled sailing ship. The board could be
raised in shallow water (Walker 1902:301). Iceboards never became popular devices on the lakes, although they were occasionally used. One reason for their unpopularity may have been that the iceboards were easily damaged by the lake waves.

The centerboard was the method of choice to meet the limitations of shallow draft and the poor sailing qualities of flat-bottomed hulls. The centerboard protruded through the bottom of the hull within a watertight case to prevent leakage. The centerboard could be raised or lowered from inside the hull.

The invention of the centerboard is usually attributed to a British naval officer, Capt. Shank. Like many "inventions," it is more accurately an adaptation. The sliding keel as originally proposed by Shank was a board about three-quarters of the length of the keel that was lowered by tackles through a case. He later tried three sets of separate boards that proved easier to handle and took up less room in the hold. There was a 65-foot center built to his specifications in 1780 in Plymouth, England, and a few other vessels were also built with drop keels. They did not prove satisfactory due to the tendency of the case to leak. Shank found it difficult to convince the Admiralty that his idea was practical, and the idea was dropped by the British (Chapelle 1936:169).

The interest in centerboards shifted to the United States. In 1810, there were a large number of iceboards in use in the Hudson River, but a less cumbersome arrangement was sought. A number of patents were granted for types of centerboards. The centerboard differed from the drop or sliding keel by being attached on the forward edge by a pivot, with the lifting tackle on the after end of the board. After the War of 1812, a number of large sloops were built with centerboards and they were used in schooners on the Chesapeake Bay by about 1820, and perhaps in the Great Lakes by 1824, though this early date may be doubtful (ibid. 1935:169, 260). Ship or sliding keels may have been in use on the lakes before 1820. Capt. Augur's Walker, a contemporary, recorded in his observations that vessels varied between 18 and 65 tons burden, and for the most part were built with ship keels between 1817 and 1820 (Walker 1902:306). Centerboards were to become the rule for Great Lakes sailing ships and were placed in bogs and banks as well as schooners.

Two man-made canals affected early Nineteenth Century Lakes schooner development. The opening of the Erie Canal from the Hudson River to Lake Erie in 1825 created a rapidly expanding market for the transportation of passengers and cargo (for a more detailed discussion, see Chapter 1). Prior to its opening, most sail craft were put out of commission for two months or more during the summer due to the lack of bound freight (Walker 1902:304). The Welland Canal, constructed at the Niagara Falls passage, was opened by the Canadians in 1829 and allowed travel between Lake Ontario and the upper Lakes. Four of the five lakes were then opened to trade. The locks of the Welland Canal could accommodate a vessel no larger than 100 feet long, 26 1/2 feet of beam, and a draft of 11 feet (Burry 1973:123). Any merchant who wished to trade directly with the ports of Lake Ontario had to use vessels that could pass through the canal locks. The limitations of the locks produced a vessel unique to the Great Lakes -- the "canalier."

In the 1840s, canals that were built as large as possible to take optimum advantage of the economies of scale in the growing demand for transportation and intended for Lake Ontario trade, became necessarily similar in hull shape. Typical characteristics were a plumb bow, relatively narrow beam for the vessel length, and
flat sides as far fore and aft as possible to allow for the largest cargo capacity (Barry 1973:124). The hull form was described as "heavy, stubby, and square hulled-boat type." (Mettler 1944:210). The stern was square with little overhang aft. The caralers also had their moveable bowspits tilted upward almost to vertical when clearing the locks. As their size grew beyond 100 feet in length, it may be assumed that some sort of longitudinal reinforcing was used. The caraler was the first distinctly lakes vessel type, a product of the environmental and economic conditions of the lakes and developed from revised technology specially adapted from the eastern shipbuilders.

Development of Structural Support Systems

Intense competition in the eastern packet trade fueled the design of larger ships on the lakes. These ships were required to carry heavy cargoes, often in bulk, and sail well in any weather to meet their schedules. There is a structural problem, however, when wooden ships that are required to carry heavy loads are lengthened. The ends of the hull tend to droop and cause the keel to arch. This condition, known as hogging, compresses the lower planks and puts the deck planks in tension, weakening and changing the hull form enough to open up serious leaks. This problem especially plagued vessels with narrow beams and fine bows and sterns due to the relative decrease in buoyancy in these areas when compared to the midsection.

The French were probably the first to attempt the prevention of hogging by the addition of longitudinal members and stanchions set on the keelson. In 1746, they built a vessel with diagonally-planked ceiling (Chapelle 1962:207, 259). The British studied the problem in the latter part of the Eighteenth Century, and again after the War of 1812. A series of reforms in vessel construction was carried out by Sir Robert Seppings. These reforms became known as the "Seppings System" and included the addition of internal diagonal bracing and filling in the spaces between the floor frames in the ships of the Admiralty (Lavery 1984:13). Among the British investigations into the problem, it was discovered that the more flat sided ships tended not to hog because the hull planks provided additional longitudinal support, a condition that may have benefited the early caralers.

Hogging frames and treasures of wood were used in the eastern river steamboats as early as 1820, and by 1837 experiments were being made with diagonal wood planking placed inside the frames with no additional ceiling in order to save weight. Diagonal iron strapping was begun by the British who first placed iron straps across the inside of the frames and partially covered them by ceiling planks (Chapelle 1967:270).

Other methods to increase longitudinal strength were tried. Improved scarphs, edge fastened hull and ceiling planks, and the splicing of the ceiling planks all met with some success.

Developments in Form and Technology

Between 1817 and 1820 sail vessels grew in number, but not in size. These vessels varied from 18 to 55 tons burthen and most contained a clipper keel (Walker 1902:330). The shallow draft hull had a lot of deadrise and during this period rarely exceeded 5 feet; that was the depth of water on the St. Clair Flats in the Detroit River. The 53-ton RFD JACKET was built in 1820 and was the first merchant vessel on the Lakes with bulwarks; all previous vessels were built with rails and stanchions and
were wet sailors. Solid halyards were necessary because RED JACK had little
breathing room when loaded (Walker 1902:295, 301–302).

The typical sail arrangement for schooners was with one or two square sails on the
foremast and gaff topsail on the main. The square sails would be placed above the
crosstrees. Another arrangement was to hang a large square sail from a yard
placed on the hounds (just below the crosstrees). This sail hung down almost to the
dock and was called a runner (Calkins and Booth 1834:233).

After 1820, most vessels hauled their sails by lowering the gaff rather than by
bailing. The loosely woven flax sailcloth began to be replaced by the tighter and
more uniformloom-woven cotton duck cloth. This hard and durable sailcloth was
developed in Massachusetts and became standard after the War of 1812 (Chapelle

There were many technical developments in addition to those of sails. In 1823, the
first chains were employed as anchor cables. They were introduced on the
schooners MICHIGAN, RED JACK and FANNY (Walker 1902:302). Between the years
1820 and 1845 many new innovations appeared. Rod rigging and turnbuckles came
into general use in the 1820s and 1830s. Sheet iron captains and wheelhouses,
iron-stopped blocks, geared steering, solid ventilators, geared windlasses, new
chimney and spun ironwork, improved marine stoves, and water closets appeared during this
period (Chapelle 1967:278).

The demand for transportation on the lakes was limited before the completion of
the Erie Canal. There was little advantage to larger vessels before 1825–1830. An
1810 36-ton schooner CHARLES AND AN Int. built in Oswego attracted much attention
because of its large size (Wanshfield 1839:129). The economic pressures for the
increase of navigation continued into the mid-twentieth century. Ever larger
vessels would be required to meet the huge demand that was initiated with the
opening of the Erie Canal.

By 1866, the registered U.S. lake tonnage had reached 106,836 tons. This was a
remarkable growth from the 56,962 tons registered in 1841. The number of vessels
also increased accordingly from 3,750 in 1841 to 5,972 in 1848. There were 60
drag boats and brigs with an average tonnage of 230. The number of schooners in
the same year was 319 with an average tonnage of 152. Steamers and screwers averaged 46
tons (compiled from Abbe 1845:424). The growth of tonnage of both sail and
steam vessels on the lakes and in the US is depicted in Figure 7.7 in Chapter II.

Steam Vessels

In 1840 there were more than 100 side-wheel steamers operating on the lakes,
most of them built within eight years of that date (there are no records of
experimentation with stern wheels on the lakes). About 40 of these served as
ferries or ran short, local routes out of the larger ports, while the remainder, mainly
the larger boats, ran from Buffalo to Upper Lakes ports or from Niagara and Toledo
to Lower Lakes destinations. Most of the boats ran independently, although
"combinations" and "opposition lines" resulted in some cooperative scheduling by
various owners and headed to favorable rates (Wanshfield 1839:1356). A decade
later, several lines dominated the steamboat business and managed most of the
steamers then in service. Immigration of steam had begun as soon as the opening of the
Erie Canal in 1825, and by 1840 it brought tens of thousands of settlers to Buffalo
each year, seeking passage to the American West. The total population of cities
bordering the Upper Lakes was said to have quadrupled in the eight years previous to 1840 (Mansfield 1889:1634) as a result of that influx. The Lakes steamers ranged from about 85 feet (150 tons) to nearly 185 feet (300 tons). The steamers LUNDAS (1837) and GREAT WESTERN (1838) were the largest and finest of the steamer fleet. ("Steamboat" on the Lakes invariably meant side-wheelers.)

While steamboats demonstrated many advantages over their sailing contemporaries, they could not navigate between the Upper Lakes and the Lower because of the bottleneck effect of the Welland Canal. Any steamer that was large enough to battle the elements and capacious enough to make a profit in the competition for cargo was much too large for the 100-foot locks (Hatcher 1945:121). Even after the canal was enlarged in 1845, it would only accommodate vessels 155 feet long and 26 feet wide. As a result of this impediment, all of the freight bound for Oswego, Toronto, or Montreal was necessarily carried in schooners. It was in this setting that several Lake Ontario vessel owners began to experiment in 1840 and "84" with a new steamboat technology that might enable them to compete more effectively with Buffalo for the trade of the West. They built the first "steam schooners," adopting the efficient new machinery recently developed by Swedish inventor John Ericsson (Barr 1873:37) with screw propellers. The first screw-powered commercial craft in the United States was the 69-foot towboat STOCKTON, built in England in 1838 and sailed across the Atlantic in 1839 to serve on the Delaware and Raritan Canal (Baker and Tryckare 1865:42). Although a small screw steamer called FRICSON (Registry of Merchant Shipping, Montreal District, Book 175:102) was built at Brockville, Canada, in 1838, the 133-ton VANDALIA is usually credited with being the Lakes' first "propeller" as that class came to be known. It was built at Oswego, New York in 1841, and was the first such craft in the Lakes above Niagara. Three other "propellers" were built that year in Canada, and two more on each side of Lake Ontario in 1842.

Contemporary newspaper accounts describe VANDALIA as a sloop, and several of the first propellers as "steam schooners." It is clear that they were all built as sailing craft, with boilers, engines, and screw-propellers introduced after their completion, sometimes at ports quite distant from the shipyards where they were constructed (Cobourg Star May 4, 1842). It appears that the Ericsson wheels were intended to be the primary means of propulsion even in the first of these vessels, rather than an alternative to sail power or for use as auxiliaries. In the case of STOCKTON, the ship was sailed across the ocean without its propellers, and then fitted out to operate under steam only after arriving in the sheltered waters of the American Lakes. In spite of the owners' evident confidence in the new technology, all of the early propellers carried sail rig, and indeed most of them were capable of sailing faster than the five to eight miles an hour they ran under steam (Hiram 1879:100), though at no predictable or consistent rate, because of their dependence on wind conditions.

VANDALIA and its contemporaries on the Great Lakes were all built to carry passengers and freight, while the pioneer screw-powered craft built in England were, almost without exception, towboat steamers (Baker 1865:111). VANDALIA was designed to trade through the Welland Ship Canal and to divert some of the lucrative Lake Michigan trade from Buffalo to Lake Ontario ports (Hiram 1879:86). It demonstrated that propellers could pass easily through the narrow locks, while side-wheelers could not. Thus the advent of the propellers was a turning point in the economic history of Lake Ontario and St. Lawrence River ports. The propellers helped diminish the Buffalo trade monopoly. When the St. Lawrence Canals were completed all the way to tidewater in 1847 and 1848, propellers could run all the
way from Chicago to Montreal. Schooners could navigate the same route, of course, but they had to be towed upstream at great expense.

When the first propellers were built, the maritime industry of the Lakes was guardedly optimistic. The ship owners and investors, on the other hand, expressed boundless confidence. The Kingston Gazette & Chronicle said of the propeller LONDON in June 1842, "these vessels fitted with the Ericsson propellers . . . will form a new era in the history of navigation." The Oswego Palladium (Dec. 1, 1841) said of VANADIA, "We are firmly persuaded that this enterprise marks an epoch in the progress of the Western trade." In fact, the propellers seemed to have performed admirably, and the whole industry was quick to acknowledge their advantages over both sailing craft and side-wheel steamers.

The sailing craft of the Lakes fleet were all functionally general cargo carriers. Whether they were schooners, schooners, brigs, or barkenmains, all carried whatever commodities were offered for trade. Their cargoes included passengers, livestock, bulk and package cargoes, or even such specialized payloads as small buildings, locomotives, and rolling stock. Few of the ships were adapted for specific cargoes, although that would change to some small degree in the last days of the Age of Sail, when every effort would be made to compete for cargoes with the much-improving numbers of steam freighters.

When side-wheelers were introduced to the commercial trade, they functioned largely as cargo carriers, although their particular suitability as passenger conveyances soon became obvious. Fast, comfortable and dependable transportation were prerequisites for the passenger trade, and it was also desirable for livestock and the more valuable package cargoes such as perishable foods, liquors, furniture, mail, and precious metals like copper and silver ore. For this reason, side-wheelers tended to carry certain cargoes more than others. With the exception of passengers, it was not so much because they were designed to accommodate those cargoes, but simply because they could move them expeditiously. The cargo spaces were generic, just as they were in schooners of the time. The advantages offered by a steamboat operator was fast, efficient and predictable delivery, but it was at considerable cost, because steamers were much more expensive to build and to operate than sailing ships.

Steamers usually cost several times as much as sailing ships, both in initial investment and operation. Propulsion machinery, in particular, was expensive. The steamer CLEVELAND, for instance, was built in 1847 for $22,500, but its machinery cost another $50,000 (Detroit Daily Advertiser Sept. 21, 1848). Because the engines and boilers were so costly, they were often used in more than one ship before they were discarded as scrap, sometimes serving in three or more different hulls before they were worn out and useless. A classic example was the engine of the steamer CANADA, built in 1846, which was used afterward in the side wheelers CASMAN (1851), B. K. COLLINS (1853), and NORTH WEST (1857). The engine was finally junked in 1876 after surviving several wrecks and fires (Heyl 1969:146). Steamers also required cordwood for fuel, usually consuming two or three cords per hour at the cost of $1.00 to $1.25 per day (Bills 1910:130). They employed larger crews than schooners did as well. A large steamer required up to forty in the crew, while the largest Great Lakes sailing craft, even with square rig, carried only twelve. Because of the difference in resulting freight rates, steamers came to dominate the passenger trades and to carry selected cargoes, but other less valuable commodities were transported in the more numerous sailing craft, and predictably they took two or three times as long to reach their destinations, albeit at more modest costs.
Screw steamers or "propellers" served exactly the same purposes as old side-wheelers. They were built with the same general configuration as their paddlewheel predecessors, most frequently being double-deckers with main and spar deck and a passenger cabin on top. They carried their cargo between decks and in the hold beneath the main deck. Their tween decks cargo space was served by a series of freight openings or gangways in the side of the ship, usually several to each side. The freight was carried in packages such as barrels, boxes, bags, or bales, and it was referred to as "package freight." It was loaded by gangs of longshoremen using hand-trucks or dollys, brought aboard through the gangways, and either stowed on deck or lowered into the hold through dock hatches, using overhead tackles or winches. "Bulk freight" like coal or grain was simply poured into the holds and removed by buckets. Loading was a very labor-intensive process, often involving dozens of dock workers under the supervision of the ship's officers. The process was similar in both side-wheelers and propellers.

Propellers were soon found to be very economical ships. They were much cheaper to build and outfit than side-wheelers. Their machinery was simpler and far less expensive. They also proved to be more economical to operate. They burned about one-fourth the fuel of steamboats (Mills 1910:130), and required about half the crew. Moreover, a propeller could carry far more freight than a side-wheeler of comparable tonnage, because its machinery was so much more compact. The engines and boilers in a side-wheel steamer had to be located nearly amidships, where they often occupied a major portion of the hold. Propeller engines and boilers were placed far in the stern where they displaced little cargo and occupied much less space (Mills 1910:129). All of these factors made it possible for propellers to offer freight rates somewhere between those of sailing craft and side-wheelers, and this meant that propellers could compete for much of the less valuable cargo that had previously been carried economically only in sailing ships. Not long after their introduction, propellers began to gather contracts for larger and larger proportions of the flour, grain, and provisions shipped down the lakes.

The number of propellers on the Lakes grew rapidly as the vessels demonstrated their strengths as efficient, economical carriers. Several companies organized around 1850 to carry freight in connection with the Erie Canals or with the various railroads running to the eastern end of the Lakes from the coast. Among the new firms were the American, Lake, Western, and Northern Transportation Companies, the New York and Erie Railroad Line, and others. Each of these companies built fleets of screw steamers. Between 1849 and 1863, 81 propellers were built at Lakeshipyards; during the next ten years 133 more were added; and during the 1870s another 88 were built, not including screw tugs (Labadie 1981). The journalists in 1841 and 1842 had correctly predicted that propellers would revolutionize the carrying trades.

Screw towboats or "tugs" appeared on the Lakes shortly after the first propellers. In fact, the first screw steamer in the nation was built for towing and not for cargo at all, and it is not surprising that the type was readily adopted on the Inland Seas as well. The first screw steamer on the Lakes known to have been built for towing was the 111-ton CUFTON, built at Dexter, New York in 1847.

Several suspiciously small screw steamers were registered at St. Lawrence River ports in 1843 and 1844, and as side-wheel tugs were known to be employed in the same district, there was a demonstrated need for towing craft. Buffalo newspapers indicate that several side-wheelers were in use as towboats on the Niagara River.
and the Erie Canal by the mid forties. There can be little doubt that there was a tremendous demand for towing vessels, and literally hundreds of them were built during the next decade. At least two screw tugs were built before 1850, more than a hundred during the fifties, and nearly 400 in the sixties (Lakodie 1981). They were the first diversions from the passenger and freight style of screw steamers on the lakes. In later years, other types of tugs were also introduced for specialized uses. When the trade in lumber grew after the Civil War, log rafts were often floated long distances to lumber mills; rafting or "outside" tugs were developed at that time. Unlike the common "inside" (harbor) tugs, the raft tugs were large double-deckers with very powerful engines. Their bows were enclosed or "housed-in" so that they could operate safely on the open lakes. Some of these rugged craft measured 150 feet in length, although 120 feet was average. "Inside" tugs were usually 60 to 80 feet long.

Within a few years of the introduction of the propellers, the first all-deck screw steamers was built. It was the 250-ton SAMPSON, built in 1843, a 135-foot craft with the capacity for 500 tons of cargo. It carried package freight and livestock and was the forerunner of the "package freighters." Package freighters were screw steamers with double decks and gangways just like propellers, but without passenger cabins on the upper decks. Because there was so little difference between the two types, many ships were changed from package boats to propellers or vice versa by the addition or removal of cabins. Changes of this nature were common during the days of wooden ships, when cabins could be added or dismantled at modest cost as changes in the market required, or deterioration of the ship demanded. This was most common during the 1880s and 1890s. As the tide of immigration and settlement slowed in the region, the proportion of passenger-carrying propellers dwindled and most of the propeller-type vessels were simply built without cabins. During the 1880s there were 79 propellers built and only two package freighters. In the twenties there were 20 propellers and 15 package freighters. In the seventies there were 56 propellers and 31 package boats built. After 1880, few passenger and freight propellers were built, although more package freighters were added until after the turn of the century. The propellers were largely supplanted by cruise ships and excursion boats.

Screw steamers in general, including package freighters, propellers, and later varieties, tended to grow in size much like sailing craft. All were influenced by the same factors. The largest ships would carry their cargo at the cheapest rates, but their growth was limited by canal systems, shallow connecting channels, and shipbuilding technology, all of which improved as time passed. VANNAHA and its running mates were less than 100 feet long. Having been built for the Welland Canal. After 1841, virtually no propellers were built less than 140 feet in length, because the Welland had been enlarged and improved with 140-foot locks. Most of the propellers built during and after the 1860s were not required to pass through the Welland at all, and so many of them were built longer than 150 feet. In spite of the canal, the average size of new propellers grew from 141 feet in 1845 to 152 feet (464 tons) in 1852, and to 220 feet (1,200 tons) in 1877 (Lakodie 1981). Because the Welland system was not expanded again until 1884, it can be inferred that this progression reflects the fact that most of the latter day propellers and package freighters were "Upper Lakes" craft that operated above Lake Ontario, i.e. from Buffalo to Lake Michigan or Lake Superior ports. Relatively few ran through the Welland to ports farther east. When the locks were enlarged in 1884, the typical 220-footers could navigate all the way through the St. Lawrence River to Montreal and the seacoast.
Wooden screw steamers, like side-wheelers, required extraordinary means of strengthening their hulls as their dimensions grew beyond 150 feet, when their lengths surpassed that figure it was necessary to add to the hull structure some form of a truss to provide longitudinal strength and rigidity. The technology was borrowed from the side-wheelers of the Hudson River, and arches, trusses, or hogging chains were built into the fabric of the propellers. The most common form of strengthening propellers became the "Hibben arch" or crown arch, a simple curved arch extending from the deadwood at the stem to a point high over the rail amidships and then back down to the deadwood at the bow (for an example see Fig. 4.2, Chapter IV). The crown or arch was supported by a series of parallel, vertical stanchions that were tied into the vertical frames of the ships on each side. These powerful structural elements towered over the cabins in many propellers and package boats, and they were the hallmark of Lakes craft for many years. Such structures were not necessary in ocean vessels because of their deeper, more rigid hulls. The few wooden propellers which were built on the Lakes after 1880 often employed internal arches of iron in their construction, so that they were able to eliminate the distinctive external arches, and many earlier propellers that were fitted with arches eventually had them cut down or truncated by using iron or steel straps along the sheer stroke or rail to replace the arch. An example of various types of structural support systems see the discussion of CUMBERLAND, CHRISTIAN and MONARCH in Chapter V.

With the Civil War years came the beginning of a shift in the commerce of the Great Lakes. Railroads had penetrated into the West, cutting into the lucrative package-freight business. There were still enormous quantities of foodstuffs and manufactured goods to be transported by ships, but less and less was the profitable package cargo, and more and more each decade was bulk material such as salt, grain, coal, or lumber, all of which generated smaller profits for vessel operators. The Civil War years were "flush times." They marked the slow, steady recovery from the terrible effects of the 1857 Panic, but they went far beyond recovery to a real boom like that of the late 1860s. Immigrants and demobilized Union veterans swarmed into Minnesota and the Dakotas and began tilting the rich Red River valley soil. Immense quantities of grain began to flow from the West across the Lakes and into the East. Enormous markets for building materials were generated by Reconstruction in the South. Coal was delivered to Lake Michigan and Lake Superior docks for distribution by rail to a great Western hinterland. Demands for lumber could scarcely be met in spite of prodigious output from the Saginaw Valley in Michigan, and hundreds of Lakes craft turned to that trade. For several seasons, not enough ships could be found to meet the demand. The Detroit Free Press (March 31, 1864) observed:

The class of vessels most earnestly sought are those best adapted for the lumber trade. Nearly all our spare vessels in the locality have been disposed of, and ... a dozen more would meet with ready sale.

Because of the weakening traffic in package goods, many propellers and package freighters were idle, and so they turned to the bulky unrewarding lumber cargoes, but their profits were small because few of the ships were really suited for that work.

One prominent vessel owner found a practical solution for the scarcity of lumber carriers. He purchased two of the great passenger side-wheelers which had been retired at the time of the 1857 Panic a few years earlier. Several of the craft were
idle and rotting in Buffalo and Cleveland, and they were offered for sale at a fraction of their original value. He dismantled them and made barges of them, employing powerful tugboats to tow the mammoth barges to the Saginaw River to load pine lumber. Each of the craft was found to have enormous capacity, up to five times that of contemporary propellers. By having two or more of the barges, the operator found a cheap means to move the bulky cargo to market, and made the furthest trade profitable for the first time (Marine 1865: 141). This was the start of what we call the "consort system," which revolutionized the carriage of bulk cargo on the lakes. The system was employed in all of the bulk trades until the turn of the century, and it resulted in sharp decreases in shipping costs not only for lumber, but for every other bulk commodity as well.

Between 1861 and 1871, dozens of superannuated passenger craft were made into lumber barges, and other ships were built from the keel up as barges. In addition, a new class of steamers appeared. These new vessels were screw steamers with schooner hulls. They were built without enclosed height decks, but rather with single-decked with single, compact cabins at the stern. This pattern was said to have been introduced in 1863 in a little screw steamer called EMPIRE, which was built to haul lumber (Detroit Free Press, May 13, 1873), but there was too little demand for lumber then, and the ship was not profitable. Steam barge's were introduced again in 1865 with the construction of the 15-foot RUBBER in Marquette City on the St. Clair River, and they were an immediate success this time, partly because of the newly adopted consort system. The Detroit Free Press (June 25, 1865) commented:

A new arrangement is being inaugurated for the transportation of lumber, consisting of the use of propellers especially adapted for the purpose. They have no upper works forward of the engine room, which gives space for additional cargo. Several are now running.

These efficient little ships were designed to tow barges, but also to carry lumber themselves. Every effort was made to maximize the capacity for lumber, and because the vessels were patterned after their consort barges, they were known as "steam barges."

A handful of small side-wheel-powered timber steamers were built in the mid-1860s to carry cordwood and lumber in shallow rivers tributary to the lakes. At least fifteen to twenty were built around Alpena and Sandusky, or at Detroit, Port Huron, or Saginaw. It was not until the late 1860s that screw-powered steam barges were constructed, however, that lumber steamers were really adapted to towing barges and to operating on the exposed waters of the open lakes. These vessels moved very slowly when towing a string of loaded barges, often no more than five or six miles an hour, and they were susceptible to heavy weather damage. Side-wheel steam barges, as a result, proved impractical except for the sheltered waters of rivers and bays.

The typical steam barges measured 45 feet in length and carried about 360,000 feet of lumber, although ships of that class ranged from 60 to 80 feet to fully 200, and some hauled more than a million board feet. All steam barges were single decked craft like their schooner forebears. Most had raised poopdecks. The earliest steam barges had their pilothouses on the quarterdeck, but after 1880 most carried them on a raised forecastle with a well deck between bow and stem. Most steam barges were fitted with a sail mast near the bow where they usually spread a single gaff-rigged sail.
and a jib. The larger boats built after 1880 often had two or even three masts, and because they carried working sails, most had counterboards (another link to their schooner-rigged cousins). A prominent structural feature of the early steam barges was the hogging arch, that same bridge like truss used in larger lakes propellers that towered high above the rails at either side. Because the steam barges were smaller vessels with a lower silhouette, the arches appeared larger than they did on the passenger and freight propellers, looking all out of proportion to the small steamers. Some builders substituted hogging-chains or iron rods with a single Sampson-post near the after end, but it was not until internal bracing was perfected around 1880 that the steam barges could dispense with some sort of very visible external reinforcing. In the larger steam barges the arches so complicated the loading of lumber that dock gangs were paid a premium to load them.

Steam barges, some of which were called "lumber hookers" or "rabbits," carried their lumber cargoes in the hold and stacked high on deck. Some carried square timber or logs as well as "deals" (cut lumber), shingles, cedar posts, or railroad ties. The cargo was usually piled on deck to heights of twelve or fourteen feet, and the consort barges carried similar loads. Most tows consisted of three or four barges, but some of the more powerful steam barges were known to tow up to eight or nine at a time. ANTELOPE, a former passenger and freight propeller, regularly towed eight laced barges extending more than a mile from the steamer to the end of its consorts (Mansfield 1899:1517). Like most of its contemporaries, ANTELOPE traded from Saginaw Valley ports all the way to Buffalo and Tonawanda, New York. The huge lumber cargoes were all loaded and unloaded entirely by hand.

The consort system and the steam barges caught on very quickly. Forty-five were built before 1870, and a number of passenger and freight propellers were also converted for the same use when their cabins were removed and their spar decks cut down to accommodate lumber. More than 20 were rebuilt in this way by 1870, and dozens more were made lumber steamers in the next decade. Nearly 600 steam barges are estimated to have been built during the thirty years between 1870 and 1900 (Labadie 1982). The lumber business moved to the Pacific Coast around 1905, and the use of steam barges on the Lakes declined sharply after that. Some were employed carrying salt, coal, sand, iron ore, and some lumber for a few years more.

The practicality of the consort system was not strictly limited to the lumber trade. Some of the first steam barges were occasionally used to haul grain and ore cargoes when the rates were right. The little steamers and their barges were not entirely suited for these cargoes, but what they lacked in capacity they made up for in efficiency. They ordinarily had too little capacity below deck and were usually fitted with rather small deck hatches. Iron ore and grain had to be kept dry during transportation, and so had to be carried below deck where the cargo could be entirely enclosed and protected from the elements. Both ore and grain were loaded by the gravity system, and in vessels with small hatches it was necessary to do a great deal of costly trimming of the cargo, redistributing it in the hold so that the ship rode on an even keel. Small hatches also made unloading difficult.

Capt. Lithia M. Peck of Cleveland devised a ship in 1889 that would meet all of the demands of the ore and grain trades. It was to be double-decked, with plenty of space below decks for dry bulk cargo, fitted with wide hatches evenly spaced to match the 24 foot spacing of the loading chutes at Marquette's ore docks. It would have the capacity for 1,200 tons of ore and be provided with engines powerful enough to tow one or two barges as large as the steamer. The result was the
210 foot bulk freighter R. J. HACKETT (true 1956). Bulk freighters had their pilothouses far forward to improve visibility, and their machinery, like that of steamers, was placed in the stern. They usually had three or four tall masts with sails to steady them and help power them. This practice of carrying sails was abandoned around 1900 because of improvements in steam engines, and the construction of bridges in many of the Lake Erie harbors made tall masts impractical.

Bulk freighters were profitable because they carried large quantities of bulk commodities economically. For this reason, few bulk freighters measured less than 200 feet in length, even when the type was first introduced. They were only competitive if they were large, and so they have always been built as large as technology and sailing conditions would allow. The construction of these long, narrow steel bulk carriers was characterized by very heavy longitudinal framing. HMU oak keelsons, parallel to the ships' centerline keels, were laid on top of the floor timbers, which were the lower portion of the transverse frames in the ship's bottoms. These keelsons, turned side or from keelsons, usually measured from 12 to 18 inches square and ran the length of the bottom of the vessel, spaced at intervals of about three feet. No other lake vessel type used these long, heavy members (true 1956/50). In addition to the hardened keelsons, the wooden bulk freighters were reinforced with iron straps that crossed the frames every four feet, and a heavy band of 3/4 inch iron ran the length of the ship just under the rail as well (see discussion of CHISTIOTA in Chapter V for an example of this reinforcing system). Little of this strengthening would have been required in a longer ocean-going hull, but lake vessels have always kept hulls tight to a minimum. Great depths made it possible to build longer, larger ships.

Bulks thinner, unfinished in 1860 until shipbuilding was suspended in the 1873 Panic, 47 bulk freighters were constructed averaging just over 1,000 gross tons. V. H. KETCHUM, built in 1874, was 1,661 gross tons and the largest in the fleet. When vessel construction resumed again in 1880, still larger bulk freighters were launched. 70 or them were built during the 1880s alone, and almost without exception, each had at least one conical or barrel type hull. It was usually of similar length and displacement. The typical bulk freighter built in 1880 was 2,500 gross tons and averaged 360 feet in length. The growth in vessel size was made possible in this case not so much because of shipbuilding techniques as improvements in connecting channels such as the St. Marys River, the St. Clair Flats, and the Detroit River. Greater depths made it possible to build longer, larger ships.

The next significant event in the evolution of the bulk freighters was the introduction of iron and steel to shipbuilding. Iron ships had been built in Scotland and England since before 1800 (Murdoch 1944).2 Several iron vessels were built in the United Kingdom during the 1880s and 1890s for Canadian owners on the St. Lawrence River and Lake Ontario. The iron steamers ALBERT and MICHIGAN were built for the American government on the Lakes in 1843, and the 200-foot iron propeller MERCHANT was built at Buffalo in 1857, the first commercial craft of iron built entirely on the Great Lakes. After the Civil War, some iron-hulled blockade runners for example SOUTHERN BELLE (ROTHESAY CASTLE), and CHICAGO, both side-wheelers of over 200 feet in length, were brought into the lakes. During the 1870s, several propellers and package freighters of iron were built at Buffalo, and all were highly successful craft, most with long, profitable careers (Irby 1917/18).

The first bulk freighter built of iron was the "monster" steamship ONOKO, a 210 foot giant, almost 30 feet longer than the largest wooden craft then afloat. It was built
by the Globe Iron Works at Cleveland, and was a sensation. It had double bottoms with water-ballast tanks, and was designed to carry 3,000 tons of ore on a 14-foot draft. It was said that ONOKO made money when few other craft in the industry could generate profits, averaging from $75,000 to $40,000 annually [Detroit Free Press Nov. 23, 1898]. For nearly ten years, ONOKO carried the biggest cargoes on the Lakes.

The principal advantage in the use of metals for shipbuilding is their very high ratio of strength to weight. A 200-foot wooden ship required an oak hull more than 18 inches thick, while a similar craft of iron had shell-plating no more than 1/2 inch thick and roughly one-tenth as heavy. Iron ships drew so little water that they had to carry ballast to keep their propellers below the surface when they were without cargo. Double bottoms and water ballast systems were developed to satisfy that need and to provide for safety in case the outer shell was punctured. Indications are that water ballast systems were developed on English colliers. Iron and later steel ships had much greater longitudinal strength than their wooden counterparts, and that made it possible to build larger hulls. Although iron and steel shipbuilding plants required specialized equipment, it was also cheaper to build hulls of metal than of wood, and repairs were far simpler. Some shipbuilders persisted in the use of wood until the turn of the century. The famous Davidson and Wheeler yards at West Bay City, Michigan, built several wooden bulk freighters more than 300 feet long before they finally succumbed to progress and abandoned wood in 1902.

Several iron freighters were built in the 1880s, but steel was introduced in 1889 with the construction of the steamer SPOKANE, and it was almost universally adopted thereafter. Steel proved stronger and more flexible than iron, although not as resistant to oxidation. Some of the iron ships built on the Lakes were still in service a century after their construction. The famous gunboat USS MICHIGAN lasted for 104 years, and then was broken up for scrap, the hull still in sound shape.

Between 1860 and 1902 when the last were built, the largest wooden bulk freighters went from 210 to 310 feet. Steel freighters grew much more quickly, from the 287-foot ONOKO in 1882 to the 400-foot VICTORY in 1894, the 500-foot JOHN W. GATES in 1903 and to 600-footers by 1906 [True 1956:27]. In steel freighters, the growth in size was not simply a process of enlarging the component parts of the ship, but resulted from several improvements in technology and changes in the arrangement of the vessels' framing. The earliest iron and steel ships had transverse frames patterned after wooden ships, but spaced at wider intervals. The arrangement of longitudinal keelsons was also similar to wooden bulk freighters in that the latter members were laid on top of the crosswise frames in the ships' bottoms [True 1856:31]. Later steel hulls had combinations of transverse and longitudinal framing, and the standard after about 1920 has become a system of longitudinal framing on the deck and bottom, with transverse framing on the sides and ballast tanks extending well up the sides. This system, with its particular emphasis on longitudinal strength, has made possible recent construction of 800- and 1,000-foot superfreighters.

The consort system was largely abandoned after 1900, because the ships grew too large to tow barges safely, and they could carry sufficient cargo to dispense with the added capacity of a barge. The last barges still in service were not used after 1950. The consort system lasted for almost 100 years.

While bulk freighters became more numerous in the 1880s and 1890s, several other vessel types dwindled in numbers and eventually disappeared. Sailing craft were
entirely displaced by steamers, except in the lumber trade where they found a niche in later years as low barges, with their steeply-panted hulls away and their graceful bowsprits outboard. There were 1,689 sailing craft on the lakes in 1870 (Mansfield 1880:1439). After that date, sail craft began a slow decline, and relatively few were built to sustain their numbers after 1880 (see Fig. 22 Chapter II). In 1900 there were still 1,660 left (Loe 1880 Book of American Shipping 1900), many in the form of rigged consort barges and still others that had been idle for years. The last full-rigged schooner ended its career in 1933 with the burning of the 50-year-old LYMAN M. DAVIS in Toronto Harbor. The last schooner-barges were laid up and abandoned at the time of the Great Depression.

Steambarges lasted only as long as the lumber trade on the lakes. When the forests had been stripped away in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota and the supply of lumber was gone, the industry moved to Washington and Oregon. Some of the lumber steamers also went to the West Coast to serve the industry there, but most were simply abandoned and dismantled. Their design was too specialized and their capacity too limited to make them suitable for any use but the lumber trade. By 1930 only a handful of steamers remained, carrying coal or sand and gravel, or converted for dredging. Virtually none survived the Depression years except as moldering curiosities in a scope of ship boneyards.

The development of side-wheel steamers was largely spurred by the same ascendency of screw steamers in the various lakes trades, and although they never had popular or the passenger business for many decades, they would never again be the great numbers of side-wheelers built that there were in the 1830s and 1840s. Side wheelers reached their zenith with the construction of the 300-foot "paddle steamers" between 1848 and 1856. Twenty-two of the elegant craft were built, but their heyday was short-lived because of the 1853 Panic. Side wheelers made something of a comeback following the Civil War, after which time the greatest concentrations of their numbers centered on Lake Erie and Lake Michigan, where the Detroit and Cleveland Steam Navigation Company, the Goodrich, and Graham and Morton fleets employed many of their finest examples. A few paddle wheel giants were constructed on the lakes after 1900, including the largest side-wheelers ever built: THE BANDIT in 1913 was 796 feet long, and the twin steamers GEORGIA and GREATER BURLINGTON in 1924 were 620-footers. The latter vessels were the last of their type. At the time they entered service, only 37 other side-wheelers were still left (International Shipmasters Association Directory 1925 170 181). After 1950, none were still in use.

Passenger and freight propellers, like their passenger-freight stodgliaughters, were most successful when they were coupled with the railroad systems stretching to the east and west from the lakes states. After 1885, relatively few large propellers were built, and these were principally for local runs rather than the system wide service. Detroit to Chicago or Buffalo-to-Duluth services typical in earlier days. Some of the new propellers constructed after 1890 were exclusively passenger craft, with diminished freight capacity or no cargo space at all. A large proportion of the last propellers were "day boats," excursion steamers, with neither overnight accommodations nor cargo space. Excursion vessels and ferries are very old types, and in the end, they outlived all of the other passenger vessel types. A dozen passenger propellers survived the opening of America's highway network in the 1930s, but the last of them succumbed to the economic pressures and regulatory requirements to lay up in the mid-sixties. The Georgian Bay Line steamer SOUTH AMERICAN was the last active representative of this type. She retired at the end of
the 1967 season. Many consider the NPS vessel HANGER III, which regularly runs between Houghton and Isle Royale, the package freighter on the Lakes.

Package freighters numbered 116 in 1880, which was probably their peak; much package cargo was also carried in passenger and freight propellers, of course. The tonnage of package freight carried in Lakes craft, however, was reduced as the nation’s railroads were extended, and the number of package boats and propellers shrank in direct proportion. In 1900 there were 90 package freighters (Inland Lloyds Vessel Register 1899). In 1915, anti-trust legislation forced the disposal of most of the package freighters by the railroads, which were their operators, many of them never saw service on the Lakes again. Most of those which were left in service were requisitioned for coastal service during World War II, so that virtually no U.S. package freighters remained on the Lakes after 1945. A couple of Canadian fleets ran package boats until 1950 in specialty trades such as rolled newsprint or barrelled chemicals. Finally, in 1962, Canada Steamship Lines announced that it would discontinue service with its last five package freighters (Log Chips 10 #18). It was the end of a colorful era. At this writing, only the bulk freighters have survived in service on the Lakes. The only representatives of the many vessels that once plied the Great Lakes are the shipwrecks that lie beneath their surfaces.
CHAPTER IV. SHIPWRECKS OF ISLE ROYALE:
THE HISTORICAL RECORD

Introduction

This chapter is a presentation of the results of a search of primary archival and
secondary sources into the background history of the shipwrecks of Isle Royale.
The site locations have become common knowledge to the diving public, and they
are the focus of the Park's submerged cultural resources management activities.

Ten total vessel losses, in addition to the DUNELM stranding incident, have left
material residues in the archaeological record that are discussed in detail in Chapter
V of this report. Following are the contemporary notions of what transpired before
and after the wreck event: a historical backdrop intended to complement the
archaeological investigations. The order of presentation is chronological according to
year of construction.

History written for archaeological purposes is somewhat different than normally
encountered in popular periodicals or historical monographs. The attempt here is to
use the historical record as one of several major links in an evidence chain that
leads to an understanding of why certain material residues appear as they do in the
archaeological record. The most appropriate analogy would be to a medical examiner
at a crime scene. That person may ask questions of witnesses or read their
depositions, but always with the and in mind of understanding why there is a body
on the living room floor. The authors of this section were instructed to seek facts
relevant to the birth (construction), life (operational history), and death (wreck event)
of the victims (shipwrecks) of Isle Royale. The degree to which this could be done
through direct quotes from the contemporary accounts was encouraged. Although
no particular effort was made to be entertaining, much in the way of new
information on the ships has been included that might help establish vessel
significance, historical context or eventually be of use for park interpreters. The
"post-mortem," or archaeological record section of the report, benefitted much from
this sort of approach, but the reader should be prepared for what may be viewed as
a comparatively dry approach, rather than an attempt at telling a lively historical
tale.

The amount of text devoted to each wreck is widely variable. This is somewhat a
function of the disparity in what was available in the archives, but also reflects a
conscious decision-making process. Ships that bore a special relationship to Isle
Royale, such as AMERICA, or ships whose wreck events left many questions to be
answered, such as KAMLOOPS, were discussed in greater detail than others. In
addition, aspects of a wreck event or its aftermath that had implications for the
general socioeconomic processes of the region were also stressed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel Name</th>
<th>Date Wrecked</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Fate</th>
<th>Cause of Wreck</th>
<th>Salvage Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF TROY</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>Lake Huron, ON</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Burnt</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Under Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLADYS</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>Lake Superior, MN</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMERSON</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>Lake Michigan, IL</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNX</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>Lake Superior, MN</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBIA</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>Lake Huron, ON</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN HARRISON</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>Lake Michigan, IL</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERICA</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>Lake Superior, MN</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF TROY</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>Lake Huron, ON</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF CORNWALL</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>Lake Huron, ON</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF YORK</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>Lake Huron, ON</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Sunk</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CUMBERLAND: HISTORY

Construction

The side-wheeler CUMBERLAND was built in 1871 at Port Robinson, Ontario, by McAnarthyon Simpson for Charles Perry and Co. It was launched Wednesday, August 8, 1871 (Detroit Telegram Aug. 15, 1871). The vessel was named for Fred W. Cumberland, general manager of the Northern Railway, parent company of the Toronto and Lake Superior Navigation Company, which had the ship designed and built to run the Duluth and Collingwood or Owen Sound route.

The railroad men who formed the navigation company were pioneers in the Lake Superior trade prior to the construction of the railroads in the area. The towns of Collingwood and later Owen Sound and Midland were the main points of rail connection between train and Lake boat. The Superior ports were all served by Lakes vessels at the time of formation of the navigation company. CUMBERLAND, along with ALCOMA (previously named CITY OF TO-JONIO and RACINE) were the core of the new enterprise, which incorporated connections between the railroad and steamship line. Later, CHICORA would join the line (Williams 1899:43-47).

CUMBERLAND was a typical example of the Great Lakes side-wheeler steamers built from the late 1840s through the 1880s. The first of the 200-foot steamers appeared on the Lakes in the early 1840s, and by the next decade had assumed the classic configuration as represented by CUMBERLAND and the dozens of other steamers produced for the passenger and package trade on the Lakes.

Ships of CUMBERLAND’s type had overhanging guards the full length of the hull and freight space on the main deck. Usually, there were one or two cabin decks above the main deck. The number and size of accommodations are, as other details of construction, uncertain for CUMBERLAND. A steamer of comparable size would likely have about sixty cabins, plus parlors. The ladies’ cabin would normally be aft, steerage and crew accommodations below (Fabadie personal communication).

The ship was powered by a vertical “walking beam” engine with one boiler and a single stack. No description of the boiler has been located in the historical material reviewed. The engines for the new ship had been in service before. Originally the 44-inch diameter engine, with 137 inch (11-foot) stroke, was placed aboard CATARACT (Detroit Free Press May 11, 1871). U.S. CATARACT became the Canadian steamer COLUMBIA before it was broken up, and the engine transferred to CUMBERLAND. Information contained in the Lytle-Holcombe List (Mitchell and Hall 1976:31) states CATARACT was 577 gross tons, built in Ogdenburg, New York in 1840 and sold foreign (Canadian) in 1867. The list also erroneously indicates CATARACT was a screw steamer.

CUMBERLAND was reported to be 208 feet on the keel and 214 feet overall with a beam of 28 feet, 43 feet 8 inches overall. The draft was 10 feet 6 in., and it was 220 tons burden, 750 tons gross measurement. The engine was rated at 400 horsepower (Detroit Free Press Oct 1, 1871). The ship had a round funnel stern, and its cabins were warmed by steam. The steamer had paddle wheels 30 feet in diameter ( Ibid. Oct. 4, 1877).
Operational History

The Collingwood Bulletin (May 9, 1872) reported that:

The magnificent new steamer CUMBERLAND will leave on her first trip to Fort William next Friday. She has been fitted up in the most elegant style and under the command of Captain Orr will meet the highest expectations of the travelling public.

CUMBERLAND's first full season of navigation was 1872, a year that initiated a series of incidents that were to affect the steamer throughout its relatively short history of operation. CUMBERLAND carried about 500 passengers and a heavy load of freight, horses and cattle on its first 1872 trip (Toronto Mail May 11, 1872; Meaford Monitor May 15, 1872).

CUMBERLAND provided assistance to the steamer MANITOWA in July. The two steamers had been built at the same time in Port Robinson for competing owners (Detroit Free Press March 21, 1871). MANITOWA had run aground on Michipicoten Island in heavy fog. The ship had been in that position for nearly 24 hours when it was spotted by the crew of CUMBERLAND. It took nearly 30 hours more before the grounded steamer was again afloat (Meaford Monitor July 25, 1872).

September 1872 was a stormy month, and some vessels were lost. The schooner MAPLE LEAF was stranded near Isle Royale and eventually captured in rough weather. The captain and crew were able to abandon ship and were taken to Silver Isle. During the week the captain reported he had sighted CUMBERLAND, but it was not able to render assistance due to the heavy seas (Meaford Monitor Oct. 7, 1872).

In November of 1872, CUMBERLAND was frozen in the ice in Bear Lake in the St. Mary's River. Captain Orr, the chief engineer and four of the crew arrived on foot in Collingwood on December 27. Several days later the ship arrived after making the 20-day trip down the north shore of Georgian Bay. According to their reports, they suffered terrible weather and privation on their journey all were frostbitten. Captain Orr had left CUMBERLAND in the charge of the first mate, with the steward, stewardess and two waiters left on board (Toronto Mail Dec. 27, 28, 1872; Marquette Daily Mining Journal January 4, 1873). There were also 50 passengers aboard (Toronto Mail Jan. 11, 1872).

The details of how CUMBERLAND was extracted from the ice, or how those remaining aboard were rescued have not been located. It's suggested it apparently waited out the ice. It is known CUMBERLAND was the first boat of the 1873 season to arrive in Collingwood, although there was still much ice present (Meaford Monitor May 5, 1873). The 1873 season was apparently without any losses incident.

In early November 1874, nearly on the anniversary of being frozen in the ice, CUMBERLAND was caught in a storm between Sault Ste. Marie and Prince Arthur's Sanding (remained Port Arthur in 1886) and very nearly wrecked. CUMBERLAND may have been near Passage Island when she was caught (Meaford Monitor Nov. 19, 1874).

The sailing came out of the hold plants in several places and the ship began leaking badly. To keep from sinking, seven men (Death Memorandum Nov. 2, 1874) or 15 (Ashland Press Nov. 14, 1874) head of cattle and some freight were thrown overboard. It was reported that $3,000 worth of cattle, sheep and hogs belonging to Brown Bros., and all the deck cargo were dumped overboard (Meaford Monitor Nov.
10, 1874). CUMBERLAND arrived at Prince Arthur's Landing with 6 feet of water in
the hold, and promptly sank (Duluth Minnesotian Nov. 7, 1874; Ashland Press Nov.
14, 1874).

The November 1875 newspapers reported CUMBERLAND was ashore and scuttled. The vessel was again caught in a late season storm and went ashore three miles from Silver Islet at Loé or T Harbor in a blinding snowstorm, with gale-force winds
from the east (The Daily Globe Nov. 3, 1875; Cleveland Herald Nov. 5, 1875). There
was little damage, and the steamer, with passengers and freight intact, arrived in
Thunder Bay November 4, after being pulled free by tugs (Cleveland Herald Nov. 8,
1875; The Daily Globe Nov 5, 1875). The freight carried by CUMBERLAND included
"copper ore, fish, and fourteen span of horses, and about 100 passengers" (Chicago
Inter Ocean Nov. 8, 1875).

On Sept. 15, 1876 CUMBERLAND ran aground at Owen Sound, while trying to get
the vessel off by using a line wrapped on the shaft of the wheel, Capt. Orr was
injured. The line snapped and broke both of the captain's legs. Captain Parsons
took the command for the trip (Duluth Minnesotian Sep 23, 1876).

Some of the marine notes of the Duluth Minnesotian of 1876 give insight into the
nature of the cargo and passengers carried by CUMBERLAND this season:

June 27, 1876: Arrived Duluth with 231 Mennonite emigrants and 10
other passengers
June 27: Cleared Duluth, cargo for Collingwood, 4 boxes of personal
effects, 1 mower, 22 boxes of merchandise.
July 10: Arrived Duluth Cargo: 25 passengers, 17 packages
household goods.
July 10: Cleared Duluth Light.
Aug. 7: Arrived Duluth. Cargo: 2 cabin passengers, 400 Icelandic
emigrants, and baggage, 2 cases furniture, all in transit to Manitoba.
Aug. 7: Cleared Duluth. Cargo: 1 case hardware, 1 hale robe.

Wreck Event

CUMBERLAND was delayed for three days while enroute in Prince Arthur's Landing. The vessel had been grounded on a bar in Nipigon Harbor (Thunder Bay Sentinel July 26, 1877), arriving in Prince Arthur's on Tuesday (July 27). The ship probably
cleared port the same day, as was its practice.

CUMBERLAND started taking on water, and its passengers were transferred to an
upbound American boat she met. Later, on the 29th, CUMBERLAND struck Rock of
Agas reef (Thunder Bay Sentinel July 26, 1877). The day was mild when
CUMBERLAND struck. The weather was dry and clear, with a light southwest to
south-southwest breeze blowing (Menagerie Isle Light Station Log July 23, 24, 1877).

CUMBERLAND struck the reef going at a speed sufficient to push i.e. how solidly
aground. It was reported that all the forward half of the vessel was on the reef.
Several tugs and steamers unsuccessfully attempted to pull it off. It was also
reported that had CUMBERLAND run 100 feet to either side, it would have missed
the reef (Duluth Minnesotian Aug. 4, 1877). The steamers QUEBEC and FRANCIS
SMITH worked on the stranded ship. These steamers parted all their lines in the
unsuccessful attempt to remove the sidewheeler. CUMBERLAND was reported in
bad shape, "lying 18 inches out amidships (Chicago Inter Ocean July 30, 1877).
Some of the freight was loaded onto FRANCIS SMITH, a ship owned by the same line (Chicago Inter Ocean Aug. 1, 1877).

JENNIE OLIVER was another vessel on hand to render aid along with insurance tugs from Prince Arthur's (Minneapolis Sentinel Aug. 2, 1877). Wrecking tugs and apparatus were sent far from as far away as Detroit (Duluth Minnesotian, Herald Aug. 4, 1877). The propellers ASIA and CITY OF OLYMPIA may have also tried to pull CUMBERLAND off the reef (Chicago Inter Ocean, Aug. 1, 1877).

The newspapers ran frequent reports on the progress of the attempts to save CUMBERLAND, and it was clear from the stories that the people of both Duluth and Prince Arthur's hoped she would be saved. The Duluth Tribune (Aug. 3, 1877) for instance, printed the comments: "We hope the train entertained that she will go down before she reaches Collingwood will not be realized, for she is a firm, staunch and fast sailing craft, and would be greatly missed from our commerce."

A telegram sent on Aug. 4 gave the condition of CUMBERLAND (Chicago Inter Ocean Aug. 5, 1877).

"Got to steamer CUMBERLAND this morning; found her stern planks broken, hull twisted, mast and a great part of upper works carried away. Capt. of the tug will try to pump her out today if he can get her pumped out. They are afraid she will be a total loss if more bad weather sets in. Too arrived twelve hours too late. Storm on Wednesday did all the damage."

Unfortunately the worst fears were realized. The wreck was abandoned Aug. 12 (Chicago Inter Ocean Aug. 13, 1877). By Aug. 18, it was rapidly going to pieces, and the broken in two (The Marquette Mining Journal Aug. 18, 1877). The Duluth Minnesotian reported it a total loss Aug. 25. The owners were already negotiating for the purchase of the Union Steamboat Company vessel ATLANTIC as a replacement. The loss of CUMBERLAND was put at $50,000. It had been insured for $34,000 (Duluth Minnesotian, Herald Aug. 11, 1877).

Soon after the wreck, a rumor circulated in Canada that the master of the vessel (Capt. Parsons) had been relying on the charts of Lake Superior produced by the United States, and that the reef CUMBERLAND struck was not marked. The rumor reached H.M. Armes, Captain of Engineers, who wrote a letter to the Detroit Daily News in response (Portage Lake Mining Gazette Aug. 16, 1877). Enclosed with the letter was a copy of the U.S. chart that indicated 8 feet of depth and a rock bottom at the point CUMBERLAND hit the reef. It was the Canadian charts that were at fault.

CUMBERLAND remained visible until the end of August. The steamer FRANCIS SMITH, down bound from Duluth, reported the wreck was in the same position as when it was abandoned (Toronto Globe Aug. 31, 1877).

CUMBERLAND was entirely submerged by early September. The Duluth Minnesotian (Sept. 8, 1877) reported that "She is now quietly lying on the bed of Lake Superior. Some wreckers went to look for her lately, but could not find her."

Speculations as to the cause of the accident must rely on the scant information appearing in contemporary newspapers because records of any official inquiries have not been located. The captain of CUMBERLAND may have taken a short cut in an attempt to make up the time lost while approach of Michigan Bay. The captain of
the steamer ST. PAUL reported that CUMBERLAND’s captain had hailed and transferred the passengers aboard his vessel because he did not want to be delayed by proceeding further on to Duluth. After the transfer of passengers the CUMBERLAND started on her return, and taking a short cut ran hard on to the southwest part of Isle Royale (Chicago Inter Ocean Aug. 1, 1877).

Another possibility was raised -- CUMBERLAND may have been allowed to break up because of the insurance.

The CUMBERLAND was insured for $35,000 or $40,000, and it is generally understood that although she was a fine boat, she is well sold, considering the depressed condition of the vessel interests.

Whether this fact had anything to do with the “circumvention office” way the affair was managed of course cannot be told, but people knowing the circumstances will talk, and such is the burden of the conclusions drawn (Cleveland Herald Aug. 25, 1877).

Apparent, some felt that the vessel could have been saved if those involved had dispatched wrecking tugs to the site earlier. A professional insurance agent had waited until he reached Collingwood to send out a hawser, rather than dispatch the wrecking tugs. The delay was fatal to CUMBERLAND, because of the storm that broke it up (Chicago Inter Ocean ran the above under the title “How Not To Do It” Aug. 24, 1877. The original appeared in the Cheboygan Tribune.)

Salvage

There was some salvage done on CUMBERLAND. The initial efforts were completed prior to September 1877. The following announcement of the sale of materials from the wreck appeared September 1, 1877 (Toronto Globe):

Salvage Auction Sale of Effects
Saved from the Wreck of the Steamer Cumberland
on View Today at 56 Yonge Street

The subscribers have received instructions to sell on behalf of the Underwriter by public auction, at the warehouse, No. 56 Yonge St, the whole of the effects saved from the wreck of the Steamer CUMBERLAND, consisting of two metal lifeboats, two wooden yawl boats, two anchors and cable chains, about two tons Manila rope, blocks, tackle, capstans, 130 life preservers, zinc poles, wheel and wheel stand, wire rope and rigging in large quantities, deck pumps, hoisting machinery, steam gauges, engine gong, pony engine, steam heater, tools etc., also the whole of the furniture saved, which is in excellent condition, consisting of 100 cane seat dining chairs and stools, 12 spring and mixed mattresses, 100 sponge and feather pillows, hard and extension dining tables, gilt mirrors, 76 pieces velvet carpet, a large number of crimson and gold armchairs, salon and settle, superb rosewood Piano forte, and many more articles, as well as the hull, engines and boilers of the steamer as she now lies off Isle Royale Island.

The sale took place September 5, and realized about $3,000 (Toronto Globe Sept. 6, 1877). The sale notice is a good indication of the extent of salvage that occurred on the vessel. Most of the material, except the machinery, was salvaged, to some extent.

There is, as yet, no record of hull or machinery salvage after the unsuccessful attempt by wreckers to loose the vessel in September 1877. Apparently, the
machinery and boilers were not salvaged. There are, however, reports of additional wreckage attributed to CUMBERLAND being washed ashore on Isle Royale; the westernmost portion of Isle Royale has become locally known as Cumberland Point. Another point of land just inside Grace Harbor has also become locally known as “Inner Cumberland Point,” another site of wreckage. There may also be some portions of the old Grace Harbor Lumber Company dock, located in the vicinity of CUMBERLAND. Bow wreckage was found and photographically documented by members of SCRUB in 1984. Patrick Labadie and Monte Florentz returned in 1985 to map the area (see Chapter V, Fig. 5.11).

CUMBERLAND wreckage was reported in 1909 to be distributed along the entire south shore (Adams 1909:49), but that wreckage most likely belongs to CHISHOLM, lost in 1896. Arline Veiterthaler of Madison, Wisconsin reported ribs (frames) and planking in the waters off Cumberland Point in the mid-1960s (personal communication in Holden).
Fig. 4.1. Side-wheel steamer CUMBERLAND, built for the elegant passenger and package trade. The lack of visible hull support structures is evident in this photograph. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.2. Side-wheel steamer WESTERN WORLD, a larger vessel than CUMBERLAND built in 1864, shows a typical arched truss hull-support system to give longitudinal strength to the hull. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
HENRY CUSHION: HISTORY

Construction

HENRY CUSHION was built in Cleveland by the firm Thomas Ouayle & Sons, under the direction of master carpenter John Drackett (ship documents). The new bulk freighter, the largest steam-hull on the lakes, slipped down the ways Aug. 28, 1880 (Chicago Inter Ocean Aug. 30, 1880).

The builder was an old, established firm well known for the high-quality vessels they produced. The shipbuilding company was founded by Thomas Ouayle, whom some acknowledged as the father of Cleveland shipbuilders (Mansfield 1899:1347).

Ouayle was born in England and came to the United States at the age of 16 in 1827 and began work as a shipyard apprentice. After his apprenticeship was completed he started business in partnership with James Cody. The partnership lasted 3 years during which it built barges, brigs and schooners that were considered large barges for the time.

Soon after the partnership with Cody was dissolved, Ouayle formed a partnership with Luther Moses, the new firm called Moses and Ouayle under which the first Ouayle steamers were built. The next partnership was with John H. Trit, it lasted 20 years and together they constructed a large number of sailing vessels and steamers, reputed to be some of the finest on the lakes. In one year, 13 vessels were built, including the bark WILLIAM T. GRAVES (767), the largest ever on the lakes (Mansfield 1899:697).

After John H. Trit's death in 1851, Ouayle took his sons into the business and formed Thomas Ouayle and Sons. During his company's operations it again produced the largest freshwater vessel at its time, COMMODORE, built in 1875 and of 2,092 gross tons (Mansfield 479:2697).

Thomas Ouayle retired in 1878 (Mansfield 1899:2392), and upon the entry of a third son his firm became Thomas Ouayle & Sons, the sons of Thomas Ouayle reaffirmed the company's reputation for building large, staunch, Great Lakes vessels; when HENRY CUSHION was launched it was the largest bulk freighter on the lakes (Mansfield 1899:1736).

HENRY CUSHION's Master Carpenter John Drackett, who was an English emigrant to Cleveland in 1851, had built many lakes vessels. During most of his career he worked under contract for well-known lake shipbuilders' on both sailing craft and steamers. Drackett moved to Detroit in 1874 and in 1876 was employed for 4 years by Alex Bradley during which time he built HENRY CUSHION. In 1881 he moved to Toledo and built DAVID GOWES, the only five-masted schooner on the lakes (Mansfield 1899:2686). CUSHION's construction reflected the expertise of this master carpenter and was generally recognized as one of the finest steam barges on the lakes. Captain George Stone was the superintendent of construction.

HENRY CUSHION was built for Alex Bradley and launched on August 28, 1880. The ship received its first inspection on September 15. It was painted the Bradley colors with a green hull and red stack. The vessel originally carried three masts. CUSHION was given U.S. Registry number US370.
CHISHOLM was built as a wooden bulker freighter with a single screw. These vessels were commonly termed "steam barges." It was powered by a fore-and-aft compound steam engine, which produced 1,707 horsepower, fed by twin boilers. The compound engine, built by the Globe Iron Works of Cleveland, was reportedly of the "Randolph and Elder pattern. cylinders 30x56 inches, four feet stroke" (Chicago Inter Ocean Sept. 23, 1880). The speed of the loaded ship was about 8 knots.

CHISHOLM, considered a "laborious" at the time of construction, was 270 feet of overall length and registered length of 265 5/10 feet, 39 3/10 feet in breadth and 20 3/10 feet in depth. The capacity under the tonnage deck was 1682 27/100 and the capacity of enclosures on the upper deck (ppop) was 83 10/100 for a total of 1775 37/100 gross tons. Deductions allowed by the Act of August 5, 1882 totaled 443 19/100 for a total net tonnage of 1332 18/100. Permanent enrollment was dated at Cleveland, Ohio, September 15, 1880.

CHISHOLM was built just as shipbuilding was approaching the maximum sizes possible with wood as the principal material. Quayle's company had been experimenting with the construction of the largest of wooden hulls and their experience was incorporated into CHISHOLM. Iron, a recently introduced competitor, and later steel, would supersedew wood for the construction of large hulls. The latter were more expensive when CHISHOLM was launched, which may account for the owners' decision to build their hull with traditional materials. CHISHOLM cost $125,000. This may be compared with LEHIGH, an iron vessel of the dimensions of 240x36x17, which cost $140,000 (Chicago Inter Ocean Sept. 23, 1880).

CHISHOLM was a powerful towing vessel and was built with the intention of pulling one, and sometimes more, barges, as was the typical practice of the time. The barges were generally older schooners converted for towing, although some schooner barges were constructed specifically for the purpose.

The building of HENRY CHISHOLM was a matter of much interest and the contemporary press carried details of its construction:

The Henry Chisholm, the largest steam barge ever built in Cleveland was launched yesterday in the presence of 2,000 people. Fully 600,000 feet of lumber were consumed in her construction. (Chicago Inter Ocean Aug. 30, 1880)

Her strength is all that can be got with wood and iron. She has 150 tons of iron in her construction besides the engines and boilers. She has a wide, heavy band of iron running from bow to stern, her whole length, at the head of the frames, from which double diagonal heavy iron straps run down the sides and under the turn of the bilge, and fasten to the long frames under the bottom and bolt through the bands when they cross and outside of the frames under the planking. This is called iron strapping, and it entitles her to a rating of A 1 for ten years to A 1 1/2 for three years more, and A 2 for three years more, making sixteen years before she classes below A 2. She is expected to carry 2000 gross tons of iron ore from Escanaba and also as many vessels as can get tow lines to hold them; 75,000 bushels of wheat, or 80,000 bushels of corn to Buffalo... She came out of Cleveland without having tried her engines and ran eight and a half miles an hour to Detroit with everything new and rough... She is all right in every way. She steers well in rough weather, doesn't bend, or work, or go, or croak, or leak. She is as
strong as though she was all in one piece, and has power to steam almost any gale of wind.

The iron beams under the hatches, and the iron honda over and around the bilge, with the iron coal bunkers, are sure protection against fire. Her outfit includes all the new improvements and tried inventions of the steamboats of today. Her cabins and rooms are large, and are heated with steam, and she is well furnished. Without the least exaggeration it may be said that the Henry Chisholm is the peer of any craft afloat on salt water or fresh (Chicago Inter-Ocean Sept 26, 1880).

Operational History

During HENRY CHISHOLM's operational life it was involved in many accidents, some minor, some serious, which was not unusual for burl freigheters of the period. The high number of accidents was often a reflection of the operation of vessels built to the minimum dimensions of practical navigation. The long series of incidents began the day the ship was launched. Soon after the launch, a sailor fell through the open hatchway and was severely injured (Chicago Inter-Ocean Aug 30, 1880).

Even the maiden voyage was not without incident. The new vessel ran aground twice. The first cargo CHISHOLM carried was 1800 tons of coal (Cleveland Herald Sept. 9, 27, 1880). The ship grounded in the west draw of the Chicago Avenue Bridge, blocking it overnight. The ship was wedged between the banks of the narrow channel. Six Union tug Line tugs were unable to budge the freighter until 250 tons of coal were removed (bid. 27, 1880).

CHISHOLM was freed only to run aground again in the Ogden Canal "within a stone's throw" of the North Side Gas Company's dock (Cleveland Herald Sept. 28, 1880). Lightering operations were again carried out and the vessel finally made it to the dock. The reason for the grounding was a strong south wind that unexpectedly reduced the water in the Ogden Canal to 12 feet; CHISHOLM was drawing more than 13 feet (bid. Sept. 28, 1880).

During the maiden voyage the steam chest of CHISHOLM's engines needed adjustment. This was done in Detroit. During the adjustments many people visited the new steamboat (Cleveland Herald Sept. 22, 1880).

The operational history of HENRY CHISHOLM gives insight to the burl freigheter trade as it was carried out on the Great Lakes in the 1880s and '90s. This was a period of rapid change in navigation on the lakes and it is informative to briefly present some of the highlights of CHISHOLM's history in this context:

- CHISHOLM chartered to carry corn at 4 1/7 cents a bushel from Chicago to Buffalo (Cleveland Herald Oct. 2, 1880)

- While carrying 75,600 bushels CHISHOLM drew but 5 feet 4 1/2 inches (bid. Oct. 6, 1880)

- CHISHOLM again ran aground, this time at the head of Black Rock Island on the Canadian side of the Iroquois River. The vessel had to be lightened of 8,000 bushels of corn to get free (bid. Oct. 9, 1880)
- CHISHOLM, near the end of its first trip, had to again lighten 4500 bushels of grain before being able to enter Buffalo Harbor (Cleveland Herald Oct. 14, 1880).

- 1700 tons of coal were carried in November 1880 (Cleveland Herald Nov. 22, 23, 1880).


At the opening of the 1881 season, CHISHOLM ran aground at the head of Lake Klin Crossing. “The accident was caused by the valve motion cutting the steam off and rendering the vessel helpless” (Cleveland Herald May 9, 1881).

The operational history of CHISHOLM continues on in much the same manner. CHISHOLM was primarily involved in the coal, iron ore and grain trades. CHISHOLM frequently set records for carrying capacity on the Lakes:

In May, 1881, CHISHOLM carried 1800 tons of iron ore from Escanaba. “This is the largest load any vessel has yet brought down” (Cleveland Herald May 24, 1881). The load brought down was actually 1811 tons (Ibid May 30, 1881). CHISHOLM made the run from Cleveland to Escanaba in 62 hours with the schooner NEGAUNEE in tow. The ship had made the round trip with the record load of ore in six days (Ibid. June 7, 1881). In June CHISHOLM brought down 3361 tons of ore, “the largest load ever carried in fresh water” (Ibid. June 27, 1881).

The appearance of the iron ONOKO forever surpassed the records of CHISHOLM and the other wooden ships. The new iron vessel could carry 115-120,000 bushels of wheat to the 87,000 bushels of corn of CHISHOLM (Ibid. April 28, 1887).

CHISHOLM would, however, still claim records of local note, and these seem to reflect a competition between vessels of large size. In May 1882, the freighter brought down 2,100 tons of ore from Escanaba, the biggest load to date (Ibid. May 13, 1882). This record did not last until the end of the month when CITY OF DREXEL, another Quay’s ship, but a bit larger, brought down 2,180 tons of ore (Ibid. May 30, 1882). In June CHISHOLM loaded 2,184 tons of ore at Escanaba, reclaiming its record (Ibid. June 2, 1882).

“CHISHOLM brought in the largest cargo of ore of the season into Milwaukee July 5, 1884. It was 2,160 tons” (Cleveland Herald July 6, 1884).

CHISHOLM frequently towed schooners. For example, it had the schooners THOMAS QUAYLE, J.C. HARRISON and GODFREY in tow on a trip (Cleveland Herald Sept. 29, 1881). The schooners did not always accompany the steam barge for the entire trip, rather they were often picked up and delivered to different ports. In April 1882, CHISHOLM left Cleveland with the schooners THOMAS QUAYLE, and J.F. CARD in tow. E.J. TILDE was picked up at Black River. CARD was left off at St. Clair while the others proceeded to Milwaukee with their loads of coal (Ibid. April 19, 1882). In 1882 CHISHOLM started the season with three schooners in tow loaded with coal, all four vessels had different destinations (Ibid. May 10, 1882).

An idea of the carrying capacity of steam barges and their tows is gained from August 1883 when CHISHOLM had CITY OF CLEVELAND, AHIRA GOBBS, and SCOTIA in tow. CITY OF CLEVELAND alone was loaded with 2,500 tons of ore (Ibid. Aug. 16, 1883).
Vessels unfortunate enough to come too close to HENRY CHISHOLM did not fare well. The canal boat TOM WOOD was struck by CHISHOLM and sank. There was no damage to CHISHOLM (Cleveland Herald June 8, 1881). The tug IDA M. SIMS had its whistle carried away during a close encounter with the huge steam barge (Ibid. Aug 15, 1881).

CHISHOLM and its tow AHIRA GOH B both hit NORTH CAPE, a schooner down bound with a load of grain, in log and nearly sank it. The stricken schooner was towed to Cleveland by CHISHOLM (Cleveland Herald June 26 July 3, 1884).

The only alteration noted in the first year of CHISHOLM's operation was the change of steering gear from wire to chain (Cleveland Herald June 11, 1881). In 1882 CHISHOLM ran aground in the river at Chicago and broke its paddle. It took three tugs and a locomotive to pull the ship through the Harrison Street Bridge (Ibid. Nov 4, 1882).

Repairs included a bent key connecting the piston with the crosshead in 1884 (Ibid. Aug 24, 1884). The stern bearings were repaired in 1886 (Detroit Free Press July 2, 1886).

In 1883 CHISHOLM towed the Sandusky owned barge AHIRA GOB and CITY OF CLEVELAND. It was then rated A1st in the bin and Lloyd's Vessel Register (1890).

In 1883 CHISHOLM ran aground at the Willow Street bridge in Cleveland and had to sitter some time to get off. The vessel was damaged and entered the Globe dry dock for repairs (Cleveland Herald Oct 13, 16, 1883).

CHISHOLM had been remodeled in 1880 and received a Lloyd's rating of A2 with a value of $75,000. The rating and value were both raised in 1896 when the ship was reconditioned with two new Scotch boilers.

Wreck Event

The last voyage of HENRY CHISHOLM began in Duluth on Sunday, October 16, 1888. CHISHOLM was loaded with 92,000 bushels of barley. The ship was downbound for Buffalo with the 220 foot schooner JOHN MARTIN in tow, carrying 15,000 barrels of wheat. Captain F.H. Smith was master of HENRY CHISHOLM and the captain of JOHN MARTIN was James Lawless, second master of CHISHOLM. Both vessels were majority owned by M.A. Bradley of Cleveland (Wisconsin State Journal Oct 21, 1888).

A gale arose and the weather was heavy with the two vessels nearing Copper Harbor on the Sweeneypoint. MARTIN, with top and main masts set, cast off the tow line about 5:30 pm Monday (Oct 17) and was soon lost to view. There was a heavy southeast wind and CHISHOLM's captain headed up the lake across the wind (E. William Daily Journal, Oct 21, 1888). CHISHOLM cruised about until Tuesday morning in an effort to locate the missing schooner (Superior Evening Telegram Oct 21, 1888).

CHISHOLM headed for the Apostle Island group and refueled at Ashland. The search for JOHN MARTIN was resumed at 11:00 am Tuesday. The search route ran to the north shore with a call at Grand Marais, and from there to search the Isle Royale area (E. William Daily Journal Oct 21, 1888).
The wreck occurred on Thursday, October 20, at either 5:00 a.m. (The Daily Journal Oct. 21, 1898) or at 8:00 a.m. while the ship was trying to enter Washington Harbor (Wisconsin State Journal Oct. 21, 1898). CHISHOLM was doing about 9 knots, full speed, when it struck the Rock of Ages reef. The ship carried a crew of 16 (Duluth Evening Herald Oct. 21, 1898).

Soon after striking the reef, Capt. Smith and First Mate Whitsman (or Whitsman), who had been consulting in the ship’s cabin, rushed to the deck and saw many fragments of heavy car hull planking floating in the water. The captain decided there was no hope of pulling it off and launched the 18-foot lifeboat or yawl boat (Detroit Free Press Oct. 22, 1898) under the command of the first mate. Along with Whitsman in the lifeboat were Second Mate Gilbert Wilde (Wilde), Watchman James Agger and Angus Macdonald, and Seaman Harry G. Barrow. These men set out rowing for Victoria Harbor 14.5 miles away. They arrived there about 1:00 a.m. and were picked up by the steamer DIXON (E. William Daily Journal Oct. 21, 1898).

DIXON, (probably HIRAM R. DIXON), a 339 gross-ton propeller built in 1883 at Mystic, Connecticut) arrived in Duluth with the shipwrecked crew aboard (Wisconsin State Journal Oct. 21, 1898). This same account said the crew had gone to Lake Royale before Whitsman was dispatched to report the vessel’s loss. CHISHOLM was reported rapidly breaking up and feared a total loss. A wrecking expedition sent by the lumber tug line had been dispatched.

Soon after the lifeboat under command of the first mate left CHISHOLM, the captain and remainder of the crew rowed the 4 miles to Washington Harbor. The vessel was reported in 12 feet of water at the bow and 40 feet at the stern, listing 4 feet (E. William Daily Journal Oct. 21, 1898).

JOHN MARTIN, although feared water logged and lost (lumber had been spotted on the south shore), survived the ordeal in good shape. The steamer NASHOCA, a 225 gross ton propeller commissioned that year and built at CHISHOLM’s home port of Cleveland, arrived in Duluth on October 21 with a reported sighting of the missing JOHN MARTIN off Lagos Harbor. MARTIN was sailing east. MARTIN was reported at Sand Point Marie the evening of the 21st under tow of the Canadian-Atlantic Line ROMAN. ROMAN was a 2,343 gross ton package freighter built in 1891 in Cleveland. It was reported ROMAN picked up MARTIN off Copper Harbor, near where it was originally separated from HENRY CHIS-OLM (Detroit Free Press Oct. 22, 1898: Duluth Evening Express Oct. 22, 1898).

Salvage

Soon after the steamer DIXON arrived in Duluth with the shipwrecked sailors and news of HENRY CHISHOLM’s stranding, Capt. Byron B. Inman sent a wrecking crew to the site.

Inman was the most prominent tug owner of Duluth. He had, at one time under his command, 22 vessels of all types engaged principally in towing and wrecking. He had built a reputation of not many years before for towing the largest tow on record through the Detroit River. seven vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of 4,323 (Mansfield 1899: 34: 46).

Capt. W.F. Singer of the Singer Tug Company, a rival of Inman, arrived at the wreck site on Friday, October 21, aboard the tug ZENONI from Duluth. Singer returned to
Dalhousie, October 26, with a message of the prospects for CHISHOLM's being freed (Marquette Daily Mining Journal, Oct. 26, 1893). Other reports were more optimistic. In Cleveland, MA Bradley received a dispatch from Dalhousie that the steamer McGREGOR had reached the wreck and reported that it was "not two feet forward, but is in good shape and the weather is favorable" (Detroit Free Press, Oct. 23, 1893).

Apparently, man abandoned operations on October 24. He sent a telegram to owner WA Bradley stating that the steam water pump had been unable to lower the water in CHISHOLM's hold an inch. He predicted the steamer would go completely to pieces in 6 hours should there be any bad weather (Detroit Free Press, Oct. 25, 1893).

The bad weather did appear. On October 24, a northwest gale arose blowing 27 miles an hour. It blew that night, and heavy snow squalls began on the 25th (Detroit Free Press, Oct. 26, 1893). The newspaper reported all vessels were held in port due to this storm. CHISHOLM was mentioned, "...is believed she went to pieces in last night's gale" (Detroit Free Press, Oct. 27, 1893).

In Munising, Robert James Reid visited the site aboard the PROTIEGER. He reported the ship had gone to pieces, but "the machinery can be saved" (Detroit Free Press, Nov. 11, 1893).

The people around Lake Superior have a long memory for shipwrecks. It was noted that CHISHOLM was wrecked at the same spot as the handsome Canadian passenger steamer CUMBERLAND was broken in two a few years (21 years) ago. The CHISHOLM was commanded by Capt. Parsons, now chief of the MANITOUL (Marquette Daily Mining Journal, Oct. 27, 1893).

If the storm of October 26 and 27 did not break up CHISHOLM, the next one surely did. Another storm struck Saturday and Sunday, October 29 and 30. It exceeded the fury of the earlier storm. The wind blew 34 miles an hour and whipped up a great sea. It was estimated that the velocity was nearer 50 miles an hour on the lake.

No salvage reports have been located for the time Duncan and Singer spent on the site in October 1893. In August, 1901, salvage efforts resumed on the wreck of CHISHOLM. Captain England, aboard the 198 gross ton steambarge MA ROGUE, arrived in Duluth August 1 with one of the scotch boilers recovered from HENRY CHISHOLM. The JOSPEH C. SULLIVAN, a 32 gross ton steambarge, had been salvaging the site. Both boilers were recovered and towed to Washington Harbor.

The value of the boilers was estimated to be $3,000, since they had only been in use for 2 years when CHISHOLM wrecked. The boiler prices for a new Scotch boiler was between $6,000 and $7,000. The engine was reported to have rolled down off the masts in more than 100 feet of water (Duluth News Tribune, Aug. 2, 1901). No records of other visits to the site are known until recovery of the site by sport divers in the 1960s.
Fig. 4.3. Artist's rendition of HENRY CHISHOLM, the largest steambarge built at Cleveland at the time of launch. (Painting by Huntington) Great Lakes Historical Society.

Fig. 4.4. Construction yard photograph during the building of a contemporary steambarge similar to HENRY CHISHOLM. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
ALGOMA: HISTOR Y

Construction

ALGOMA was one of the first steel hulled vessels on the Great Lakes (Scanning 1976:6 from The British Wharf Oct. 13 (1883). Like many of the early iron and steel vessels on the Lakes it was built in British shipyards. Britain led the world in the development of iron and steel shipbuilding, and Great Lakes owners were frequent customers. Fleet orders from the Lakes were not uncommon, particularly from Canada, for vessels constructed on the Clyde. Kielder was a leading producer of iron and steel vessels, and some Scottish companies (particularly in the 1970s) specialized in the manufacture of Liberty (Walker 1984:86; Corvel 1995:46).

The one problem faced by the iron shipbuilders and Great Lakes owners was that the vessels had to pass through the canal system from the ocean to the lakes. A vessel that was built small enough to pass was too small to benefit from the economies of scale enjoyed by larger vessels constructed on the lakes. The solution was to design vessels to pass through the St. Lawrence Canal in pieces, to be reassembled once in the lakes. This was accomplished in two ways: either removing the vessels in sections and transporting to the lakes on other ships (Corvel 1995:45) or designing the vessels to sail under their own power in the lakes and then be severed in two and bulkheaded for the passage through the canals.

ALGOMA was built by Allan and McKeil of Glasgow, Scotland for Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR). The ship, with its two sisters AEGEAN and ALHABASCA (the correct spelling was ALHABASKA), was the first steamers to be purchased by the rail line and were used in the Great Lakes Port Arthur run that connected the railway across Lake Huron and Lake Superior. The three vessels were similarly built, with steel hulls of 263.5 feet in length, 38.2 feet in beam and 23.3 feet in depth (Scanning, 1974:8), giving a gross tonnage of about 1,750 as originally built. The completed vessels would be able to accommodate about 240 first-class passengers and 500 stevedore passengers.

The first of the sisters to be launched was ALHABASCA on July 3, 1883. The Scottish press carried the story (Scanning, 1974:6 from Glasgow Herald July 4, 1883).

Yesterday about noon Messrs. Allan and McKeil launched from their shipbuilding yard at Wallnachu the steel screw steamer ALHABASCA, the vessel being the first of three presently building to the order of the Canadian Pacific Railway Co ... Miss Coventry of 2 Atholl Place, Glasgow, performed the actual ceremony of naming the vessel. As the completion of these vessels will not be complete but until they reach the lakes, it was estimated that their actual tonnage will be about 2,400 when a considerable amount of cargo is loaded on board the four ships. In the American system has been marked on the upper deck.

The contract for these vessels was placed in the hands of Mr. David Rowan, engineer, Elliot Street, and they will be fitted by him with compound direct acting screw engines, capable of working to about 1,000 indicated horses, the cylinders being 26 in and 20 by 4 feet stroke, supplied with steam by two screw boilers with a working pressure of 175 lb per square inch. To obtain strength as well as lightness of draught the hulls are constructed of Siemens-Martin steel supplied by the steel Company of Scotland, and the bulkheads are arranged to allow the vessels being divided into two parts to permit
their passage through the limited dimensions of the locks of the Welland and other canals leading to the level of the upper Lakes.

ALBERTA was launched July 12, 1883 and ALGOMA on July 31. Miss Shaw of Glasgow performed the ceremony of naming the latter vessel (Glasgow Herald July 13, Aug. 1, 1883 in Scanner 1974.7).

ATHABASCA was the first to sail for Montreal, leaving on August 24. The boilers were found to be leaking and the vessel returned to port on August 29. The repaired ship sailed from Glasgow three days later with a load of coal. ALBERTA and ALGOMA followed on September 20, also loaded with coal (Glasgow Herald Sept. 27, 1883). The two ships arrived 13 days later in Montreal, making better time than the trouble-plagued ATHABASKA (Glasgow Herald Oct. 12, 1883).

The arrival of the new Clyde steamers generated much interest, and the Cleveland Herald (Nov. 30, 1883) carried a description of ATHABASKA that is informative of the procedures and details of the sister ships:

Buffalo, Nov. 27. The ATHABASKA has arrived in this port. She came in two sections, which will be joined into a complete hull at the lower dry dock of the Union Ship yard. The arrival of a Clyde-built boat has naturally occasioned considerable interest in marine circles. The ATHABASKA is one of five steamers that will form a line from Algoma Mills, Georgian Bay, to Port Arthur, Lake Superior, a distance of 350 miles. The ATHABASKA is of steel throughout and measures 8 feet between decks. She is quite sharp forward, and has a clean cut stern though having barely half the overhang of the average Lake steamer. The hull is divided into seven compartments. Her carrying capacity is about two thousand tons. The steamer is provided with no less than twelve engines, including two for working the rudder. One of the most remarkable of her appliances is what is called a repeating telegraph. By means of this the pilot gives the signals to the engineer, who receives them on a dial in the engine room, and sends them back to the pilot on the bridge. The latter can thus tell whether his orders have been understood. Another indicator on the bridge shows the direction of the rudder at all times.

The ATHABASKA left Glasgow about September 1st for Montreal, with a cargo of soft coal and pig iron ... She arrived at that port after a tedious trip of twenty one days, her air pumps giving out fully eight times on the trip. It was necessary to cut the hull in two in order to take it the shallow canals of the lower St. Lawrence. As was built with this object in view, the work was readily accomplished. The sections were placed on pontoons to go through the canals. Arriving at the foot of Lake Ontario the pontoons were removed, and the parts rested on their own bottoms. Two more ships are now in the Welland Canal, and are expected daily.

Buffalo, Nov. 29. The tugs WILLIAMS and ALPHA this morning brought in the two sections of the Clyde built steamer ALBERTA from Port Colborne. They were placed in the Union ship yard's upper dock. The ALBERTA is the duplicate of the ATHABASKA.

The two sections of ALGOMA were brought to the docks the next day, but the job of towing the sections of the three sisters was difficult because of bad weather. The newspapers commended Maytham's tugs for succeeding (Cleveland Herald Dec. 1, 1883). There had been some problems encountered while towing.
The CPR ships were not the first vessels too long to pass through the Beauharnois and Cornwall canals to be cut in two at Montreal. Some iron gunboats had previously been cut apart, as had the passenger steamer ROTHESAY CASTLE, a former blockade runner. One of the earlier vessels to be severed in Montreal for canal passage was CAMPANA (Steamer 19767 from The British Whig Oct 18, 1883). The cutting and transportation for these earlier vessels was long and difficult. However, the CPR vessels were constructed to ease the operation.

The vessels having been constructed with the knowledge of the required operation. In consequence, the sheets of iron (steel) were made to fit and to end at the place where she was cut, and iron bolts 5 feet apart were driven each side of the connection. Accordingly all that was necessary was to knock off the heads of the rivets at the joint and load the two portions to their destination (Steamer 19767 from The British Whig Oct 18, 1883).

The task of joining the sections of the new steamers was not as easy as first supposed. Reassembling ALAJAMA (the first to appear on a “C” took about a week — “a delicate job to get the rivets holes exactly in place” (Cleveland Herald Dec 2, 1883). It was an expensive operation to move the steamers from Port Colborne to Buffalo, where they would winter. It cost more than $10,000 to move the vessels (Thunder Bay Sentinel Jan 1, 1884).

The engines may have been installed in Montreal (Cleveland Herald Dec 5, 1883). There had been some uncertainty as to whether they were installed at Port Colborne or Buffalo. The Sarum Observer May 16, 1884 reports the cabins were installed at Port Colborne. However, it was probably Buffalo where the cabins were added while the ship was undergoing the configuration of the cabin was a long structure of wood on the upper deck. There was a long gallery with stairways flanking the sides. Accommodations were superior to those found on earlier steamers. There was no dining saloon, so tables were set in the old-fashioned manner in the main room between the rows of staterooms. The gallery had a chandelier overhead that protruded above the room deck to form an observation deck (Steamer 19748 from Glasgow Herald Oct 12, 1883). The cabin was done through the winter of 1883-84; the ship was ready to begin its take earlier in early spring.

When the vessels appeared in service each ship was painted black with a narrow white stripe below the deck level. Cabins were painted white and the funnel was black with a wide red band, also carrying a very narrow white band (Steamer 19748).

Newspapers reported many details of ALGOMA. One of the most extensive descriptions was printed shortly after ALGOMA made its first run to Port Arthur (Thunder Bay Sentinel May 16, 1884):

"The model is admirably, not a hollow line about the bowels, and without the tendency to sit down by the stern or rompiness in many of the old style. The graceful adaptability for speed, even to the eye untrained in the science of ship building. The hulls are built of steel plates of varying thicknesses. The Pine-still mark, white circle with a black band through it, is a novelty on the lakes, but every sailor knows that it points out the line beyond which no vessel shall be loaded, thus preventing overloading. The Pine-still marks on the CPR vessels will allow them to load to 15 feet of water on which they could carry 2,000 tons dead weight of freight, but as a rule they will
only be loaded to 13 feet. The hold is divided into compartments by six watertight steel bulkheads.

The motive power is supplied by compound engines driving a screw 13 feet, 6 inches in diameter and having a pitch of 21 feet. The boilers, two in number, are each 12 feet, 3 inches long, and are made of Siemens-Martin steel, 15/16 inch thick and tested to a cold water pressure of 210 psi. The furnaces are of the latest improvements, being built of corrugated iron. The screws are not cast in one piece, but the blades are bolted to the center piece so that an injury to one piece does not necessitate the renewal of the whole screw. She carries two steel masts, with such a spread of fore and aft canvas as to be quite easily handled in case of a breakdown of the steam power. Besides the main engine, she has auxiliary donkey and hoisting engines, steam pumps, and siphons. The anchors, windlasses, and capstans are handled by steam and all freight is taken in or out by a hoisting engine on the main deck running the four hatches.

The equipment is in keeping with the superior hull and motive power. She is steered by steam and large as is her course could be directed by a child. There is no top heavy Texas [deck] as is usually seen on Lake boats, but instead there is a spacious bridge above the wheelhouse and extending the whole beam of the vessel. In the wheel house a small wheel, not 3 feet in diameter, stands before a regulated compass. Under the feet of the wheelsman is a small but exceedingly beautiful steam engine, controlling the wire cables, which serve as tiller chains. On the bridge is another similar wheel facing one of Sir William Thompson's patent compasses. The Thompson compass is the result of the highest scientific research in navigation, and a product of human knowledge as is the great steel ship itself. The steering apparatus is not completed by the two wheels we have mentioned. There is another aft, to be used in case of accident to the others. It is a large hand wheel, on the shaft of which are right and left hand screws, with a binnacle compass in front of it.

... She carries six large life boats and about 600 life preservers, with a liberal allowance of life buoys about the decks. Of chain and steel wire cables and patent anchors handled by steam there is also a good supply. She was built and equipped according to the English Board of Trade regulations.

Large as the ALGOMA is, she is without an oil lamp. She is lighted throughout by the Canadian Edison Electric Light Company, of Hamilton, in a style never before seen on the Lakes. She has a 6 ½ by 8' Armington and Simco engine of 330 revolutions, driving an Edison Dynamo, supplying 110 lights of sixteen candle power each, and having all the regular attachments and details as used by the Edison Company in steamships. The lamps can be controlled by the engineer of the dynamo, or each single lamp can be turned on or off by a key attached to its socket. A novel and useful feature of lighting is an electric lamp with a long, flexible conductor. It can be taken from the boat and carried up dark decks or can be used in the examination of the screw, rudder, or any submerged part of the hull. Matches are not used on board, not even for lighting pipes or cigars, electric cigar lighters being provided for that purpose. The CPR boats are the first on the Lakes to be lighted by any system of electric appliances.
Her passenger accommodation is of the highest class. Single berths are provided for 100 first class passengers, and storage bunks for 200, with room to increase storage accommodations for 1,000 passengers. The storage is on the main deck and is roomy and well lighted. All the bunks are single, and the storage is supplied with hot and cold water. Closets are numerous, and the storage passages are well provided for in every way. The furniture of the main saloon is first class and accords with the general equipment of the vessel. Both smoking and smoking rooms are provided and the steward's room is on the upper deck instead of on the main deck. The engines, pumps, purser's, and express messenger's quarters are on the main deck, which is well lighted by daylight. The crew have a very comfortable forecastle.

The protection against fire is the most ample that human ingenuity can devise. In the first place the vessel itself is of steel, and the hull, of course, cannot burn. The main and upper decks are of steel, though they have an extra flooring of wood. Only the cabins of the cargo can burn. The cabins and in fact all parts of the boat are furnished with cold water pipes, for fire purposes, the water being supplied by a donkey engine. The hold being divided by fireproof bulkheads, the cannot spread beyond the compartment in which it may originate, and there it can be controlled, by the steam pipes in each hold, through which steam can be blown to extinguish it. The engine and the coal room are enclosed in steel, and a side casing is about the boilers and runs clear to the stern deck. The engine works, which is seen in the main saloon, is exposed in this way.

Some additional details are provided by the description of the new steamer from the "Sailor's Observer" (May 16, 1884), which appeared soon after their introduction:

The hull is divided into water-tight compartments by six steel bulkheads... There is no communication whatever between these compartments, so that in a collision there will be no means to shut off the water running from one to another. The main and promenade decks are of steel... the main saloon is nearly as large as a side-wheel steamer but it is made so at the expense of the staircases which are somewhat small and cramped.

The kitchen and coal room are enclosed in steel. The fire protection of the steamer is arranged somewhat after the manner of the Holly system and there is at all times a pressure of 50 lbs. on all the hydraulics and the force is at all times ready for use.

The boilers are built of steel plate, one inch in thickness, and each one has 220 tubes and one half inch tubes... She has in all fourteen engines on board used for heating anchors and freight, working steam pumps, steering, and all kinds of machinery that requires power. Her steam steering gear which is the most perfect made, can be worked in the pilothouse or on the bridge, and she has an auxiliary wheel aft to be used in case of accident to the steam gear... She has two steel mast fixed with force and all canvas. These masts, together with her short thick smokestack, rake all in a style that gives a decided look. She appears a handsome ship and is well designed for the purpose... She carries six gunboats, each of which is provided with a compass, saying gun, water bucket, etc., and each is arranged so that when it is lowered and the proper number of people in it, it will unhook itself from the ropes by
which it is lowered. Besides the boats, she carries a large number of life preservers and rafts.

There have been published reports that ALGOMA carried the first Plumsoil mark on the Great Lakes, an assertion that appears unsupported by any one of the earliest and the probable sources for later authors, is Young 1857.90). The first of the three sister ships on the Lakes was not ALGOMA, but ATHABASCA. If all three ships carried the mark and they were the first on the Lakes, the originating honor would go to ATHABASCA.

The lengthy contemporary descriptions above are the only two that were located mentioning the Plumsoil mark. One refers to its appearance as a "novelty on the Lakes," but recognized by any editor (Thunder Bay Sentinel May 16, 1884). The other reference only states: "The Alberta as representing all three carries the Plumsoil loading mark" (Sturgeon 1884:14, from the Sault News, May 16, 1884). The CPR sisters may have been some of the first to carry the familiar circle and line of the Plumsoil mark, but if they were the first, it was apparently not noted in the press reports of the time. It would be surprising if the three ships indeed had carried the first Lake Plumsoil marks and the press failed to highlight that fact, especially since the newspapers made much of the other remarkable attributes of the vessels, such as all-steel construction, employing an engine telegraph, Thompson compass and electric lights, etc.

There can be little doubt that some of the first electric lights on the Lakes were on these vessels. The first ship to carry electric lights anywhere in the world was the Fall River line passenger liner PILGRIM, built in 1882. PILGRIM plied Long Island Sound with lights installed by Thomas Edison (Johnston 1963:44). There is little possibility of another Lakes vessel having been fitted with this innovation before ALGOMA and its sisters. (ODAHO, built in 1883, had electric lights, but these were probably a retrofit.) Further historical research will undoubtedly produce more detail on the construction details of the remarkable CPR vessels, and perhaps clarify which attributes of Lakes craft originally appeared on these ships. Until then, the influence of ALGOMA and its sisters remains very partially documented.

Operational History

ALGOMA, completed in March (Thunder Bay Sentinel March 14, 1884), was ready to begin operations in May, 1884. The ports of call on the first voyage were to be Cleveland, Detroit, Windsor, and Sault Ste. Marie, with a public gathering planned for the arrival at Owen Sound. Before its departure from Port Colborne, some concern was expressed that the new CPR ships had such a deep draft that, even when light, they would be able to enter few of the Lake harbors (Cleveland Herald May 2, 1884). The ships drew a little over 7 feet when light and could carry 1,000 tons on 12 feet of draft (Cleveland Herald May 24, 1884).

On May 15, ALGOMA was the first of the new steamers to arrive at the Lakeside port. The ship had left Owen Sound at 3 a.m. on Sunday and arrived at the Sault River that evening and made Sault Ste. Marie by 3:30 p.m. Along the way ice was encountered. An indication of the speed capability of the new ship was demonstrated when ALGOMA overtook the steamer NYACK, quickly passing 1 and in a run of 12 miles, gained four miles on the other vessel. ALGOMA had 250 tons of pig iron aboard and 15 carloads of baggage (Thunder Bay Sentinel May 16, 1884).
Eighty hundred to 1,000 people were waiting on the wharves when ALGOMA pulled into the Marks' Dock at 8:30 a.m.

The appearance of the vessel as she neared the dock was striking. Every available piece of engine was spread to the wind, and she rode in as stately as any ocean steamer ever entered harbor. The scene which presented itself upon the main deck can only be likened to the appearance of an ocean emigrant ship upon her arrival at an American port. Over a thousand waiting passengers were crowding round the gangways ready to land as soon as an opportunity offered.

Of the general excellence of the boat herself too much cannot be said in her favor. She is certainly the finest boat that has ever sailed upon these great inland seas, and her superiority over all other lake craft in every particular is at once apparent. She has a crew of 35 all told, Captain Moore commands her, and her first and second mates are M.S. Hastings and E. McLeod, respectively. George Delaney is the chief engineer and his assistant is A. McDonald. R. McKean is purser, and G. Taylor is steward (Thunder Bay Sentinel May 16, 1884). See also Owen Sound Advertiser Nov 12, 1885.

The CPR steamers demonstrated their success 'for the purpose for which they were intended' by entering the ports; they also demonstrated their success in fast runs and quick delivery (Cleveland Herald May 24, 1884). Goods ordered from Toronto were delivered to Thunder Bay in record time. They had travelled nearly 700 miles, most of which was over water aboard ALGOMA. During this run ALGOMA set the record for the fastest run between Owen Sound and Port Arthur. The distance was 565 statute miles and the run was made in 39 hours and 42 minutes. The run across Lake Superior was made in the extraordinary time of 20 hours. Passengers aboard the run made the journey from Toronto to Port Arthur in 16 hours 48 minutes of which 505 was over water, in the "unprecedented short time of 47 hours" (Thunder Bay Sentinel May 23, 1884)

All fellow mariners were not happy with the fast new CPR ships. The masters of the sisters, seeking to enhance the reputation of their new vessels, pushed the limits for speed as they made their passages.

There is a great deal of complaint among vessel men about the speed at which the Canadian Pacific steamers are rushed through the Sault Ste. Marie River. It is said they never slow up even when passing vessels where the channel is bad, and the wonder is that more accidents have not happened through vessels showing or being crowded astern (Cleveland Herald July 22, 1894).

The accident feared by the vessel men occurred between ALBERTA and the wooden steamer OTTAWA. 3 1/2 miles e of Whitefish Point near the mouth of St. Mary's River on July 27, 1884. The two ships, neither of which reduced speed, collided in heavy fog. J.M. OSBORNE, with two barges - G. ORCHARD, W. DAVIS and THOMAS GANN - in tow, sank with a loss of three lives (Thunder Bay 1894,1:42; Sentinel 1894,1:43). The collision caused $17,000 in damage to the bow of ALBERTA (Palm Beach Aug 8, 1884).

Local people were outraged by the disaster. The Gladstone Monitor (Aug. 1, 1884) wrote: "Any boat which comes against one of the CPR steel steamers stands a poor chance ... The ALBERTA received some damage to one of its plates in the bow, but it did not prevent proceeding on its trip as if nothing had happened. There is a screw loose somewhere in the management of these steamers and the railway
company had best find out where it is before their boats are all smashed to pieces" (Duluth Tribune Aug 8, 1884).

ALGOMA was involved in an accident in August, apparently through no fault of the crew. The steamer SOVEREIGN collided with ALGOMA while the steel ship was lying at the Government dock. SOVEREIGN, under command of the first mate, reportedly struck the starboard side of ALGOMA. The stern of SOVEREIGN was carried away from the collision, and ALGOMA had one of its plates stove in near the main guard (Thunder Bay Sentinel Aug 7, 1884).

The remainder of the season was uneventful for the CPR sisters.

Wreck Event

As the 1885 season drew to a close, it was clear it would be a poor one for Lake transportation. Severe competition, low rates, and small trade were listed as the principal causes of the worst season on the Lakes in years. Several lines of steamers were laid up during the season. The only company to report a decided improvement was the Canadian Pacific Company, owners of the three new steel sisters ARTHUR, ALBION, and ALGOMA (Cleveland Leader Oct 19, 1885). The season was not over for the successful company, however. Before the 1885 season closed, CPR would suffer the worst human life disaster in Lake Superior history.

ALGOMA left Owen Sound for Port Arthur Thursday, Oct 5, 1885, loaded with cargo and the fewest passengers it had ever carried. There were seven cabin and six steerage passengers on board; the cargo consisted of 134 tons of general merchandise, and 297 tons of railway supplies (Duluth Tribune Nov. 12; New York Times Nov. 11, 1885). The light passenger list could be attributed to the lateness of the season and to the general decline of passenger traffic as a result of the opening of the "all rail" route around Lake Superior (Owen Sound Advertiser Nov. 12, 1885) earlier in 1885.

According to Capt. Moore, ALGOMA passed through the Sault Ste. Marie canal on Friday Nov. 6, about noon. The steel steamer ran into a heavy gale and blinding snow storm at the halfway point of crossing Lake Superior. The storm increased in intensity until it quickly reached hurricane proportions. The storm of Friday night and Saturday morning was "beyond a doubt one of the greatest hurricanes that have occurred during the last 5 years. The dreadful storms of 1881-2, 3, which did so much damage, were exceeded in violence by the terrible tempest of the 6th and 7th, in the opinion of many old seamen" (Port Arthur Sentinel Nov. 13, 1885).

The storm raked the ship so severely that the first mate ordered the sails set to steady it. Under sail and steam combined, ALGOMA made 15 miles an hour or better, but was drifting to seaward off the set course. A lookout was posted about 3 a.m. to sight the Passage Island light. The steamer maintained its speed until about 4 a.m. when the captain ordered the sails down and a change of course. The engines were stopped while the sails were lowered and the new course set. At 4:40 a.m., less than five minutes after the engine telegraph bells sounded to go ahead, there was a crash (Port Arthur Herald Nov. 14, 1885). ALGOMA was aground on Isle Royale.

An early newspaper report recounted the wreck event (Port Arthur Herald Nov. 14, 1885):
"A terrific shock the steamer from stem to stern, and a moment afterwards one parted, just forward to the engine I, actually, just forward of the boilers, LBM, while the waves rushed in at the vents and over the forward deck. Panic immediately ensued, and all was chaos and confusion. Passengers, who were calmly reposeing in their berths... were notably awakened by the grinding of the hull on the rocks and the roar of the storm. There was no time however, to consider the situation. The water poured through the broken timbers and over the deck, cutting out the fires, which soon had the effect of stopping the engines and shutting off the electric light. All was darkness, storm and snow. Daylight was just breaking, but did not afford sufficient light to enable the crew to see where they were... The steamer had spun around after striking and was resting with her stern upon the rocks, while the forward cabin and the bow of the boat were fast crumbling to pieces and furious was she being beaten upon the nest. The purser, second mate and steward who were at forward, made an attempt to reach the after part of the vessel, which was now the only place of safety. In doing so they were struck by a large wave, carried overhead and disappeared beneath the surface.

Some fishermen sighted them and went to their rescue. After taking in the dreadful situation the fishermen went out and intercepted the ALGOMA which was then coming up the lake.

The first news of the disaster arrived late on Nov. 9th in Port Arthur with the survivors aboard ALGOMA. It would be two decades before wireless appeared on the lakes.) The first reports of the wreck were in the press the next day. The early reports indicated about eight passengers and twenty-five crew were lost (Wisconsin State Journal Nov. 10, 1885). Other accounts reported various numbers for those lost in the wreck (e.g., Cleveland Leader Nov. 10, 1885 reported 17 lost; Wisconsin State Journal Nov. 11, reported 47 crowded, and in another article of the same issue stated "Other officials freely say that fully 100 have gone down with the vessel"). The lack of company records accounts for the confusion regarding the number aboard — the only passenger list was apparently aboard the lost vessel.

As is usual in the aftermath of a shipwreck, much speculation was generated to account for the disaster. The Wisconsin State Journal (Nov. 11, 1885) stated that the official dispatches "determined" Port ALGOMA was making for shelter in Rock Harbor when the wreck occurred.

A lengthy article titled, "The Captain's Statement," appeared in some of the regional newspapers. The statement, evidently fabricated by someone other than the captain, describes panic aboard the vessel during the storm. The captain had unsuccessfully attempted to quiet the fears of those on board. The wreck of ALGOMA, according to this account occurred as the captain was seeking refuge in Rock Harbor (Owen Sound Advertiser Nov. 17, 1885. This account also appeared in the Nov. 11, 1885 issue of New York Times)."

This report, which had circulated as an Associated Press dispatch, was discounted by the captain and others. Captain Moore, still suffering from injuries received during the wreck, said the statement was wholly untrue, and must have been simply manufactured by the reporter (Port Arthur Weekly Sentinel Nov. 20, 1885). The same newspaper labeled the report "shameful."
An accurate statement of the captain was printed in the newspaper (Owen Sound Times Nov. 18, 1885):

The steamer Algoma cleared from Owen Sound at 4:20 p.m. Thursday, the 5th inst., bound for Fort Arthur, having on board a general cargo of merchandise of about 400 tons. We had a good run to Sault Ste. Marie, which port we cleared at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of Friday (6th) and passed Whitefish Point at 3:50 the same day. It was blowing a strong breeze from the east and north west. The wind was increasing. We made sail at Whitefish Point at 7 p.m. The weather was the same, but the wind was slightly increased, with occasional squalls attended with rain. At midnight the wind had increased to a moderate gale with frequent squalls, accompanied with rain and sleet, and a sea setting up. At 4 a.m. (7th) the wind shifted north east with violent snow squalls and a heavy sea running, when we checked down and commenced taking in sail. At 4:30 a.m. all sail was except the fore staysail [probably fore staysail, cf. notarized statement of Capt. Moore Duluth Tribune Nov. 13, 1885 ed.] which was partly in, and we put the wheel hard to starboard, and the ship was coming around to head out on the Lake again on account of the snow. After leaving Whitefish Point, our proper course was northwest by west, but the wind coming from the northwest, we steered northwest by west quarter west until 10 p.m. to allow for leeway, when the course was changed to northwest until 4 a.m. We then steered west by south for the purpose of taking sail in. While the ship was coming around as mentioned above she struck an iceberg about 4:22 and continued to forge ahead, driven in by the heavy sea. About 4:40 she settled, the seas making a clean break over her all the time and smashing the ship up. A blinding snow storm continued. On account of the seas that were running and the surf, it was impossible to make any effort to save the ship or cargo, and about 6 a.m. she parted at the fore side of the boiler, and the freight got washed out and some of it was driven ashore.

There were 14 survivors (New York Times Nov. 13, 1885), two passengers and 12 crew including Capt. Moore. Forty-five or 47 persons were lost. This shipwreck claimed more lives than any other in Lake Superior history.

One widely circulated account had all the survivors coming ashore in a single lifeboat (New York Times Nov. 10, 1885). This is not an accurate account of the wreck events, and led to the press raising the question as to why there were but 2 passengers saved with the 12 crew. The later appearance of accurate statements of survivors cleared the impositions (Port Arthur Herald Nov. 21, 1885).

The accounts of the survivors gave much detail to the events of the wreck. Mr. William R. McCarter, a journalist and one of the two surviving passengers gave the following account (Owen Sound Times Nov. 19, 1885):

After leaving Whitefish Point the wind increased, but the vessel was a staunch one and no fears were entertained, as she stood the storm splendidly. About 9 o’clock on Friday evening, I was on deck, and although there was a heavy wind, the steamer was making splendid progress. The passengers all went to bed, and about twenty minutes to five I felt a slight shock, which alarmed me, and I jumped up. I found a general alarm, and several deck hands rushing all excitedly. I followed them and asked what was wrong, but they did not seem to 
know. One of them said, "This is a terrible affair, but I hope it will come out all right." As soon as the hull became fast on the rocks, the force of the waves dashed in fury against it; soon broke up the saloon, and it was swept away. I think the women and children never got outside, but were probably drowned or disabled by the waves rushing in, and were carried off with the cabin when it was swept away. The sea was terrible, the waves rushing in great mountains over the deck, and every few minutes the despairing shriek of some poor fellow would be heard as he was carried off and lost. One thing followed another with such rapidity that there was not time to do anything with the boats, and they were swept off with the cabin. The electric lights went out, and it was intensely dark, so that I could only see what went on immediately around me. A great many jumped overboard, and tried to get to shore with the preserves, but only three of them succeeded; the others being dashed against the rocks. The men from below had crowded up on the upper deck, near the stern, although some had rushed forward and were lost. Amidst the terrible excitement and confusion, Capt. Moore was brave and cool.

As a great risk to himself he seized a rope, and ran it along as a life line, telling us to hold on to it, and had not been for it, none of us would have shared the fate of those who were lost. The forward part of the saloon had all gone, but a little piece was standing near the stern, and we were under the protecting roof outside of that. Hammers were crashing in every direction, and we were afraid that the protecting roof would fall on us. The Captain went out to get a post to prop it up, and as he was coming back, there was crash, and I heard him cry out, "I'm done for—— what will become of those poor people?" But he stuck to the post and dragged it along, wounded as he was, though it did not prove of much service after all. When the Captain was struck, another man came out, "I'm crushed, I'm gone!" Though I could not see him, those who were next to him said he was carried off by the next wave. Twice when the waves had carried me off my feet and I was nearly gone, Capt. Moore, who was next to me, caught me and helped me up again, saying, "I will save you, old man, if I can." Two of the men had got down by the ladder and were holding on there. I asked them how they were doing, when they said it was terribly cold there. I made no attempt to go up. One of them gave up and was lost soon after. When it became daylight we could see the rocks towering up in front of us, close at hand, but with the terrible sea it was impossible to get to shore. We managed afterward to get down to the lower deck, where we all lay, cold and wet, listening to the terrible storm raging, and not knowing but we might share the fate of the poor fellows who had already gone. We spent the whole of Saturday night in this position. On Sunday morning the storm had abated, and we despaired of a fishing tug which we hoped would save us but it went away. About noon, when the sea had calmed, the three who had escaped to shore took a line from us——it was only about 40 or 50 feet——and pulled us to shore on a raft. The Captain was sent first, with a man to hold him, as he was unable to stand from his injuries. The land proved to be Green Slate Island, a small rocky islet off the Bay Point. Shortly after, some fishermen saw us, and took us to their shanty, where we spent Sunday night. On Monday they intercepted the A'MABASKA, which took us to Port Arthur.
Joseph Hastings, the first mate, gave the following description of the wreck (Owen Sound Advertiser, Nov. 19, 1885):

"Nothing of any account occurred during the voyage to Sault Ste. Marie, the Algoma passed Whitefish Point about 1 o'clock on the afternoon of Friday. The wind was at that time blowing a stiff breeze from the east and north east. At Whitefish Point sail was made, and the steamer proceeded on her way under a full head of steam. The wind kept increasing in violence, and was accompanied with snow and sleet. At 4 o'clock Saturday morning the wind shifted to the northeast, and a violent snow storm raged. The sea was running mountains high, and the boat was tossed about like a cork. Fifteen minutes past 4 o'clock the order was given to take in all sail and put the wheel hard a starboard, to bring the ship about and head out on the Lake again, on account of the snow and darkness. While the ship was coming about she struck Greenstone Point, on Isle Royale about fifty miles from Port Arthur, and one mile from Passage Island Lighthouse, which has been abandoned since the first of the month. After striking the first time the boat forged ahead, being driven by the wind. A second shock occurred shortly after the first. The vessel struck the reef violently, and she immediately began to break up.

Most of the passengers and a number of the crew were in bed at the time, but were awakened by the shock, and the scene that followed beggars description. Water poured in through the broken vessel and over the bulwarks, putting out the fires in the furnace, and extinguishing the electric lights. Screams of women and children were heard above the fury of the storm. The crew hurried hither and thither, doing what they could in the darkness to render assistance; but their efforts were of little avail, for in twenty minutes after the vessel struck the entire forward part of the boat was carried away, together with her cargo of human freight. Several clung to the rigging and lifeline the captain had stretched along the decks, but were soon swept away and swallowed up by the angry waves. The stern of the boat was steadily pushed along the rock, and those who were not too much exhausted with fatigue and benumbed by the cold, crept to the after steerage and sought its shelter. Less than an hour after striking all was over, and but fifteen out of over sixty were saved.”

When the shock was felt he ran down to the purser’s room. He then pushed forward amid the stifling steam and aroused the steward and other employees as well as the steerage passengers. Finding the escaping steam almost suffocating, he again rushed up to the cabin, aroused all the passengers whom he had not awakened on his way down, and conducted them to the forward end. A lady passenger and her sister were wildly crying in a saloon clothed in only a thin nightdress. The mate urged quiet and obeying orders. While he was advancing forward with one of the lady’s hands in his and holding the little girl with his other hand a great wave dashed through the cabin, caught the woman and child and swept them out into the lake. Some of the men lost their reason completely, and rushed into the stormy depths. About seventeen persons followed the man and climbed into the rigging. The terrible sea swept the boat and the masts were washed clean under the waves. Every time they came up there were two or three forms missing. Once the mast made a dip with two men,
and when it came up right again only two persons were seen on it. The next swept all the brave stragglers away. One man fought nobly for his life. He was washed off the boat and hung on some rope. Slowly, inch by inch he struggled along the ropes, hand over hand, back to the vessel. Very few seconds a wave would hurl him around like a feather, dash him up, and then bury him under a mountain of icy cold water, but he struggled on until just a few feet from the boat, when his strength gave out and he passed away with a wild, writhing appeal for aid. Many of the passengers could be seen on their knees, faintly calling for mercy and succor. The waves sank them down. They dashed in and around each straining form and bore away all that they could with each returning roll dozens of human beings.

John McLorn was one of the two wasters who survived the wreck. His account appeared with the others (Owen Sound Advertiser Nov. 19, 1885):

McLorn tells the story when the boat struck and jumped out of bed. He saw the engine had stopped, and the electric lights were out, while the boat was full of steam. He ran up the hurricane deck and saw the captain blowing off steam, which he continued until all was exhausted. The captain told us there was no great danger and the safest place was down on the lower decks. We started to run there, when the waves carried away the hurricane deck, and we grasped the rigging. The captain passed us a life line, and we hung on to it for over eight hours, believing that every minute would be our last. It was dark and freezing cold, with a terrible sea. There were two ladies and three little girls that lived; they were swept away with the cabins. We could hear the ladies and girls calling pitifully, but no one could help them. After a while their voices ceased, and we all knew they were out in the lake. The cabin went to pieces in ten minutes after the boat struck, and only the stern part of the boat was left when we came away. All our clothing was lost. We all have our lives to thank for the exertions made by the captain. If it had not been for his coolness and prompt action we could not have gone through the first night. I have been on the lakes for two rough seasons, but this is the roughest I ever saw.

Particulars of the wreck can be gleaned from many sources. Most reports indicate there were two shocks. The initial one, according to the captain, was near the stern (Captain's account above). The boat moved forward and struck a second time. "A second shock occurred shortly after the first. The vessel then struck the reef violently at the fore side of the boiler, and she immediately commenced to break up" (Cleveland Leader Nov. 11, 1885).

The hull was immediately opened and water poured through the fractured plates. The water deck houses were quickly washed overboard, and the forward portion of the hull apparently broke up very shortly after (Other accounts indicate the bow went to pieces at once and a half after sinking.) The water poured in through the broken vessel and over the bulwarks, putting out the fires in the furnaces and extinguishing the electric lights. In less than twenty minutes the entire forward part of the boat was carried away" (Cleveland Leader Nov. 11, 1885).

A letter from Joseph Buckley Hastings, First Officer of ALCOMA to Miss MacKenzie, sister of Alex MacKenzie, Purser, lost when the ship sank, gives some details of the
ship's shifting position as it broke up (Michigan Technological University Archives Collection, Isle Royale National Park Underwater Cultural Resources File).

It being at this time so pitchy dark one could not recognize another standing three yards away and it was snowing hard at the time. This part of the cabin where Alec was standing [near the kitchen smoke stack stays] was washed away very quickly as the ship had swung around from the time I left the deck until I returned, in all, not five minutes. Those of us who were saved had left the forward end and gone aft as the storm had by this time swung inshore and was now sheltered by the bow which on my going below was the sheltered end, the bow now acting as a breakwater for the after end, but she stood for but a short time the heavy seas completely breaking and sweeping over her and each sea washing away portions of the forward end till she was completely demolished forward of the engines and all the cabins gone fore and aft.

First Mate Hastings returned to the wreck site at the earliest opportunity and led the first extensive search of the area. Hastings had arrived at Port Arthur, frostbitten and bruised, with the other survivors aboard ATHABASCA on Monday, Nov. 9. The next morning he left aboard SISKIWIT with the search party bound for the wreck site.

They searched 20 miles of coast line. The only articles they found were two passenger trunks and three bags of mail. There had been four bags of mail on the boat. One of the mail bags had been found buried five feet deep in the sand. There was little wreckage reported near the boat, most was found four miles down the shore (Port Arthur Daily News Nov. 16, 1885; Port Arthur Sentinel Nov. 20, 1885).

Officers of the company visited the site to check the progress of the search operations. H.M. Kersey, chief clerk of the CPR lines, chartered BUTCHER BOY with two captains aboard. Kersey ascertained the search had been thoroughly performed, and considered it useless to keep the men out any longer. He instructed 4 Norwegian fishermen to continue the investigation whenever possible and to bury any bodies they found on the island for identification in the spring.

The company officers and search party returned to Port Arthur with the SISKIWIT and scow, reporting little of value found. They planned to leave for the east aboard ATHABASCA on the 17th. (Port Arthur Sentinel Nov. 20, 1885).

The tug HATTIE VINTON, with about 15 citizens aboard, started out for the wreck site on November 10. The weather was marginal for the crossing, and the captain decided to lay up in the lee of Green Island overnight. The sight of the wreck was described in detail (Port Arthur Herald Nov. 14, 1885):

The whole of the after portion of the vessel, from the engine cylinders, with the exception of the upper cabin work, lies about forty feet from shore, listed well over to the port side; and a more dismal looking sight could hardly be imagined. In consequence of quite a heavy swell breaking over the wreck, no attempt was made to board the remains of the once staunch craft, but the whole party at once proceeded to search the shore for the corpses of the unfortunate people who were drowned. The first body was found by Mr. Harry Michelson about seventy-five yards south-west of the wreck, well up on shore, among the debris. A large piece of the upper cabin partially covered the body, which proved to be the corpse of poor Hanson, the
wheelman, who was at his post at the time the vessel struck. About three hours after the above discovery, one of the surviving sailors, who was with the party, noticed a body lying amongst a lot of wreckage, wedged in the crevice of a rock about forty yards from the stem of the boat. No other bodies were found, although the search was continued all day.

**HATTIE A. WINTON** returned to Port Arthur with its grim cargo. The bodies were crushed and battered. The searchers reported that the bodies had been robbed. Hanson was known to have had a gold watch and $12.00 in his pockets. When he was found his pockets were turned inside out. Several fishing boats had been spotted loaded with carpets and other goods near the wrecksite and fishermen were suspected of retrieving the bodies. The bodies were placed aboard ATLAS and bound for Owen Sound (Port Arthur Sentinel Nov. 20, 1885; Cleveland Leader Nov. 14, 1885).

A party of fishermen returned to Hancock Nov. 23, from the North Shore of Lake Superior after visiting the ALGOMA wrecksite. They had picked up 4 bodies from the shore of Rock Harbor. The fishermen reported over 300 tons of freight thrown ashore. Portions of the pilot house cabin wheel, and a number of life preservers were picked up. The steamer can be plainly seen on the sandy bottom of Rock Harbor” (Cleveland Leader Nov. 24, 1885).

An indication of the force of the storm that sank ALGOMA can be obtained from some of the accounts of scattered wreckage. “The pilot house of the wrecked steamer ALGOMA, was washed high and dry upon the rocks of Isle Royale, some fifteen feet above the water’s edge” (Port Arthur Herald and Lake Superior Mining Journal Nov. 14, 1885).

The wreckage was badly broken up and widely scattered. The only intact items were a keg barrel of brandy, one of beer, a box of axe handles, candles, etc., lying along the beach. No doubt a large quantity will be found some two or six miles up along the beach and among the islands where it is expected” (Port Arthur Daily Herald Nov. 14, 1885). “There was not a piece of wood left longer than a foot in length. Every piece of furniture was broken in small portions” (Port Arthur Sentinel Nov. 20, 1885). The Manversia Island Lighthouse Station Journal reported sighting material from ALGOMA on November 9, 1885. A uniform coat was picked up at the edge of the water 1/4 miles from the wreck. The coat had 14 first class tickets in the pocket.

There were other good indications of the force of the storm. Pieces of bodies were found along with the battered wreckage. Portions of other bodies were found, showing that the waves were tremendous having dashed them in places against the rocks, breaking bones and crushing bodies like egg shells (Portage Lake Mining Gazette Nov. 20, 1885).

The hull of ALGOMA was reported all “washed away” but the after part, up to the main mast. “The rest of the boat is completely flattened out, the iron sides being laid out even with the shores. The wreck is piled all along the the coast for two miles” (Port Arthur Sentinel Nov. 20, 1885).

A remarkable correspondence from the archives of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company indicates the company investigated the circumstances of the wreck of ALGOMA. A letter, dated Nov. 21, 1885, from Henry Beatty, Manager of Lake Traffic,
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and W.C. Van Horne, Vice President contains the results of the company’s investigation (Corporate archives, Canadian Pacific, Montreal. Portions of this correspondence appeared in Lavelle 1974:234):

Dear Sir:

I returned from Owen Sound last night where I have been for some time taking the evidence of the survivors of the “Algoma”, for the purpose of ascertaining the cause of the loss of that ship. The Steamer left Sault Ste. Marie at one o’clock p.m. on Friday, Sixth of Nov., and passed Whitefish Point about four, wind blowing a strong gale from N.N.E. After passing Whitefish Point, they made sail and steered N.W. by W. 1/4 W., her proper course being N.W. by W. 1/2 W., but the wind being from the northeast they allowed one quarter of a point for leeway.

At 7 p.m. the wind slightly increased with occasional rain. At 10 p.m. wind increased to moderate gale with rain and斜先. The course was changed to N.W. by N. At 4 a.m. Saturday, the wind shifted N.E. with violent snow squalls and blowing a gale.

The engines were then slowed down and shortly after, the ship’s course was changed to W. by S., for the purpose of taking in sail and running back into the Lake. She immediately after struck a reef, ait, she continued to lorge ahead, being driven in among the rocks by the heavy sea.

At 5 o’clock she settled down forward and her stern swung on shore, the sea making a clear break over her at the time from when she first struck.

Owing to the gale of wind, the heavy sea running and the surf, nothing could be done to save either ship or cargo. At 6 o’clock, she parted forward of the boilers.

Before the ship was turned to run back into the Lake, the Captain, First Officer, and Chief Engineer consulted, and all were of the opinion that they were 15 miles off Isle Royale, but as a matter of fact they were much farther up the Lake. The only one of the engineer’s crew saved, a fireman, says they were running under easy steam all that night, for the purpose of saving fuel, and on account of the wind, but notwithstanding this the ship must have been going very much faster than they calculated. In order by the wind, which was far stronger than they had any conception of, owing to its being very much after them.

The distance from Whitefish Point to where she turned is about 190 miles so that the ship was going nearly 16 miles per hour.

I have carefully looked for the cause of this deplorable accident. I found that the captain did not leave the bridge the whole night except for 5 minutes at midnight. The first officer was also on the bridge from midnight. Both Engineers were on watch, every precaution seems to have been used and everything done that was necessary except putting out their log. This was not done, for the reason which they give, that they had the ship’s time so accurate, that they could, in ordinary weather tell from the revolutions of the wheel, exactly where they were. They also claim that there is always a strong current in the lake during the continuance of a stiff breeze, and therefore the log would be of no use, but would rather tend to deceive.
I may say that logs are not used on the lakes, I do not think any steamers but ours are furnished with them. Lake Captains depend on their compasses, revolutions of the wheels, and land marks to guide them.

The cause of the accident was, in my opinion, entirely due to the wind being much stronger than they thought, and the ship was therefore going along much faster than they calculated. When they supposed that they were 15 miles from Isle Royale, they were actually running up along it, and in turning the ship to run back into the lake, the stern struck a rock running out from Green Stone Island.

The ship was exactly on her course before she turned, and had the Captain been quick enough to have gone on, there is no doubt he would have passed Passage Island all right, but this, of course, he did not know at the time, and to avoid one danger, he runs straight into a greater; the effect of which was the loss of our fine ship and a number of valuable lives.

Capt. Moore is badly injured and the chances are about even, whether he will recover. I have therefore been unable to get his testimony.

Yours truly,

Henry Beaty,
Manager Lake Traffic

An official inquiry was held regarding the loss of Algoma. A tribunal was appointed by the Canadian government consisting of Capt. A.R. Gordon, R.N., and Capt. Thomas Hardball of Toronto (Cleveland Leader, Nov. 17, 1884; Owen Sound Advertiser, Nov. 20, 1884), the men were instructed to inquire into the cause of the wreck and place blame where it belongs.

Principal concerns of the inquiry focused on the actions of the managers of the company as well as the captain and crew.

It is hoped they will spare no pains in placing blame, if any exists, where it belongs. It is hoped that the managers of the line compelled their captains to navigate the boats without regard to wind or weather, the fact should be made known to the public. If passenger boats are run without regard for those who ride on them, the public is entitled to know it. It is not improbable that a considerable share of the blame will be found to rest with the managers of the connecting line of the Canadian Pacific. From the very first an undue pressure has been brought to bear by the management on the masters sailing these vessels, as evidenced by the frequent disasters from the Alfurnia in the summer of 1884. A prominent vessel man who had been interviewed recently in Buffalo says, 'It was up at Owen Sound last summer and saw three great steamers coming and going just on the minute, and all the while making such high speed. I was on board of the Alaska, and I believe one of the others, and I asked some of the officers how they could make such time. Were they not obliged to run fast in that weather to do it? They replied that their orders were to make their time anyhow. I told them that iron hulk was unsuited for going at the racks. I am astonished at how they have succeeded in avoiding the smaller Canadian craft off Lake Superior, and that is how they have done it. Now, with the Algoma gone, and so many
passengers with her, their success is not anything to be proud of. (Cleveland Leader Nov. 22, 1885; cf. Owen Sound Advertiser Nov. 26, 1885).

Other sources also focused some of the blame for the wreck on the management of the company and their push for quick voyages and tight schedules. An example of this sentiment appeared soon after the wreck:

... Over all this terrible affair hangs the appalling fact that the result was largely due to carelessness or blind obedience to orders, the captain saying his orders were to "Push Through" and he did push on to death, carrying, while the storm was at its height, a full spread of canvas. At the time of the wreck the boat was 40 miles farther along than the captain had supposed her to be, showing that from the time of starting she had sailed over 16 miles and hour. It is barely possible that the captain shall ever sail a vessel again, and therefore the law may not reach him, but in the meantime what punishment should be meted to a company that gives such orders and with the expectation that they will be implicitly obeyed? (Huron Lake Mining Gazette Nov. 26, 1885).

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, like most other companies that have lost vessels, was quick to rally to the support of their captain.

No man could stand higher in the opinion of the company than Captain Moore does. If the company was having another boat built tomorrow, costing $600,000, no one would be offered the command in preference to Captain Moore, who is known and trusted as one of the ablest, most discreet, and careful masters on the Lakes. There is no doubt that all who survived the wreck owe their lives to the Captain and had he not been struck down by the fall of the cabin many more lives would have been saved. He never attempted to make Rock Harbor, and did not want shelter as so stated. The boats do not fear any sea when there is plenty of room. He did not sight Isle Royale and was turning out for the open lake when the reef was struck (Cleveland Leader Nov 22, 1885; cf. Port Arthur Sentinel Nov. 20, 1885).

The Commissioner's of the official inquiry made a partial report of their findings on Nov. 28. They had not been able to interview Capt. Moore, who was still suffering from his injuries. Moore was reported dying from shock and exposure (Duluth Tribune Nov. 27, 1885). Moore did eventually recover from his injuries, including multiple rib fractures (Cleveland Leader Nov 29, 1885).

The partial report, released to the government, indicated that:
the reports as given in the newspapers are correct in all important points with one exception. This is a correction of the statement that the Al Goma was making for the harbor when she struck the rocks, as it is now shown that she was putting around and heading for the lake when it was found she was nearer to the fatal rocks than was anticipated by the officers. It remains, therefore, for the court to decide who, if any one, was responsible for the vessel being out of her course and in that dangerous locality the time of the wreck. It is said the evidence shows so that after the vessel struck the crew behaved like heroes, and all hands had a terrible experience" (Cleveland Leader Nov. 29, 1885).
The Commissioners traveled to Owen Sound to interview the injured captain. The final decision of the inquiry came in January, 1886. Captain Moore and Chief Officer Hastings were cautioned. Captain Moore was found negligent, and his certificate was cancelled for a year. Chief Officer Hastings' certificate was suspended for six months (Duluth Daily Tribune Jan. 6, 1886). The Minister of Marine approved the sentences, but shortened the suspension of the captain to nine months "owing to previous good record" (Port Arthur Minning Gazette Feb. 4, 1886).

The loss of ALGOMA also promoted discussion as to the merits of iron and steel vessels for lake transportation. "The general opinion is that they are unsale unless built with a double bottom and watertight compartments. The CPR vessels have neither" (Duluth Tribune Nov. 27, 1885). ALGOMA had multiple water tight compartments, but not a double bottom. The loss also promoted a re-evaluation of the remaining sister ships. "Out of all passenger accommodations the vessels of the line are now said to be inferior to many others on the lakes" (Ibid).

Salvage

The CPR company contracted to recover the machinery of ALGOMA in early June, 1886 after sending an agent to various wrecking companies (Port Arthur Sentinel June 11, 1886). They agreed to pay $5,000 for delivery of the machinery to Owen Sound. An effort was also directed to the recovery of the railroad iron on the wreck (Duluth Tribune June 18, 1886). Detroit and Port Huron parties were awarded the contract "to blast the hut of the Canadian Pacific Railway steamer ALGOMA." Fred L. Merckman (or Merkman), of Port Huron, was placed in charge of the expedition (Ibid. Aug. 2, 1886).

Henry Beatty announced that a contract had been let to the Moffat Tug and Wrecking Company of Detroit, with LL Montgomery assuming the operations. The company also appears as "Moffat Tug and Canada Wrecking Co" in Port Arthur Sentinel June 11, 1886, and may actually represent two companies working together. CPR had taken over the wreck from the insurers after a settlement had been reached. The company was particularly interested in recovering the engines and machinery for eventual reuse because they had no counterpart in the country except for those in ALGOMA's sister ships (Owen Sound Advertiser June 10, 1886).

The tug GEORGE HANDB and schooner LL. LAMB were engaged in recovery operations by early July (Detroit Free Press July 2, 1886). The operations were expected to be completed within a month (Detroit Free Press July 21, 1886).

Commercial salvage companies were not the only ones engaged in the salvage of materials from the ALGOMA wreck site. Sport fishing parties were visiting the wreck, as well as prehistoric sites, to gather artifacts and relics (Duluth Daily Tribune July 20, 1886).

One of the "darkest mysteries known in the Lakes" developed in connection with the salvage of ALGOMA. The commercial wreckers made a careful search for more victims of the disaster. There were only one or two bodies found, piled in the timbers and framework of the vessel. The theory for this mysterious disappearance is that the bodies were devoured by the islanders and then sunk in the lake. This theory is strengthened by the finding of undressed clothes and articles of value in their remains. Such is the explanation advanced by
the wreckers as the reason why the bodies have never been recovered
(Detroit Free Press Aug. 9, 1886)

The revenue cutter ANDREW JOHNSON left Milwaukee August 3 to investigate the
wreckers' allegations. Captain Beke of ANDY JOHNSON reported his findings 4 days
later. As to the alleged robbery of bodies from the wrecked steamer ALGOMA, he
"... found no truth in it. Only a few bodies were found and they were shipped to
Canada. The railway company that owned the steamer had guards on the island
continuously since the wreck" (Detroit Free Press Aug. 6, 1886).

Indignant responses to the allegations came quickly;
Of course the story about fishermen plundering the bodies off the
wrecked steamer ALGOMA is all pure bosh, and no one, who ever
knew anything about the habits of the fishermen of Lake Superior,
ever believed for a moment. The report was a cruel slander upon as
honest and industrious a class of men as exist in the northwest, and
very probably was started expressly to gull some innocent. If it was,
the hare kick (Sault Daily Tribune Aug. 8, 1886), see also (Porcupine
Lake Mining Gazette Aug. 18, 1886).

The contracting wreckers suffered more than the indignation of the fishermen and
press. The tug GEORGE HENDRICK was reported wrecked and subsequently abandoned
on the rocks at Rock Harbor. The tug was lying on its side and filled with water
(Detroit Free Press Aug. 12, 1886). The uninsured tug was reported to have gone to
pieces in a storm, the crew barely escaping with their lives (Detroit Free Press Aug.
26, 1886). Mr. Montgomery, who was in charge of the operations, was brought to
Port Arthur aboard the tug KATIE MARKS from Passage Island. He reported GEORGE
HENDRICK broke in two on a reef near Passage Island. Montgomery chartered the tug
BRENDA and left for Passage Island to pick up the crew (Port Arthur Sentinel August
28, 1886). The boiler and engine may have been salvaged. They were reported
raised and put aboard L.L. LAMB (Port Arthur Sentinel Sept. 3, 1886).

The newspaper accounts of the location of the wreck of GEORGE HENDRICK as Passage
Island or Rock Harbor are evidently in error. The journal of the Manistique Island
Lighthouse Station for the date of loss records the following:

August 10--We discovered a tug on the Schooner Island reef
almost a wreck. I found her to be the Geo. Hand of Alconac Mich.
The tug that was wrecking the steamer Alcoma at Rock Harbor. Full
particulars of how she got on there are not known yet. We have had
very thick smoky weather here lately. She is lying in about 4 feet of
water on her starboard side and about five hundred yards from the
Little Schooner Island Rocks. She is listing a starboard f. of water.
She is surrounded with very thick water. The foggy weather
prevented us from seeing the main shore.

August 11--Wrecking party are at work raising the machinery
of tug Geo. Hend.

The machinery that had been salvaged from ALGOMA was not lost. The schooner
L. L. LAMB arrived in Owen Sound August 26, with the salvaged engines aboard. The
boilers had been recovered, but stored at Isle Royale. LAMB brought machinery to
both Owen Sound and Port Huron (Detroit Free Press Aug. 27, 1886). The engine
and other machinery estimated to be "some hundreds of tons weight" were
displayed on a number of platform cars at Owen Sound (Manitoba Monitor Sept. 10, 1886).

There were 13 engines from ALCOMA reported on board when L.L. LAMB arrived at Owen Sound (Port Arthur Sentinel Sept. 3, 1886; Daily Mining Journal Sept. 13, 1886). This is an important clue to the nature of the disposition of the wreck. Some historians and divers believe the ALCOMA bow to be "lost" in deep water. One source for this belief is probably Dana Thomas Bowen's (1952-57) account of the ALCOMA wreck that implies the bow sank in deep water.

The missing bow has been considered somewhat of a mystery and divers have periodically searched the area in hopes of finding an intact section of ALCOMA. Rather than breaking off and sinking as intact structure, the probability is that the bow was broken up during the wreck event and sank as fractured hull elements. The references to deep water in the historical accounts is probably only in relation to the water at the stern. The stern of ALCOMA had hit and lodged on the reef the bow was still afloat, true to work with the wave action.

The evidence indicates clearly that the bow was accessible to the 1886 salvagers. Detailed descriptions of ALCOMA published soon after its appearance on the lakes state that there were a total of 12 auxiliary engines aboard (see above ALCOMA Construction; Clevelandtelegram Nov. 30, 1883). A total of 13 engines aboard L.L. LAMB indicates all engines aboard ALCOMA, including the main engine were recovered. In order to have salvaged all the engines from the wreck, the salvagers had to have worked on the bow portion of the vessel. It could not have been "lost", and it was not likely to have been in very deep water. This may account for the fact that no anchors or cables have been located. If the wreckers were able to recover the bow windlass and capstans (all having steam engines to operate them), they most likely recovered the anchors and cables. Additional research into the records of the salvage companies and other sources may clarify some of these points. A complete mapping of the natural record of ALCOMA will certainly augment our knowledge of this important historic site.

The salvaged engine from ALCOMA was installed in MANITOBA in 1889. The new passenger steamer was launched that year and had a safe 60-year career on the lakes. The vessel was only retired after the enactment of stringent new safety regulations prompted by the disastrous burning of DOMINIE in 1949 (Lindsay 1970:313-315).

A later salvage effort stated that the ALCOMA wreckage as seen in 1963 remained much as it had been in 1886. Captain Ryan aboard JOSPEH C. SUTT salvaged portions of the wreck that year, apparently the second commercial salvage effort. A newspaper account records Ryan's comments as: "Her bow is resting above water on shore, but the stern is sunk about thirty feet below the level of the lake" (Calumet Evening Herald May 22, 1963). Evidently, "bow" and "stern" were reversed in the newspaper account. If that is the case, the recognizable bow sections were located in shallow water some 10 years after the wreck.

Ryan carried out forty extensive salvage operations. The operation employed a diver and a steam crane. About eighty tons of iron plates, fish plates and railroad iron have been recovered. Dynamite was used to break the wrecked into pieces that could be easily handled by the crew." It was reported that this was the second ship of SUTT (Calumet Evening Herald May 22, 1963).
Apparently, there have been other commercial salvage efforts on ALGOMA. A silver-plated cream jug from the wreck was exhibited in 1906. A Great Lakes Dredging Company diver had given the artifact to L.G. Andrews, who was displaying it in Port Arthur (Port Arthur Daily News, Dec. 6, 1906).

In more recent times, ALGOMA has been the site of SCUBA diving activity. Many portable artifacts have been removed from the wreckage, but the site still proves an interesting dive, particularly when searching for new wreckage. The site has not been thoroughly surveyed and mapped. There are many discoveries to be made on this widely scattered shipwreck, both for divers and for those interested in lakes' vessel architecture.

Dives conducted by Patrick Labadie with SCRU personnel in 1985 have produced indications that portions of the bow of ALGOMA lie to the west. Other divers have reported sightings to Labadie that may be other bow-related structures, such as the gaff from the forward mast and the ship's gallery stack reported by Scott McWilliam. Videotapes made during 1985 also show a bulkhead that is believed to be from the bow. There is much exploration and documentation to be done on this site.

Epilogue

To better understand the contemporary perception of the nature of the ALGOMA disaster, it may be instructive to consider the following song. It was written by Thomas Hughes, a resident of Port Arthur, Ontario and printed in Toronto in 1885.
The Wreck of the Algonia

On the seventh day of November
Our Dominion look'd with pride
On a steam boat which spread her
Reputation far and wide,
The world's two mighty oceans
Were joined by iron chain,
And the great work so accomplished
Was the price of our fair land.

But no one thought that ere the dawn
Of that glad triumphant day,
A sad and fearful accident
Would take that joy away.
The noble ship "Algonia"
With some sixty souls on board,
And only fifteen of them all
Were left to tell the tale.

Chorus:
Hear the cry of us poor sisters
Cast upon the homeless wave,
And protect us we implore thee,
From stone and salt power to save.

On the shore of Isle Royale that morn,
The vessel struck upon the shore,
And 'mid tempest, storm and blinding snow
Sank forty-five poor souls.
The captain of the gallant ship
With courage few would dare,
Died risking his life to save the lives
Of those placed in his care.

Full thirty hours they lay exposed
To the fierce relentless wave,
United in their prayers to Him
Who only now can save.
On Sunday morn, that morn on which
Christ hung on the horns of death,
He heard the prayers joined forth to Him
With supplicating breath.

Their wounded helpless captain now
They fasten on a slender rail,
And with what feeble strength remains
They leave the ill-fated craft,
And reaching shore on bended knees
They joined in praise to One
Who saved them: but for those who're left
Whispered "Thy will be done."
Fig. 4.5. Canadian Pacific Railway passenger vessel ALGOMA, one of the first steel-hulled vessels on the Great Lakes. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.6. ALGOMA at the dock with schooners. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
MONARCH HISTORY

Construction

MONARCH was built in 1890 by John Dyble, formerly of Parry and Dyble. The
completed first boat in 1892. Built United Empire, MONARCH’s running mate.
The new ship was built for the Northwest Transportation Company of Sarnia, Ontario
on the southern tip of Lake Huron and launched June 27, 1890 (Chicago Lake Ocean
June 27, 1890). The company, owned by the two Beauty brothers, was known as the
“Beauty Line.” James H. and John Beauty and built the Northwest Transportation Co.
from a partnership they formed in 1866, which became the Lake Superior Line in
1870.

The demand for their transportation services on the upper lakes grew and the two
brothers incorporated their enterprise in 1892 to form the Northwest Transportation Co.
This firm continued to grow into the largest company transporting package
freight and passengers under the Canadian flag on the upper lakes. It was locally
called the “Blackline.”

In early 1893, the Beauty’s merged with the Great Northern Transit Company of
Coblongwood. The latter company, known as the White Line, operated steamers on
Georgian Bay and the North Channel. This merger formed the Northern Navigation
Company and evolved into the Northern Navigation Co. Ltd., which dominated upper
lakes transportation of freight and passengers for many years. This company was,
in 1915, to become a part of the Canada Steamship Lines Limited, which still carries
the original Beauty Line funnel design, red with a white band and black top
maintained throughout the series of mergers.

UNITED EMPIRE, MONARCH’s running mate, formerly known as “Old Beauty,” was an
arch-trussed wooden propeller, 252 feet 8 inches by 36 feet 15 inches with a gross
tonnage of 1,901 and a registered tonnage of 1,296. The ship originally carried a
boat on the forecastle. This ship had a five and-six compounded engine of 1,000
horsepower. This vessel was rebuilt at Coblongwood in 1904 and renamed SARONIC
in 1905.

UNITED EMPIRE was a well-appointed vessel sometimes referred to as the “Queen
Vessel of the Island Seas” (Thunder Bay Sentinel, Port Arthur, Dec. 1, 1883). Captain
Edward Robertson and his crew of 48 became known for their competency and
courteous attention to passengers.

A perspective on MONARCH’s passenger and freight capabilities may be gained from
comparison with those of UNITED EMPIRE. UNITED EMPIRE carried 200 cabin
passengers and at least another 200 (some sources give 400) in steerage, and it
made the Sarnia Port Arthur run on the average of 60 hours. In a single season,
UNITED EMPIRE carried more than 4,000 passengers and 40,000 tons of freight;
during 16 trips, netting the owners some $60,000 (Thunder Bay Sentinel, Port Arthur,
Dec. 1, 1883; Chicago Tribune May 21, 1883).

Continued demands prompted the company to construct another vessel for the Port
Arthur–Duluth–Sarnia run. This new vessel was to become the flagship of the
Beauty Line and bear the appropriate name of MONARCH. Edward Robertson was
made captain of the new vessel, which was considered a “high but entirely
deserved compliment to Capt. Robertson” (Duluth Evening Herald Oct. 27, 1890).
MONARCH was built in Sarnia, Ontario on the St. Clair River for a cost between $150,000 and $200,000 (Chicago Inter Ocean June 27, 1890: Duluth Evening Herald June 28, 1890). The vessel was built for extended season service on Lake Superior and was strongly reinforced with iron. The hull was of white oak. The vessel was 259.3 feet long overall with a beam of 34.6 feet and 14.8 feet depth, with a waterline length of 245 feet. The registered tonnage was 2,617 gross tons and 1,377 net. The hull was originally painted white to the main deck rail; the cabins were also white.

The engine of MONARCH was a three cylinder, triple-expansion, inverted, vertical steam engine, which some sources say was built at the Phoenix Iron Works of Port Huron, Michigan. Other sources, such as the Duluth Evening Herald of Oct. 22, 1890, state the engines were built by Kerr Brothers of Walkerville, Ontario. The cylinders of the engine were 21 inches, 33 inches and 44 inches in diameter with a common 42-inch stroke. The engine, with a 800 horsepower rating at 80 revolutions per minute, was capable of making the 76-mile run from Thunder Cape to Passage Island in a normal running time of 2 hours and 20 minutes. The ship averaged 32 hours to Sault Ste Marie. Some sources say the engines developed 2,000 horsepower (e.g. Chicago Inter Ocean June 27, 1890), although this is unlikely.

The engine required 160 pounds of steam from the two Scotch marine boilers. These boilers were 1' feet 4 inches long and 16 feet in diameter, and were built by the Lake Erie Boiler Works of Buffalo, New York and installed there in July, 1890 (Chicago Inter Ocean June 27, 1890).

Apparently, MONARCH was the last vessel to be constructed in Sarnia for 54 years until the MAC-Craft Corporation used its shipyards during the Second World War. When the company’s first vessel went down the ways, there were none present who remembered the last launching in Sarnia (Young 1957:107).

MONARCH was appointed with luxury fittings and was unsurpassed for elegance of furnishings until the company built the 321-foot steel steamship HURONIC in 1932. MONARCH’s cabins were finished in white enamel trimmed with gold moldings and carefully crafted; they... had a fine rake and that meant that all the window nashes were cut out of square to follow the lines of the cabins. Every seat had to be made separately for its place and paired off, port and starboard, a nice piece of work which W.H. Pitfield carried out the whole length of the cabin (London, Ontario Free Press Dec. 1, 1956).

One of the best descriptions of MONARCH appeared in the Duluth Evening Herald (Oct. 22, 1890):

A Beautiful Ship: The magnificent New Monarch of the Scotty Line.

Far the Finest Running to Duluth. Destined to be the Popular Passenger Ship of the Upper Lakes...

On her first trip, which was enjoyed by about thirty passengers, she made an average speed of thirteen miles and hour. She was built, however, for a speed of fourteen miles an hour and that rate can easily be attained... This will make her the fastest passenger boat running into Duluth harbor.

The smoking room and washroom for the gentleman as well as the offices for the captain and purser are on the main deck.

The cabin is finished in white and gold, and will be lighted by electricity. There are sixty-two staterooms and a bathroom. Doors
between each alternate stateroom can be drawn open. Each stateroom has a double lower and single upper berth for nearly 200 passengers.

In the center of the cabin is the pantry and steam tables, the kitchen being on the main deck below. Forward of the pantry is the dining room, there being twelve tables with room for ten people at each. The ice box is a model one and is large enough to hold several tons... There are five separate holds, the holding machinery being operated by pony engines...

The stack of the Monarch is a little smaller than that of the Empire, and is a little further astern. The low steel railing around visible amidships on the upper deck of the Empire is in the Monarch completely cut out of the way below decks thus entirely obliterating one objectionable feature.

The new ship was special in every way. The ship's menus made the news; it carried the most famous names on its passenger list. The decor, orchestras and saloons were noted in the same columns (Dundar 1938.17i).

On the first trip the boat was loaded to capacity, and the working of the new vessel in a heavy sea wedged the stateroom doors shut. When the vessel returned to Sarnia, this was corrected (London, Ontario Free Press Dec. 1, 1938). The original appearance of MONARCH was completely "white, white, white," was painted black. The pilot house was later raised, and the lower deck lengthened some 30 feet. Examinations of photographs taken before and after the alteration reveal that there were also port holes installed in the off crew quarters.

Operational History

The normal route for MONARCH and running mate UNITED EMPIRE was from Sarnia, Ontario, on Lake Huron, through Sault Ste. Marie to Port William on Thunder Bay, Ontario, and to Duluth, Minnesota. Passengers and package freight were carried both ways. The ship had a relatively uneventful career, except for three few known incidents.

In the first incident, the vessel ran its bow aground at the river's mouth at Port Arthur in August 1932. MONARCH was released after its cargo was lightened (Detroit Free Press Aug 8, 1932).

A second incident, which took place on Thanksgiving Day 1936, was considerably more exciting. MONARCH was downbound from Port Arthur to Duluth with cargo and passengers aboard. There was some speculation in Duluth as to whether Capt. Robertson would leave Port Arthur because there was a storm approaching. The storm became a gale and continued to build in force until it became one of the worst in the recent memory of those reporting the event.

Capt. Robertson and crew left Port Arthur at 1:30 a.m. expecting a wind shift from easterly to westerly. Instead of a shift, came snow, and gale force winds that whipped waves up to a height of 15 ft. Several times the sea came over the stern of the vessel. This sometimes occurred when the ship was run before a gale. The full force of the gale struck when MONARCH was about 70 miles out of Port Arthur. The weather was too fierce to turn back.
By 4:00 p.m., it was already getting dark as the ship passed Two Harbors. The captain had trouble picking up the range lights to align the vessel with the Duluth Ship Canal, and came close enough to the southern shore to hear the breakers. When the ship was not more than 1000 feet from the piers, the wheel was put hard to port. MONARCH responded to the helm splendidly for a vessel laboring in such a heavy sea. The captain finally made out the ranges and struck for the entrance under a full head of steam. A large wave threw MONARCH against the south pier, damaging the hull slightly. The heavy current threw the ship toward the north pier, but because Capt. Robertson had ordered full steam, the ship avoided a serious collision and sped safely through the narrow waterway. The spectators who had gone to the piers to see the huge breakers were witness to an additional performance of masterful seamanship that Thanksgiving night (Duluth Tribune Nov. 27, 1896, Duluth Evening Herald Nov. 27, 1896).

MONARCH was involved in minor collision with the steamer MAHONING October 4, 1898. MONARCH was lying at the outer end of the St. Paul and Duluth slip, and MAHONING was entering the channel. Apparently, there was a problem with MAHONING’s steering, and it collided with MONARCH, causing some damage to its stern hull planks (Duluth Evening Herald Oct. 4, 1898).

One incident in MONARCH’s career has only been documented in the biography of her constructor Tom Reid (Donor 1958:121-2). MONARCH, in later years, was overhauled in the shipyard and thereafter ran package freight. The year the ship was refitted it froze in the ice in mid-November near Sailors’ Encampment at the Soo. The tugs REEF, SARNIA and eventually PROTECTION were sent to the rescue, MONARCH was reportedly freed at a cost of $20,000.

The 1903 season ended with reduced business for the company. It was reported that MONARCH would only make the trip between Duluth and Sarnia once every 10 days (Duluth Evening Herald Oct. 10, 1903).

Wreck Event

The final voyage of MONARCH would have been its last trip of the 1906 season. It was not unusual for a Great Lakes vessel of this period to be lost on its last trip of the season. November and December are busy months on the lakes as vessel operators attempt to make as many trips as possible before the close of the season. Freight rates are at the highest of the year, and pressure is great to make one more passage.

According to the Marine Protest, MONARCH had run into heavy weather on the return trip from Sarnia. The vessel suffered some water damage to the cargo in the Number 3 and Number 4 holds (Marine Protest: MONARCH 12-11-06, Canadian Archives).

On Thursday, December 6, 1906, MONARCH was loaded at Port Arthur with a cargo listed as “grain and general merchandise” (Marine Protest: re: MONARCH). The Toronto Daily Star Dec. 10, 1906 and the Toronto World Dec. 11, 1906 both list the cargo as “45,000 bushels [which would be about 1,050 tons weight] No. 1 Northern wheat; one car oats for Thessalon; one car oats for Gore Bay; four cars for the Soo; one car of flour for George Gardner, Sarnia; one car of salmon for Montreal; one car of salmon for London; 200 tons of flour for the GTR, Sarnia.” (A car of grain was equal to 360 bushels.) Unfortunately, little mention has been made of any additional “general merchandise.” The ship was downbound through the Soo Locks to Sarnia.
At 5:25 in the afternoon, with loading completed, MONARCH departed her berth and started out into Thunder Bay, arriving at Thunder Cape at 6:48 p.m. Here the course was changed to a heading toward Passage Light, off the northeast tip of Isle Royale. The Marine Protest (December 14, 1906) states the wind was from the northwest, with snow, fog, and a heavy sea running; the temperature was below zero degrees Fahrenheit. The normal running time for MONARCH from Thunder Cape to Passage Light would have been 2 hours and 20 minutes. Near the end of the normal running time the second mate went aft to check the log, only to find it frozen and registering 10 of the 26 miles between the Cape and Passage Light. Passage Light had been glimpsed twice during the voyage. At the normal time, the captain set the course for Whitefish Point (recorded in the Protest as southeast by east 1/4 east, or about 120 degrees). Six minutes later the captain altered the course "to allow for leeway," to east by south 3/4 east, or about 110 degrees. The wind was blowing fresh from the North Northwest. The time must have been about 8:54 p.m. About 9:30, MONARCH ran into the solid rock wall known as the The Palisades, about 200 yards west of Blake Point, the northeastern tip of Isle Royale.

The exact cause of the wreck is not readily apparent. Popular explanations for the vessel being off course seem rather weak when subjected to scrutiny. For example, the log has been attributed to the compass being out of order, possibly from the cold (For William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906; Toronto World, Dec. 12, 1906; Wolff 1970:88). This seems unlikely on two counts: 1) it would certainly have been an advantage to report such a malfunction during the Marine Protest, but it was not reported; 2) MONARCH carried steam radiators for heat, many were located by the Park Service dive team on the site, and the pilothouse was surely heated. The taffrail log, however, was reported frozen so that their distance out was not known. Coupled with snow, fog, wind and heavy seas, it was sufficient to put the MONARCH hard up on Isle Royale.

Wolff (1970:88) reports the pilothouse crew mistook the Blake Point Light for Passage Light and they were steering "some 70 degrees" off course. While the varying reports do mention that in a couple of instances during the voyage the Passage Light was visible, there could have been no confusion as to which light it was. Blake Point Light was not installed until 1917, 11 years after MONARCH had wrecked. (See examples of criticism of U.S. Government after the wreck from the Canadian press for not marking both sides of the Channel, Barry 1980:18).

Wolff does not mention how he computed the course variance of 70 degrees. The difference between the route of MONARCH from a point clearing the north of Thunder Bay by Thunder Cape Light to the current downbound route to the site of the wreck is a course variation of about 6 1/2 degrees. At the latter course, the vessel would have hit the Palisace Cliff at an angle of somewhat greater than 103 degrees true. The course recorded for MONARCH was east by south 3/4 east, or about 113 degrees. An examination of the five side-scan sonar passes of the wreck site done by the St. Lawrence Cultural Resources Unit in 1980 show the heading of MONARCH’s structural remains to be about 180 degrees true. Although these data coincide with the course as stated in the Marine Protest, the position of the remains may not precisely represent the final course heading of MONARCH.

The weather was extreme during MONARCH’s last voyage. Two Booth Line steamers, AMERICA, a later casualty at Isle Royale, and FASTON, were held up in Duluth due to weather conditions (For: Arnul., Daily News Dec. 5, 1906). The same newspaper reported the lowest temperature reading of the season on December 7;
the reading was 22 degrees below zero Fahrenheit. Charles Thomas Davis, the lighthouse keeper at Copper Harbor Range, recorded in his log for December 5, 1906 a fresh, east wind and snowstorm, with a northeast gale that evening. The log entry for December 6 was “north wind, gale, cold and heavy snowstorms, freezing very hard today.”

The intense cold of this storm caused the formation of 8 to 9 inches of ice on Lake Superior, which trapped 19 vessels. The Lake Carriers Association organized an ice breaking expedition that left Sault St. Marie on December 11 to free the trapped vessels. (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 10, 1906)

Damage to vessels resulting from this December 6 storm was not limited to Lake Superior. Three vessels, one steamer and two schooners, were damaged on Lake Huron (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1907-19). The 1906 shipping season closed abruptly because of the storm; it was reopened only briefly by tug ice-breaking operations.

During the season 229 vessels were damaged and 53 were lost to weather causes. The financial loss for the season was put at $9,043,850. The greatest loss in heavy weather conditions was in the month of December and amounted to $421,750. The wreck of MONARCH, a loss of $106,000 for the vessel and $50,000 for the cargo, was the largest single loss of the 1906 season (Henry and Conger 1907:5-6). The single largest cargo loss from the MONARCH disaster was probably sustained by Parish and Lindsay of Winnipeg, who had 35,000 bushels of wheat on board (Duluth News Tribune Dec. 11, 1906).

MONARCH hit the rock face of Isle Royale Thursday, December 5, a little after 9:00 p.m., on the coldest day of the year; a heavy snow had been falling, driven by gale force winds. Visibility had been reduced to less than 50 feet, a distance little further than the bow from the bridge. Captain Robertson had gone outside and “with his face to the full brunt of the storm [he] endeavored to regain his course” when the “vessel veered to the right and there was a scraping, grinding sound, and then a crash; the MONARCH had struck” (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906).

Capt. Robertson reported (Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906) that he caught a glimpse of Passage Light twice before the ship struck, but could not hear the fog whistle. He also said to the newspaper reporters he assumed his compass must have been at fault. The ship had been proceeding at the “usual speed” when it struck, and immediately the order for full speed astern was signalled to the engine room. The engineer (Samuel Beatty) realizing the ship was on the rocks, disobeyed the order and kept the engines in gear and moving forward to hole the damaged ship on the rocks. A great hole was torn in the bow (Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906).

Plight of the Survivors: Soon after the impact the passengers and crew rushed up on deck, but the brief confusion was soon put in order (Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906). “The electric lights went out leaving the ship in darkness.” Quickly, a lifeboat was lowered and manned by by fireman Walter Houghton and three sailors: Edwin Bream, Jacob Smith and Robert Berry. The boat was evidently lowered on the starboard side, the side closest to the rocks, but floating wreckage and the force of the waves prevented the men from rowing to the closest rock, a scant 25 feet away (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906).
Shipwrecks often prompt acts of courage; indeed, many people have survived only through heroic acts, their own or those of others. The wreck of MONARCH produced a hero, James (Jack) D. McCullum. McCullum, a deckhand and brother of the second mate, was working off his passage down the lake. It was he who, after the failure of the landing attempts, managed to get a line to shore. Accounts vary as to what actually took place. Some say he tied a rope around his waist and used a ladder to get ashore (Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906); or was swung pendulum-like and was managed to cling to the rocks and was passed a ladder (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906); others say that he gained a foothold on rocks or from a boat used to aid the crossing. One owner (R.M. Lockhead) in his account stated he got off the bank and hit the gunwale of the boat that had been used to pass the life line to the shore (Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906).

When about half of the ship's company were safe on the rocks, MONARCH's stern began to sink (Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906). This shift of the wreck apparently caused some confusion among those remaining on the vessel. In the confusion, the only fatality occurred - Joseph Jacques (reported elsewhere as James Jacques, e.g., Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906) an 18 year old watchman aboard MONARCH, drowned (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906). Jacques' whose family lived in Port Edward, had been working at the Grand Trunk Elevator all summer and had only quit two weeks before deciding to take his ill-fated trip on MONARCH. His mother, Mrs. A. Jacques, had begged him not to go, but young Jacques shipped as a watchman aboard the vessel on the upbound trip. His mother was in shock for some time after hearing the news of her son's death (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 19, 1906).

There are some slight discrepancies regarding this single MONARCH fatality. In the Fort William Daily Times Journal (Dec. 19, 1906), it was reported Jacques was ashore in his bunk when the boat grounded and sank. Accounts that appeared immediately after the wreck state that in the confusion that occurred when the stern section broke off and sank, Jacques by mistake seized a fender rope rather than the shore line and fell into the lake. His cry could be heard by those on deck, but no assistance could be rendered (Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906). Other accounts state that Jacques had been subject to temporary blindness (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906). No trace of Jacques was ever recovered. In this latter article, it is reported that Jacques was trying to lower himself into the row boat and had slid down what he thought was a fender rope, but was actually a short line that reached only halfway down the vessel.

The exhausted survivors huddled together in the bitter cold. The rocky shoreline was covered with ice. At least one passenger had fallen into the water during the crossing, and his clothes had become frozen solid. W.H. Lockhead was spared serious trouble by a fire that was started with the few dry matches found among the other passengers (Duluth News Tribune Dec. 11, 1906; Fort Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906). Along with the fire, a crude windbreak was constructed of branches. The only blanket was given to the one woman aboard, the stewardess, Rachel McCormick. Before morning, a second fire was started on high ground to
Attract the attention of the lighthouse keeper on Passage Island, or of passing vessels (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906). Later, a tent was constructed of sails recovered from the wreck (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906).

On Friday, food was obtained from the wreck. Either that morning (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906), or in the evening (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906), a case of salmon was found on shore, or a bag of flour and a box of salmon washed ashore. A sloop was lowered by rope to retrieve them (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906). Sometime Friday the wreck was boarded, and a quantity of damaged bacon, bread and pie was salvaged and served. These meager supplies did not last long. The remainder of the week the survivors ate salmon and flour. The flour was made into flapjacks by Rachel McCormick and cooked in the ashes. The flapjacks resembled a piece of frozen asphalt block blackened, no doubt, by the ashes in which they were cooked. The survivors had divided into three camps on Friday. Each camp maintained a fire for warmth, and together they chopped wood for the beacon fires on the point (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1906).

The beacon fires were kept burning all day Saturday (December 8) in an effort to attract the attention of the Passage Island lighthouse keeper. Saturday passed without a response. Although the keeper had seen the light of the fire during the night, heavy seas prevented an attempt to reach the island. Sunday the waves subsided enough to allow Lightkeeper Shaw (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 10, 1906) to row the 4 miles distance to the wreck site. Waves were still heavy enough to prevent Shaw from landing the rowboat, but he was able to take off one person, pursuer Reginald Beaumont. Beaumont waded and swam out to the boat (Sault News Tribune Dec. 11, 1906; Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906). That evening Beaumont and Shaw signalled the steamer EDMONTON downbound with a load of grain. Beaumont was picked up and EDMONTON immediately headed back to Port Arthur after finding she could not get near the wreck (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 10, 1906).

EDMONTON arrived in Port Arthur Sunday about 2:00 a.m., bearing the news of the wrecking of MONARCH. Immediately, Agent Bell of the Northern Navigation Company began to organize the rescue of the survivors. By 8:00 a.m., the owners, crew and masters of the ships JAMES WHALEN and LAURA GRACE had been roused and dispatched to the wreck site (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 10, 1906).

The rescue party aboard JAMES WHALEN and LAURA GRACE was led by Capt. Campbell of MONARCH’s running mate, SARONIC (earlier UNITE’s EMPRESS), which had just arrived in Port Arthur. Several of SARONIC’s boats were taken on the rescue trip to aid in removing the survivors from Isle Royale. Doctors McCaugill and F. McEwen were taken to provide medical aid to the survivors feared to be in bad shape after their ordeal. The relief party left at 6:00 a.m. on what was expected to be a 6 or 8 hour round trip (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 10, 1906).

Meanwhile, on Isle Royale, a party of four men set out from the main camp on Monday (10th) soon after pursuer Beaumont left with the lightkeeper. Fireman Walter Houghton and three sailors, Styles Fisher, John McPherson and Edwin Umbaum, walked 12 miles to Tobin Harbor on the opposite side of the island (Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 11, 1906). It is informative to trace the probable route of the party with distances reported in the contemporary press and the geography of the island to establish possible terrestrial site locations. Historic fish camps are still
on Isle Royale and are like the one to which this party went. (Probably the site now
known as Matson Fishery.) The men may have come across the central ridge of
Isle Royale from The Palisades from the present-day Marit, Lake Campground
down along the shore to a location across Robin Harbor from Grouville Point, the
location of the Matson Fishery, a distance of about 2 miles, or 2.374 miles from
the wreck. The men had no choice but to walk around Robin Harbor to reach the
fish camp, another 3.5 miles, at a little more than 10 miles total, unless they were
able to cross on the ice that was probably in the mouth of Robin Creek. They
located several fishermen's huts, all deserted. Probably provisions had been left
by the fishermen, and the four spent the night. They secured more supplies and
started back across the frozen trail Tuesday (11th) morning, arriving a few minutes
before the rescue tugs arriving from Port Arthur were spotted by the survivors. (Port

WHALEN and GRACE approached the wreck, but could not launch their boats for the
pickup. The tugs signaled and were around on the north side of the gulf into
Robin Harbor. The survivors had to walk across the island, the second such trip of
the day for the four-man party that had just returned. The survivors were taken
aboard the rescue tugs and their injuries attended.

In the report given by Capt. Robertson (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1905), he
says the survivors had to walk a distance of 8 miles. The route they took from the
wreck site over to Robin Harbor to be picked up by the rescue tugs is not
recorded. The distance straight across the tip of the island to a point near
present-day Marit, Lake Campground and opposite Marit Island is about 1,400
feet. If the tugs could not pick them up at this point, it is hard to conceive of a
reason for traveling down shore another 7.374 miles. This would have placed them
beyond Robin Harbor, but they could have come across to Rock Harbor to be picked
up at the point near Rabbit Island. The only explanation for going to Rock Harbor was
if ice or wave conditions prevented the tugs from approaching the island. However,
this is unlikely on both counts, because JAMES WHALEN was an ice-breaking tug,
and most probably could have landed virtually anywhere. The four-man party
apparently walked around Robin Harbor to the fish camp, something they would not
have done if they could have crossed the ice. The southeast shore of the island
should have been in the lee of the diminishing storm, the most probable
explanation is that the survivors' walk to reach the tugs was nowhere near 8 miles,
but it seemed that it was because of the extreme conditions.

The survivors were in good condition, considering their plight. Mr. Forsberg had
evidently come through the worst. He had frostbite and numbness, but was in a

The tugs made their way back to Port Arthur and arrived about 11:00 a.m. (Monday,
11th). Both Mr. Forsberg and Capt. Robertson were made comfortable on board the
summer BURGUNDY, the newer vessel of southern Navigation Co., Mr. Forsberg was
transferred to St. Joseph Hospital for treatment, and Capt. Robertson went to the

At the Agonou Hotel, a beaten and exhausted Capt. Robertson gave reporter Sarah
Stithmore an account of the disaster (Port Arthur Daily News Dec. 11, 1905). It was
not a formal interview, the captain simply talked while eating his dinner.

We were near Isle Royale about half past ten at night. I was
standing on the bridge, when I heard a tapping sound and a part of the
upper cabins were torn away. I was bowled we were on a rock, and
that the stern was slowly sinking ... I had a number of farmers on board, and they made just as good a scramble for their lives as the rest of us. We had only one woman on board, the stewardess, and she was a good one. She went down that rope 30 feet, hand over hand, into the boat and the way she stirred up that flour with a stick and made us pancakes was a caution!

We had nothing to eat for 6 hours, and not being able to get water over that high bluff, we had to melt snow for a while. After a time the men went back to the ship and yanked out something to eat.

The MONARCH's bow stands up 10 feet above the water on the rock.

I lost all my clothes and shoes but I got an old belt I have had for many years, and I was glad to get it.

We made a tent out of some sails, and I had to watch the fire, or some fellow would put it out with his feet, covered with snow, as he lay sleeping.

We had canned salmon, but after a few mouthfuls we did not want to eat.

We had to walk 8 miles before we could get to the tugs. The way that woman walked through the woods with the best of them! I was on my face half the time.

The old ship stands there up against the side of the rock. You might pass her by a hundred times and not see her. Everything is covered with snow and ice.

Apparently, the survivors were taken on the steamer HURONIC to Sarnia. The passage was courtesy of the Northern Navigation Co. The arrival was heralded by the citizens, apprised with brass band. The following report appeared in the Port Arthur Daily News (Dec. 19, 1906):

Sarnia, December 18th ... Pandemonium broke loose when the steamer HURONIC arrived on Sunday night with the survivors of the wrecked steamer MONARCH on board. It appeared as if the entire town came down to the wharf to welcome the shipwrecked crew. A brass band added to the din of whistles, and seldom has such a demonstration occurred on the Great Lakes.

Every man was a hero, but it remained for the woman, Miss Rachel McCormick, one of the crew, to carry off the real honors.

The Northern Navigation Co. responded quickly. The following statement appeared in the Port Arthur Daily News on December 12, the day after the rescue:

No compensation will be offered by the Northern Navigation Company to passengers who lost their effects on the wrecked steamer MONARCH. That is one of the risks taken by passengers and they have no case for damages against the company.

Company representatives also pointed out that the passengers had been given transportation on HURONIC, but, even this was more than it was required to do, as the loss of the steamer terminated their contract with the passengers.

The captain and crew of MONARCH were exonerated for their actions involving the wreck, although some rumors to the contrary had been circulated (Port Arthur Daily News December 12, 1906). A special address of esteem and sympathy was presented, along with a purse of gold, to Capt. Robertson on the evening of December 12. The ceremony took place at the Algoma Hotel in Port Arthur, and
many prominent citizens of both Port Arthur and Fort William were in attendance, including the mayor, members of the Council and Board of Trade of Port Arthur.

In addition to the captain, Jack McCullum received recognition. On July 6, 1907, it was reported that he had been presented with a Royal Humane Society medal at a special session of the Board of Trade for his gallantry the previous season (Superior Evening Telegram, July 6, 1907).

Salvage

Commercial operations were not undertaken on the wreck for two years. The Northern Navigation Company made bids for salvage of the wreck (Canadian Railway and Marine World Nov 1907/8:5). Apparently none were submitted.

Plans to remove the machinery were expressed in 1907. A description of the site was published six months after the wreck (Detroit News June 9, 1907):

The wreck of the Monarch is a most interesting sight, while the stern is lashed deep in water. Where it was stranded the ship can easily be reached by a lake boat, the deck being so rapid. Portions of the machinery are exposed, the timbers and planks covering it having been torn away by the severe storms which occurred since the wreck.

Huge timbers 12 inches thick and bolted by long steel bands were broken like so many matchsticks. Pieces of wreckage can be seen along the lake shore... Masses of iron twisted into all conceivable shapes show how the wind must have battled the ship from the time that it went on the rocks.

The time of the separation of the large stern section from the bow is uncertain. The newspaper account above indicates the stern may have been attached as late as 1907. At least one newspaper account that reported the wreck events stated the stern broke before all the seamen were removed from the wreck. All contemporary photographs of the wreck of MONARCH located so far show the only the bow section on the rocks. These photographs may have been taken the next year.

MONARCH's machinery was salvaged in 1908 by Reid Wrecking Company under the direction of Capt. Thomas Reid. The salvage operations began in late August or early September, 1908. The Reid Wrecking Company apparently purchased the salvage rights to MONARCH from the underwriters in late August (Port Arthur Daily News September 8, 1908) and work was in progress soon after (Ibid, September 17, 1908). It was reported that the salvage of MONARCH was complete after 25 days of work.

Capt. Reid was quoted in a newspaper article (Port Arthur Daily News: September 26, 1908):

We took in everything of value out of the wreck - having found conditions such that we were able to make a very complete job of it. We have the boilers, engines, dynamos, clamps, windlasses, etc. loaded on the large KLUDLU OWL. This is certainly the KITCHENHOUSE, see Port Arthur Daily News Oct. 6, 1908 ready to be taken to Sault and we will likely leave for our trip down the lake tomorrow.

In the same article, it was reported that MONARCH:
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... stood with her nose shoved upon the rocks of Isle Royale and her bow and forward cabins out of the water to withstand the onslaught of the waves, but now that has been broken away by the salvage crew, the engines and a moveable material of worth taken away and the remnants of the hull and the last cargo loaded into it all to be scattered by the waves or swallowed up by the waters of Superior ... of the cargo Capt. Reall says he saw little. The flour was still in the hold, also an amount of canned goods ... The hull was practically all broken up and all that remains in place now is the bottom, underwater.

the crew of SAVIOR reported MONARCH's engines were set about half speed (Duluth News Tribune Oct. 7, 1908): "When the MONARCH struck she must have been running alright as her engines indicated that she was going to about half speed." This may, however, not have been the speed the vessel was running when it struck. The Port Arthur Daily News (Dec. 11, 1908) reported that Capt. Robertson called for "full speed astern" immediately after running aground, but Chief Engineer Samuel Beatty, realizing the extent of hull damage, kept the engines ahead to hold the steamer against the rocks. The decision: probably saved them on board; the engine telegraph was probably found in the position left by the engineer when he abandoned his post.

The final disposition of MONARCH's machinery is currently uncertain. It is known that one of the salvage barges, BENNINGTON, sank soon after the completion of the salvage of MONARCH while enroute to the Sault Locks, somewhere in the vicinity of Whitewater Point. The Port Arthur Daily News (Oct. 6, 1908) reports the overturning of the scow owned by Reid, and the loss of two lives. The barge was reportedly loaded with cordage and other machinery and in tow of the schooner KELDERHOUSE with the tug SAVIOR in close proximity. Beeson's Marine Directory (1909:131) reports the loss of the Reid Wrecking Company schooner BENNINGTON, 250 gross tons, due to foundering. KELDERHOUSE was probably JOHN KELDERHOUSE, a 500 gross ton vessel built in 1897 (Mansfield 1899:164).

The newspaper report quoted earlier (Port Arthur Daily News Sept. 26, 1908) stated the machinery was placed aboard KELDERHOUSE. There is some speculation that it was in fact aboard the schooner BENNINGTON when it was lost while enroute to the Sault.

It may have been the case that some of MONARCH's machinery was lost. It is known that the triple expansion engine itself was not lost when the salvage vessel sank. The engine was not placed aboard another vessel, as was a frequent Great Lakes practice. MONARCH's engine was taken to Reid's Port Huron salvage yard where it sat until 1913, when it was finally broken up for scrap. "It was necessary to use dynamite to break up the machinery and for several days the town echoed to the rumbles of the explosions" (Detroit Free Press Dec. 4, 1913).

Research into the activities of the Reid Wrecking Company in their salvage efforts would contribute to the understanding of wooden wreck formation processes in the Great Lakes. It would be quite helpful to know what impact the salvage activities of Reid Wrecking Company had on the site. Many questions were raised when the distribution of the structural elements of the vessel was examined; e.g., are their current positions the result of natural impacts such as wave activity and ice shaving and reflect the process of normal wreck formation (the breakup of the hull
on points of weakness, such as along the keel or is it the result of breaking apart the hull with bags to ease removal of machinery?

More recent salvage activity of sport divers visiting the wreck has removed some of the material Reid moved. The captain was brought up in the 1960s and is now on display at Isle Royale National Park. Other artifacts from MONARCH have been recovered and returned to the Park, such as the ship’s wheel, lamps, cannon and some pieces of tea service.
Fig. 4.7. Passenger/package freight vessel MONARCH. An early photograph of the ship before alterations. The iron hull support arch is visible above the gangways. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.8. MONARCH after alterations that included the addition of cabin aft of the pilothouse. The vessel had this configuration when lost. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
Construction

GLENLYON was built as WILLIAM H. GRATWICK in 1893 at West Bay City, Michigan by F.W. Wheeler & Company. The original U.S. registry number was 51427. Prior to 1893, Wheeler-built vessels carried engines built by one of two Detroit engine companies, J.F. Hodge & Company or the Frontier Iron Works. Wheeler later expanded its operations to include engine construction, and its own new engine works were put in operation in the latter part of 1892. The foreman of the new Wheeler facility was William Willis, formerly of the Hodge Company. Willis supervised the placement of the first Wheeler-built engine in hull 93. WILLIAM H. GRATWICK had the distinction of carrying their first engine (Wright 1969:124). The triple-expansion engine had cylinder diameters of 20, 32 and 44 inches on a 42-inch stroke, with an indicated horsepower of 1700. The original cylindrical Scotch boilers, 12 feet x 13 feet, were built by the Wickes Brothers Boiler Works of Saginaw Michigan

GRATWICK was built to serve as a package freighter for John Mitchell & Company of Cleveland. The hull was of steel, a length of 376 feet, a beam of 42.5 feet and a depth of 20.5 feet. Gross tonnage of the vessel was 2,818.27 and the net was 2,202.90. In the builder's certificate of March 13, 1893, GRATWICK was described as a screw steamer with two decks, three masts, plain head, and round stern. GRATWICK was launched Saturday afternoon, February 6, 1893 (Port Huron Times, Feb. 6, 1893).

This was the fourth vessel to carry the name WILLIAM H. GRATWICK. Others were a steam tug built in 1882 in Buffalo; the 475-ton (1880) propeller later renamed JOHN C. PRINCE; and a 1687-ton wooden vessel built in West Bay City in 1887. All three earlier vessels were in commission at the same time that GLENLYON was constructed (Mansfield 1899:1332). The fourth vessel was the first GRATWICK to be made of steel. When constructed, the steel GRATWICK was notable because of its large size (Lake Carriers' Association 1924:118-119).

The first owner of WILLIAM H. GRATWICK was the Mitchell Steamship Company of Cleveland (Loc. of Enrollment April 15, 1893, Huron, Ohio). The president of the company was Capt. John Mitchell, a prominent businessman, who was born in Canada in 1859.

Apparently, the Mitchell Steamship Company was a personal entrepreneurial concern for Mitchell, who was also a member of the board of directors of the Hopkins Steamship Company when GRATWICK was built. F.W. Wheeler, whose company built the boat, was vice president of the same company. In 1894 Mitchell became vice president of the newly formed Gratwick Steamship Company. In 1895, Capt. Mitchell was made secretary and general manager of the Ethel Steamship Company of which William H. Gratwick was president (Mansfield 1899:2:435).
Operational History

A change of ownership is recorded for GRATWICK in 1890. In October, the documents list the new owner as the Drake Maytown Steamship Company of Mentor, Ohio (Duluth News Tribune Sept. 16, 1899; Doc. of Enrollmnt Oct. 16, 1899, Cleveland). This company retained ownership until 1902 when the ship was sold to the United States Transportation Company of Syracuse, New York (Doc. of Enrollmnt Oct. 14, 1902, Oswego).

GRATWICK was sold again in 1907 when the Findville Transportation Company of Michigan City, Indiana, became the owner (Doc. of Enrollmnt Nov. 29, 1907, Chicago). While owned by the Michigan City firm, GRATWICK was chartered by the Chicago and Morton Transportation Company of St. Joseph, Michigan. The G&M Line operated ships on the fruit and passenger service from lower Michigan ports to Chicago but ran to Lake Superior ports for a few seasons (Duluth Marine Historian 1981, Vol. 4, No. 10:3). If GRATWICK carried the G&M colors at this time, she had a dark green hull and a black stack during this period.

The vessel was reordered while under Findville ownership in 1899. The Wicks-built boilers were replaced with 13 feet 9 inches by 11 feet 6 inches Scotch boilers built by the American Shipbuilding Company of Cleveland.

The Chicago and Duluth Transportation Company of Michigan City purchased GRATWICK in 1910 (Doc. of Enrollmnt April 8, 1910, Chicago). While owned by this company, GRATWICK was noted for receiving the first load of ore ever taken from the Cuyuna Range in Minnesota. In May 1911, GRATWICK loaded 4,000 tons of ore at the Soo Line's newly constructed St. Louis Ore Dock at St. Louis Bay in Superior, Wisconsin, and headed east (Duluth Tribune May 22, 1911). It is not clear, however, that this is the same GRATWICK associated with Isle Royale.

In August 1911, the company changed GRATWICK's name to MINNEKAHTA (Doc. of Enrollmnt Aug. 23, 1911, Chicago). Apparently, the company converted both MINNEKAHTA and MINNETONKA, etc., into passenger/package boats (Lake Carrier's Association 1928:119).

A "Coasting and Foreign Trade" document was issued in Chicago for the vessel in February, 1913. MINNEKAHTA was sold to the Lake Michigan Steamship Company of Gary, Indiana in September 1913 (Doc. of Enrollmnt Sept. 23, 1913). This company owned MINNEKAHTA for less than a year before reselling it. The ship's documents were surrendered in April 1914 when she was "sold foreign" to the Great Lakes Transportation Company, Ltd. of Midland, Ontario, who returned the ship to the grain and coal trades. MINNEKAHTA received Canadian registry number 168,660.

Four years later, the ship was overhauled at the Midland Shipbuilding Company, and renamed GLENLYON. Among the alterations were a steel deck house with accommodations for the master and mate added forward, another steel deck house built aft, and some minor repairs were made to her hull (Canadian Railway and Marine World 1918:126). At this time the ship had a light blue gray hull, white cabins and a rose-red stack with a black top (Williams 1956:255). At the time, GLENLYON was one of a dozen vessels owned by this company, all the names of which began with "GLEN" (e.g., GLENHINMAN, GLENHILL).

GLENLYON had a rather unusual operational history. During the course of its serviceable life, the ship participated in the package freight trade, the
GLENLYON was slightly damaged in an incident that occurred in August of 1923, while entering Sarnia. GLENLYON was diverted from its course by the schooner HATIE HUTT and a sand sucker working at the port. GLENLYON lost steerage and struck the Grand Trunk Railway freight sheds, causing $5,000 worth of damage (Canadian Railway and Marine World 1924:463).

Wreck Event

The last navigation season for GLENLYON was 1924. On the last trip, the boat left St. William, Ontario on Thursday, October 31 downbound to Port Colborne (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 1, 1924) with a cargo of 145,000 bushels of wheat (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 3, 1924). (The Superior Evening Telegram Nov. 1, 1924 reported 245,000 bushels; the Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 4, 1924 reported 313,000 bushels.) The last 3 or 4 weeks of the season were very stormy and foggy with gales and snowstorms. Ships in many ports were delayed while seeking shelter from winds and seas (Canadian Railway and Marine World 1924:842). GLENLYON was one of the vessels delayed. The boat cleared from St. William Thursday night, only to remain at anchor in the shelter of the Wellesme Islands all of Friday, October 31 (Superior Evening Telegram Nov. 4, 1924) while a northeast gale raged (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 1, 1924). The captain was William Taylor, it was his first season as master of GLENLYON. The chief engineer was Edward Hurt (Great Lakes Redbook 1924:72).

The weather lessened somewhat by Friday afternoon and Capt. Taylor resumed the voyage. The weather worsened, and the wind shifted to the north, then to the southwest, soon reaching a heavy gale (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 1, 1924). Shortly after clearing Passage Island, the course was altered to run down the south shore of Isle Royale to Siskiwit Bay to seek shelter from the storm (Canadian Railway and Marine World 1924:642). The storm of Friday night and Saturday would be labeled by mariners as one of the worst encountered in years. "Whitefish Light, which stands up some 60 feet out of the water, was engulfed by the breaking waves, running mountains high" (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 3, 1924). John Collins, wireless operator of G.J. GRAMMER, a vessel crossing Lake Superior Friday and Saturday, made the following comments:

Rough, I should say it was rough. The waves in Lake Superior on Friday last were mountains high. We had to bailast the boat with water to keep her on some sort of an even keel. After a short full Friday afternoon the wind at midnight reached the hurricane velocity of nearly 80 miles per hour. It came from the southeast to southwest. Our boat was tossing about like a cockpit shell. Many of the crew had never been through such an experience before. I never want to go through it again (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 4, 1924).

At about 1:00 a.m. on November 1, (Houghton Mining Gazette Nov. 2, 1924) GLENLYON reached the entrance of Siskiwit Bay. We were entering the vessel ran hard aground on a submerged reef off Manoccan Island.

The first reports of the disaster were received by wireless in time to be carried in the November 7, 1924, edition of the Port Arthur News Chronicle. The account of the wreck that follows is taken from that source, except where otherwise noted.
Siskowit Bay was a known sanctuary from gales for ships in the area, and the entrance channel was not considered dangerous. The crew expected nothing out of the ordinary. "The oil burners were asleep in their hatches when the grinding, crumbling, grating of ship's hull awakened them" (page 1). Roger Phillips, Glenlyon’s wireless operator, was on watch at his key and immediately sent a distress message giving the ship’s position. The message was received aboard running mate Glenmore and Glenelg, who rushed to their stricken mate’s aid (reported as Glenmore and Glenelg in Detroit Free Press Nov. 2, 1924). The vessels stood off in the lee of the Baye throughout the early hours of the morning.

As soon as Glenlyon struck the submerged reef, all crew members were ordered to their watch stations and the pumps were manned. The pumps were later abandoned, and the captain scuttled the ship to secure it to the reef (Canadian Railway and Marine World Dec. 1924). It is interesting to note that the captain scuttled the vessel to secure it but did not throw the anchors—they were found still shipped during the site investigations of 1982-84. During the night Glenlyon communicated with the government wireless station at Port Arthur. John Bell, agent for the Great Lakes Transportation Company, was notified and dispatched the salvage tug Superior to the scene at 6:30 that morning. Agents Bell and Stratton were familiar with shipwrecks at Lake Superior—they were both involved in the events of the wreck of Monarch in 1903.

Shortly after the wreck, two men sat out in one of the ship’s open b든지 (referred to as a yawl in some reports). Mate John McNaughton (reported as Daniel McNaughton, Daily Mining Gazette Nov. 4, 1924 and as Donald in Superior Evening Telegram Nov. 3, 1924) and Watchman (or wheelman as reported in Detroit Free Press Nov. 2, 1924) Willard. They were some missing and were presumed lost in the first reports to reach Port Arthur. A search for the two men was begun.

It is not known why these two men left the ship. The reasons for their departure have been the subject of some speculation. One source (Woolf 1974:127) stated they launched the lifeboat to seek help. This is unlikely when one considers that the vessel had been in wireless communication with Port Arthur and a lifeboat would be quite unnecessary in the heavy seas, especially with only two men aboard. Another account asserted the two crew members launched the boat in a panic against the direct orders of the captain and were blown across the lake to the Apostle Islands (Stonehouse 1974:9). Neither statement is supportable as far as we can determine. In his next edition the latter author said the two men lowered the lifeboat in the confusion of stranding (Stonehouse 1974:91). Stonehouse may have confused the account of three sailors from Glenmore, who were drowned when their lifeboat crashed against the side of their vessel after it was grounded in Lake Ontario. These men launched the lifeboat against their captain’s orders (Detroit Free Press Nov. 3, 1924). If such were the case, the two men from Glenlyon were soon overboard to carry out a damage inspection and were accidentally swept away. No historical accounts have been located that shed any light on the event of the wreck.

The U.S. Coast Guard was notified of Glenlyon’s stranding. The Portage Lake Ship Canal crew under the command of Capt. C.A. Tack and the Eagle Harbor crew commanded by Anthony Glaza responded. The Canal crew went to the site Saturday morning about 11:30 only to return to port at midnight due to the heavy weather. This was unable to make the 45 miles to the site in the face of one of the most severe storms in the history of the Lakes. Marine men estimated that the
wind attained a velocity of between 50 and 60 miles an hour" (Daily Mining Gazette Nov 4, 1924). Eight-foot waves were washing over the breakwater when the Coast Guard vessel entered the Lake (Daily Mining Gazette Nov 4, 1924).

The Eagle Harbor crew aboard the cutter COOK sighted Sault Ste. Marie about 10:45 a.m. The Lakes Division Office of the Coast Guard has received the message of the stranding from Lt. Commander H.B. Henners of the Navy, who had transmitted the message by the steamer JAMES E. BERING, which had intercepted the original distress signal (Detroit Free Press Nov. 2, 1924). At 11:45 a.m. the gaskets on the manifold of COOK's engine had to be replaced. Repairs were completed by 4:00 p.m. The cutter moved to the south and proceeded up the St. Mary's River in a fresh west-southwestly breeze that was shifting to the north. At 6:15 p.m. the flywheel on the main engine became loose due to a defective key. By this time the wind had turned to the northwesterly and was blowing against the vessel's bow, and there was a heavy sea running. The captain turned his vessel back and anchored to make repairs.

In the incident report that was filed Capt. Cieza stated that had in full force if their vessel was equipped with a wireless (sic) this information taken from U.S. Coast Guard report from Commander of Coast to Commander, Lakes Division, November 3, 1924. Apparently, COOK did reach Isle Royale late on the evening of November 2 (Daily Mining Gazette Nov. 4, 1924).

At 12:30 a.m. Saturday the steam tug JAMES WHALEN and barges EMPIRE and GREEN RIVER were dispatched to the site. By noon they had not reached the Welcome Islands because of the heavy weather that impeded the progress of the tug and its two tows. The Great Lakes Transportation Company indicated that it would send the barge STRATHBUOY to the wreck as soon as tug STRATHMORE returned. The plan was to pump out and refloat GLENLYON after she had been lightered of its cargo. The grain was to be removed by EMPIRE, which was equipped with two cranes, and then loaded onto GREEN RIVER.

STRATHMORE reached the wreck site about 1:00 Saturday afternoon. By 2:00 p.m. Agent Bell was able to report that he had received radio communication from Capt. Brown of GLENLYON. Brown was able to pull alongside GLENLYON, remove the crew and transfer them to GLENNSANNIX. It was also reported that the weather had subsided and GLENLYON was in no immediate danger of breaking up.

At midnight the Canal Coast Guard crew arrived at Siskiwit Bay. A light was spotted on shore and the crew investigated. They found McLaughlin and Roy, the two men who had disappeared in a lifeboat. They had been washed ashore further up in Siskiwit Bay (Daily Mining Gazette Nov. 4, 1924). An earlier account said the men were picked up on the open lake (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 3, 1924). It is assumed the November 4 report is the accurate account. The two men were transferred to GLENNSANNIX with the rest of the ship's crew. GLENNSANNIX soon left the site and headed east (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 3, 1924).

Salvage

The first reports received from the wreck were encouraging. The Port Arthur News Chronicle of November 1 reported "that any immediate danger of the ship breaking up had passed." Later the same newspaper (Nov. 3, 1924) was able to report that "unless a disastrous southeast gale sets in the GLENLYON is in no immediate
danger. Although storm signals are now up for a westerly blow, such a gale will have little effect on the wrecked steamer owing to her protected position.

Lightening operations were underway by the tugs GREEN RIVER and EMPIRE. They were interrupted for a time by an east wind. They had managed to lighter 10,000 bushels before having to cease operations because of weather (Canadian Railway and Marine World Dec. 16, 1924). Agent Bell told the press that the company’s plans to bring GLENNYON to Port Arthur for drydocking to make repairs if the lightening efforts were successful (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 5, 1924).

A report on the vessel’s condition on the 3rd was received by Capt. Taylor. “On the starboard side her decks have been pushed up some 20 inches. Actual damage to her hull has not been determined” (Id). The November 4 edition of the same newspaper said that the stern log GLENNYON had been removed at the wreck site and was expected back at Port Arthur that afternoon.

By November 4 reports being received from the wreck were sounding more serious. “The GLENNYON” a report said, “was in bad condition. The hull is broken and its engine room is taking water. It is believed the ship will be a total wreck” (Daily Mining Gazette Nov. 4, 1924).

Lightening operations were resumed whenever the weather allowed, but the entire fleet of the Dominion Towing and Salvage returned to Port Arthur November 13. Heavy southerly gales had prevented the operation and they were only able to lighter 25,000 bushels of the cargo. The wreck was transported to the Richardson’s Elevator. The salvors reported that GLENNYON had broken in two and settled on the shoal. It was thought that the insurance company would call for tenders for the wrecking of the steamer since all efforts to remove the boat had been unsuccessful (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 13, 1924).

The Great Lakes Transportation Company asked the well-known Reid Wrecking Company to ascertain whether it was possible to raise the wreck (Canadian Railway and Marine World Dec. 16, 1924). Captain Reid visited the site to assess the possibility of saving GLENNYON.

The reports on GLENNYON that were made public later in November dispelled any remaining hope for salvaging the wreck.

The freighter GLENNYON will probably be abandoned as a total loss by the underwriters. This statement was made jointly by John Smith, General Manager of the Port Arthur Shipbuilding Company and Captain Thomas Reid, of the Reid Wrecking Company of Port Huron, following a trip to the scene of the wreck early this morning. Disagreement between the tendering wrecking companies and the underwriters is given as the reason for abandonment.

It is believed the underwriters were willing to award a contract to the Reid Wrecking Company, but the delay of two weeks has delayed the position of the vessel and the company is not ready to undertake the hazardous task at this season of the year. Mr. Smith, went with Captain Reid, returned from the wreck at 3:00 this afternoon, told the News Chronicle that the GLENNYON appeared to have settled considerably since last week. The vessel has also twisted and the starboard is forcing the deck plates. The crack, however, had not widened any further, although the aft section has been working. The
GLENYON is in a more difficult position for refloating than at any time since she went on the shoals.

The question of refloating appears to be now up to a decision from the wrecking companies and indications late this afternoon were to the effect that the company was not over anxious to tackle the job (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 20, 1924).

The Reid Company did not tackle the salvage job. On November 21 the announcement was made that the wrecking companies had abandoned GLENYON as impossible to refloat. The vessel had settled another 18 inches and swung to port. The tank tops were also gone (Port Arthur News Chronicle Nov. 21, 1924). The Port Arthur Shipbuilding Co. was disappointed by the news. It was expected that repair of GLENYON would provide work for a large force of men.

The wreck remained on the shoal through the winter. In mid-December wreckage was reported washing up on the northwest coast of the Keweenaw Peninsula, and the Eagle Harbor Coast Guard responded. A thorough investigation was carried out but no wreck was located. Captain Glaza said he believed the wreckage came from GLENYON. He went on to suggest that the vessel had been broken up in a northeaster storm the week before and wreckage had been driven ashore by a norwester (Marquette Daily Mining Journal Dec. 16, 1924).

An April 30, 1924 report said GLENYON had completely disappeared over the winter (Canadian Railway and Marine World June 1925).
Fig. 4.11. Later view of package freighter GINIYON. Note freight elevators and gangway hatch cranes. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.12. Stern of GINIYON. Both views are of the configuration of the ship when new. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
The passenger/package freight vessel AMERICA was more closely tied to the people of Isle Royale than any of the other ships that remain in its waters. AMERICA was tied also to those who lived along the Lake Superior north shore between Duluth-Superior and Thunder Bay. Few Lakes vessels are recalled with more genuine affection than the popular AMERICA. The popularity of this vessel was renewed with the advent of scuba diving; AMERICA is by far the most dived shipwreck at Isle Royale National Park.

Construction
AMERICA was Hull Number 127 for Detroit Dry Dock Company (Edward N. Middletown notes, Canal Park Marine Museum Collection, Duluth). Events surrounding the launch of the AMERICA's hull on Saturday, April 2, 1898, were carried by the Detroit Free Press (May 22, 1898):

Yesterday afternoon at 3:26 o'clock the steel passenger steamer AMERICA was launched at the Wyandotte yards of the Detroit Dry Dock Co. There were about 400 people present ... At exactly 3:17 the first creak of the hammer was heard and in just nine minutes the men had cut the ropes that held the big beams in place and the boat slid gracefully off the ways ... She was christened "AMERICA" by Mrs. E. C. Dunbar, wife of one of the owners.

The new boat, which was intended for the Lake Michigan service between Michigan City and Chicago, was built on the same general lines as the CITY OF Erie, though much smaller (Detroit Free Press April 3, 1898).

Less than a month later, after the new ship was completed at the Detroit Drydock (about June '98) and began the daily run between Chicago and Michigan City (Detroit Free Press May 22, 1898). Chicago marine men were expressing their satisfaction with AMERICA and remarking on its speed of 15.17 miles an hour.

AMERICA's first document of enrollment was a temporary one issued on June 13, 1898 in Detroit. This document listed F. C. Dunbar of Michigan City as 3/4 owner and M. B. McMillan of Detroit as 1/4 owner. The master of record is Capt. M. E. Morgan. A master must be assigned at the time of ship enrollment. In many cases, as shown on the documents, is not actually the captain of the vessel, but rather a representative of the company or individual who owns the vessel. In this instance, Capt. M. E. Morgan was also the captain. The document shows AMERICA was built by Detroit Dry Dock Company in 1898 at Wyandotte, Michigan. United States registry number 107367 was given to AMERICA, which was classed as a steel hull screw steamer. This document states the steamer had one deck, no masts, plain head, and round stern, with registered dimensions of 184.6 feet in length, 31.0 feet in breadth, and 11.0 feet in depth. The gross tonnage was calculated to be 486.37 tons, consisting of 309.79 tons capacity under the tonnage deck and 176.58 tons capacity of enclosures on the upper deck. AMERICA's net tonnage was 283.40 tons, allowing for deductions of 28.90 tons for crew quarters, 79.00 tons for master's cabin, 18.43 tons for anchor gear, and 155.64 tons for propelling power (Temporary Certificate of Enrollment, No. 69, Port of Detroit, issued June 13, 1898; Detroit Free Press (May 22, 1898).

The 1899 edition of Great Lakes Register (p. 7), issued in conjunction with Bureau Veritas, gives similar information to that shown on AMERICA's first two documents, with some additions and differences noted. Michigan City, Michigan was shown as
AMERICA's home port. The construction materials were given as "Oak and Steel", meaning steel hull and oak superstructure. In this respect, AMERICA's dimensions differed from the official documents with a length of 154.0 feet, rather than 154.5 feet, a breadth of 27.0 feet rather than 27.6 feet, and depth of 13.9 feet rather than 14.0 feet. It is not clear why this discrepancy occurs other than, perhaps, differences in the rules of measurement used by Bureau Veritas and the U.S. Government. AMERICA was also shown as having three decks in Great Lakes Register rather than one as shown on the documents.

AMERICA's engines and boilers were listed as built in 1898 by Dry Dock Engine Works of Detroit. It is a triple expansion engine with cylinder diameters of 16, 24, and 38 inches and a stroke of 24 inches. The engine produced 700 indicated horsepower at 150 RPM. Steam for the engine came from two Scotch boilers, 10.0 feet in diameter and 10 feet 4 inches long. The boilers had four furnaces with grate surface of 43 square feet, and heating surface of 2,242 square feet, working pressure was 125 psi.

The hull of AMERICA was lengthened in 1911 at the shipyard in West Superior, Wisconsin. When work was complete, AMERICA was 18 feet longer with 17 added staterooms for 50 additional passengers. The height capacity was also increased by about 100 tons. The beam of 34 feet and depth of 11 feet remained unchanged. However, the new length was 182.6 feet and registered tonnage increased to 337 gross and 593 net tons [U.S. Coast Guard, Federal Register, Sept. 17, 1911]. The speed remained unchanged, but handling and appearance were improved with the addition of the 18-foot section.

Master of AMERICA was listed as J. C. Smith with Louis P. Hagstad of Duluth as the ship owner's representative. The approximate number of crew required was listed for the first time as 20 persons (1911 Revenue Certificate No. 79, Port of Duluth, issued June 9, 1911). By the time of its sinking, AMERICA would be required to carry 30 crew members.

Both the hull (HR) and boiler inspection report (BHR) books for the AMERICA's 1921 and 1928 inspections are in the collections of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Canal Park Marine Museum in Duluth. These inspection reports add much to what is known of details of machinery, equipment, as well as the Lakes passenger/package practices during the period. A comparison between the two inspections gives an indication of the revisions made to the vessel in the last years of operation.

In 1921 AMERICA was classed by the American Bureau of Shipping and it was noted that the hull had been rebuilt in 1911 (1921 HIR:2-3). The number of staterooms was listed as 31 with 43 "available for passengers only." Of the total, there were 40 double and 46 with single berths. The number of first-class passengers allowed was set at 94 persons under the "100 percent clause" and 228 passengers under the "70 percent clause." The square footage of deck space for passengers was 2,666 square feet on the Saloon Deck, 1,470 on the boat and Texas deck, and 418 on the Texas lounge (HR:8-9).

The number of persons allowed in the steward's and other departments not connected with navigation was set at 12 (1921 HIR:12-13). This was reduced in 1928 to 6 with 6 required at all times (1928 HIR:12-13). In a handwritten note regarding operation of AMERICA under Class A rules, it was added: "When navigated more than 3 miles off shore during the interval between May 15th and September 15th 322 passengers are allowed a total of 352 persons including crew" (1921-12-13). These figures were reduced without comment in the 1926 season to
277 and 307, respectively (1928-12-13). The report gave the ship's hatches as "2 cargo hatches between decks" (HR 1921.14-15).

The 1928 hull inspection, conducted while AMERICA was berthed at the Booth dock in Duluth, Minnesota shows she was previously inspected on April 21, 1927. For the 1928 season, the last brief operational year, accommodations were for 42 staterooms providing 37 double berths and 5 single berths for a total of 88. The number of first cabin passengers allowed was set at 94 under the "100 percent clause", but increased to 277 persons under the "50 percent clause." When AMERICA was not laden with freight, the main deck had 2,657 square feet of space for passengers, the cabin deck 3,739, and the boat deck 1,174 for a total of 7,570 square feet (1928 HR:8 9).

Minimum crew requirements were specified as 1 licensed master and pilot, 1 licensed first-class pilot, 5 able seamen, 3 seamen, 11 certificated lifeboat men, 1 licensed chief engineer, 1 licensed first assistant engineer, 3 officers, 3 firemen, and 4 watchmen. An added note stated, "Of the watchmen specified, 2 are main or deck watchmen included in the deck department and 2 are cabin watchmen or deck patrol and included in the steward's department" (bid:10-11). In all, the number of officers and crew allowed was 30 and the total number of passengers allowed was 94. Thus, the total number of persons allowed to be carried under Class (A) rules equaled 124. An additional handwritten note referring to Class (A) stated, "When running more than 3 miles off shore during the interval between May 15 and Sep: 15, both dates inclusive, 277 passengers are allowed making a total of 307 persons including crew" (1928 BIR:13). One additional note was pencilled adjacent to the latter saying simply "14 less than last year" but without further explanation.

The inspectors described AMERICA's hull as having three decks: main deck, cabin deck, and boat deck. It had 2 cargo hatches and 3 fuel hatches on the main deck with wood covers for the cargo and metal for fuel. All hatch coamings and covers were said to be in "good" condition. The steel hull was 1/4-inch thick with 4 water-tight cross bulkheads. The type of construction was described as "on angles and channel stringers, plate lapped & riveted to frames and deck beams." There were 5 "salsice gates" located at bulkheads in the hull for movement of bilge water (1928 HR:14-15). Listed as in "good" condition were the bulkheads, floor plates and frames in the forward and after holds as well as under the engines, along with the hull and frames in the bunkers, hull abat transom, and "all other accessible parts of hull." It was further noted that the main deck had been repaired since the vessel was last inspected. Additionally, the vessel had permanent stairways from the main to upper decks both forward and aft, and suitable ladders were to be found on each side of the ship for escape to lifeboats with at least two avenues of escape provided passengers from the ship's interior (1928 HR:16-17).

Pilothouse equipment was also inspected, and it was recorded that AMERICA had hand or manual steering gear with wire tiller ropes and no steering engine. All were tested and found in good working condition. The auxiliary or emergency steering gear was also found in good order and efficient for the task using tackle on the tiller aft. Pilothouse communication with the engine room was through "wire whistle pulls" and "electric signal speaking tubes", presumably meaning an intercom system. AMERICA had 1 compass, which was located in the pilothouse, in good condition. No record of when it was last swung was located.

The "electric signal" between pilothouse and engine room was not noted in the 1921 inspection as it was in 1928, probably reflecting a modification during the
intervening years. The 1927 survey listed "bell pulls" as a means of communicating with the engine room, which was not listed in 1928. This equipment may have been removed or simply omitted in the 1928 inspection.

Regarding ground tackle, Inspector Sullivan noted AMERICA had 2 anchors of 2,100 and 1,000 pounds, each fitted with 60 fathoms of 1-15/16 inch chain. The anchor windlass was steam powered and provided with a devil's claw to hold the anchor chain (1928 BIR 18-19).

Among the miscellaneous equipment carried aboard AMERICA and noted by Sullivan in his inspection were a hand lead and line for determining depths, a message case, and two 10-gallon tanks of storm oil with proper distribution equipment carried in the wheelhouse room (1928 BIR 42-43).

Lifesaving apparatus was included in the inspection reports. The description within the 1928 BIR is of the same equipment that was deployed during the wreck event. AMERICA carried 5 metallic non-motor lifeboats, all built in 1894, with a combined capacity of 93 persons of 336 sq. ft. There were also 6 life rafts carried aboard AMERICA. All were of wood frame with metal cylinders. Total capacity of the 6 rafts was 83 persons (1928 BIR 36-39).

AMERICA carried cork life preservers: 307 for adults, 39 for children, and 12 for lifeboats. Sixteen were condemned during inspection in April 1928, perhaps explaining why the number of passengers allowed was reduced by 14 as noted above. The ship also carried 9 ordinary ring life buoys and 2 "automatic ring life buoys" (1928 BIR 40-41).

Apparently, Inspector observed lifeboat drills at this time, which was added to the 1921 inspection, indicates:

Tested out life boats loaded to full capacity and lowered to water and then lifted clear; boats in good condition. Ordered rail constructed where no lifeboat was formerly carried.

The boiler inspections give specific detail on the machinery. All engine data were the same in 1921 as listed in 1928; however, the code of the 1921 inspection book noted AMERICA's boilers had been "rebuilt" in 1914 while later it stated clearly "Repaired 1914" (1921 BIR 10-11). All boiler data were the same in other respects. The boiler was hydraulically tested to 240 psi with allowable operating pressure set at 106 psi (1921 BIR 12-13). New fusible plugs, with a heat number of 20, were installed in the boilers on April 19, 1921 by Marine Iron and Ship Building Works. A double-acting hand fire pump was located on the forward port side and another on the after main deck. Both were tested and in good condition (1921 BIR 30-31). There was no provision made as to the number and kind of fire extinguishers carried in the boiler spaces, if any (1921 BIR 34-35).

The boiler inspector noted in his record book that the engineering department required 1 licensed chief engineer, 1 licensed first assistant engineer, 3 oilers, and 3 firemen. Thus a total of 8 persons were required to properly staff this department (1928 BIR 8-9).

The boiler report recorded AMERICA was powered by a triple-expansion condensing steam engine of an estimated 450 horsepower with cylinder diameters of 15, 24, and 38 inches and stroke of 2 feet (1928 BIR 9-10).
The boiler inspection showed 2 Scotch boilers built in 1889 at Detroit, Michigan by Detroit Dry Dock & Engineering Works. The boilers were each 10-1/6 feet long and 179 inches in diameter. They were made of rolled steel of 0.875 inches thickness and having a tensile strength of 60,000 psi. The boiler sheets were made by Lilienthal Iron & Steel Works Co. of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Boiler draft was noted as forced rather than natural. Boiler plate was last drilled for inspection on April 22, 1922 and found to be 0.875 inches thick (1928 BH:12-13). The boilers were of cast iron construction and triple riveted. Rivet holes were drilled, not punched, to diameter of 1-7/16 inch. Rivet pitch on lap joints was 4-1/2 x 3-1/2 inches. The boilers were given hydrostatic testing to 243 psi with allowable steam pressure of 166 psi. Each boiler had 4 circular furnaces in 3 sections. Furnace grates were 7/16-inch thick measuring 48 x 36 inches and totaling 4,800 square inches. Adamusen flues were used. They were 7 feet 9 inches in length and 36 inches in diameter with a thickness of 7/16 inches. Each boiler had 188 tubes, each 7 feet 3 inches in length with a 2-1/2 inch diameter and thickness of 0.129 inches. There were both steam and water connections between the two boilers. One main and one cross steam pipe were installed and last inspected for thickness on April 23, 1926 (1928 BH:3-19).

Two spring-loaded safety valves were installed on the boilers and tested by the inspector. The valves were manufactured by Scott Valve Manufacturing Company of Detroit, Michigan. There were set to blow off at 160 psi. The valves were located at a distance of 3 feet from the boilers. A set of steam gauges were located in the engine and boiler rooms: 2 in the engine room and 2 in the boiler room. All steam gauges were in "OK" condition and compared favorably with test gauges. Foulage plugs of heat number 28 and manufactured by Marine Iron & Shipbuilding Co. of Duluth, Minnesota were installed during the inspection (1928 BH:24-25).

Also attached to the boiler was 1 bigge pump of 4-inch diameter and 8 inch stroke. Four other syphonic bigge pumps of 4 inches diameter and 6 inch stroke were also installed. One additional pump of the same size, but designated for fire, was also connected to the boilers.

AMERICA had two lamp lockers or oil rooms, both metal lined. One was located in the engine room beneath the dynamo and the other in the forepeak. Location of the sprinkler system that was noted at the HIR was delineated in the BIR as being on the main deck and the crew's dining room and in the kitchen or galley area. It was fed by a 3/4-inch water line (1928 BH:30-31). The boiler inspection also showed AMERICA to have two electric lighting systems and no refrigeration unit. Both the engine room and the fire or stokehold had two avenues of escape in case of emergency.

Appended to the inspection report was a list of the number of square feet of deck area for passengers on the following decks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deck No.</th>
<th>Deck Area (sq ft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Main Deck)</td>
<td>2,657 when not freight laden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Saloon Deck)</td>
<td>3,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Boat Deck)</td>
<td>1,174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 7,570
Operational History

Little historical documentation has been located for the first two seasons of Amerika's operation, other than the ship was periodically chartered for special cruises and to augment the vessels of other lines. One of the early charters was to the International Navigation Co. of New York for two runs between Buffalo and Niagara Falls (Pittsburgh Daily Call, May 11, 1901; Holland City News March 15, 1901).

Amerika's involvement with Isle Royale began in March 1902 when the North Starship Line purchased the new ship. Booth put Amerika on the Duluth Port Arthur-Lake Royale route (Canadian Railway and Marine World March 1902: 109). Before heading up the Lakes, the ship was at anchor at Grand Haven where the cabin capacity was "considerably increased" (Duluth News-Tribune March 18, 1902). The new Booth Line steamer, due to arrive in Duluth April 15, was rated "one of the finest and fastest: freight and passenger boats available" (ibid, April 5, 1902).

Amerika was not in service long before being seriously damaged in a collision with the south end of the Duluth Ship Canal. Her bow is bent double and stove in from about 3 feet below the water line to the main deck" and the pilothouse was torn allowing the forward compartment to flood. The accident was attributed to a "great rate of speed" and a crew unaccustomed with the current in the canal. The ship was delayed for repairs (Duluth News-Tribune May 6, 1902).

The excursion trade between Duluth and Two Harbors was in full swing. Excursions were heavily advertised and races between competing vessels were not unusual. The Canadian steamer BURTONIC lost a race down the shore with Amerika (Duluth Evening Herald May 29, 1903; June 20, 1903).

At the end of the 1903 season, the Isle Royale lightkeepers were returned to their posts aboard Amerika, as they frequently were in the years that followed (ibid, Nov. 26, 1903). Amerika often had the distinction of being the first passenger boat and the last to end the navigation season (e.g. Duluth Evening Herald April 20, 1914; Duluth News-Tribune April 24, 1918).

In July 1904, the steamer HOLMES' anchor destroyed 5 state rooms along the bow deck of Amerika (Duluth News-Tribune July 19, 1904). HOLMES was not equipped with anchor sockets. The cabin repair was done by carpenters who worked while Amerika proceeded on its regular trips (ibid, July 27, 1904).

In November 1905 Amerika was bound from Two Harbors to Duluth during one of the most severe storms ever to hit Lake Superior. The devastating storm of November 27-28, which became known as the "Matana Storm," was responsible for 30 casualties on the Lake, the largest in a single storm in Lake Superior history. Casualties from this one storm accounts for 1 percent of all recorded casualties on Lake Superior (E.J. Holden collection, Lake Superior shipwreck notes). The crew of Amerika saw Matana, the shipwreck for which the storm was named, during the storm (Duluth News-Tribune July 23, 1944).

For most of Amerika's career it served as a prime communication and transportation link between the Lake Superior north shore settlements and between the mainland and Isle Royale. Passengers and freight were connected to the main economic outlet of the port of Duluth, and this role was the commercial mainstay of Amerika's operation. In the early period of Amerika's operation the north shore
roads were poor (e.g. Duluth Evening Herald April 22, 1907). AMLHICA was also a principal summer mail carrier alternating with a stage line that carried during the winter (Duluth Evening Herald April 30, 1913). Over the course of the last two decades of AMERICA's operation, and transportation along the north shore improved markedly, cutting sharply into the steamer's prime role in communications and transportation. A road was completed around Lake Superior in 1921 (Duluth News Tribune May 1, 1921). During the later years AMERICA expanded operations in the excursion trade, although it never left the north shore; Isle Royale run.

In the 1903 season AMERICA served as much more than a communication and transportation link for the smaller ports. Early in September forest fires threatened many areas, "Grand Marais is in great danger of being burned and no avenue of escape -- forest fires raging within a mile of town and fate of the place is in doubt" (Duluth Evening Herald Sept. 8, 1908). It was not only Grand Marais, but a large portion of the north shore with fires at Knife River and at Split Rock, at Chicago Bay (Hoveland) and Grand Portage just east of the Susie Islands. "Everywhere on the north shore the flames are slowly crawling through the forests, eating up miles of timber lands and making life a terror for the scattered settlers" (Ibid. September 10, 1908). Fires were also seen on Isle Royale (Port Arthur Daily News Sept. 12, 1908).

The threatened settlers who had escaped the fires congregated on the shore line. Household goods and belongings were piled on the docks. There was little hope of escape except by water. AMERICA picked up many of these escaping the flames. The governor of Minnesota sent AMERICA to Beaver Bay to rescue 500 villagers threatened with destruction by the flames (Duluth News Tribune Sept 19, 1908). The steamer was the only source of news of the fate of the shore towns (Duluth Evening Herald Sept. 12, 1908). The forest fires were not extinguished until September 28 (Ibid. Sept. 29, 1908).

While AMERICA was rescuing villagers from the forest fires, its owner A. Booth and Co. failed and was placed in receivership (New York Times Sept. 11, 1908). The fishermen who depended on the company and their vessels for their livelihood were alarmed (Duluth Evening Herald Sept. 12, 1908), but the company managed to keep its vessels operating (Ibid. Sept. 21, 1908).

In 1909 the old company was dissolved and a new enterprise named Booth Fisheries Company of Delaware was formed, that took over the operations (Duluth Evening Herald June 3, 1909). AMERICA had not been affected and was continuing on schedule. A month later Fourth of July celebrations were celebrated at Isle Royale (Ibid. July 10, 1908). The managing agent of AMERICA was changed in 1914 to the United States & Dominion Transportation Co., a company formed by the Booth Fisheries Co. (Duluth Evening Herald April 22, 1914). Ownership of the vessel was unchanged.

"The steamer AMERICA ran aground at Burlington Point on the north shore about 6 o'clock this morning. She released herself after about an hour, arriving in port about 11 o'clock. Her forecast was slightly damaged" (Duluth Evening Herald July 9, 1909). "... her bow and several plates are badly broken and twisted. She will be in dry dock several days" (Duluth News Tribune July 19, 1909). "It was found necessary to put in a new stem and replace about 40 feet of her keel. Twelve new plates are being put in which were bent or broken in the accident and seven frames (Ibid. July 14, 1909).

AMERICA had wireless installed (Duluth Evening Herald August 1, 1910).
The start of AMERICA's 1911 season was delayed while the hull lengthening was completed (Duluth News Tribune May 9, 1911). Eighteen feet of length and 12 cabins had been added. The steamer could carry 100 tons more freight as a result of the new alterations. It was announced that the steamer would make three trips a week between Duluth and Port Arthur, and Isle Royale.

One of the popular Isle Royale resorts that AMERICA frequented was Schniefel's Lodge on Huckle Isle. It was a popular excursion, and the resort catered to vacation crowds (Duluth Evening Herald June 17, 1912).

The sinking of TITANIC, the largest vessel afloat, in the Atlantic in April led to the documentation of AMERICA's passenger, crew and lifesaving capacities that might not have otherwise been recorded. TITANIC, with over 2,000 passengers aboard, carried only lifeboat capacity for 1,108, and as a consequence an estimated 1,500 people lost their lives. The disaster prompted newspaper investigation into Great Lakes practice, of which AMERICA was used as an example.

"Passenger boats on the Great Lakes do not proceed to carry boats and rafts to accommodate all the passengers on board in case of an accident," said a maritime man this morning. After the investigation was put on as the result of the TITANIC disaster, they will probably be forced to either cut down the number of passengers or increase the number of boats and rafts.

But few passenger boats are inspected at the port of Duluth. Only the boats of the Booth line, excursion steamers, and ferry boats are inspected at this end of the lakes.

The steamer AMERICA, for instance, is allowed to carry 450 passengers, but has room for but 108 people in the life boats and on the rafts. She complies with the law in every respect.

The law states that she be required to have 1,080 sq. feet of carry capacity. This she is doing, but this gives room to but about 108 people.

The AMERICA carries a crew of 25. She is allowed 450 passengers. There are life preservers to the number of 478 on the boat, one for each crew member and three for each life boat and two rafts, making up the amount of cubic carrying space required by law.

The law regarding the carrying of life boats and rafts, is blamed to boat law. All the boats live up to the law, but the law is not stringent enough in insisting that sufficient boats and rafts be carried (Duluth Evening Herald April 20, 1912).

AMERICA was severely damaged when it ran aground a mile northeast of Two Harbors, Minnesota in early May 1914. It was positioned about 100 feet from GENERAL O.M. POE. Five years earlier the two ships had been aground together in virtually the same spot (Duluth News Tribune May 5, 1914). AMERICA was positioned broadside to the waves and was punctured below the boilers (ibid. May 7, 1914). The stranded vessel was lighterened and freed on the night of May 7. Necessary repairs were described as "nine plates will be removed and straightened ... and about five feet of her keel will be relaid. The hull was quite badly damaged beneath her engines" (ibid. May 17, 1914).

The reinspection of AMERICA in 1914 by the Steamboat Inspection Service resulted in the issuance of a "Certificate Amending Certificate of Inspection By Changing
Character of Vessel, Route, Equipment, Etc.: The vessel would now operate under Class B rules that limited it to navigation of not more than 3 miles off shore. It was allowed to carry 146 passengers or a total of 176 including crew (Certificate dated September 19, 1921 issued at Duluth, copy in Canal Park Marine Museum Collection)

In 1925, the steamer BRUCI took over AMERICA's operation on the south shore. AMERICA would make three trips weekly to Isle Royale and Port Arthur (Duluth News Tribune April 25, 1925). Later that year, AMERICA ran aground at Scott's Point, near Grand Marais and damaged the rudder stock and stern bearing (Duluth News Tribune May 30, 31, 1925).

A collision between AMERICA and HURONIC occurred in 1926. The vessels were maneuvering in dense fog near the entrance to the Kaministiquia River. Captain Smith was at the wheel of AMERICA when he saw HURONIC coming up out of the fog. He quickly turned the wheel and his ship received a glancing blow and slight damage rather than the full brunt of the impact of the other larger steamer (Port Arthur News Chronicle Sept. 13, 1926; Duluth News Tribune Sept. 14, 1926).

In mid-summer of 1927 AMERICA was involved in a bizarre series of events at Thunder Bay Harbor. On Thursday, July 21, 1927, AMERICA was headed toward the Booth dock in Port Arthur when a mix-up in the engine room caused it to ram the tug VIOLET G berthed at the Booth dock, shearing off 15 feet of the tug's stern and tearing away some 20 feet of the dock. There were three fishermen aboard the VIOLET G at the time; they escaped uninjured. Moments later, AMERICA was aground at the head of the dock, requiring assistance to be released. Then it collided with, and nearly capsized, the tug COR LYNCH that had just freed it. During all this, a lighthouse keeper's gas launch was also slightly damaged. AMERICA was reported to be carrying "passengers and a cargo of fruit and package freight" at the time (Detroit Free Press July 23, 1927).

During the last winter of its operation, AMERICA steamed to Port Arthur during a severe December storm:

the steamer AMERICA arrived in port this afternoon from Duluth. She was completely ice-coated. Aboard were a cargo of salt for the Booth Fisheries Canadian company. The vessel is taking back salted herring" (Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec. 9, 1927).

This would be AMERICA's return voyage to Duluth in the same storm that halted KAMIKOOPS, QUEDOC, WINNIPEG, and other vessels on their upbound journeys from the Sault toward the Canadian Lakehead.

Wreck Event

AMERICA's 1928 season began as many before it. There were no signs at all that this would be AMERICA's final season. AMERICA last steamed out of the Duluth Ship Canal on Wednesday, June 6, 1928, headed up the north shore and expected to touch at all the usual ports of call. From Grand Marais it headed toward Isle Royale to drop off a number of passengers in the darkness of early morning so they would not have to wait out the trip to Port Arthur and around the northeast tip of the island, before landing at their Washington Harbor destinations the following day (Duluth News Tribune June 7, 1928; Superior Evening Telegram June 7, 1928; Halien interview with Capt. Stanley Sivertson, Duluth, Minn. in 1973 and with James R. Marshalt, Pike Lake, Minn. in Oct. 1974. 1986).
The Great Lakes Hotel Book for 1973 listed AMERICA’s owners as Capt. Edward C. Smith and Chief Engineer Frank McMullan. Edward C. Smith is also listed as master of AMERICA in a special certificate related to AMERICA’s carrying of petroleum (Steamboat Inspection Service, Dept. of Commerce, "Certificate Relative to Carrying Refined Petroleum On Routes Where There Is No Other Practicable Mode Of Transporting It, Issued on April 21, 1928 at Duluth, Minn.)

Soon after clearing the dock in Washington Harbor, Capt. Smith teamed command of AMERICA over to First Mate John Wick, with Fred Nelson at the wheel, and retired to his cabin behind the bridge. Five minutes later AMERICA thundered over a reef, bumping four times and tearing a small hole through its single bottom below the engine room on the starboard side. John Wick was a new man on AMERICA, having served previously as mate under Capt. Gus Ege on JASIE of the Minnesota Atlantic Transit Co., popularly known as the "Poker Fleet." Wick quit MATCo because Capt. Ege would not recomend him for his own ship in the fleet (Ken Hansen interview with Capt. Dennis Schueler at Saint San Marie, Mich., ca 1977, copy in Helden Collection).

At first it seemed as though AMERICA’s pumps could handle the incoming water, but Chief Engineer McMullan quickly reassessed the situation. AMERICA was going to sink. Meanwhile Capt. Smith returned to the bridge where he found Mate Wick ringing the ship’s bell to alert all aboard of the disaster. Moments later Capt. Smith yelled, "Beach her! Beach her!" (Helden interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986).

Capt. Smith remembered a small gravel beach nearby in the North Gap of Washington Harbor. It would be a good place to try to run AMERICA ashore before she foundered in deep water. He ordered Fred Nelson to swing the wheel to point AMERICA directly toward the beach. Then another vessel and AMERICA grounded to a halt about 30 yards short of the beach that probably would have assumed its imminent salvage, subsequent repair, and return to service.

Below deck in the engine room, Engineer McMullan ordered his crew to relieve boiler pressure and grease down everything in sight so AMERICA’s power plant could be made ready functional when salvage work was completed. Water already had sufficed from Hans Fjorne's boiler fire. (Helden interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986)

The loss of the steamer AMERICA was covered in newspapers and journals ranging from the American and Canadian Lakeside port cities to Chicago and New York (Lake Carriers’ Association, 1928 Annual Report: 61-69; Canadian Railway and Marine World, ca. July 1928). First news of the wreck was carried over the wireless station affiliated with Singer’s resort on Washington Island and sent to Duluth (Pittsburgh News Chronicle, June 7, 1928).

In an "out" for the Galumpit News of Calumet, Michigan was an Associated Press wire story headlined “Steamer Sinks Near Isle Royale, All Hands Are Safe,” the same story carried by the New York Times (Galumpit News, June 7, 1928). The same wire service article also appeared in the Superior Evening Telegram (June 7, 1928).

AMERICA was carrying 11 crew and 16 passengers at the time of the accident (Duluth News Tribune, June 9, 1928).

In all 10 passengers and at least 30 officers and crewmen were aboard when AMERICA slipped away from the Singer Hotel dock at
Washington Island. Captain Smith officially reported 31 crewmen aboard at the time of the accident. It is possible Louis P. Hogstad, manager of United States & Dominion Transportation Company, was aboard at the time of the accident and considered by Capt. Smith as a member of the crew (Record of Casualties to Vessels, U.S. Treasury Department, p. 17, bound journal, copy in Canal Park Marine Museum collection).

First reports at the Canadian lakehead said AMERICA sank at 4:30 a.m., local time, on June 7th after striking a "reef that split the hull." Word was first received in Fort Arthur from Booth Fisheries by S. H. Knaggs of the Fitzsimmons Fruit Co. that had a consignment of fruit was lost in the wreck. In describing the vessel's normal occupation the newspaper stated that AMERICA engaged in:

... carrying fresh fruit and vegetables from produce houses in Duluth to the Head of the Lakes, and on the last-bound trips called at various fishing stations around Isle Royale. A large number of wealthy Americans, with summer homes at Isle Royale, used the steamer at week ends (Fort Arthur News Chronicle June 7, 1923).

A Chicago newspaper reported

Duluth, Minn., June 7 -- An old well-known passenger steamer, the AMERICA, was lying on the bottom of Lake Superior tonight under seventeen fathoms of water ... Reports of the sinking and rescue were still vague late early this evening. The only report so far came from the ship's purser, who said that the vessel struck a reef near Washington Harbor on Isle Royale at 3 a.m. and that the ship sank an hour and a half later.

The steamer WNYAH was sent to take the rescued persons off the island. When the AMERICA left here yesterday morning she carried twenty passengers in addition to her crew of thirty (Chicago Herald and Examiner June 8, 1923).

WNYAH was enroute from Duluth up the north shore and off Schroeder when its crew was notified to proceed to Washington Island to pick up AMERICA's survivors (Duluth News Tribune June 8, 1923). WNYAH was in the fish and freight trade on the north shore and owned by H. Christiansen and Sons of Duluth (Superior Evening Telegram June 8, 1923).

An amusing note pertaining to the importance of a fresh strawberry, at least as viewed by the editors of the Fort William newspaper, was headlined, "Fruit Supply For Lakehead Lost in Wreck:

Sinking of the steamer AMERICA off Isle Royale created a shortage of strawberries and fresh vegetables in Fort William and Port Arthur today. The Fitzsimmons Fruit company had ten tons of vegetables and fresh fruit on the boat.

These products would have been here for distribution today had the boat not gone down. However, it is reported that two trucks left Duluth at 5 o'clock this morning with a fresh supply. (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 8, 1923).

More details of the wreck emerged in the press the day after the event:

In the most orderly manner, without any confusion whatsoever, 15 passengers and 30 members of the crew of the steamer AMERICA ... launched five boats and made for shore early Thursday morning ...
According to the account of a member of the crew, Fred Nelson, wheelsman, who arrived here last night (Duluth News Tribune June 8, 1928).

Wheelsman Fred Nelson gave a detailed report of the events:

We were out in Washington Harbor about a half mile from the dock when the ship struck the reef. This caused a loud noise which awakened most of the crew and passengers. Those who were not up when the crash occurred came on deck when the ship began to ringing. Members of the crew went to cabin doors telling passengers and crew of the danger. The boat started sinking slowly. All five of the ship's life boats were launched. Members of the crew were assigned to take charge of these boats and everyone was taken off.

Captain Edward C. Smith left on the last boat just before the boat ship was practically under water. There was no confusion while the life boats were being lowered. Everyone behaved wonderfully and the six women aboard, mostly members of the crew, were not a bit excited over the crash as all saw there was no danger. All of the five life boats reached Washington Harbor, a half mile from where the AMERICA hit the reef, without any trouble (Duluth News Tribune June 8, 1928).

Both officials reported that John Wink, the first mate, was in charge of AMERICA at the time of the disaster, having relieved Capt. Smith just five minutes before the smash. These same officials were cautious about providing other particulars of the incident, pending their discussion with Capt. Smith at Grand Marais the night of June 8th (Duluth News Tribune June 8, 1928).

On the same day the Fort William press proclaimed the shortage of fuel in their city, it also carried the following based upon a passenger's recollection of the event:

Here is the story of Capt. Edward C. Smith and the manner in which the crew and passengers stood out sharply in the accounts given of the sinking of the steamer AMERICA...

The veteran captain, with all the love and care he feels for his craft, stayed with the boat until she was ready to sink to the masts of the Lake (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 8, 1928).

Passenger H. S. Colter said after arriving in Port Arthur:

there is nothing to see of the old AMERICA now except the top of the mainmast and part of the pilothouse sticking up out of the water...

I left Duluth along with fourteen or fifteen other passengers for Port Arthur on Wednesday night. We had an eventful trip, and put in to Washington Harbor to let off two passengers for Lake Royale.

I understand that Capt. Smith does not care to put in to Washington Harbor on the trip out of Duluth, but prefers to do so on the return trip from Port Arthur. However, this time, in the middle of the night, he put in to Washington Harbor and let the passengers off all right, then we started out for open water again. It had not yet broken day, and we struck a reef just outside the harbor.

I was in bed and we got a fearful jar, and it woke me and everybody else up. I don't think anyone was hurt. We all dressed, and there were lots of women to take us ashore. The ship began to settle and all we had to do was to get into the boats... there was
no panic whatever, and it was not until an hour later, when it was just breaking day, that the good ship sank almost out of sight in the waters of Lake Superior. It must have been shortly before four o'clock this morning, I should judge...

Captain Smith stayed on his ship until to do so any longer was at the risk of his life. He saw everybody else ashore, sent all his crew away, and stayed on board himself, and alone until the ship was ready to sink. Then he, too, with evident reluctance, for he loved his ship, was put ashore himself.

Captain Smith sent the purser ashore with the first news of the disaster, and through the private telephone wire he got the news into Duluth. The purser was taken to the mainland, and proceeded back to Duluth as did the captain later...

We are all thankful ... to be alive and well today. I have lost some clothes and a few personal belongings. There were two men aboard who were going to Nipigon to fish the Nipigon river. They were on their way up from Detroit and they had a truck in the hold of the boat in which were their fishing tackle, rods, lines, and flies, and $500 in cash. They lost it all and did not continue on, but have returned to Duluth, and are now on their way to Detroit.

... The discipline was perfect ... there was complete order; there was no need for the cry “women and children first” because we had plenty of time. There was no real danger, and the passengers were given the first and every possible consideration” (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 8, 1928).

Identity of the two men from Detroit who had the truck with their fishing gear has never been clarified because no one among the passengers listed was identified as having come from Detroit. (Duluth News Tribune June 9, 1928). An account years later reported the truck was simply being shipped to the Canadian lakehead for some plasterers. (Duluth News Tribune Oct. 17, 1967).

In a second account by Mr. Gotten, he said:

“The first we realized that there was anything amiss was when the AMERICA struck and was shaken from stern to stern. Hurried examinations were made by Mate Wick, and just a minute or so later we were aroused and told to make ready to get into life-boats. We were told the boat was sinking. The boats were lowered and, without confusion, we got into them. We were taken to Washington Harbor, where Mr. Singer, proprietor of the resort there, made us comfortable. Captain Smith sent one of the crew to the wireless station and a message was sent to Duluth” (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 8, 1928).

Passengers expressed satisfaction with the way officers of AMERICA dealt with the disaster, as the following indicates:

“I can tell you very little more than what has already appeared in the press ... it was a most unusual experience, I can tell you that and there was no loss of life. I was particularly struck with the conduct of Captain E. C. Smith, and the crew, and with the dispatch at which they went about the task of getting all people safely away from the sinking vessel” (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 9, 1928).
Capt. D. J. Sullivan of the Steamboat Inspection Service announced in Duluth that an investigation into America's sinking would be conducted by his office. (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette June 6, 1928) Curiously, the Houghton newspaper failed to carry any further news on America sinking through the end of June.

Capt Edward C. Smith filed an official "Record of Casualties in Vessels" report on June 12, 1928 after returning to Duluth (Record of Casualties to Vessels, U.S. Treasury Department, 17 bound journal copy in Horden Collection). It appears that this volume is what would be termed "a bitty book", that is, a handwritten facsimile of the original, single-page report which was forwarded to higher authorities by the receiving officer. This copy was kept in the receiving office. A synopsis of Capt. Smith's answers is given. The wreck occurred on June 7, 1928 at 2:47 am. The ship had sailed from Duluth June 6 and was bound for Port Arthur with 10 passengers and 31 crew. The estimated value of the vessel was $100,000; the boron cargo of miscellaneous merchandise was valued at $10,000. The amount of insurance on the hull was $60,000; disbursements were $40,000. The cargo was uninsured. The cause of the wreck was "hit rock" and the vessel was stranded and beached about 400 feet from where it hit.

The official investigative hearing held by Capt. Sullivan opened in Duluth on June 11 and concluded on June 12, 1928. Nine members of America's crew, including the captain and chief engineer testified at the hearing, which was closed to the public. Records of testimony were forwarded to the Marquette office of the Steamboat Inspection Service where a determination of negligence or intention to do duty was to be made. (Duluth News Tribune June 12, 1928; Port William Daily Times Journal June 13, 1928; Port Arthur News Chronicle June 14, 1928).

While it has been believed that Max Wick was censured for carelessness in navigation (Pomeroy, Dick, "Shallow, Cold, Water! Grave of Steel! Steamer AMERICA", Superior Evening Telegram Oct. 21, 1933; Halden "Accident at Duluth, Steamer AMERICA", THE NORTHSTAR, Vol. 3, No. 4, July-August 1978, 2), records in the National Archives are to the contrary, apparently exonerating all parties.

Summary records show that the hearing on the America's sinking on June 7, 1928 was held in Marquette, Michigan, with the case being dismissed. The actual transcript of the hearing is not available. Correspondence, Bruce C. Harding, Chief, Archives Branch, Federal Archives and Records Center, Chicago, Ill. (held by the Howard Dec. 2, 1972).

The Port William Daily Times Journal carried the most fitting epitaph for the AMERICA to appear in any of the Lake Superior port city newspapers:

Unfortunately the steamer AMERICA had, for a time at least, removed from the run between Port William and Duluth, a boat that has served the public at the head of the lakes in good standing for over a quarter of a century.

While connection with Duluth has been maintained by the passenger boats of the Canada Steamship Line, originally the Northern Navigation Company, it was the AMERICA which did the local route work along the north shore, making her home into every little harbor on the coast line and keeping communication between the mainland and the islands uninterrupted. While the HAMBURG was sailing majestically from point to point, the AMERICA was serving all the lesser routes. She was like the local train which unloads its
freight a; every unimportant siding, past which the stately express train glides as if it never existed ....

So accustomed had she become to the run that it seems almost strange that she could not find her way alone through any passage along the north shore of Isle Royale .... The work done by the AMERICA will have to be continued by some other boat, but it will be hoped by all who have made use of the AMERICA and enjoyed her picturesque trips, that she will be raised and sail the same route again (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 9, 1928)

Salvage

Following the accident, there was an almost immediate expression of hope for salvaging AMERICA. In Port Arthur it was reported .... The owners of the AMERICA are preparing to send out a wrecking outfit from Duluth. If possible the vessel will be raised and taken to the Superior shipyard for repairs and reconditioning. In the meantime efforts are being made to get another steamer as in addition to the freight the company handles between these two ports, a large number of fishermen were accustomed to send in their catches to the Duluth market by the AMERICA twice a week (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 11, 1928).

In a brief editorial in the Fort William Daily Times Journal it was noted that if the spats and pilothouse were still visible, it should be possible to salvage AMERICA (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 9, 1928).

Other press reports indicated little optimism concerning salvage as being expressed by Booth Fisherson and the United States & Dominion Transportation Co. The hopes of salvaging the vessel have been practically abandoned by the United States & Dominion Transportation Company .... The ship is to be replaced by a new vessel (Detroit Free Press June 10, 1928).

As the official investigation concluded, it was announced that bids were being sought by AMERICA's underwriters for salvage of the vessel (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 13, 1928), but aspirations for complete salvage were mixed: The underwriters interested in the loss of the steamer AMERICA of the Booth Line have been seeking bids for the boat just as she lies, on the rocks at Isle Royale. It is said that she probably is damaged beyond chance of profit by releasing her and causing her to be repaired. So, in any event, the boat may not bring more than somebody can see profit in recovering the machinery and construction of the steel plates, etc., blankets, pillows, and other articles that have floated out of the stranded boat (Skiltings' Mining Review July 14, 1928).

Four parties were requested to submit salvage bids: Barnett and Record of Duluth with a bid of $35,000; Reid Towing & Salvage Company of Sarnia and Port Huron bidding $65,000; Merritt Chapman & Scott bidding $30,000 to $40,000; and Capt. Cornelius O. Flynn whose bid was about $30,000, but definitely less than Merritt Chapman & Scott. Reid Towing's bid was excessive because he did not have his salvage floating plant on Lake Superior at the time. In fact his bid was not even received until October 1928, affecting low bidder Flynn's ability to begin salvage that year. Consequently, when Flynn did acquire salvage rights from the court in 1929,
he had not only a salvage job on the vessel, but also an extensive refitting job due to ice and weather damage, as well as vandalism before AMERIKA could see service again. The onset of the Great Depression also adversely affected Flynn's salvage plans [Shipley's Mining Review July 14, 1928; Holden interview with Marshall 1986].

Capt. Coleman O. Flynn of Duluth is believed to have been the first diver on the wreck of AMERIKA, apparently as owner's representative. He determined there was a single hole in AMERIKA's hull on the starboard side. Capt. Flynn hoped he could raise AMERIKA and place it back in service along the south shore, running between Haughton Island and Isle Royale, perhaps across to Port Arthur and Fort William (ibid).

Unauthorized salvage work on AMERIKA began almost before its boilers cooled as area fishermen found the vessel a new source of prosperity. It is said that some of the fishermen's boys around the western end of Isle Royale have displayed unbelievable skill at locating and floating parts of candy and crates of fruit, using an iron hook on a long pole, and operating from a small boat. There was $4,000 worth of candy and fruit on the AMERIKA when she went down (Shipley's Mining Review July 14, 1928).

Isle Royale's resort operators could no longer be without passenger service and survived financially. Arrangements for alternative service to the island were announced by Booth representative Hagstad on June 29, 1928:

"Passenger service between Duluth and Isle Royale ... will be resumed today by an arrangement with the Northern Navigation Company ... to operate a passenger steamer from Duluth to Port Arthur and Fort William. From Port Arthur and Fort William a smaller steamer will be used for transporting the passengers to Isle Royale (Duluth News Tribune June 29, 1928)."

AMERIKA's document of enrollment issued in March 1927 was surrendered at Duluth on September 6, 1928 carrying the notation that it had last been renewed on March 27, 1928 and that the reason for surrender was "Vessel struck ice and sank in Lake Superior at North Gap, Isle Royale, Michigan on June 7, 1928. 48 persons on board. No lives lost." (reverse of Permanent Certificate of Enrollment, No. 90, Port of Duluth, issued March 27, 1927). This document showed no indication of any preferred mortgage on AMERIKA, that is, it was apparently owned outright by Booth Fisheries Company of Delaware.

Booth's own aspirations for salvaging AMERIKA seemed to have been rejected outright by August 21, 1928 (Duluth News Tribune Aug. 23, 1928).

Undoubtedly, settled with Booth Fisheries for AMERIKA's hull, but apparently not for the cargo or the belongings of passengers and passengers. Confusion and hard feelings reared all around since Booth Fisheries had been paid for their loss, but those of the passengers and crew who lost personal property and those to whom cargo had been consigned were not subsequently paid by Booth interests (Holden interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986).

Some felt, and still feel, AMERIKA was scuttled for the insurance since the north shore highway had cut drastically into Booth's passenger and freight business.
AMERICA's loss effectively put an end to Booth's Duluth operations although they apparently ran the HOLLIS M. possibly in 1928, but at least part of 1929 and perhaps longer (Holden interviews with Sivertsen 1973 and Marsh 1974, 1986).

The settlement dispute found its way into court. Captain Flynn went to court as well to propose a settlement that would satisfy all parties. He proposed to purchase AMERICA and its salvage rights from the court by paying a nominal court fee and settling any outstanding claims against Booth or the vessel. Ultimately, Flynn was successful in his bid. It was announced on September 12, 1929, more than a year after the wreck that Capt. Flynn had obtained ownership of AMERICA (Canadian Railway and Marine World Oct. 1929:365; Duluth News Tribune Sept. 12, 1929). Marshall reports the actual date of transfer of ownership as July 29, 1929 (Holden interview with Marshall 1986).

When sunk, AMERICA was still protruding above the water, technically a stranding rather than a grounding, since the wheelhouse and forward deck were left above the surface. Ice damaged this portion over the winter of 1928-29, shearing off those cabins. The following winter, 1929-30, AMERICA was further ice damaged, but more importantly, was buoyed up sufficiently by the ice to be released from the rock pinnacle atop which she rested. By spring of 1930, AMERICA had slipped totally beneath the surface to 85 feet at the stern and 4 feet at the bow while listing over on the port side.

Capt. Flynn visited the wreck a couple of times in the next few years and devised ways of raising AMERICA, but was never able to secure the necessary capital for the venture as the Great Depression descended on the Twin Ports and the nation. Flynn and/or his son Paul visited the wreck in 1931, 1932, 1933, and 1936 (Holden interview with Marshall 1986).

Capt. Flynn never did get the chance to make a real attempt to raise AMERICA. He died in 1936 at the age of 61 having served the Port of Duluth for more than half a century. In that time he had been master of the LILA G. STONE, James J. Hill's yacht WACOUTA, Thomas F. Cole's yacht ELVINA, and R. G. STEWART among others. He had also worked various salvage jobs including that on the NOQUF BAY in the Apostle Islands (Duluth News Tribune April 3, 1936; Duluth Evening Herald April 3, 1936; Mansfield 1999:2:483-84).

Capt. Flynn's plan for raising AMERICA did not die with him. His son, Paul J. Flynn, also a hardhat salvage diver, purchased salvage rights to AMERICA from his father before he died. Paul Flynn purchased the salvage rights with his business partner, Alexander J. McDonnell. These two men also visited AMERICA several times. But they too were unable to fund a real salvage attempt through their inability to raise the necessary capital and interference from World War II. Still, Flynn and McDonnell held documents showing their claim to the AMERICA's salvage rights from 1935 until 1966 (Holden interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986).

In June 1943 what is believed to be one of the earliest (there were no anniversary columns on the loss in the Duluth Evening Herald or Duluth News Tribune on June 6, 1929 or 1939) in a long list of articles recounting AMERICA's loss was published in a Duluth newspaper under the title "SS AMERICA Ends 16th Year at Bottom of Lake Superior." While the article recounted the event briefly, it added an aspect of the wreck brought on by the advent of World War II and attempted to bring the history of salvage efforts up to date.
During the last 15 years, there has been no effort to raise her [AMERICA], although when she first went down there were reports this would be done. The hull has entirely disappeared, the cabin the last to drop from view.

Not long ago the War Production Board compiled a list of ships resting in Lake Superior which might be salvaged for the scrap iron and cargoes they contain. [America was listed for salvage.]

Interest in the salvage of AMERICA lay dormant through World War II and into the 1950s, although the ship was not forgotten. Transient case of Cormeau and Gagnon's military aquatling in 1943 into a post-war recreational boat brought AMERICA back into the press; the wreck was being visited by sport divers in the summer of 1956:

Duluth's intrepid skin divers, aptly named the Frigid Frogs, next week end will take to the depths of Isle Royale to look over the sunken passenger steamer AMERICA ... They won't have much trouble finding the AMERICA. Any Isle Royale fisherman can point out the reef where she rapped out her bottom. On a calm day, one can see the bow a few feet below the surface and it's a spooky sight, too. If it's salvage they're after, the Frogs won't find much of that either. A couple of generations of fishermen, without today's complicated skin diving equipment, have seen to that. (Herbert J. Coleman, "Frigid Frogs to Tour Shipwreck Near Isle Royale", Duluth News Tribune July 8, 1956).

A 24-year-old hardhat salvage diver, Jack Coghlan of Port Arthur, visited AMERICA in 1957, calling the dive his "most fascinating experience." Coghlan reported entering the vessel through the "dining compartment" as he described the experience to a Duluth reporter:

"It's sort of eerie," he said last week. "You can see the dishes on the sideboards, and the tables are piled high on one end of the room." He then swam down a flight of stairs through a hallway and looked into a passenger's compartment. Still obscured his vision, since he was working with an underwater light.

More rewarding was his entry into the purser's office, which he accomplished by breaking in the door. Rummaging in an old desk, he found a mass of paper, thought he was wealthy, and found that the "bonnies" were old snapshots.

Oddly enough, the pictures were legible and Coghlan has had them copied by a photographer. They included a number of scenes of what appears to be the Chicago waterfront.

Coghlan said the ship's hull is riddled with debris which has torn or fallen loose. Still in the hold is an ancient Model T Ford which he said seems in good condition. Coghlan took the car's horn as a souvenir.

Another souvenir was a bottle of meat sauce he found in the dining room. He said it was "sort of ripe" (Herbert J. Coleman, Duluth News Tribune April 25, 1957).

Coghlan and the Frigid Frogs early descents on AMERICA renewed talk of possible salvage of AMERICA, although it would be four more years before that interest was hee..
Serious talk about raising AMERICA did not come until 1961 when James R. (Jim) Marshall, Pike Lake, Minnesota, took an interest based largely upon reports of the condition of AMERICA from various divers. Including members of the Frigo Frogs. He personally did not dive on the wreck until September 1965. Marshall relented the interest that had been brewing for three decades. In the next four years the S.S. AMERICA Salvage Company, Inc., was formed by Marshall and a Duluth attorney, Patrick D. O’Brien. Salvage rights were purchased from Paul J. Flynn. The firm acquired the cabin cruiser SKIPPER SAM and modified it for salvage and logistics work. A salvage plan was worked out and permission to salvage was secured from the National Park Service. A cadre of local divers was assembled to assist in the project. Many of the divers were in the Canadian Air Force but stationed at Duluth and had been trained in diving by Marshall through his recreational outfitting business. (Holman interview with Marshall 1986; Special Use Permit 5-65, Isle Royale National Park, issued to Marshall, Chippewa Outfitters, Duluth, Minnesota, for the period of Sept. 21, 1965 to Dec. 1, 1965, to conduct salvage operations on S.S. AMERICA, in Windigo Ranger Station files; Duluth News Tribune Sept. 24, 1965).

Appended to the Special Use Permit issued for salvage work on AMERICA were notes indicating that Isle Royale National Park officials had contacted both the Coast Guard and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Duluth regarding the vessel. The Coast Guard commented that they had no jurisdiction as long as the wreck and salvage work were properly marked to comply with current rules of the road. The Corps of Engineers said they had no interest in the operation. Neither agency had comment regarding requiring a performance bond for the salvage work (Special Use Permit, 6-65, Ibid).

The salvage corporation’s primary interest was to raise AMERICA and return it to the Duluth waterfront where it could be restored over a five year period, and thus transformed into a tourist attraction of historic interest, as well as a unique dining or hostel facility. This is an idea which has now come into vogue on the Great Lakes. Marshall said in 1965 of his thoughts about salvaging AMERICA in 1961: “Talk was about as far as it went [in 1961]... until early this year [1965] when it became apparent that raising the steamer and returning her to Duluth would bring recognition to the city and provide an attraction that people throughout the nation would enjoy visiting” (Duluth News Tribune Sept. 16, 1965).

A Houghton Daily Mining Gazette columnist agreed that AMERICA would be a good tourist attraction saying: “It is likely that the AMERICA revived might become an important tourist curiosity in the Zenith City (Duluth) region. Duluth has no such other ventures and the reclaiming from Davey Jones Locker the remains of the CITY OF HANCOCK type ship might not be a bad idea” (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette Sept. 25, 1965).

However, clarification of the National Park Service’s position on ownership of the wrecks and its role in preservation and conservation of shipwrecks located within its jurisdictional boundaries, was ultimately the most tangible and lasting result of the salvage attempt, outside of the physical damage done to the wreck itself.

A salvage method was proposed. The plan was worked out by “salvage master” Chuck McCleman. The method consisted of first sealing up the steamer’s major openings. About 80 such openings were identified in preliminary examination of the
vessel, including 5 cargo holds, smokestack opening, a stairway, the turbinewheel in the galley, the galley chute, three coal bunkers, and the skylight above the engine room as well as 10 other "minor" openings such as portholes, plus the original hole in the hull. It's plan was reviewed and found sound by Marine Iron & Shipbuilding Co. of Duluth and individuals from Hagem-Nelson Shipyard in Superior (Duluth News Tribune Sept. 15, 1965; Holden interview with Marshall 1966).

When preliminary work was done, the salvagers would be able to proceed in raising the vessel by removing an estimated 180,000 gallons of about 1,921 tons of water from the vessel using an air lift. The 10-inch airlift was inserted into the hull through the galley smoke line. Air could be forced at 600 cu. ft. per minute through the pipe into the vessel. Salvagers expected to force nearly a quarter million gallons of water out of the hull per hour (Duluth News Tribune Sept. 15, 1965).

When part of the hull reached the surface, the salvagers planned to switch over to two 4 inch pumps, which could handle about 100,000 gallons per hour. Once aboard, the SKIPPER'S SAM would tow AMERICA into the same gravel borrow area that Capt. Smith was headed for the morning of the wreck. There they could check over the hull and make any further repairs necessary. From Isle Royale AMERICA was to be towed back to Duluth, possibly escorted by the Coast Guard Cutter WOODBURY (Duluth News Tribune Sept. 15, 1965; Duluth News Tribune Sept. 20, 1965; Holden interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986).

AMERICA Salvage, as was not operating in a vacuum without public and political support. Duluth Mayor George D. Johnson and Seaway Port Authority Director Robert T. Smith both emphasized about the project, granting permission to move AMERICA at Duluth's port facilities over the winter. Also lending support to the salvage project were the Northeastern Minnesota Development Association, Minnesota Arrowhead Association, U.S. Rep John A. Bostick and citizens of Duluth and Superior, many of whom clearly recalled their own trips on the steamer (Holden interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986; Duluth News Tribune Sept. 15, 1965).

Once AMERICA was returned to the Duluth waterfront, plans called for refitting the ship over a five year period at a cost of about $200,000. The ship's galley, passenger dining salon, engine room, and many cabins were relatively undamaged, while the engines were believed to be operational without minimal restoration work, and there was still coal in the bunkers (Duluth News Tribune April 6, 1966; Holden interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986).

Actual work on saving up the vessel in preparation for refitting began in September 1965 with the salvagers based at Grace Island, Isle Royale, only a half mile from the wreck site. The entire project, from hull survey to fabrication and installation of all patches, and refloating, was expected to take three to four weeks. Work through the first two stages progressed on time or ahead of schedule. Salvors hoped to refloat the vessel by October 20 and have AMERICA in Duluth Superior Harbor in November (Duluth News Tribune Sept. 20, 1965).

The 1965 salvage report by James Marshall, President of America Salvage, Inc., to the Park offered considerable insight into the diving operations on the wreck (Letter from James Marshall to Superintendent Carl Johnson, Dec. 3, 1965 on file Isle Royale National Park). The divers discovered about 200 fathoms of chain remaining in the chain locker and removed. The nine main deck openings were sealed with wooden batten of 2x6-inch boards.
A great deal of the damaged superstructure was removed ... A large portion of the damaged second deck was removed opening the area over the engine ... and the area around the opening in the deck has been shored ... The remains of the ship's funnel weighing some seven tons, were severed from the boilers with a cutting torch and with the assistance of the cruiser, drifted over the side. This exposed the steel room over the engine and boilers. The galley appears undisturbed ... Bad weather set in during September and early October. Finally, the salvors decided to delay refloating AMERICA until the following spring. They stored their equipment at Crane Island over the winter of 1965-66 under special permit (Holden, interviews with Marshall 1974, 1986; Duluth News Tribune Oct. 25, 1965; Duluth Evening Herald Oct. 25, 1965).

Despite the weather, members of the salvage group took a reporter down to explore the wreck. His descriptions are informative of the state of preservation of the wreck in the mid-1960s:

I observed that the ship is resting on a rock shoal at a severe angle, the bow being 10 inches below the surface and the stern in 85 feet of water.

As we worked our way slowly toward the bow, it was evident that the upper superstructure — which consists of the ship's two topside decks, and pilothouse — had been severely damaged, for debris was strewn in wild disarray throughout the steamer's forward section ...

[Mike] Pinkstaff showed me where the hull was torn, which caused the AMERICA to sink. It consisted of a 3 foot horse shoe shaped dent with a 4 and 6 inch tear on each side ...

Pinkstaff and I looked at the ship's big propeller and rudder — which is turned hard left the same way she was the night she sank — and then entered a hatch leading to the ship's dining area.

We started working our way forward by ascending an elaborate carpeted stairway — the carpet is still intact — leading to a large ballroom.

In the ballroom was a large upright grand piano — setting upside-down and slightly damaged as a result of the sinking.

Forward of the ballroom I saw the AMERICA's smokestack, and a little forward of that is a Model T Ford truck resting on the deck. The truck, which was being shipped to a plasterer in Fort William, Canada, is still assembled, except for the hood and radiator, which have been taken by skin divers.

My last venture during the dive was a look at the engine room and engines. It's difficult to believe ... but the AMERICA's engines are as new-looking and shiny as the day they were bought. There isn't even marine growth on them (Duluth News Tribune Oct. 17, 1965).

AMERICA Salvage, Inc. applied for an additional salvage permit by letter to Isle Royale Superintendent C. L. Johnson on April 7, 1966 to complete the salvage. Salvors planned to complete their task by June 12, 1966 (Correspondence, AMERICA Salvage, Inc. to Supl. C. L. Johnson dated April 1, 1966 and April 7, 1966; Windigo Ranger Station files, Isle Royale National Park; Duluth News Tribune April 10, 1966). A salvage permit was issued.
Inspection of the vessel in the spring revealed only the expected; many of the patches would have to be re-applied. However, bad news came on May 11 when divemaster Chuck McClellan reported "the worst fears had been realized" raising AMERICA was "all but impossible." McClellan and M.W. Gambin discovered a new hole in the side of AMERICA apparently caused by dynamite placed by "an unknown party" to stop salvage of the vessel. (Memorandum from Windigo District Ranger Jon B. Ammons to Superintendent, Isle Royale dated May 10, 1955, Windigo Ranger Station files.)

Discovery of the reportedly sabotaged area marked the beginning of the end of salvage efforts. In August, 1956, the U.S. Justice Department indicated they had informed the Federal Bureau of Investigation of the reported "bombing" of AMERICA and supposed they would send a demolitions experts to assess the situation. A Justice Department attorney, Harold O. Beaton, contacted AMERICA Salvage, Inc. for permission to survey AMERICA without being held liable for any damage such survey might cause. Permission was granted by AMERICA Salvage, Inc. on August 12, 1956 (Correspondence from U.S. Attorney Harold O. Beaton to James R. Marshall, Aug. 9, 1956; correspondence from Marshall, AMERICA Salvage, Inc. to Harold O. Beaton, U.S. Attorney in Grand Rapids, Michigan Aug. 12, 1956, on file Windigo Ranger Station). No information has been available from the Justice Department or FBI concerning the extent or findings of any investigation.

Marshall reported, too, that the damage went beyond the new hole in the hull. He said the explosion caused the ship to "jump" and as it re-settled, the midden was swung hard over and there was tearing in the hull along the shaft tube that would prevent use of AMERICA's own engine for propulsion on the return to Duluth (Holden interview with Marshall 1986).

The Submerged Cultural Resource Unit was unable to locate the "bomb hole" in the hull. The bomb incident apparently provided a convenient closing to the salvage attempt. The salvage operation provided the means for legal and administrative clarification of NPS policy regarding the submerged cultural resources of Isle Royale. The history of this development is presented in Chapter VII.

Recreational diving grew in the wake of the commercial salvage operations and attendant media coverage. In 1957 a sport diver, who was also an amateur historian and certified scuba instructor, wrote of his impressions and experiences on AMERICA presenting a comparison to the experience Coglian had on the wreck in 1957. This also serves as an example of the beginnings of observations by sport divers on AMERICA and other shipwrecks at Isle Royale and the region as a benchmark in the changing attitudes of sport divers toward the objects upon which a majority of their recreational interests were focused:

Many divers longed for the AMERICA because she is easy to get to, in rather shallow water, and safe from storms... The condition of the wreck is very good with the damage extending to the boiler room. From the boiler room to the bow the ice has taken away the wood superstructure. The bow lies at the edge of a slope which goes down to the North Gap Channel...

There is much to see on this old wreck, one just does not know where to start exploring. Going down the deck starting from the bow you pass a big deck winch [sic] used once for pulling in the many feet of anchor chain. Just past that there is a hatch and down a ladder you can go to where the crew once slept. There is another point of interest in the bow and this is an air pocket created by the
exhaust air of divers. You can go up inside this air pocket and talk to your buddy, but do not breathe the air. There is always enough light to see your way out of the wreck but for close inspection a light and lifeline are needed.

Coming out of the hatch and going back down the deck you come to another hatch. This hatch was the coal bunker. There is hardly anything in it because the ship is lying at such a great angle that the coal has run into the boiler room. The hatch to the coal bunker is nearby.

At the edge of the coal bunker is where the wreckage starts. This is caused by a build up of ice which sometimes can go down to a depth of more than 30 feet. The pilot house is no longer there and many of the cabins are destroyed. The wreckage consists of a lot of wood and pipes.

The main deck starts to take its shape again near the engine room. This is as far down as the ice could go, so from that point on there is very little damage.

Swimming over the top of the ship, the engine room is exposed to view. She had a three cylinder engine. In the front of the engine and on top of the boiler room there is the remains of a Model A truck that was being shipped to Port Arthur. Divers through the years have taken many things off the truck like the tires and engine parts.

On deck two and in the rear of the engine room there is a hatchway that goes into a companionway. This companionway goes out to the side of the ship and then toward the stern. From the companionway, access can be made into the dining area.

Going through the companionway and to the dining area, you come to a pretty big room which was the dining room. All the tables and chairs that were once in the room are lying in the very rear of the room. Because of the great angle at which the ship is lying all the tables and chairs just slid to the rear of the room.

From the dining area you can leave the ship by going out through a cargo door. Following the side of the ship down you come to a small deck on the very stern. There is a hatchway on this deck which goes to deck one. Right inside the hatchway there is a piano, in bad shape. On the after deck there is a hatch going down to deck two. It is a little small for a diver to get through but it can be done.

Leaving yourself off the stern and sinking to the bottom you have a most awesome and impressive sight as you look up at the huge size of the stern. All of the decks are intact ...

The depth is 40 feet and all around the ship there is wreckage. The rudder and prop are still visible, with the rudder turned hard a starboard. The rudder seems to keep the ship from sliding further into the channel. (Engeman 1976:1-5).

Although AMERICA was lost without loss of life, there has been one death aboard the vessel, a diving accident. In August 1976 26-year-old Donald G. Leonhardt of New Auburn, Wisconsin, apparently became disoriented while low on air and exploring AMERICA's interior in a small storage area just aft of the galley. The door was wedged partly open. His brother and another friend had not noticed the partner's absence when they left the galley, nor were they immediately concerned when they surfaced without him. All had entered the wreck while low on air. The divers' air reserves were too low to conduct an effective search and rescue effort.
Other sport divers in the area began the search while alerting other dive boats in the area of the problem. Temple's body was recovered an hour and a half later (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette Aug. 23, 1976).

The room in which the fatality took place became popularly known to the diving community as the "forbidden room," and consequently became an attractive nuisance. Many divers pushed the limits of their abilities to visit the "forbidden room." In consultation with NPS managers, a decision was made to remove the partially open door. The door was removed with a large pry bar by lifting the door off its hinges.
Fig. 4.13. Passenger and package freighter AMERICA, 1905 view at the Duluth Docks. As built configuration prior to alterations. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.14. AMERICA showing the appearance of the ship after the 1911 alterations that added 18 feet of length to the hull. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
Fig. 4.15. Birth of AMERICA. On April 2, 1888, AMERICA was launched at the Wyandotte yards of Detroit Dry Dock Co. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Construction

The steel passenger screw-steamer GEORGE M. COX was named PURITAN by the Craig Shipbuilding Co. of Toledo, Ohio in 1901. U.S. Registry No. 150898 (June 7, 1901) listed the owner of the vessel as the Craig Shipbuilding Co., and gave the dimensions: 233 feet long, 40.5 feet wide and 21.9 feet deep. The ship had no masts, two decks, a plain head and round stern. The tonnage capacity under deck was 1165.08; the capacity between decks above the lower deck was 378.03 tons, yielding a gross tonnage of 1543.61. A deduction of 495.04 tons was allowed, giving a net tonnage of 1042.

The ship was designed for the overnight passenger service. The first owners, the Holland and Chicago Transportation Co., intended to name the vessel OTTAWA. Before hull 82 was completed, the Holland and Chicago Co. was bought by the Graham and Morton Transportation Co. The new owners named the vessel PURITAN and launched the ship on the afternoon of May 1, 1901 (Detroit Free Press May 2, 1901).

The Craig Shipbuilding Co. owned PURITAN from June 7 to June 28, 1901. Graham and Morton Transportation Co. retained ownership until December 27, 1902, when ownership was transferred to J. H. Graham of St. Joseph, Michigan.

A detailed description of PURITAN was published shortly after the launching in Marine Engineering, (1901.458-460). It is one of the best and most complete reports located for any lake Royale shipwrecks:

She was built throughout to meet the requirements of the Burtan, Veritas Classification Society, with extra heavy scantlings, thus making her one of the strongest vessels of her class afloat. The following are a few of her principal scantlings:

The center vertical keel is 48 inches deep by 17 1/2 pounds, fitted with a 15-inch by 17 1/2 pound rider plate on top of the floors with 4 1/2 by 3 inches continuous angles. The frames are 6 inches by 3 inches by 14 pounds, channels spaced 24 inches apart and continuous to upper deck, with web frames of 12 inches by 22 pounds channel, spaced every 24 feet. Solid floors are fitted on every frame, 20 pounds in the machinery space and 18 pounds elsewhere, and are secured to the vertical keel by 3 inches by 4 inches double angles. Deck beams are of channel section, 10 inches by 27 pounds on main deck and 6 inches by 14 pounds on upper deck, all spaced 4 feet centers and secured to frames with substantial brackets. Three channel stringers are fitted in the lower hold, one on each side and between decks. The shell plating is as follows:

Garboard 19 pounds to 16 pounds at ends; bulge and side plating, 17 pounds to 14 pounds at ends, sheer strake, 60 inches by 20 pounds, and 17 pounds at ends; between deck plating, 10 pounds. The vessel is constructed with two complete steel decks, and is fitted with three gangways on each side for handling freight. The stern post is a steel casting, and the rudder frame and stem are forgings.

The passenger accommodations are very complete, and all conveniences for a large passenger business are provided. The main cabin on the upper deck is finished in mahogany, and has forty-two staterooms, with the dining room at the forward end. The galley and
crew's quarters are directly under the dining room, on the main deck. All of the engine room on the main deck is a large smoking room, with connection to the main cabin by a grand stairway, all finished in mahogany, similar to the main cabin. Pilot house and officers' quarters are on the boat deck, on which are also located sixteen staterooms similar to those in the main cabin. The accommodations for second class passengers are under the main deck at. The steamer has accommodations for 260 first and second class passengers, and is licensed to carry 2,000 excursionists.

The machinery consists of an inverted, direct-acting, triple expansion, surface condensing engine, with cylinders 21 inches, 34 inches and 66 inches in diameter, and 40-inch stroke, designed by the Cline Ship Building Co., and built in their own shops. The high pressure and intermediate cylinders are fitted with piston valves, and the low pressure cylinder with a double-ported slide valve. All valves are worked by Stephenson double-barrel link motion, and have adjustable cut-offs, actuated by screws in the arms of the reverse shaft. The reversing gear is direct, connected with a steam cylinder 11 inches diameter by 15 inches stroke. All pistons are fitted with cast iron spring rings, the high pressure and intermediate cylinders also being cast iron, and the low pressure being cast steel. Piston rods are machined steel, secured to pistons by tapered ends and nuts, and to crossheads by bolts. Crossheads are cast steel recessed for crankpin pin boxes and fitted with composition shippers. Connecting rods are wrought iron, the upper end being forked with crosshead pins shrunk in. The crank pin boxes are cast steel lined with best ant-friiction material.

The framing of the engine consists of three cast iron housings of box section in front and back, the latter being fitted with guide surfaces provided with water back for circulation of cooling water. The bedplate is cast iron of box section, cast in one piece, with live main journals.

The lower main journal boxes are cast steel lined with ant-friiction metal, as are also the cast iron caps which form the upper part of the bearings. The crank shaft is of wrought iron, 12 inches in diameter with steel crank pins and cast steel webs. The and propeller shafting is wrought iron, provided with forged couplings and supported by suitable spring bearings. The thrust bearing is of the horseshoe type, with adjustable shoes. The propeller is four-bladed, solid cast iron, 12 feet in diameter and 19 feet pitch.

Owing to the large amount of time in the works of Lake Michigan, a surface condenser was fitted to obviate any trouble with the boiling of boilers. A condenser is separate from the main engine, and is of the cylindrical type, with steel shell fitted with composition tube sheets and composition tubes damned inside and out. The cooling surface is 2,800 square feet.

All the pumps are independent of the main engine, and with the exception of the circulating pump, were furnished by Dean Bros. of Indianapolis, Ind. The air pump is of the simplex vertical type, 12 inches by 24 inches by 10 inches, the main and auxiliary sea pumps are of the Admiralty duplex type, 8 inches by 5 inches by 17 inches, two duplex pumps, 5 1/2 inch, by 5 1/2 inches by 7 inches, and one simplex pump, 4 inches by 4 inches by 5 inches are also fitted for general water service and for pumping from the high Wells.
Steam is generated by four water tube boilers with an aggregate heating surface of 7,500 square feet. These boilers were tested to 450 pounds hydrostatic pressure, and are allowed a working pressure of 225 pounds.

The PURITAN is lighted throughout with electricity, generated by two 15-kilowatt direct-connected General Electric Co. generators, located in the engine room. She is also fitted with steam steering engine and a Hyde steam windlass. Her anchors are of the Baldwin stockless type, and weigh 2,840 pounds each.

Taken altogether the PURITAN exemplifies the highest class of vessel for the trade in which she is employed, and is a credit to both her owners and builders.

Although she has only been running altogether about six weeks she has already broken the record for the run between St. Joseph, Mich., and Chicago, beating the best time of the whaleback steamer, CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS, thus ranking her as one of the fastest boats on Lake Michigan. Her time for the run was 3 hours and 15 minutes, making an average of 19 3/4 miles per hour. She now averages 100 revolutions with 200 pounds of steam.

The triple-expansion engine of PURITAN was rated at 1,700 indicated horsepower (Certificate of Consolidated Enrollment and License, Puritan, May 23, 1924).

Operational History

John H. Graham, of Graham and Morton Transportation Company, was a prominent businessman connected with the passenger pleasure resort service out of Chicago and the fruit traffic from Michigan. Graham and Morton had built a line of palatial steamers primarily for the summer passenger service between Chicago, St. Joseph and Benton Harbor. In addition, the vessels also carried freight between those cities as well as to Milwaukee (Mansfield 1899:2:245).

Graham and Morton Transportation evolved as a stock company in 1880 or 1881 from the partnership between J. Stanley Morton and J.H. Graham, formed originally in the early 1870s. By 1898, the Graham and Morton Transportation Co. had grown to be the largest single business on the docks at Benton Harbor and Chicago, employing more than 100 persons in the summer (Mansfield 1899:2:245).

After PURITAN'S launch in 1901, it made a trial run on Maumee Bay with William A. Boswell as Capt., and Louis Sebastian as chief engineer. On board were George Craig, representing the builders, master mechanic Andy Markley, F.E. Roberts, designer of the four water-tube boilers and who represented the Marine Boiler Works of Toledo, and other invited guests (Hamilton n.d.)

Graham and Morton Co. was anxious for the delivery of the new vessel. When PURITAN left Toledo for Chicago on June 18, carpenters were on board completing their work. The ship was placed on the daily Chicago-to-Holland run shortly after the company took title on June 28, 1901. Typically, PURITAN remained on this run until the end of the fruit season, when it sometimes ran from Chicago to Benton Harbor during the winter (Hamilton n.d.).
The first temporary port of enrollment was Toledo. When the Chapman and Morton Transportation Co took delivery, the port of record according to enrollment documents was changed to Grand Haven, Michigan. W.A. Boxwell was the master of record, and remained so when the ship was transferred to the ownership of J.H. Morton on December 27, 1902.

PURitan was reboilered in 1905. The Roberts boilers were replaced with four newer 11x10-foot Scotch boilers built by Johnston Bros, of Eaurgus, Michigan (Hamilton nd). Recent field observations of these boilers reveal they were constructed with steam drums, an unusual feature for Great Lakes vessels.

A new enrollment was issued for PURitan in February, 1908, reflecting a 26-foot increase in length. The lengthening took place in Manistee under the direction of George Craig, the designer and builder (1908 Certificate of Enrollment, Hamilton nd). The revision increased the gross tonnage from 1,647 to 1,762.20, and the net from 1,062 to 1,267. The registered depth increased from 21.2 feet to 26.6 ft. W.A. Boxwell was again listed as master. It is unclear whether the depth change indicates an actual structural modification or was an artifact of a change of measurement procedures. There were some vessels structurally altered to accommodate automobiles. More research is needed to clarify this point for PURitan/COX.

PURitan was one of several Great Lakes ships summoned to serve in World War I. There were at least five of the Lake Michigan passenger-steamer fleet called to U.S. Naval service: THEODORE ROOSEVELT, CITY OF SOUTH HAVEN, VIRGINIA MACKINAC and PURitan (local William Daily Times Journal, April 8, 1918). PURitan was purchased by the U.S. Navy in April, 1918 and commissioned November 20 of the same year (U.S. Department of the Navy 1970:405). Lake Carriers' Association Annual Report 1918:149). The ship's enrollment papers were surrendered October 23, 1918 (Consolidated Certificate of Enrollment and License PURitan, July 7, 1920).

In naval service, PURitan was designated SP 2222. It was the third vessel of that name to serve in the U.S. Navy.

The passenger steamers were principally used to bring U.S. troops back home after the Armistice (U.S. Department of the Navy 1920), PURitan was modified for naval service at the Krafts Shipyard in South Chicago, where it was fitted out for ocean service and camouflaged.

Most Lakes passenger vessels had to be structurally altered to allow passage to the ocean. Contemporary photographs indicate the bow of PURitan was severed to allow passage through the canal system to the Atlantic (fig. 419). The cut was made immediately forward of the pilothouse, and both sections were apparently ballheaded to make the passage, or perhaps the smaller bow portion was simply loaded and carried through the passage.

The details of PURitan's military career are unclear. The Dictionary of American Lighthouses (U.S. Department of the Navy 1970:560) indicates the ship served as a troop transport, and it was later reported that the ship had spent some of its time operating in the English Channel (London Blade, May 29, 1923). Some sources state that PURitan, along with other lake passenger steamers, served as a mine-layer in the North and Baltic Seas (LCAs). Dana Thoms Bowen recorded that PURitan was used as a training ship for recruits (Bowen 1952:306). Another writer stated that PURitan saw no action or service at all, but
spent the time laid up in the Boston Navy Yard (Hamilton n.d.). Further historical research is needed to clarify PURITAN's military service.

Apparently, after PURITAN was decommissioned, it was sold to a private company and rebuilt to resume the Lake passenger trade. The rebuilding took place at the South Chicago Drydock in the spring and early summer of 1920 (Hamilton n.d.). PURITAN was redocumented on July 7, 1920 to the Chicago, Racine and Milwaukee Line, whose agent of record was James F. Gallagher of Michigan City, the same agent who served the Graham and Morton Transportation Co. before the war (Consolidated Certificate of Enrollment and License, PURITAN, July 20, 1920).

The newly rebuilt passenger steamer was chartered to the Michigan Transit Co. of Chicago, which purchased the vessel outright in May, 1921 (Consolidated Certificate of Enrollment and License, PURITAN, May 23, 1924).

The Michigan Transit Co. utilized PURITAN in the "Direct Overnight Service to Cool Northern Michigan Summer Resorts" (Advertisement that appeared in the Chicago Herald and Examiner June 24, 1925). Three weekly express service left Chicago Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6:00 p.m., with the first run of the summer season on June 21. The towns served were: Ludington, Hamlin Lake, Epworth Heights, Manistee, Onekama, Portage Point, Frankfort and Crystal Lake, with service extended to Glen Haven and Traverse Bay on Wednesdays. PURITAN served on this resort run with the steel steamer MANITOU. Both vessels accommodated vacationers cars (Chicago Herald and Examiner July 8, 1927).

In the heavy storm of December 6, 7 and 8, 1927, PURITAN broke from its moorings in Muskegon Harbor and drifted around with no one aboard. Buffeted by 65-mile per hour winds, PURITAN dragged its winter moorings -- steel cables fixed to large concrete blocks that had been buried 6 feet deep -- and came to rest against an abandoned pier at East Lake. The huge concrete blocks that were dragged by the ship prevented serious damage to the hull when the ship hit the pier (Detroit Free Press December 9, 1927). The same storm sank the battleship KANUKOES on Isle Royale.

The resort and passenger cruise vessel PURITAN was idled in 1929, just before the demand for recreation cruises and passage to the northern Michigan resorts was virtually eliminated by the Great Depression. The ship was docked at Manistee (Hamilton n.d.).

After the idle time at Manistee, PURITAN was purchased by Isle Royale Transportation Co., the Enrollment Document for the purchase (May 27, 1933) registered the name change from PURITAN to GEORGE M. COX. The Isle Royale Transportation Co. was an Arizona corporation headed by the man for which PURITAN had been renamed.

George M. Cox was a millionaire ship builder and brewer from New Orleans, and a large stockholder of the Duke Transportation Company. The new owner had refitted PURITAN in a grand manner. "I never had to shine shoes, but if I did I would try to do it better than the other fellow, and I am going to follow this same procedure with these boats," he said after the refitting and renaming of his company's newest boat was complete. "The boats are elegantly equipped and everything that can possibly be done will be offered for the passenger's pleasure. The ships, however, are going to remain clean -- there'll be no gambling or disorder -- if we have to sink them first. Our purpose is to supply two ships, and perhaps more, where every
There was much excitement regarding the newly appointed GLORIL M. COX. On May 23, the ship, decorated with a new coat of white paint and carrying the International Code of Signals, left the moorings at Arthur Street in Manitowoc to come down to the Michigan Transit docks. Hundreds of people visited the ship as it lay at the dock, the crew finishing last-minute preparations for departure on COX’s first voyage in more than two years. The ship was slated to leave for Chicago the next morning with George Johnson as captain and Arthur Crank (appears as Kronk in most other references) of Houghton or Hancock, Michigan, as first mate. The refurbished vessel met with approval from its many visitors and well-wishers. “Entirely repaired, inside and out, the fine appearance of the ship won the favorable comment of those who inspected it” (Minneapolis News Advocate May 24, 1933).

**Wreck Event**

The first voyage of PURITAN as the newly appointed GLORIL M. COX was also to be its last. On May 25, 1933 the ship left Chicago bound for Port Arthur to begin its new route in the passenger trade between those two cities. Intermediate stops were planned for Houghton and Isle Royale.

The steamer left Saturday May 27, from Marquette at 2:30 a.m., bound for Houghton with captain George M. Cox and 124 others aboard (Daily Mining Gazette May 27, 1933). The captain was George Johnson of Traverse City and the first mate was Arthur Crank. There was also an eight-piece orchestra already ready to join in the festivities anticipated on the maiden voyage (Minneapolis News Advocate May 24, 1933).

COX arrived in Houghton and tied up at the Peninsula dock around noon after its ten hour run. The vessel was opened for inspection and hundreds of local residents toured the newly appointed cruise ship (Daily Mining Gazette May 28, 1933).

GLORIL M. COX left Saturday afternoon May 27, 1933, for Isle Royale, but COX ran her aground off the west end of Isle Royale sometime before 5:00 p.m. Saturday evening while those on board ate dinner. The steamer MORRIS S. TITANIA transmitted a wireless SOS message from the stricken ship, and the first word reached Houghton about 6:00 p.m. Word of the disaster was received by Capt. Fred Solomon of the Portage Canal Coast Guard via Ft. William. The Coast Guard left immediately for the wreck site (Daily Mining Gazette May 28, 1933).

Capt. M.L. Gibbitt, marine superintendent of the Isle Royale Transit Company in Ft. William, was receiving fragmented reports of the wreck by wireless from ships in the vicinity. The ship had struck a reef in thick fog, and George M. Cox and three women passengers were reported aboard TRUMAN. Gibbitt described GLORIL M. COX to the press as an unusually seaworthy craft with a hull of steel. He went on to reassure those concerned that “the boat was commanded by Capt. George Johnson of Traverse City, a veteran Great Lakes shipmaster.” (Daily Mining Gazette May 28, 1933).

On the 28th the story of the wreck appeared in the newspapers. The New Orleans Times-Picayune carried a detailed report prominently mentioning the president of Isle Royale Transit Co., a resident of New Orleans.
Four persons were injured, one seriously, in the wreck, the first on the Great Lakes this season, but no lives were lost. The four, with George M. Cox of New Orleans ... and a nurse were brought to Fort Williams by the freighter M.S. TREMAYNE and placed in a hospital ...

Mrs. Cox said Sunday afternoon that she talked with her husband Sunday morning at Port Arthur, Canada, by long distance telephone and that he suffered no ill effects from his harrowing experience.

The GEORGE M. COX, making her first trip of the season, was en route to Port Arthur, Ont., from Chicago to pick up 250 Canadian residents and take them to the Century of Progress Exposition at the latter city. Thirty-two of the persons aboard on the out-bound trip were passengers ...

Plowing through a heavy fog, the steamer, with its passengers at dinner, struck an extended ledge of rock a short distance from Rock of Ages Lighthouse with such force that her engines and boilers were ripped loose. The impact threw the passengers to the saloon floors and sent tables and chairs crashing against the walls.

Keepers of the Rock of Ages Light said they saw the spars of the steamer above the low-hanging fog and made frantic but futile efforts to attract the vessel's attention with the siren. A few minutes after the vessel struck she had broken open and filled with water until her top decks were awash.

Only the fact that the lake was calm enabled the keepers of the light and the crew of the steamer to transfer everyone to small boats and rafts and avoid loss of life.

A description of the wreck was given by the 23-year-old ship's staff nurse, Adaline Keeling, who was taken to Port Arthur with Cox, the injured passengers and crew (New York Times, May 29, 1933).

"There was a heavy thud, followed by a series of crashes," said Miss Keeling. "The passengers were at dinner at the time. I saw a heavy buffet slide across the floor and crash into tables and a partition. I was in my stateroom and was thrown against a door and stunned. The stewardess, Beatrice Cole, helped me to my feet, and was herself knocked down in the second crash. She injured her back.

"There was no panic, but the steamer listed heavily to port and the passengers and crew rushed to starboard. It was impossible to lower the starboard boats because of the list of the vessel, but the port boats were lowered and ferried us all to the lighthouse."

Capt. George Johnson, whose actions had been termed heroic in his hometown newspaper (Traverse City Record Eagle, May 29, 1933), recounted the wreck events (Superior Evening Telegram, May 29, 1933). "We hit a reef while going at a speed of 17 knots. The impact was severe, causing a large hole to be torn in her side. It listed to 90 degrees and the ship's stern submerged in about four minutes. I should judge." A similar quote of Johnson's appeared the next day in the Daily Mining gazette (May 30, 1933) with one difference: the speed was given as 10 knots.

Although no casualties resulted from the wreck, some injuries were sustained by crew members. Beatrice Cole, a stewardess from Manistee, Michigan, suffered an injured back; John Gancarz, dockhand from Freesoil, Michigan, injured his legs, hand and shoulder. George Williams had a head injury that was a scalp wound. Alex McEwing, from Portland, Maine, broke a leg and injured his hand (Superior Evening
Telegram May 29, 1933). Other reports indicated that Mack's injuries were severe burns, rather than a broken leg. George M. Cox himself was among the injured (Manistee News Advocate May 29, 1933), but the inclusion of Cox on the injured list may have resulted from his accompanying the injured to the hospital. Other sources state that George's injuries were severe scalds (Port William Daily Times Journal May 30, 1933).

Heroic deeds had been observed during the stranding and evacuation of COX. Rita Little refused to leave her seat with the other women in the lifeboat and assisted Deck Mate M.L. Gilbert in loading three more lifeboats before leaving the dock. Alex Mack, with a broken leg, also gave up an early seat in the lifeboat and only left after all the women had been taken off the stricken vessel. Bar steward Zepell tied a rope around himself and searched the ship to ensure no passengers remained trapped (Manistee News Advocate May 29, 1933).

Departure from the stricken ship was orderly; the crew was apparently well disciplined. There was some confusion, but no panic after the crash. Members of the crew moved among the passengers and quelled their fears (Manistee News Advocate May 29, 1933). Wireless messages were immediately sent out and the radio was maintained until the water quelled the transmitter. The ship was safely abandoned in 40 minutes under the direction of Capt. Johnson, who was the last to leave the ship (Traverse City Record Eagle May 29, 1933). The removal of 89 passengers and 37 crew from COX makes this one of the largest mass ship abandonments and rescues recorded in the history of Lake Superior.

Two life boats were lowered on the port side; the boats on the starboard side were not launched because of the extreme port list. The passengers were loaded into the ship's lifeboats and towed to Rock of Ages by lightkeeper John Soldenski's motor launch. The passengers took turns warming themselves in the limited quarters of the lifehouse, and they were served hot coffee by the wife of the lightkeeper (Cleveland Plain Dealer May 29, 1933).

The operational procedures of the U.S. Coast Guard at Portage Canal Station and aboard the cutter CRAWFORD offer some insight into the COX rescue operation. About 8:00 p.m., the Portage Station received the following telegram from Port Arthur: "Steamer GIORGIO M. COX aground on Rock of Ages. In bad shape. Want assistance." (Letter from C.J. Solberg, Officer in Charge Portage Station to John Hansen, Bureau of Navigation and Shipboard Inspection June 30, 1933). Within 30 minutes a lifeboat and crew left the station. The Portage crew arrived at the wreck site at 2:45 a.m., the morning of the 28th. All passengers and crew had been removed from the wreck and were safe on Rock of Ages.

The Portage crew transported 43 persons from the lighthouse to Washington Island hotel dock on Isle Royale and returned to Rock of Ages. Captain Johnson requested the removal of baggage from the wreck, and 71 bags, suitcases and other baggage items were taken aboard the lifeboat and transported to the lighthouse, arriving there at 10:00. Twenty crew members were transported from the lighthouse to CRAWFORD with some of the baggage, then 12 more of the COX crew were transported to Washington Island.

The Coast Guard cutter CRAWFORD received word of the wreck at its dock at Two Harbors at 6:10 p.m., May 27, from HUMAINC as it was transmitting a message to the Port Arthur radio station addressed to the Portage, Michigan Coast Guard Station. CRAWFORD left immediately making all due speed. During the trip the
ship's log indicates that the speed was increased when additional weights were placed on the governor to increase the engine's revolutions. The officers of CRAWFORD assumed that human lives were at stake.

CRAWFORD arrived on site at 5:35 a.m., May 28, and anchored in 3 fathoms of water. Five minutes later the officers of the North Superior Coast Guard were aboard to brief the officers of CRAWFORD. Captain Johnson was consulted on the disposition of the passengers and crew. Johnson responded that he wanted them taken to Houghton, Michigan. The COX crew and passengers were loaded aboard, and the cutter proceeded to Washington Harbor to pick up the people who had been transferred there. The Coast Guard lifeboat from Grand Marais had engine trouble and was towed to the Singer Dock in Washington Harbor by CRAWFORD. The ship encountered dense fog on the way to the dock, finally arriving at 8:55 a.m. In an hour, all remaining people were loaded and CRAWFORD was underway to Houghton. The total aboard was recorded in the CRAWFORD log as 113 (Log of the U.S. Coast Guard Patrol Boat CRAWFORD May 27, 28, 1933).

Almost immediately, speculation and opinions regarding the crash were offered to the press. Captain John Hope Clark of ISLE ROYAL, COX's planned running mate, stated that COX had to cope with currents especially strong at that time of the year, in addition to fog conditions.

It is said that the light at Rock of Ages reef is equipped with a theoretically efficient fog whistle, but it is located in a so-called "silent zone," so that even if the whistle is operating, it may not be heard more than two or three miles away (Marquette News Advocate May 29, 1933).

The area of Rock of Ages reef, where the wreck occurred, was generally known to be a particularly hazardous region. When the cutter CRAWFORD approached the reef on its rescue mission, the engines were slowed and the radio direction finder was used for navigation because the area was recognized as having a local magnetic attraction, so it was not advisable to rely on compass course for the last 15 miles approaching the light. In addition, because of the fog conditions, a double watch had been posted on the bow (Log of CRAWFORD, Sunday May 28, 1933).

Early reports indicated that COX's first officer was in charge when the wreck happened, but the captain had taken over and directed the evacuation of the ship (Traverse City Record-Eagle May 29, 1933). There had been praise for the officers of the sunken steamer (e.g., Detroit Free Press May 30, 1933), but there would also be many questions. A federal inquiry was convened to answer them.

The federal inquiry was held in Houghton and directed by Capt. John Henson, steamboat inspector, and Alfred Knight, boiler and machinery inspector. Both men were from Marquette and represented the U.S. Bureau of Navigation. They would be joined by Capt. F.J. Memo of Detroit, supervisor of the eighth district. The inquiry convened May 30, 1933, the same day the stranded GEORGE M. COX was abandoned to the underwriters as a total loss (Daily Mining Gazette May 30, 1933).

The first witness called before the inquiry was Capt. Johnson, who testified that First Mate Arthur Kronk had changed the course he had set without his authority after the ship had cleared Portage Lake Ship Canal (Detroit Free Press May 31, 1933). Captain Johnson stated he set the course for Fort William at NW 1/4 N, which is the charted course from the canal to the Canadian port city. He then retired and left the first mate in charge. Johnson remained in his cabin until 5:00
p.m. when they encountered fog on a calm sea. The Daily Mining Gazette (May 30, 1933) carried the captain's testimony:

"The sounding of the Rock of Ages fog siren was well determined," Captain Johnson said, "at 5:20 p.m., exactly one hour before it piled up on the reef. Continuing on a course one point north of the charted course, we at a moderate speed until 6:10 p.m. when the fog siren on Rock of Ages became more distinct," the master testified.

"Discovering that we were near abreast of the light, owing to a greater speed than I had anticipated, we received an alarm signal from the Rock of Ages lighthouse and immediately I put the wheel hard to starboard and steered west for eight minutes... At 6:18, feeling assured we were at least two and one half miles westward of the lighthouse, I hailed slowly to the northwest in order to get a bearing on Rock of Ages Light. We steered at 6:30 p.m. Visibility at the time the COX hit the reef was about one quarter of a mile or about 1,500 feet, according to Capt. Johnson, who said the boat's speed at that time was about 10 miles per hour.

The change of course was not the only problem attributed to Kronk in the testimony. Kronk was allegedly one of the last of the crew to get into a lifeboat after the wreck. "Of course, said that Kronk set me up with one woman in his boat, but that he was ordered back to the stern and additional passengers were placed in the boat" (Detroit Free Press May 31, 1933).

Others substantiated the captain's recounting of the events. John Nelson, the wheelman on duty when the vessel left the canal, and M.J. Gilbert, Jr. agreed with the captain's testimony. Nelson stated that when the COX left the canal he was steering northwest one quarter north, and about 4 miles out from the canal he was directed to change the course to northwest one half north. When he was asked who gave him that order, Nelson answered: "Mr. Kronk" (Detroit Free Press May 31, 1933).

First Officer Kronk was called to testify late in the day, and he had not finished by the time of adjournment at 9:15 that night. The inquiry resumed at 8:00 the next morning.

The first mate admitted that the course had been changed from NW 1/4 N to NW 1/2 W after leaving the canal, but he had not been questioned regarding who was responsible for the change. He said that he sighted the Rock of Ages lighthouse about 3:00, and the light bore NWW when first seen, and it appeared about three miles away.

After sighting the light Kronk stated that he reported to the master, who took charge of navigation after that time. He said that the captain hailed to the west for about five minutes and then brought the ship back on a WNW course.

Questioned by Captain Blasius regarding the lowering and running of the life boats after the crash, Kronk admitted that the life boat of which he was in charge was the first over the deck, and that he was the first officer off the boat. The inquiry was adjourned at this point in the interrogation (Daily Mining Gazette May 30, 1933).

Some additional information on the course change appeared in another paper.
Captain Johnson was again questioned Tuesday night (May 30) and said he asked Kronk about the change in course when he assumed command at 5 p.m.

"I asked why he changed the course," the captain told the investigators, "and he replied that I had advised him to steer chart courses whenever possible to obtain the correctness of our compasses on all chart courses."

Johnson's testimony brought up the question of the accuracy of the compasses aboard COX and the influence of local deviations, two questions that concerned the investigators.

Replying to this line of questioning, Capt. Johnson admitted that the GEORGE M. COX steered a good course over the entire route from Manistee to Chicago and north as far as Houghton. In the vicinity of Isle Royale, Captain Johnson said he believed there were some variations due to local magnetic disturbances, but when questioned admitted that he had not looked up the charted variations for that course on the map. First Mate Kronk said that in his opinion there was a one-eighth deviation to the west in the COX's compasses on a northerly course (Daily Mining Gazette May 30, 1933).

During the second day of the investigation (Wednesday May 31), Kronk maintained that he had remained at his post until the last, and that he assisted in lowering and loading lifeboats before leaving the ship and departing for shore with 1/4 men in his lifeboat (Detroit Free Press June 1, 1933). He also maintained that he did not change the course of COX while in command between the time they had left Portage Lake Ship Canal and the time he turned the ship over to Capt. Johnson (Daily Mining Gazette June 1, 1933).

Emotions were running high during the investigation. Kronk had gotten into an "impromptu fistic argument" with Capt. M.L. Gilbert, vice president and general manager of the Isle Royale Transit Co. The altercation took place in the lobby of the Douglass House Hotel, where the investigation was being held (Daily Mining Gazette June 1, 1933).

Later during the afternoon questioning, stress of the proceedings were reflected:

While being re questioned this afternoon, Mr. Kronk created some commotion when he broke down and cried, and slamming his fist down on a desk shouted that he was being "framed by a dirty bunch of crooks!" (Detroit Free Press June 1, 1933).

The findings of the COX investigation were not announced until July 8, 1933. The board found both Capt. Johnson and First Officer Kronk guilty of "reckless navigation in a fog and inattention to duty." Both men were stripped of their officer's papers by the U.S. Steamboat Inspection Service (Daily Mining Gazette July 8, 1933; Manistee News Advocate July 10, 1933). Because no time period was mentioned, presumably the revocation of their papers was permanent. The COX inquiry decision marked the second time Kronk had lost his papers: they had previously been suspended for 90 days for negligence in the loss of the freighter KIWON in 1928 (Detroit Free Press June 9, 1933).
SALVAGE

GEORGE M. COX had been reconditioned at a cost of $300,000 and was valued at $150,000 when lost ( Traverse City Record Eagle May 29, 1933). Other sources place the value of the vessel at $200,000 (Daily Mining Gazette May 30, 1933). The ship was declared a total loss; estimated liability to the company was about $40,000 (Daily Mining Gazette May 30, 1933).

Beginning the day after the wreck, groups of sightseers came out to the wreck, and many photography were taken of the stranded ship, its bow poised 100 feet in the air. Some furnishings and other items were removed from the wreck while it could still be boarded. Six high-backed oak chairs ended up in the Douglass House of Houghton, the same location where the wreck investigation took place (Daily Mining Gazette April 26, 1933). The chairs had been removed by members of the Hancock Naval Reserve and were placed in the Naval Armory until the building was taken over by Michigan Tech in 1980 (Daily Mining Gazette July 22, 1990). These chairs are now part of the museum collection at the Keweenaw National Bank.

Four men were left on guard at the site until the company decided the disposition of the wreck (Marine News Advocate May 29, 1933). Records of professional salvage efforts are scanty. The salvage tug STRATHMORE visited the site on the 29th and 30th and reported "The bottom of the steamer was torn out, the engines jolted from their foundations and the vessel is listing to deep water, with the likelihood of sinking in the next heavy storm" (New York Times May 26, 1933). The salvage tug STRATHMORE may have also operated on site.

Some salvage was carried out with its recovered materials being stored in the Booth Fisheries Plant at Port Au Nair. On September 5, 1933, the running mate of COX, J. P. ROYAL, cleared Port William on the last run of its season loaded with the equipment salvaged from COX (Canadian Railway and Marine World Oct. 1933/35).

Three of the men who were left to guard the site were returned to Houghton on June 2 to testify in the trial of inquiry. A seaplane was chartered to make the run to the island and retrieve the crewmen. Their reports indicate they were undertaking some light salvage operations while guarding the wreck. They reported that the compass and charts had been recovered along with some gas tanks. The plane also brought 400 pounds of baggage from the island with the crewmen (Daily Mining Gazette June 2, 1933). It is most likely the baggage had been recovered since the departure of CRAWFORD, and was the result of the guards' salvage activity.

The wreck was abandoned to the underwater on June 6, 1933 (Daily Mining Gazette June 6, 1933). The Enrollment and License for the Coasting and Foreign Trade (number 31) for COX was surrendered in Chicago on July 18, 1933. There was a May 7 endorsement on a preferred mortgage for a total of $91,000 due to mature June 1, 1933 (National Archives Record Group 41).

GEORGE M. COX remained in position on the reef until early July. The strong box reportedly containing more than $200,000 in stocks, bonds, money and jewelry, was salvaged by two Portage County men, Arthur and Earl Torma, the safe being raised from 60 feet of water and taken to Marquette, Michigan, July 11 (Daily Mining Gazette July 11, 1933). They reported the ship was breaking up fast and had already broken in two; the stern was sinking.
The advent of SCUBA diving 25 years later brought heavy attention of artifacts from the wrecks to. The wreck sites of Isle Royale became diving attractions in the 1960s and '70s. Local divers held formal artifact collecting expeditions in the mid-1970s. An example, relating to COX, is the Minnesota School of Diving pamphlet telling of their recoveries in August of 1972:

Thirty-nine years after her descent, a team of twenty sport divers from Minnesota School of Diving explored the wreckage of GEORGE M. COX. They dove in 1½ to 2-hour intervals three times a day, almost every week end in August of 1972. Found were tea kettles, silverware, dishes, port holes, running lights and a multitude of other souvenirs ... all evidence of the hard crash that night in 1933 on the Rock of Ages Reef.

Most portable artifacts have been removed from the site. Despite the losses of portable artifacts, COX is still a primary diving attraction at Isle Royale and was rated as the second most visited diving site at Isle Royale National Park (Stinson 1960:15).
Fig. 417. GEORGE M. COX after the 1933 refit for the new Isle Royale Line. Appearance at the time of loss. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
Fig. 4.18. GEORGE M. COX as PURITAN in March 1920 after service in World War I. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.19. PURITAN with the temporary bulkhead in place to show passage through canals for ocean service in World War I. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
Fig. 4.7G. GEORGE M. CCX hard aground at Rock of Ages, Isle Royale on May 27, 1933. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.7H. Stern view of CCX aground at Rock of Ages. Note starboard lifeboat in place. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
Construction

CHESTER A. CONGDON was built as SALT LAKE CITY for the Holmes Steamship Company of Cleveland, then managed by W.A. Hawgood. The new steamer was of the 10,000-ton capacity class and measured 632 feet in length, 56 feet in beam with a depth of 26 feet. The gross registered tonnage was 6371.49, and net tonnage was 4,449. While under construction, the Chicago Shipbuilding Company numbered the hull 74. The steel bulk freighter had 32 telescoping hatches 9 feet wide, on 12-ft. centers, with three compartments of 3,700, 3,100 and 3,400 tons, for a total capacity of 10,200 tons. The ship carried a crew estimated at 19.

The Chicago Shipbuilding Company departed from its tradition of launching its vessels on Saturdays when SALT LAKE CITY slid down the ways; it splashed into the Calumet River on Thursday, August 29, 1907. The new bulk freighter was given U.S. Registry Number 204576 when it was enrolled September 11, in Cleveland.

The huge, steel bulk freighter was powered by a triple-expansion engine with cylinders of 23.5, 36 and 63 inches on a 42 inch stroke. The engine received its steam from two induced-draft Scotch boilers 14 feet 6 inches x 11 feet 6 inches. Built the engine and boilers were built by the American Shipbuilding Company of Cleveland. The engine produced 1765 indicated horsepower.

Operational History

The first owner of SALT LAKE CITY was the company that had built the Holmes Steamship Company of Cleveland, Ohio. The Holmes Company operated the boat until 1911, when it was sold to the Acme Transit Company of Ohio, managed by H.B. Hawgood (May 13, 1911 Certificate of Enrollment).

On February 2, 1912, SALT LAKE CITY ownership was transferred to the Continental Steamship Company of Duluth, G.A. Tomlinson, President. A change of name to CHESTER A. CONGDON was registered by B.W. Stocking, Secretary of the Continental Steamship Company, on April 1, 1912. Chester A. Congdon was a prominent Duluth lawyer and financier who had made a fortune in mining and grain interests.

On August 10, 1912, CHESTER A. CONGDON ran aground while waiting for fog to clear. The ship drifted onto a shoal about 4 miles north of Cana Island on Lake Michigan, and damaged several plates (Lake Carriers Association 1913:18; 1912:9).

CONGDON ran aground again in October 1915. The ship was drawing 19 feet 6 inches of water, and it rubbed both bilges hard while going through Grosse Pointe channel during a period of low water. The grounding sheared several rivets, which opened some seams and the vessel began leaking (Bulletin of Lake Carriers Association Nov. 1915:62; May 1915:18).

Wreck Event

The newspaper that contained the first report of the wreck of CHESTER A. CONGDON carried the news on page 10; the headlines and front pages that day were devoted to the news that World War I had ended (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 7, 1918).
The voyage that would end with one of the most costly marine disasters on the lakes began on November 5, 1918. At 2:28 a.m. CONDON left Fort William, Ontario, downbound to Port McNicoll with a cargo of 386,000 bushels of wheat (Lake Carriers Association 1918b:42). Other sources list the cargo as 400,000 bushels (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 7, 1918) and 350,000 bushels (Cleveland Plain Dealer Nov. 6, 1918). The grain had been loaded at the Ogilvie and Pacific elevators (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 12, 1918). CONDON had done a 1-day turnaround. The ship arrived on November 5 and cleared downbound on the 6th (Duluth News Tribune Nov. 6, 1918).

CONDON proceeded a little way past Thunder Cape, where the ship encountered a heavy sea whipped up by a southwest gale. At 4:00 a.m., Capt. Axtmann turned his ship and retreated 7 or 8 miles to calmer water, anchoring until 10:15 a.m. By then the wind had abated, although the sea was still running. The captain ventured out again but after passing Thunder Cape, a thick fog set in. A course was set for Passage Island at 10:40 a.m., and the ship held a speed of 9 knots. The captain’s intention was to return for 2.5 hours at that speed and stop in the fog bank (Lake Carriers Association 1918:42-43). "I figured on stopping an account of fog until we could locate something. At 5 minutes after 1:00 in the afternoon the ship struck on grounded (from the captain’s account, Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 12, 1918).

The ship’s officers had not heeded the Passage Island fog signal before they struck the sunken reef of Canoe Rocks (Lake Carriers Association 1918:43). Captain Axtmann described the events that followed:

We immediately lowered boats and sent one boat over to Passage Island, about 7 miles, to try and secure some assistance from the lighthouse keeper, if possible. We were on Canoe Rocks. Then the second mate took another boat, a riverman’s launch, from Canoe Rocks into Fort William. He had five fishermen with him, the launch became disabled, and they did not reach Fort William until 6:00 Thursday morning (Nov 7) (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 12, 1918).

The second mate brought the first news of the wreck to Fort William. Apparently, CONDON had no wireless aboard, or it was disabled when the ship struck. The historical accounts indicate no messages were transmitted from CONDON.

As soon as word of the disaster reached Fort William, ... Wolvin, manager of the Canadian Towing and Wrecking Company, dispatched his wrecking barge CRIPIN and the tug ASIA to assist to the site. The tug SARMA, with additional equipment, was being prepared to follow soon (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 7, 1918).

First reports of damage to the stricken ship indicated that the vessel, although damaged, might be saved. "The icepeak, Nos. 1 and 2 seaward tanks and No. 4 port tank are all of water" (Cleveland Plain Dealer Nov. 8, 1918). It was hoped that lightering would be all that was necessary to refloat the vessel. The lightering grain was to be placed aboard the barge GREIT (Cleveland Plain Dealer Nov. 9, 1918).

The most serious obstacle to following CONDON would prove to be the weather. When the lightering tugs and barges initially left for the site, the weather had been "calm and clear" (Cleveland Plain Dealer Nov. 9, 1918), but this did not last long. Two days later, by Friday, strong winds had blown up. The crew was removed from
the wreck sometime that day, November 8, and was placed aboard the barge EMPIRE. As the wind blew from the southeast at gale force, reaching a speed of 55 miles per hour (Lake Carriers Association 1918:143, Cleveland Plain Dealer Nov. 10, 1918), the crew was sheltered on the barge in protected waters at Isle Royale (Fort Arthur Daily Chronicle Nov. 8, 1918).

No loss of life resulted from the wreck. One serious injury, however, did occur before the lightering operations were concluded, due to the fierce gale that drove the salvage vessels and crew to shelter at Isle Royale. Wireless operator Thomas Hess of the barge EMPIRE was transported to the hospital in Fort Arthur with a mangled thigh, which was smashed when he caught his leg in a hoisting gear. He was taken to port on one of the attending tugs (Fort Arthur Daily Chronicle Nov. 7, 1918).

The messages of the wreck that reached land on November 9 relayed the news that CONGDON had broken in two, and that the stern had sunk in deep water. The tugs had stood by as long as possible, but there was nothing they could do, although they stayed at the site until heavy seas were breaking over the wreck (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 9, 1918). The stern had broken in two aft of the No. 6 hatch sometime Friday night (Nov. 8th). The forward end remained on the reef in 20 feet of water, but was in very bad condition (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 12, 1918, Lake Carriers Association 1918:143, Cleveland Plain Dealer Nov. 16, 1918). The 35-man crew of CONGDON returned to Fort William, arriving on the tug CONNIFL, Saturday morning, November 8 (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 12, 1918). The captain, along with Superintendent Close who had arrived from Duluth to investigate the accident, both visited the wreck on Sunday morning and salvaged personal effects from the bow section.

The ship was declared a total loss. The newspapers noted that four-fifths of the cargo would be lost (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 17, 1918). The crew arrived in port in time to participate in the Nov. 11 armistice celebrations. The survivors of the CONGDON wreck paraded in the streets carrying the ship's flag, and a large crowd fell in behind them (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 11, 1918). "We expected to be somewhere on Lake Huron today," said one of the crew, "instead of back again at Fort William" (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 12, 1918).

The wreck of CHESTER A. CONGDON was a tremendous financial loss. When declared a constructive total loss, officials placed the value at more than $1.5 million. Although the owners carried insurance of $365,000 on the hull and $360,400 in disbursements, the wheat cargo alone at $2.35 per bushel was worth $883,000 (Lake Carriers Association 1918:143). Contemporary accounts labeled CONGDON the largest loss ever sustained on the Great Lakes, surpassing the loss of HENRY B. SMITH, wrecked in 1913 (Lake Carriers Association 1918:138; Canadian Railway and Marine World 1918:67; Cleveland Plain Dealer Nov. 10, 1918).

CONGDON's cargo of wheat had been owned by the Wheat Export Company (Canadian Railway and Marine World 1918:67). The lightering operations were only able to remove about one-fifth of the cargo, some 50,000 to 60,000 bushels. The amount remaining was described in the Fort William Daily Times Journal (Nov. 12, 1918):

What it means in wheat: four-fifths of the whole cargo of 400,000 bushels is unsalvageable, meaning a total loss of 320,000 bushels. In money at $2.35 a bushel, $776,000. In flour—net weight, 37,950
barrels of 193,900 bags. Made into number 1 pure white flour, allowing 33 percent shrinkage, 180 pounds of wheat equaling about 66 pounds of pure white flour. This alone fills the first cargo representing 98,700 bushels, or 108,400 bags with a retail flour value of $912,720. In bread number of standard loaves that could be made from this amount of wheat, 14,138,200 loaves. Allowing 9 inches as the length of a standard loaf of bread, the lost wheat on the CONGDON, if converted into loaves, would reach 6,025.75 miles, or more than twice the distance from Montreal to Vancouver. Comparing that one person can subsist on a loaf of bread a day, this amount would be enough to feed the present population of the Dominion for two whole days, or afford sufficient loaves for one meal for the whole of the population of Great Britain and Ireland.

Salvage

John Bull, an agent for the Great Lakes Transportation Company, and who investigated other two Hoquiam wrecks (MINER and GITNICH), announced on November 29, 1918, that James Playfair, apparently a private investor, had purchased CONGDON and intended to raise the wreck in the spring (Lake Carriers' Association 1918:143).

By late November, the bow was reported in 50 feet of water (Fort William Daily Times Journal Nov. 29, 1918). The Lake Carriers' Association stated that recoveries of forward and equipment had already been made (1918:142:143). Playfair reportedly paid $10,000 for the wreck, outbidding J. Wolman, who had done the original salvage work (Fort Arthur News Chronicle Dec. 13, 1918). This same report said that when Playfair's crew arrived at the wreck site (presumably in December), "they found that it had completely disappeared, having washed off the rock on which it rested.

CONGDON was one of 45 steel and iron vessels that became total losses on the Great Lakes between 1902 and 1918. CONGDON was the largest of those lost during that time. In 1918 alone, the year of CONGDON's demise, a total of 21 vessels was lost from all causes in the Great Lakes. There were 10 wooden steamers, 1 steel bulk freighter (CONGDON), 5 barges, the forward end of 1 steel passenger steamer, the forward end of a steel bulk freighter and 2 new mine-sweepers belonging to the French government lost that year (Lake Carriers' Association 1918:144).
Fig. 4.22. 532 foot long bulk freighter CHESTER A. CONDON as it appeared at the time of loss in 1918. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.23. CHESTER A. CONDON aground at Canoe Rocks, Isle Royale November 1918. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
Fig. 3.2a: C.S.N. T. A. CORDONR appeared. View is from the bow showing the break in the hull at the bow of the ship. (b) U.S. Navy Cape of Good Hope Canal Park Marine Maneuver Center.

Fig. 3.2b: View from the deck of the protected C.S.N. T. A. CORDONR. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Canal Park, Florida, Museum Collection.
EMPEROR: HISTORY

Construction

When the steel bulk freighter EMPEROR was launched on December 17, 1911 (Port Arthur Daily News April 8, 1911), it was the largest ship ever built in Canada (Duluth News Tribune April 9, 1911). It was built as hull number 28 by the Collingwood Shipbuilding Co. of Collingwood, Ontario, for James Playfair's company, the Inland Line Ltd. of Midland, Ontario. Playfair would eventually build up a substantial fleet of lake carriers, and EMPEROR was his first large vessel. Evidently Playfair had a penchant for giving his ships names that related to royalty, for in later years he would own vessels with names like EMPRESS OF MIDLAND, EMPRESS OF FORT WILLIAM and MIDLAND KING (Greenwood 1978:33).

The length of EMPEROR was 525 feet, breadth 56.1 feet, and depth 27 feet. Milled depth was 31 feet and the draft could go as deep as 27 feet. The gross tonnage was 7,031 and the registered tonnage was 4,641. The original registry number assigned to the vessel at its home port of Midland was 126,054. The Transcript of Register states EMPEROR had one deck, two masts, was schooner rigged with a plug bow and elliptical stern.

The new ship was built of steel and designed on the arch and web frame system of construction to create an unobstructed cargo hold under the 30 hatches. Each of the hatches was 90.5 feet wide and placed on 12 feet centers. There was an ore chute at each hatchway (Railway and Marine World Jan. 1911:89). The ship had 11 bulkheads; the engine room was 67 feet long.

The hull was equipped with 7 side-ballast and water-bottom tanks with a capacity of 5,021 tons (Transcript of Register). The tanks were directly connected with 7' steel suction pipes. A combination header connected to sea valves and ballast pump allowed the ship to rapidly take on or discharge ballast water. There was no separation between the side and bottom tanks.

The pilothouse, captain's and mates' quarters were forward; boilers and engine were aft with the crew's quarters. Between the forward and aft superstructures, the deck was clear, free of spars and other obstructions in order to allow rapid loading and unloading of its bulk ore cargo (Canadian Railway and Marine World Feb. 1911:188).

EMPEROR was powered by an inverted, triple-expansion steam engine built by the Collingwood Shipbuilding Company. The engine had cylinders of 23, 38.5 and 63 inches on a 42 inch stroke, and received steam at 180 pounds of pressure from two Scotch boilers 15.5 feet in diameter and 12 feet in length. The engine produced an indicated horsepower of 1,500 (Transcript of Register) at 82 revolutions per minute. Registered nominal speed was 10 knots. By the time the vessel sank, its normal speed loaded was 11 knots.

The last recorded major hull modifications were done in 1944. The Canadian Steamship Lines Company installed new side tanks and tank tops at a cost of $140,000 (Toronto Globe and Mail June 5, 1947).
Operational History

EMPEROR was launched December 17, 1910, but was not ready to go into commission until April 1911 (Fort Arthur Daily News April 8, 1911). By the time the ship was ready for its first trip, the captain selected was G.W. Pearson, and G. Smith was chosen to be the chief engineer for the season (Canadian Railway and Marine World March 1911:203).

The huge tug's carrier's first season commenced with a major incident. The ship broke its main shaft in Thunder Bay, Lake Huron, and was towed to Detroit, Michigan (Canadian Railway and Marine World June 1911:5/3, Fort Arthur Daily News May 20, 1911).

The broken shaft on the first trip out was not the most serious mishap to befall EMPEROR during its first season. While anchoring in the Canadian canal at St. Simmer Marie, the ship rode over its anchor, causing it to tear a hole in the bow. The freighter sank the few feet to the bottom blocking the channel. It was released, and after temporary repairs were made, proceeded on to Midland, Ontario (Canadian Railway and Marine World Nov. 1911:1085).

A court found the canal employees to blame for allowing the flooding of the lock without inquiry if the vessel was ready. The court stated it believed that it was customary for the master of a vessel to sound one blast of the whistle as a signal to the canal authorities to begin flooding. Although the officers were exonerated, the responsibility was placed on the watchman or board who "happened to be a drunkard and, therefore, irresponsible" (Canadian Railway and Marine World Dec. 1911:187). The court added that it believed it necessary for masters of all vessels to have copies of the regulations governing the operation of locks and canals.

In May 1916, James Playfair sold EMPEROR to the Canada Steamship Lines Ltd. of Montreal, Quebec. Playfair was listed as the sole owner of the 64 shares of the ship (Transcript of Register).

Another incident occurred October 29, 1926, when EMPEROR was grounded on Major Shoal near Mackinaw City, Michigan. The ship was released unharmed at 4:00 that afternoon after jettisoning 900 tons of ore (Detroit Free Press Oct. 29, 1926). It is not known how EMPEROR dumped the ore.

The 1925 ice season closed November 17. The season had been the busiest on record for the industry at Hamilton, Ontario, with an average of 30 ore carriers a month unloading at the docks of the Steel Company of Canada. The last ship of the season to bring down a cargo that season was EMPEROR (Detroit Free Press Nov. 20, 1926).

In 1936, EMPEROR lost a rudder (Toronto Evening Telegram June 4, 1947). A man was washed overboard at the same time. EMPEROR ran aground in 1937 off Bronte on Lake Ontario, and was soon released (Toronto Evening Telegram June 4, 1947).

Wreck Event

EMPEROR struck Canoe Rocks off Isle Royale June 4, 1947, and sank in about 30 minutes. Three officers and nine crew were lost. The following account was developed from the official investigation of the disaster conducted by Canadian officials on June 6 and July 2 and 3, 1947.
EMPEROR had brought up a load of coal and unloaded it at the coal docks at Ft. William. The freighter had immediately moved from the coal docks to the Port Arthur Iron Ore Dock to load ore. The loading of ore took six to seven hours. The first mate had supervised the loading and took the watch after they cleared the breakwall.

The doomed ship was laden with 10,429 tons of bulk iron ore (removed from the Sleep Rock Mine) stowed in its five holds when she cleared Port Arthur at 10:45 p.m., June 3, downbound for Ashtabula, Ohio. The ship's draft was 21 feet 3 inches forward and 21 feet 9 inches aft.

The steamer was in seaworthy condition and well-equipped with suitable charts and sailing directions for the intended voyage. EMPEROR was also carrying a gyro compass, echo meter, sounding machine, ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore telephone and the "latest modern type of Marconi direction-finding equipment," in addition to the usual compasses and other equipment. EMPEROR, however, did not carry a full crew. There was no third mate.

The weather was good, the wind light and visibility excellent. These favorable conditions held for the short voyage. The navigation lights of Passage Light and Blake Point should have been clearly visible. Passage Island Light should have been visible from Trowbridge Light outside Thunder Cape, and Blake Point Light should have been visible for at least an hour before the wreck occurred.

The watch sequence established that Capt. Eldon Walkinshaw had the watch until midnight when the first mate, James Morrey, took over. He had the watch from midnight to 6:00 a.m., and spent that time seated in a chair in the front of the wheelhouse. Evidence brought out that Morrey was in charge of loading the vessel in port before departure during most of the 6 hours he normally would have been off duty and, as a result, was probably overworked during his watch and fell asleep.

According to the testimony of J. Leonard, wheelsman, who was on duty the watch before the accident, the courses were plotted by the first mate at Thunder Cape. The course steered from Welcome Island to Thunder Cape was 139 degrees true with a 2 degree alteration to pass the steamer BATTLEFORD. Leonard, who was inexperienced in the upper Lake region (this was his first time steering downbound from the Lakehead), believed the course was altered to 98 degrees true abreast of Trowbridge Light. The mate did not take a four-point bearing, a bearing on the light, nor did he use the radio beacon on Passage Light. Leonard went off watch at 4:00 and stated Passage Island Light was 10° off the port bow. He turned the wheel over to J. Prokup. The mate did not check the course at the watch change.

There was no record of the ship's course until it passed Welcome Island at the mouth of Thunder Bay. At Thunder Cape Light, the normal downbound course should have been 90 to 95 degrees true; however, the court determined that the course was not set until the ship was abreast of Trowbridge Light, some 3 miles beyond Thunder Cape Light.

EMPEROR struck Canoe Rocks shortly before 4:35 a.m. According to various accounts, the ship stayed afloat from 20 to 35 minutes.

By the time the first reports of the wreck appeared in the newspapers the survivors were already in Port William, having been rescued by the U.S. Coast Guard crew.
aboard the 125-foot 250-ton cutter KIMBALL, under the command of Lt. C.R. Clark. KIMBALL had been in the vicinity of Isle Royale repairing navigation lights, and was headed to the Coast Guard base at Cleveland by way of Canoe Rocks when the distress message from EMPEROR was intercepted. It took them about 35 minutes to reach the wreck (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette June 4, 1947).

KIMBALL picked up 21 survivors and the body of the first cook, Evelyn Shultz, of Owen Sound, Ontario. The survivors were brought to the Fort William City Dock on the Kaministiquia River at 8:30 a.m. They were taken from there to the Salvation Army Hostel. Some of the survivors moved to the Royal Edward Hotel. By the evening of the 5th, all would be residing there with Canada Steamship Lines picking up the bill (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 5, 1947). The company gave each wreck survivor $100 for clothes and essentials. The survivors were transported to EMPEROR's downbound destination aboard a Canadian Pacific Railway sleeping car provided by Canada Steamship Lines.

Soon after the cutter arrived, the survivors began to relate stories of their grim struggle. There had been no panic after the ship struck. None of the crew were still missing, including the captain, who was last seen on the bridge of his wrecked ship (Winnipeg Free Press June 4, 1947).

Two lifeboats were launched, one from each side of the ship, and both ran into difficulties. The one on the starboard side lost a bilge plug, and when the 10 survivors aboard were rescued, they were taken on a tug in water. The port lifeboat pulled away from the wreck but was sucked under by the ship when it went down. Four men were clinging to it when KIMBALL arrived. The section from the sinking ship also pulled crew members below the icy waters - some said they had been drawn down 30 to 40 feet as the freighter sank. Second Mate Peter Craven of Port McCall, Ontario said he was pulled under twice by the suction (Winnipeg Free Press June 4, 1947).

Seven men were moved to safety on Canoe Rocks by the starboard lifeboat that returned to pick up other survivors. The men on the rocks were taken off by a motorboat launched from KIMBALL. Two men, suffering from shock and exposure, had to be carried aboard the cutter (Fort Arthur News Chronicle June 4, 1947, Montreal Gazette June 5, 1947).

Exposure to the waters of Lake Superior is serious at any time during the year. On the day the wreck occurred, there was little relief for those lucky enough to get out of the water because the air temperature read in the mid-30s on that "summer" day. In fact, it was the coldest June 4 reading in Michigan's history (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette June 4, 1947).

"It was lucky that we were on the west side of Isle Royale," Lieutenant Clark of KIMBALL said. "We had intended to go along the east side. We received the call about 4:00 a.m. and we were underway at 4:17, and were picking up survivors at 5:30. I was cold by one of the survivors that section took one of the lifeboats under. The two halves of the EMPEROR must have sunk in a hurry (Fort Arthur News Chronicle June 4, 1947).

When KIMBALL left the site with the survivors, the only trace of the ship above the water was the mast jutting some 15 feet above (Minneapolis Star June 4, 1947). However, pictures taken after the wreck show the top of the pilothouse was exposed.
Chief Engineer Meritt Dedman, a 63-year-old veteran of 32 years on the Great Lakes, was awakened when the ship struck and told the following story to the press:

"I didn't have to have anyone tell me something seriously was wrong. I threw on my clothes and went down to the engine room. I listened as I ran down a passage. The engine started to race and I knew then that the propeller was gone. It was a case of waiting with our fingers crossed until the captain gave the order to abandon ship. He wasn't long; about 10 minutes, I would say. (Dedman got into the starboard lifeboat and found himself up to his knees in water.) We picked up several men in the water and cruised around until we were picked up by the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 4, 1947).

Peter Craven, the second mate, related his experiences during the sinking:

As the ship began to list sharply the captain gave his abandon ship order. The first boat was lowered and floated without too much trouble and men piled down ropes to get in while others jumped into the water. I jumped in and managed to get in the second boat but she was capsized by suction of the sinking ship. Most of the missing were in or about this second boat. Down we went. When I came up I reached the surface a moment before the boat came up overturned. (He climbed on the boat with Louis Cima and Ed Brown.) We were a wet, cold bunch as we waited for the rescue ship to reach us. I'm still shivering. Gee, that water was cold (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 4, 1947).

Bill Randall, a steward, was on watch near the bow of the ship. He also gave his account to the newspapers (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 4, 1947): "It was pitch black and I couldn't see a thing, but I knew something serious had happened. I noticed the ship begin to sink almost immediately at the bow." He knew it was "only a matter of time" before they went under. "I would say the men kept remarkably calm. I don't think they realized we were sinking as fast as we were. When the time came to abandon ship, things happened so fast that no one had much time to get stirred." He said water was "up to the winches" when the order to abandon ship was given. He saw the captain rush from the wheelhouse as waves came over the side and toppled him on his back. "I didn't see him after that." (The same source states that not one of the survivors saw Capt. Walkinshaw in the water).

Randall noted one pathetic scene. He saw Paul Perry, a watchman, walking at the stern with his suitcase in his hand. Apparently Perry could not swim, for he made no attempt to jump overboard with the others. "He didn't say a thing. He just stood there and went down with the ship."

Only one account located mentioned exploding boilers. Night Steward Art Lafontaine said he was working a meal when the ship struck. He rushed out and helped launch a lifeboat.

I helped pull two men into the lifeboat, and they were still jumping from the sinking freighter when the boilers exploded. Instead of drawing us in, the force of the explosion pushed us out... That was lucky. I was careful to steer the lifeboat straight away from the ship as she went down, otherwise, if we had been traveling in a parallel direction, I don't think we'd have made it. A few hundred feet ahead
we saw a rock sticking out of the water, so we made for it and discharged our cargo. Then we went back to pick up some more survivors. By this time the ship had gone down. On our way back to the Coast Guard cutter we picked up the body of the last crew, Mrs. Shultz. Her clothes were torn and I figured she went down with the boat, and then was blown to the surface when the boilers exploded (Montreal Gazette June 5, 1947).

The Allbrecht account below contradicts what other accounts thought happened to Shultz. Allbrecht was on the after deck with all three of the women when the ship went down and saw them board a lifeboat. This was apparently the port lifeboat that capsized from the suction of the ship sinking.

Nick Iovici would remember his first voyage as a sailor. "I jumped over the side. I was under pretty deep water when I came up and my first thought was the overturned lifeboat. Then I swam to a mattress and stayed on it until the other lifeboat picked me up. The water was like ice" (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 4, 1947).

The Minneapolis Star (June 4, 1947) carried the experience of Ernest Allbrecht, 18, a coal passer who was the youngest of the 21 survivors. Allbrecht was preparing to go to bed when he learned the ship was going down. When he heard the news he dressed rapidly, grabbed a life jacket and rushed to the after deck, where he helped lower the two lifeboats. He waited until the three women cooks were aboard and started to follow them.

Before I got into the boat I was standing by the after house. Then the ship began to list and water came rushing over like a waterfall. The port lifeboat was thrown against the after house bulkhead, with several persons in it. I thought my life had come to an end when the boat threatened to pull me to the cabin, but luckily I was just brushed and cut a bit. The next thing I knew I was in the water, floating with the jacket. The port lifeboat was overturned and a few feet away. I couldn’t swim in that water, it was so cold, so I drifted to the boat and hung on until I saw the cutter coming.

Fred Savoie, deck hand, said, "I was knocked out of my berth for a sound sleep when the crash came." He added, "I ran down into the damage room. There he second mate told the men to put on life belts and prepare the lifeboats to be lowered. I then jumped into the water - a sinking section of the ship drew me and the second cook, Mabel Cunnane, under the water. The bottom was bad, but I fought my way to the surface and came up in a life ring. I was later picked up by a lifeboat and brought to safety" (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 4, 1947).

The survivors were a happy lot. Young Allbrecht, who was just starting his career as a lakes sailor, said from his hospital bed that he was planning to ship out again in a few weeks. Perhaps he summed up the attitude shared by some of the other survivors, and many of those who had made their living on the Great Lakes, when he said, "We can’t let one little shipwreck get us down" (Fort William Daily Times Journal June 4, 1947).

Shortly after the survivors returned safely to Fort William, the search for the missing was resumed. KIMBALL's Lt. Clark and his crew of 17 left port about 1:00 o’clock the morning of June 4 to "hunt around Caron Rocks for survivors and bodies" (Paul Arthur New Chronicle June 4, 1947)
Alan J. Linkoln, general agent, announced that Canada Steamship Lines had chartered another vessel, COASTAL QUEEN, owned by the Northern Engineering Company, to go to the wreck site to continue the search and also to attempt recovery of bodies still trapped on board the wreck. COASTAL QUEEN had a diver, E.J. (Doc) Fowler, aboard. Fowler was a veteran diver who was employed by Pigeon River Timber Company and was on loan to C.S.T. (Fort William Daily Times Journal, June 5, 1947). Small launches were also aboard QUEEN to enable the many small bays and inlets of Isle Royale to be searched. The charter vessel left at 8:00 p.m. (reported elsewhere as 9:00 p.m.) on the 4th and diving operations were planned for that evening (Montreal Gazette, June 5, 1947; Toronto Globe and Mail, June 5, 1947; Fort William Daily Times Journal, June 5, 1947).

KIMBALL's crew found the body of another woman during the search they conducted after returning to the site the afternoon of the disaster. It was identified as that of Marie Tobieck, a porter. She was found about 4 miles from the site, floating upright, supported by her life jacket (Fort William Daily Times Journal, June 5, 1947). The Coast Guard returned her to Fort William that evening (Montreal Gazette, June 6, 1947). The two lifeboats and a company raft were also reported in the same general area.

At first there was some confusion regarding the number and identity of the missing from the wreck. The official company list of the dead and missing released from its corporate headquarters in Montreal named only 11 persons. Company officials in Fort William stated that there were indeed 12 missing or dead. The 12th missing crew member was J. Prokop (also Prokop and Prokopf), a wheelsman. Prokop had replaced G. Sopchuk, who left the ship the night before it sailed. Sopchuk had surprised everyone when he walked into the company headquarters on the day of the wreck to pick up his pay (Toronto Globe and Mail, June 6, 1947; Montreal Gazette, June 6, 1947).

EMPEROR's crew usually consisted of 25, but two men were left behind when it departed Fort William on its last trip (Montreal Gazette, June 6, 1947).

Malcolm Melsaacs (or Masaacs, Winnipeg Free Press, June 5, 1947) and Melville Anderson were the two men on the normal EMPEROR crew roster not aboard when the ship took its last voyage. Anderson, a wheelsman, had been suffering from eye trouble and stayed ashore (Fort William Daily Times Journal, June 5, 1947). A day earlier, the same paper stated that a fireman and third mate were not on the ship.

This would have been Melsaacs second trip on the Lakes. His luck had changed for the better. As a salt-water sailor, he was torpedoed three times during the war (Fort William Daily Times Journal, June 4, 1947).

James Buziak was not as fortunate as those who had missed the boat. Buziak, who was among the missing, shipped aboard EMPEROR as a coal passer on June 3 the ship's last night afloat (Fort William Daily Times Journal, June 4, 1947).

Capt. Norman Beoch, operating manager of Canada Steamship Lines, told the newspapers that his company's ships had the most modern safety devices obtainable, and apart from that, EMPEROR was one of the most seaworthy ships in the company's lines. We feel that our fleet is one of the best-maintained fleets on the Great Lakes. There has been more safety practice on the Great Lakes in the past 10 years than ever before, in view of the fact that...
operators are endeavoring to obtain better premiums on insurance rates—and with telling results” (Toronto Globe and Mail June 5, 1947).

Reach’s comments were in response to those made by Harry Davis, president of the Canadian Seaman’s Union (Toronto Globe and Mail June 5, 1947). The night of the wreck, Davis had called for an immediate investigation into the sinking, and demanded that the C.S.C. be represented on any board set up that would probe the worst Lake tragedy in 5 years. “Too many Lake ships are far too old to be sailing with such heavy cargoes as one, and altogether too many safety regulations are being violated. It is high time to call a halt to the needless tragedies.” He stated that the union had always fought for adequate safety regulations, and would continue to do so. “We of the union mourn the loss of those men along with their relatives. We consider, however, that the best memorial to those lost in this tragedy is to ensure such future calamities shall not take place” (Montreal Gazette June 5, 1947). Captain Reach, however, labeled the union’s statement as that of “an opportunist,” and stated that Lake ships are inspected periodically by the British Corps Register (a classification society) and approved by the Steamship Inspection Service, Ottawa (Toronto Globe and Mail June 5, 1947).

Three investigations were soon opened regarding the cause of the disaster. One was begun by the U.S. Coast Guard under the direction of Lt. Cmdr. S.J. Langer, inspector, from Duluth. The Coast Guard was required to make an investigation because the incident happened in U.S. waters. The other inquiries were the ones by the Steamship Inspection Branch of the Canadian Transport Department (this would be a preliminary investigation, with a formal inquiry to follow), and the Canada Steamship Lines, to be conducted by H.R. Baxter, of Toronto, shore captain for the company (Toronto Globe and Mail June 6, 1947). There may have been a fourth inquiry, it was reported that the Coroner for the district was also investigating the cause of the accident (Toronto Daily Star June 6, 1947).

The most informative document of the many inquiries into the wreck is that of “The Preliminary Inquiry into the Circumstances Concerning the Sinking of the S.S. EMPEROR: Conducted by Capt. W.M. Morrison, Supervisor and Examiner of Masters and Mates for the Department of Transport, Province of Ontario on the 6th day of June 1947” (Canadian Archives). Ten of the survivors were interviewed under oath and the questions and answers are contained within this document.

The Canadian Legislature expressed its concern over the wreck. More navigational aids were urged in the Commons as a result of EMPEROR’s loss. T.J. Church led the discussion. Church declared that there were no aids to navigation on the lake at the spot where the ship struck the reef, and he asked what the government was going to do to prevent similar disasters. “Transport Minister Clerier replied that if Church knew the facts, he would not make the statements he did” (Montreal Gazette June 6, 1947).

Apparently the Canadian Seaman’s Union also conducted an inquiry on the wreck. A report of its findings was released June 18, and excerpts and company responses appeared in the press (Montreal Gazette June 19, 1947). In the union’s report, T.G. McManus, national secretary, charged that an officer of EMPEROR had disregarded warnings that the ship was heading dangerous rocks, and that, due to “fuzzy davits, the crew had difficulty in launching boats.” According to McManus, survivors of the sinking told the union that the ship had been sailing short one mate since the beginning of the season, and the chief and second mates had shared the missing mate’s wages between them. The union charged further that, contrary to the
regulations of the Canada Shipping Act, no lifeboat drills had been held aboard EMPEROR that season. McManus went on to say that "facts revealed by investigators conducted by the union" had moved the union to request the government to include C.S.U. representatives in the government inquiry board that was investigating the sinking. The union wanted unlicensed survivors to be called as witnesses during the inquiry.


The formal investigation to be done by request of Transportation Minister Chavrier was announced (Montreal Gazette June 19, 1947). Justice F.H. Barlow of the Supreme Court of Canada presided. Capt. F.J. Davis and Angus G. McKay acted as assessors. Hugh Plaxton of Toronto acted as counsel for the Transport Department. The investigation opened at the Osgoode Hall, Ottawa, July 2. Representatives of the Canadian Seaman's Union had been invited to attend.

The court findings were announced July 26 (in Court Documents):

Honourable Lionel Chavrier, Minister of Transport, today announced the findings of the investigation into the stranding and sinking of the S.S. EMPEROR in Lake Superior on June 4 last with the loss of 12 lives. "The report places the blame for the wreck on James Murray, the first mate, "who did not keep proper watch." In this connection, the report expressed the opinion "that the system which prevailed which required the first mate to be in charge of the loading of the ship during the period when he should have been off duty, resulted in his becoming over-tired, suffering as he was from loss of sleep." James Murray was drowned when the vessel sank.

The ill-fated vessel had loaded 10,429 tons of iron ore and had sailed from Port Arthur at 10:55 p.m. on June 3. The captain was in charge of the watch till midnight when the first mate, James Murray, relieved him for the midnight until 5 a.m. watch. The evidence indicated that the mate was over-tired and the report emphasizes the fact that "James Murray was a man of wide experience on the Great Lakes, that he was most efficient, and that he had an excellent record previous to this unfortunate accident."

Recommendations of the Court of Investigation are as follows:

1. We recommend that some system be evolved, either by employing a third mate or otherwise, if feasible, to prevent a mate or officer from taking charge of a ship when he is suffering from loss of sleep or is in a state of exhaustion by reason of his duties. We find that the eight-hour day prevails with the engine room officers and crew but not with the officers in the forward end. We cannot understand why the eight-hour day should not prevail throughout the ship, and we would so recommend.

2. The evidence does not disclose, and so far as we know there is no requirement by which a ship is equipped with a system of electrical gongs, throughout the ship, to be used in case of a disaster, such as collision, fire or grounding. We recommend that a regulation be passed requiring all Lake vessels to be so equipped.

3. In our opinion, the evidence does not disclose that sufficient lifeboat and fire drills were held to familiarize the changing crew with their proper stations and proper duties, in order that the
same may be carried out speedily and efficiently. We recommend that lifeboat drill and fire drill be held weekly during the summer season and at least twice during the navigation period, apart from the spring inspection, that lifeboat drill and fire drill be held in the presence of and under the supervision of, an officer from the Department of Steamboat inspection.

4. In view of the submissions made we have given consideration to whether or not wooden lifeboats should be used. We are of the opinion that wooden lifeboats are far superior to any other.

The evidence submitted before the Court of Investigation showed that the vessel was in a good and seaworthy condition as regards hull, machinery, lifesaving and other equipment. All necessary charts and sailing directions were on board and in addition, the following equipment in excess of Department of Transport regulations had been installed: gyro compass, echo sounding machine, ship-to-shore radio telephone and radio direction finder.

The Board of Investigation fully exonerates the master, Captain Elden Walkinshaw, and says: "We are of the opinion that under all the circumstances he did everything possible most promptly and efficiently." He sent out a distress signal by radio immediately after the vessel struck, in response of which the United States Coast Guard vessel KIMBALL, located nearby, came to render assistance. In this connection, the report says "We cannot commend too highly the action of the captain and crew of the KIMBALL for the prompt assistance which they rendered." As a result, 21 of the crew were saved. Most of those who lost their lives were in the second lifeboat which was being launched and was sucked down when the EMPEROR sank.

Newspaper stories at the time of EMPEROR's loss compared the high shipwreck concentration at the northeastern end of Isle Royale to Keweenaw Point and Whitefish Point, which had been known as the "Graveyard of the Great Lakes" (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 4, 1947). Most of the wrecks that occurred at Keweenaw Point were ships driven ashore during storms. The wrecks on Whitefish Point have been due primarily to vessels converging into the narrow channel leading out of the Upper Lake, and then colliding, usually during fog. The Isle Royale wrecks have been principally attributed to a "combination of storms and misrouting of the travel routes, the latter, in former days, particularly, being due to magnetic disturbances which sometimes affect the steamers compasses in that area" (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 4, 1947).

The loss of EMPEROR was the worst disaster on the Great Lakes since the year 1947, when three incidents were recorded: 25 drowned in a launch in Georgian Bay, 14 elsewhere in a tug, and 18 in a barge in Lake Erie. EMPEROR's demise was the first event on Lake Superior resulting in a loss of life since 1940, when the steamer ARINGTON went down in a gale with the loss of one crew member. The worst year on Lake Superior prior to the EMPEROR wreck was 1927, when KAMLOOPS disappeared in a storm with 22 crew aboard (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette June 4, 1947). The worst year since the turn of the century on the Great Lakes was 1913, when a 2 day November storm wrecked 13 vessels, and 240 people drowned. It was estimated that, since the turn of the century, more than 100 ships have gone down on the Great Lakes, and more than 2,000 seamen have lost their lives (Winnipeg Free Press June 4, 1947).
EMPRESS was the most recent large ship to be wrecked on Isle Royale.

Salvage

The first diver to view the remains of the EMPRESS was F.J. (Doc) Fowler. On Thursday, June 12, 1947, Fowler made three dives of about 30 minutes duration in an attempt to recover some of the bodies of those still missing from the wreck (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 14, 1947). The dives had been planned to take place during the original search operations carried out by COASTAL QUEEN after the wreck, but weather conditions did not allow them to be done.

There are no records of commercial salvage on EMPRESS. Soon after the advent of scuba diving, EMPRESS became a popular diving attraction in Lake Superior. The continued exploration of EMPRESS led to the discovery of what Fowler sought. In 1975, the clothed and preserved remains of one of the crew was discovered by sport divers in the area of the engine room (Grand Rapids Daily Mining Gazette Sept. 2 and 3, 1975). The body was discovered by members of the Inland Divers Club of Duluth and was reported to the National Park Service. Park Headquarters said that no further diving attempts to recover the remains were planned due to the depth and the difficulty in reaching the remains (Daily Mining Gazette Sept. 3, 1975). The remains were reportedly removed by Canadian divers and sunk in deep water. Occasional reports of additional remains have reached the Park Service. However, none have been verified.
Fig. 4.26. 525 foot long, Canadian steamship line free bulk freighter EMPRESS, the largest ship built in Canada at the time of launch. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.27. Port side view of EMPRESS as it appeared when lost in June 1947. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
KAMLOOPS was built in England by Furness Shipbuilding Co., Ltd., at its shipyard at Heverden Hill on Tees in 1824. Built for Steamships, Ltd. of Montreal, Canada for use in the Great Lakes package trade, she was a single-screw, steel freighter designed as a canal boat, with dimensions appropriate for use on the Welland Canal system. So her primary intended function was to transport package freight, but it could also carry bulk cargo.

The specific vessel type in the Great Lakes known as “canalers” began with the opening of the Welland Canal in 1829. These vessels were built close to the maximum dimensions that would allow their passage through the locks. The original locks required a ship’s length to be less than 110 feet, the beam no more than 22 feet, and a draft of less than 6 feet. The Welland Canal was expanded to accommodate a 9-foot draft in 1850, and a 10-foot draft in 1872 (Murphy 1966:363). By 1887, improvements permitted vessels up to 250 feet long, 44 feet wide with a draft of 14 feet (nearly double in length over those of 1829) to clear the locks and canal system from Lake Ontario to Montreal (Mills 1916:226-7).

KAMLOOPS had a length between perpendiculatrs of 250 feet, molded breadth of 42 3/4 feet and a molded depth of 26 1/2 feet. Her displacement was 2,400 tons on a 14-ft. draft (Canadian Railway and Marine World July 1924). KAMLOOPS was one of the vessel type built to the maximum possible canal dimensions.

At each improvement of the locks, the older vessels became obsolete because of their increasing competitive disadvantage with the larger ships. Had KAMLOOPS not wrecked on Isle Royale in 1927, it might have become outdated when the canal improvements begun in 1913 were completed. The Welland Canal in 1932 allowed vessels to pass measuring 716 feet long with a draft of 30 feet. The locks could accept vessels with a beam of 30 feet (Murphy 1966:394). However, LETHBRIDGE, the sister ship of KAMLOOPS, survived until it was scrapped in 1961, two years after the larger Saint Lawrence Seaway opened (Greenwood 1973:124).

Steamships Ltd., the company that ordered both sister ships built, was a subsidiary of Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd., and all of its principal company executives were also officers of Canada Steamship Lines. Steamships Ltd. was incorporated in November 1923, stating its purposes as “to carry on the business of transportation of passengers, freight, etc., towing, wrecking and salvage in or over any of the navigable waters within or bordering on Canada, and to or from any foreign port, and various other businesses connected therewith” (Canadian Railway and Marine World August 1924:422-3).

The first of the two new ships slid down the ways on May 29, 1924, after being christened KAMLOOPS by Agnes Black, daughter of the Canada Steamship Lines superintendent. LETHBRIDGE followed on June 14. A fairly complete description of KAMLOOPS was published in Canadian Railway and Marine World in July 1924 (p. 376):

KAMLOOPS is built on the longitudinal system of framing, with upper, shelter, and forecastle decks. The double bottom, extending all fore and aft, and the peak tanks, are arranged for water ballast, and a water-tight cofferdam is fitted at the sides of the fore hold to give added protection to the cargo to meet the severe conditions of the
service. The captain's accommodation and chart room are in house on the forecastle deck, with the steering wheel in the peak Texas house above. Special attention has been given to the accommodation for the officers and crew in the forecastle, and engineers and firemen in the deck-house aft. The whole of the accommodation is heated by steam radiators, and electric lighting is to be installed. A powerful steam windlass is fitted in the forecastle, and special packets are arranged in the hull to house the anchors.

The cargo gear, consisting of 4 sampson posts, each having one 5 ton derrick, is operated by one 8x12-inch and two 7x10-inch steam cargo winches, and mooring arrangements are carried out by means of four 6x10-inch steam mooring winches. A hoisting gear, consisting of 13 winches driven through shafting by a double-cylinder vertical steam engine, will be fitted in the upper 'tween decks for discharging cargo. A steam steering gear will be fitted in the after 'tween decks and controlled by shafting from the wheelhouse forward and boat deck aft. The propelling machinery consists of a set of triple expansion inverted marine engines, having cylinders of 18, 30, and 50 inches diameter, and a stroke of 36 inches. Steam is supplied by two single-ended boilers 13.6 feet in diameter by 11 feet long, working at a pressure of 185 lbs.

The Canadian Transcript of Register (Nov. 7, 1926, Montreal) gives additional information on KAMLOOPS' registry record and construction. Apparently, the ship remained under British registry No. 194 until 1926. There is a mistake in the recording of the official number on the Transcript of Register, as two registration records exist for KAMLOOPS in the Public Archives of Canada. One register with overstamps reads: "Registry Of Shipping May 26 1926 Marine and Fisheries: Registry of Shipping Dec 27 1927 Marine and Fisheries"; "Registry of Shipping Jun 30 1927 Dept. of Transport" (RG 12 Vol. 3020) gives the official number as 147682. The other, apparently a later version of the Transcript of Register, with two overstamps, reads: "National Revenue Canada 20 Jan 1926 Registrar Maritime Montreal, P.O." and gives the official number as 147,687. The earlier one (147,682) is probably correct.

According to the registers, the ship had two decks and two schooner-rigged masts, fore and main, and was classed as clincher-built, with an elliptical stern. The hull contained five bulkheads, four of which were water tight, and six water-hallast tanks with a capacity of 689 tons. The depth of hull from the tonnage deck to ceiling at midships was 24.3 feet, with the depth from the top of the deck at the side amidships to the bottom of the keel 26.05 feet. The hull had a very sharp chine. The round of bilge was 8.3 tons of a foot.

The triple expansion engine and the Scotch boilers were made specifically for KAMLOOPS by Richardson, Westgarth and Co., Ltd. of Harlepool, England, and rated at 1,000 indicated horsepower. The engine could push the ship at an estimated speed of 9 1/2 knots.

The tonnage particulars give a perspective on hull volume configuration. A total of 2,225.09 tons are recorded under the tonnage deck. In addition, the forecastle measured 49.77 tons, and the deck houses 125.73 tons, including two tons for access of hatchway. Thus the ship's gross tonnage totaled 2401.54. Deductions yield a register tonnage of 1747.79 tons.
KAMLOOPS completed its builder’s trial on July 5, 1924 and proceeded to Copenhagen to load the first cargo, which was bound for Montreal. The ship went on to Houghton, Michigan. The vessel, along with its sister, would run regularly between Montreal and Fort William, Ontario carrying package freight west and grain east (Canadian Railway and Marine World Oct. 1924:527).

Operational History

KAMLOOPS’ first season on the Lakes started late, when its maiden upbound passage began on September 13, 1924 (Detroit Free Press Sept. 14, 1924) under Capt. William Brian and engineer J.W. Verity (Great Lakes Red Book 1925: 51). The new package freighter had arrived from Copenhagen shortly before its sister ship LETHBRIDGE, which reached Montreal on September 18 (Canadian Railway and Marine World Oct. 1924:527). A cargo of pebbles was brought from Denmark for the Calumet and Hecla Mining Company in Calumet, Michigan. Here the crew which sailed on the maiden voyage was replaced by a crew of Lake sailors (Calumet News Aug. 24, 1924; Dec. 14, 1927). KAMLOOPS passed Port Colborne on the Welland Canal on September 22 downbound for the first time (Detroit Free Press Sept 23, 1924).

The first season set the pattern for KAMLOOPS, whose owners continued to operate as long as possible each season. The canalier weathered a severe storm on its last downbound run of the 1924 season on December 13 and 14 when winds of 50 to 60 miles per hour and a temperature of 50 below claimed at least one vessel. The wrecked near Eagle Harbor on the Keweenaw Peninsula. After the storm, KAMLOOPS, along with MIDLAND PRINCE, MIDLAND KING and LETHBRIDGE, each with a load of grain, were all reported downbound on Lake Superior, while other vessels were laid up in the shelter of Isle Royale (Marquette Daily Mining Journal Dec. 15, 1924). The four ships soon became trapped by ice in the St. Mary’s River, and two tugs of the Great Lakes Towing Company were dispatched to assist them. These four vessels were the last of the 1924 season to pass through the locks (Marquette Daily Mining Journal Dec 17, 1924).

The 1925 season began for KAMLOOPS in April, when it cleared Sault Ste. Marie on the 20th at 3:30 upbound, and again on the 23rd downbound (Detroit Free Press April 21, 23, 1925). In October the freighter was held up with 10 others of the grain fleet during a downbound run by the grounding of W. H. DANIELS in the Wetland canal aqueduct (Detroit Free Press Oct 12, 1925). The remainder of the season was uneventful.

The first downbound run of the 1926 season began May 3, when KAMLOOPS cleared Detroit at 3:00 am (Detroit Free Press May 4, 1926). The ship ended its third season like the first — stuck in the ice. This time there were not four ships stuck in the St. Mary’s River ice, but more than 100. The 100 ships were caught in the channel near Neubsho Island on December 3, the same location where KAMLOOPS had been trapped earlier. That event was the largest ice jam in the history of upper Lakes shipping, according to contemporary references. The ice halted all progress of the steamers, and even the powerful tugs made only slow headway through the slush that in places was 12 feet thick. The problem was increased by the fact that there were about 2,000 people aboard the jammed ships, and supplies ran short (Detroit Free Press Dec. 4, 1926).
the weather worsened, and a 35-mile-an-hour northeast wind pushed the
temperature to 17 below zero, turning the slush to ice. Every available tug in the
vicinity was summoned, and the steel car ferry SAULT MARIN was brought out to
assist in the struggle to free the trapped fleet. Truck loads of food were shuttled to
the ships by the tugs (Detroit Free Press Dec. 5, 1926).

On December 5, seven inches of snow fell, further complicating the rescue effort,
which at this time was assisting 40 upbound and 65 downbound boats in the
channel. The shortage of coal became crucial on some vessels, and efforts were
begun to purchase coal from the upbound carriers because none was available at
the Sault. During this blockade many vessels left Port Arthur loaded with grain to
get their last run in before the ice got too thick to be broken by the harbor tugs
(Detroit Free Press Dec. 6, 1926). These vessels fell in behind those already
ice bound in the St. Mary’s River.

The upbound fleet was released the next day, but the number of trapped downbound
vessels grew to 70. The principal obstruction was COUILLÉ, which was stuck nearly
crosswise in the channel. Ten thousand tons of coal were purchased by the Lake
Carriers’ Association, whose members were losing an estimated $50,000 a day as a
result of the ice jam, although Sault merchants were making $16,000 a day from
providing supplies to the icebound fleet (Detroit Free Press Dec. 7, 1926).

By December 7, the number of blocked Lake carriers reached 96. Reports arrived in
the city, as representatives of companies and the new idle grain elevators
joined the effort. COUILLÉ was released, but the next ship in line, GENERAL
GARRISON, became trapped, halting further rescue efforts for that day (Detroit Free
Press Dec. 8, 1926).

The trapped grain carriers, now more than 100, began moving down the river
December 8, but were held up for another 12 hours (Detroit Free Press Dec. 9,
1926). Twenty-six freighters were freed on December 9 (Detroit Free Press Dec. 10,
1926). However, KAMLOOPS was not one of the fortunate vessels, being 39th in line
(Detroit Free Press Dec. 9, 1926). In a list of vessels freed from the ice on
December 10 that was published in the Detroit Free Press (Dec. 11), KAMLOOPS is
not mentioned, and therefore must have been released on the 11th, after being
trapped in the ice for 9 days. It was KAMLOOPS that voyage of the 1927 season.

Open water was visible April 7 for the first time of the 1927 season at Port Arthur,
when an ice breaker opened a channel for the downbound freighters (Cleveland
Plain Dealer April 8, 1927). KAMLOOPS cleared Sault Ste. Marie upbound for the
recently opened Port Arthur during the first run of the new season on April 20
(Cleveland Plain Dealer April 21, 1927). The vessel was reported in Fort William on
April 22, and had cleared downbound on the 23rd (Cleveland Plain Dealer April 23,
24, 1927). KAMLOOPS cleared the Sault at 9:30 a.m. on the 25th (Cleveland Plain
Dealer April 26, 1927).

KAMLOOPS was technically under new ownership the 1926 season. On October 11,
Canada Steamship Lines bought the vessel from Steamships, Ltd. On October 24,
1926 the registry issued a mortgage dated October 19, for $50,000,000 (although the
amount seems unlikely) loaned at 6 percent yearly interest by Montreal Trust
Company.

The dealings between steamship companies and the various financial institutions
have not been researched by historians. The relationship between Steamships, Ltd.
and Canada Steamship Lines. It should interest historians studying the development of capitalist enterprise on the Lakes, for the officers were the same for both companies, and the addresses of their principal places of business were the same. The details of this arrangement should shed light on the business practices of ship owners of the period.

Wreck Event

The last trip of the 1927 season would be KAMLOOPS’ final trip. The doomed vessel cleared Port Colborn, Ontario on the Welland Canal upbound on December 1 at 9:30 AM (Detroit Free Press Dec. 2, 1927). The ship passed Detroit at 11:30. Apparently KAMLOOPS passed through the Soo on December 4 in the company of QUEDOC, a 345-foot bulk freighter (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 13, 1927). From Saulte Ste Marie, Capt. Brian wrote his wife in Toronto, saying that the weather was very bad and that he was going out to anchor his ship (Ibid. Dec. 14, 1927). Mrs. Brian expected her husband home for the winter season six days later on Saturday, December 10.

The giant freeze up of vessels the year before was still fresh in memory as the 1927 navigation season drew to a close. A rumor had circulated from Buffalo that Lake ships, fearing another blockade, would end their season on November 30, but executives of Canada Steamship Lines denied the rumor. A company official was quoted in the Fort William Daily Times Journal on November 29: “We will run our ships as long as the weather holds good, and as long as there is grain to carry. The experience we had last year does not deter us because we realize that a thing like that may not happen again for another 50 years.” The executive’s declaration would prove ironic on two counts: Company vessels would be lost in 1927, and others would end their season icebound in the very same channel as the year before (Detroit Free Press Dec. 15, 16, 1927).

The day following the executive’s statement, a 36 mile an hour northeast wind began, causing the upbound vessels to shelter overnight on November 30 at Whitefish Point and the Welcome Islands. The temperature was 80°F. at Duluth, 10°F. at Port Arthur, and storm warnings were raised at the Soo. The temperature continued to drop as a massive cold front advanced from the northwest (Sault Daily Star Dec. 1, 1927). This cold front would be closely followed by a worse storm.

Insurance rates were raised at midnight, November 30, reflecting the increased risk of late-season navigation. The rates were raised again on December 5, and underwriters ceased all coverage by midnight on the 12th. Navigation aids and lightkeepers were removed from the Lakes by that time (Sault Daily Star Dec. 1, 1927; Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 1, 1927).

Meanwhile, the Booth Fisheries’ steamer AMERICAN was reported to have arrived at Port Arthur on December 3, ice-covered after passing through the storm. The vessel carried a load of salt and was to return to Duluth with a cargo of salted herring (Port Arthur News-Chronicle Dec. 3, 1927).

The storm increased as the second front arrived, sweeping Lake Superior with high winds on December 5. Upbound vessels, including KAMLOOPS, had been delayed and anchored at Whitefish Bay. The downbound grain ship had weathered the storm at Port William. VALCARILHA, the first ship to reach the Soo, arrived heavily laden with a thick coating of ice, and reported temperatures of 40 degrees below during the storm (Sault Daily Star Dec. 6, 1927).
The financial pressure of the December 5 increase in the insurance rates had prompted furious activity at the Lakehead grain port. Eighteen ships of the grain fleet were loaded by the Port Arthur elevators, with work at maximum capacity to clear the fleet before the insurance rates went up. All but three made it before the rate changed (Port Arthur News Chronicle, Dec. 6, 1927).

Storm signals were raised once again on December 7, as a northeast wind began blowing at 70 to 80 miles per hour. The temperature dropped to 10 degrees below at Port Arthur. The passenger steamer ASS VIKOA was loading flour to begin its downbound voyage as soon as the weather cleared (Port Arthur News Chronicle, Dec. 7, 1927). The next day the same paper announced that no vessels had reached Port Arthur or Fort William for the last 36 hours (bid, Dec. 8). The wind would soon exceed 60 miles per hour, and a cold front would subside.

The storm became a major blizzard. The weather remained at sub-zero levels with lows of 10–30 degrees below zero reported. The gale was responsible for at least eight deaths in Alberta. More than 30 people on land lost their lives during this storm (Detroit Free Press, Dec. 10, 1927), which was so severe that train service between St. Paul, Winnipeg and Minneapolis was suspended on the 7th (Com William Daily Times Journal, Dec. 8, 1927).

The situation on the lakes grew worse as the storm raged the 7th and 8th. Damage reports began filtering in on the 8th. The bulk freighter AGAMIA was aground in Lake Huron, being pounded to pieces. All efforts to rescue the 73 stranded crew members were thwarted by the weather. At least 20 other vessels were in distress or missing. Seven downbound grain ships were overdue at Detroit. Winds of 84 miles an hour broke four vessels and a passenger steamer from their moorings in Detroit. An unidentified boat (which turned out to be the bulk freighter C.W. OGLIBAY) ran aground at Ship Point, MACKIANN, another bulk freighter, ran aground in Thunder Bay. ALCAPAC was aground at Kewenaw Point. In Lake Erie three steamers ran aground with a total of 11 men aboard (Detroit Free Press, Dec. 10, 1927). In all, five vessels were eventually declared a total loss by the underwriters. KAMOOPS was among the missing.

The steel package freighter WINNIPEG arrived in Port Arthur on Friday the 9th with the news that the crew had seen KAMOOPS at Whitefish Bay on Tuesday (Dec. 6). When the storm first broke, WINNIEPAC had laid up in Whitefish Bay, but left during a lull. At the upper end of the lake, track fog showed its progress and an anchor was set. The early morning light revealed that WINNIEPAC was only a few hundred yards from rocks and had just narrowly missed becoming a casualty of the storm. WINNIEPAC arrived in port covered with tons of ice on the deck, white with frost.

A crewman of WINNIEPAC described his five-day ordeal (Port Arthur News Chronicle, Dec. 10, 1927):

I have never seen anything like it in my 20 years of sailing. The storm was bad enough, but to get a combination of gales, fog, and 20° below zero weather all at the same time is something that has given many a seaman beside the last few days.

The same report stated that, a gang was at work unloading the ship and cutting away tons of ice so that "the steamer, like a good many more, will make 'one more trip' to the east before the close of navigation."
By December 12 grave concern was mounting regarding the fate of KAMLOOPS, which was now overdue at Ft. William. No word of the ship had been received other than that brought by WINNIPEG; KAMLOOPS carried no wireless. [Wireless was not required on all lake ships at this time, although many carried them as safety equipment. Wireless was required on all vessels carrying 50 or more persons (Sault Daily Star Ontario Dec. 14, 1927).]

At least three other vessels were missing: SASKATOON, a Canada Steamship Lines' package freighter, BROOKTON, a bulk freighter also owned by CSI; and the tug CHAMplain (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 17, 1927). All but KAMLOOPS would soon be located.

News of another victim of the storm circulated. LAMBERTON, a steel canalier similar to KAMLOOPS, was discovered wrecked on Penetang Island in Lake Superior (Sault Daily Star Dec. 12, 1927; Fort William Daily Times Journal Dec. 12, 1927).

The ordeal of the survivors of the wrecked vessels ALTADOC, AGAWA and LAMBERTON give a view of the conditions that KAMLOOPS faced. The Captain, a dory that attempted the removal of ALTADOC's crew became frozen in the ice, and was freed only after 20 attempts by the cutter CRAWFORD to break a lane to the final AGAWA's crew was trapped aboard without food or heat for three days, and during that time the stranded vessel was covered with ice 4 to 6 feet thick. The captain, who returned after that voyage, reported being battered by 30-foot waves that swept away the smokestack, spars and top deck (Detroit Free Press Dec. 12, 1927). Two suicides were reported aboard LAMBERTON by crew members unable to withstand severe conditions. These deaths, reported as suicides, may have been attempts to swim to shore.

A search for KAMLOOPS began in earnest December 12. ISLET PRINCE, commanded by A.F. Facer, began searching the north shore (Ft. William Daily Times Journal Dec. 12, 1927). The government tug MURRAY STEWART left from the Soo to join the search (Canada Canadian Observer Dec. 13, 1927). W.J. King, assistant manager of Canada Steamship Lines, announced his company was in communication with officials in Ottawa, and had requested the use of a government plane to aid the search (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 12, 1927).

Speculation on the whereabouts of KAMLOOPS centered on Isle Royale. Captain R. Simpson of QUEDOC arrived at the Soo and discovered KAMLOOPS still on the unreported list. He gave the following account (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 13, 1927):

The QUEDOC passed upbound December 4. Beside her was the KAMLOOPS unbound loaded with package freight, with 21 [sic] men aboard, and captained by William Brian. The QUEDOC was leading and the KAMLOOPS was one-quarter of a mile astern. At ten o'clock Tuesday night [Dec. 6], the lookout on the steamer QUEDOC suddenly saw a dark mass ahead, and gave the alarm immediately. The QUEDOC turned sharply to avoid running head on into the rocks at the same time blowing the danger signal to the KAMLOOPS. A north gale was blowing, there was a heavy sea, and it was rough going. The visibility was poor; on account of frost fog, and it is not known if the KAMLOOPS saw the rock or heard the signal. The KAMLOOPS has not been seen or heard of since. She had no wireless aboard.
Finally the weather cleared, and there was no wind on December 17 when the last grain cargo of the season departed the Canadian Pacific at Port Arthur (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times, Dec. 13). All departing vessels had been alerted to watch for wrecks. Searching vessels benefited from the fair weather. However, there was still no trace of KAMLOOPS (South Daily Star, Dec. 13, 1927).

A report circulated that the last ship KAMLOOPS was anchored at Keweenaw Point. Brock Paton, the U.S. general agent at Port Arthur, reported that the Coast Guard at Eagle Harbor had been requested to search the Point. Evidently that agency had been contacted by the Chicago-based marine insurance underwriter (Port Arthur News Chronicle, Dec. 13; Columnar News, Dec. 13). The cargo of CHAMPION was unable to respond because of heavy ice in the harbor, and damage to its proper insured during the course of the KAMLOOPS crew. The Keweenaw was searched by freighters to no avail (Belgian Haze Relief, Dec. 14, 1927; Houghton Daily Mining Gazette, Dec. 14, 1927; Columnar News, Dec. 14, 1927; South Daily Star, Dec. 15, 1927). The Keweenaw was searched by the tug CHAMPION (Wel. Daily Times Journal, Dec. 14; Owen Sound Daily Sun Times, Dec. 14, 1927). Both searches would prove futile.

Apparently, the rumor that KAMLOOPS was anchored at Keweenaw Point had originated at the American Sea, relayed to Port Arthur, and then to Chicago, from whence it was forwarded to the steamship company (Port Arthur News Chronicle, Dec. 14). The search for KAMLOOPS on the Keweenaw Peninsula was unsuccessful and the ship's whereabouts remained unknown.

Three hundred square miles of water and more than a thousand miles of rugged shoreline had been searched with negative results (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times, Dec. 15, 1927). As hope for the safe return of KAMLOOPS and its crew dimmed, speculation of lakes, islands, and capes began to appear in the regional press. "Either her cargo shifted and she heeled over, or she ran aground on some rocks and was wrecked" (Wel. Daily Times Journal, Dec. 4, 1927). Another paper (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette, Dec. 14, 1927) added:

"Marine men agree that the only hope for the safety of the KAMLOOPS is the chance it might have made a successful run to the south Canadian shore where it either ran ashore or is lying in some isolated harbor probably frozen in or has run aground somewhere on the Keweenaw."

KAMLOOPS was carrying a heavy cargo. Included in the cargo was valuable machinery, made in England for the Thunder Bay Paper Company (Wel. Daily Times Journal, Dec. 14, 1927). There was also a full deck load on board. Captain Harry Layton of the steamer J. P. HALEY TAYLOR described seeing KAMLOOPS during Its downstream run (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times, Dec. 14, 1927):

"I passed quite close to the KAMLOOPS somewhere between Cambou Island and Michipicoten Island, and while it was blowing fairly hard at that time, I did not think there was any danger, although I thought about her safety after we had passed her. There was another freighter going with her, but she was some little distance away, and I could not see what had been done, but I know that one of the two freighters was carrying quite a heavy load coal, and I am of the impression that a wave hit the one nearest to us, which would be the KAMLOOPS."

The ship seen by Layton accompanying KAMLOOPS must have been CHAMPION.
The deck load described may have been a factor in the sinking of KAMLOOPS. Ice was discussed as a possible factor in its loss, as the possibility of finding a trace of the ship or of the survivors making it to shore grew more grim (New York Times Dec 15, 1927):

It is believed that the missing vessel, fighting against the mountainous waves which swept Superior last week, foundered when the weight of ice formed by the high waves as they dashed against the vessel in sub-zero weather made the ship unmanageable and brought disaster while she was far from port or sheltered inlet.

A "well known mariner" later added (Sault Daily Star Dec 17, 1927):

The KAMLOOPS went up the lake with a deck load of tango wire ... and I am of the opinion that this is what swamped her. The wire was piled high, and water washing over the deck would immediately freeze there. It would be impossible to remove it, and the cargo and ice would make one huge, heavy and solid mass. It would be impossible to remove the ice or the deck load under such conditions. Other boats have nearly come to grief in Lake Superior from the same cause. I suggest this as being responsible for the loss of the KAMLOOPS, and I believe I am right. The KAMLOOPS became over weighted with the wire and ice and turned over and sank.

The speculation of the mariners of the lakehead was somewhat different (Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec 16, 1927):

Unless something unforeseen has happened, broken steering gear or spring plates, the KAMLOOPS could have made some beach or shore line, is the general opinion of mariners. The KAMLOOPS was a staunch vessel, heavily loaded perhaps, but nonetheless the ship could have been able to weather the storm, or seek shelter. Mariners do not think the Captain of the KAMLOOPS would allow sufficient ice to form on their decks to put her in danger of sinking. He probably knew his position and, if danger of that kind had arisen, it is more than likely the Captain would have made a run for shore to beach his vessel, is another opinion.

As more time passed without a trace of wreckage, and hope was reluctantly abandoned, the general feeling grew that KAMLOOPS would remain a lakes mystery (Sault Daily Star Dec 14, 1927). The Coast Guard ceased its search of the Kawaconaw in the face of heavy seas and ice, and suggested concentrating efforts on the shores of Isle Royale and Manitou Islands (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette Dec 16, 1927). The CSLFT PRINCE, which had seen no wreckage, was called back to port by CSL officials. Evidently, no planes were employed in the search for KAMLOOPS (Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec 15, 1927). MIDDLE PRINCE and MURRAY STEWART had also been unsuccessful ( Owen Daily Sun Times Dec 13, 1927).

Company officials, however, remained optimistic. Alex Auld, Canada Steamship Lines superintendent in Toronto, issued a press dispatch, saying "We have every hope of hearing from the KAMLOOPS yet." He pointed out there was no probability of the ship's food supplies giving out and, as it had no wireless, there was nothing to indicate it was not lying in some sheltered spot inaccessible from land. Auld also
said there was "not the slightest" possibility that the boat's cargo had shifted, causing the ship to turn turtle (1, William Daily Times Journal Dec. 16, 1927).

Isle Royale and Manitou Island represented the last shred of hope for the searchers. Captain Henry Gehl of the tug CHIEF MOUNTAIN believed every day at Isle Royale should be inspected. "I would like to give the lake the once-over to be certain. It might be that some men or members of the crew got ashore and are wandering about the island. It must be made certain that no one is on the island before the search for the missing steamer is given up as hopeless," he said (Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec. 16, 1927).

Capt. Gehl was not alone in his belief that survivors might be on Isle Royale. Another tug captain, Sam Wright, said that practically every tug captain, mate and engineer was ready to start a close search of the shore of Isle Royale, and the waters and islands between Port Arthur and the big island, to ascertain the fate of the freighter KAMLOOPS. Wright believed that the missing ship would be found ice locked on the inner side of Isle Royale between Washington Harbor and Gull Rocks, a stretch of 15 miles of sheer rock where there is no shelter for ships, or else in one of the numerous bays and island sheltered nooks that extend from Gull Rocks to the outer point of the island (Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec. 17, 1927). "The prospect of finding survivors still alive on Isle Royale was considered remote" (Daily Mining Journal, Marquette Dec. 15, 1927).

The Fort William agents of Canada Steamship Lines informed the Eagle Harbor Coast Guard that they planned to start the Dominion Towing and Salvage tug JAMES WHALEN. The tug was to leave Port Arthur on Friday, December 16, to search for KAMLOOPS, proceeding to Isle Royale first and then to Keweenaw, circling the end of the peninsula and Manitou Island (Daily Mining Journal, Marquette Dec. 17, 1927).

One newspaper report, if accurate, changes what is known of the last days of KAMLOOPS. According to the Port Arthur News Chronicle, December 17, 1927, the crew of MARTIAN said that it had almost collided with KAMLOOPS in heavy fog on December 5. This is the only reference located regarding any such occurrence, and may be a case of mistaken identity.

Further efforts to find the missing boat would be undertaken by the company. Tug JAMES WHALEN, carrying extra food and warm clothing, left Port William on the night of December 19, three days later than announced, to search for KAMLOOPS (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 20, 1927). Indications are that this search was a combined mission, for the tug would also pick up lighthouse keepers ending their season (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 21, 1927). The reason for WHALEN's delay from the first notice of its pending search on December 16 was not stated in this reference. Apparently it was involved in channel clearing operations (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 22, 1927).

Company officials received a telegram from JAMES WHALEN on December 21 saying the tug had made a circuit of Isle Royale without finding any trace of the missing steamer. "That the KAMLOOPS was lying against some jetty or another, working in two and sitting almost immediately, now appears the logical solution to the mystery" (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette Dec. 22, 1927).

JAMES WHALEN, with two Canadian Steamship Lines captains aboard, searched around Manitou Island and off Keweenaw on the south shore of Lake Superior. The tug returned to Port Arthur about 10:00 p.m. on the 22nd and reported no trace of

During JAMES WHALEN’s search for KAMLOOPS, public concern mounted. Citizen pressures to find the missing canaller grew, as did the number of rumors. Letters and editorials on the ship appeared in newspapers in increasing numbers. One popular editorial topic was the need to change regulations to require that all boats carry wireless equipment (e.g., Sault Daily Star Dec. 23, 1927; Port Arthur Daily News Chronicle Dec. 23, 1927).

Assertion of the continued possibility of the ship being ice-bound in a remote area was frequently mentioned in letters to the editor (e.g., Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 24, 1927). The suggestion that the government should patrol the coast by airplane again appeared. Pressure was also exerted on the government to continue the search with ice-breaking tugs, although none were available at the west end of the lake. Telegrams had been sent by the Port Arthur Chamber of Commerce and private businessmen to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in Ottawa, urging that government tugs be employed. These people were assured by the Ministry that it had been in constant touch with the owners of the vessel “with the idea of leaving nothing within reason undone to ascertain the whereabouts of the missing ship” (Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec. 20, 21, 1927).

Rumors circulated widely. The charge that the Canada Steamship Lines was dropping the search and not doing all it could was raised in Port William and Port Arthur. The company responded through W.J. King, assistant manager of the company (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 22, 1927):

The feeling that Canada Steamship Lines were not pushing the search for the KAMLOOPS as vigorously as they might, was said by W.J. King to be absolutely without foundation, and that on the contrary, everything humanly possible was being done to find some trace of the vessel and its crew.

On December 23 the rumor that KAMLOOPS had been located by some fishermen caused a great deal of excitement in the Lakeshore port cities. Supposedly the missing ship was ashore on Manitou Island. JAMES WHALEN was once again chartering by Canada Steamship Lines, this time for a “roving commission” (Detroit Free Press Dec. 25, 1927). Again, there were two Canada Steamship Line captains aboard to supervise the search (Sault Daily Star Dec. 24, 1927). The captains had been authorized by the company to visit any part of the lake that in their opinion should be looked over, to keep the tug out as long as there was any hope, and otherwise direct operations.

“They have full liberty to go wherever their judgement dictates and to stay out as long as they think there is any use. They can even go as far east along the south shore as Marquette,” said Brock Batten, agent for the Canada Steamship Lines.

Isle Royale waters will again be visited by the WHALEN, making the third time they have been inspected on behalf of the owners of the KAMLOOPS (Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec. 24, 1927).

JAMES WHATLIN was out three days on the final active search for KAMLOOPS. It returned at 5:00 p.m. on December 26, again without sighting a trace of the missing vessel. It had been a thorough search, primarily due to a period of calm weather. The principal search area was around Monuton Island. The only signs of life had been a wolf and an eagle. WHATLIN had circled the Behan and Argus Island opposite Thunder Cape. The Cape Rocks area of Isle Royale was also searched. In all, more than 500 miles were traveled in the search. It was the first time Christmas Day stillness had been pierced on mid-Lake Superior (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Dec. 27, 1927; Port Arthur News Chronicle Dec. 27, 1927; South Bay Daily Star Dec. 27, 1927).


The losses of the season were summarized and the Marquette Daily Mining Journal provided a picture of what remains of the next season might expect (Dec. 24, 1927).

The battle with the Storm King last again, the navigation season has come to a close with the wreckage of five steamers and hundreds of thousands of bushels of grain wasted on Lake Superior's and Lake Huron's bleak waters and shores; one ship, the KAMLOOPS, presumably on the bottom of Lake Superior with 20 men, two women and valuable cargo; and the expense of another lies blockade on the debt side of the shipping ledger.

The tale of lost shipping claimed four victims this year, landmarks which will be pointed out in 1928 when the merciless winds eviscerate the order for "that last cargo".

**Evans of '28: Discovery of Members of the Crew of KAMLOOPS.**

By the beginning of the new year, there was little mention of the loss of KAMLOOPS. In January the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board judged the crew lost and were waiting for receipt of the official report so compensation to the widows and children could begin (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Jan. 17, 1928; Detroit Free Press Jan 17, 1928). It was known that there were two women aboard KAMLOOPS during its final voyage. Janet Grafton and Alice Heddige were the first and assistant stewardesses. This was to have been the last season on the lakes for Grafton; it was the second season for 22-year-old Heddige (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times Jan. 12, 1928).

The opening of the 1928 navigation season began April 17, when JAMES WHATLIN began breaking ice at the Lakehead port (ibid, April 17, 27). The Canada Steamship Lines planned to have the first ships out of port begin looking for evidence of their missing vessels. The company intended to systematically search the north shore of Lake Superior and the entire shore line of Isle Royale. The caterpillar would be dispatched from Eagle Harbor to begin its search as soon as the weather and ice conditions allowed movement. Some writers hold to the slim hope that some of the crew may have survived the winter.

Ship crews were not the only ones on the lookout for KAMLOOPS' wreckage. A number of pilots flew into Port Arthur and reported seeing wrecked gear, at first thought to be the missing vessel. The wreckage was not that of KAMLOOPS but LAMBTON (Fort William Daily Times Journal May 16, 1928).

Insurance claims on the missing vessel were settled in February. The net collection of the insurance on the ship was $214,000.05 (letter from the Montreal Trust
Company to Canada Steamship Lines, Feb. 8, 1928. (Queens University Archive, Kingston). The hull and machinery were insured for a total of $188,100 (Letter from Montreal Trust Co. to Canada Steamship Lines, Feb. 4, 1928). There were 13 companies carrying hull and machinery insurance and 20 companies involved with disbursements insurance on KAMLOOPS.

On May 26, the electrifying news that the fishermen of Isle Royale had found bodies believed to belong to the crew of KAMLOOPS reached the newspapers (Calumet News May 26, 1928; Detroit Free Press May 27, 1928). The cutter CRAWFORD, which postponed entering the drydock in Duluth at Marine Iron and Shipbuilding for repairs, went to investigate. Two bodies had been reported found by David Line (Duluth News Tribune May 27, 1928).

The U.S. Coast Guard Cutter CRAWFORD, flying its flag at half mast, returned the sailors of the missing freighter to Port Arthur. Captain Christianson and executive officer J. Woods of CRAWFORD provided the details of the recovery. The bodies, both wearing the preservers with "KAMLOOPS" stencilled on them, were reported located near Twelve O'Clock Point on Amygdaloid Island (sic) on the north shore of Isle Royale. They were found along with wreckage of the lost steamer. Fragments of superstructure, including the top of the wheelhouse, a spar with a flag on which was printed KAMLOOPS, and a lifeboat were found in the area between Green Isle and Hawk Island.

Captain Christianson stated that the wreckage included all of the boat's hatches, half a lifeboat and five or six pairs of oars. The beach is covered with medicine, candy, tooth paste, and foodstuffs carried by the steamer. The reason the steamer was not found until Saturday was because ice on the little bay is just beginning to melt. Indications are that the steamer KAMLOOPS can not be very far from Isle Royale (Duluth News Tribune May 28, 1928).

It is unlikely the bodies were on Amygdaloid Island. It would have required a southwest wind, rare in the winter, for the bodies to have drifted toward Amygdaloid Island. Many contemporary sources erroneously reported Amygdaloid as the location of the bodies. Apparently, Twelve O'Clock Point was believed by some to be located on Amygdaloid Island -- it is actually located near Todd Harbor on Isle Royale.

The same paper reported that four other ring buoys, marked "EDWARD CHAMBERS," were found among the wreckage. It was believed that these were carried aboard KAMLOOPS as cargo (also reported in The Evening Telegram [Superior] May 28, 1928).

At Sargent's Funeral Parlor, where the bodies were taken, they were searched for any mementos that might indicate the identity of the sailors. There was no material to furnish a clue on one body; the other, however, did produce an identification: it is thought that the name of one of the men is J. Jourrissat, for on his body was found a letter, addressed to him in care of the Seattle Naval post office, written in French. In his pockets were also found a $10 bill and a check for $60 made out in his favor by the Canada Steamship Lines (Fort William Daily Times-Journal May 28, 1928).

Jourrissat's body was sent to Tislet, Quebec, for burial. The unidentified sailor was buried in Riverside Cemetery at Port Arthur. Brock Batten, Canada Steamship Lines
representative, made burial arrangements. He selected the caskets for both men and secured the cemetery plot for the unknown sailor (Port Arthur News-Chronicle May 24, 1928). Boston made every effort to show respect for the unidentified employee. The funeral was held at the University Cemetery, and the minister of the First Presbyterian Church officiated. The pallbearers were four Canadian steamship lines captains (F. W. Daily Times-Journal May 28, 1928).

The discovery of the bodies and wreckage prompted the Canadians to mount an air search in the area to locate the other crew members and the wreck itself (Quebec Daily Star Times May 29, 30, 1928). Ontario government hydroplane NIGHTINGALE searched the Amethyst Island coast but located no additional wreckage. The pilot reported much ice still in the bays of the area, which delayed the deployment of a search party. In this account, Capt. Martin Christiansen of the canadii vessel WINYAH reported seeing wreckage on the area between Hawk and Green islands. The captain also speculated that the wreck was in deep water, and accounted for the fact that the ship sank on the north side of the island because of a possible spillage to the south (Port Arthur News-Chronicle May 31, 1928).

A detailed description of the probable location of KAMLOOPS was published in the Buffalo News (June 1, 1928, cf. Maclean's Daily Mail Gazette June 1, 1928). This report indicated the loss was not Amethyst Island, as was frequently reported in the press. Captain Christiansen of CRAWFORD was quoted as saying that the wreck was lying on a reef just off Twelve O'Clock Point on the Apostle, within 150 feet of the little unclaimed bay where [were found] the houses of two members of the crew and considerable wreckage identified as that of the KAMLOOPS . . . in rather shallow water and the ice packs at the winter had torn the roof of the lighthouse.

Legislative ramifications of the loss of KAMLOOPS were being felt at this time. The sinking of the CSL steamer was used as an example of the need for additional lifesaving stations at the upper end of the Great Lakes and also to substantiate the argument for the requirement of wireless sets on all commercial vessels. Those arguments were presented to the House of Commons by B.J. Cowan of Port Arthur Thunder Bay and R.J. McLean of Fort William (Port Arthur News-Chronicle June 1, 1928).

American interests were also represented in the discussion of the opening and closing of the Great lakes navigation season. G.P. Quidan was sent by President Calvin Coolidge to investigate the controversy that came about when small shippers on the lakes charged that the operators of the larger fleets and the Great Lakes Carriers' Association delayed the opening of the 1928 season in order to benefit themselves. There were 80 civil suits against the operators pending in Cleveland (Buffalo News-Journal June 19, 1928).

Quidan indicated the government would control the opening and closing dates of the navigation season and would provide equal rights to all vessel operators and to safeguard as much as possible the lives of seamen and vessels. KAMLOOPS was used as the example of a wreck that might have been prevented if governmental restrictions had been in effect.

It is the belief of Mr. Quidan that weather conditions in the future will control the opening and closing of navigation. Therefore, it has been a practice among large vessel owners to insert in their shipping contracts clauses which declare the date of navigation open or closed. Many of these contracts are made without reference to
weather conditions ... The findings of the government inspection will be presented to the Secretary of War who will issue executive orders to direct U.S. engineers relative to navigation duties (Duluth News-Tribune June 10, 1928).

On June 4, six more bodies of KAMLOOPS’ crew were found, again by fishermen. News of the discovery was relayed to the port cities from Isle Royale by the captain of WINYAH. Brock Barton of the Canada Steamship Lines dispatched the tug CHAMPLA’I to recover the remains, which were found close to Twelve O’Clock Point (Pt. William Daily Times Journal June 5, 1928; Port Arthur News Chronicle June 5, 1928). The tug had four CSL captains aboard to supervise the search, and stopped a gasoline launch for searching the shallow bays and inlets. The bodies were decomposed, but one appeared to be that of a woman (The Calumet News June 5, 1928).

At first, the woman, reportedly found attired in nightclothes, was believed to be stewardess Nettie Grafton of Southampton (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times June 6, 1928). The woman was later identified as Alice Battedge, the assistant stewardess, an identification based on the fact that the body had a set of natural teeth; it was known that Nettie Grafton had false teeth (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 7, 1928). The report that Battedge was found in her nightclothes was denied. Brock Barton stated, “She was fully dressed and wore a sweater and a coat (Pt. William Daily Times Journal June 7, 1928). This evidence supports the belief held at the time by many that the bodies found were the occupants of a lifeboat that made it to shore. All had been found with lifebelts.

Three other bodies were identified based on pocket contents (Owen Sound Daily Sun Times June 7, 1928; Port Arthur News Chronicle June 7, 1928; Port Arthur News Chronicle June 8, 1928). The identified bodies were returned to their families for burial, except for Gauthier, whose address could not be determined. The two unidentified sailors and Gauthier were buried in the Riverside Cemetery in a central plot over which the Canada Steamship Lines erected a bronze tablet commemorating the wreck victims (Pt. William Daily Times Journal June 5, 13, 1928). Although reported, the tablet was apparently never erected.

A ninth body was found inland some distance from shore, believed to be the remains of Honore (Henry) Genest, first mate. The body had no lifebelt, although one was found in the vicinity. It was surmised that the first mate was able to make it to shore and remove his lifebelt before succumbing to the elements (Pt. William Daily Times Journal June 14, 1928).

The theory that some of KAMLOOPS’ crew may have made it to shore, and there died of exposure, gained support. Those who adhered to this view argued for a complete search of the inland region of Amygdaloid Island (Houghton Daily Mining Gazette June 7, 1928).

Capt. H.L. Brain, brother of the captain of KAMLOOPS, was influenced by this possibility. When he was not able to identify his brother among the bodies found, he mounted an independent search party to find his brother’s body. The tug RUTH B, captained by George Burns, was chartered (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 13, 1928).

Brain’s search was based on some strong evidence. The fact that a lifeboat had been found and the bodies had lifebelts on indicated there was at least some
warning of the disaster. Searchers had reported finding papers in the pockets of
the victims as well as other items that had not been water-soaked. Most believed
they perished from the cold and not hunger, because of the large amount of food
found on the shore (The Galaxian News June 15, 1929).

Brian's search took place June 14 and 15. He and his search party returned to Port
Arthur on June 16 to report they had found no further remains (Owen Sound Daily
Sun Times June 16, 1929). The private searchers did, however, report finding
evidence of what they believed to be "shelters and resting places that might have
been erected by members of the crew of the wrecked steamer" (Port Arthur News
Chronicle June 16, 1929). He stated to the newspaper that a shelter of shrubs and
brush was found 400 feet from the shore, and Henry Gates was found in it. There
was also a quantity of candy, particularly peppermint lollies, also in the shelter.

"I am positive that no bodies are along the shore line, after a
thorough search. I came in Port Arthur with the idea in mind
that they would all be found in the bush, and I go away with the same
belief. I am positive the entire crew got away safely from the
KAMLOOPS and that they had lived, some of them possibly, for days."

A fisherman living near Fred Harbor, the place where most of
the wreckage came ashore, informed the searchers that on a night in
December, the date of which he is not certain, he heard a ship, not far
in the distance give four blasts of her whistle. At 3:30 o'clock next
morning, the fisherman says the whistle blew continuously about an
hour.

The CSI Company had sent a party of five "experienced bushmen" to search the
island, who were apparently still in the area during the Brian search and returned
after Brian had issued his report (St. William Daily Times Journal June 17, 18, 1929).
This party made a very thorough search of the whole vicinity ... They
went up and down the shore line for a couple of miles on either side
of the apparent location of the wreck and they went inland a couple of
miles, over the same hilly terrain. Their report is that they saw no trace
whatever of any of the crew having survived the wreck and spent any
time on shore.

Capt. Brian did not respond directly to the statements of the other searchers.
However, he did give some additional comments after the Canadian Steamship
Lines statement was published (Owen Sound Sun Times June 20, 20, 1929):

"Captain Brian says that in his own search he found a set of false teeth
and a woman's wig, which he was informed belonged to Mollie Grant.
Miss Betterly (sic) had natural teeth. The captain thinks that the
finding of the wig and teeth would suggest that they were from one
of the bodies already recovered. He is of the opinion that one of the
bodies having male attire and already buried is that of Miss Grant of
Southampton."

Explaning further his belief that many of the crew reached
shore alive, Captain Brian offers the statement that he found articles
from the wreckage of the boat carried up onto the shore, further he
says they could have been washed by the waves, and also in
condition to suggest that they had been handled with by human
hands. Had these human hands been of the fishermen who remained
late on the island, reports of their finding would have early reached
the outside world last fell. No such reports have been heard. The articles in question were principally boxes of candy, and the captain believes some of them were used as food.

The discrepancies between Bilan’s reports and the searches hired by Ratten only added to the mystery shrouding KAML OOPS’ loss. Apparently the public felt that Canada Steamship Lines was not doing everything possible to recover the missing crewmen, and was perhaps even hiding something.

Brock Ratten, who served as company spokesman and director of the search and recovery operations undertaken by Canada Steamship Lines, issued a statement to the newspapers detailing the efforts that had been made to learn the fate of the missing crew. The account of Ratten’s comments to the press was carried in the Fort Arthur News Chronicle (June 21, 1928):

Mr. Ratten particularly explained why the officials of his company feel certain all members of the KAML OOPS’ crew met their death when the steamer went to its doom, and why they do not credit suggestions that they reached shore alive to perish afterwards of hunger and exhaustion.

Asked particularly with regard to Henry Genest, ... "It is possible Genest did reach shore alive," said Mr. Ratten. "The evidence seems to indicate that he was tossed up on the bank and succeeded in walking or crawling a short distance back. I do not believe he was, however, the occupant of a lifeboat. He was more likely washed over from the ship. This is the opinion of our captains, who have had the experience to know what might be happening at such a time. We all believe the most plausible explanation with regard to the others whose bodies have been found is that they were working on the lifeboat which has been found among the wreckage when they were engulfed. We do not believe they ever entered the lifeboat. If they did the chances were all against them getting ashore, because of the backwash of the waves and the nature of the shore-line. One man in a safety suit might be thrown up where he could get a foothold if he were washed by a particularly high wave, but those in a boat could not be so fortunate. Genest apparently was the only one on the KAML OOPS who had donned a safety suit. If any of the others had done so, their bodies would most likely have been found as they would thereby at least have been kept floating. The safety suit would keep a man afloat, but would not save him from exhaustion or exposure to the cold. It was thirty below zero at that time and snowing.

Asked with regard to reports that shelters have been found at Isle Royale which might have been used by members of the missing crew, Mr. Ratten pointed out that Isle Royale for many years had been a camping and tourist resort and the working ground of fishermen, and the finding of a rude shelter had no significance. It might have been built by anyone at any time.

Batten listed the various search and recovery parties that the company had dispatched: the MIDDENLAND PRINCE, the week long survey of the north shore by ISET PRINCE; Tug WHALEN searched when it went out to get the lightkeepers and circled Isle Royale closer to shore than MIDDENLAND PRINCE was able to reach; WHALEN searched a second time, going all the way to Kowoonaw. CRAWFORD made two trips to the island to recover bodies and made limited searches each
time. The last search expedition was by the five men who searched the island.

They reported to us yesterday they had carefully examined fifteen miles of shore line and on a front of four miles, two miles either side of the wreck, had worked inland for about two miles at distances apart of only 10 feet and could find neither bodies nor evidence that anyone from the KAMLOOPS had been ashore to live. They are of the opinion that there is no reason to continue the search.

... friends of the missing ones and the public may rest assured that every effort is being made, as it has been made, to continue fullest information regarding the crew of the missing steamer, and to hide nothing (Port Arthur News-Chronicle June 21, 1928).

The next day the same paper ran an editorial comment on Batten's statement that gives some insight into the public sentiment (Port Arthur News-Chronicle June 22, 1928):

Even though the statement comes at what we consider a rather late date, it will nevertheless be welcomed by the public. The attitude taken by the officials of the Canada Steamship Company toward the public was not by any means satisfactory. The loss of the ship involved much more than the interests of the company ... The public was entitled to a frank statement of what the company was doing, the extent of the search that was taking place at the time it was being made.

But this knowledge was not given them. The whole proceeding was surrounded with mystery.

The same unsatisfactory procedure was followed when the U.S. cutter CRAWFORD brought the dead bodies of two of the salvaged crew of the KAMLOOPS to Port Arthur. Orders were issued to dock attendants to close the docks and not permit any person to approach. The undertakers were given orders to give out no information. The newspapers were compelled to get information from wherever source they could in regard to the finding of the bodies. When other bodies were brought to port, every possible precaution was taken to prevent information getting to the public.

This attitude of the company could not but arouse suspicion in the public mind that there was something to hide. However unfounded this suspicion might be, it continued, and Mr. Batten can count himself extremely fortunate if it is dispelled by the statement he just made of the measures taken by the company to deal with the situation when it first arose and subsequently when the remains of the unfortunate were found.

Batten's statement did not dissipate the public feelings, at least with some of the people directly involved. Captain Brian, who had returned to his home town of Kingston, returned to Port Arthur a few days later to mount another search of the island for his missing brother and the other crewmen (The Winnipeg Free Press June 23, 1928).

The final search for the bodies of the crew of KAMLOOPS left June 23 for the wrecksites. Captain Brian who organized the search had little to say regarding the expedition other than that he had procured the participation of James Flahans of
the Canadian Forestry Department to take charge of the actual operations in the woods and that he planned to be out with the party of seven men for six days.

When asked to explain his belief that there were bodies to be found in the woods, proving that some of the crew of the KAMLOOPS reached shore alive, Capt. Brian said he needed nothing more than the recent official statement from the Canada Steamship Lines, wherein it was admitted that the body of Mate Henry Genest had been located 100 yards from shore under conditions which indicated that he had reached the shore alive (Port Arthur News Chronicle June 23, 1928).

Capt. Brian and the search party returned to Fort Arthur after six days. Nothing was found to shed further light on the fate of the steamer and its crew (Detroit Free Press June 30, 1928).

An official crew list has never been located. Press reports of the number aboard included 20, 21, 22, 27 and 29, the most frequently cited totals for the crew were 20 and 22. A roster of 20 people was compiled from crew lists published in the Port Arthur News Chronicle on December 15, 1927, and again on June 8, 1928 and the Fort William Daily Times Journal of Dec. 15, 1927:

- Captain William Brian, Toronto (Kingston)
- First Mate Henry Genest, St. Thomas
- Second Mate J. Poitres, L’Islet
- Watchman P. Lalonde, no address
- Watchman J. Journault, L’Islet
- Wheelman Leon Lapointe, Sault Ste. Marie
- Wheelman Victor Latham, Sarnia
- Deckhand R. Tocley, Toronto
- Deckhand M. McKay, Fort William
- Deckhand G. Gaughier, Quebec
- Deckhand A. Morton, Toronto
- Chief Engineer J.A.C. Havman, Collingwood
- 2nd Engineer Thos. Lasteyne (Lasteyne), Coldwater
- Officer Robert Owen, Toronto
- Officer Fred Brown, Collingwood
- Fireman Andy Brown, Collingwood
- Fireman Harry Wilson, Fort Arthur
- Fireman Sam Lamont, Photopson
- Steward Nathaniel (Jennet) Grafton, Southampton
- Assistant Steward Alice Belletridge, Southampton

There was no mention of the KAMLOOPS tragedy in the press until the following year. In January it was reported that a note from one of KAMLOOPS’ crew had been found a month earlier. Louis Coulu, a trapper, found a bottle containing the note at the mouth of the Agawa River in Canada. The first news of the find reached Sault Ste. Marie by way of another trapper, who reported the note said: “We are freezing to death.” At first considered a ghastly hoax, the family of Alice Belletridge identified her writing on the note (Detroit Free Press Jan. 22, 1929; The Evening Telegram [Superior] Jan 22, 1929).

Coulu arrived in Sault Ste. Marie soon after the news of his discovery. At first he refused to divulge the contents of the note, saying “the people of the Sault don’t give me anything for nothing. If they want something I’ve got, they can pay for it or go without.” The trapper eventually did turn the note over to Capt. Brian. Brian
took it to the parents of Alice Bettridge, who identified the writing as that of their daughter (The Evening Telegram [Superior] June 22, 1929).

Through the efforts of Thom Holden, the text of the Bettridge note has come to light from interviews with Alice Bettridge's relatives. In November 1976, two brothers, a sister, and a sister-in-law were interviewed in Sarnia and Southampton. Apparently the exact contents of the note were not published by the contemporary press. Surviving relatives of Alice Bettridge recalled the note saying, "I am the last one alive, freezing and starving on Isle Royale. I just want mom and dad to know my fate. Alice Bettridge." Present whereabouts of the note are unknown. Family members believe it no longer exists.

Discovery of KAMLOOPS

The location of KAMLOOPS remained one of the mysteries of Lake Superior until August 21, 1977. On that date Minneapolis sport diver Ken Engelbrecht spotted the dark shadow of the wreck during an exploratory dive searching for KAMLOOPS. Engelbrecht, along with dive partner Randy Saftler of Mounds View, was carrying out a systematic search in the area known as Twelve O'Clock Point. The dive team had been directed to the possible site of the wreck by Roy Ohberg, captain of the VOYAGEUR II. Ohberg had made a bathymeter tracing several years earlier in the area that indicated a shipwreck lying on its side (Press release by Ken Engelbrecht and Thom Holden, 1977).

The wreck was found while diving off Ken Merryman's boat Hi-YBOY, on the second day of the search. On earlier dives, bits of cargo, such as a brass barrel and a ladder, were sighted. Then, "enough pipe to fill a semi truck." On the last dive of the weekend, Engelbrecht, at a depth of 195 feet "saw this really big shadow, the KAMLOOPS, and this other shadow coming out of it, which was the flagpole. I got a really big rush and started trucking over there" (Minneapolis Star Oct. 13, 1977).

The next dives on the wreck were done September 5 and 6, 1977, but there was some doubt that the wreck was indeed KAMLOOPS.

The real proof, he [Ken Merryman] said, came after the second dive when pictures, on close inspection, showed the ship's name peaking out through the years of accumulated rust and underwater debris on the freighter's stern...

The wreck lies on a steep slope. The stern is toward shore, about 195 feet below the surface at its shallowest point. One of the first things the divers check is the condition of the rudder and propeller; they seem to be intact...

The divers go to the back deck and examine a large wooden wheel. It's apparently an auxiliary steering wheel for emergencies, because the main steering equipment would be in the pilothouse near the bow of the ship...

They note that the glass in a skylight over the engine room is intact, snap some more pictures and move forward along the 250-foot ship...

They see other artifacts: The inside of a cabin, a string of new shoes to be sold in some Canadian store, a drum with steel cable neatly rolled on it, a running light that looks in good condition.

They can't make it to the pilothouse at the front -- it's too deep. But they get about two-thirds of the way forward and they can
see the pilothouse, with its top shorn off [as roof was found in the 
1990's along with other debris].

The best theory about the sinking, according to Holden, is 
that the ship lost its steering and drifted at the mercy of the storm.

"It's quite possible that the final disaster occurred because of a 
massive ice buildup" on its deck caused by waves crashing on the 
freighter and freezing in the bitter cold, he added. He emphasized 
that the theory isn't proven....

Merriman said what they've been able to inspect of the ship 
bores that theory out. "All the other wrecks around Isle Royale have 
their bows smashed up and pointed to shore," Merriman says. The 
KAMLOOPS has her stern to the shore and it's intact. The bow, 270 or 
more feet below the surface, retains its secret [Minneapolis Star Oct. 
13, 1977].

Later dives by those and other divers added to what is known of the last moments of 
KAMLOOPS. A party led by John Steele filmed the wreck in 1978. This expedition 
discovered that the engine telegraph was set at the "Finished With Engines" 
position, indicating the engines may not have been operational at the time of 
sinking, or that the vessel was laid to before the disaster. Steele's party made the 
following speculations based on their observations:

In the position of her last sighting and in the raging storm, a guy wire 
attached to the port side of KAMLOOPS' stack snapped or tore free. 
The stack, no longer secure and positioned only by gravity, toppled to 
the starboard side shearing off the ventilators and crashing overboard 
breaking through the starboard railing atop the stern cabin.

The coal fired, forced draft engine could not function without 
the stack. The crew was forced to "finish" the engines. If there had 
been power available, they would have been put on "Standby" not 
"Finished With Engines." KAMLOOPS' power plant was shut down 
before she sank. With no power, she was at the mercy of the raging 
storm and the northeast gales tossed and blew her toward Isle 
Royale.

She hit Isle Royale broadside, smashing her starboard bow. 
Temporarily, she remained fixed on the reef, quickly taking on water 
she rapidly sank bow first to rest at the foot of the reef.

The crew probably thought themselves safer aboard rather than 
facing the icy seas and sub zero temperatures. They probably hoped 
she would remain foundered on the reef, leaving a potential for 
rescue. However, the opened cabin door may indicate a hasty 
departure of crew members as they realized their doom. The other 
twelve crew members probably remain trapped in the stern house, yet 
to be opened [Schueler 1978:41]

Because of the hazards involved with conducting air dives to the 
depth of KAMLOOPS, particularly in frigid water, a decision was made 
by the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit not to document the site 
using dives. In 1986 the opportunity to visit the site was offered by 
Michigan State University/Sea Grant using the sea link submarine from 
the Research Vessel SEWARD JOHNSON. SEWARD JOHNSON was not 
able to deploy over the site so the focus of their visit was turned to 
other research objectives. In 1988 a very successful mission was 
carried out on KAMLOOPS using two miniaturized Remote Operated
Vehicles. The latter was a joint venture of the National Park Service and National Geographic Society.
Fig. 4.28. KAMLOOPS, a canalier built for the package freight trade as it appeared at the time of loss. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
DUNELM: HISTORY

Construction

DUNELM was a steel package freighter built by the Sunderland Shipbuilding Company of Great Britain. The ship was registered at Sunderland, Official number 175960. The propeller was built in 1907 for Dunelm, Ltd., also of Great Britain. Hull No. 246 had a keel length of 296 feet, beam of 43.2 feet and a depth of 23.5 feet, and was built to pass through the Welland Canal. DUNELM was 2,319 gross tons and 1,681 net tons with a capacity of about 3,000 tons (Toledo Blade Dec. 8, 1911).

The British-built steamer was powered by a triple-expansion engine with cylinders of 19.5, 13 and 54 inches in diameter on a 36-inch stroke. The two Scotch boilers were 12.6 feet x 11.6 feet. The engine was built by Northeastern Marine Engine Works.

DUNELM, although never registered in Canada, was managed by James Playfair in association with the Canadian companies Bickats & Ontario Navigation Company of Montreal, and Inland Lines, Ltd. of Hamilton, Ontario. In 1913 these were merged with Canada Steamship Lines Ltd.

There has been little research into the operational history of DUNELM, other than the incident that occurred at Isle Royale. It is known, however, that DUNELM was wrecked on route from Sydney, Nova Scotia, for England in 1915. The boat was primarily involved in the trading between the Canadian Lakeshead and the lower Lake ports (from notes on file at the Institute for Great Lakes Research).

Wreck Event - Stranding at Isle Royale

Underwriters were notified on December 7, 1910 that the Inland Navigation Company's package freighter DUNELM, downbound from Ft. William to Goderich, Ontario with a load of wheat flour (Toledo Blade Dec. 10, 1910; Wreck Register, Record Group 12 Vol. 1007-191), was ashore at Isle Royale. The first reports of the stranding were received in Port Arthur by wireless from the steamer L.B. SOULIER. Apparently DUNELM was not equipped with a wireless (Daily Mining Gazette Dec. 9, 1910). The position of the stranding was first given as Lake Point near where MONARCH was lost in 1905 (Detroit Free Press Dec. 8, 1910). DUNELM, like some other shipwrecks of Isle Royale, was wrecked on its last scheduled trip of the season.

The stranded vessel was reported in bad shape, and James Playfair summoned the Canadian Towing and Wrecking Company of Port Arthur to its aid. DUNELM was in command of Capt. C.R. Allison, with J.A. Nicol as chief engineer and a crew of 18. The first reports gave no indication of whether there was loss of life (Toledo Blade Dec. 8, 1913).

The captain and 21 crew all arrived at Port Arthur on the afternoon of December 9 aboard the tug WHALEN, with reports of the condition of their vessel. The wreckers had been driven away by heavy weather. The steamer was lost in a snowstorm while trying to get through Passage Island gap. Fourteen feet of water stood in the engine room, but the hull compartments were dry. "They report the steamer is resting easily on the rocks, but in an exposed and dangerous position should a heavy sea come up. The hull is badly punctured forward. The lighter EMPIRE is standing by ready to start work" (Detroit Free Press Dec. 10, 1910).
The owners, after viewing **DUNFLM**, gave up hope that the ship could be saved, and the wreck was abandoned to the underwriters on December 14. The value of the loss was placed at $160,000 (Detroit Free Press Dec. 15, 1910). The next day the underwriters announced they were taking salvage bids on a no-cure, no-pay basis (Toledo Blade Dec. 15, 1910). (In this account the captain of **DUNFLM** is listed as Featherston.)

The Canadian Towing and Wrecking Company took the contract and Capt. Morrison was put in charge of the operations. The work was carried out in the face of heavy waves that continually pounded the wreck. It was feared that the waves would push **DUNFLM** off the reef's edge to sink in the 500 fathom depths. (This report accurately gives the location of the wreck as Canoe Rock rather than Blake Head.) The weather grew colder and the salvage vessels became covered with ice, making the difficult salvage job that much harder. Some days nothing could be done, and at times the salvage efforts seemed hopeless (Detroit Free Press Dec. 21, 1910).

On December 21, Port Arthur received the wireless message that **DUNFLM** had been freed and was safe at anchor in Duncan Harbor. The ship would be towed to Fort William and would be the first vessel to use the new dry dock facilities that had just recently been completed. In the Dec. 21 account, **DUNFLM**'s cargo was listed as general merchandise (Detroit Free Press Dec. 21, 1910; Detroit Free Press Dec. 29, 1910).

Sarah Moore Morrison, wife of Capt. Morrison's son Neil, wrote the following poem commemorating the standing and salvage of **DUNFLM** (originally published in a book of poetry by Sarah Morrison titled **Scenes and Hours** [from notes in the Michigan Technological University Archives by Neil F. Morrison and published in the Fort William Daily Times Journal and Nordic Diver, Winter 1975].)
At the head of navigation
Of our Great Lakes waterway,
Small Port Arthur and Fort William
Looking out to Thunder Bay

In the busy sailing season
Vessels come, unload, and fill,
But they tie up for the winter
When the ice-bound lakes are still.

Yet one Christmas at Port Arthur
People gathered at the quay
Why should they be there on Christmas—
What was there for them to see?

Drier cold it was that morning
When the DUNHTM stood at deck.
Salvaged after weeks’ effort,
Stranded on a ledge of rock.

Stranded where the Great Lakes’ MONARCH
Met her doom some years before
On Isle Royale in Lake Superior.
Broke in two, sank aft and fore.

On her last trip of the season
And her last forever more,
But the DUNHTM held together,
She was floated, towed to shore.

And the people hailed her gladly,
And they hailed the rescue crew,
Glad to have them home for Christmas,
After all they had been through.

In the cold and stormy weather
They had stayed when hope was slight,
They had worked with skill and patience,
They had laboured day and night.

Sufficient with ice the rescued freighter
Had a dignity new born;
She looked stately at her moorings
On that clear, cold Christmas morn.
Fig. 4.29. Package freighter DUNELM aground at Canoe Rocks, Isle Royale, December 1910. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 4.30. DUNELM under tow after release from the stranding at Canoe Rocks. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
CHAPTER V. SHIPWRECKS OF ISLE ROYALE:
THE ARCHEOLOGICAL RECORD

Introduction

This chapter consists of a series of analytical descriptions of each of the principal shipwreck sites at Isle Royale. For each site a depiction is developed through graphs and narratives of the remains on the Lake bottom. Empirical observations are interspersed in the narrative with references to those aspects of the historical record that most influenced our approach to data recovery in the field. The best way to understand any preconceptions held by this research team in its interpretation of the archeological record is to read, in its entirety, the historical record section of this report, which identifies all of the archival elements thought pertinent to the archeological analysis and site interpretation.

The historical record has been isolated in this document to emphasize an overall field based approach to Historical Archaeology. Archives and oral accounts were used to establish that major wreck events had occurred and to indicate contemporary notions about what happened and why. A chain of evidence was then developed to support a constantly evolving explanation for how each ship was transformed into an archeological site due to the wreck event and subsequent post-depositional processes, whether natural or cultural in nature.

In each case, the archeological record is seen as the hard evidence that confirmed, controverted, or augmented the historical record. In many instances, on-site observation also suggested new areas of inquiry. Establishing a range of expectations from the written and oral traditions enabled identification of more fruitful lines of inquiry much quicker than would have been possible in a totally inductive framework. Generic and specific research questions are explicitly stated in the research design section of this report (Chapter I). The analyses presented address most of those questions and in all cases were guided by them.

The amount of time devoted to each site was variable dependent on several factors. The intact vessels, for the most part, received less attention than the ones that were broken and scattered in a dispersed wreckage field the archeological record requires more explaining; i.e., there is more discussion necessary to establish the identity of each piece of vessel fabric. The more intact the wreck, the less time needed to ascribe function or significance to specific pieces of structure or machinery.

Additionally, in the decision-making process about time allocations in the field, more weight was given to those sites representing vessels without plans and to the older wooden vessels, which, coincidentally, ended up being the same ships. Also, wood usually breaks in discrete units and individual components retain much of their original form, much like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. In contrast, steel plates in a high-energy site buckle, fold, and adopt shapes that are generally irrelevant to the process of archeological reconstruction. Consequently, more latitude was given to
the illustrations in portraying fine details of dispersed metal wreckage than dispersed wooden pieces. One may expect therefore that the details in the portrayal of the twisted structural remains of CUMBERLAND, for example, may not match the level of accuracy inherent in drawings of CUSHOLM, CUMBERLAND and MONARCH. In the case of A.GOMA, a decision was made to document only a representative sample of the wreckage fields, because it would have been extremely expensive and time consuming to produce a high resolution map of this widely scattered site, most of which lies in deep water.

As with all archeological endeavors, the provenance of the material remains and the judgment of the researchers determine where “sites” begin and end. For this report, artificial material that was spatially contiguous or contiguous was seen as composing one site, regardless of the nature of the cultural material itself. Consequently, the wrecks of CUMBERLAND and CUSHOLM are treated as one site because their remains overlap spatially on the lake bottom. These two ships are, of course, treated separately in the historical record chapter (V). LEMHOF and DUNELM are also treated as one site for the same reason, it is only the analysis of the remains that assumes separate identities to the wreckage of CUMBERLAND as opposed to the nearby anchors and other residues attributable to the DUNELM stranding event. The latter event did not result in complete loss of the vessel, but did result in a limited amount of material residues.

The one exception to the rule in the way sites were defined for this presentation is in the treatment of a piece of ship structure located off Cumberland Point seven miles from the main concentrations of CUMBERLAND wreckage. There is compelling evidence that this piece of structure is indeed a portion of CUMBERLAND, which was deposited there after the wreck event, and because it was convenient from an organizational point of view, it was included as part of the CUMBERLAND/CUSHOLM site description. In all, this section will include 9 site descriptions encompassing 11 separate shipwreck events.

Observations

Although the specific problems identified for each site in the research design are addressed in the context of the individual site discussions in this chapter, there are some observations that can be made related to issues identified in the general problem statement.

First, the material remains of vessels at Isle Royale give the impression of industrial intensity even more than is indicated in the historical record. There is little in the way of recreational vessels or vessels designed solely for passenger excursions represented in either the major shipwreck population or the number of small craft wrecks, which are primarily fish traps. This is not necessarily compatible with expectations because there was significant resort-oriented activity at Isle Royale as evidenced from examination of land-based sites (Chapter VI) and the historical record.

Regarding the role Isle Royale played in Lake Superior navigational history, it is clear that it was more than just that of a natural obstacle to shipping. At least one of the major shipwrecks (ARMERICA) was intentionally beached to the island, and many of the smaller wrecks were lost to fishing or support activities of the island population. Resource extraction was a major motive for prehistoric and historical human activity in the area followed temporally by recreation and leisure values that eventually predominated, resulting in the island becoming a national park.
The number of modern wrecks associated with the bulk tradesh is remarkable. It is rare to work in an area in which there is such a disproportionate amount of post-1900 shipwrecks. Even considering the shorter history of maritime activity compared to the Atlantic seaboard, for example, the fact that there are no known shipwreck sites representing sailing vessels would not be predictable from the historical record alone. This disparity is additionally noteworthy when one considers that steam vessels had much greater flexibility in coping with navigational problems associated with shipping environments with limited sea room, i.e. they could maneuver without dependency on wind conditions. If one were only to use the visual remains at Isle Royale and never open a book or visit an archival collection, the impression would be one of steam mayhem. It would suggest to the viewer that something about the nature of steam applications on Lake Superior (perhaps differential capital investment from that associated with sail) was resulting in increased risk-taking ventures than under sail. The preponderance of steam vessels could also be the result of the formation of shipping lanes after the decline of sailing vessels. It is not at all clear that this situation is replicated on the eastern and western U.S. seaboards. In Florida, California, Cape Cod, and numerous other areas investigated by this research team, it would be extremely unusual to have no sailing vessels represented in a shipwreck population of 10 major vessels. Even if the answer is that “they haven’t been found yet” at Isle Royale, it is still noteworthy that the first 10 located are all steam, and it is unlikely a comparable population of sailing vessels has thus far escaped detection.

Some other general observations derived from examination of the material record has to do with post-depositional processes. The lack of superstructural remains from the vessels is notable, as is the fact that in all the ten complete major losses at Isle Royale, including the “intact” sites, the pilot house remains in place or even CONCERN. This would not have been predicted before examining the sites. Although it is understandable that lighter structural remains would be less well-represented in the archaeological record than the heavy hull components, it is surprising that in a fine preservation medium such as cold, fresh water, almost nothing related to superstructure remains. The lesson this leaves the viewer with is that superstructure, which is the least well-documented part of a vessel in construction plans, is also going to be the least well-represented under water. It is also the part of the ship that is the most dynamic in an architectural sense, because it changed the most over time. These modifications are, of course, the signatures of adaptive behavior to meet exigencies of social change and vessel use. The ability to compare the modifications against the original intent, for function and form evident in the hull construction, is what is lost when one loses superstructural remains.

Another general observation that can be made is wooden vessels of the construction dates as represented at Isle Royale (1871-1889) tend to break apart in a very predictable fashion. They disarticulate along the turn of the bilge into fairly large discrete units. The point of greatest variability in the wreck process on the hull of the vessel is the bow, which is not well represented in any of the three wooden ships wrecked at Isle Royale.

There is much to suggest from the individual site analyses in this chapter that ice damage is a significant factor in the site-formation process, preceded only by the short period immediately following the wreck event in which the ship is often in a high-energy zone, and by those processes which can be related to human activity “C transformations” in the sense of Schiffer (1976:12-19).
There are two points at Isle Royale where there is a clustering effect for shipwrecks. One is Canoe Rocks and the other is Rock of Ages. It is not surprising that ships tended to pile up in these areas because they represent points that either course changes were taking place, or that a vessel was at most risk just prior to making a course change to avoid Isle Royale. The composition of the concentration at Canoe Rocks, however, has implications for understanding the economic dynamics of the period of vessel losses.

All the shipwrecks in the vicinity of Canoe Rocks were downbound from Port Arthur or Fort William. The locations, time of lost, cargo, and type of vessel closely fit the model of Lake Superior shipwreck distribution developed by Hulse (1981).

The spatial distribution model of Hulse links site location to transporation, rather than settlement. The model reflects the cultural history generally and the transportation industry specifically. The shipping industry was structured by trade routes, industrial development and the physical environment. Hulse demonstrated that shipping is a non-random, culturally patterned phenomenon, and consequently shipwrecks will similarly be patterned and non-random in their distribution (Hulse 1981).

The typical downbound navigation route from Port Arthur and Fort William contains four course changes after leaving Thunder Bay. The first course change is made at the mouth of Thunder Bay as Pilcher Island and Thunder Cape are passed. This course alteration aims the vessel directly for Passage Island, the shortest route around the north end of Isle Royale. Navigational errors in setting and maintaining this course contributed directly to the Canoe Rocks and vicinity wrecks. The second alteration occurs immediately after clearing Passage Island and continues for the shortest course to Whitefish Point. The construction of the lighthouse on Passage Island in 1882 greatly diminished the potential for wreck occurrence at the second course change. Consequently, there are no known wrecks after that date in the area.

The known wrecks on Canoe Rocks reflect the heavy bulk traffic of the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth Century. The shipwrecks of Canoe Rocks: CIFFERIE, CONCORD, DUNLAM as well as MONARCH (wrecked on the Pasques just inshore of Canoe Rocks) were at carrying Canadian cargoes, and all but CONCORD were Canadian vessels. The location of these wrecks reflect the growth of Canadian freight trades, primarily iron ore and grain.

Canadian grain production moved westward in a similar pattern as that of the United States (see Chapter III). Port Arthur and Fort William, Ontario became the major Canadian ports on Lake Superior soon after the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, which connected Port Arthur with Winnipeg in 1883. Prior to this date, most Canadian grain was shipped out of Duluth.

Continued settlement of the Canadian Northwest and the growth of grain production was ensured by the construction of additional rail lines. Port Arthur and Fort William were the principal grain shipping ports of Canada until about 1890. These ports diminished in importance as a result of the development of the Pacific coast route becoming a viable alternative to the lakes route after the completion of the Panama Canal in 1914. Port Arthur and Fort William, however, remained important grain exporting ports well into the mid-twentieth Century (Note: 1904 140, 3015). MONARCH (1890-1865) carried grain, flour, and package freight on its last voyage.
GONGDOM (1907-1918) was loaded with wheat when it was wrecked. DUVELM, stranded in 1910, carried a load of wheat flour.

Iron ore shipped from the Canadian Superior port cities never reached the magnitude shipped from the American ports. Ore bodies comparable in size to those on the south shore of the Lake were not discovered on the north shore. The source of iron ore shipped out of Port Arthur and Fort William was the Steep Rock mine west of Port Arthur in the Atikokan district. The mine was discovered just before 1930. Mining operations began in 1942 after the Steep Rock Lake was drained. A new ore dock was built at Port Arthur for the trade. (Note 1944-15h-6). EMPIRE, sunk in 1947, was carrying 10,000 tons of Steep Rock Mine ore.

The other principal export of the Canadian lakehead was lumber. There are no wrecks currently known on the north side of Isle Royale with a load of lumber. Basing a prediction on the pattern of ship loss that develops from those in the vicinity of Canoe Rocks, it is likely that one exists, yet to be discovered.

ALGOMA and KAMLOOPS, vessels wrecked well away from either end of the island, were the result of severe storm activity, and possibly equipment failure. In the case of KAMLOOPS, CLENLYON was wrecked while seeking shelter from a storm. Outside of the attributes of cargo and general location, the final location of these ships could not have been predicted from the distribution model.

On the south end there also is a concentration of shipwrecks. Three vessels are wrecked in close proximity over a period of 44 years: CUMBERLAND and COX wrecked on Rock of Ages while downbound from Canadian ports to Duluth-Superior. Because of participation in the passenger/package trade on the North Shore, their final location could have been anticipated. CHISHOLM, in contrast, was a bulk freighter that had left Duluth downbound with a cargo of grain for Buffalo. The ship was caught in a storm and released its tow, which was a schooner carrying a cargo of lumber. CHISHOLM was lost as a result of navigation error while searching for its consort around the south end of Isle Royale. Its location could not have been anticipated by the generally accurate shipwreck distribution model of Hulse. Some shipwrecks occur as a result of activity not anticipated in a general distribution model.
CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM: SITE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Site Location:

The wrecks CUMBERLAND, CHISHOLM, and COX are on a shallow reef southwest of Rock of Ages lighthouse on the south end of Isle Royale. The vessels are within a square, 3,000 feet on a side, with its geographic center at 46°51'28"N and 89°19'32"W. The center is 3.9 statute miles from the starboard hand run buoy at Cumberland Point on a true bearing of 275 degrees. It is 356 degrees true from the starboard hand run buoy southwest of Rock of Ages lighthouse and 222 degrees from the lighthouse, a distance of 4,000 feet [useful for chart plot]. The site location is best from North Rock; the site is 258 degrees true, 2.4 statute miles from the rock.

Site Description:

The wreckage of CUMBERLAND and HENRY CHISHOLM are intertwined near the lighthouse at Rock of Ages reef. They represent two wreck events separated by 21 years, but because their remains overlap on the lake bottom, they will be treated as one site in the archaeological record. The historical background of these vessels leading up to the wreck events is presented in detail in Chapter IV.

In addition to providing a remarkable museum-like exhibit on late Nineteenth Century wooden vessel construction, the CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM remains, when closely examined, reveal much about both wreck events and the subsequent post-depositional processes. First impressions of this site by divers have been characterized by phrases such as “mass confusion” and “huge jumble of timbers.” What at first appears to be a hopeless jigsaw puzzle makes good sense, however, when attributes peculiar to each vessel are discerned, and the whole is reduced to manageable size on paper. Given the constraints of underwater visibility and the large size of the site, divers can never see more than a small fraction of the wreckage at one time. This makes accurate mapping critical to obtaining an understanding of the site.

It is apparent from a brief perusal of the site map in Figure 5.1 that the two vessels comprising the site are broken into several large, discrete units. Most of these structural elements are spread through a single underwater area that ranges in depth from 20 to 80 feet. The exceptions are the rudder of CHISHOLM located part way down the reef, the portion of hull on which the CHISHOLM engine rests (V) in 140 feet of water, and a disarticulated piece of hull (IV) that lies next to it at 150 feet of depth. These latter pieces are at the bottom of a drop-off that fringes the rock reef that in turn surrounds the main wreckage field in shallow water. To gain a perspective on the site in its general environmental context, Figures 5.2 and 5.3 have been provided.

Attributing these various hull sections to one vessel or the other becomes easier when several selective factors are recognized.

The most remarkable contrast between the remains of the two vessels is size. The following Table is a general comparison of the two vessels as built.
Table 5.1 CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Gross Tons</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Beam</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHISHOLM</td>
<td>1860-98</td>
<td>1775.3</td>
<td>256.5</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMBERLAND</td>
<td>1871-77</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although both vessels had two decks, CUMBERLAND was a side-wheeler, and CHISHOLM was a propeller driven bulk freighter (see Fig. 5.4). The length to depth ratio for CUMBERLAND is 1:19; CHISHOLM 1:12.6. The length to beam ratio for CUMBERLAND is 1:7.8, indicating a long, narrow hull configuration when compared to the beamier CHISHOLM, with a ratio of 1:6.5. The higher ratio of CUMBERLAND reflects the design for speed in the passenger trade. CUMBERLAND probably would have drawn about 6 feet of water and CHISHOLM 12 to 14 feet.

The comparison of the documented dimensions of the two vessels indicates that the scantlings of CHISHOLM would be significantly larger than those of CUMBERLAND. The observation was supported by the examination of the wreck remains on the site. The remains of the two vessels could be separated on the basis of the single attribute of size alone. The remains of CHISHOLM are massive compared to CUMBERLAND (Fig. 5.5).

CUMBERLAND remains are characterized by split frames that were employed in the construction process (Figs 5.6, 5.9, 11). The futtocks are separated by a thicker planking and are quite distinctive. CHISHOLM, in contrast, had the more common solid, triple-futtock framing from the keel to the turn of the bilge (Fig. 5.22), double futtocks from there to the weather deck and a single-frame timber that continued up to become a strake of the hull. At all points in the hull, this style of construction can be easily distinguished from the split frames and associated architectural attributes of CUMBERLAND's wreckage.

Another useful diagnostic element is the diagonal strapping that was used to provide longitudinal hull support in CHISHOLM. At any point where the broken hull sections expose the interface between the molded face of the frames and the outward planking on the side of the hull, this metal strapping is evident. The strapping intersects itself at 90 degrees and forms a sort of rigid steel basket weave over the hull side augmenting the longitudinal strength of HENRY CHISHOLM. No comparable feature exists on the CUMBERLAND hull pieces. In its stead, the builders of the smaller vessel used an unusual arch support that is built into its ceiling plank layout to deal with the common problems of sagging and hogging in large wooden ships (Figs. 5.9, 5.11). Truss rods provided the transverse support needed to cope with the special problem of wheel guard sag in side-wheelers and evidently formed part of the longitudinal support system as well.

In some cases, the task of separating out hull pieces was greatly facilitated because enough of a particular section was intact that two rows of vertical or "hanging" knees were evident, indicating the piece was part of CHISHOLM (Figs. 5.12, 5.13). The knees on CUMBERLAND were sawn and elongated (dagger knees), whereas the
larger knees of CHISHOLM are natural (i.e. made from "compass" timber) and noticeably broad.

That some third, undocumented wreck also occurred at this site is a possibility that must be addressed in this discussion, but one that can be quickly dismissed. The same thematic traits in construction that permit distinguishing those ships from each other also indicate that they are the only two vessels represented in the wreckage field. This becomes a certainty beyond reasonable doubt when we fit the pieces together on paper and find that we are left with no duplication of parts in the final picture, nor any elements not readily attributable to either vessel.

CUMBERLAND's remains are evident in the northern part of the ravine where they trail off into deeper water. CHISHOLM dominates the southern portion of the ravine and slightly overlaps CUMBERLAND (Fig. 5.1). None of the wreckage in the deep water where CHISHOLM's engine is located can be attributed to CUMBERLAND.

When all the hull sections making up the site are sorted and reconstituted into their original form as two ships, several other observations can be made. The most intriguing is the fact that much of CUMBERLAND is not represented on the site. What had seemed an endless field of shipwreck remains does not in fact represent the two vessels in their entirety. Also, as is typical of all the wrecks of Isle Royale, little of the superstructure of either vessel is present on the site.

A comparison of the reconstituted CHISHOLM to the original ship shows that approximately 50 feet of the port side of the hull is missing, mostly from the bow area. All of the rest of the vessel is represented with the glaring exception of part of the bow and all of the superstructure. Similarly, no significant portion of CUMBERLAND's superstructure is evident on the site, but, unlike CHISHOLM, a very significant portion of its hull is also absent.

Once the initial separation of the remains on the basis of size was completed, researchers turned their attention to a comparison of individual components. The components were approached in categories, such as propulsion elements, auxiliary machinery, hull architecture, cargo handling machinery, superstructure and cargo. The latter categories of cargo and superstructure were of no assistance, because no superstructure attributable to either vessel could be located and no evidence of cargo was observed.

Propulsion elements

Propulsion elements, particularly engines and boilers, could be easily separated. The vessels had distinctive propulsion machinery: CHISHOLM was a screw steamer, powered by a compound engine and Scotch boilers (Fig. 5.17), whereas CUMBERLAND was a side wheeler powered by a walking beam engine and firebox boiler (Figs. 5.14, 5.16). Although the specific type of boiler was not historically documented for CUMBERLAND, it could not have been a Scotch type. Scotch boilers appeared on the lakes after the loss of CUMBERLAND. It is unlikely that propulsion elements of the two vessels could be confused.

The compound engine of CHISHOLM was located intact in 150 feet of water sitting upright on its mounts within the detached stern portion of the wreck (Figs. 5.18, 5.26). An examination of the structure related to the stern portion revealed the unmistakable characteristic hull architecture of CHISHOLM. A comparison of the shallower remains with those found with the engine of CHISHOLM allowed quick
separation of the two wrecks based on scantling size and construction technique. This would have allowed the separation of the two wrecks even in the absence of historical documentation of their dimensions.

The steam plant of CHISHOLM presents a unique opportunity to study an example of Great Lakes technology in a formative stage. The engine is still connected to the shaft and screw, much like it might be arranged in a museum display. It is a double expansion, inverted, vertical, direct acting steam engine with cylinders of 30 and 56 inches in diameter and a 46 inch stroke. The two cylinders pushed the CHISHOLM at almost 8 knots.

The engine, number 128, was built in Cleveland by Globe Iron Works the same year as the hull. Upon examination, one is struck by the ornate quality of the steam jacket around the cylinders, which contains wrought iron borders and diamond designs in the center of each cover. The engine cylinders are mounted on top of iron supports cast in the shape of columns. The supports between the columns are in the shape of circles.

This is the earliest steam engine extant of the Isle Royale shipwrecks, and its ornate embellishments reflect a time when the designers of steam engines were concerned with both function and aesthetics. (A discussion of the cultural context of machinery decoration in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries relevant to the interpretation of the the steam engines of Isle Royale can be found in Kasson 1976.) None of the other engines of the ships of Isle Royale shows the same regard for aesthetics on the part of the designers. In other wrecks, e.g. AMERICA, the embellishments have been executed by the men who used the machines, rather than the designers.

CHISHOLM's propeller has four blades; the two lower ones are broken (Fig. 5.19). It is uncertain if the blades were broken as a result of the initial wreck event or the trip down the slope after the stern section separated. It is most likely that the two lower blades were broken as the stern settled. The first historical accounts of the wreck indicated the bow was aground with the stern over deep water. The break up of the wreck occurred as the stranded vessel was buffeted by two storms in quick succession (Detroit Free Press Oct. 26, 27, 1898, see Chapter IV).

The propeller shafts and shaft log are in their normal position. The tail shaft is flanged to a thrust shaft. The thrust shaft has a single collar that articulates with the thrust bearing mounted on a pillow (or plunger) block, which is tied into the centerline keelson. The single-collar thrust bearing was sufficient for the relatively low rpm of CHISHOLM's engine (Fig. 5.20). Multiple-collar bearings came into use later to dissipate the increased thrust and friction of the more powerful triple expansion engines and larger hulls. A typical example of the multiple-collar thrust bearing may be seen on the shaft of CHINIFON (Fig. 5.43).

The rudder of CHISHOLM (Fig. 5.15) is in 70 feet of water immediately upslope from the engine. The visible steering chain is attached through a block to one of the two blower arms on the rudder stock.

The rudder is typical of those fitted to contemporary wooden propeller driven vessels. Figure 5.21 shows the position and attachment of the rudder on a similarly constructed bulk freighter of the period. The rudder is not hinged on a gudgeon and pintle arrangement common in earlier vessels, but rather, the rudder stock is suspended from a rudder carrier that is inboard of the horn timber. The lower end
of the rudder stock rests and pivots on the rudder shoe. The rudder shoe is a flat, iron casting attached to the underside of the keel extending about four frames forward of the stern post, and aft beyond the screw to support the base of the rudder.

CRISHOLM had two iron rods extending from the horn timber as additional support for the rudder and shaft. One rod was attached to the lower side of the horn timber positioned aft of the screw and forward of the rudder. This rod, which supported the aft end of the rudder shoe, is not depicted in the example of Figure 5.21.

A second iron rod extending from the horn timber terminates at the aft end of the shaft log forward of the screw. This rod appears to be adjustable and apparently used to relieve the tension of the bearing on the shaft.

Examination of the sternpost directly beneath the horn timber revealed Roman numeral depth marks. Numerals XII and XIII were on the upper edge of the sternpost. The numeral XIV was split between the sternpost and horn timber (Fig. 5.23).

Portions of side wheels were located on the other end of the site from the CRISHOLM engine (Fig. 5.1). Obviously related to CUMBERLAND, they indicated that wreckage scattered from this vessel lie generally to the north. A boiler and condenser were located between the paddle wheel fragments and the concentration of hull remains. The boiler and engine cylinder, which still remains in the hull of CUMBERLAND, are separated by a distance of 270 feet. In the immediate area of the boiler there was also a piece of particularly heavy structure, which could be a portion of reinforced deck below the boiler.

Propulsion elements of CUMBERLAND are spread along a distance of over 400 feet. There are paddle wheels at 80 feet of water at a distance of 300 feet from the engine cylinder. A paddle wheel flange and three radii (or paddle wheel arms) are located on the hull side of CRISHOLM 115 feet in the opposite direction from the CUMBERLAND engine cylinder (Section IV, Fig. 5.1).

The paddle wheel segments (Fig. 5.7) are connected to a cast-iron flange that forms the hub. The paddle wheels had an outer and inner circle or rim of wood (square) connection and strengthening the paddle wheel arms or radii. The paddle arms were separated by 6 inch square blocks 2 feet 10 inch long behind the outer rim. The rim strengthened the outer circumference of the wheel at the edge of the floats.

The inner rim, 2 feet 6 inches below the outer rim where the buckets (or floats) were attached, was made of wood with a circle both on the inside and outside of the arms. There was no evidence of iron reinforcement on the circles of the paddle wheels of CUMBERLAND as would be typical of western river practice—a reflection of the lack of floating obstructions on the lakes that frequently damaged the western river paddle wheels.

The paddle floats were attached to the arms by three iron through-bolts. The dimensions of the extant floats or buckets are 1 foot 8 inches x 1 inch, and 7 feet long. A section of paddle wheel was located at a depth of 82 feet with buckets still attached (Fig. 5.1).
Western river steamboat buckets were most often attached by an iron "U" rod or stirrup that bent around the arm and bolted through the bucket planks. This variation may be the result of the different environmental conditions of the Lakes and western rivers. The western river steamboat frequently damaged paddle wheel buckets on floating debris and quick replacement was necessary. The U-bolt assembly practice allowed quicker replacement although it might not be as strong as the Lakes through-bolt attachment. The Lake paddle wheels were stronger in the buckets and weaker in the arms than the western river vessels. The western river practice strengthened the arms (the most difficult element to replace) and considered the bucket expendable.

The paddle wheels of CUMBERLAND were estimated to be 25 feet in diameter. The arms are 12 feet long from the hub to the outer rim. A contemporary newspaper report gives the diameter of CUMBERLAND’s paddle wheels as 30 feet (Detroit Free Press Oct. 1, 1871). The field observation estimate was based on the length of the arms attached to a partial flange. Given the 12-foot paddle wheel arm length, the complete flange would have had to be 6 feet in diameter to conform to the historical dimensions, which is unlikely. The contemporary diameter may have included the paddle wheel boxes in the 30 foot measurement.

The boiler on the site (fig. 5.18) is from CUMBERLAND; of this there can be little doubt based on both archeological and historical evidence. The boiler is in proximity to the paddle wheels and quite removed from the engine of CHISHOLM. An explanation would have to be developed to account for the movement of the mostly rectangular boiler far from where it would have been located if it had been part of CHISHOLM. The possibility that another vessel could have deposited the firebox type boiler can be dismissed; there were no structural remains located that did not conform to either of the two vessels.

Historical evidence also supports CUMBERLAND as the origin of the firebox boiler, although the records of what type boiler CUMBERLAND carried and whether they were salvaged have not been located. A rectangular, multi-tubular firebox boiler would be expected on CUMBERLAND. Firebox boilers were used extensively after 1860 on walking beam side-wheelers. Beam engines normally operated with less than 50 pounds of pressure, the pressure normally produced by a fire box boiler. Compound engines required 100 pounds of pressure or more, considerably in excess of the normal capabilities of a firebox boiler of the type located on site. Historical documentation indicates that CHISHOLM carried Scotch boilers at the time of loss and they were salvaged in 1901 [See Chapter IV].

The elements of propulsion other than the boilers located in the shallow area of the site can be attributed to CUMBERLAND. The pressure vessel in the vicinity of the boiler appears to be a surface condenser, the type recorded for CUMBERLAND, and of a size too small for the engine of CHISHOLM. Surface condensation came into general use in 1860 and resulted in a reduction in fuel consumption when coupled with higher steam pressures. A first-class vessel, like CUMBERLAND, built in the early 1870s would generally have carried a surface condenser to reduce operating costs in the highly competitive passenger-package trade.

An iron cylinder, 36 inches in diameter and about 4 feet long was also located near the largest concentration of CUMBERLAND hull remains. This is much too small to be the main cylinder (CUMBERLAND’s engine was 44 inches in diameter with an 11-ft. stroke); it is probably the air pump.
Underneath the inverted main hull section of CUMBERLAND (CU Battleship, Fig. 5.14), the bottom of the main cylinder was located. The bottom of this feature can be viewed through a break in the hull planks. Neatly, mounted on the bottom of the hull is a rectangular feature that contains a lathed shaft (resembling a modern gas engine cam shaft) of uncertain function. This may have been a part of the mechanism for operating engine and pump valves.

The last elements related to ship propulsion located on the site were the tops of the A-frames (Fig. 5.16). The A-frames were wooden beams, heavily scarred with iron, constructed in an A shape to support the overhead shaft or cranium of the walking beam (Fig. 5.1). The two A frame tops were broken off just below the apex of the frame. Both fragments contain the walking beam shaft bearing.

The missing machinery of CUMBERLAND presents a bit of a problem. No other fragments of the main cylinder, steam chest, walking beam, crank shaft, lifting and connecting rods, piping, boiler breeching or stack have been located. It is likely that most of the movable artifacts have been removed by divers, but the larger machinery that is missing is puzzling. Perhaps some of it could have been removed by the salvors when they were working on CUSHIOF. But the question remains as to why they only removed some pieces and not others. If they were interested in the recovery of scrap, then it is not clear why the breech block was left. They certainly had the means to recover it. - they salvaged the Scotch boilers of CUSHIOF. It is hard to imagine that they simply overlooked it, or did not locate the CUMBERLAND boiler.

The salvor of CUSHIOF were apparently not interested in scrap, but only recoverable elements with high resale value. The firebox boiler was not only out of date, but was also damaged beyond reasonable repair. The top of the boiler was removed. This was not likely the result of a boiler explosion - the shell is depressed inward. Because the salvor did not remove the boiler, it is unlikely they removed any of the other machinery. Perhaps there is large machinery yet to be discovered near the site.

Auxiliary Machinery

Another piece of machinery was located on the CUMBERLAND-CUSHIOF site but cannot, as yet, be definitely attributed to either vessel. Figure 5.14 shows a reciprocating steam water pump of a type commonly used for boiler-feed water. The steam piston is on the right of the pump and the piston of the water pump is on the left. The spherical attachment above the pump piston is an air chamber. The air chamber serves to allow an even flow of water. Without the air chamber, or accumulator dome, the water would tend to pulsate because of the back and forth motion of the pump piston, which stops at the end of each stroke. When the piston moves forward water enters the dome and compresses the trapped air, which forces the water out of the chamber when the piston comes to rest at the end of the stroke. This allows a steady discharge of water.

The pump is similar in design to those of a number of manufacturers. It is quite similar to the "Kawasaki Single Pump" and the "Blake Single Piston Pump" in common use in the latter part of the Nineteenth Century.

It is likely then, the pump in Figure 5.14 is from CUSHIOF. Although unattached, it lies on a section of the port side of CUSHIOF's hull. It is also likely that the the pump is near its proper location on the vessel, in the machinery spaces, and close
to the boilers. In the immediate area of the pump other evidence of machinery is found. Above the steam cylinder of the pump and to the left above the divers head in Figure 5.14, a strongly reinforced through hull fitting can be seen. The location of this fitting is above the main deck, and it is probably an overboard discharge. Some metal sheathing was found in the area (immediately below pump, north end of Section II, Fig. 5.1), which may have been used to line the boiler room.

A separated windlass with some decking attached was located on the bottom of CHISHOLM's hull (Section II, Fig. 5.1). Based on the dimensions, it is most likely to have belonged to CHISHOLM. In the immediate vicinity of the windlass is an anchor, which is wedged between the bottom of the hull and the starboard side. The wooden stock was all that could be reached to measure. The stock is 13 feet 8 inches long, indicating an anchor of a size more appropriate for CHISHOLM than CUMBERLAND.

Along the starboard side of CHISHOLM's hull bottom 2 1/2 and 3 inch diameter iron pipe was located. This was bilge pump piping. A red with two cup-like attachments was found on the port side of CHISHOLM. This is assumed to be the interior mechanism for a double-acting, hand-operated bilge or fire pump.

The last feature possibly associated with auxiliary machinery is also located on the assumed port side of CHISHOLM (Section I, Fig. 5.1). A 10-foot long, iron-capped cylindrical timber of unknown use was discovered. The base of the timber, when was 12 inches in diameter, was broken.

Hull Architecture

As discussed, the hull architecture of the two vessels is easily separated. The differences in scantling size and construction techniques is marked. The centerline frame dimensions of CUMBERLAND are 12x14 inches including a 2-inch space between the futtocks, while those of CHISHOLM are 18x18 inches. On this basis alone, the remains of the two vessels can be distinguished; however, there are specific attributes of both vessels that bear close examination.

There are several aspects of architecture that would be expected of a 200 foot class, side-wheel passenger vessel. Indications of guards, gangways, round stern, spar bow and hull support should be notable in the remains.

A right-angle iron bracket was located on a section of the side of CUMBERLAND's hull (CL Side, near fantail, Fig. 5.1). The bracket, which is on the outboard side of the hull, was used to support a section of the paddle wheel guards that ran longitudinally along the outside of the hull at the height of the lower edge of the paddle wheel box along the level of the main deck.

Guards (or splashboard) may have originally appeared on Fulton's eastern river steamboats. Fulton introduced them to prevent damage to the otherwise exposed paddle wheel. Eastern river guards were widest at the paddle wheel and tapered fore and aft. Later, in western river practice, guards were extended the full length of the hull to add cargo space in the main deck. In addition, the guards gave support to the outboard paddle wheel shaft bearing.

Great Lakes steamboats normally followed the eastern style of guards with the widest overhang at the paddle wheel and tapered ends. The maximum width of the guards was determined by the size of the paddle wheels and paddle boxes.
(Housings). Guards were extended to provide additional usable deck space and ease of cargo handling. Gangways normally opened on the guard level to facilitate cargo handling. Package freight could be wheeled from the deck across the guards into the cargo spaces on the main deck.

Judging from the size of the right-angle guard support brace, this portion of the hull was far forward or aft of the paddle wheel in the area of minimum guard width. It is most likely that the hull portion with the brace attached is from the stern, rather than the bow. This speculation is based on the proximity of stern structure (stempost and fantail) and the lack of bow structure anywhere within the main site concentration.

Along the upper edge of the side of the CUMBERLAND hull, there are rectangular cutouts for the main deck beams. The main deck beams extended beyond the hull side and supported the guards. The right-angle braces or struts, which appear to occur in pairs on CUMBERLAND, were located between the deck beam and hull side in the area of the largest overhang. One side of the beam was attached to the hull, the other attached to the beam with the iron brace between them forming the hypotenuse of the right angle. Examination of a portion of the bow of CUMBERLAND, which was located in Washington Harbor, revealed that the main deck beams were extended over the sides in the forward part of the hull.

The rounded structure visible in figure 5.1 (faulal) is from the stern of CUMBERLAND. This portion, with exposed cast beams, stempost, counter, keelson, and double end attachment, can be seen on the map to the north of CUMBERLAND's hull bottom. The deck beams radiated from the stempost to support the overhanging faulal. This portion of the stem would have been on the main deck level, even with, and a continuation of the guards. This hull fragment was the overhang above the rudder.

Most of the CUMBERLAND hull structure located on site comes from below the level of the main deck. All structure seems to come from the stern of the vessel. The sharply curved frames visible in figure 5.3 are from the stern area between the keel and main deck in the aft third of the hull.

An interesting feature of the frames visible in figures 5.6 and 5.11 is that the faulals are separated by a 2x14 inch spars board. The faulals are made of 12x6-inch timbers. The frames are on 24-inch centers. A possible explanation for this feature is that the technique reduced dry rot in the frames. This is unusual for ocean and Western River vessels as well. The hull was built by McMillan Iron Simpson at Port Robinson, Canada. Historical research may produce some additional evidence for this construction style and the rationale for it. Historical research is unproductive, examination of other wrecked vessels produced by the builder will be the only source of comparative data. This construction is apparently not unique with CUMBERLAND, but it is rare on the Great Lakes, known only from brief mention in historical references.

CUMBERLAND carried cabins above the main deck, as was the practice on the Great Lakes after the appearance of GREAT WESTERN in 1939. Figure 5.4 is a drawing of the general arrangement plan of CUMBERLAND. A sketch of the dimensions of CUMBERLAND would have had about sixty cabins, plus parlors and a large ladies' cabin aft. The crew's quarters would most likely have been below decks.
There were no structural features located on site that could be attributed to deck structures. Few elements of deck structures have been located from any of the wooden vessels. Deck structure was of lighter construction and easily demolished and separated from the hull during, or soon after, the wreck event.

The construction of CHISHOLM was of much heavier scantling than CUMBERLAND (Fig. 5.6). The floor frames are composed of three 6-inch wide members. Each 10x18-inch frame is spaced on 24-inch centers. There are two 6-inch futtocks on the sides of the hull and one 6-inch futtock above the spar deck, which formed the bulwark stanchion.

The hull of CHISHOLM has a large centerline keelson composed of six elements. The center keelson is 15 inches wide and 28 inches deep; the sister keelsons on both sides are 12 inches wide and also 28 inches deep. The centerline keelson contains two elements each 14 inches deep. The elements are fastened with 3/4-inch diameter iron drifts. The centerline keelson scabs are not hooked, but are straight diagonals.

Next to the centerline keelson assembly is a transverse timbered 2 1/2 inches thick and 12 inches deep. The timberway is a triangular cut on the bottom of the member.

On each side of the hull there are six side or floor keelsons and a bilge keelson. The side keelsons are 12x16-inch timbers on 28-inch centers. The bilge keelson is similarly constructed with two 5x11-inch ceiling planks and a single 5x9-inch plank edge-fastened at the turn of the bilge. The ceiling above the bilge is composed of 6x14-inch planks.

The hold floor is composed of 2x8-inch and 2x10-inch planks laid transversely. This upper layer overlies a 3/4-inch thick layer of planks of smaller widths.

The height of the hold was 12 feet 6 inches and the height above the main deck was 7 feet 6 inches, which together equals the register depth of 20 feet 3 inches.

The spar deck shell, bulwark and rail detail is depicted in Figure 5.6. Close examination of the interior of the rail cap revealed it to have been painted pale green with a routed groove at the base, which was painted red. At regular intervals between the spar deck knees there were 5 1/2-inch diameter cargo rings of 3/4-inch stock attached to the ceiling planks.

Hull support

A detailed study of the hull support systems integrated into the wooden vessels of the Royale can reveal much of what was understood by mid- and late-Nineteenth Century Lakes shipwrights about the dynamics of the stresses the hulls would be subjected to by the Great Lakes. Much can be learned about the technology of these vessels, as well as the interaction of ideas from other shipbuilding areas. The Lakes shipwrights borrowed methods and techniques from other areas as they developed and experimented with variations on their own to meet specific requirements imposed by the environment of the Great Lakes.

Fortunately, we have examples of three very different vessels to compare hull structure and support systems. MONARCH, a propeller driven passenger/package
freighter, CHISHOLM, once the largest bulk freighter on the lakes, and the side wheeler CUMBERLAND. All three had different hull support systems.

The hull of CUMBERLAND was long and relatively narrow with a shallow depth. The registered length was 248 feet, the beam was 26 feet and the depth 10.7. Length-to-beam ratio is 17.8, and the beam-to-depth is 12.3. Length-to-depth ratio is 1.49. The hull was built to attain higher speeds with moderate power desirable for the passenger/package trade. Knowledgeable opinion of the period was that the longer the boat, the faster, and beam being equal, the same power would push a longer boat faster (Wheeling Bridge Case 1951, 385, 648 in Hunter 1948:36-39). The theoretical hull speed of CUMBERLAND is estimated at 19 knots.

The length-to-beam ratios of the western rivers peaked about 1850 at 1.79 and dropped to 1.53 in the 1870s, representing a shift in emphasis from speed to cargo capacity (Hunter 1948:36). CUMBERLAND represents the continued emphasis on speed in the passenger/package trade on the lakes. Slower and cheaper propellers had the competitive advantage in cargo capacity, and were generally designed with much more beam, and lower length to beam ratio. The design of bulk vessels on the lakes emphasized carrying capacity and cheap operation, speed was a secondary concern.

The machinery of CUMBERLAND was located just aft of amidships. The heavy sections (engine rooms) in the engine area amidship supported the machinery weight and stresses at the A frames. In addition to the weight of the engine and boilers, the weight of the outboard paddle wheel excited stresses on the hull. The concentration of weight in the center of the hull had the effect of correcting some of the hull curvature due to hogging.

The hull would still have the tendency to hog as a result of the reduced buoyancy from the decreased volume in the relatively sharp stern and stern areas of the hull, as well as the slight bowing necessary for the shallow draft design. These stresses from the long, narrow and shallow draft design of lakes side wheelers, and the weight of machinery made hull reinforcement necessary. In most of the middle size vessels of CUMBERLAND's class, structurally integrated arch trusses, camming iron and all were the common method of longitudinally strengthening the hull. These trusses were tied into the deadwood at the bow and stern, and rose above the gunwales, and often above the paddle boxes amidships. The full-blown system of the paddle wheelers functioned much like the framework of a bridge forming a sturdy and well-supported longitudinal structure.

CUMBERLAND, however, did not have the typical arch truss support system. None is visible in the historic photographs (Figs. 4.1, 4.2). An obvious question arises regarding the support structures of CUMBERLAND's hull. Several possibilities were considered. CUMBERLAND could have longitudinal bulkheads like some of the western river steamboats, or some other hull level support mechanisms. Rod and turnbuckle arrangements were possible, again, much like the "hog chains" common to western river vessels.

Examination of the vessel remains produced features that were a part of the hull strengthening system of CUMBERLAND. No evidence of longitudinal bulkheads was observed, although additional keelson structures were added amidships in the machinery area to handle the increased weight and stress (Fig. 5.5).
Elements of a longitudinal support system that were built into the ceiling planking were noted (Fig. 5.9). These curved planks were tied into the stem deadwood and appeared to arch upward on the inside of the hull. Historical research has not shed any light on this construction technique. Measurements of the hull side indicate that the "ceiling arch" extended to, but not above, the main deck. Unfortunately, more documentation is needed on this feature before a definitive description of the construction technique is made.

A similar feature was predicted for the bow. This speculation was later verified when a portion of CUMBERLAND's bow was located. In July of 1984, after the writing of the first draft of this section of the Isle Royale report, divers from the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit in association with Park Ranger Jay Wells located and videotaped the bow section of CUMBERLAND in about 6' of water in Grace Harbor. A tip from Stanley Swenton, Captain of WERNONAH that "an old dock structure or perhaps a piece of wreckage had been sighted frequently by locals in the area" provided the clue to this major part of CUMBERLAND structure. This wreckage is over 7 miles from the main site.

Later, Patrick Labadio and LaMonte Florotto relocated this site and diagrammed the construction details. This revised documentation is reproduced in Figure 5.11.

The bow wreckage is in two major pieces. The larger contains the stempost. There can be little doubt that this is the port bow of CUMBERLAND because it has the unusual ballast frame construction and shares many attributes with the identified structure on Rock of Ages. The location of these bow fragments contributes additional information to the construction details of the inner ceiling arch support noted on the stern elements on the main site.

The bow section incorporated features that allowed a better understanding of the construction details of the support system. The frames at the bow were 5 inch sided by 17-inch molded at the keelson, tapering to 6-inch molded at the deck level with a space of 7 1/2 inches between the futtocks. The spacers between the futtocks are of oak, 7 1/2 inch sided and 14 inches long.

There was diagonal ceiling planking present forward and above the beginning of the arch. The arch began 20 feet aft of the stem post and was 4x36 inches, edge bolted with 3-inch square stakes present. The clamps were 4x32 inches, composed of three planks. It was observed that the ceiling arch met the clamps 57 feet from the stem. Deck beams, as determined from the cutouts at the main deck level, were 5 1/2 inches square and placed on 24-inch centers between the frames. The presence of the deck beam cutouts indicates the deck beams extended beyond the side of the hull the entire length of CUMBERLAND.

The stem was 12x26 inches and the stempost 12x20 inches. There were three iron straps across the stems, which were of 1/2 inch stock, 4 inches wide. An 8x10-inch breast hook was present. The stay brace was 16x48 inches.

Additional features associated with the inshore bow area include 1 1/2-inch rod and iron shooting. The iron rods lend support to the conjecture that CUMBERLAND contained a longitudinal hog-truss system in addition to the transverse trussing in the midship section. The iron shooting was an external hull cladding for ice protection.
Captain Simonsen also recalled finding what he believed to be the rudder of CUMBERLAND outside of Gemini and Point. "Trolling" SCORU team members behind a boat for several hours, on two occasions did not produce any finds in this regard, but Park staff and some local volunteers have been encouraged to continue the search along the wreckage trail.

A second feature located on the main site connected with hull strengthening was a 7 1/2 inches square, 20-foot long klugnos, with a square iron cap to which an iron rod with a turn buckle was attached. The king post was a support member for a section of hull connected to the post by the iron rods, which were called "hog chains" in many areas.

Both 1 and 1 1/2-inch iron rods were located near the CUMBERLAND on the site. Fittings that appear to be for the attachment of hog chains were located on the engine keelsons. Hog chains were typically used on western iron steamboats to add hull support longitudinally and, on side wheels, transversely. It is not clear whether this feature, located in proximity of the amidship engine mounts, was a portion of a transverse chain used to support the guards and the shaft blocks of the propeller wheels, or was part of a longitudinal hog chain system. Generally, iron rods were used in association with the A-frames, but the presence of the king post is evidence of a more complex arrangement on CUMBERLAND. Iron rods were also noted on the A-frame tops found on site (Fig. 3.13). The two uses of iron rod may indicate that both transverse and longitudinal hog chains were employed. It is unknown how common the use of hog chains was beyond their common association with A-frames was on the lakes.

The hull support system of CUMBERLAND has already been mentioned. Beside the keelson and ceiling arrangement, CUMBERLAND used a network of iron strapping for additional longitudinal hull support. The sides or outside face of the frames were radiated at a 45-degree angle to the keelson to receive the cross-grace of timber窄 wide and 1 1/2-inch thick diagonal iron straps. The iron straps were riveted together where they cross in the spaces between frames. One common practice was to secure the top of the diagonal strapping with rivets to a horizontal rail course below the bulwarks. This feature, comprised of 3/4 inch thick, 10 inch wide iron strapping was observed on CUMBERLAND. This sheer belt can be seen at the ends of the hull sections (1 and 2) on Figure 3.1.

Apparently, some ocean vessels used diagonal strapping over the entire hull, including the bottom, but the practice in the lakes was to extend it under the turn of the bilge only enough to fasten securely. Observations on site indicate CUMBERLAND followed the Lakes practice.

Typically, iron strapping was also secured in each frame with a drift. This feature was not observed on this wreck, although a common practice, and required by various registrars and certifying agencies. The 1875 International Board of Lake Underwriters requirements for diagonal strapping stated "all straps are to be fastened with bolts, one to each timber of the frame; one to the ceiling or planking in each room between the frames, and one to each crossing ... The fastening of iron to iron to be hot-riveted; and all other bolts riveted or huddled on the wood."

Contemporary accounts have described the diagonal strapping:

"Double diagonal, heavy iron straps run down the sides and under the turn of the bilge, and fasten to the long frames under the bottom and..."
bent through the hands when they crossed under the planks (Chicago Inter Ocean Sept. 24, 1880)

Site Formation Processes

The remains of CHISHOLM are principally in four large sections. There are 1 1/7 feet of the bottom on the shallower portions of the site. Below there is a second section of bottom 47 feet in length. A total of 227 feet of CHISHOLM's original hull length of 255 feet remains on site. The portion missing is the bow, which is only represented by the windlass and anchor and some associated frames west of the bow of COX (Fig. 5.59).

Examinations of the structural elements of the vessel remains indicate the original location of the principal structural elements in the hull, and reflect that the sequence of formation process, such as salvage attempts, storms and ice heaving, worked in concert to produce the remains seen on site.

Although the hulk apparently reached a deep resting place before the high-energy action at the surface could break it into smaller pieces, it is disarticulated and positioned in a fashion that would have been difficult to predict. Consider the fact that Section V (Fig. 5.1), which comprises the engine and extreme stern portion of CHISHOLM, is facing southwest in 150 feet of water, while Section IV, which was part of the original starboard side and bottom where it articulated with the fantail, is facing the opposite direction. The piece of wreckage lying under the engine floor timbers is part of the fantail itself. The matching stern section of the hulk for the port side is still a part of a larger section of the side (I) that is located above in the shallow water ravine. Apparently, the port side broke through the stern gangway. This conclusion can be reached by process of elimination: IV is the hull bottom and Section III is associated with the starboard side, because it is the only piece short enough to fit the puzzle yet not exceed the length of the CHISHOLM if added to IV, which is part of the stern.

The assumption that IV is the starboard stern can be further justified by examination of the northern end of the pieces. The arrangement of shelves, knees, etc. indicate that it was coming to a narrow juncture with the deadwood in the stern. With all the pieces restored, the end product would be as illustrated in the midship cross section Figure 3.5.

Historical documentation informs us that the vessel ran aground in 12 feet of water, with the stern floating over 40 feet of water (Detroit Free Press Oct. 25, 1880). The bow was damaged severely enough by the grounding to disable hull planks. When the ship was abandoned it was listing 4 feet (Chicago Daily Journal Oct. 20, 1880). The wreck was broken up by two storms, which struck in quick succession, the first only 4 days after the wreck, and the second three days later (Detroit Free Press Oct. 26, 1880).

The positioning of the hull pieces allows the development of a probable sequence of events. The stern section was broken off as a result of the still buoyant stern section of the hull being worked by the storm waves. The hull was probably grounded from the bow to below the boilers. Historical records do not state to which side the vessel was listing, but indications are that it was to port, because hull damage caused from the boilers appears to have been on that side, and the deep portions of the wreck show more extensive damage to the port side in the
As the stern section slid down the face of the roof, the rudder shoe struck with enough force to dislodge the rudder and push the turn timber upward, breaking the fasten. The lighter stern and bowtail pieces reached the bottom at reef before the stern section of the hull bottom, which still contained the engine. This stern section (V) is resting on structure that is from the port side of the stem. The large piece of wreckage just off the port side of the bottom hull (IV) is a major portion of the starboard part of the stern and fasten. The end containing the keel and gangway (northern end) was forward on the starboard side.

The hull was presumably more heavily damaged on the starboard bow, probably as a result of being the first point of contact with the reef. The starboard side, now free of the bow and stern, separated along the bilge as the hull paused on the reef. The starboard side was probably originally deposited in shallower water and later pushed northward and down the slope into the gullies by wave movement.

The storms, principally from the northwest (Detroit Free Press Oct 26, 1898), continued to buffet the still-connected port and bottom. As the vessel moved, the bow was breaking up and apparently dragged the anchor and deck section carrying the windward and eastward to the apse-like location above their current position. The port side men have reported that the hull bottom formed almost 180 degrees with the bow facing south and the stern portion of the bottom to the north.

The depositional sequence of the 177 feet long bottom section, the port side, the anchor and wireless in the shallow portions of the site might have taken place over a longer period of time. The bottom was the last element to arrive in its present location with the anchor coming to rest at its present location on the reef. The wireless evidently was the next element to be located in its present position on top of the bottom. The port side was the last piece of CUSHIDDLE to find its way down the channel to the bottom of the gullies. After the port side was in position, a piece of paddle wheel of CUSHIDDLE came to rest on it. All the shifting of the elements was probably the result of ice movement.

Dissociative features can be used to establish the articulation of the hull pieces. The principal dissociative feature of the large bottom portion (I) is the doubled floor sections on the north end of the section, which are likely associated with strengthening of the machinery spaces.

The features on the section of hull side that is in proximity to the bottom (I) that indicate the stern is to the north are more definitive. The water pump and through-hull fittings on the north end of the pieces reflect the boiler spaces. There is no iron beam in the vicinity. Historical documentation indicates CUSHIDDLE had iron beams below the hulls for support. In addition, documentation indicates the boiler spaces were sheathed with iron. Iron sheathing, riveted together, was located in close proximity to the beam. This sheathing is of a style of construction appropriate for sheathing for fire protection.
The iron beams under the boilers, and the iron house over and around the boiler, with the iron coal bunkers, are sure protection against fire

... (Chicago Tribune Jan. 24, 1860).

(No indication of the iron coal bunkers were located)

There are indications that the bow was the southern end of this portion of port hull. The mooring fairleads on the southern end of the piece appear to be bow associated. Directly behind the fairleads is a chain plate assembly. Seventy-five feet to the north along the gunwale (under the parbuckle wheel segment) is a second set of chain plates. The location and distance are what would be expected for the fore and main mast of CHISHOLM. The reason the mizzen chain plates are missing is that they were placed higher on the cabin structure in the stern, and no cabin structure remains on site.

The second side section in the shallow area of the site (III) has no clearly diagnostic attributes, except it lacks both bow and stern features. The main indication that this is the starboard side is found on the full side in deeper water. The hull and forecastle section (IV) associated with the stern bottom section has considerably more of the starboard side connected to it. The beams and gangway are clearly starboard side. The assumed starboard side (III) in shallow water is 200 feet in length, including the diagonal strap sheer belt, while the port hull side (I) is 230 feet in length. The port side would simply be too long for the vessel’s dimensions if added to the starboard “fanta” section.

The last of the diagnostic elements to be considered is also in the deeper section. The stern bottom section is resting on remnants of the port side. Virtually all of the stern hull structure is represented.

Question arises as to those portions of the vessel missing. All the fore and aft cabin structures are absent. In addition, the towing bits, which would have been stepped into the horn timber, deadwood and the main deck, are not represented. There is also about 25 feet of bow that was displaced from the central site concentration. Other elements missing are the main and spar deck beams. None were recognized anywhere on site. They must have all been pulled out when the sides of the hull separated from the bottom. The main deck may not have originally been planked, but would have had the beams in place, whether planked or not.

The remaining fragments of CUMBERLAND exhibit more extensive alterations by formation processes than CHISHOLM. The relatively intact structural elements of CHISHOLM can be attributed to heavier construction and the diagonal strapping that tended to hold the sides together. CHISHOLM’s bow, lacking the iron strapping, appears to have come apart as separate elements.

Less than 100 feet of CUMBERLAND bottom was located on site. Apparently the hull separated between the engine and boilers, as did CHISHOLM. The boiler and bow structure maintained enough buoyancy to be moved a hundred feet to the north before the boilers and other machinery dropped out. The bow section was able to list the 7.5 miles into Grace Harbor. The offshore hull elements show evidence of movement by ice. Some of the hull sections showice scour damage. Ice movement must be considered a major formation process in the shallower sections of CUMBERLAND.

CUMBERLAND, with a draft about half that of CHISHOLM, originally broke up in the shallower sections of the reef. Storm and ice movement are undoubtedly
responsible for the vessel fragments being moved off the edge of the reef into the gully in which they now lie. Both the vessels moved basically northward during and after the wreck event. This may be the best indicator for the direction to concentrate future survey efforts.

The remains of the vessels are a particularly rich source of information on wooden steamers of this period. As has been demonstrated, there are many details of construction techniques and steam technology that may only be answered by examination of the material record. Even when one is fortunate enough to have construction drafts and blue prints of a particular vessel, or as in the case of CLISHOLM, plans of a similar vessel, many details were omitted. They were considered too obvious and common to have been included in plans and have already slipped from our current understanding of our technical heritage.

The sloop-wheeler contained numerous common, and some very rare features. The split-frame construction is apparently rare. The details of the hull support system will be of interest to historians and students of marine technology, as well as serving as a comparison. CLISHOLM has already contributed to the details of known technology through its nearly complete engine and drive train. In addition, the use of iron beams for boiler support and other details of construction are not represented on the blueprints of the similar vessel of Figures 5.20 and 21.

A last glimpse at the wrecked site of the CUMBERLAND/CLISHOLM site leaves us with a tantalizing thought for future research: where is the rest of CUMBERLAND? The reconstruction of CUMBERLAND parts available in the known site boundaries indicates that some very interesting materials related to this wreck have neither been found on the site nor been accounted for in the historical record of salvage. Is it possible that more large machinery and intact pieces of CUMBERLAND now wrecked are waiting for discovery someplace between the bow and the bow in the deep water's leading up to Rock of Ages Light?
Fig. 52. Environmental cross section of the CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM site. Drawing by Ernesto Martinez.
Fig. 5.3 Environmental cross section of CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM site. Drawing by Ernesto Martinez.
Fig. 5.4. Conventional general arrangement plans of CUMBERLAND. Drawings by C. Patrick Lafondie.
Fig. 5.5. Comparative midship cross sections. Drawings by Carnecke Labadie.
Fig. 5.6. Structural elements routed at rear of CUMBERLAND. Note split-frame construction with separated lattices on the central segment. These pieces are outboard side up. NPS photo by Gary Murphy.

Fig. 5.7. Segment of paddle wheel from CUMBERLAND. Note firebox boiler in upper right. NPS photo by Jon Leinihan.
Fig. 5.8. Firebox boiler of CUMBERLAND. NPS photo by Dan Lenihan.

Fig. 5.9. Hull structure of CUMBERLAND. Note that a structural arch for longitudinal support was built into the ceiling planking. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig 5.11  Top of A-frame that supported the bearings of the walking beam of CUMBERLAND. RPS photo by John Brooks.
Fig. 5.11. Port bow structure of CUMBERLAND found at the entrance to Grace Harbor. Drawing by C. Patrick Labadie.
Fig 5.12 & 13: Two views of main and spar deck ocean lanes and shelves of CUMBERLAND. Note their large size compared with the structure of CUMBERLAND. NPS photos by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.14. Double-acting, steam water pump on CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM site. Pumps similar to this were often used as boiler feed pumps. This one is in proximity of the machinery spaces of CHISHOLM and is likely from that vessel. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.15. Rudder of HENRY CHISHOLM at Rock of Ages Reef. NPS photo by Dan Hamilton.
Fig. 5.16. Firebox boiler similar to that on site from CUMBERLAND, which did not have a steam drum as depicted in this illustration. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.

Fig. 5.17. Single-ended "Scotch" boiler similar to those carried on the other Isle Royale vessels. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine Museum Collection.
Fig. 3.13. CHISHOLM engine at depth of 140'. NPS photo by John Brooks
Fig. 5.11. Archaeologist Larry Murphy examining propeller of HENRY CHISHOLM. NPS photo by John Brooks.
Fig. 5.20. Tracing from 1687 plans of MASSACHUSETTS, a vessel very similar to CHISHOLM. The drawing corresponds to the remains of CHISHOLM in 140 feet of water.
Fig 5.21. Arrangement of rudder from MASSACHUSETTS plans. The rudder and support is similar to that of CHISHOLM.
Fig. 5.22. Hull bottom remains of HENRY CHISHOLM. Centerline keelson is on the right and angle keelson and broken piece of vertical frames on the left. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.23. Roman numeral draft markings located on the horn timber of CHISHOLM at a depth of 7'9". NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
ALGOMA: SITE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Location

ALGOMA is directly offshore of Mot Island on the northeast end of Isle Royale. The center point of the known wreckage is computed at 46°05'17"N and 88°31'05"W. This point is approximately 2.73 statute miles from the starboard-hand bell buoy at Middle Island Passage on a true bearing of 33 degrees, 4.76 statute miles on a true bearing of 31 degrees from the white daymark at Saganaw Point, and approximately 1/8 of a mile on a true bearing of 51 degrees from the radio mast on Mot Island. The point can be reached by rounding the starboard-hand bell buoy at Middle Island Passage, traveling a distance of 2.73 miles, and lining up on the Mot Island radio mast with a true bearing of 293 degrees.

The steel summer ALGOMA was wrecked at Greenstone Rock, Mot Island, on the north end of Isle Royale in November 1896. It struck the rocks off shore in the south end of the 1.12-mile-wide and was subsequently driven onto the rocks by heavy seas and seaward winds of gale force. Because the shore has little dunes and irregular edges and rocks, the ship's steel hull broke up immediately, and even the stem portion, which remained relatively intact, rested on an unbroken set of pinnacles and ridges. The ship's upper works were entirely shattered by the breaking seas and driven into three narrow coves. There is no shelter at the site from easterly or southeasterly winds, which enjoy a clear sweep of the open lake for a fetch of anywhere from 60 to more than 200 miles.

In the shallow water near the shoreline, tree depressions or gulches end into deeper water from the three coves and the wreckage of ALGOMA rests principally in the gulches, separated by shallower rocks and ridges reaching out from shore. The bewtch of wreckage was likely pushed into the gulches from the ridge tops by ice action. The remains of the ship are, as a result, largely found in these main fields. The remaining wreckage lies dispersed in deeper water in relatively shallow, ranging from 90 to about 130 feet of depth. The inshore patterns are from 6 or 8 to 10 feet deep.

An unusual quality about the ALGOMA wreck is that it is broken up in a different manner than most steel ships. The hull is not as much contoured as it is disassembled. The component parts of the vessel are intact for the most part, but they are attached to anything else. As a result of this, most of the wreckage of the ship consists of sections of planks that are structural elements, lying in random groupings as the topographical features of the lake bottom and natural forces arrange them. Only in a few places are there assemblies large enough to refer to as a section of the vessel. The peculiar quality of the ALGOMA wreck is to have resulted from the failure of the fastenings, the steel rivets by which its frames and plates were held together. It is interesting to note, however, that ALGOMA's sister, ABBOT, and ALBANIAS and other steel vessels that had problems resulting from rivet failure, and they were broken up for scrap in the late 1930s, and ALGOMA was barely two years old at the time of its disastrous loss.

Evidence records indicate that repeated salvage work was done on the ALGOMA wreck. The ship's machinery, including engines, boilers and auxiliaries, was removed in 1896. Duluth newspapers mention the removal of large quantities of scrap steel in 1903 (see Chapter IV). Both of these salvage jobs undoubtedly involved the use of divers and explosives, but archeologists could not distinguish the effects of
dynamiting from those of a century of waves and ice. The tangible evidence of
salvage work lies not so much in the remains of the ship, but rather in what is
missing. There are no machinery parts at the site at all. The boilers, engines,
windlass, and all of the auxiliaries are gone. There is no evidence of anchors,
chains, propeller, or shafting and it must be assumed that all of those elements
were removed. There are few steel rails left from the cargo; the large quantity
known to have been carried aboard was probably removed by the same salvors.
The major machinery is known to have been used in the construction and outfitting
of the steamer MANITOBA in 1889, but it is not clear whether or not that included
all of the ground tackle (anchors and chain, windlass, etc) and auxiliaries.

The configuration of the bottom near shore is quite dramatic. There are distinct
ridges and gullies, rocky pinnacles, ledges, and holes until a depth of about 50 feet
is reached and then the bottom becomes flatter, with a gentle steady slope
downward. In general, the 50-foot depth lies about 200 feet from shore; the bottom
slopes to 100 feet deep 300 feet from the beach.

The three fields of wreckage nearest the shore have a wide variety of ship parts.
There are angles, bars, beams, flat floors, and hold-pillars from the framing; steel
plates of various thicknesses from the shell, mats, galls and tackle from the
rigging, and specialized fittings such as davits, fairleads, gangway-doors, and
cargo handling gear. It is assumed that the ship was carrying mixed freight at the time
of its loss, it is speculated that the debris also includes portions of the cargo, but
that premise proved difficult to substantiate. There are also remnants of personal
effects from passengers and crew as well as articles of the ship’s outfit, such as
cabin-fittings, china, kitchenware, and engine room tools literally distributed about
the heavier items and lying in all of the depressions and cracks in the rocks. Most
of these lighter artifacts are broken by the movement of rocks and ice, or worn by
the abrasion of sand and gravel, especially in the “high energy zone” of the
shoreline, where the constant action of a century’s waves has left its mark.

There are no known shipyard plans of ALGOMA or its 1883 sisters, but shipbuilding
trends of the period offer clues about the details of ALGOMA’s design. Most of the
elements of construction and the dimensions of component parts were dictated by
Lloyd’s Rules of Ship Construction — strict standards adopted by the steel
shipbuilding industry almost world-wide during the 1870s and 1880s, resulting from
research by United Kingdom shipbuilders, owners, classification societies, and
marine underwriters. The Rules specified appropriate sizes of beams, plates, frames,
etc. according to the length or tonnage of a vessel. Parts of ALGOMA measured at
the wreck site all fit the recommendations of Lloyd’s Rules, and the ship’s design
seems, as a result, to have been very “standard”. The construction shows many
distinctly British features and, although the vessel’s sister ships are no longer in
existence, similar features may be observed in the steel steamer KEEWATIN, which
was also built in Scotland for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company at a later date
(1907). The KEEWATIN is preserved as a museum at Sault Ste. Marie and offers
a very useful comparison for a number of the Isle Royale wrecks.

Besides the rival failure that is evident in all parts of the ALGOMA wreck, another
interesting characteristic is the relative simplicity of its framing. All of the framing
members are built up of a few standard parts. It is clear that the steel shipyards of
the 1880s had a very limited field of standard steel shapes to work with, and from a
narrow assortment of sheets, angles and bars they had to produce all of the
complicated shapes and forms necessary to frame a ship. The frames, as a result,
were all built up of sheets cut to the appropriate shapes, with inner and outer edges
reinforced by 3x3 inch angles. With these simple components, frames of any variety could be fabricated and riveted together. Longitudinal stringers and transverse deck beams were made of 3x6 inch half-angles. Aside from pipes, which were used for stanchions and pillars, almost every piece of framing on board seems to have been fabricated from these three basic pieces of steel stock. Standardized castings were used for ladders, mooring bits, davits, fittings, and machinery parts, but virtually none for the fabric of the hull.

The most narrowly of the three fields of wreckage contains several distinct features of Algoma's stern. Among them are the after mast and sections of the ship's sides along with much nondescript hull material. This field is nearest to what is called "Algoma Beach," the small cove pictured in historical views of the wreck where the whole stern lay for some time after the accident. This field extends from about 10 to about 60 feet of water.

The second field of wreckage lies about 100 feet west of the first, and includes more hull parts, risers, and tanks from the ship's sides, frames, the after mast, the ship's steel rudder, gangway doors, and much small debris such as broken crockery; it must be assumed that large quantities of artifacts were removed from this area by divers in previous years. The site has always been regarded as rich in artifacts, and this field demonstrates the fact. It lies between the shoreline in about 30 feet of water.

The third field of wreckage is another 100 foot west of the second. It is also rich in cultural materials and small ship parts, but contains a large section of the after end of the bottom, including an assembly of frames, keelson, and steel plating from under the engine room. It is one of the most significant portions of wreckage because it communicates much about the framing scheme of the vessel, and it is one of the only assemblies left that shows multiple components still fastened together. The proximity and depth of the fragments demonstrates that it came from the machinery spaces, probably right under the engines. In this same area are also more gangway doors, framing, long sections of small plating, piping, railroad iron, boat davits, rail fixtures from the hurricane deck, tools, and chinate. Some rigging was also observed here, with winch rope and shi-hanks from a staysail, presumably the one carried on the after mast.

About 150 feet west of the third field of wreckage, a large section of the ship's upper deck was found lying in about 50 feet of water, sheltered by ridge of rocks. The piece measured about 35 by 50 feet and consisted of numerous deck beams all tied together by the steel stringer plates on either side, and having a portion of the deck planking still attached. The section is intact, the planking lies on the underdeck of it. This is the only place where wooden parts of the wreck are still preserved, as far as is known, and their preservation is probably due to the fact that the deck section is inverted, with the heavy steel beams holding the deck planks in place. The deck section showed elevation at its sides, suggestive of the hull's shape near the bow. If this piece proves to be from the bow, it would be the only portion of the forward half of the ship found in shallow water. All other wreckage in the three nearby fields is presumed to have come from the midships or stern sections of the ship. There are many distinctively stern features found there, and a careful examination revealed no definite bow features at all.

The location of the forward half of Algoma has puzzled divers and historians for decades, because it is clear that all of the wreckage found along the shore to date consists of stern features. Field work at the site during the 1985 field season
included the use of remote video equipment that enabled archaeologists to examine a large area of the bottom to a depth of 450 feet of water in search of the ship's bow. The search turned up no evidence whatsoever of the missing half of the ship, and so the mystery deepened. Some effort was made by sport divers and volunteers to search a large area to the west of the three known fields of wreckage, but nothing of the bow was found there, either, although wind conditions at the time of the 1985 accident suggested that buoyant portions of the wreck would have likely drifted in that direction.

Diving on the wreck during 1986 permitted re-examination of deeper portions of the site, and video tapes were made of several features in 120 feet of water in scattered locations directly offshore of the three shallower fields. Several large sections of hull-plating were observed there that were indistinguishable from pieces found in the shallower locations. One section, however, proved to be a large piece of vertical bulkhead, with distinctive vertical stiffeners on one side and horizontal stiffeners on the other side. Inasmuch as the entire stern of the ship is known to have been either broken up along the shore or salvaged commercially, no section of bulkhead as large as this could have migrated from there to deeper water. That suggests, therefore, that the bulkhead must have come from the bow half of the ship, and that the entire bow must have broken up like the remainder of the wreck and not drifted down the shore from the site of the stranding at all, which supports some of the observations based on historical documentation in Chapter IV.

The deeper part of the site also contains elements of the ship's superstructure, some of which definitely from the forward portion of the ship. The galley stack, with a distinctive weather cap, appears in historic photographs just abait the ship's pilothouse — the stack has been seen lying with the deeper pieces of wreckage. The forward mast is there, too, and at least one of the ship's wooden lifeboats. All of these elements are removed by several hundred feet from the deck section believed to have come from the forward part of the ship, and there is no clear explanation for their having become so far separated. It is possible that the deck section retained some buoyancy with the wooden planking attached, and that it simply floated ashore. There have been no other features found in the deeper water that can be definitely attributed to the bow of the ship, such as anchor windlass, anchors, or chains; pilothouse equipment, or the stem or hawse pipes, all large and durable pieces that should have survived. Some may yet be found, but it is likely that the reusable items were recovered by salvors. Sport divers who visited the site during the 1960s may provide some clues, but it is highly unlikely that the removal of such heavy materials could be attributed to their activity. It is just as unlikely that such easily recognized features could have escaped discovery if they were still at the site.

A more thorough examination of the ALGOMA wreck site will undoubtedly provide more clues about the events that followed the ship's loss in 1885, and explain the present dispersion and condition of the wreckage. A site map and more complete documentation would be useful because the wreck is so randomly dispersed, because so many of the features are not easily recognized by most lay divers, and because the orientation of the component parts is so confusing. It seems likely, in spite of further study, however, that much of ALGOMA's story will remain a mystery.
Fig. 5.24. Sample portion of ALGOMA wreckage field. Drawing by Larry Nordby.
MONARCH: SITE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Site Location

MONARCH is directly offshore on the west side of the northeast point of Isle Royale. The northeast point on the island is known as Blake Point, and the area immediately onshore from the site is known as The Palisades. MONARCH is 1.2 statute miles from Locke Point on a true bearing of 76 degrees. The site is on a true bearing of 84 degrees from the starboard hand run buoy off Locke Point and 251 degrees true from Blake Point Light. The magnetic bearing is 251 degrees (compass) from the site to Locke Point and 90 degrees (compass) from the Locke Point Buoy to the site. The site can be readily located in the water by rounding the Locke Point starboard hand run buoy and setting a course of 90 degrees (compass) to The Palisades and lining up on the characteristic features of the cliff. The site is located at 48°11'20"N and 88°26'3"W.

Site Description

If one has viewed many wooden shipwrecks splayed open on the bottom, and especially if one has recently seen the CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM site, the first reaction on seeing MONARCH might well be: "So where are the knees?" There are various substitutions for hanging knees in marine architecture but, when present, these old friends provide quick and easy indicators for identifying hull sides and their approximate location on the original vessel.

Other diagnostic features of structural elements must be used to identify and position hull sections. The knees familiar on the CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM site are replaced by beam shelves on MONARCH. Such comparisons and contrasts are informative of the changes and development of marine architecture that occurred during the time period represented by the wooden ships of Isle Royale.

The wreck of MONARCH begins in less than 20 feet of water in front of The Palisades area and extends in a generally westerly direction to a depth of over 70 feet at the stern section of the hull (Fig. 527). The structural remains of the vessel within the central wreck concentration consist of at least 15 elements (Fig. 529). The principal site scatter covers an area of about 15 acres. The arrangement of the components gives the appearance of a vessel that has "opened up" and separated along lines of structural weakness. Components have shifted from their proper alignment, and may reflect the activities of the 1908 salvage operations, as well as natural site formation processes.

Large disarticulated portions of hull lie near the major bottom piece with the multiple keelson structures exposed. The engine mounts and shaft bearings are visible where salvagers have relieved them of the weight of the triple-expansion engine they once supported. The boilers, propeller and most other salvageable steam machinery were also removed by contemporary wrecking crews.

What is not immediately apparent from examining the site first hand is how much of the ship is missing in the known wreckage field. Much as in the case of the CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM site, one feels an enormous "presence" from the massive wooden timbers, and the site assumes a more like quality when the total area can see is 20-30 feet. The site is only turned into an understandable entity when subjected to the measuring tapes and protractors of an underwater mapping operation.
When the wreck material is reconstituted on paper into a ship, it becomes evident that the better part of the bow section, some 100 feet of hull and 60 feet of starboard side, are not represented on the site. The parts missing on the site, except the portion of port bow, are roughly equivalent to the portion sticking above the water surface in the historic photographs (Figs. 48, 410). Spurred on by the knowledge gained of how much ship was missing from the map, Park Service divers in 1982 discovered a previously unknown wreckage trail extending north and northeast of the site. Significant portions of wreckage scattered over a half mile in that direction, and to depths of at least 150 feet, have now been located. No attempt was made to develop a detailed map of this scatter, because the depths and extent of the material distribution would make it too time consuming to study for the information returns gained. Further exploration divers should be productive and add to the what is known about this site.

**Hull Architecture**

The hull remains of MONARCH are an interesting example of the marine architecture of wooden Great Lakes passenger/package freight vessels and represent the refinements of a long tradition of wooden shipbuilding in the region. The heavily constructed oak hull produced a strong, rigid vessel that incorporated a combination of iron reinforcing systems.

The largest single element on the wreck site is the bottom of the hull. It is 155 feet long and extends from the all deepwater, just forward of the sternpost to 70 feet of water, shoreward to a point about 20 feet deep. An anchor is located just off the bolthole extension of the port bilge keelson.

The bottom contains a centerline keelson, four side keelsons (two port and two starboard) and the bilge keelson on each side. The centerline and bilge keelsons are heavily strengthened, and made up of multiple elements.

The double outward keelsons are 10x12 inches and set on 24-inch centers. Ceiling planking from the top of the bilge to the lower edge of the sheer strake above the main deck is 4x8 inches. The center keelson was constructed of 14x15-inch lumber, and the side keelsons, two on each side, are 11x14 inches and 12x1 inches, the smaller outboard. The 2-inch reduction of the outward keelsons provided a step for the transverse planks that made a flat floor in the cargo hold on each side of the centerline keelson to the bilge.

The side keelsons are 14x11 inches and 12x11 inches. The bilge keelson contains three elements: a 12x11 inch keelson with an 11-inch wide and a 10-inch wide ceiling plank reinforcing the run of the bilge.

The center keelson was capped with two planks laid on edge that tied together the base of the 8x11 inch centerline stanchions. The stanchions were secured at the base with through bolts, some of which are still in place. The keelsons were joined by hocked scabs.

The side keelsons were capped by a plank somewhat narrower than the keelson. This arrangement provided a support for the hold floorboards, some of which are still in place. A bilge timber hatch was located about a third of the distance forward from the stem on the port side. This hatch was the access to the bilge pump intake, which was found intact with the strainer (coarsebox) still in place.
The aftermost feature of the stern portion of the bottom is the deadwood, which reinforced the sternpost. The iron fasteners that secured the planking of the stern to the deadwood are in place. The sternpost itself is missing, as are other hull timbers that formed the stern and fantail. A piece of the fantail was located, and is number 8 in Figure 5.25.

The rudder has not been located. The only other construction element connected with the stern was a heavy iron-reinforced timber, which is the rudder shoe (this piece is not depicted on the map, Fig. 5.25, but is shown in Fig. 5.37). The rudder shoe was attached to the sternpost and supported the base of the rudder.

A portion of the starboard side of the hull was found lying outboard side up and is identified as number 2 on the map. Examination of the structure showed it to have collapsed inward with the edge that would have been attached near the bilge line located away from the hull. The hull broke longitudinally on the starboard side close to the bilge line above the bilge keelson and just below the gunwale on the upper edge. The sheer strap can be seen on the edge closest to the hull in its current position. A portion of a rib rail is located on the forward edge of this section, which indicates that it is a forward portion of the hull. In the historical photographs of the vessel, this rib rail can be seen extending from the stem part way to the stern, and its presence gives the structural location of this portion of hull. There are iron hull patches on this hull section.

Sections 3 and 5 are similar and probably from the same location on the hull. The notable feature of these pieces is the half-round, canvas-covered railing on the edge farthest from the hull. White paint is still visible on this rail. The rail was originally located on the inboard side at the cabin deck level, and is the top of the gunwale. Both pieces are inboard side up and stripped of both exterior and interior planks.

Section 4 is a piece of hull lying outboard side up. The possibility of it being a section of decking is discounted because the paired timbers are set the same distance apart as the hull frames, clearly indicating it is hull construction.

Section 6 is the starboard stern. The piece is lying inboard side up, and on it can be seen two of the iron hull-support members; the sheer strap and the stern terminus of the truncated iron arch. Together, section 1 and section 6 represent about 195 feet of the starboard side from the turn of the bilge to the main deck level. There is more of the starboard side of the hull than hull bottom present on site.

The piece of decking (Number 7) lying across the stern between the thrust-bearing mount and stern shaft-bearing is part of the cabin (upper) deck, and was from the area above the coal bunkers. The identifying characteristics of this piece are three round holes visible in the port side (north) of the segment. Iron rings with the same diameter as these holes were located on site (Fig. 5.32). The rings were constructed to support two covers. Examination of the artifact concentration in the vicinity produced examples of the two covers that fit inside the rings, indicating they were coal scuttles. The smaller was an iron grate, and the larger was solid, much like a man-hole cover. The top cover would have been flush with the deck when in place. Removed, the coal bunkers could be vented through the inner grate.
Hull section 8 is the port stem, which mates to the starboard hull piece (12) and the deadwood. It is lying unboard side up. The position of this piece and the general configuration of the large hull sections give the appearance that the stem may have been pulled apart. The separation may be the result of a natural break as the hull "relaxed", but it also may reflect salvage activities to ease engine removal. The stem may have been pulled apart by tugs, which explains the displacement of the 101 foot long starboard section of the stem. Section 9 is a portion of the funnel construction.

Section 10 is part of the stern crew quarters that would have been between the main and cabin deck aft. This section is of lighter construction than other segments of the hull and is pierced by two port hole openings. The port holes have been removed. Port holes were only found on the stern of the vessel after the modifications to the pilot house and lengthening of the Texas deck. Earlier photographs taken prior to the modifications show square windows in the aft crew quarters.

Near Section 10, off the port side of the hull, is the main artifact concentration. A bath tub is indicated on the drawing because this feature is easily recognizable to sport divers. In fact, it has become the subject of countless photographs with the predictable "diver-in-tub" artistic composition. The area was photographed and video taped to serve as a base line for monitoring future artifact attention.

Component Number 11 is a portion of the starboard hull side and is lying on top of the port side of the hull, outboard side up. There are two side cargo hatches, or gangways, located in this section. The two gangways indicate this hull segment is from the forward hull side under the arch.

Component 12 is the port side arm clearly shows the arch and sheer strap assembly. This piece is positioned nearly parallel to where it would have been attached, and it is inboard side up. The section broke just below the metal sheer strap, leaving a few feet of hull side above the line of the hinge on the port side. One section of the arch (Number 13) is outboard side up. This hull section must have been in place prior to the separation of the port side from the bottom. This section of the arch may be a portion of the bow that was broken away soon after the wreck. There are gouged sections on the hull planks that may be the result of the initial wreck event. It is unlikely that the gouges were caused by post depositional ice movement because none of the structure around the damaged planks show any similar damage.

The remaining two sections, 14 and 15, are from the bow. The larger is a 40-foot section of the whole port bow assembly. The straight timbers of the fore portion were part of the stem post. The curved timbers to the right articulated with the bow deadwood and centerline keelson. An important feature of Section 14 is the forward portion and tie in of the arch support and sheer strap.

The triangular piece lying off the forward edge of the bow section is a deck house. The indicators of the deck house are the two half round indentations to the rear of the piece. They were probably cut to fit windshield mounts. A similar section can be observed on the fore deck of AMERICA. This structure is inverted.

Parts of the vessel structure that are not represented in the site remains are the upper cabins, pilot house and deckling of the vessel. The only trace of the cabin work located was some metal deck railing found in the forward portion of the
bottom. There are no indications of the transverse beams of the two decks; they seem to have been completely stripped out.

**Hull Support**

The Insurance Underwriters' Vessel List (1890) referred to MONARCH's hull as having "oak construction strongly reinforced with iron." MONARCH was indeed "strongly reinforced with iron", with three principal iron hull components: the main arch "fog truss" or "fusilier" arch on both sides of the hull, the sheer strap (below the main deck level), and the gusseted girder that ran along the promenade or cabin deck level.

The main arch is attached to both the bow and stern deadwood. For the remainder of its span, the arch is attached to the vertical frames that run from the keel to the gunwale. This is a much heavier design than found on most contemporary vessels. Frequently, only every other, or even every fourth frame ran the full height to tie into the arch.

MONARCH's iron or steel arch was composed of 3/4 inch thick stock, 36 inches wide. Prior to the use of iron or steel for the arch, they were constructed entirely of wood. Earlier arches were composed of several layers of heavy oak timbers with incurvatures for the vertical frames. The metal arch reinforcing of MONARCH is on both sides of the hull frames. Where the arch enters the hull, it is beneath the hull planks. Portions of the arch may be seen above the level of the promenade or cabin deck in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The arch is constructed of iron and runs along both the inside and outside of the vertical frames. Its shape is slightly flattened and extends just above the deck rail, and thus sometimes referred to as a "fusilier" arch.

It may be that the metal reinforcing in the hull of MONARCH was steel, rather than iron. UNITED EMPIRE was reported to have had steel arches [Chicago Tribune March 23, 1883; May 21, 1883; Chicago Times May 22, 1883]. It is likely that MONARCH, when built later, did as well. As of the time of the field work on MONARCH, there was no easy method to determine the composition of metal underwater. Contemporary accounts, like modern ones, often used iron and steel interchangeably, and are not reliable. "Iron" or "ferrous" are used in this report with the realization that the material referred to may be steel. When there is a high certainty that steel is used, it will be so labeled.

There apparently was a box girder arrangement at the level of the cabin deck rail. This girder is made up of two iron plates that run from the stern to the arch, and from the bow to the arch, forming a continuous iron-clad deck rail. This girder provided additional longitudinal strength.

The sheer strap ran the length of the hull inside the frames under the main deck level. This feature is visible on hull sections 6 and 12 in Figure 5.2a. This member, unlike the others, is made of a single layer of iron sheathing, riveted together and tied to the inboard side of the vertical frames (Fig. 5.21). The material seems to be the same stock as the main arch: 3/4-inch thick and 36 inches wide. Two widths have been riveted together to give a sheer strap width of about 72 inches.

An inside framing of timbers tied the top and bottom of the sheer strap into the frames, and a vertical frame was laid over the top joint of the iron sheets, making to strap on every fourth frame. This detail can be seen in the site map, and
area in Figure 5.31. The details of the forward junction of the arch and sheer strap are located on the port bow section, segment 14.

There is no evidence of the sheer strap on the outside of the hull. It has been suggested that this member was included in the ship construction for protection from ice, but that was not the case. This strap is on the inside of the frames above the normal water line, and the hull was planked with 4-inch thick oak hull planks.

The three support systems provided a particularly strong, rigid hull. This is reflected on the wreck site by the large size and structural integrity of the various hull elements that have survived.

Iron was used in two additional instances within the MONARCH hull. The two-line stanchions were used together with iron strap for additional longitudinal strength. These stanchions may be seen on the site map (Fig. 5.25), and the straps appear as the long ribbons-like elements running along the inner part edge of the hull bottom. The stanchions were torn out, but some are held up above the bottom, still supported by the iron strap that runs along the upper portion of the planks and strakeboard edge of the timbers. The stanchions were on 4-foot centers, except in the stern section where they are closer together, and may have been used as additional support for the boiler deck. The angles that were made into the strap suggest it ran from the aft deadwood, up under the boiler deck and along the underside of the main deck beams to be tied into the bow. The bow section of the stanchions has not been found and was probably torn off with the bow when the ship broke during the wreck.

Another major use of iron in MONARCH's construction was in the boiler room. A section of this lining may be seen in Figure 5.26. The practice was fairly common on Great Lakes steamers as a precaution against fire. A similar section of stanchion was located on CHISHOLM (Fig. 5.1).

**Propulsion Elements**

The stern portion of the hull remains particularly interesting because the engine and machinery mountings are still in place. The largest feature is the engine mount or bedplate. It is made of cast iron and attached to the large engine bed: timbers built into the floor frames (Figs. 5.27, 5.28).

Apparently the engine was removed with little difficulty by the 1903 salvors. It was simply unbolted from its bedplate. The threads on the mounting bolts show little damage and are still clearly visible. One of the most obvious features of the engine mount is the main shaft bearing on the stern of the mount.

Proceeding along the drive train toward the stern, another machinery mount is visible. The mount is a very large, single timber with four bolts (Fig. 5.29, 5.30). This is the mount for the thrust bearing. A thrust bearing was necessary to minimize the pressure against the internal crankshaft bearings of the engine and the engine mounts. The thrust bearing transmitted the push of the screw to the hull through this heavily constructed feature. The thrust bearing, a high cost and reusable item, must have been salvaged with the engine and shaft. A second shaft bearing is located at of the thrust-bearing mount. Thrust bearings may be easily observed on GLENLYON and CHISHOLM (Figs. 5.43, 5.36). The GLENLYON bearing is a multi-collar type and that of CHISHOLM the earlier single collar type.
Near the hull, in the area off the engine room, a 5-foot long, upright iron pipe is located (Fig. 5.34). The pipe is riveted together and connected to a box-like, through hull fitting. This is the overhead discharge for the circulating pump of the condenser. An intact example may be seen on the port side of the engine room of AMERICA.

Auxiliary Machinery

In the engine room area, a manually operated, double-acting water pump is located (Fig. 5.35). This would have multiple uses aboard a vessel like MONARCH. The pump was used as an auxiliary feed pump for the boilers, a fire pump or an emergency bilge pump. A wooden handle was inserted through the top allowing two people to operate the pump. This pump is very similar to one located on the bow of AMERICA.

The artifact concentration area also contains machinery, including a water pump with a flywheel. An example of the cargo winches found on the site is visible in Figure 5.37. The winches were mounted along the centerline above the main deck. An iron A-frame supported the end opposite the large iron roller. The winches were mounted in pairs along the gangways, and were friction turned by a line shaft with a smaller friction roller that fit between the iron rollers of the two cargo winches. They were used to lower and raise package freight from the main deck to the hold. Several wraps of rope were passed around the slowly turning hardwood roller that functioned as a friction drum. A long portion of the line shaft with the smaller roller was also located within the hull structure.

The 14 inch diameter wooden friction drums were 6 feet 8 inches long and turned on a 3.5-inch diameter shaft. A six-spoke wheel 2 feet 8 inches in diameter was still attached to one end of the drum. The spoked wheel, which was turned by a friction drum mounted on a long shaft, was made in two pieces. The inner section appeared to be a casting that included the spokes. The 9-inch outer, flat rim was attached by rivets.

In Figure 5.33 (left center) a portion of a steam radiator may be seen. Great Lakes vessels used boiler steam piped throughout the living and working quarters for heat. Steam radiators, much like ones used in buildings, were the local heat generators. Similar intact examples containing three elements were located on AMERICA. One intact specimen is in the social hall of AMERICA.

Cargo

The assemblage of artifacts in the stow area is interesting and informative. Cargo, machinery, and ship's fittings are found in close proximity. Figure 5.33 shows some of the cargo and fittings. Five boxes, containing either rivets or threaded bolts, are still intact. The bolts and rivets have corroded together to form a solid mass the shape of the packing box. Broken China and brown bottles are strewn over the area. The brown bottles are of the type frequently used for beer, but curiously, some of these are packed completely full of grain and stoppered with cotton (Figs. 5.33, 5.35). There has been some speculation that these were beer bottles of the salvors that were somehow filled with grain. It is more likely the bottles contained grain samples. It has also been suggested that the samples were seed grain. Most likely the bottles contain samples of the cargo grain.
Formation Processes

The remains give some indication of the wrecking process. The vessel was apparently ready to pull on the bottom as the breakup occurred. Most of the artifacts and sections are on the port side, which is the deeper side of the hull. The hull sides broke away from the bottom higher above the bilge line on the port side, and the side left in place served to trap many artifacts on the port side of the hull. The extent and nature of the salvor's activities are not known, but the stern area appears to have been separated and moved with the aid of surface vessels.
Fig 5.26. Conjectural general arrangement plans of MONARCH. Drawings by C. Paires Labadie.
Fig 5.27. Top photo is of Palisades Cliff in the area where MONARCH struck. The remnants of MONARCH visible on the side scan sonar printout are arranged in this graphic to show how they lie on the steeply sloping shoreline below the cliffs. NPS photo by Jerry Livingston.
Fig. 5/3 C246 - Two views of the engine mount and main bearing of MOA 22H.
NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.30. Illustrator Jerry Livingston drawing details of thrust bearing mount, looking toward the stern. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.31. Forward end of starboard stern section of MONARCH. This section is inboard up with the motor shaft strake clearly visible. The photo is looking aft. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.32. Scattered wreckage of MONARCH off the port side of the hull. In the center are hardwood cargo winches and two iron rings that were coal scuttle hatch covers. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.33. Artifact scatter off the port side of the MONARCH hull. There are four types of cargo in the right center. The smaller, square pieces are bottles. Bottles and chalices are also shown in lower right. To the right is a portion of the ship's steam radiator. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.34. Overhead discharge pipe for the condenser. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.35. Manually operated water pump. These pumps were used as bilge pumps or fire pumps. A similar pump is located in place on the bow of AMERICA. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.36. Metal structure likely associated with boiler room of MONARCH. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.37. Rudder heavily clogged with metal from near the stern of MONARCH. This portion is the rudder skeg that supported the lower end of the rudder. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.38. Bottles in the area of cargo concentration on MONARCH. Many of these bottles were filled with grain and stoppered with cotton. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.39. Hull structure and brass fixtures in the newly excited portion of MONARCH at a depth of 130 feet. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
GLENLYON: SITE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Site Location

GLENLYON is on a shallow reef, known as Glenlyon Shoal, south of Meziegine Island on the south side of Isle Royale near Siskiwit Bay. The charted vessel position is 0.4 statute miles from the Meziegine Island head on a true bearing of 62 degrees. It is on a true bearing of 189 degrees from the western point of Schooner Island and 124 degrees true from the southern head of Siskiwit Bay in the Siskiwit Bay entrance channel. The site can be located by running a course of 189 degrees true from the west end of Schooner Island a distance of 2.7 statute miles. GLENLYON is at 47°52'7.6"N and 88°44'58.4"W

The wreck site is an exposed and treacherous edge of submerged rocks one-half mile northeast of Meziegine Island Lighthouse on Isle Royale's eastern shore. The rocks are the northern extension features of a ridge that runs eight miles in a southeast to northeast direction from Houghton Point and includes Meziegine, Long, Castle, Siskiwit and Paul Islands, plus a long string of reefs and calvings. The whole string encloses Siskiwit Bay and protects its waters from all but northeasterly winds.

Site Description and Analysis

GLENLYON came to rest astride of the shoal on an apparent heading of about 250 degrees in November 1924. The wreckage lies in two principal fields: the bow lies inside the shoal ridge and the stern on the seaward. Parts of the fragmental hull are spread along a linear distance of more than 900 feet, with smaller pieces somewhat further afield. In general all of the propeller machinery lies in shallow water associated with the remains of the stern, on the seaward side of the wreck. The majority of the wreckage lies in less than 50 feet of water, much of it can be seen from the surface under the right conditions of lighting and water clarity (Fig 546).

Most elements of the wreck are easily identified despite the disarticulated nature of the remains, because most parts, although greatly transformed in appearance, are not far removed from their structural location in the vessel. Bow features lie at one end of the field and stern features at the other. Historical documentation indicates there were no large scale commercial salvage operations on the wreck. No significant portions of the vessel were raised as remains from the site. The only contemporary salvage was directed toward removal of the cargo of wheat. No trace of grain could be found during the field work at the site.

The stern of GLENLYON rests seaward, or to the west of the shoal, which bears its name, in depths varying from about 20 to over 100 feet. To the east from the shoal and in deeper water is the ship's sternmost and smaller portion of the hull from the stern, lying about 100 feet east of the larger portion of the stern. In this area is a small steel structure, which may be a stern deck house that was added in 1918 (Canadian Railway and Marine Works 1918, 128).

Nearer the shore in shallower water is a field of wreckage covering an area 100 feet wide and 300 feet long, and including what is essentially the whole after end of the ship. At its northern extremity, the field includes heavy but discrete items from the transom of GLENLYON, such as a spare propeller hickey, and iron mooring hitches, a deck capstan well, the drive shaft attached, and the twisted remnants of the steering
itself: the rudder, its shaft and the bearing-collar are still held in the tangled steel of the fantails' shell plating.

Moving up the reel face, the next section of wreckage is the most impressive single piece, and it consists of the whole engine-room section of the bottom, with keel and frames to the margin plate at the turn of the bilge, the main engine and several auxiliaries, the tailshaft and propeller, and a large section of the port side. A smaller portion of the starboard hull side is present in the north of the engine. Prior to the 1985 field work, an intact port hole was observed on the port hull side below the engine. The port hole glass and storm cover were removed by looters in either 1984 or early 1985.

From a diver's perspective, the engine is massive, and it towers above the crankshaft in a jumble of huge castings and forgings. The columns that once supported the huge cylinder-chest have been broken. As a result, the cylinder-chest is lying collapsed onto the crankshaft, and all of the connecting rods are bent out of shape. The cylinder chest lies over at an angle of about 90 degrees from vertical, leaning to the port side.

The thrust bearing with its four collars is visible directly to the stern of the engine (Figs. 5.42, 5.43). The propeller shaft has been broken, and the tailshaft and port propeller are twisted about 90 degrees out of line to the port. This twist may be the result of the engine block and hull bottom assembly sliding down the reef and bending the shaft. The cylinder chest is over some of the port side of the hull, indicating the hull had collapsed before the engine moved to its present location. Two of the four blades of the iron propeller have been sheared off at the hub, and a third blade has been broken in half. It is not clear whether they were broken off when the ship struck the reef or at some time afterward. The missing portions of the propeller blades were not found at the site. It is most likely that the blades were broken during the wreck event.

The engine is a direct-acting, inverted, vertical, triple expansion steam type, which was developed in the mid-1880s and introduced to the lakes in the steel steamer CAMBRIA in 1888. This design became the standard for most commercial steam vessels everywhere between 1890 and about 1930. In the remains of GIPSY LION, the three cylinder heads, with diameters of 28, 37 and 54 inches may be clearly distinguished (Figs. 5.42, 5.44, 5.45). A large air pump was run off the moving connecting rods, and still attached to the starboard side of the engine. The pocketed jackshaft gear used to turn the engine during repairs is also notable (Fig. 5.42). The large size of the gear indicates it may have also served as a flywheel.

Several other auxiliaries lie in close proximity to the engine in the chaotic scatter of the engine-room debris, among them are the steering engine, which the ship's construction plans show on the main deck just aft of the engine-room bulkhead; various steam pumps for sanitary water, boiler feed, ballast water, bilge suction, and fire fighting; the refrigeration compressor or "ice-machine"; the electrical generator ("tobacco plant"); and numerous tools and parts. Most of the apparatus appears relatively undamaged, and gives the impression it would be easily operable. The engine room remains lie heaped in a 50-foot long pile. The engine and engine room are in a position that affords a remarkable opportunity for a detailed study of early Twentieth Century steam technology on the Great Lakes.

Alongside the engine room wreckage is a 70 foot section of the ship's hull that formed the port side of the machinery spaces, from the afterpeak bulkhead to the
boiler room. It is pitted with severe through-hull fittings for water intakes and ballast discharge, which are a long exposed; the hull section is intact at one end directly below the low-pressure cylinder head of an overboard discharge valve and pipe, much like the one remaining upright on the site of MONARCH (Fig. 534).

Near this section are several other sections of shell plating, bulkheads, and decking from the after end of the ship, and a very heavy length of iron pipe, which seems to have been the main steam line from the boilers to the turbine valve on the engine. The measurements correspond to the elements in the vessel's original shipyard drawings. Sections of ballast piping may also be seen on the vicinity. They are similarly large, but of lighter gauge of pipe.

Further to the west, but still on the starboard side of the ridge, are two areas of hull wreckage. The first consists of many sections of bottom and side plating and frames, and the second is an 80-foot length of the spar deck from the starboard side, with a pair of mooring haws that stand upright near the outboard edge. The deck is preserved to have come from just forward of the boiler house, where such a pair of haws is shown on the vessel's plans.

In the shallower water right on the east side of the ship's two water-tube boilers, one entirely freestanding and the second standing and leaning, but with the furnaces, smoke chests, tubes, and uptakes all standing intact. The remains of the latter boiler stand above the total length is within 20 feet of the surface. This boiler is probably the shallowest piece of wreckage on the site, and its weight and bulk is substantial enough that visitor dive charters rates this feature as a convenient mooring aid.

On the inside (west side) of the ridge that forms Gunboat Shoal is the forward portion of the ship's superstructure. From all appearances considerably more than half of the length of the hull. As one spins to what would have been the starboard side of the vessel along a wreckage trail extending into deeper water, deck girders become apparent in the smooth rock face of the revine. It is obvious that these beams are not a result of mechanical impact, because they are too deep (below the waterline of the original vessel) and are probably a function of the moving pieces of wreckage around during the winter. At some point, twisted haws can be found in these cracks. This forward portion of the wreck extends over 600 feet of lake bottom, but the greatest part of it consists of one mass about 200 feet in length. Spread here are sections of bottom, side and deck; beams, hold pillars (machinists), frames, piping, angles, and shell plating. One steel mast has drooped across about 120 feet of debris, twisted progressively so that it is no longer easily recognizable. There are also heavy steel gangway doors and the cars that were used to lift them. "Tweem" decks cargo winches and the "tweem" shafts to which they were connected and deck machinery from the spar deck. The forecastle and forecastle portion of the bow (Fig. 541) lies relatively intact for about 30 feet of its length, with the immense storm windlass still firmly rooted in place. The chains are laid out across the windlass and through the lower edges of a pair of scissors anchors. The chain links measure 6 inches. A steam capstan also lies nearby, as does a mooring warp, both remnants of the forecastle deck above the windlass room. A least three pairs of haws are also lying within 80 feet of the site, more parts of the forecastle deck.

Some of the plating and trim from around the bow illustrate unusual attention to fine craftsmanship. They have a yacht-like quality about them, in spite of husky business proportions. Some historians observed that the Wheeler Shipyard failed because of its particularly costly craftsmanship and its uncompromising standards.
Comparison of GLENNYON with other steel ships at Isle Royale tends to support that claim, although GLENNYON was built 15 years earlier than the other steel freighters there, and its workmanship may be more representative of 1890's standards than it is of any particular yard's; when compared with other Isle Royale wrecks, though, it is most reminiscent of Algoma's Scottish artistry, and contrasts perceptibly with the utilitarian style of EMPHOR, KAMLOOPS, and CONGDON.

Near the wreckage of the forecastle there is a single intact cabin structure standing upright amidst literally thousands of tons of ship parts. The cabin appears to be part of the Texas or officers' quarters from abait the pilothouse. There is no simple explanation for its survival, as it is of far lighter construction than the portions of broken hull around it. This cabin was apparently added in 1918 (Canadian Railway and Marine World 1918:126) for officers accommodations. Its separation from the surrounding wreckage may be the result of being relatively lightly attached to the structure, which enabled it to separate as a unit. The cabin now contains no artifacts and the portholes have been removed.

Continuing in a southwesterly direction, other sections of the ship's hull may be found as much as 300 feet beyond the large concentration. The large field lies under a pair of ledges, but the remainder is spread across a flatter rock bottom. Recognizable pieces of structure include identifiable portions of sides, with shell plating, vertical frames, and distinctive longitudinal stringers, spar decking, in some cases with mooring bits on it and double bottoms. This scattered material probably came from the midships portion of the hull that lay originally on the shallower part of the reef.

Site Formation Processes

The extreme distance between features of the GLENNYON wreck proved to be 960 feet; the ship measured only 345 feet in length. The condition and orientation of the wreck is almost certainly a result of the movement of ice floes over the site. Historic accounts describe the ship lying on the shoal and slowly beginning to break up. Witnesses say that the decks rose amidships, which indicated that the ship's bottom was caving in, and with rigid vertical I-beam stanchions running down the centerline, it forced the decks up. Not long afterward, the ship's back broke just forward of the boilerhouse, and the integrity of the hull failed. Once the ship broke, the two halves began to settle on either side of the reef, the bow to the inside and the stern to the outside; the heavy boilers settled into the shallow water on the rocks, along with portions of the collapsed midships section of the hull. Those lighter parts of the hull that lie in the shallowest water were the easiest moved by drifting ice, and they are the ones that seem to have been carried farthest. The bow and stern portions of the ship ended up somewhat protected from the ice by the rocky ledges against which they came to rest, and they have consequently moved little since the sinking. Considering the alignment of the islands and shoals in the Menagerie group, there is only one direction in which ice could logically drift, and that is toward the southwest. It is logical to assume that any further, undiscovered parts of GLENNYON lie in that direction, probably consisting of the lightest parts of the ship's fabric or those that came to rest in the shallowest part of the shoal.

The fractures of the hull structure may also be the result of decades of ice action. Many of the steel shell plates have simply been torn apart. Some fracture has been along seam lines, but much is through the plates. Other than Algoma, the wreckage of GLENNYON is the only metal wreck of Isle Royale that has been completely broken up. Other wrecks have not been disarticulated to the extent of
GLENLYON. GLENLYON is also the shallowest of the metal wrecks, except for the bow portion of GINX that is also severely fractured and dispersed. The relatively small size of the structural remains of these two wrecks reflect markedly the powerful destructive forces active in the shallow waters of Lake Superior.

Another aspect to be considered in the fracturing of the Iroquois vessels is the variation of steel used. A comparative metallurgical analysis of the steel compounds used in construction coupled with the nature of natural impacts would give insight into the use-lives of vessel hulls of the lakes for periods represented by the Iroquois shipwrecks.
Fig. 5.41. Larry Murphy detailing the anchor pocket of CLELYON. Photo by Mitch Kuehn.
Fig. 5.42. Archeologist Dan Lenihan examining the triple expansion engine of GLENLYON. The engine lies on its port side in 30 feet of water at Glenlyon Shores. Photo by Mitch Kezar.

Fig. 5.43. Detal' photo of the multiple-cylinder thrust bearing of GLENLYON. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.44–5.45. Views of BELLINYON steam engine and main shaft from the top. NPS photo by Larry Murphy and Mylar field drawing by Jerry Livingston.
Site Location

AMERICA is in the channel between Thompson Island and the main island, known as North Gap, out of Washington Harbor at the south end of Isle Royale. The vessel is 0.7 statute miles from the northeast tip of Grace Island on a true bearing of 331 degrees. The vessel is marked by a privately maintained obstruction buoy in North Gap channel. AMERICA can be located in the channel by rounding the northeast end of Thompson Island entering Washington Harbor, using the white daymark beacon on Thompson as a point of reference, on a true bearing of 119 degrees and traveling a distance of 0.2 statute miles. The position of AMERICA is 47°03'39"N and 89°13'15"W.

Site Description and Analysis

The wreck event that resulted in AMERICA finding a final resting place against a steep underwater cliff in the channel to Washington Harbor is well documented. Considerable changes in the vessel remains have occurred due to both natural and cultural transformational processes; but, in a comparative sense, AMERICA is a very intact and accessible shipwreck. Sport divers have devoted more dives, by far, to the exploration of AMERICA than any other site at Isle Royale. It is renowned well beyond the regional diving population as a spectacular dive.

The heavy recreational activities have contributed significantly to site transformational process. Normally, contemporary salvage is the major source of human-induced change to a historic wreck site occurring after the initial sinking. In the case of AMERICA, both initial salvage efforts and later attempts to raise the hull resulted in some notable effects on the site, but slow vandalism over the years by sport divers before the Park asserted management control has resulted in the vessel being largely stripped of portable artifacts.

The most visually dramatic post-depositional effects on the site, however, were a function of natural forces at play on the wreck over the years. Major ice build-up in Washington Harbor and North Gap channel has torn away or crushed the majority of bow superstructure and the forward hull above the main deck level. The bow is just under the surface and the lowest point of the stern is in 75 feet of water. Impact from ice is apparent to a depth of at least 30 feet (Fig. 546).

Post-depositional effects accounting for the major structural changes to the the vessel are from ice damage. There is also evidence of purposeful modification from salvage efforts. The vessel's archaeological value has been considerably diminished by removal of portable artifacts by sport divers.

The hull of AMERICA has both a stern and port list. Measurements of the hull list angle were taken at various points on the ship. Readings were taken with a small plumb line and 180-degree protractor affixed to a square, plastic stake. The device provided a direct reading of degrees of slant angle from vertical. The stern list is between 21 and 24 degrees, and seems to be somewhat more pronounced at the bow, where there is a 26-degree port list, a result of the combination of bottom topography and a 2-foot 8-inch deadrise in the hull.
A swim ove: the hull from bow to stern brings many features into view (Fig 5.47).

The windlass is the most imposing of the shallower deck features. Historical records indicate the steam powered windlass is the original.

The windlass has two friction drums or warping-ends on each side. These were used to tighten the mooring lines. Two horizontal mooring pipes, which are parallel to the deck and extend through the hull and resemble the hawse pipes, are located fore and aft of the windlass. The mooring lines were run through the pipes and wrapped around the slowly turning friction drums to move the ship along the deck, or tighten the lines. The loose hand toward the center of the windlass from the warping ends around the cylinder is the brake.

The windlass was enclosed on the main deck just forward of the forecastle deck and pilot house. Ice damage has removed the forward structures and wooden portion of the side of the hull. Forward of the windlass is a small hatch at the forepeak. This is the chain locker in which the anchor cable was kept. AMERICA carried two anchors of 2,100 pounds and 1,900 pounds. The 1928 Hull Inspection recorded that both anchors were fitted with 60 fathoms (360 feet) of anchor chain. The 1935 salvors reported 200 fathoms of anchor chain in the chain locker (Marshall Salvage Report to Carden Dec. 3, 1965, on the Isle Royal National Park). Apparently the salvors removed the chain and locker is now empty.

On the port side just forward of the windlass is a double-acting pump. This pump was mentioned in the 1928 Hull Inspection report and was termed a fire pump. A similar pump was located on the ship of MONARCH (Fig. 5.33).

The pilot house and forward cabins were removed by ice. It is uncertain how far toward the stern the ice impact to the cabin and forecastle deck went prior to the salvage. 1935 salvage operations. The salvor’s reports indicate they removed much of the superstructure. The report states they removed “a great deal of the damaged superstructure... and area over the engine... and the area around the opening... has been shored.” [Palm Beach News Tribune Oct. 24, 1965]

Although AMERICA was originally expected to carry 6 lifeboats, only two were required in its later years of operation. The lifeboats were metal and about 20 feet long, 6 feet in breadth and 2 1/2 feet in depth, capable of carrying about 12-20 people. In 1928, the hull inspector ordered an additional one to be constructed where the sixth lifeboat had been carried. The davits were attached to the cabin deck. It is assumed from the location of a hose drum discovered on the cabin deck that the fifth lifeboat was carried on the starboard side, which means the added railing was on the port.

There is a raised skylight on the forecastle deck measuring 17 feet long and 7 feet wide at the stern and 6 feet wide at the forward edge, and about 9 feet high. The openings in the side of the skylight are open, and there are no obstructions that they ever contained glass. All of the skylight is a 4 1/2-foot opening that was the stairway down to the cabin deck. Originally, there was a spiral staircase, which was replaced by a stairway in the 1917 alterations. Just forward of the hatch is a round opening, for the galley stack, which now contains the corrugated air line pipe run by the 1935 salvors. This pipe extends down into the storage room at the galley, which is below the main deck.
Below the skylight of the boat deck is the promenade area of the cabin deck. This was an open area and contained the emergency tiller. The steering quadrant was below on the main deck. The almost cabins were just forward of the skylight, and there was a set of double doorways that opened out onto the promenade space. Unfortunately, little of the cabin structure remains on the starboard side; however, there is a bit more of the cabin structure on the port side. The interior has been mostly cleared away. Each cabin had a square window, some of which can be seen on the port side of the hull on the cabin-deck level. One window remains on the starboard, the superstructure is broken at the second cabin window from the stern.

Forward of the skylight is a set of stairs that is partially blocked with sections of the cabin deck (Fig. 5.49). Descending these steps, which have become popularly known as the “ball room stairway”, one enters the social hall. The social hall is mostly empty, only containing a steam radiator in the aft starboard corner. The floor of the social hall is cement and scored to resemble flagstone. Above the radiator is a window into the purser’s office. There is a heavy bit accumulation in the purser’s office, but the bulkhead-mounted counting boxes can still be seen (Fig. 5.50).

Directly toward the stern of the social hall is a double doorway that leads into the dining room. The doorway to the left is the purser’s office.

The dining room is on the main deck at the stern and is a little over 25 feet long. Circular dining tables were mounted on the stanchions. On the forward port side is the pantry with a door that opens into the dining area. The door to the purser’s office is on the starboard in the hall leading to the dining room from the social hall at the base of the main stairway.

Surrounding the dining room and social hall area is a narrow walkway extending from the stern to forward of the engine. Two toilets are in the stern on each side of the ship, all of the dining room. There were double doors leading from the social hall to the walkway, and single doors leading from the dining room on each side near the stern. Some of the doors may be seen in the wreckage on the port side of the hull just inside the gangway and on the Lake bottom off the port side. The double doors were aligned with the almost gangways in the hull and were used to provision the galley, which is below the dining room.

The starboard aft gangway is blocked by a vertically hinged hatch, which could be partially opened for ventilation and viewing. The forward gangways were covered by hatch covers held on place by 4x5 inch strongbacks, the slots for which can be seen attached to the gangway frames in the forward gangways.

The bulkhead of the dining room has square windows, and the hull had port holes. All the port holes have been removed from the hull. The port holes in the aft section of the hull open into the walkway, except for the two that open into the heads.

The stairs to the galley are directly under the stairs in the social hall. These narrow stairs are steep, but they can easily be negotiated by a diver. There are cabinets or pantries on both sides of the hall leading to the galley. Originally the ones on the right as the stairs are descended (port side of the hull) were cabinets intended for service personnel. The ones on the left were for storage. In the deck of the hall, there is a small open hatch that is an access to the shaft bearing.
AMERICA as originally built, and before the 1911 lengthening and alterations, had the galley, refrigeration, and crew's mess forward. The passenger dining room was also forward up on the promenade deck. Presumably the galley and dining area were moved aft during the major alterations done in 1911. The 18 feet of length were added forward of the funnel, and would have altered the original spaces. In addition to the length, another gangway was installed.

The galley contains the stove on the aft bulkhead, sinks, counters and refrigeration. In the aft bulkhead is a doorway leading into a storage room. The end of the air-lift pipe, which is visible on the boat deck, can be seen in this storage room. This stove room became known as the "Forbidden room" after a diving fatality occurred there in 1975 (see Chapter VIII). The door of this stove room was wedged partly open, and it was implicated in the fatality. The investigation assumed the diver had entered the room and became disoriented during a silo run and was unable to exit the narrow opening. The "Forbidden room" became a focal point for many divers, some of whom undoubtedly pushed their limits passing through the narrow open doorway into the silo laden room. In 1983, after consultation with the Superintendents of Isle Royale National Park, SCUBA personnel removed the door to decrease the danger to visiting divers. The door was removed by prying up on the bottom edge with a lever, lifting the door off its hinges and letting it fall inward, where it remains.

On the other side of the bulkhead of the galley area and social ball are the engine spaces. There is a passageway through the bulkhead at the top of the galley stairs. Directly on the other side was a 4-foot wide hallway with a doorway on the starboard side that was one of the normal accesses to the engine spaces. The other was forward on the same side opposite the high pressure cylinder. The missing hatches of the engine spaces were evidently removed by the 1965 salvors.

Bulkheads exist for what once were the chief engineer and assistant engineer cabins on the starboard side of the engine. In addition, the baggage room and stewards' quarters bulkheads are partially intact.

The engine room of AMERICA is a remarkable example of turn-of-the-century Great Lakes marine engineering, and offers a well-preserved, three-dimensional display of engineering details mostly unavailable from written documents of the period. The visually complete engine room is fully plumbed, with asbestos insulation still present on most of the pipes. All accessories, valves, and some of the steam gauges remain. A tour through the engine room is a step into the technological past, without the filters of restoration or interpretation. An understanding of AMERICA's engine room is important and helpful in understanding the machinery remains of the more modern vessels of Isle Royale. It is also a useful place to start in developing an understanding of the much larger and more complex machinery spaces of the larger modern vessels of Isle Royale. AMATORY, for example, is a much larger and more complex version of AMERICA's engine room.

The engine room of AMERICA can be entered by dropping feet first through the grated walkway near the forward port corner of the engine. A brief description of the machinery and larger features will be discussed as if one immediately faced the stern on the port side of the engine and continued in a circular route around the stern of the engine and forward up the starboard side.
The most imposing sight as one reaches the bottom and faces the stern is the large silver-painted pipe that must be passed. This pipe is the overboard discharge for the condenser and is connected to the outside hull through a discharge valve. An example of this arrangement can be viewed on MONARCH (Fig. 3.36). The condenser is the large rectangular shaped feature on the port side of the engine. There is a similar pipe that goes between the condenser and the low pressure cylinder of the engine. This is the suction pipe and routes the used steam from the engine to the condenser.

Immediately to the right is a dual-acting steam driven water pump. The 1928 boiler inspection report describes the pumps of AMERICA as having a 4 inch diameter and 8 inch stroke. This is the bilge pump, and it may have been the last piece of machinery operated on the vessel. The bilge pump was overcome by the rapidly rising water from the pierced hull as the ship sank. The long hole in the hull that sank the ship is in the vicinity of the engine and boiler spaces and can be viewed on the outside of the hull at the top of the bilge on the starboard side. On the inside, just below the bilge pump near the very bottom of the hull, is the bilge injection pipe and the sleeved-like rose box. Also in this area are the injection pipe and valve for the condenser. The larger valves close to the bottom of the hull near the forward of the engine are seacocks.

Proceeding toward the stern the electric generator or dynamo is on the right and just ahead is the switch and fuse panel. The generator supplied the ship's electric power and was controlled by the knife switches on the switchboard. Many of the switches have been removed as souvenirs.

At the stern of the engine, the shaft connection can be seen. Along the stern bulkhead are broken shelves and racks for spare parts and tools. Around the engine on the starboard hull is another pump. On the engine cylinder casing is painted an American flag. Historical documentation indicates the crew of AMERICA were well known as a competent and proud bunch. The fact that they painted the flag on the engine reflects this contemporary characterization of them. A comparative study of the mechanical revisions and decorative embellishments done by engine crews on the various Great Lakes vessels could tell us much about the behavior of people in a completely technological work environment, if approached from an anthropological perspective. The Great Lakes is one of the few places that have an environment conducive to the preservation of this kind of information.

The engine controls are on the starboard side of the engine, and the engine was operated from that side. There are two additional pumps on the forward engine-room bulkhead that separates the engine spaces from the boiler room. These pumps are the boiler pumps; one the main and the other the auxiliary. Above the starboard pump is a control panel containing valves and gauges for boiler feed. The remaining valve handles on the 7 pipes were painted red. Above the feed pumps and the feed-water control panel is the main steam gauge panel with holes to mount 6 gauges. Again, this panel, which is often looked at by the engineers, has been decorated with a hand-painted star and was outlined in red. Egress from the engine room is the same location as the entrance.

Going out of the engine spaces and proceeding forward brings the boiler room into view. The boilers are intact; they did not explode as the vessel sank. There is no breeching present, and the stack, pilot house, tower, and cabin decks are missing forward of the boiler room. Only a few beams and frames exist above the engine room.
The stack was removed by the 1965 salvors. Their salvage report to the Park superintendent gives the following information:

The remains of the ship's funnel, weighing some seven tons, were removed from the boilers with a cutting torch, and with the assistance of the salvors, drilled over the side. This opened the steel room over the engine and boilers.

On the port side directly forward of the engine are the remains of a Ford Model T truck that was being transported as cargo. The vehicle is hardly recognizable after being stripped by divers. Intermixed in the wreckage on the port side forward of the Model T is a hardwood roller with an iron wheel attached. Nearby is a leather belt of the same width as the iron wheel attached to the roller. This wooden and iron roller is identical to the friction drum located on MONARCH (fig. 5.37). They were used to handle cargo. A rope was passed around the slowly running hardwood drum, and cargo was lowered into or raised from the hold. The leather belt is a conveyor belt and was undoubtedly used to drive the drum, probably by an electric motor. The drums were turned by a shaft running fore and aft.

Forward of the boiler spaces is the coal bunker, still containing coal. The coal scuttles, which are round insertions into the deck, can be seen in the diagram on the starboard side. The port scuttle is hidden under the deck wreckage. Nearby is a hatch cover. This is not original but constructed and left by the 1965 salvors. Across the deck in the port wreckage are three corrugated pipes, one with a small hatch cover still attached. There were also part of the 1965 salvage efforts.

There is a 6 foot by 6 foot 4-inch hatch on the centerline forward of the coal bunker. This was a cargo hold. On the bottom of the hold is an old box that has spilled out of buckets, some of which are still present. There are also packing box remains, but most everything else has been removed.

There is another similar hatch about 12 feet forward of the cargo hold. This was the hatch access to the crew's quarters, and there are stairs leading down. The wooden crew's bunks remain. The smaller hatch that is of iron is to the port, also leads to the crew's quarters. This hatch, which may have been originally a vent, closed before the 1931 alterations, is a vent and exit for the crew quarters.

One additional piece of AMERICA wreckage has recently been located. In October 1984, Park Ranger Ken Veal and airplane pilot Tom Wunderlich observed what appeared to be a piece of a vessel's pilot house on the side of Washington Harbor opposite the hulk of AMERICA. Closer inspection by Park staff indicated what is probably the roof of AMERICA's pilot house at a depth of 15 feet. They report it being 10' x 12' feet with a 2 foot square "manhole" on top.
Fig. 54b. AMERICA in situ in the North Gap of Washington Harbor, Isle Royale. Perspective view from starboard stern. It is rarely possible to see the whole ship from this point. This illustration is a composite drawing from several dives. Illustration by J. Thomas McGrath.
Fig. 5.48. NPS SCRUB diver Ken Vrama examines the fine-lined bow of AMERICA. Photo by Mitch Kazar.
Fig. 5.49. View up the main stair case from the floor of the social hall. The stairs are partially blocked by collapsed stair cabin bulkheads. NPS photo by Toni Carroll.

Fig. 5.50. View of the purser's cabin showing tile boxes and silt accumulation—a potential diving hazard encountered in the interior of AMERICA. The purser's cabin was directly aft of the social hall. NPS photo by Toni Carroll.
Site Location

The wrecks CUMBERLAND, CHISHOLM, and COX are on a shallow reef southwest of Rock of Ages lighthouse on the south end of Isle Royale. The vessels are within a square, 3,000 feet on a side, with its geographic center at 47°51'28"N and 89°19'32"W. The center is 3.8 statute miles from the starboard-hand nun buoy at Cumberland Point; on a true bearing of 276 degrees. It is 336 degrees true from the starboard-hand nun buoy southwest of Rock of Ages lighthouse and 222 degrees from the lighthouse a distance of 4,000 feet (useful for chart plot). On-site location is best using North Rock; the site is 268 degrees true, 2.4 statute miles from the rock. The wreck of the passenger steamer GEORGE M. COX lies less than a mile east of the CUMBERLAND/CHISHOLM site on a separate ridge of Rock of Ages Reef, just south of the southernmost tip of Isle Royale, in depths ranging from 16 to approximately 35 feet.

Site Description

The wreckage lies in two main fields, with the bow half of the ship scattered on a flat shoal, and the nearly-intact stern portion on the side of a gently sloping ridge about 150 feet southeast (Fig. 5.51). None of the superstructure remains in the shallower water, but some of the upper deck framing may be seen in the deeper water associated with the stern wreckage.

The bow portion of the ship has been fragmented by the action of waves and ice, so that a row covers a field approximately 350 feet in length, with some sections of hull another 200 feet away to the east. Most of the bow lies in shallow water, varying from 15 to little more than 25 feet in depth, although smaller portions have been swept from the shoal into deeper water surrounding it — probably the result of drifting ice or currents. Relatively strong currents, which swept over the reef in a southwest-to-northeast direction, were observed during field work at the site.

Historical photographs show COX perched on the reef with its bow high in the air and its stern underwater (Fig. 4.20, 4.21). Island residents and commercial fishermen reported that the ship rested in that position for many days before the strain broke the ship's back, and the hull was broken cleanly in two just forward of the boilers. When the delicate equilibrium that held the ship on the rocks was destroyed, the stern began a slide backward into deeper water, and the bow settled on the reef to begin its collapse and disintegration.

Before the ship broke up, wholesale scavenging was done on board, including the removal of building, foodstuffs, hardware, and tackle by local fishermen and others (see Chapter IV). Heavier equipment was removed by commercial salvors. The ship's ten metal lifeboats were among the items removed at this time. An examination of the wreck site indicates that other more extensive salvage was also attempted, although its extent is not clear from either historical documentation or observations on the site. Heavy cables may be seen, for example, around the ship's four Scotch boilers, and it appears that there was some effort to raise them. It is not known when this attempt was made, but it could have been in May 1933, when the salvage tug STRATHBURY was on site (New York Times May 28, 1933). There is also a large wooden timber associated with heavy cable in the wreckage of the
The timber is about 16 feet long and 6 x 10 inches in cross section, with iron work at one end. It appears to be a boom from some sort of derrick. Aside from those two elements, there is little tangible evidence of large scale salvage work on the wreck, and the orientation and condition of the wreck may be attributed entirely to natural causes. The exception is the removal of smaller artifacts by sport divers, which has been noticeably thorough. Virtually none of the thousands of fittings and furnishings associated with the passenger and crew quarters can be found on the site.

The array of wreckage on the reef offers some fascinating insights into the ship's structural characteristics and into the circumstances of its loss. Probably the first, most obvious, and most enduring impression of the ship is its very light construction. The structural elements are all lightly built by comparison with other ships of the late Royal Navy population, although contemporary accounts considered it to be heavily built, and one of the strongest vessels of its class at sea (Marine Engineering 1901:456-459). It would be of considerable interest to compare COX with contemporary vessels not considered heavily built.

The frames of COX are small in cross-sectional dimension, the keel is built up of light steel plates, and the floors are very narrow. The shell plating is correspondingly thin. Everything about the hull construction suggests a smaller vessel than COX. Indeed, the ship originally was smaller; it was built 233 feet in length, and later lengthened to 258 feet in 1906; its original hull was fitted with two decks, and was later given a third.

All indications are that COX was originally built for speed. The hull form was a deep "V" configuration with considerable deadrise, much like in a yacht. The ship was clearly designed for speed, and not for carrying capacity, and it had unusually fine lines as a result. The desire for speed is further evidenced by the four large boilers, which were more than adequate for a 258 foot steamer, and unusually powerful for the ship's original 233-foot dimension. In the first six weeks of operation, the vessel broke the record for the run between St. Joseph, Michigan, and Chicago. The average speed was 19.34 miles per hour, which gave it a ranking of the one of the fastest boats on the Lakes (ibid.).

The ship's design had nothing to do with its running up on Rock of Ages Reef, but it certainly contributed to the vessel's loss as a result of that incident. Major portions of COX's hull bottom may be seen on the reef, and much of it shows clear evidence of contact with the rocks. The bow keel, which extends 7 feet below the ship's bottom, is made up of several plates riveted together. The keel is folded over at right angles to starboard for a distance of at least 50 feet where the ship slid onto the reef. The ship's bottom is dented and ruptured on the port side where it apparently ran over the rocks. It must have caused immediate and massive flooding. One section of the bottom along the centerline is dented in more than a foot, perhaps the point on which the vessel balanced so precariously before it broke in half. The section of bottom appears to have articulated with the section of the hull under the boilers, which is either fragmented or missing.

The bowpeak section of the bow, about 20 feet in length, lies near the shallowest part of the reef, largely intact to the collision bulkhead (ibid. 532). The ship's distinctive over sized hawse eyes are both there, although the starboard one, along with the attached hawse pipe, has been sheared away from the shell plating. Both anchor chains run through the hawse eyes to their respective anchors, which lie
close by. It was reported that the original Baily stockless anchors of COX each weighed 2,040 pounds (Marine Engineering 1931:458-460). The anchors are painted white, like the rest of COX, but there are also conspicuous traces of the ship's original emerald-green paint underneath, remnants of the Old Graham & Morton era. COX's windlass is also lying 12 to 15 feet from the section of forepeak, in close association with the chains.

The forepeak stands about 45 degrees from vertical, and the lower portions of it are buried in gravel and rocks so that none of the forefoot can be seen. There would be some value in examining the extreme forward part of the ship's keel to determine exactly where the bow impacted with the shoal when COX grounded. From all appearances, the first impact occurred just a few feet aft of the forefoot, and the ship seems to have glided swiftly up a gradual slope to wedge itself firmly on the rocks. It was reported that the ship was doing at least 10 miles per hour when it hit the reef (Daily Mining Gazette May 30, 1933). The inertia drove the ship well up on the reef.

An effort was made to establish the location of the ship's impact, and a shallow depression was found in the reef, which was about 30 feet to starboard (east) of the present day fore-and-aft axis of the stern portion of the wreck. There is reason to believe that the ship slid up into that depression when it ran aground, because the water on either side of the depression is too shallow to have admitted the ship without a terrible impact. Furthermore, numerous rivets from the ship's hull were found wedged in the crevasses in the rocks of the depressed area, while none were observed on the rocks on either side. No gouged marks were found in the rocks, however, which would have further substantiated the impact location.

The wreckage strewn in the shallow area on the flat of the shoal appears to represent the entire forward half of COX, including the forepeak, keel and associated deep floors, the bottom, and the sides of the hull. At least ten discrete pieces of wreckage may be attributed to that part of the ship, varying from about 10 feet square to more than 70 feet in length.

Among the large sections of shell plating and frames is also a field of wreckage and debris extending nearly 500 feet in length, which includes steel pipes, columns, beams, angle bars, cables, and nondescript pieces. There are also machinery parts, some evidently associated with a large freight elevator known to have been installed in the ship. Although few of the pieces are joined together, many can be identified from COX's original builder's plans. The "midship section" of the builder's plans illustrates 7 inch diameter pipe hold stanchions under the main deck, 6-inch I-beams supporting transverse deck beams and "Z-bar" frames made up of steel. Components of each description were observed in the scattered debris on the shoal, and it may be assumed that they represent the framing of the whole forward half of the ship, which has been slowly and relentlessly disassembled by more than 50 years of natural site processes.

This portion of the bow wreckage is interesting because of the diversity of the remains lying there, and because of its easy access, the central concentration of remains, dubbed the "junk-yard" by sport divers, lies in about 20 feet of water. It must have been staggering in its profusion, rich with the artifacts sifted by gravity from COX's saloons and cabin, before it was picked over by divers and swept of its lighter debris by decades of currents, waves and ice floes.
Some of the debris in the area may be from cargo carried by the ship, as it is
difficult to attribute some of it to the ship's structure. Virtually nothing is known,
however, about the nature and extent of cargo carried by COX on its last voyage. It
is known to have carried large cargoes in its earlier days, and if, as much as it was
given a freight elevator during its 1932 reconstruction, it may be assumed that it
was intended to carry heavy freight in its last role, too.

The stern portion of the COX wreck consists of a little more than one-half of the
ship's 260-foot length, lying substantially intact on a gently sloping bedrock bottom
(Figs. 5.54, 5.55). The ship lies on its port side, with a large mass of tangled
structural debris alongside on the port side and forward of the hull. The wreckage
scatter includes machinery, structural elements from the hull, and portions of
superstructure and rigging. The dominant feature at the site is the ship's stern, which
is impressive in its dimension, but still bears a certain fragile quality by the extent
of its distortion and the nature of its damage. There is also a distinct grace about
the form and proportion of the stern, where there is enough integrity of the ship left
to preserve some of its original beauty.

The stern measures 140 feet in length, and there are other sections alongside and
underneath it which are 30 to 40 feet long. The keel is preserved unbroken, but the
hull around it is twisted almost ninety degrees, so that it is almost inverted at the
taft and nearly at right angles to the bottom of the forward extremity, specifically,
the angles range from 135 degrees at the stern to 250 degrees at the forward end.
There are huge lugs in the hull as a result of the exaggerated torsion (Fig.
5.53). The tears correspond to structural features within the hull. One tear extends
longitudinally for 70 feet, just to the starboard side of the keel, and another runs
transversely about 70 feet from the hull to the keel along the line of the aftermost
tubehead. The longitudinal tear exposes the entire length of the propeller shaft, and
the propeller itself has been removed from the stern-bearing. The propeller is
displaced in a forward direction about 20 feet from its proper location, and although
this was not confirmed by field observation, it leads to the conclusion that the
gear has been torn from its foundation in the hull, and also lies some 20 feet
forward of where it should lie. Some displacement of the engine was observed by
the commercial salvors who visited the wreck in 1933: "the bottom of the stern
was torn out, the engines jolted from their mountings and the vessel is listing toward
deep water ..." (New York Times May 29, 1933).

Site Formation Processes

When the condition and orientation of the hull are compared with physical aspects
of the Lake bottom in the vicinity of the wreck, they suggest a sequence of events
that would explain many of the seemingly unrelated details. A process can be
identified that leads from the historical photographs of the wreck event to the
conditions observed during the recent field work.

Photographs and historical research show that GEORGE M. COX rested on the reef
approximately amidships following its stranding, with its stern under water and a list
of about 10 degrees to port. A search of the reef led to a 10-foot deep spot in the
middle of a 6-foot shallow, and there is some possibility that COX struck the sloping
side of this ridge, to be impaled into the 10-foot groove or depression by its
momentum. With its bow bow forward, it filled quickly, and because it rested just
forward of amidships, the stern settled, lifting the bow high out of the water. The
unsupported weight of the bow caused the hull to fall at the point where it rested
on the reef; the immense tension on its structure would have focused at the shear
strokes, the bands of steel shell plate running along the ship's side just under the
deck line. A historical photograph shows the hull failure to have been just forward
of the boilers at almost precisely amidships. The bow settled on its port side in the
shallow trough formed by the upper surface of the reef, and it went to pieces there,
probably not long after the hull broke. The same photograph showing the ship
broken in half does not show any sign of the bow portion in the shallow water
nearby.

The stern half of the ship stood briefly on the slope of the reef, with its forward end
resting in just a few feet of water and the aftermost portion jammed into the
bottom supporting the whole weight of the wreck. Storm action caused the wreck
to begin shifting, and it soon began to descend the slope astern of it. With the
weight of the whole wreck borne by the projecting shapes at the stern, the
propeller, rudder shoe and stern frame were all torn away as the ship moved
backward down the rocky surface and turned slowly onto its port side, in the
direction it was originally forced by the wreck event. Several parts torn loose in the
descent indicate the wreck moved more than 100 feet astern in the process, and
about 30 feet to port as it rotated onto its side. The rudder shoe, for example, lies
almost exactly 120 feet forward of its proper hull location, and under the starboard
side of the wreck; the rudders from the upper deck at the stern lie in the same area,
and fully 150 feet forward of their original location on the stern of the ship (Fig
5.51). Both seem to have been torn off while the wreck lay some 120 feet forward
of its present position and slightly to starboard. It was also during the backward
slide that the propeller and shaft were forced through the bottom of the hull,
leaving the terrible rent that is so dominant a feature of the ship's bottom today,
and unfortunately wrenching the engine from its mounts. Some historical accounts
assert that the ship's engines were torn loose by the impact of striking the reef, but
this seems unlikely, and certainly the long tear in the bottom plates did not occur at
that time.

The ship's four Scotch boilers (Figs. 5.56, 5.57) lie just forward of the after section
of the hull, and their support cradles or "saddles" lie still further up the slope, some
as much as 30 feet away. Curiously, all four of the boilers are upright, in spite of
the fact that the stern portion of the wreck lies on its side. It appears that the
section of ship's bottom, which supported the boilers, is completely broken up. The
bottom of the hull may have been broken during the wreck event, and later by the
weight of the boilers bearing down on the hull as the stern section moved down
slope.

Evidently, there was an effort to salvage the boilers, which would explain the steel
cable around the boilers at the site, as well as why the boilers are upright and the
hull that contained them is on the port side. A section of bottom, with centerline
keelson structure intact, was found lying a considerable distance from the boilers on
the opposite (or east) side of the reef, in about 70 feet of water; inasmuch as it
contained through hull fittings that appear to have been associated with the boilers,
it seems likely that it was the section of the bottom between the bow and the stern
that supported the boilers. It is not known how this section of bottom became so
far removed from the remainder of the wreckage, but the possibility cannot be
discounted that the wreck was blown up by commercial salvagers to free up the
boilers for salvage, although such an attempt was clearly unsuccessful. There was
no other indications of explosion observed.

Cox's superstructure was apparently relatively intact until the wreck came to rest in
its present position, because the remains of the deck structures lie around the stern.
wreckage, very near their appropriate locations. Even the remains of the smokestack can be seen just in the port side of the wreck, lying flattened on the bottom amid the shambles that were the cabins. Roof davys and other portions of the superstructure are easily distinguished in the same large field of wreckage. This appears to be the only like Royale wreck site with such extensive remains of wooden superstructure, although CUMBERLAND, MONARCH, ALGOMA, HENRY CHISHOLM and AMERICA all had similar wooden cabins.

On the opposite side of the reef, at the foot of an abrupt drop off and in a long gully nearby, are other portions of COX wreckage, including several steel tanks, a gangway door, sections of the ship's side, and the one short section of bottom possibly associated with the boiler spaces, which may have come from the missing section of hull amidships. A part of the bulwark from the forecastle also lies there. Ice movement is the likely mechanism of movement for the structural elements located in this gully. Wooden bracing members were observed that did not belong to COX at all, but had the characteristics of HENRY CHISHOLM's hull construction. The distinctive shapes of the frames distinguished them as having come from a ship's bow (Fig. 5.50). The attributes of the frames closely match those of CHISHOLM and indicate the bow may have been completely disarticulated. Other wreckage is suspected to lie between the two sites, perhaps including portions of CUMBERLAND's missing bow.
Fig. 5.53. Forepeak and chain locker at bow of GEORGE M. COX. NPS photo by Tom Carroll.

Fig. 5.54. Larry Murphy examines the main shaft of COX through the longitudinal crack in the hull. NPS photo by Tom Carroll.
Fig. 5.54. Larry Murphy drops through starboard storm gangway to examine interior of COX. NPS photo by Tom Carroll.

Fig. 5.55. Steam drums atop Scotch boilers of COX. Steam drums were not common features on tank craft. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.96  Interior of COX hall of engine spaces. NPS photo by Tom Carroll.

Fig. 5.97  COX boilers with hylog base line used for site mapping operations in place. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5-58. Field drawing, artist's perspective of stern of GEORGE M COX. Drawing by P. Thom McGrath.

Fig. 5-59. Ship nose located in a deep water ravine near the bow of COX. This element is evidently from CH SHC 342. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Site Location

CHESTER A. CONGDON is on a shallow reef, known as Congdon Shoal, south of Cave Rocks at the northeast end of Isle Royale. The charted position of the vessel is 2.0 statute miles from Hill Point on a true bearing of 14 degrees. It is 779 degrees true from the starboard hand run buoy at Locke Point and 271 degrees true from Blake Point Light. The site can be located in winter by rounding Blake Point and setting a course of 271 degrees true and traveling a distance of 4.3 statute miles. CONGDON is located at 48°11'36"N, 88°30'52"W.

Site Description

The site of CHESTER A. CONGDON offers numerous exceptional exploratory dives to visitors and students of Lake Superior shipwreck technology alike. An interesting swim can be made from the bow (Fig. 506), over the wreckage field to the top of Congdon Shoal, and then to the stern (Fig. 507). Elements from the hull and deck that contained the first 9 batten laths from the bow and across the top of the roof. Many of the stanchion brackets show evidence of ice and wave impact in addition to the torn pieces from the wreck event. There are bottom sections that show the scalloped shell plates, which appear as if they were draped over the frames, typical of grounding damage and heavy ice impact.

The site section can be followed down to the engine room and stern cabins. The stem is laying at a very steep angle and drops quickly to 150 feet of depth. There was no contemporary salvage on the stern. The only removal of material has been done through the actions of sport divers.

The bow can be penetrated through a number of compartments. The pilot house and forecastle deck cabins can be entered through the doors along both sides of the room below and forward of the pilot house is the sitting room, with the captain's quarters aft. The captain's office and living quarters can be entered on the forecastle deck. Most of the paneling is intact. The pilot house has narrow oak stairs on the walls and a white-painted ceiling. The captain's quarters and the private quarters on the spar deck were walled with quartered oak.

The windlass room can be entered easily through the salvage hole in the deck. The hole, although it looks much like a hatch, is the result of salvage operations to remove the windlass. On the port side of the bow deck, the frame for the stairs leading into the windlass rooms can be seen. In the windlass room, the forward mount for the windlass are in place. The hatches and hulks are also present.

Moving aft, the owner's staterooms and private quarters can be seen. This area, like the rest of the bow, was completely salvaged, but the bulwarks and some fittings are still intact. Immediately below on the lower deck, are the chain locker forward, the garbage and lamp room on the starboard, the hall and forward crew quarters on the port.

CONGDON is an important and impressive site. It offers a relatively safe dive on the bow, where there are few portable artifacts. Divers wishing to penetrate the wreck can do so in the pilot house and forecastle cabin. Deeper penetrations are more serious. The bow section can withstand heavy diver vibration with little additional
impact. The mooring buoy should allow this to be done with a relatively high degree of safety.

The stern section, however, should be treated somewhat differently. The stern is a serious dive by any standards, and heavy diving may increase the attrition of portable artifacts that remain in the undisturbed engine and cabin areas. The CONDON stern, along with KAMIQGOPS, are the least disturbed sites in Isle Royale and, consequently, the best preserved — a result of their inaccessibility due to depth. Neither of these sites should be buoyed, and diving on them should not be encouraged.

Stic Analysis and Formation Processes

CONDON, lost in November 1918, is the largest sunken vessel known in the waters of Isle Royale. The 532-foot vessel was lost in dense fog while making a timed run from Thunder Cape to Passage Island. Historic accounts indicate the ship hit the southern reef of Canoe Rocks at a speed of 9 knots (see Chapter IV).

The shoal that is now the mooring place for the bulk freighter rises from 180 feet deep on the seaward side to a narrow point of solid rock, which is just under the surface. The reef drops quickly on the shoreward side to 110 feet deep. The ship apparently hit the southern edge of the shoal in 18 to 20 feet of water near the bow, with the stern over the deep water on the seaward side.

The first reports of damage stated that the forepeak, number 1 and 2 starboard tanks and number 1 port tank were full of water (Cleveland Plain Dealer, Nov. 8, 1918). The initial assessment was that the vessel could be freed, if the cargo was removed. These reports indicate that the original hull damage was not severe, probably only shearing of rivets and opening of seams in the bottom of the hull. Had there been significant distortion of the hull, more involved salvage operations than lightering would have been initially discussed. Only lightering tugs and barges were involved in the first salvage attempt.

Unfortunately, a southeast gale interrupted the lightering operations. After a day of 50 miles per hour winds, the stern section broke and sank in deep water. After sinking, the stern was still attached to the bow section along the hull on the starboard side and deck plate, although the port side had been fractured. The stern half section listed to starboard as it sank (Fig. 4.24). The tearing of the hull was undoubtedly the result of the working of the still-bouyant stern section (some 400 feet of the hull) as it was buffeted by the waves created by the gale. The bow section was solidly aground, with the increased deadweight of the water in its flooded forward tanks. The first two tanks extended below the number 1 hatch to frame 20. During the storm, the stern section acted much like a lever moved by the waves, which tore the port shell plates aft of the number-six hatch.

Historic accounts indicate the bow remained above the water for only a short period (Figs. 4.23, 4.24, 4.25). By the end of November, the bow was reported to be in 50 feet of water, but salvage of forward-end machinery had already been made (Lo: William Daily Times Journal Nov. 28, 1918; Lake Carriers Association 1918:142-143). Examination of the bow section shows a virtually complete salvage operation, one that undoubtedly was conducted before the bow submerged. All machinery, steering and navigation gear, windlass, chains and anchors — even the sinks, tubs and toilets were removed. A large, rectangular hole was cut in the forward deck to remove the capstan and lift out the windlass. Considering that only
gas cutting-technology available at the time, there can be little doubt that this hole in the forward deck plate was cut before the deck was submerged.

The bow section of CONGDON sank upright at the base of a steep cliff with the starboard facing upslope, tilted up at an angle of 90 degrees and about 35 degrees to starboard, in 60 feet of water (Fig. 5.65). The aft portion is 110 feet deep. The bow gives the appearance of having been cleaved from the rest of the vessel and is a singularly spectacular sight for divers.

Evidence of the sequence of events that led to the deposition of CONGDON's bow in such an unlikely position is to be found in the general area, and on the bow itself. Steel hull construction techniques also contributed to the formation of this site.

The bow section is comprised of the first 24 frames of the ship. At frame 24, the blueprints show a reinforced, water tight bulkhead from the keel to the forecastle deck at the stern end of the forward cabins. This tended to form the forward section of the vessel into a strong, integral unit.

After the stern sank in the gale two days after the wreck, the bow section was attached to the stern primarily along the bottom and lower side on the starboard side. The contemporary photographs show that both the port and starboard hull sides were severed, the port side at hatch 6, and the starboard, all at hatch 9. The port side of the hull is raised in the air indicating that the rupture is complete on that side and that the separation extends up and probably through the hull bottom on that side. The principal attachment appears to be along the lower starboard side. There were probably stress cracks along the bottom and sides of the forward part as a result of the heaving of the stern section prior to its sinking.

In the absence of historical documentation on the activities of the salvors, the separation of the bow portion must be considered as the result of natural forces. Although the bow was accessible and cutting torches were used to salvage the radio mast, there is no indication that the salvors attempted to recover the bow portion intact.

A possible sequence of depositional events can be constructed based on the material remains. The port side separated first with the bottom buckling and separating as the heavy bow portion began to sink. As the bow unit sank and began to slide down the steep underwater cliff, the port shell plates forward of the number 6 hatch (around frame 48) were torn loose from the port bow, both along the side of the hull and the bottom. Construction elements that can be attributed to this section of the ship can be seen on the top of the reef and along the slope above the bow to the north of the stern. As the bow gathered momentum, the starboard side remained attached to the stern long enough to turn the bow to the starboard as it moved downslope. The bow separated from the restraining starboard hull remnants and slid stern first down the cliff. Because of the fast attachment of the hull being along the starboard side, and the configuration of the rock face, the bow portion shifted to the south as it descended.

Examination of the aft portion of the bow section reflects the events as described. Along the port side (Fig. 5.65), the hull plates are sharply bent toward starboard. On the starboard side, the lower plates are bent both starboard and forward. There is a puncture on the starboard side of the bow that evidently is the result of detaching hull elements sliding down the slope sometime after the bow had reached the
bottom of the incline. Later, the starboard deck stringer plate and shell plates, including sections of the bottom, moved down the hill to their present location.

There is impact damage on the sternpost of CONGDON. The depression is 6 feet long, deep enough to displace the first two frames and crumple the shell plates. The stern is folded over to starboard. The area begins below the water line at the level of the lower hold-stringer. Although the damage is severe, it does not appear to have ruptured the plate seams. It seems unlikely that this damage was caused during the initial impact with the reef. If it had been, it would be expected that there would be further damage to the bow as the inertia of the ship forced the bow up and over the obstruction responsible for the stern damage. The forefoot of the bow is undamaged, indicating it did not come in contact with the reef.

There are at least two possible explanations for the damage to the stern. It may have occurred earlier in the operating season, a result of a slow-moving contact with an obstruction. The damage was not severe enough to require immediate repair, but probably would have been repaired during the winter layover.

The second possibility is that the stern damage was done as the bow section moved down the steep slope during its sinking. If this is the case, the impact may have contributed to the turning of the bow and shearing of shell-attached shell plates as the bow slid along the submerged cliff face. It is possible that further examination, mapping and identification of the hull fragments between the bow and stern section will lead to a more complete understanding of the wreck event and depositional sequence for this site.
Fig. 6.06. CONCSON Base, artist's perspective. Drawing by Jerry Livingston.
Fig. 5.6. Drawing depicting the relationship of bow and stern of CHESTER A. CONGDON on Congdon Shoal. Drawing by Jerry Livingston.
EMPIRE/ADRIATIC: SITE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

EMPIRE and DUNELM, because of their proximity, will be treated together as two components of a single site.

The site lies to the north of CONCORD on Canoe Rocks. EMPIRE is the second largest and most recent of the 10 major shipwrecks of Lake Royal. DUNELM was a standing, and little remains to mark the site.

Site Location

EMPIRE is resting on the northeast end of Canoe Rocks located at the northeast end of Lake Royal. The charted position of the vessel is 1.9 statute miles from the starboard hand run buoy at Locke Point on a true bearing of 288 degrees. The site is 3.3 degrees true from Mill Point and 281 degrees true from Locke Point Light. The site can be located by running Locke Point and setting a course of 281 degrees true and traveling a distance of 3.9 statute miles. The vessel location is 48°14'18"N and 88°29'30"W. Historical coordinates were telegraphed to the Ottawa Department of Transport on June 1, 1947. These were given as: 48°14'15"N and 88°29'24"W. About 100 yards east of the EMPIRE bow are remains that are assumed to be the DUNELM standing incident.

Site Description

The standing of DUNELM was the earliest of the known shipwrecks (1913) that have left a material record on Canoe Rocks. The steel package freighters, like the other vessels of Canoe Rocks and vicinity, was downbound from Port Arthur. The freighter, carrying a cargo of wheat and flour, ran aground on the rocks during a December snowstorm. Salvage was attempted after the owners gave the ship up as lost. The Canadian Towing and Wrecking Company secured a "no cure, no pay" contract from the underwriters and eventually managed to free the vessel, despite heavy seas and severe cold.

What is probably the site of DUNELM's standing was located in 1982 by members of the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit northeast of the bow of EMPIRE on Canoe Rocks. The two anchors, chain cable and lifeboat frame (Fig. 5.73) are all that mark the site.

It is not clear why the anchors and cable remain on the site. A prudent captain would surely have dropped anchors after grounding to ensure the damaged vessel did not sink and slide off into deeper water. The contemporary newspaper accounts state that there was concern that the waves would push the stranded vessel, with 14 feet of water in the engine room, off the reef into deep water (Detroit Free Press Dec 21, 1913). The anchors and chain cable appear to have been dumped, rather than set. Anchors and cable are usually items that are salvaged because of their high resale value. There is no indication in the historical record located at the reason for the salvors leaving the anchors on site. An explanation may be that the anchors and cables were dumped to lighten the ship. Follow up documentation dives were conducted by volunteers Scott McWilliam and Park Ranger Sue Viana in 1984. Following is an excerpt from their dive records:

The anchor stocks are six inches wide and tapered, being 12 inches deep at the base and 8 inches deep at the top. A large piece of chain lies around the anchors and the payed out chain runs approximately 30 degrees from the anchors.
The only other material remains in association with the anchors is the frame of what is most probably a lifeboat. The origin of the lifeboat remains is unknown. It is unlikely that the frame is from EMPIRE. Historical documentation indicates there were two wooden lifeboats carried on EMPIRE, one port and one starboard on the stern boat deck. Two lifeboats associated with EMPIRE were reportedly found in Tull Harbor soon after the wreck (Toronto Evening Telegram June 26, 1947). One of these boats is reportedly sunk in Pickett Bay and the other southwest of the NPS campground. Again, McWilliam's description from the 1984 dive.

The writer measured the lifeboat from stern to stern and found it to be 22 feet 8 inches in length. A second piece of lifeboat was measured at the gunwale and found to be 14 feet 10 inches in length and the attached portion of hull 3 feet 2 inches at the widest point from the gunwale towards the keel. Flakes of white paint could still be seen on the keel. The argument could be made that the anchors and lifeboat remains are not from DUNELM at all, but related to some other unrecorded wreck event. Although that is certainly possible, the fact that historical photographs of DUNELM aground and being towed (Figs. 4.28, 4.30) show the lifeboats and anchors missing adds strong support for them being related to that ship. This hypothesis is further strengthened by the fact that all anchors and lifeboats associated with the nearby EMPIRE are accounted for.

EMPIRE is one of the most dived sites of Isle Royale. Stimson (1980:15) rates the site as the third most visited shipwreck in the Park, however recent review by Vrana (Chapter VII) of Park diving-visitor registrations for the years 1980-85 indicate EMPIRE is the second most dived site behind AMERICA. The continued popularity of this site can be attributed to the visual impact of this imposing site. The stern remains are nearly intact, while the bow has been subjected to serious ice impact but is still quite recognizable.

The vessel is in two major sections (Fig. 5.6). The bow is in shallow water ranging from 30 to 50 feet. The intact stern section starts in about 80 feet and goes to a depth of 150 feet at the propeller. The hull broke just forward of amidships. There are 17 of the original 33 hatches intact between the stern cabins and the hull break.

The stern and small portion of the bow is raised upward at a steep angle following the sloping rock cliff face. Some of the wreckage appears to have been pushed beneath other elements, somewhat in an accordion fashion, although probably the result of collapsing, rather than occurring during the wreck event, according to historical accounts. The spar deck and forecastle deck are missing. Along with the deck structure, all traces of cabins, furnishings, head fixtures and artifacts are gone. This is a remarkable amount of material to have been removed from the site, whether from natural or cultural agents. There is also no evidence of the captain's cabin furnishings, pilot house or rigging to be found among the bow remains. The unaccounted for material includes at least 8 sinks, 3 tubs and 3 toilets (as indicated in the blueprints).

The appearance of the bow section today is the result of the wreck event and natural processes. The structure is flattened and broken. Hulls sides are lying with hatch coverings on top of the one. Undoubtedly ice has had the most impact to the remains. Nearly 4 decades of shelving pack ice riding over the rocks and shallow
portions of the reef are considered to be the agent responsible for the structural
breakage present.

The windlass and chain locker are present in the bow wreckage (Fig. 5.64). The
windlass was mounted on the main deck, beneath the forward crew's quarters. The
starboard anchor is still shipped, although it has slipped out of the pocket. The port
anchor looks as if the windlass disengaged and the anchor fell to the bottom. Neither anchor was intentionally dropped during the wreck event, according to
historical accounts. Original spec  fications called for two 2000-pound anchors and
150 fathoms of 2 1/4-inch (diameter) chain cable. Presumably, the original anchors
and cable are the ones on site. Additionally the vessel carried a 2000-pound wedge
anchor, which has not been located.

There are two tank-like structures mounted inside below decks on the hull that may
be seen. Their function is unknown. In the vicinity there are 6 and 7-inch diameter
air-supply pipes and 7-inch pipes for forward water service.

The deck winches are still mounted on the twisted, nearly vertical deck. These
steam operated deck winches were used as hoisting winches and also to open and
close the telescoping hatch covers. Near the port side, there is a square deck
hatch that allowed access to the number 1 deck.

There are 6 freshly intact hatches aft of the bow structure (Fig. 5.62). The hatches
contain the reddit Steer Rock Mine ore (Fig. 5.63). The hull sides have collapsed
and the port side is twisted. Roller cho ks and bilts are located on the starboard
dock. The roller cho ks were mounted on the outside edge of the deck and the
bilts were both with and just forward of the mops of the forward hatch.

Within the port hull side winch can be seen running longitudinally within the
lightening holes of the frames. These wires connected the mate's and engineer's
telegraph wire to the main house with those in the engine spaces. The whistle
wires were also within this wire bundle.

The partially intact stern is an unforgettable diving experience. As one descends the
bubbly line which is attached to a pant leg near the forward edge of the stern cabin
roof the ship's form materializes and the ventilators come into view. The larger
pant forward vent the boiler room. The medium sized ones open into the engine area
and the smaller vents go to the galley and crew areas. There is a small deck
structure also on the roof. At the stern steering wheel is, unfortunately, missing.

Other features visible on the main roof include the engine skylight which was
probably blown out during the sinking, and the coal bunker. The coal bunker
extends along the front of the stern cabin. The galley area was located in the
smaller winch on the port side. It is curious that the ship left port with a
partially-filled coal bunker.

As one descends over the forward edge of the bunker and roof that covers the aft
deck winches the vessel name may be viewed. EMPRESS is painted in black letters
on a white background along the forward overhang of the roof (Fig. 5.68).

Forward of the winches is hatch 36. The hatch covers were metal, and there were
no canvas covers over the hatches. The bitts are mostly intact. The remains in
some of the hatches have been bent upwards, a result of the escaping air as the
ship sank.
The stern is lying at an angle of 23 degrees from vertical with a 3-degree port list. The mast has bent to the stern to 29 degrees from its normal stern rake of about 8 degrees, and shifted to 18 degrees to port (Fig. 566). The shifting of the mast is most likely the result of the practice of using the top of the mast as a convenient mooring location for dive boats. For many years a line with a buoy was attached to the top of the mast and a dive boat, sometimes several, would use it for a mooring line. The use of the permanent NPS mooring line will prevent further damage to the mast.

The stern cabin may be entered or viewed through the windows and doorways (Figs. 570, 571). There is no glass anywhere, presumably blown out when the ship sank. On the port side the forward cabin contains 5 bunks and was the quarters for the deck hands. Proceeding to the stern, one can view the crew’s dining room, kitchen and pantry areas. (Lake boats often do not follow the nautical terminology familiar to oceanic vessels.) Cooks’ quarters are the aft-most cabin. On the stern the two spare prop blades are in place inside the bulwark (Fig. 566). The stern which, emergency tiller and bits are present.

Continuing around the stern to the starboard side, one can view the the aft-most cabin which was a private dining area, with the officer’s dining room forward. Both had two windows and a single doorway. A cabin with two bunks on the stern bulkhead is forward of the officer’s mess and aft of the bathroom. Forward of the bathroom is the engine room entrance, the first engineer’s cabin with a single bunk and the second engineer’s cabin with two bunks on the stern bulkhead. The forward cabin with four bunks was shared by the four firemen (Fig. 566). Three firemen were lost in the wreck.

The engine room may be entered through the skylight. The emergency wheel and throttle are intact (Fig. 572). The engine room is an important collection of working engine room of a ship with nearly four decades of alterations and revision by the numerous crews that worked the vessel. This is a rich opportunity to collect data relevant to the anthropological questions concerning the interactions of people and a technological environment. The engine room of EMPEROR will provide a rich source of data for those in the future interested in such questions, as well as those of a historical nature. It is important that attrition and impact be limited in the machinery spaces of EMPEROR.

Site Formation Processes

There are remains of 8 hatches between the relatively intact 5 forward hatches and the intact stern portion of the hull. This mid-ship section of the hull is clearly the most damaged.

The principal factors for this heavily damaged section are a combination of wreck events and natural features and processes. The general configuration is a result of the heavily damaged hull bottom settling on the contours of the rock cliff face. The dense, heavy cargo weighted down the floors of the hull sides twisted and broke in a seemingly haphazard way. The hull beams are torn, and some appear to be missing from the wreck concentration. Beam ends probably became detached during the wreck, and the collapse of the hull sides reflected the nature of the bottom damage as the ship ground to a halt.
The historical documentation, of which the Preliminary Inquiry (conducted by Capt. W.N. Morison June 6, 1947) is the most useful, gives some indication of the wreck events pertinent to the investigation process. The following is summarized from that document, which contains the testimony of 16 of the surviving crew members and officers. Most agree on the basic wreck sequence.

EMPRESS was underway at a normal running speed of about 11 knots when it struck Canon Rocks. There was an initial "jar" and the ship continued to scrape along the rock for a short period. The Chief Engineer reported that the initial crash woke him up and he found the second engineer had shut off the engine because he had lost the starboard wheel. He damaged the prop. The chief tried to turn the ship with the engine, but there was no resistance. Immediately, the forward portion of the vessel began to settle. Indications are that there was an initial jolt and the ship continued sliding along on her keel. It is not clear how long this occurred, but one testimony said 2 or 5 minutes, maybe longer, before coming to a complete stop. There was one report that stated there was a slight starboard list. About 20 minutes later the stem sank rapidly. The stern section broke and may have rolled to starboard and then to port as it sank.

Recounting the testimony of the survivors and the material record gives an indication as to what likely occurred during the wreck event. Additional historical photographs, e.g., (Lloyd's List June 11, 1947) show the bow sank in just over 50 feet of water. The bottom of the pilot house was under water, indicating a 50 foot water depth.

The first contact with the Canon Rocks reef must have been at the very stern. The ship came close enough to the reef to cause the initial "jar" and shear off the propeller blades. Investigations of the manner of EMPRESS reveal that the hub is intact; the blades have been sheared off (Scott McWilliam personal communication). This explains why the chief engineer had no resistance on the wheel when he attempted to restart the engine. It is interesting to note the contact with the reef was such that the rudder was not sheared off as usual in wrecks. In fact, the rudder shoe does not appear to be bent, and, indicating there was no contact with the reef. The prop blades were sheared off and probably remain in the location of initial contact, yet to be found.

At the initial contact with the reef, the ship, which had now lost power, began to slow rapidly. Survivors said they heard the sound of the hull scraping along the rocks for some time, apparently minutes. When the ship stopped and rapidly began to sink, it went down bow first, indicating a side, rather than bow contact with the reef. The stern does not seem heavily damaged, so the hull must have been in contact with the reef in the area of hatches 6-23, the area of most damage.

Observations of the hull damage, which occurs mostly in the vicinity of hatches 6-23 from the bow, point to an equal contact with the reef along the starboard side, rather than a bow on scraping of the reef. A surprising aspect of the survivors' testimony is the indication that the wreck was a series of jolts and impacts, hardly what one would expect from the impact of a 590 feet vessel carrying more than 10,000 tons of steel and moving in excess of 11 knots slamming into a rock reef. If the ship had hit in the bow the material would have carried it up onto the reef, and it could not have begun to sink in 50 feet of water. None of the survivors reported any shift to the stern as the vessel sank. According to testimony the pilot house was visible from the lifeboats as the survivors rowed away.
The evidence points to EMPEROR hitting Canoe Rocks on the starboard side of the hull with a glancing blow. The pilot error responsible for the wreck was a course change, which should have taken place at Knowbridge Light, being executed late. When the downbound course is plotted on a chart, it is evident that the later the change takes place, the more parallel the ship’s course becomes to Canoe Rocks. The hull must have hit the rocks with a glancing blow to damage the prop blades first and then sink bow first.

The hull broke as it sank, and, considering the relationship of the main hull pieces, it shifted to starboard. The rolling of the stern reported by some survivors is evidence that this occurred during the wreck event. The separated hull sides are closer together on the starboard side than on the port.

The breakup of the hull on the surface after the bow was down indicates some of the forces at work on the hull. The break happened after the hull was opened up sufficiently to rapidly sink the vessel. The hull bottom must have been nearly severed, putting the deck under considerable compression as the bow sank while the stern was still afloat. Some of the deck beams in the main damage area have been broken through the bracket plate or the port side. The rolling of the ship, and the hull twisting it represents, put tremendous torsion force on the hull. This force is evident in the way the hull sides in the main damage area are twisted both inward and outward. The hull sides tended to collapse after the support of the deck beams was removed.

The stack of EMPEROR was probably loosened as the stern twisted and sank. The stack is still attached and lying on port it fell with sufficient force to partially collapse the roof and port bulkhead of the stern cabin (Fig. 6.67).

There is a crack in the bulkhead between the boiler and engine spaces. This, along with some of the natural collapse of wooden cabin bulkheads, has led some to add credence to the story of the boilers exploding. The boilers are intact. The common-sense notion that hot boilers explode when submerged in cold water has not been substantiated in the wreck of the Canoe Rocks. The boiler of EMPEROR, and is damaged, but the damage does not appear to be the result of an explosion. One of GLEN VIC’s boilers is broken up, as is much of the steel hull. The other does not appear to have exploded.

The notion of exploding boilers on sinking steamers has been around for a long time. It was reported by at least one survivor that the boilers of EMPEROR exploded (the night steward in Montreal Gazette June 9, 1947, see Chapter IV). The rapid quenching of the hot boilers and fires would probably sound like an explosion in the midst of the stress of a shipwreck. Observations of the boilers themselves indicate this actually rarely, if ever, happens. In the case of EMPEROR, testimony by W. Gallagher and engineer on duty when the wreck occurred, indicated that the boiler steam was practically at the blow-off stage, and direct observation of the boilers of EMPEROR confirm they did not explode.

The fact that boilers rarely explode during shipwrecks was also noted in the Lake Carbine Association bulletin (1938-7):

That boilers do not explode [during a shipwreck] has been known to Lake steamers for years. Any number of steamers that comprised the old wooden fleet, submerged in rather shallow water were found, when raised, to have boilers intact. In recent years we have had several marked examples of the same thing furnished by steel bulk freighters...
Fig. 507. EMPEROR, artist's perspective. Drawing by Jerry Livingston.
Fig. 5.63. Dan Lenihan examining the cargo of EMPEROR. The ship was loaded with more than 10,000 tons of Steep Rock Mine ore. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.64. Dan Lenihan recording the windlass of EMPEROR. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 366. Larry Murphy ascending the storm mast of EMPIROR. Mast has shifted to the stern and to port as a result of mooring dove heads to it. Port list is visible in photo. NPS photo by John Brack.
Fig 5.66. View into the fireman's cabin, which is forward on the starboard side of the stern. There were three firemen lost in the wreck of EMPEROR. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig 5.67. Stern cabin of EMPEROR showing compression of the bulkhead as a result of the collapse of the stack. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.18. Video operations on stern cabin of EMPEROR. Video crew: Larry Murphy. NPS photo by Dan Leishman.

Fig. 5.19. Dan Leishman examining the spare rorip blades on the stern of EMPEROR. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.
Fig. 5.70. Starboard stern cabin of EMPEROR, showing the state of preservation of Lake Superior shipwrecks. NPS photo by Larry Murphy.

Fig. 5.71. Bunks inside the starboard stern cabin of EMPEROR. NPS photo by Tom Carroll.
Fig. 572. Auxiliary controls of EMPEROR in engine room - NPS photo by John Brooks.
Fig. 578. DUNE LM stranding site. Drawing by Scott McWilliam
KAMLOOPS: SITE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Site Location

KAMLOOPS is directly offshore from Kamloops Point (12 o'clock Point on older charts) on the north side of Iste Royale at the north end of Victoria Harbour. The vessel's location is at 48°10′N and 123°04′W, which is 1.8 statute miles from the western tip of Hawk Island on a true bearing of 272 degrees.

Site Description and Analysis

As indicated in the historical record section of this report, the wreck site of KAMLOOPS is more shrouded in mystery than any other wreck at Iste Royale. It is a classic case of "went missing," where a vessel disappears during a storm leaving no survivors. Bodies were eventually found at Iste Royale and speculation, ranging from曼emned to wild, abounded for many years, but it became clear over the years that the historical record itself is never going to satisfactorily answer the question of what happened to KAMLOOPS. In August 1977, this became a question for historical archeology when KAMLOOPS was discovered by sport divers off of Twelve O'Clock Point at Iste Royale. There is now a material record to work with and, much as in the case of a pathologist working on the remains of what had been a missing person, the archeologists adapted the role of sleuth, inevitably balancing written and oral perceptions of the past (history) with the hard facts of what can be seen, measured, and felt.

So far, due to logistic and safety problems inherent in diving a site the depth of KAMLOOPS (the wreck lies at a depth ranging from 180 to 260 feet), we have only been able to obtain tantalizing glimpses of the remains, but already they have been sufficient to permit rejection of several theories of what happened to the ship, and have suggested several new areas of inquiry. Let us review the major implications of the historic record that have bearing on reconstruction of the wreck event.

KAMLOOPS was last seen by those who tend to report their observations December 4, 1927. Three people saw KAMLOOPS from the bridge of OUEGOC, another lake vessel that was itself in port from sea and weather conditions. It was several months later that Iste Royale became known to be present at Iste Royale. These residues included human bodies, life jackets, portions of a lifeboat, and significantly, some pieces of spar that would have indicated that the ship itself, and not just a lifeboat full of survivors, had played a role drama at or near Iste Royale. There is also a second hand oral history account by a fisherman friend of Roy Oberg that the fog whistles could be heard blowing all night at the end of the island when the ship went missing (Roy Oberg personal communication to Sallada). Although this oral account may sound weak on the face of it, the authors of this volume have learned to take very seriously the oral accounts of Iste Royale "old timers." At least equal weight is given to their memories as is according to accounts of contemporary newspapers.

This still leaves the archeologist with only a few hard pieces of evidence. One knows from history that a ship went down, but that leaves the questions of where, when, and how. The where question was solved by empirical observations of sport divers in 1977. This reinforced earlier empirical by fisherman Milford Johnson Sr. that his nets were being caught in wreckage off of Twelve O'Clock Point and by Roy Oberg that his bottom scanner was indicating what looked like a shipwreck in the same area.
The question of when is not so easily dealt with, because any number of scenarios could have resulted in b addicts and some sailors being found at late Royale. Did the vessel go down in the violence of the storm? Did it lose power for some reason and drift into the ice? Did it capsize from ice buildup, or drift into the shelf ice and stay afloat near Twelve O'Clock Point for days, weeks or months?

The following are empirical observations made by the research team based on interviews with spirit divers, deployment of remote operated vehicles in an RPS/National Geographic joint venture in 1986, and from personal observations of RPS divers who have briefly visited the site on several occasions. These will be treated as a material-evidence chain.

The largely intact vessel lies on its starboard side 400 feet from Kamloops Point with the bow pointing about 270 degrees on a magnetic compass bearing (Fig. 5/4).

Beginning from the stern, the following relevant factors have been noted. First, we will consider those observations made by researchers through the eyes of the remote operated vehicle (ROV), which is our most reliable source.

1. Debris from the wreck, consisting of portions of the deck-cargo, was found two or three hundred feet seaward of the ship, indicating it capsized there before settling in deeper water. The debris lies at the foot of a ten-foot deep ridge, but there is no solid evidence at this time the ship struck that spot.

2. The rudder and propeller do not seem to be damaged. The rudder is in the centerline and properly fastened at top and bottom; and there is no damage to the ship. There is about 15 degree angle on rudder to starboard, but no evidence of grounding in this part of the ship.

3. Several of the scuppers in the stern had either hoses in them, probably indicating anticipation of a hard freeze. Hoses were ordinarily put in scupper pipes at time of winter lay-up to prevent bursting from extreme cold.

4. Davits or both sides were found empty; the port (upper side of wreck) davit has chords still in place, some of the tackle still hanging in davits, guy-wires are also hanging. Both starboard davits are also empty, but the starboard life boat chords are knocked down, indicating the probability that the starboard boat was intentionally launched. Historical records indicate that one boat was found near shore following the ship's loss, evidently the starboard one. The assumed port boat lies in about 230 feet of water near the wreck where it seems to have fallen from the davits after the sinking. Because the ship appears to have tilted and slid down the slope on its starboard side, it may have had a starboard list for some time before its loss, which would have precluded use of its port lifeboat.

5. ROV entered and explored bunker or coal chute (not absolutely certain which of the two), but did not observe stack breaching at deck level; the smoke stack has been reported missing, but we were not able to confirm this. We observed coal in bunker or chute, which indicates that the vessel did not run out of fuel.

6. Several engine room skylights were found opened, apparently by divers, and appear propped open on lower (starboard) side while held open by gravity on port (upper) side (Fig. 5/2). The skylight over officers' mess also reported accessible by divers, although this was not observed.
1. At least one door was found open on the port side of the after deck house, probably an entry to the pantry or icebox.

8. The engine seems intact from ROV observations, although the chain fall was missing from the traverse bar which is used for lifting the pistons. Cylinder heads were observed, but at this point there is a very tantalizing clue that could not be positively confirmed. At the extreme end of the field of vision of the remote operated vehicle, it appeared that the head may have been removed from the high pressure cylinder, leaving the bare studs exposed. Many views of the videocassette of this portion of the ROV dive did not result in agreement on this observation by all the team. The importance of this point will be made clear in the analysis presented later in this discussion.

9. The human body was confirmed present in the engine room by the ROV. Reliable accounts by both divers indicate there are more, with the number varying from two to five. The body observed and filmed by the robot vehicle seems to be in a scavenged state. This could not be confirmed by touch, but the appearance is white and appears creased. Adipose tissue formation is common for submerged corpses. This is a process in which soft tissues are converted into a soft waxy-like substance, frequently compared to soap. That this condition should still be noted after fifty years is remarkable, but apparently not unique, in the Great Lakes, since at least one other case on an Isle Royale shipwreck is known. Again, there is no convergence from viewers of the tape regarding the issue of whether or not the clothing has survived intact. Although common sense would suggest this to be the case, and some divers have reported that at least one of the individuals was wearing bib overalls, this was not confirmed by the ROV. It is clear, however, that decomposition was variable, neither the head nor feet remain on the corpse. The skin and tendons of the legs extend out from the general white mass of the body.

10. Divers have secured the emergency steering wheel with a padlock and chain (fig. 5,6); lamps and compass are missing from after bridge, although the mold is in place and appears not to have been tampered with.

11. Examination of the ship's hull near the bow shows various damage to shell plating at the turn of the bilge on the port side, extending approximately fifty feet from approximately 55 to frame 56. The damage consists of dented and buckled plates and collapsed frames. The flat of the ship's bottom was not observed, but the damage did appear to extend inward to the bottom. Although the damage was substantial, no rupture plates were observed; the damage seen could account for leaks, but more than likely not massive flooding; other more serious hull damage is suspected. As much as the ship heeled over to starboard, damage on that side seems probable; this is further supported by the launch of the starboard boat, which suggests a starboard list, and therefore flooding on that side.

12. Portions of the ship's port side were viewed, and the helms ganges examined. Those observed were still secured and presumed to be watertight. Some details were also examined, including the propeller and rudder, and then the hull was viewed to some distance forward of the stern. Damage to the shell plating was observed at the turn of the bilge on the port side, extending from approximately 18 to frame 37. The damage was similar to that found in the forward end, consisting of stove in plates and frames forced in about a foot or two. No actual riptures in the shell plates were observed. Some corrugation of bottom plating appeared possible in the area, but was not confirmed.
13. Working toward the bow, little additional hull data was gathered, but the Mini-Rover was able to do a relatively thorough search of the forecastle and associated superstructure. The ship's pilothouse is missing, and it appears to have gone to pieces when the ship went down. Historical accounts indicate portions of the structure were found near the shore. The false floor and all of the instruments were also missing, except for a single vertical stanchion in the center of the pilothouse. The framing for a stairway at the starboard-side after corner of the house, a spotlight from the roof, and a wood storage-box of uncertain use that was outside the house on the port side, both bridge wings are still in place. Lower portions of the superstructure appear undamaged; the Texas deck was examined on the port side. Deck details, such as a sounding reel, mooring bitts, and rail stanchions, were observed. Examination of the structures offered no obvious clues about the vessel's loss.

14. Several features were observed indicating attention from use by sport divers. Portions of the cargo had been stacked on the side of the ship, probably in preparation for removal (quant and galley cans of paint in two crates), and the ship's two port-side navigation lamps were removed. It is not clear whether the navigation instruments were removed from the pilothouse, or were lost at the time of the sinking.

15. Examination of hull at the forward end also revealed a plague of mud covering stem and anchor-pockets, preventing the observation of anchors or chains. Several of the portholes in the port side of the forecastle were found opened, presumably as a result of storm damage, fasteners for the covers were seen inside, and while they did not appear broken or distorted out of shape, it is not thought likely that the ports were opened intentionally. The letter "K" was also viewed on the ship's port bow, painted in white.

There are two other observations about the KAMLOOPS site that were made by sport divers, but not confirmed by this research team. If true, they may have a great deal of bearing on the reconstruction of the wreck event. The first is that at least one bow anchor chain comes out of the mud in which KAMLOOPS bow is buried and extends seaward some distance. The second is that when found by divers the ship's engine room telegraph was set to "Finished with Engines" (both ordered and answered in this position), which indicates that the machinery was totally shut down at time of loss.

Analysis

The above empirical observations can now be used as a chain of evidence in context with the historical record to allow a much more educated discussion of the KAMLOOPS wreck event and the formulation of hypotheses that accommodate the most reliable aspects of the historical and material records.

1. Insomuch as the ship lies at least fifteen miles from the nearest point where it would have been safe under prevailing conditions, it must be assumed that it was disabled at the time of its loss and not under command. No experienced mariner would have purposely navigated a ship to that vicinity with northwest winds at gale force coupled with poor visibility. The nearest shelter would have been either in Thunder Bay or back behind the island via Blake Point.
If the ship was disabled and drilling, its anchors should have been down, confirmation of the disposition of its anchors would provide valuable clues about the ship's condition at the time of its loss. Divers have reported that the ship's telegraph also shows evidence of the machinery being shut down (in "Finishless with Engines" position); this, too, would substantiate the ship was disabled for some time before its loss. It would have been suicidal to let the ship lie so near a lee shore in the prevailing gale, if it could have possibly worked its way into open water.

2. If the steamer's high-pressure cylinder head was, in fact, removed, it would answer a basic question about the ship's loss; it would establish beyond a doubt that the ship was broken down from some hours before sinking, and it would explain why it ended up off Twelve O'clock Point in so vulnerable and exposed a position. It would also suggest why some of the crew were at work in the engine room when the ship grounded. It would not explain the bottom damage.

Damage to the ship's hull is not surprising, but the nature of the damage observed is not easily explained. It is clear that the ship struck bottom, and it would be easy to conclude that it struck the ten-foot spot only a few hundred feet from where it rested, but that appears to conflict with the material record. The ship lies with its bow "upwind" relative to the conditions at the time of its loss, and probably at anchor. It is, however, kept into the wind by any responsible captain would have done, and it would have struck the shallower windward side. We know that did not happen, as is evidenced by the sound condition of its rudder and stern. To have struck on its port side, it would have come ashore blow an or near boulder-strewn.

That could have been done only if the anchors were not set, which seems unlikely. The probability is, then, that it struck somewhere else. It can be assumed that KAMLOOPS struck subsequent to a breakdown, then the only place it could have struck is upwind, or some twenty miles away in the Welcome Islands.

The evidence seems to suggest that KAMLOOPS battled the storm all the way across Lake Superior, but suffered some disabling accident to its engines, perhaps to the high pressure cylinder, just as it reached the safety of Thunder Bay. It appears to have drifted into shallow water, damaging its port side so that it began leaking and developing aoundkedge. In that condition and with its pumps going, it drifted downwind all the way to its favorable windward shore, all the time with its anchors down. It would have pitched up just short of the rocks, apparently settling deeper and deeper. With daylight, a portion of the crew seems to have been put ashore on the starboard boat. While the engineer and a few others stayed aboard to pump and attempt whatever repairs were possible. Fishermen reported hearing distress whistles blaring all through the second night (see Chapter IV). After lying off the north shore for some hours, the ship seems to have floated so much that it finally laid over on its side and was drawn down by the bow, plunging down the underwater slope and into the mud. The smoke stack is probably alongside the wreck in the debris field. This conjectural sequence explains what is known of the vessel's loss and its present condition.

In addition to the richer understanding of the vessel itself and the wreck process, several other records can be made from the archeological investigation that deal with past depositional processes and Park management considerations.

KAMLOOPS bears dramatic testimony to the preservation potential of deep shipwrecks in Lake Superior. The condition of inorganic and organic remains is astounding, significantly superior to what one may expect of the same ship and associated materials if they had never been lost, but tied to a dock in Duluth for
fifty years. The situation over the site is minimal and apparently constant. The only active impacts to the site as an archaeological/historical entity is the removal of certain enticing objects by sport divers.

One aspect of the past wreck natural deterioration process noted, but not expected, was the ridges of oxidation that appeared most dramatically on the ship's propeller. This phenomenon may be evident on other metal shipwrecks in fresh water, but none of the authors of this volume have recalled seeing this in the field or in the literature. The only exceptions are observations made during deep dives on TITANIC, where these ridges of oxidation formed dramatic displays and were called "rusticles" by the Woods Hole research team.

KAMIKODANS is, in the archaeological sense, a treasure trove, since it comprises not only an intriguing remnant of an historic event in takes history but because it contains a cross section of material culture that represents a synchroic snapshot of contemporary life in the region. "Package freight" is precious to the archaeologist because it is a random reflection of subsistence needs. It is an intriguing place to dive, but there is some indication that its value as a time capsule for future generations will continue to diminish unless some restrictions are placed on access.
Fig. 5.7a. a: KAMLOOPS, aerial perspective. Composite drawing by G. Peacock
Lena, Scott McWilliam, Jerry Langston.

Fig. 5.7b. b: KAMLOOPS, aerial perspective. Drawing by Scott McWilliam.
Fig. 5.75. KAMLOOPS' engine room skylights. ROV photo by Emory Kristof courtesy of National Geographic Society.

Fig. 5.76. KAMLOOPS' stern wheel showing chain placed by sport divers. ROV photo by Emory Kristof courtesy of National Geographic Society.
CHAPTER VI. UNDERWATER COMPONENTS OF LAND-BASED SITES
AND OTHER SUBMERGED CULTURAL RESOURCES

Introduction

As the title implies, this chapter is devoted to a discussion of non-shipwreck sites. More specifically, the sites are water-related locations of human activity that, through accident or design, have cultural remains both underwater and on land. These maritime-based sites with their underwater components are an integral part of the history of Isle Royale. Since nearly every human endeavor at Isle Royale involved interaction with water, an investigation and discussion of only shipwrecks would present an incomplete picture of the island's full range of submerged cultural resources.

With that in mind, an effort was made during each of the five field sessions to examine underwater components of land-based sites and to include an overview of that class of resource in this chapter. The review presented here is intended to be neither comprehensive nor exhaustive, but representative.

Prehistoric sites were not included in this study because, to date, no prehistoric terrestrial sites with underwater components have been identified on Isle Royale. One isolated find of a prehistoric pot did occur in 1985 and is discussed in this chapter. Also it should be understood that this project was intended for documentation and evaluation of known sites; survey for new sites, of any type, was not a primary research objective.

Since the inception of the research at Isle Royale, park managers have provided support for all aspects of the project, including the work on the underwater components of land-based sites. Assistance included boat and personnel support as well as access to research materials. Park staff interest, and concern about non-shipwreck sites has increased steadily. In the Spring of 1986 an order was issued by Superintendent Thomas Hobbs prohibiting diving on all land-associated underwater archeological sites (Superintendent's Orders, April 1986). Investigation of any sort, including that done by professional researchers, can only be undertaken after obtaining special permission from the Superintendent. These sites were closed in order to provide maximum protection to fragile cultural remains. This order clearly demonstrates the continuing commitment of Park administrators to a program of comprehensive cultural resources management.

This chapter is organized into three major sections, a historical overview, discussions of individual sites investigated, and other known or suspected sites including a brief discussion of vernacular watercraft found around Isle Royale. The overview focuses on the range of human activities on the island from early historic exploration up through present-day government-sponsored programs. It is designed to provide the historical context necessary to both evaluate and to understand the role that these human activities played in the story of Isle Royale.
National Park and to outline the potential range of physical remains that may be found.

The discussion of the individual sites includes an examination of contemporary and Service-related impacts, National Park Service operations, and the underlying management concept of maintaining the park as a wilderness area. The discussion focuses on understanding the impacts on these sites in a more realistic way. A brief historical background and description is provided for each site, along with a discussion of the physical remains located on land and underwater. Lastly, a discussion of research potential and management recommendations are provided.

The last section of this chapter is devoted to those sites whose only a brief reconnaissance was conducted. To those areas around the island where research should be conducted to determine the presence or absence of cultural remains, and in a discussion of specific examples of small craft remains known to exist around the island.

Historical Overview

This section is presented in a more chronological order by activity. The discussion of individual sites, which follows the overview, is similarly organized. The historic era of fur trade began on Lake Superior in the middle 1800s and continued well into the mid-1900s. Documentation from the Northwest Fur Company provides evidence of this trade on Isle Royale by 1830. Commercial fishing gained prominence on Lake Superior and on Isle Royale in the early 1850s and continues, on a very limited basis, on Isle Royale today. Lake Superior salmon was well known to prehistoric Indian populations, and there is evidence to suggest that Isle Royale may have been named as early as 2500 B.C. However, the historic era of mining on the island began in the early 1840s and continued intermittently until 1994. Timbering occurred on a comparatively small scale on the island from 1874 to 1935, mostly in association with mining operations in the late 1890s. Tourism to Isle Royale began on a very limited basis in the 1860s. By 1900, it was becoming well organized and a number of established resorts were scattered around the island. Today it is the major human endeavor on Isle Royale. Federal government-aided programs, such as the U.S. Forest Service establishment of the first lighthouse on Isle Royale in 1856 and the involvement of the Civilian Conservation Corps in the development of the rugged national park from 1935 to 1941, have had a lasting and deep impact on the island.

Fur Trade

French exploration and trade into Lake Superior began as early as the 1630s. The route to the interior followed the Mississippi, the St. Croix, and the head in the western end of the lake. The first reference to "Lake Superior" was the Jesuit Relations of 1646-48.

French fur traders and voyageurs first explored the island at the mouth of the Itasca River in 1699. The northwestern shore of the island was explored by the French in the late 18th century, and the island was claimed by France in 1763. The island was ceded to the United States in 1819 as part of the Treaty of Ghent, which ended the War of 1812. The island was first settled in 1846 by a group of Swedish immigrants. The island was declared a national park in 1940.

Other Anglers [note still further away, on the shore of another lake ... which before mingling its waters with those of our own forms [Lake Huron] rolls over a fall [sic]; it gives its name to these peoples [Sioux or Ojibwa], who came here during the fishing season. This superior lake extends toward the northwest; ... (in Note 1944:24).
By 1658 the first fairly accurate map of the entire lake was available to French explorers, traders and missionaries. Isle Royale, called Isle Minong at this time, was well known and prominently displayed on these early maps.

Des Groseilliers and Radisson were the first to demonstrate the economic profit of trading in furs from the Lake Superior region. These two explorers had visited the interior on several occasions and in the summer of 1660 returned to New France with a cargo of furs that saved New France from economic ruin (Beckles 1990:14). Following the lead of Des Groseilliers and Radisson, other explorers and traders quickly began exporting beaver pelts to Montreal and Quebec.

Although Des Groseilliers and Radisson made every effort to demonstrate that the best route to the north and west of Lake Superior, and therefore the best furs, was through Hudson Bay and not through Lake Superior, they were ignored by officials in France and New France. In frustration, they turned to the English who, in turn, founded the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1670, in direct competition with the French.

Much of the early French fur trade centered around the foot of Chequamegon Bay, and on the south shore of Madeline Island, in the present day Apostle Islands. By 1689, La Pointe, the location of a large Chippewa village and the site of Radisson’s and Des Groseilliers’ cabin of 1660, had become a major French trading center of Lake Superior (Note 1944:31-32). In the meantime, the English, using Radisson’s and Des Groseilliers’ route through Hudson Bay, had penetrated as far west as Mackinac, competing for both furs and the loyalties of the western Indian tribes.

The declaration of war between France and Great Britain in 1689 nearly brought the western fur trade to a halt. It wasn’t until 1693 that trade began again in earnest. At that time Duluth, Le Suer, and Port Royal had won the confidence and assistance of several of the western Indian tribes; the result was a flood of furs on the market. In 1696 the King of France revoked all fur trade licenses and effectively put an end to the French age of exploration and trade in their western empire (Linnis 1930)

The treaty of 1713 between France and Great Britain merely formalized a policy that had begun in 1696 and effectively turned much of the fur trade over to the Hudson’s Bay Company. Over the next 10 years three French posts were established around Lake Superior in an effort to maintain a small flow of furs to the east and some measure of control in the region. However, by the end of the French and Indian wars, the last of the French outposts had surrendered and the British had control of Superior (Note 1844:33-36). From 1763 to 1783 the British dominated Lake Superior, even though it had been divided up between Great Britain and the United States. During this period British fur trade on Superior reached its peak. It was also during this period that Grand Portage was re-established by the British as a major trading post.

American influence on Lake Superior was tenuous in the early 1800s. The republic was seeking control of the Indian tribes that were economically and militarily tied to the British. The United States needed a trade system able to compete with the large British companies in order to take advantage of Indian trade dependence. In 1806, John Jacob Astor, a veteran of the fur business, received a letter from President Jefferson telling him that the federal government would assist American traders in every way possible in order to drive “foreign competition from this side of the Mississippi ... in order to get the... whole of the fur business passed into the hands of our citizens” (Jefferson to Astor, April 13, 1808, in Linnis 1885:24). That
same year Astor founded the American Fur Company and set about to develop direct competition with the British.

Astor pressed his advantage and established operations at Mackinac Island and in the Pacific Northwest. This brought Astor into direct competition with the North West Company, a British-Scottish-Canadian amalgamation of partners and firms. By the time of the War of 1812, Astor had moved into a partnership with the North West Company and the small Michilimackinac Company, forming the South West Company. With the merger also came the North West Company’s French-Canadian voyageurs, guides, and interpreters who had the skills necessary to navigate and survive in the interior, and who knew the Lake Superior country better than any other traders (Humlins 1985:24-25). The South West Company had access to the British-held Hudson’s Bay route to the east so Astor’s fur trade operation flourished throughout the war (Humlins 1985:24-25).

As early as 1816, the North West Company was running two schooners on Lake Superior in connection with their fur trade operations. In 1816 two additional schooners, appropriately named TRADE and RECOVERY, were launched (Swayneford 1876:i). At the outbreak of the War of 1812 the schooner RECOVERY was cached in one of the inlets on the north shore of Isle Royale (Lunby 1974:19). The vessel’s captain, reported to have been Robert McCargo, worked for the North West Company from 1812-1815 (Lee 1983), presumably the bay that now bears McCargo’s name was RECOVERY’s hiding place.

Letters of the American Fur Company allude to North West Fur Company Métis and Ojibwa laborers fishing, and probably hunting, on Isle Royale. Lyman W. Warren’s letter to Ramsay Crooks is the most direct mention of the North West Company’s operations on the island:

... Among Mr. Chapinham’s crew here [at LaPointe] there is an old man who tells me that he knew the place well. He says the island is large, say 90 or 60 miles. The Indians used to make their hunts there on account of the great quantity of Beaver and Reindeer [Caribou]. It is [also] the place where the N West Co used to make their fishing for Fort William. ... Some information might be obtained from Capt. McCargo (American Fur Company Letters 1834-1835; Warren to Crooks, February 15, 1834.)

Competition for the fur trade during and immediately following the war continued to be fierce. In 1816, largely through Astor’s influence, an act was passed by Congress prohibiting foreigners from trading in American territory. Astor used the law to gain control of the South West Company in 1817, and immediately reorganized and renamed it the American Fur Company. Ramsay Crooks and Robert Stuart were put in charge of field operations, and the company moved to monopolize the fur trade in the Great Lakes region (Humlins 1985:26). In 1819, Crooks wrote to Astor telling him that their rivals at Mackinac and St. Cloud were supplanted and that traders at Green Bay, Chicago, and Prairie du Chien were coming under company control (Crooks to Astor December 4, 1819, in Humlins 1985:29). During the 1820s the American Fur Company dominated the fur trade in the region.

As early as 1823, the American Fur Company began looking at Isle Royale as a possible base for future operations. After Crooks and Stuart assumed control of the company in 1834, several posts were established on the island, not for fur trade operations however, but for fishing. An agreement between the American Fur Company and the British-held Hudson’s Bay Company limited the American Fur
Company to fishing only while allowing trapping by the Hudson's Bay Company from 1833 to 1847 along the Northshore (Note 1944-68, Humins 1986).

References to North West Company activities on the island can be found in the American Fur Company Letter Archives (1834-1835). Indian and French Canadian employees of the company knew Isle Royale well; the island was also well known to British fur traders. For almost a century first the French voyageur and then the British trapper navigated both Lake Superior's southern and northern shorelines, fishing and trapping among its many islands.

The full extent of fur trading on Isle Royale can only be surmised. Alfred C. Lane (1898:3) discussed several fur trade posts, while C. C. Adams (1909:380-390) was concerned about the impact fur trade had on the island's ecology. The location of the old trading posts is of interest because of their relation to mammal remains, such as antlers, which have been, and may be again found. Dr. Lane cites the location of several of those posts and others are given in the U.S. Land Office map by Inouye; these different posts were located as follows:
3. On the south shore of Siskiwit Bay, Sec. 35, T64N, R37W, American Fur Co. Trading post and fishery.
4. Near Hay Bay, Sec. 24, T64N, R37W, Hudson Bay Co.
5. On the north shore of Fish Island (Belle Isle), Sec. 35, T67N, R34W, American Fur Co. Trading and fishery post
6. Rear End Point. (cf. Lane, 95 p.3).

It would be of considerable interest if the records of the fur companies could be examined for information bearing upon the original mammal fauna of the island (Adams 1901:380-390).

Isle Royale, presumably having limited numbers of prime fur bearing animals suitable for the fur trade, could have been trapped out in a few seasons during the North West Company era. Camp sites would, at most, have been seasonal in nature and very likely limited to a few individuals. Possible evidence of the presence of fur-trappers in the late 1700s and early 1800s on Isle Royale was found underwater at Cemetery Island; no sites have as yet been identified on land. It is possible that evidence of fur-trace activities might be found only underwater due to limited contact of this type on Isle Royale. Identification and study of these sites could provide insights into a short-term, seasonal, narrowly defined activity that is an under-represented site type on Isle Royale.

Fishing

Lake Superior was an active center of fishing from the earliest days of human habitation. The main reason for the development of Indian villages at Sault Ste. Marie and other locations ringing the lake was the ready availability of fish. Travelers to the Sault invariably mention in their letters and diaries not only the skill of the Indian fishermen but also the excellence of the trout and whitefish they caught (Note 1944:172).
Commercial fishing on Lake Superior was proposed as early as 1823 by Robert Stuart, an agent of the American Fur Company. In that year Stuart wrote to Ramsay Crooks recommending that a plan be evolved for exchanging Lake Superior whitefish for the corn, tobacco, etc. and other provisions which the company bought in large quantities in Ohio (Note 1949:173). No action was taken on Stuart's proposition until 1834, when Crooks wrote of his hopes of adding Lake Superior fishing to the newly reorganized American Fur Company.

Active exploration of Lake Superior for good fishing grounds by the American Fur Company occurred between 1835 and 1837. Isle Royale received particular attention from Crooks. He wrote to one of his agents, Gabriel Franchere, to look at "a large island not far from and directly opposite Point Dulcein" that is, Isle Royale, as a possible fishery (Note 1949:174). Shortly thereafter, Crooks further instructed William Atkin, the company trader in charge of the Fune du Lac, to carefully examine the north shore and to make:

A visit to Isle Royale; if practicable for you to go entirely round it, and examine it well; & [to] make marks as to determine where we ought to place permanent posts for the fisheries (Crooks, 93: in Note 1949:174).

Fisheries were established by the American Fur Company at Grand Portage, La Pointe, South St. Marie and Isle Royale between 1838 and 1847. While the first American Fur Company fishery on Isle Royale was established at Fish Island [Belle Isle] in 1837, the Northwest Fur Company had fished Isle Royale prior to 1800. Archaeological evidence suggests that the Northwest Fur Company, referred to in a letter by Crooks in 1836, had a fishing station on the north shore of Isle Royale, possibly on Angyalabib Island or Belle Isle (American Fur Company letters, 1835-38). There is also documentary evidence of a North West Fur Company fishery operation in Siskiwit Bay.

When Mr. Atkin was here, he mentioned to me some information he had obtained from somebody in fond du lac who had been in the N. W. C. Service relating to a remarkable good Winnish fishing on the "millen" or "millers" island. It is the place where the N West Co used to make their fishing for Fort William. There is an excellent harbor for the vessel and it is there where the largest Winnish are caught in Lake Superior. (Lyman W. Warren to Ramsay Crooks, February 10, 1849).

The Isle Royale fisheries were the most productive operated by the American Fur Company. The first two fisheries were established on Belle Isle and Checker Point (1837). By the time of Franchere's visit in 1839, several additional fisheries had been established at Card Point on Grace Island, the general area around Bay Bay, Rock Harbor near the Siskimin Mine, Merit Island and Corona Point, and the Point Islands. The locations of these fisheries were discussed by Franchere in the journal of his voyage on BRWS1839 in 1839 and documented by him in his survey of 1847.

Between 1837 and 1841, the fisheries of Isle Royale produced 2,000 barrels annually, from all of the stations, while the Grand Portage station's annual production was only 300 to 500 barrels. By 1839, nearly 5,000 barrels of fish were coming out of the Lake Superior fisheries. An overabundance of fish produce and limited sales after 1839 resulted in the collapse of the fishing industry. The American Fur Company was forced to cut the fishing business in 1842 and closed all of its fisheries in Lake Superior that same year (Hunn 1985).
Fishing on Isle Royale did not cease with the abandonment of the fishing by the American Fur Company. Lives report a brief period of fish and salmon. Many of the fur company stations still operated during its 1847 survey. Independent fishermen continued to pursue their activity on Isle Royale throughout the 1850s and 1860s. Wright Island and Belle Isle were permanently occupied by fishermen as early as 1866, and at that time, the Washington harbor area was producing 1,500 barrels (Clan Morritt: Oral history tapes). Lake Superior experienced a boom in commercial fishing by 1890. The Hayford fisheries employed more than 250 men and more than 300,000 pounds of fish were caught and processed from the western end of the Lake (Rutio 1949:181-183). Fishermen from Bayfield, Duluth and Houghton camped and fished around Isle Royale, and contributed thousands of barrels of fish each season to the market (Rakestraw 1987:8).

Commercial fishing in Lake Superior and around Isle Royale flourished until the 1920s. Grace Lee Nute summarized the demise of Lake Superior fishing in the 1920s:

From a commercial point of view the Whitefish had become virtually extinct along the American shore and was present in appreciable numbers only around the Apostle Islands and in the vicinity of Whitefish Bay. The catch of 1922 was only 380,000 pounds. In 1886, it had been 4,571,000 pounds. Trout had increased to 4,955,000 in 1903, and then declined to 2,835,000 in 1922. Whitefish was being caught in only a few spots along the Canadian shore (in 1922), (They) had dwindled to an alarming extent. Laws regulating the mesh of gill nets and establishing closed seasons were chaotic, and missed their purposes because adjoining areas varied so completely (Nute 1944:185-186).

Isle Royale fishing suffered the same problems as the rest of the Lake. As fishing declined, many abandoned their traditional way of life on Isle Royale and adopted new occupations. The establishment of a national park on Isle Royale further reduced the numbers of commercial fishermen on the island.

When the National Park Service established Isle Royale as a park there were approximately 45 fishermen scattered around the island. Initially, there was little sympathy from the National Park Service for permitting the fishermen to remain. Eventually, however, the Service began to appreciate them. The fishermen shacks and occupants are definitely a part of the Isle Royale picture, and with certain minor restrictions will not interfere with fishing by Park visitors (Shavelin 1932:6).

They are excellent guides for park visitors, reliable as fire fighters or workers when employed by the Park Service, and their presence on the island is, in my judgment, an asset (Bagley to Director, July 28, 1937).

The conflict between commercial fishing interests and the traditional administration of National Parks, that permitted commercial activities only related to official functions, remained unresolved until the 1940s. In the interim, Bagley made informal arrangements with the fishermen. They all had to receive permits, establish Michigan residency, and pay rental fees on buildings, docks, and other government-owned facilities. No new owners were allowed into the business, although sons could carry on their fathers' work. Similarly, no expansion could
take place. The companies that bought the fish continued under special permit. Finally, fishermen were allowed to operate as guides under NPS control (Baggley 1937, in Litle 1978:172.)

... for long range purposes, Baggley suggested that only 20 to 30 resident families be granted fishing privileges. They would be required to comply with all regulations and encouraged to improve their properties with salvage materials. He recommended that all operations "remain primitive in character and not be expanded or mechanized." Finally, he suggested that sanitation and maintenance standards be set and enforced (Litle 1978:176).

In June, 1945, the Department of the Interior published regulations dealing with the commercial fishing on the island that closely mirrored Baggley's recommendations (National Park Service 1945). The regulations enabled fishermen and their children to remain in business on a long range basis.

The appearance of the sea lamprey in the early 1950s was a blow to commercial trout fishing in Lake Superior. The lamprey had no natural predator in the lake so it was able to multiply unchecked, to the detriment of the trout population. As a result of the restrictions placed on catching trout, fishermen shifted to herring, which required more preparation than trout and sold at a cheaper price. The combination of general decline in fish populations in the lake, restrictions on trout, and low herring prices, resulted in economic hardship for many Lake Superior fishermen.

Isle Royale fishermen were also affected by the lamprey. Commercial fishing for lake trout was severely curtailed around Isle Royale because of the rapid decline of the species. At one point in the early 1960s only one fishery on the island was permitted to take trout, and those were collected for sample purposes (Rakestraw 1968:23). It was not until the mid-1960s that a solution to the lamprey problem was found. A chemical, placed in lamprey spawning grounds, killed the parasite but did not adversely affect commercial fish. By 1967 the numbers of lake trout had increased sufficiently to allow fishing for the species under a strict quota system. At that time there were only six active fisheries on Isle Royale (Rakestraw 1968:23).

Today only three families still hold fishing permits for Isle Royale, none of which are commercial licenses. Trout fishing around the island, other than for sport, is limited to the gathering of fish for research by the federal and state fisheries biologists in an effort to improve management and protection of the species.

Fishing operations around Isle Royale span nearly a 200 year period that began with the Northwest Fur Company's exploration of the north shore of the island prior to 1800 and continues up to the present day, with the seasonal occupation by fishing families with research permits. Nearly all of the settlements, particularly after the 1850s, had crib docks, a necessity around the island to facilitate loading and unloading of fish catches, supplies, and people. The range of materials that could have been lost or purposely thrown away directly offshore of the fishing stations include everything from old, unusable equipment, to fish barrels and later boxes, pickling jars, hand tools, small boats, anchors, household items, clothing, food tins, and snuff jars, to name a few. These items can provide a unique insight into the daily lives of the earliest commercial fishermen on Isle Royale through the last commercial fishing families on the island.
Those sites represent a unique opportunity to study the diachronic progression of a narrowly defined activity, in a small community of people, from its simple beginnings, through its heyday on the island and in Lake Superior, and its subsequent decline.

Mining

Exploitation of copper veins in the upper Great Lakes region by prehistoric Indian populations probably occurred as early as 2500 B.C. (Bastian 1961, 1963; Barret 1926; Crane and Griffin 1961; and Dustin 1930). Artifacts of copper, traced by mineralogical analysis to the Great Lakes, have been found in both in New England and south into the Mississippi valley (Fitting 1970).

Prehistoric mining on Isle Royale is also likely to have occurred as early as 2500 B.C. Evidence collected by Bastian suggests that there may be 100 fissure and 1500 to 2000 prehistoric lode mines on Isle Royale alone (Bastian 1965:11).

When French explorers entered the upper Lakes region in the middle 1600s, they were told stories of widespread copper deposits. As early as 1660 the French were aware of the existence of copper in the Lake Superior region (Boucher 1884, in Canadian Royal Society Proceedings 1886:95–168). In 1665 the Jesuit priest Claude Allouez was instructed to look for copper when he visited the lake. When describing Lake Superior and the surrounding country, he stated:

...farther to the west, on the same North side, is found the Island which is most famous for copper, and is called Minong; this is the one in which the savages have told many people, the metal exists in abundance, and in many places. It happens frequently that pieces of copper are found, weighing from ten to twenty pounds. I have seen several such pieces in the hands of savages; and since they are superstitious, they esteem them as divinities, or as presents given to them to promote their happiness by the gods who dwell beneath the waters (Jesuit Relations, Vol. LIV, in Hakala 1955:11)

The emphasis on the fur trade in the upper lakes, hostilities with the Indians, and the difficulty of reaching and mining the copper, retarded exploitation of this resource. It was not forgotten, however. In 1723 the Intendant of New France, as the region was then called, wrote:

It is almost certain that there are copper mines on the borders of this lake [Superior] and in the islands within its extent. There are found in the sand pieces of this metal, which the savages make into daggers for their own use. They claim that the island Minong and small islands in the lake are entirely of copper (New York Collections Documents, ix, 865, in Hakala 1956:14).

It was not until 1727, however, that the French were able to set up and operate copper mines in the upper Lakes. In 1733 La Ronde built a small vessel at the Sault for copper transport and mined copper at Ontonagon, Black River, and at the mouth of St. Anne's River (Iron River). Indian wars and problems with the British prevented the French from pursuing copper exploitation through the early 1760s. In 1763, with the signing of the Treaty of Paris, the French signed over their lands to the British.

The British began active exploitation of the northeast coast of the Lake Superior region by 1769. Mine cave-ins and diminished returns resulted in a cessation of
operations in 1872. It wasn’t until the 1880s that interest in copper mining began again. Douglas Houghton published a report in 1844 describing the copper deposits on the south shore of Lake Superior. The first modern copper mining on Lake Superior was conducted by the Pittsburg and Lake Superior Mining Company, near Copper Harbor, in 1844 (Hill 1946:155).

Mining on Isle Royale began in earnest shortly after the opening of the Great Lakes routes, although the presence of copper on the island was well known prior to the mid-1840s. By 1855 several mines had been established on the island at various locations. The Smithwick Mine was opened in 1843 at the east end of the present Rock Harbor mine. About the same time, Phila Scoville opened a mine inside the Laura Mine had been lost again. The Siskiwit Mining Company opened the Exploration on the island in 1844 but did not sink a shaft in Rock Harbor until 1846. Later this same company explored the north shore from Washington Island to McCarrage Cove and opened a silver and copper mine near McCarrage Cove. The American Exploration, Mining, and Manufacturing Company conducted explorations on Amygdaloid Island in 1844. Later this company may have been reorganized into the Amygdaloid and Isle Royale Mining Company with operations north of Amygdaloid.

Several additional mining operations were initiated on the island in 1847. The Ohio and Isle Royale Company established the town site of Harrison at the western end of Rock Harbor. The Pittsburg and Isle Royale Company opened a shaft and established Haytown Mine at Todd Harbor, and the Chicago and Isle Royale Company established a short-lived settlement in McCarrage Cove. William Ives reported on the Damilton Mine operations south of Wood Lake (Ives 1847). This operation has been attributed to both the Ohio and Isle Royale Company and the Amygdaloid and Isle Royale Mining Company (Bales 1989:156).

By 1850 only the Pittsburg and Isle Royale Company and the Siskiwit Mining Company were still operating. The Pittsburg and Isle Royale Company’s last year of operation was 1853, while the Siskiwi Mine continued to operate until 1855, when it too was closed (Bales 1989:156-8).

It wasn’t until 1871 that a resurgence of mining activity occurred on Isle Royale. While previous operations had been plagued by low profits and poor quality ore, overall, the onset of the Civil War and the need for copper drove prices up sufficiently to make speculation in the metal profitable.

The North American Mineral Land Company began purchasing land on the island in 1871 and soon owned more than 20,000 acres, comprising most of the island. The Island Mining Company, backed by Quincy capital as was the North American Mineral Land Company, was organized in 1873 and established a settlement at the western end of Siskiwi Bay (Bales 1989:13).

The Mining Ridge area, explored prehistorically, received attention from three companies from Detroit, the Mining, the Cove, and the Ancient Mining Companies in 1873. The Mining Mining Company and the Cove Mining Company attained title to lands along Mining Ridge to Chequamegon Lake from the North American Mineral Land Company. Eventually all of the lands held by the Cove Mining Company were obtained by the Mining Mining Company. In 1875 the Mining Mine was established (Bales 1989:13-18).
The Segmov Mining Company began operations in 1877 at the site of an earlier exploration of the Ohio and Isle Royale Company. By 1879, however, all of the mines had closed as a result of diminishing production and poor quality ore.

For the next 10 years virtually no mining occurred on the island. In 1883, a British syndicate, the Isle Royale Mininor Corporation, purchased a total of 84,000 acres from both the North American Mineral Land Company and the Mining Merino Company. In 1890, a subsidiary company, the Wendigo Copper Company, was formed to look for copper in Washington and Todd Harbors. The town of Ghyllbank was established the same year in Washington Harbor. Despite the use of sophisticated diamond drills and extensive exploration, copper in sufficient quantities was never found and the Wendigo Copper Company began selling off its holdings in 1892. A local paper editorialized:

This ends the last attempt to find a mine on Isle Royale. It is probable that a million dollars has been spent on this island in fruitless explorations. It may safely be said that there are no paying deposits on the island (Engineering and Mining Journal, 1892, p. 35).

In 1874, a mass of copper weighing nearly 3 tons was found on the island and exhibited in the 1876 centennial exposition in Philadelphia. While this may appear impressive, the majority of the ore found on the island was low grade, and produced less than one percent of copper per ton mined (Nato, 1944:160).

Mining operations on Isle Royale spanned more than 4300 years of intermittent activity that began with the early Indian populations around 2500 B.C. and continued until nearly 1900 A.D. Physical evidence of prehistoric exploitation is scattered across the island. No underwater remains of this early copper mining have yet been definitively located, although evidence probably exists in the form of submerged pits with associated stone tools.

Virtually all of the historic mining settlements had crib docks, a necessity to facilitate the loading of ore and unloading of equipment, supplies and personnel. The range of materials that may have been lost or discarded immediately offshore of these settlements would reflect the full range of material culture required to support industrial operations and to provide the necessities of life for the mining population. These settlements represent a unique opportunity to examine the synchronism of early industrial sites in small, isolated communities during both the early and late 1800s.

Lumbering

Sporadic lumbering and isolated sawmills were operating throughout the Lake Superior region as early as the 1830s. These mills supplied local markets and were generally confined to supporting the needs of developing communities. It was not until the 1840s and 1850s, however, that lumbering in the Great Lakes region began moving from local supply to a wide spread commercial market. The introduction of steam powered mills and other improvements facilitated lumbering on a large scale, but it was the demand for white pine that was the impetus for market growth. By the 1870s, supplies of white pine had nearly been exhausted in the eastern states and companies began looking toward the Lake states to fill their needs. The demand for white pine came not only from the east, but also from the midwest.
where population centers were rapidly expanding and materials were needed for construction.

Lumbering followed a similar pattern throughout the region. The early centers were adjacent to the railroads, that served the lower part of the state, and gradually moved northward. The period from 1880 to 1925 saw the peak of lumbering activity on Lake Superior. Logging on the north shore occurred primarily between 1880 and 1900, while the south shore saw the greatest activity during the 1890s.

Upper Peninsula lumbering languished behind the rest of the state, and in comparison never produced the quantity of lumber that was logged from lower Michigan. Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, and southern Minnesota were among the top producers. In 1991, the Ontario and Michigan Company began large-scale logging and milling, erecting a mill that could produce 200,000 board feet of lumber and 400,000 shingles daily. The largest single producer in the lower peninsula was the Diamond Match Company of Grand Haven, with a production of 75 million board feet and 50 million shingles annually (Note 1954-196).

In the Duluth-Superior area followed the boom bust cycle of the rest of the region. While mills were erected and lumber began in the mid-1880s, the general economic downturn of 1890 nearly brought the market to a halt. Construction of a railroad to the far west, commencing in Duluth, revitalized the market in the late 1880s. It was short-lived, though, and the panic of 1893 decimated the industry until the 1890s when lumber was again in demand. Between 1890 and 1895, eleven sawmills were constructed in the area, however it wasn't until 10 years later that the industry really began to take off. In 1892, fifteen mills were operating in Duluth alone, with capacities from 5 to 40 million board feet of lumber annually (Note 1944-195). The Aerial and Aerial Mill, which had an annual production of more than 250 million board feet of lumber.

In Houghton County, the greatest demand for lumber came from the mining companies. The Calumet and Hecla mines ordered 250,000 board feet of lumber and 1,000 railroad ties in one year. Mining boomed in the upper peninsula the demand for lumber remained steady.

The Range saw limited lumbering in the period between 1870 and 1890, and that which did occur was in support of mining operations on the island. The Island Mining Company had a small mill set up in St. Ignatius to support Island Mine, the mining Mining Company's saw mill, set up in McGlone Cove, provided lumber for the mine, the construction of a railroad and a small community in 1882, the town of Copper Harbor was established in Washington Harbor as part of the Wendigo Mine operation. Construction of the island's most elaborate town was accomplished with timber logged from the western end of the island.

By the early 1900s, the lumber industry was on the decline. In 1900, 462 million board feet of lumber was shipped from Duluth, that figure dropped in approximately 447 million board feet by 1910. In 1915 it dropped below 260 million board feet and by 1919 it was below 100 million. By 1923, just over 10 million board feet of lumber was produced and only one mill was still operating in Duluth in 1925. Poplars were found among the site of the large sawmill mills. Construction of highways along the north shore and the rise of the Phelpston mining industry supplemented movement of lumber by rail, and until. The area saw smaller stands of less profitable timber and slash, leaving abandoned and unusable land. There were fires on the north shore in 1890, 1870, 1870, every year from 1915 to 1918, 1920, 1922, 1925, 1940, and 1928.
In 1935, the George Mead Lumber Company established a camp at the western end of Siskiwit Bay on Isle Royale. This was probably the most extensive operation on the island. The company hired 200 men and constructed more than 17 structures to support their operations. Roads and a rail truck were built, and logging covered nearly 15 square miles of the interior. The camp was abandoned in the spring of 1936. At about this same time the CCC entered the Great Lakes region and began the process of removing slash and charred stumps from previous fires. In 1936, the first CCC volunteers on Isle Royale had clearing up slash from the Island Mine and Mead lumbering operations as a priority.

Lumbering operations on Isle Royale between the 1870s and 1890s supported a mixed community. Schools, warehouses, offices and boarding houses were built in centrally located areas and were geared toward long-term operations. Men and their families often lived year round on the island. Unlike their turn-of-the-century predecessors, lumberjacks at the Mead operation were single men residing in tar-papered shacks scattered throughout the proposed cut area. The main camp supported only the camp administration, the foreman, the doctor, nurse, radio operator, fixed mechanic, and a few helpers and cooks. The bulk of the laborers were scattered throughout the cut area, removed from the "comforts of camp life" (Cochrane 1948:2). The operation was intended to be intensive, short-lived and focused strictly on extracting as much timber as possible. The lumberjacks routinely left only one or two trees standing in an entire cut, that tree was for protection against charging moose.

While there are obvious differences between the settlements, reflected by their long- and short-term goals and the social milieu created by the companies, they were similar insofar as they were small industrial communities functioning in near isolation. Adaptive strategies aimed at coping with isolation are comparable, i.e., the construction of support facilities such as docks, warehouses, and offices. However, the daily routines and the lives of each would have been quite different: the lumberjacks living in widely scattered shacks in all-male groups and the miner-jacks living with their families in a central community. Most of the visible remains of these communities have been obliterated, although each had extensive wharfs and other shoreline facilities. The range of materials that may have been lost or discarded offshore of these communities should reflect the full range of materials needed to support industrial operations. However, those materials remain that can be associated with the comforts of life should be quite efficient, or possibly non-existent from the Mead operation. Comparative analysis of these sites represents an excellent opportunity to examine processes of acclimatization to specific sets of environmental and social circumstances.

Tourism

Among the earliest literature describing the beauty and wonders of Isle Royale was John R. St. Johns' "A True Description of the Lake Superior Copper Country", published in 1829. Johns described the mining development as well as the general scenery of the island and its recreational possibilities (see Hakala 1965:33). Although Isle Royale was becoming well known for its beauty, as well as its economic assets.
tourist visitation to Isle Royale did not occur with any regularity until late in the 1880s.

Before the turn of the century, John L. Johns operated a small resort business at the Washington Harbor area, at the western end of Isle Royale. Johns began fishing out of Washington Harbor in 1885 and shortly thereafter claimed title to two small islands, the Varmint and Johns Islands. By 1892 he had built several small cabins and a building for dining and lodging; the Varmints of Delaware were among Johns regular guests (Makala 1955:34). Later Johns encouraged William Booth to use a larger boat for the run from the mainland to Isle Royale; one that could accommodate both passengers and fish, and assure guests at the resort.

Edgar Johns, John L. Johns' son, relates the following story about the early resort business in the Washington Harbor area:

... he [John Johns] went up and saw Booth. The Booth Company was going strong on Lake Superior at that time, so he got Booth to get on a passenger boat. They used to have only a tug running down there just hauling fish, no passengers, unless they wanted to stand on deck and ride in the cold. So Booth, he put on the old I. H. CAMB, he took him from Bayfield or somewhere over there ... and she was not more than half the size of the AMERICA, but she had passenger cabins on top, a certain number. They put her CAMB on for a couple of years. Well, she started to bring tourists so then my father got Booth to take her CAMB off and put on a bigger boat ... so they put the old semiu, the boot JACKSON [sic] ... and Captain Hooker was the captain of her ... and he took out about three or four mates. Capain Smith, he was English ... and his brother was an Indian, was chief mate. When Captain Hooker got too old he retired, and Captain Smith took over, and he ran the AMERICA.

... Well my father ran the summer season for a good many years ... then my father talked to Walter Singer about coming into Washington Harbor. [Singer] said yes ... they were going to bring people back and forth.

So I've seen my father stand on the dock there ... and tell the purser "no more people, I can't take them" and the deck would be full of them up there, wanting to get off. Well that went on for a number of years, but my father and mother got too old, they couldn't do it any longer ... So my father went and talked to Walter H. Singer, and he said, 'Why don't you take over now, and put a hotel in Washington Harbor.' Well Singer thought it over and he thought it would be a good idea so he spent eighty thousand dollars right on the big island there [Washington Island]. Singer built a good hotel there, a good hotel.

\[1\] The CAMB was later used as what is now Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. Her certificate of ownership states she was "Lost on Lake Superior, November 15, 1900, Foundered near Ashland,\[2\]"
The Singer Hotel, on Washington Island, prospered from 1904 through the mid-1930s. During that period, five passenger boats, originating in Port Arthur, Duluth, Grand Marais, Houghton, Apostie Islands and Sault Ste Marie, had Singer's resort as their destination. The resort accommodated nearly 200 tourists a season during its peak years of operation (Wolbrink and Walling 1937:15).

Elsewhere on the Isle Royale, other fishermen had similar ideas to John and a number of resorts were established. In addition, by the early 1900s private parties of campers from Duluth were coming to Isle Royale and staying in the abandoned Rock Harbor Lighthouse at the other end of the island (Fahnle 1968).

Gust Mattson established his resort in Tobin Harbor, at the eastern end of Isle Royale, just after the turn of the century. He operated the resort from 1901 until 1910, when it was sold. Eventually, the property was purchased by the Smith family who ran it until the 1930s, when it was acquired by the National Park Service (Glen Merritt, oral history tape).

Tourist Home, located on Davidson Island within Rock Harbor, was established around 1902 by Eric Johnson. Johnson, like Mattson, was a fisherman by trade. He had the main house, dining house, and a lot of little 10 by 12 cottages. And I can remember when the AMERICA would come, he would get the passengers off and the freight and so forth, then he'd say "Well, now I think I go build another 10 by 12". So he'd go up on the island, get some lumber together and build another 10 by 12. He had a little string of them along the island, little 10 by 12 sleeping cottages ... (Glen Merritt, oral history tape).

The Davidson family of St. Paul bought the resort from Johnson and operated it until sometime in the late teens or early 1920s (Glen Merritt, oral history tape). By the time of the Wolbrink and Walling report on resorts, in 1937, the operation was evidently out of business. It was not covered in their evaluation and was not mentioned as a defunct operation.

Belle Isle Resort, located on the north shore of Isle Royale, opened its doors in 1914 (Glen Merritt, oral history tape). During the teens and twenties, the resort flourished and was considered a "going operation" at the time of NPS acquisition in the late 1930s (Wolbrink and Walling 1937:2). Owned and operated by Fred Scofield, the resort was considered one of the best on the Island.

Commander Knutson established a resort along the south shore of Isle Royale, at Rock Harbor, shortly after the turn of the century. He operated a small camp called Park Place at the present location of Rock Harbor Lodge (Hakala 1955:64). Knutson built a number of small cabins, and the resort enjoyed moderate success. Knutson's daughter, Bertha, took over operation of the resort in 1922 and re-christened it Rock Harbor Lodge (Hakala 1955:64). Bertha Farmer ran a successful resort, as a sole proprietorship, until it was acquired by the National Park Service in 1938.

The only private club on Isle Royale was located in Washington Harbor. The buildings were originally constructed by the Wendigo Mining Company in 1889. Twenty acres of land and several buildings were eventually purchased by Colonel Charles H. Graves in 1902, and the Washington Club organized. In 1931 the main club house along with the servants' quarters were destroyed by fire; the club continued operation until acquired by the National Park Service.
The visitor situation took a turn for the worse when, after acquisition by the National Park Service, two major resorts on the island failed for continued use. By 1940, and Rock Harbor, along with the Windigo Inn, built in 1931, were placed under the management of Kitty Leman. Farmer, a charming hostess, did not take the same interest in the other resorts as she had in Rock Harbor. When the operation of the resorts was reviewed by a National Park Service official, it was discovered that Farmer had violated minimum wage laws, had arranged for sub-contracts without government approval, was inconsistent in lodging rates, and was serving meals that were considered substandard. Problems with the resorts were reduced when National Park Concessions, Inc., took over management of all of the facilities in 1942 (Little 1972, 141–143).

Boat transportation from the mainland was a critical element in tourism to Isle Royale from the very beginning. At one point, between 1910 and the late 1920s, more than five vessels were making regular trips to Isle Royale, with the various vessels as their destination. By the time the island was acquired by the National Park Service, the depression, irregular boat schedules, and the reputation of dangerous waters had taken its toll on utilization. Although there were three large pleasure cruisers that visited Isle Royale as an intermediate stop in the early 1960s, passenger transportation to the island remained irregular. The situation worsened when the cruisers reduced scheduled runs to the island and, in one case, was lost at sea (Little 1977, 141–143).

Irregular boat transportation plus the advent of World War II further restricted tourism to Isle Royale. The Belle Isle Resort and Windigo Inn were both closed in 1943 and were not re-opened until 1946 and 1988, respectively. Belle Isle was closed again in 1967 and Windigo Inn was permanently closed in 1972 (Little 1972, 59–154). The only resort that continues in operation today on Isle Royale is Rock Harbor Lodge.

From the late 1920s well into the 1930s, summer residences were established in scattered locations around Isle Royale. Many of the families purchased small islands that now bear their names. When Isle Royale was being acquired by the National Park Service, many of the private landholders sold their properties outright to the government. Still others retained their leases. Limited tourism, in the form of lease, lease, summer residents, continues into the 1980s.

During the heyday of resort operation and tourism on Isle Royale each of the various lodges and summer residences, of necessity, were forced to construct crib docks for the loading and unloading of passengers and freight. The docks, at even the smallest, resort and island residence, not only accommodated the many passengers that briefly stopped, but they also served those visitors who arrived in privately owned vessels. A less conspicuous use of the dock areas was as a dump for unwanted items. Without exception, the docks around Isle Royale's resorts and summer homes became a repository for everything from wash basins and water pitchers, fine china and tableware, champagne and wine bottles, small tins and perfume bottles, to a variety of personal items taken by travelers on vacation. The rustic docks were also a place where the various passenger boats could easily dump their discards.

The natural remains that can be found offshore around the historic resort docks span a period from the late 1920s through 1952, when the Windigo Inn was closed. The docks around summer residences contain material remains that extend the
continuum up to the 1980s. The materials that are deposited on the bottom represent both the ordinary and mundane, as well as the lavish and expensive, which are often overlooked by historians as well as contemporary writers. These items can provide an insight into the daily lives and personal values of early fishermen turned resort owners, tourism entrepreneurs, vacationers seeking relief from allergies and the pressures of the depression and World War II, and those enjoying new economic wealth and growth following the war. In essence, the artifacts are clues to the lives of people during a time of rapid social and economic transition in the first half of the twentieth century.

Government Sponsored Activities or Projects

Beyond the establishment of the National Park Service on Isle Royale, two government-related activities share prominence in the history of the island. The first is the U.S. Light-House Service, later becoming the U.S. Coast Guard, and the second is the Civilian Conservation Corps. Both had a deep and lasting impact on the development of Isle Royale.

The following overview of the U.S. Light-House Service on the Great Lakes draws heavily from O'Brien (1978) unless otherwise indicated.

U.S. Light-House Service: When the first U.S. Congress met in 1789, one of their earliest actions was the creation of the Light-House Establishment. Responsibility for the service was delegated to the Secretary of the Treasury. Supervision of the service alternated between the Secretary of the Treasury (1789-1792), the Commissioner of the Revenue (1792-1802), back to Treasury (1802-1813), and back to Revenue (1813-1820). In 1820, Treasury once again assumed the responsibility for the lighthouses and continued to manage them until 1853.

While it is not clear which lighthouse was the first one established on the Great Lakes, the U.S. Light-House Establishment made its appearance on the lakes sometime between 1809 and 1820. The earliest lighthouses on the Lakes were at Presque Isle, Buffalo, and Niagara Harbor Light (U.S. Light-House Establishment 1866).

In 1851, Congress directed the Secretary of the Treasury to appoint a board to review the Light House Service and its activities. The board made a study of the Service's work and accordingly recommended that the system be completely reorganized and a permanent supervisory board be established. The creation of a board was discouraged by Treasury officials, who felt that the appointment of a single officer would be the most practical. Despite Treasury's recommendation to the contrary, Congress passed legislation creating the Light House Board on August 31, 1852 (U.S. Light-House Establishment 1871).

Under the administration of the Light-House Board, the Service was divided into twelve districts, each with a lighthouse inspector. The Great Lakes became the tenth and eleventh districts under this system.

Between 1852 and 1859, most of the lighthouses in the United States were refitted with Fresnel lenses, replacing the earlier Argand lamps and parabolic reflectors. The use of these lenses not only increased efficiency of the lights but also resulted in a substantial monetary savings from reduced fuel consumption.

Rock Harbor Lighthouse, along the southern shore of Isle Royale, was constructed during this period. The lighthouse, completed in 1855, served Lake captains for only
four years when the station was temporarily shut down. The light was reactivated for a short time between 1874 and 1879, when it was permanently deactivated.

By 1865, there were 7 lighthouses on Lake Ontario, 12 on Lake Erie, 2 on Lake St. Clair, 10 on Lake Huron, 26 on Lake Michigan and 11 on Lake Superior (U.S. Lighthouse Board 1865).

In addition to lighthouses, the Service was also charged with the management and construction of lightships. With the exception of a wooden vessel stationed at the present location of the Vigorouses Point Lighthouse between 1832-1851, there were no lightships on the Great Lakes until 1861. The Craig Shipbuilding Company of Toledo, Ohio, built three wooden screw steamers that year, registered as Lightship Numbers 35, 36, and 37. Numerous lightships followed in rapid succession on the lakes.

Changes in the Service occurred rapidly during the second half of the 19th century. The first steam fog signal on Lake Michigan was installed in 1875 and lighthouses were being built at an ever increasing rate. Two more lighthouses were constructed off Isle Royale, bringing the island’s total to three: Isle Royale Lighthouse, located on Manistique Island, was completed in 1875. Passage Island Lighthouse, off the eastern end of Isle Royale, was finally completed and manned in 1882. The keepers and their assistants had barely settled into their new positions when uniforms were introduced. Uniforms for male keepers, mechanics, mates and engineers of lightship vessels became mandatory in 1884. In 1885, Congress once again re-authorized the Service and re-divided the Great Lakes into three districts: Lake Superior and Lake Huron became part of the third district.

With the creation of the Department of Commerce and Labor in July 1913, the Light House Service, Coast and Geodetic Survey and several other agencies involved in navigation and coastal safety, were transferred to the new department. From 1868 to 1910, the board form of management, under which the Light House Establishment had operated for more than 50 years, came under constant criticism. The Secretary of Commerce argued that the Light-House Service had grown so large, that the board could no longer adequately administer the agency. Finally, in June, 1910, Congress dissolved the Light House Board and established the Bureau of Lighthouses, with an executive head that had clear authority and responsibility for the management.

The creation of the Bureau of Lighthouses did little to alleviate public criticism of government waste caused by duplication of duties by several agencies. Among those that came under fire were the Light-House Service, Steamboat Inspection Service, and Bureau of Navigation under the Department of Commerce, and the Life Saving Service, collectors of customs, and Revenue Cutter Service under the Department of Treasury. All were involved with navigation safety and had many identical or overlapping responsibilities. Several remedies were proposed including the merger of the Light-House Service with the Life Saving Service and the abolition of the Revenue Cutter Service. Another proposal called for the consolidation of the three services under Commerce and Labor. A third proposal recommended the blending of the Life Saving Service with the Revenue Cutter Service under Treasury. There was no action taken on any of the proposals until 1914, when Congress finally approved the merger of the Life Saving Service with the Revenue Cutter Service, creating the U.S. Coast Guard.

Another Isle Royale lighthouse was constructed during this tumultuous period. Rock of Ages Lighthouse, off the western end of the island, was completed in 1909. At
this time lighthouses continued to be administered by the Bureau of Lighthouses, under the Department of Commerce and Labor. The organizational hierarchy remained unchanged until 1939, when the U.S. Coast Guard and the Lighthouse Service were merged and the Lighthouse Service name dropped.

Civilian Conservation Corps: Roosevelt's "New Deal" not only had a widespread effect on the economic stagnation facing the United States in the early 1930s, but some of the legislation enacted ultimately resulted in changing the face of our environment. The Emergency Conservation Work Act, passed by Congress on March 31, 1933, established a voluntary civilian work force. The aim of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was to provide employment for young men between the ages of 18 and 25 (Adams 1940:393), and thus reduce some of the widespread unemployment plaguing the nation. Salmoni summarized the purpose behind the CCC, "... Franklin D. Roosevelt brought together two wasted resources, young men and the land, in an attempt to save both" (1967:4-13).

Individuals chosen to participate in the CCC received $30 a month, food, clothing, lodging, medical attention, transportation to the work camps and, importantly, both vocational training and academic education (Adams 1940:393). Corps members volunteered for periods of 6 months and were assigned to specific camps scattered around the country.

Public works projects undertaken by the CCC can be found in almost every community across the United States; Michigan was no exception. Fortunately for the fledgling park, Isle Royale was extolled to receive some attention. CCC work began on the island in 1935.

Not everyone was pleased with the prospect of CCC involvement on Isle Royale. The well-known wildlife expert, Adolph Murie, expressed his concerns regarding the impact of CCC operations on the fragile Isle Royale environment in a report to the Department of the Interior in June 1935 (Murie 1935).

"True wilderness is more marvelous (and harder to retain) than the "grandiose ... features of our outstanding parks. [Success in the management of this park would be measured] not by projects accomplished, but projects sidetracked" (Murie 1935).

John J. Little (1938/70-93) discussed the specific activities of the CCC on Isle Royale in the administrative history of the park. Much of what follows is summarized from that history, except where otherwise noted.

A National Park Service team, headed by Harold C. Bryant, visited the island in July 1938, to assess possible CCC projects and to outline a general development plan. The Bryant report supported many of Murie's proposals, recommending the prohibition of roads or trails for mechanized vehicles, the exclusion of motor boats and airplanes from the interior, limitations on visitor access points, an unobtrusive trail system, maintenance of clean shore line waters, and the eventual elimination of commercial fishermen (Bryant 1935:2-4).

In addition to numerous additional general environmental guidelines, the report recommended several CCC projects which included the removal of slash, i.e. the residue from lumbering operations, placement of buoys or markers for the identification of offshore shipping lanes and safe entrance to harbors, construction of visitor contact stations and camping shelters, and wildlife management facilities (Bryant 1935:2-14).
In August 1936, the first CCC volunteers arrived at Isle Royale and set up their base camp at the head of Siskiwit Bay, at Baptism Point. The organizational approach used for CCC operations on Isle Royale called for Army officers to run the camp while NPS personnel were in charge of the technical work.

The following year, the CCC established a second camp at Daisy Farm as well as continuing operations at Camp Baptism. The second year of activities was plagued by bureaucratic rivalry and organizational difficulties. According to Goodwin:

The new organization of the camp, which began in early June, lasted for over a month because of alleged poor leadership. The NPS leaders grew increasingly angry over the failure of the military to release workers for conservation work, and navigation projects. The short work season and a growing threat of forest fires due to an unusually dry summer, hampered their concern. Work began on a few NPS projects in early July, but forest fires soon interfered.

One of the projects delayed by the rivalry between the Army and NPS was the implementation of improved fire prevention. Crews were not released from camp assignments for field duties until July, when the danger of forest fires was at its peak. The fire prevention program had just gotten under way when the most extensive fire in Isle Royale’s recorded history began on July 28, 1936. It burned nearly 70% of the island and required the firefighting efforts of 1200-1500 additional CCC volunteers to bring it under control. In all, 26,000 acres were destroyed and a swath of burned underbrush, from Rock Harbor on the east to nearly Lake Occo on the west and from Chippewa Harbor on the north to Todd Harbor on the south, scarred the interior landscape.

Ben Flint, an editor of the Grand Rapids Press and strong supporter of the park, spent several days in August investigating the extent of the fire and assessing the effectiveness of CCC crews. Hot temperatures, high winds, the absence of roads, trails and mechanized equipment, coupled with heavy undergrowth and difficult terrain contributed to nearly impossible conditions for the firefighters. Flint reported that the CCC crews were forced to work 12-hour days, and were compelled to eat sandwiches containing maggots, endure mess halls crawling with flies, and suffer an epidemic of dysentery in a mild form” (Flint in Little 1978:100, 101). As a result of the conditions, CCC crew morale and efficiency suffered.

Despite severe hardships and a decline in morale, once the fire was out and crews were able to return to their respective camps, quite a bit more work was accomplished in the 1936 season. An ice house, warehouse, temporary administrative headquarters, and a utility dock were constructed on Crescent Island.

In addition, nearly 100 CCC volunteers stayed on the island through the winter to remove fire-damaged trees and fallen logs. The absence of military personnel during the winter, and subsequent efficiency and high morale of the volunteers, prompted a request for the inclusion of the Army in future involvement in Isle Royale activities. Unfortunately the request was never followed.

CCC work in 1937 followed the pattern of previous years, with the crews involved in fire-related clean up and various navigational and wildlife projects. The selection of Main Island as the permanent headquarters for the island resulted in a heavy concentration of effort in that area the following year. Officers’ living quarters, temporary office space, a warehouse, and a water storage tank were built in 1938. In addition, work began on a sanitary system and a dock and pier. This insured
removal and trail construction continued at Camp Siskiyou that year. A small crew working with the United States Lighthouse Service placed numerous navigation buoys offshore. Crews also developed five "boat" campgrounds, undertook wildlife surveys, and manned two weather stations for fire protection (CCC Report 1938, n Little 1978:80-84).

Work at Neti Island headquarters and Senter Point continued in 1939, following the plans outlined in previous years. The next year, 1940, saw the establishment of another CCC camp at the west end of the island. Camp Windigo was opened in early May and work began on expanded visitor facilities. Windigo Inn was completed by August of that year, supplementing the Rock Harbor Center.

Isle Royale's remoteness and the emphasis by NPS officials on maintenance of the island's wilderness required some changes in the usual operation of CCC camps. Most camps had access to nearby towns, held dances, and had fields for baseball and football. The distance to Houghton and unreliable transportation eliminated most social activities and horseshoe playing, hiking, and water sports were substituted for other group recreational activities. The absence of large buildings also limited indoor recreational activities. McEvoy stated that CCC volunteers on Isle Royale "led Spartan lives and were fortunate to be able to leave the island once a month (Camp Inspection Reports for 1938-1941, n Little 1978:86-88). Fortunately neither academic nor vocational training were hampered by the island's remote location. The curricula included mechanical drawing, radio operation, photography, typing, nautical skills, American history, math, English, and even beginning French.

CCC projects on Isle Royale terminated in September 1941, with the seasonal departure of volunteers. The entrance of the United States into World War II, precipitated by the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, necessitated that manpower that had been used for conservation projects now be directed toward national defense. Congress abolished the Civilian Conservation Corps in June, 1942.

The tangible results of the work performed by CCC volunteers during their six seasons on Isle Royale can be seen today. The construction of trails was held to strict width and length restrictions and the impact of daily CCC operations on the wilderness environment was kept to a minimum (n Little 1978:89). The CCC completed badly needed projects and helped to ensure the protection of the wilderness environment in the Park's early developmental stages.

Site Specific Investigations

The following discussion focuses on those individual sites that were investigated by the Summered Cultural Resources Unit on a time available basis. The level of documentation varied from site to site and was dependent upon strict time limitations imposed by the examination of the primary research targets, the ten shipwrecks ringing the island. No consideration was given in advance to the potential significance of each site as part of the basis for determining the level of documentation or inclusion in this chapter. Rather, individual sites were selected in an effort to represent the major activities that occurred on Isle Royale from the earliest historic exploration period up to the present time. The specific sites selected for study include the following: Cemetery Island Site; American Fur Company Fishery at Chequamegon Point, Wright Island Fishery, Star Island Fishery, Minong Mine Town Site and Docks in McCargoe Cove, Island Mine Town Site, Wharf, and Powder House in Siskiyou Bay; and Gyllbank Mining/Logging Wharf in Washington
Fig. 6.1. Location Map of Historic Sites with Underwater Components. Drawing by Toni Cartell.
Cemetery Island Site

Historical Background and Description: This island takes its name from local tradition and the small graveyard located on high ground near its center. Almost nothing is known about the early inhabitants of Cemetery Island, although various hypotheses have been proposed regarding the origin of the grave sites and who might have lived in a small cabin once built there.

Eighty-five year old Ingeborg Holte stated in her memoirs, that as a young girl in her 20s she had asked about the "legend of Cemetery Island," and even then received answers that were "evasive and noncommittal" (Holte 1984:93). In her youth, the graves were attributed to copper miners and lumberjacks, although the most accepted rumor was that:

a load of liquor was brought to a nearby mining town, near Ransom Mine ... [and] there was an unbelievable brawl. Bent up emotions surfaced and hatred among a few was so strong, it became a fight to the finish ... there were no women or children buried [on the island], so that rumor may be true (Holte 1984:94-95).

It has been stated that while "bad blood" existed between Cornish and Irish miners, and fights were frequent between them, all weapons were barred (Hakala 1955:30). Others have speculated that the graves are associated with the Siskiwit Mine, which operated from 1845 to 1855 (Duxin 1948:695, Cellar 1975, Maass 1982), and in fact the park has recorded the cemetery as a Euro-American burial ground associated with this mine. The dates on the few remaining grave markers range from 1851 to 1854, corresponding to the period when that mine was functioning. However, Judge William F. Smith in a letter to Albert Stoll, dated October 2, 1932, stated with certainty that some of the graves can be attributed to passengers who died when AUGONA was lost in 1885. It was further reported that a Captain Robert Ellsworth of the Michigan Department of Conservation Patrol occasionally visited the island in the 1920s or 1930s and decorated the grave sites (Hakala 1955:31).

In the 1960s, the grave sites were described as being surrounded by rocks, with the location of most being indicated by raised ground (Hakala 1955:30). The majority of the sites were either surrounded by individual picket fences or were marked with wooden headboards. One original cross and headboard were still present in the early 1960s (Haber ca. 1962-65). Two of the headboards had the following information on them:

     Erected in Memory of
     Jeremiah Colbert
     of Bonnham County
     Waterford, Ireland
     Died Oct 18, 1853 Age 75 years
     Also Infant Daughter of
     Maurice and Johanna Mickey
     Died October 26, 1854

In the Memory Of
     William Hanks of
     Coventry who departed
     this life on Sept. 17
     1851, Aged 24

Historically, a small cabin also existed on Cemetery Island. The cabin was located near the shore, on the southeast side of the island near a small bay. In 1981, remains of the cabin were found by Cultural Resource Specialist Carol Maass and
A small boy. Committee Island is clearly marked on the chart. The historic lighthouse is situated near the center of the island. The name of the lighthouse is "Lighthouse Point." There are two piers and two navigational lights. The island is accessible by boat. The lighthouse is an important historical landmark.

The cemetery is located inside Harbor Island.

The remains are also claimed in the park museum collection. The collection includes artifacts from the island and the lighthouse. The lighthouse is an important historical landmark.

The author removed two engraved headstones in September 1990. These are presently located on the grounds. They may have been moved to the cemetery on the island (1978). The collection includes artifacts from the island and the lighthouse. The lighthouse is an important historical landmark.

A white flag is raised on the island. The flag indicates that the marina is closed. The marina is not open at this time. The flag is used to indicate that the marina is closed. The marina is not open at this time.
on the island are in township 64 north, range 34 west, section 23, NE 1/4, SL 1/4 and section 24, NW 1/4, SW 1/4 on the USGS Isle Royale topographic map.

Administrative Status: The historic graveyard on the island is included in the Isle Royale Cultural Sites Inventory and is registered by the State of Michigan as site number 202142. The site is not listed on the National Register of Historic Places. A historic refuse area and cabin site, on the southeast side of the island, were not recorded with the graveyard. These features were investigated in 1981 by Earl Mass and were included on the park’s undesignated sites inventory as site number U-24. The second dump site, found in 1983 by Vranas and Axel, has not been inventoried.

Research Methodology: A popular account of the loss of a schooner or fish tug off West Caribou Island was the impetus for the underwater reconnaissance of Cemetery Island. Park divers had previously tried to locate this vessel without success. In 1981, Vranas and Axel, also unsuccessful, made a second dive in the area and, following the natural contours of the channel between West Caribou and Cemetery Islands, eventually stumbled onto the historic refuse area. Vranas and Axel’s dive in 1983 on the north side of the island was for the purpose of recovering lost property. In the course of their search, they found the second refuse area. A “record of dive” form was filled out by Vranas that detailed the dive plan, underwater conditions, purpose of the dive, and the cultural and natural features encountered (Vranas 1983).

Site Description: The cultural remains on Cemetery Island consist of four major features: the cemetery, the refuse area offshore on the southeast side, the refuse area offshore on the north side, and the remains of a small cabin (Fig. 6.2). Overall, the sites on Cemetery Island appear to have changed little since initial deposition. The most notable changes, based upon written documentation, photographs, and personal observations, have occurred at the cabin. In 1981, the remains were described as consisting of several hand-hewn notched logs forming the corner of the structure. When the site was revisited in 1985, only scattered timbers could be located. In addition, the remains of a small wood-burning stove, in the vicinity of the cabin, existed in 1981; these were not relocated in 1985.

The grave sites are substantially unchanged based upon the descriptions of Hafuka that are more than 30 years old. The majority of the 13 grave sites can still be identified by raised ground, rocks, headboards or crosses. Picket fences, covered with moss, encircle several graves that have replica headboards commemorating the deceased (Fig. 6.3).

The refuse area found offshore on the southeast side of the island, not far from the location of the cabin, contains a wide variety of remains. The scatter can be traced approximately 70 linear feet along the shoreline and extends underwater along a sand shallows between Cemetery Island and West Caribou Island out about 50 feet. Bottle glass, white stoneware ceramic sherd, chummed tinware, metal fragments, and broken patent medicine bottles, beer bottles, and cans and blue decorated china are present (Mass 1982).

The dump area located offshore on the north side of the island, near the present MPS dock, is in 10 to 15 feet of water (see Fig. 6.2). Patent medicine bottle fragments, bottle glass, broken brass ship fittings, ear locks, beer bottles, a slag pile, and modern refuse is present. No household items were noted (Vranas 1983).
Fig. 6.2. Cemetery Island Site Map. Drawing by Toni Carroll.

Fig. 6.3. Graveyard on Cemetery Island. Replica headboards and picket fences were installed by the National Park Service in the 1980s to commemorate this site. NPS photo by Jim Dallenback.
Site Analysis. The picture of Cemetery Island that emerges is one that can be divided into three discrete time periods of primary use. The dates cluster from the 1770s to the early 1800s, from circa 1846 to 1855, and from 1885 through the early 1900s.

The archeological remains found offshore on the southeast side of the island provide the strongest evidence to date for fur trade activities on the island. The presence of several different classes of artifacts supports a post-1770s to early 1800s fur trade contact at this location.

Two intact dark green gin can case bottles were collected from the site in 1981 (Fig. 6.4). Bottles of this type first appeared in the mid-1600s and were commonly blown into a square sided mold, had nearly a flat base, and a short neck with an everted lip. These characteristics are shared with the examples from Cemetery Island. This bottle type varied considerably in size but, because of their flat sides, they could be carried and housed in cases. This bottle style is frequently referred to as the "Dutch gin" bottle, reflecting their primary use in the latter half of the 1700s. By the mid-1700s the square sided "gin" case bottle tapered toward the base. This style of bottle represented a very large part of the English bottle output of the 1700s (Hume 1969:67). The two examples from Cemetery Island appear to have been blown into a mold: two small circular impressions on the bottom sides providing this evidence. Both are dark green with glass bubbles, imperfections, and irregularities in size and thickness of the collar, neck, and body (Collin 1958:34). These characteristics tentatively date the bottles after 1814 but still in the early 1800s.

Examples of a blue transfer-print ware were found off Cemetery Island imported Chinese willow pattern porcelain, a ware with underglaze blue decoration, has been found in colonial American sites dating prior to 1725. It became increasingly popular in colonial America, and by 1800 was one of the most common ceramic types. Based on the Chinese export plate, the English adopted both the process and the pattern and began production of similar pieces in the latter half of the 1700s (Hume 1969:12/133, 257, 265). English transfer prints were commonly produced by the mid-1700s, however "willow pattern" creamware was only manufactured for a relatively short period, from 1790 to 1800 (Hume 1989:67); after that date pewterware dominated the export market until 1820. The origin and typology of the ceramics found offshore have not been determined to date. Preliminary analysis, however, places these ceramics between 1770 and 1820. Another household item observed offshore was enameled ironware; the thicker French variety was popular from the 1750s through the early 1800s.

All of the above examples, which cluster in the very late 1700s to the early 1800s, were found on the southeast side of the island, offshore from the remains of a historic cabin. The location of the cabin, on the southeast side, would provide excellent protection from wind driven waves and storms. It is common knowledge among Isle Royale residents that locating on one of the many smaller islands away from the main island keeps mosquitoes, black flies, and other annoying insects to a minimum. In addition, the small, shallow cove on Cemetery Island's southeast side would have provided an easily accessible, safe landing for a small rowing sail or canoe, commonly used by trappers.

Cemetery Island is advantageously located near Benson Creek, Forbes Lake, Lake Bonson, and Tobin Creek, all potentially good trapping areas. Only slightly farther away are Tobin Harbor, Moskey Basin and Lake Richie. This represents an area that
Fig. 5.1. Historic "gum" case bottles and a "beer" bottle collected by Park employees off shore in 6 to 10 feet of water. Isle Royale National Park Museum collection. NPS photo by Ann Bollerman.

Fig. 5.5. Salt glaze ceramics and patent medicine bottles found off Cemetery Island. NPS photo by Ken Vrema.
could be handled by a limited number of trappers. The quantity and variety of artifacts observed do not support habitation by more than a couple of individuals, or one individual over a few seasons. The presence of the remains of a cabin suggest the latter. From 1763 to 1783 British-owned companies dominated Lake Superior fur trade; these companies employed both French and British trappers. The presence of English and French manufactured goods on Cemetery Island suggests habitation by trappers in the latter third of the 1700s, most likely after 1770.

The cabin may still have been in usable condition when both Ransom Mine and Siskowit Mine were operational (circa 1846–1855). The suggestion that the graves on the island are contemporaneous with these mines is well-founded, based not only upon the extant remains headboards but also tentative dating of offshore artifacts. These remains support the hypothesis of at least occasional visits to the island, above and beyond burial services, between 1840 and the early 1900s. The bottle pictured in Figure 6.4 was collected from the southeast refuse area, not far from the gin bottles. This dark brown bottle, bearing a crown insignia, is representative of a type that indicated government ownership. English bottles, from the late 1820s through the early 1850s, made for the army and navy were often identified with a seal (Hume 1669:62). This bottle shows seams from a three piece mold, which places its date of manufacture after 1845 [Hume 1669:61]. Further, the photographic clarity of the crown pattern and the precision of its lines suggests this example was pressed in a mold. Pressed glass became common after the 1870s (Cotter 1966:32).

Both the north and southeast refuse areas contain remnants of patent medicine bottles and vials. These were among the most common products of late eighteenth and nineteenth century glass works. Early types were blown from ordinary bottle glass and appeared in aquamarine, amber, olive amber, and olive-green. Glass glass was used in the later periods. The use of full size piece-molds became common in bottle manufacture after 1815. Medicine bottles after that date were often made from two piece molds and bore the name of the medicine or manufacturer (Cotter 1966:33). The examples observed off Cemetery Island, one bearing the name "Blood Bitters", can be tentatively dated after 1845 and more likely after the 1890s. While stoneware ceramics, tentatively identified as English salt glaze, were found on the southeast side. This ceramic type was common in the mid 1800s. A nearly intact cylindrical flat-bottomed jug, similar in appearance to those used to store "moonshine," along with fragments of other containers are present offshore (Fig 8.3). The bottles and jug suggest recreational visitation rather than continual habitation during the Ransom and Siskowit Mining era.

Only circumstantial evidence, however, ties the graves solely to Siskowit Mine. The north side dump provides evidence of later activity, although again not necessarily habitation. Items identified by divers Vrana and Axtell included parts of brass port holes, ship fittings, brass and copper filigree decorative items, and broken blue on white dinnerware. These materials are similar to those observed on the site of the Algoma Disaster, which occurred in 1885. The presence of these artifacts lends some credence to both Dustin and Smith’s suggestions that at least some of the unmarked graves are associated with that disaster.

Reports of fishermen "despoiling" the bodies of disaster victims were circulated in the summer of 1886 (Detroit Free Press, August 17, 1886). This theory was supported in the press, by the fact that the salvors found the remains of only two bodies, burned in the wreck. The presence of scattered mutilated clothing on shore, ship fittings and other "articles of value" were also reported to have been
Found in local fishermen's cables. (Detroit Free Press, August 5, 1886) The accusations were eventually retracted.

...the story about fishermen plundering the bodies off the wrecked steamer ALGOMA is all pure bosh and no one, who ever knew anything about the habits of the fishermen of Lake Superior ever believed [for a moment]. The report was a cruel slander... (Duluth Daily Tribune, August 8, 1886)

What seems more plausible than the sinking of bodies out in the lake by fishermen (Detroit Free Press, August 8, 1886) is the discovery of unidentifiable remains that were mutilated by natural wave and ice action. The Portage Lake Mining Gazette reported that pieces of bodies were found, showing that the waves were continuous battering them to pieces against the rocks, breaking bones and crushing bodies, "like egg shells" (November 25, 1886). Under the circumstances the representatives of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, the owners of the vessel, may have chosen to bury these remains on nearby Cemetery Island, in an existing graveyard, rather than ship them to Canada. In fact one of the company officers, H. M. Kennedy, instructed four fishermen to continue to search for victims and to bury any bodies they found on the island pending identification in the spring (Post Arthur Weekly Sentinel, November 20, 1886). Stories from survivors of the wreck also indicated that some of the passengers were washed out in the open lake. On November 25, 1886, a party of fishermen returned to Hancock from Isle Royale with four bodies (Cleveland Leader, November 24, 1886). Of the 81 on board passengers and crew on ALGOMA at the time of the wreck, only 54 survived. The recovery and identification of the bodies of passengers was clearly a priority with the company.

Haber reported that two of the graves were indicated by deep depressions [fn. 1907-14]. It is possible that these could have been the temporary resting places of ALGOMA's passengers, who were later exhumed for identification.

In any event, there is enough evidence to suggest imminent use of the island from the late 1800s through the early 1900s, prior to the presence of the National Park Service. A deep water dock, built before 1950s, still exists on the north side. The informal policy of the National Park Service in the late 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s appears to have been to replace existing (or historic) docks in open water with new docks whenever feasible. The park's dock plans do not provide any information on the presence or absence of a historic dock in that location. With a present jetty of the dock and a variety of artifacts from the first half of the 1900s, as well as a variety of containers from unknown time periods (Viron: 1963).

Conclusion: Cemetery Island should receive an in-depth survey, off-shore and land, and in the archives. The rock and soil core remains an evidence of habitation, possibly as early as 1770. The possible for trade use of this location is the first to be documented on Isle Royale.

The relationship of the cemetery to the historic mining era on Isle Royale is the most clear defined archeologically, although it is not without some confusion. The identification of the graves of the deceased on the grave markers, if possible, should be used to either the Gnome or Siskiwit Mine, in order to clarify the origin of at least two of the graves.

The evidence presented above regarding the burial of bodies from ALGOMA's passengers on Cemetery Island is circumstantial, and the conclusions purely
conjectural. No clear evidence exists, unfortunately, to support or refute the hypothesis that some of the graves are associated with Algoma. The question of the origin of the unmarked graves on the island is far from resolved.

The presence of Algoma-like ship fittings, however, is irrefutable, and these should be more closely examined and identified. In addition, both submerged refuse areas and the cabin site should be thoroughly documented and given State of Michigan site numbers.

American Fur Company Fishery at Checker Point

Historical Background and Description: The historic era of fishing on Lake Superior moved toward a period of formal organization in 1833 when Ramsay Crooks, the new president of the American Fur Company, began active investigation of the potential use of this resource. By 1835, he had written to Gabriel Franchere that the place where the North West Company had previously obtained fish was "a large island not far from and directly opposite Port Quinshane" (Crooks in Note 1944:174), referring to Isle Royale. The following year Crooks instructed William Atker to visit Isle Royale and examine it for locations of permanent posts for future fisheries. The American Fur Company explored Lake Superior between the years 1835 and 1837 and during this period established major fisheries at Grand Portage, La Pointe, Sault Ste. Marie, and Isle Royale.

A total of seven fishery stations were established on Isle Royale. They included locations at Fish Island (now called Belle Isle), Washington Harbor, Rock Harbor, McCormick's Island, Duncan Bay, Siskewit Bay and the chain of small islands southeast of the bay. The major site on the island was on Siskewit Bay at Checker Point. This site was established in 1837 under the direction of Charles Chabot. He employed approximately 24 men as comparers, fishermen, and boatmen. In addition, 3 men, employees on a contract basis, fished on their own and sold their catch to the company at a rate of $4 for 200 pounds of fish (Note 1944:177). During the early years, the men lived on the island year round, however after 1839 the fishermen were transferred to LaPointe during the winter months.

Trout, siskewit, whitefish and herring were caught during the fishing season, which began about the middle of June and continued until mid-November. In 1837, 2,000 barrels of fish were taken from Isle Royale (Note 1944:177). Fish were salted, packed in barrels, and picked up from the various stations by the schooners, JOHN JACOB ASTOR (built 1835), WILLIAM BREWSTER (built 1838), and SISKOWIT (built ca. 1840).

Fishing on Lake Superior was so successful it was necessary to find new markets for their sale. The Ohio valley, filled with farming communities, and the eastern states were quickly exploited. However, the same year that the Checker Point fishery was established the market collapsed. Farmers in the Ohio valley, faced with an agricultural depression, resisted introduction of a new food. The market did not improve and, by 1847, the American Fur Company was forced to quit the fishing

The spelling of this fish and subsequent use of this name has not been standardized. It appears as siskewit, siskewite, siskewet, siskiwiit, and siskawitz
business. Fishing continued at the various stations on Isle Royale throughout the 1840s, but was drastically reduced.

Charles Jackson, a U.S. Geological Surveyor, reported fishing operations continuing on Isle Royale during his reconnaissance of the island in 1847. Individual fishermen had occupied former American Fur Company cabins, using them as a base of operations (Jackson in Hatfield 1953:29). By 1848 the Checkers Point site had been officially abandoned by employees of the American Fur Company. However, continued use of these buildings by independent fishermen was highly likely well beyond 1848.

The American Fur Company Fishery at Checkers Point consisted of eight structures. Franchere described them in his 1839 journal of his voyage on the NESTER to Isle Royale.

"The buildings at this point are very good, and comprise one dwelling house for the resident clerk, one man's house, one cooper's shop, one store house for fish barrels, one large store house, with store attached to it, and an additional building at the west cable; a long shed south and continuous to the warehouse, for the storing of salt and lastly, one fish store house (Franchere 1839)."

In 1847 and 1848 William Lves conducted his survey of Isle Royale. At that time the American Fur Company buildings in Siskiwit Bay were occupied by independent fishermen. Lves intersected the former AIC fishing station during his survey of the southern boundary of section 35 (township 64 north, range 39 west).

"This place is one of the American Fur Company's trading and fishing posts. There are three old log houses and one is occupied by Lves. M. N. 33 W. 3 chains to it SW 30 E. 1 links to an old stone house. There are about five acres cleared (Lves 1847/)."

Lves located the buildings 3 chains west along the boundary from the water's edge, in which the boundary intersects the bay (fig. 5.5). He did not specify what chain measurement Lves was using in his description. A surveyor's chain is equal to 66 feet while an engineer's chain is equal to 100 feet. Lves was sent to Isle Royale to complete a survey of the island, therefore it is reasonable to assume that Lves was using a surveyor's chain of 66 feet in length. Based upon a 66 foot chain, the distance of the settlement from the water's edge would have been approximately 106 feet, the stone house would have been approximately 20 feet southwest of the log houses on the boundary.

There was no need to construct permanent docks or anchorages at the station as fishing was conducted from barges of oak boards with a flat bottom and blue ends, with a midden and mast. These varnish boats could be beached directly on shore. Similar, larger boats were also used to transport barrels of fish from Isle Royale to Grand Portage and to bring back needed supplies and equipment. Franchere describes these boats in a letter to Crocke as:

"... large flat bottom boats 40 feet in length with a center board, sleep, muger, deck and a four feet hold to contain about 128 barrels. (Franchere August 30 1839)."
Fig. 6.6. Reproduction of Ives' Survey Plat indicating the location of the 'Old Trading Post and Fishery of the American Fur Company' [Ives 1847].

Fig. 6.7. Sketch map of American Fur Company Fishery Site. Feature 1 is a semi-subterranean structure foundation that is probably the same one located by the University of Michigan in 1891. Drawing by Toni Carroll.
approximately 200 feet southwest of Checker Point and 50 feet from the sandstone shoreline. No near shore remains were identified by the survey.

Rakestraw reported in 1967 discovering a possible cellar and chimney rubble on the site (1967b:24). No other remains were mentioned.

In 1986 Park Ranger Ken Vaina, Resource Management Specialist, Carol Maasa, and Submerged Cultural Resources Unit Archaeologist Loni Carree, visited the Checker Point location in an effort to relocate the log structure and to survey the offshore area for cultural remains associated with the American Fur Company and subsequent fishing occupations.

Interimg and Data Limitations: Checker Point has been heavily impacted by historic logging operations. Rakestraw observed some of the results of these impacts:

"... there is an old logging road, and the area bears every evidence of extensive and destructive logging for white pine. The cutting was far beyond that needed for the Island Mica settlement. Some chestnut stumps were saved, but cutting occurred after 1830; the decayed condition of cut logs left in the woods places the cutting before 1830 (1967b:5)."

The Consolidated Paper and Paper Company of Wisconsin owned land at the head of Skidway Bay in 1935; the company began construction of lumbering camps for the purpose of cutting pulpwood and began cutting timber in the swamp lands. The Checker Point fishery is located very close to one such swamp. The logging road that is evident may have been cut by the Wisconsin company.

Mead Lumber Company also had operations in the Checker Point area. Further, the 1936 fire, which destroyed 1/3 of the island's forest, began southwest of the CCC Camp. Siskiwat, not far from Checker Point, later of these lumbering operations along with the fire and clean up could have impacted some of the American Fur Company fishery.

Rakestraw asserts (1967b:24) that the sandstone shoreline has receded at least 50 feet since the 1960s. He goes on to state that if the buildings were close to the 1840s shoreline, they would have been destroyed as the beach receded, and he notes that the site has largely been destroyed by wave action (1967b:24). Rakestraw does not substantiate this hypothesis with any additional data. Rakestraw also fails to take into consideration Boshardt's statement that he interviewed the log structures when surveying the southern boundary of section 35, placing the fishery well away from the shoreline in 1841.

Site Location: The American Fur Company fishery is located on Checker Point, at the extreme west end of Skidway Bay (Fig. 6). It can be reached by traveling west in the bay, passing the daybreak on Point Houghton on the port side i.e., south, paralleling Houghton Ridge, passing the first point after Houghton (Tactics Point) and traveling a distance of approximately 3/8 of a mile to Checker Point. The overall distance from Houghton Point to Checker Point is approximately 3 3/8 miles.

"The location of the fishery given by Boshardt (1841) is S2E1, SW1/4, SW1/4, SE1/4, SW1/4."
Administrative Status: The American Fur Company Fishery is included in the Isle Royale National Park Cultural Sites Inventory and is recorded by the State of Michigan as site number 20.313. While a lumbering site on Checker Point is listed as U-44 on a Park maintained list of undesignated sites (Metsa 1984). Neither site is included on the National Register of Historic Places.

Research Methodology: Visual walking reconnaissance of the presumed Fishery site location was undertaken by Vrana, Metsa and Carroll in June 1984. Remains of a structure (Feature 1) were located approximately 30 meters (98.4 feet) south of the sandstone shoreline and approximately 75 meters (246 feet) west of Checker Point (Fig. 6.7). Swimmer survey of the offshore area was undertaken by Vrana and Carroll. The survey began at the shore and continued outward to a water depth of 15 feet, approximately 200 feet from the shoreline. An overall distance of 1/4 mile of offshore area was examined along and around Checker Point.

The surface survey closely corresponded in coverage to the underwater reconnaissance extending along the edge of the exposed sandstone rock beach, west of Checker Point, until the beach curves southwest (approximately 1/4 mile) (Fig. 6.8) and southwest along the pebble beach shoreline, south of Checker Point, to the edge of a cedar swamp (approximately 175 mile). The open area southwest of Feature 1 was examined to the edge of a cedar swamp on the east side and to a stand of cedars on the west.

Present Site Description: Rakesaw (1967b:21) states he found what "appeared to be a cellar hole and chimney rubble" approximately 3 chains (195 feet) based upon a surveyor's chain) in from the shoreline. The 1961 survey by the University of Michigan Museum located the remains of a "og structure" approximately 200 feet southwest of Checker Point and 50 feet in from Siskiwit Bay.

The 1984 surface reconnaissance by Metsa, Vrana and Carroll located 3 features. The location of Feature 1 (Fig. 6.7) closely corresponds to the location of both the Michigan Museum and Rakesaw finds, and is probably the same structure.

Feature 1 consists of a 3 meter by 3 meter (9 1/2 feet by 9 1/2 feet) rectangular pit surrounded by a flared-top mound (Fig. 6.7). Outside the mound the soil had been excavated out to a depth of 1 meter (39 inches) to form the surrounding mound. The northeast wall of the pit is broken by an opening or doorway 80 cm (32 inches) wide. The distance from the doorway to the sandstone beach is approximately 30 meters (98.4 feet) on a bearing of 30°. The structure is also approximately 70 meters (230 feet) west of Checker Point. White spruce are growing on the mound walls and woody vegetation is growing the 80 cm (32 inch) deep pit. The pit walls are dark humus and show no evidence of the local sandstone pebbles, chimney rubble or wall caps.

South of Feature 1 is a large, relatively flat, open area approximately 100 meters (328 feet) long by 75 meters (246 feet) wide. Heavily browsed aspen suckers, a scattering of 20-30 year old white spruce and a few 50-80 year old aspens are present (Fig. 6.9). The sizes of the suckers, spruce and older aspens are similar within each species, suggesting a similar age for each group.

Feature 2, a large depression, was located southeast of Feature 1 on a bearing of 225° approximately, 9 meters (29 feet) away. The surrounding terrain is generally flat, while this feature is an irregular square 9 meters (29 feet) on a side by 1.3 meters (4 feet 3 inches) deep.
Fig. 6.8. Probable American Fur Company Fishery landing site on the east side of Cracker Point (view to west). This protected location would have afforded easy access to the fishery buildings. NPS photo by Carol Manns.

Fig. 6.9. View to the south of the large clearing at the location of the American Fur Company Trading Fishery Post. NPS photo by Carol Manns.
Feature 3 is located 50 meters (164 feet) southwest of the pebble beach at Checker Point, on a bearing of 25°. It consists of a 50 cm (18 inches) high pile of 1 inch diameter rocks. On the west side of the rock pile is a depression 25 cm (10 inches) deep by 50 cm square. The rocks in this feature appear to be fire cracked. Due to the extensive windfall in this area, the full extent of Feature 3 was not determined.

One artifact was located during the walking reconnaissance of the pebble beach southeast of the point. It is a light aqua blue piece of glass of indeterminate age. No other artifacts, features, or other remains were located during the offshore, shoreline, and inland survey.

Site Analysis: The scanty descriptions of the American Fur Company fishery buildings provide little information as to structure size or inter-relationship; however, some speculation can be made regarding the various features located during the surface survey.

Feature 1 showed no evidence of a chimney during the 1984 reconnaissance, and may have been the store house for the dried fish barrels. Its semi-subterranean configuration would limit fluctuations in temperature and aid in storage of the salted fish. This structure is probably the same one located by Ives, Bakestraw and the Michigan survey team.

Feature 2 was probably a dwelling or store house. Bakestraw describes several houses, in particular a "large store house with shed attached to it" (Bakestraw 1839). The 8 by 8 meter (26 x 26 foot) depression would certainly have qualified as a large store house.

The large clearing south of Feature 1, within which Feature 2 is located, could have been the site for the remaining buildings, with the exception of the fish house, which was normally located at the shoreline. In order to construct several buildings for the fishery, a large clearing would have been required. The clearing observed in 1984, approximately 100 meters (328 feet) long by 75 meters (246 feet) wide, an area of nearly 2 acres, would have been the former building sites of the majority of the fishery buildings. Furthermore, Ives describes the station as being located in a clearing of 5 acres, not covering an area of 5 acres (1847).

The nearly 2 acre clearing observed in 1844 was very probably the location of the fishery. The presence of Aspen suckers, intermediate aged Spruce and the 60 to 80 year old Aspen follows a normal species succession for this area which progresses from Aspen to Spruce to White Pine. The absence of the White Pine in this location is explained by the Mead Lumber Company operations in this area around the turn of the century.

Feature 3, the fire cracked rocks, could be recent and not necessarily associated with the American Fur Company site.

Conclusion: While no remains of the American Fur Company Fishery activity were located offshore, there is a good deal of information yet to be gathered from the land site itself. Several possible building sites were located and it appears that the site is more intact than Bakestraw surmised in 1867. Further, the location where BIKOWIT, one of the schooners used by the American Fur Company to transport fish, moored off Checker Point and eventually lost an anchor while waiting out a
storm, is yet to be located. At minimum the fishery should be considered for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.

**Wright Island Fishing**

**Historical Background and Description:** Historically, fishing around Isle Royale, particularly in Siskiwit Bay, by first the Northwest Fur Company and later the American Fur Company has been well documented:

...it is the place where the N.W. Co used to make their fishing for

Tom D. Williams. There is an excellent harbor for the vessels and it is

more where the largest Western are caught in Lake Superior...

(American Fur Company Letters, Tyrone W. Wahlen to Ramsey Crooks,

February 15, 1834).

The entire Siskiwit Bay region was a highly sought after fishing location. The location of the American Fur Company’s main fishery at Chequamegon is further evidence of the excellent fishing in this area.

Within Siskiwit Bay, Wright Island was a very desirable fur camp; its harbor was

safe with sufficient water depth and an adjoining sand gravel bottom made

it easy to both beach small craft and later to build and maintain small
docks. The area provided benefits for overwintering grounds for many national

species and to hoist nets for drying. Most importantly, the
ingland was close to excellent fishing grounds, with the exception of herring.

The American Fur Company actively sought after and hired Metis and Ojibwa former employees of the North West Fur Company for their Isle Royale base of operations (American Fur Company Letters, 1834-1838, New York Historical Society Collection).

Cornelius Shaw mentions the continual movement of Indians around the Royale

looking for employment as fishermen in the late 1860s (July 15, 1867). Knowledge

of Wright Island’s favorable conditions was, undoubtedly, known to both the Metis

and Ojibwa.

The first mining boom on Isle Royale, from 1843 to 1853, brought the first surge in

the population on the island. Among these was Cornelius C. Shaw. Shaw’s diary

also makes frequent reference to a Doctor Wright, who was on the island exploring

copper deposits (Shaw diary 1847). While no direct evidence has been uncovered to

questionably be Dr. Wright to the island, it is a reasonable assumption that some connection exists. Historically, the Englishman also suggests a connection between the Englishman prospector and the island (1845, 1847).

Fishing activity out of Wright Island is known to have occurred as early as the

1860s. Henry LePage [a Grand Portage Ojibwa] had a job cooking the fires

under cauldrons cooking the oil out of seal blubber. Ships came once a month to pick up

the barrels of oil, which was then made into a paint base [Ed Holte oral history, 

from Cottrell, personal communication 1985]. In 1867, Ojibwa reported knowing men

who saw the "trepots" used in this operation (Rakensrauk 1867/8:24). A Captain

Rogers is also reported to have fished out of Wright Island in 1865 (Rakensrauk

1872:43).

Seasonal residency on the island was taking place by the 1870s (Puutta News Tribune 1891). Godfrey Vedrey came to Isle Royale in the teens as a part of the early mining operations at McCarqec Cove. However, by 1875 he was fishing out of

Siskiwit Bay. During the summer Vedrey fished out of Wright Island and wintered in

Chippewa Harbor. He continued to fish out of the Wright Island location on a
seasonal basis during the 1880s. His rig consisted of "30 boxes, 1,000 hooks" (Lake Superior Interviews, 1894, National Archives, Washington, D.C.). About this same period a small enclave of fishermen, and possibly their families and hired hands, were rendering salmon and possibly sturgeon on the point of land directly north of the present-day fishery (Cochrane 1983:7). Frank Vodrey and Rasmussen were also reported to have fished out of Wright Island during the 1880s (Rakestraw 1967:49). By 1903 Vodrey is reported to have moved permanently to Chippewa Harbor, abandoning the Wright Island site, after he became the fish inspector for the Both Fishery operation (Glenn Merritt oral history tape, September 25, 1966). In the 1890s both Mike and Sam Johnson were fishing out of Wright Island (Rakestraw 1967:49).

In 1903 or 1904, the Morris of Rock Harbor purchased Wright Island. While they chose not to live on the island, they arranged to lease the island to Sam Johnson. The terms of the lease provided that Sam Johnson would have sole use of the island for fishing operations. According to Ingeborg Holte, a fish rendering station was still located on the northern point when she arrived with her family in 1903 (Timothy Cochrane personal communication, December 1986). The other fishermen on the island were compelled to move to other locations, abandoning their residences and associated buildings.

While Sam Johnson may have held the fishing rights, a number of relations joined him in fishing from Wright Island. Mike Johnson, Sam's brother fished out of this location until the early 1920s. Mike's sons, Milford and Arnold, followed in the family tradition and were fishermen on Isle Royale (see Lake Island Fishery, elsewhere in this chapter). Hildred Johnson, another of Mike's sons, fished for 40 years out of Chippewa Harbor. Sam's sons, Steve and John S., fished with their father for a time at various locations. Steve worked with his father until the late 1920s or early 1930s, when he moved to Duluth to help John S. run their father's fish business. Sam Johnson and Sons (Timothy Cochrane personal communication, December 1986). Sam Johnson's daughters, Alice and Ingeborg, married Charlie Purdy and Ed Holte, respectively. When Ed Holte arrived in 1929, he joined Sam, Steve, and Charlie Purdy. Purdy fished out of Wright Island until the late 1930s. Sam Johnson fished out of this location between 1903 and 1941. Ed Holte fished with his father-in-law until Sam's death in 1941. Holte continued with the help of hired hands until the lamprey took their toll on the fishing. After the invasion of the lamprey in the late 1950s, Ingeborg assisted her husband with the fishing. Finally, Holte worked alone until 1971, when he too died.

Ingeborg continued to run her husband's fishing business with the help of extended family and hired hands until 1980, when she too stopped. Ingeborg stayed on Wright Island during the summer months until 1984; since that time her visits have been short and occur irregularly.

Just after the turn of the century, when Sam and Mike Johnson arrived, the present fishery location looked quite different than it does today. The known buildings at the site included a residence for Sam Johnson and his family, approximately 200 feet northwest of the present Holte residence, a one-room semi-subterranean dwelling for Mike Johnson and his family; a fish house and a net house. Other miscellaneous buildings built by former inhabitants and recently abandoned dwellings, probably also dotted this area as well as the point on the opposite shore. The Johnson families, and later the Holte's, built, added on, and tore down various structures, recycling the lumber into "new" buildings. Some of the lumber
used in Wright Island structures "recycled" from the Island Mine town site (Timothy Cochran, personal communication, December 1986).

Prior Research: The Wright Island Fishery was discussed by Rakaguvar in the manuscript "Post-Columbian History of Isle Royale" (1967:12-47). Ingeborg Holte wrote about her life on Wright Island in Ingeborg's Isle Royale (1984). The book is filled with reminiscences and bits and pieces about the early fishing around Isle Royale.

In 1984 members of the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit briefly visited the fishery in an effort to document both the remaining buildings and to survey the offshore area for cultural remains associated with the recent occupation and previous fishing occupations dating from the middle 1860s.

Intrusions and Data Limitations: Wright Island has been occupied, just about continuously, by fishermen since the middle 1860s. Various log or frame cottages, store houses, net houses, fish houses, racks for drying nets, and wharfs or landings, were likely constructed, destroyed, and their lumber hauled off for other fishing stations prior to Sam and Mike Johnson's arrival at the turn of the century. The reuse of building materials was common among the fishermen of Isle Royale.

While Rakaguvar stated at the time of his investigations in 1967, that the site did not look much different than when William Smeed photographed it in 1930, there has been considerable change in the buildings and their locations. Sam Johnson burned the woodshed to the southeast of the present buildings on a semi-regular basis. This burning has destroyed much of the wooden remains of early buildings (Timothy Cochran, personal communication, December 1986). Two former structures, a fish house and net house, were burned down by Holte in the 1950s. Formal and vegetable gardens were put up by the Johnsons and later continued by the Holtes (Holte 1984). The National Park Service built the existing dock and put in the grill in the 1950s in exchange for services performed for the Park by the Holte family.

Site Location: Wright Island is one of a chain of small islands that separates Malone and Siskiwit Bays on the south side of Isle Royale (Fig. 6.1). The fishery station is located on a small point of land at the mouth of Hopkins Harbor on the southeast side of Wright Island (Fig. 6.10). Both the island and the site can be reached by entering Siskiwit Bay, east of Isle Royale Lighthouse on Menominee Island, and traveling toward Malone Bay. The largest island in the chain of islands that run northeast to southwest across the mouth of Malone Bay is Wright Island; it is also the westernmost island. Wright Island and Hopkins Harbor are clearly marked on lake charts. The fishery buildings are located at 46°41'41" N, 87°41'34" W on the USGS 15 minute Isle Royale topographical map.

Administrative Status: The Wright Island Fishery is included in the Isle Royale National Park Interim Cultural Sites Inventory as an undesignated site, number 4036 (Means 1984). It does not have a State of Michigan number and is not included on the National Register of Historic Places.

Research Methodology: Visual walking reconnaissance of the fishery site was undertaken in conjunction with a swimming survey offshore. Four hundred linear feet of shoreline, directly offshore of the present fishery site, was visually examined by divers. The shoreline in the bay was also examined approximately 1/2 mile
Fig. 6.10. Overview of Wright Island with the locations of the present fishery and historic fishing operations. Drawing by Toni Carroll.

Fig. 6.11. The Johnson/Holte Fishery consists of six structures, including a fish house and dock (right) and a net house (left) on the shoreline. NPS photo by James Bradford.
beyond the present fishery site, to an area adjacent to an 1860s habitation. In all, a little better than 1/4 mile of shoreline was examined by divers.

Site Description. The present fishery covers approximately 3/4 of an acre. The site consists of six structures including the present fish house residence, an early Johnson dwelling circa 1860, a generator house (formerly a coal smoker), net house, fish house and outhouse (Fig 3.11). An existing crib dock in front of the fish house has been recently repaired. Two additional crib docks, one at the head of the net house, and one around the bay behind the net house, are in deteriorated condition. A trash dumping area is located immediately behind the Holte residence.

Two small fishing boats remain at the site, a herring skiff and a double ended gill boat. Numerous miscellaneous items are scattered around the fishery. They include net foils, a small winch, an engine block, benches, ladders, tables, a saw, a grill, 55-gallon drums, a bird house, a net reel, fish boxes, camping gear and bed frames.

Site Analysis. The extended Johnson families are responsible for the construction of all of the buildings on the site today (Fig. 3.12). They also constructed other buildings that were torn down, burned or recycled into existing structures (Cochrane 1982b).

The earliest known Jonsson built family structure is 35 feet north and west of the present Holte residence (Fig. 6.13). This dwelling dates from ca. 1903 when Mike and Sam Johnson moved their family to Wright Island. Built by Mike Johnson for his family, the original portion of this small subterranean building is constructed of notched logs. The addition of a kitchen on the eastern side, sometime between 1920 and 1930, created an L-shaped dwelling (Cochrane 1982:16). Unlike the original room, the addition is of frame construction. Cochrane hypothesized that the irregularity in sizes of the nailed timber suggests that much of it was recycled from other buildings (1982:16). The main dwelling is covered with a tarpaper-covered gabled roof. At some point in the past, possibly when the kitchen was added, the doorway on the northwest corner was boarded up. This building shows signs of deterioration and has not been used since 1973 (Timothy Cochrane, personal communication, December 1996).

Immediately behind the Mike Johnson residence is an area of levelled ground where Sam Johnson had built sleeping cabins sometime prior to 1951. These were torn down by Holte in the 1950s (Cochrane 1982:16). No evidence of the structures exists today.

One of the two fishing boats found at the site is lying on shore upside down 20 feet east of the Johnson building (Fig 6.12). The small fishing vessel, locally referred to as a herring skiff, is in good condition. The vessel is approximately 16 feet long by 6 feet, broad and has a flat transom and pointed bow. The skiff is 8 feet west of a marine railway. The railway, extending 4 feet out into the water and an additional 26 feet up onto the shore, was used in conjunction with a small winch to haul the boat up onto the shore. The winch is 3 feet south of the skiff.

Miscellaneous items consisting of two tables, a saw bench, bench, an iron, a foresail, an engine block, feet lacks a grill, a wooden wagon and tub, and a water heater are scattered east of the herring skiff and in front of the Johnson residence. Examination of shore of the marine railway area revealed a quantity of broken china, tin cans, and wire rope.
Fig. 6.12. Wright Island Fishery Base Map. Drawing by Toni Carrell.
Fig. 6.13. Original Mike Johnson dwelling built in 1903. The use of saddle-notched logs rather than milled lumber is typical of first-generation Swedish-American construction on Isle Royale. NPS photo by James Bradford.

Fig. 6.14. The present Holm residence, located in the center of the site, has a commanding view of the bay. The fish house and dock were built in the late 1940s. NPS photo by James Bradford.
The original Sam Johnson and family residence was approximately 200 feet northwest of the Mike Johnson dwelling (Fig. 6.12). Its former location is indicated only by a roughly square depression. This building may have been burned by Sam in the course of his irregular burning of the meadow. Later, the Sam Johnson family abandoned this building and moved into the "little house" that Mike Johnson had built for his family.

The present Holte residence is approximately 80 feet from the shoreline in the center of the fishery (Fig. 6.14). It was built by Steve Johnson, Ingeborg's brother, in the mid-1870s for him and his wife to live in. The elder Sam Johnson moved into the house with his son and daughter-in-law, which was partitioned into three rooms separated by curtains (Cochrane 1983:9).

This dwelling was remodeled twice, first in the late 1920s adding a wing perpendicular to the original building, and again in the early 1930s, adding a shed-roofed bedroom room at the rear of the wing (Fig. 6.12). The front porch was added in 1935 by Ed Holte for his daughter Karen to play in (Cochrane 1983:15). The pitch-roofed, dwelling, wing, and front porch are all constructed of notched logs. The shed-roofed rear room is nailed. The roofs are covered with tar paper. This structure is in good condition and, at the time of investigation in 1984, was still used on a seasonal basis by Ingeborg Holte.

The existing fish house is located at the water's edge just over 30 feet in front of the Mike Johnson house (Fig. 6.14). The fish house, built in the late 1940s, is frame and planked construction with a pitched roof. This building is built out over the water and has a U-shaped crib dock immediately in front of it. The building is in deteriorated condition with the east wall foundation permitting sagging of that side of the structure, and the roof on the east side having a large hole. The crib dock in front of the fish house has been partially repaired by the National Park Service for continued use by government and private vessels. The submerged area inside the dock contains a variety of remains including paint cans, a barrel hoop, sheet metal, nylon rope, roofing paper, boards, nails, wooden posts, and an engine piston, items clearly associated with commercial fishing activity.

The second boat found on shore at the site, a double-ended gas boat, is approximately 38 feet east of the fish house (Fig. 6.12). This vessel is 17 feet 6 inches long by 7 feet broad and was equipped with a motor amidships; the propeller drive shaft is still articulated with the motor mount. Named SKIPPER SAM, she was built in the late 1920s or early 1930s by Charles J. Hill (Reuben Hill's father) of Farmington, Minnesota, for Tom Johnson. This gas boat is unusual because it was built so recently; by the time of its construction double endeders had lost out in favor of vessels with a flat transom to more readily accommodate outboard motors (Timothy Cochrane, personal communication, December 1986).

Immediately forward of the skiff is another version of a marine railway, two 12 foot log skids are in place underwater to facilitate reaching the boat. On the vessel's port side three iron or steel rails, similar to the ones used in the herring boat railway, are partially buried.

The pitched-roofed net house is located twenty-eight feet beyond the double ender. This structure was built at about the same time as the present fish house, in the late 1940s. The net house is constructed of vertically laid logs up to the tops of the windows and doorways (Fig. 6.15). Above that, vertically-laid flat
Fig. 6.15. View of the new house from the inner harbor. NPS photo by James Bradford.

Fig. 6.16. Artifact scatter off shore partially obscured by thick organic silt deposits. NPS photo by Toni Carroll.
boards are used. The structure is in deteriorated condition, the northwest corner has slumped off its vertical post footing and the north side of the roof has a hole in it. The northwest corner is now extending out over the water, which suggests that some erosion of the shoreline has occurred in this area. Two bed frames and several canned jars were found scattered around the net house.

Immediately in front of the existing net house are the remains of one of the two deteriorated crib docks. The dock consists of two, nearly 30 foot logs laying parallel to shore (Fig. 6.12). Both logs show evidence of rope wear, presumably from being lashed to other logs in the crib, as well as cut grooves. A number of small boulders are adjacent to the logs. Offshore the artifact scatter in the area of this dock included broken crockery, wire rope, flat boards, and tin cans. This dock serviced a former fish house torn down by Holte in the late 1940s or early 1950s (Cochrane 1983:19). Like the former net house, this structure was probably built in the early 1900s by the Johnson family. No evidence of this former structure was identified.

Two additional small buildings exist at the fishery site. A generator house is located between the present Holte residence and the fish house (Fig. 6.17). The frame and plank structure is shed roofed and in generally poor condition with the roof slipping off the supporting walls. The structure is 6 feet by 4 feet overall with the low side of the roof on the north side and the high side on the south. The second building, an outhouse, is located approximately 40 feet southwest of the Holte residence.

The third crib dock is located in the inner harbor around the point southeast of the net house (Fig. 6.12). This dock, in deteriorated condition, consists of two rock-filled cribs. One of the crib sections is adjacent to the shore, while the second section is approximately 35 feet offshore. The crib sections are 20 feet long by 4 feet 6 inches wide and 9 feet 8 inches long by 4 feet 6 inches wide, respectively. The offshore crib, completely submerged at three to four feet of water, is without walkway planks, while the near-shore crib planks are in very poor condition.

Reconnaissance of the offshore area by divers revealed, among other items, the presence of a quantity of broken crockery, tin cans, leather shoes, a wooden net float, and metal cooking utensils and a coffee pot. The artifact scatter in this area reflecting domestic activities to a greater degree than those artifacts found in the vicinity of the main dock. The artifact scatter around this dock extends, uninterrupted, approximately 30 feet beyond the end of the second crib section and 60 feet to either side of the dock.

Examination of the entire offshore area for cultural remains associated with the fishery was hampered by the presence of a thick deposit of organically-rich silt. All observed artifacts were at least partially covered by the silt and hand probing of the bottom suggested that the deposit is at least 12 inches deep (Fig. 6.18).

An earlier net house was located just east of the crib dock in the inner harbor (Fig. 6.12). This log building, probably built in the early 1900s, was demolished by Holte in the 1930s (Cochrane 1983:18). No structural remains of this building exist. The ground surface in the general vicinity of its former location is uniformly flat, with no obvious elevation changes to indicate the building’s precise location.

The small bay on the southwest side of Hopkins Harbor, locally referred to as the inner harbor, may have also provided refuge for other fisheries. During an offshore
reconnaissance of an area approximately 1/8 of a mile beyond the small deteclined crib dock the possible remains of another deck were located. A 10 inch diameter culvert, well painted into the deep sill, and a few small buildings were found in approximately 3 feet of water directly offshore. Rakestraw associates a drawing in this area with Captain Rogers "... who worked down Sturgeon Bay..." (Rakestraw 1967, 25). Conservatism and the same location was where Charlie and Alice Purdy had a residence (Cochrane 1982b). No remains of any dwellings, other than a deep pit, presently exist. No other artifacts were located offshore in the vicinity of the site (fig 8.10).

At the time of the Johnson family arrival on Wright Island (circa 1869), other fishermen had well established seasonal camps there. Some were located northeast of the present fishing, on the opposite point (fig 8.10). This area was not examined during the survey in 1987. No standing structures from this occupation presently exist on this point.

Conclusion. Wright Island has been occupied by various fishermen since the 1860s, and the present fishery location has earlier structures that date from the turn of the century. This long period of occupation presents a unique opportunity for archaeology to study changes in fishing technology that span more than 130 years of relatively continuous activity. In 1987, Carol Mares quite appropriately observed that this site may contain some of the earliest fishing operation information on the Royale, other than the American Fur Company site. Dr. Jim Cochran has stated that in addition to its long period of use, Wright Island has been one of the more successful fishing spots for many years. Small buildings have used both guns, gill nets, pole nets and even experimented with many styles. (Author's personal communication. December 1987) These operations are representative of the most significant historical fishing activities on the island. Not surprisingly, the site contains materials that reflect the dual nature of the activities occurring there, both domestic and commercial fishing. Analysis of these items can provide insights into the lives and priorities of fishermen and their families in an isolated location, and in a solitary occupation. It is recommended that the present history be added to the National Register of Historic Places.

Further research at the site may also lead to the discovery of NORTHERN BAY, a wooden schooner, reported to have been lost in Hopkins Harbor in 1835 or 1836. The vessel was built at LaPointe, Wisconsin, in 1877 and was owned by James L. Malone, assistant keeper at the Isle Royale Lighthouse. NORTHERN BAY may be one of the oldest documented vessels lost in the Siskiwiit Bay area (Holden 1974, 106).

Star Island Fishery

Historical Background and Description. Prior to the turn of the century, two Harbor attorneys, Gilbert Jolly purchased Star Island or 5 acres. Evidently feeling that his investment would no, reap the anticipated rewards, Jolly sold the island to Fritz and John E. Johnson (Stetson Johnson, Jr. 1966). The Hall brothers moved to Star Island in 1918 and set up their fishery. John and his wife, Ida, had two adopted sons, Hugo and Sigfrid, while Fritz and his wife, Ida, had two daughters and a son. The two families lived and worked together at the fishery until 1926, when Fritz and Ida's son drowned. Fritz left Star Island permanently that year, moving to Split Rock. John remained as fisherman on the island until 1936, when he
and his family moved to Duluth. Sale of the island to the National Park Service may have prompted that move.

For two years the history sat vacant. After arranging to lease the island from the Park in the spring of 1938 brothers Arnold and Milford Johnson3 moved to Star Island. When Milford and his wife, Myrtle, moved to Star Island they had two sons, Milford Jr and Frank. Over the next several years five more children were born, Kenny, Arthur, Mary, Bob and Norman. Arnold and Ola had a son Ronnie, and a daughter, Yvonne.

The brothers worked together fishing for herring, trout and whitefish. During the summer months they took sightseers for fishing and smoking. At that time sightseeing was half the price of lean trout and the market for them strong (Myrtle Johnson 1988). In the 1940s, with the boom in tourism at the various resorts, Milford and Arnold opened a small fishing and rowboat concession. It was advertised as a Complete motor launch, rowboat and guide service for guests at Rock Harbor Lodge, Belle Isle Camp, and Windigo Inn for fishing parties and trips to scenic points. . . . guide leaves boat and accompanies party as guide on hike. . . Fishing tackle is furnished for fishing trips (Johnson Brothers brochure, ca 1940).

When Milford Jr was old enough, he too took parties out trolling. Pete Edison used his boat and also took fishing parties out for the Johnson's (Milford Johnson, Jr., 1988). The fishing and resort business operated until 1949, closure of the resorts and decreasing fish catches made continuing impractical.

At points during this time Arnold fished only in the spring and fall, in the summer he worked for one of the lodges, repaired boats, and ran the concession. Milford, his son Milford Jr., and hired hand Ollie Kimburg, ran the fishery. Jeffrey for sightseers. By 1951, however, decreasing fish catches had forced Arnold Johnson into another occupation and a move to Two Harbors.

Milford and Myrtle Johnson continued to actively fish out of the Star Island location for several more years. Sometime in 1955, the Johnsons went to Crystal Cove to help Emil Anderson pull in his nets when he became ill, Myrtle relates:

I liked it, when I got over here, I said I'd like to be here. And he [Emil] kinda rode around with it [for a while], then he asked [Superintendent] Gibbs if we could move over here. And he said "yeah, any time you want to." (Myrtle Johnson 1988).

With approval from the Park and the knowledge that the Crystal Cove location would provide better fishing grounds, in 1956 Milford and Myrtle moved from Star Island following the move, Bob Janke occupied the Star Island location for the 1956 season.

The historical description of the fishery is based upon photographs, interviews, and site investigations. Almost nothing is known of the appearance of the island prior to the arrival of Fritz and John. Milford Johnson, Jr., identified foundations on the north side of the island as the remains of an old log cabin, presumably predating

---

3 Milford and Arnold Johnson are not related to Fritz and John E. Johnson. Milford and Arnold's father, Mike was not related to Fritz and John's father Ed, although they were contemporaries.
Fritz and John, and possibly belonging to the island’s former owner Gilbert Jelly (Milford Johnson Jr. 1966).

During the Fritz and John occupation, the number of buildings on the island increased dramatically, as shown by a photograph of the fishery taken in the early 1930s (Fig. 6.17). The fishery was concentrated on the southwest side of the island and several buildings, at least two docks, and a couple of activity areas, can be identified in the photograph. These include the fish house and small dock (center), an unidentified structure and small dock (right), the fish tug STAN (partially sunk in the right), net reels for drying nets (behind unidentified structure), log net house (center, behind fish house), residence (left), and other covered fish net, boat pull out, (far left), and a trash shed (far left, behind house, pull out).

In 1969, a number of the fishery buildings were photographed by the National Park Service. The fish house had changed little, with the possible exception of an addition to the roof of the fish house (Fig. 6.18). The original structure, built of split logs, is markedly different in construction from the rear portion of the building, constructed using timber lumber. Additionally, the dock had been improved and raised at least a couple of feet above the level of the lake. The pointed log net house appeared unchanged (Fig. 6.19). Arnaud Johnson’s residence (Fig. 5.23) was located on a small point east of the fish house. A present in the Fritz and John days, the building would have been in the right and just out of the photograph reproduced as Figure 6.17. The construction date of the structure is unknown, although it was there by 1949 when it was photographed by NPS personnel.

Milford and Myra Johnson’s residence (Fig. 6.21), present in the 1930s photograph behind the covered fish tug (left), was removed at least once and possibly twice, eventually taking on a “T” shape (Milford Johnson Jr. 1966). The house is on the west side of the island, approximately 60 feet behind the concentration of fishery buildings, and was immediately to the rear of the fish hill or Joan, or both. In 1940, Milford Jr. helped to build a shallow water dock on the west side of the island, in front of their residence. By 1949, a small storage shed was also present north of Milford and Myra’s residence.

During the 1940s, the fishing and rowboat concession was established on the east side of the island. New buildings are reported to have been built in this area, although a boat pull out and work area were present (Milford Johnson Jr. 1966). A gas dock, present on the north side of the island in Rock Harbor Channel, was probably used during the 1940s to service the concession’s launches and the fishery tug DOLPH TILLOTT and MARY ANN used this dock to off load gas.

On Running, a hired hand during the 1940s, cleared a small point on the northeast side of the island. According to Milford Johnson Jr., Otto used to go there “to get drunk”. The family referred to this area as Otto’s Point (Milford Johnson Jr. 1966).

When the fishery was photographed in 1957, one notable change is obvious (Fig. 6.22). Showing the dock, cabins are present behind the fish house and to the east of the net house. The boat pull out area is more clearly shown in this photo. All other buildings remain essentially unchanged.

Other features, not specifically identified through photographs or interviews, include a furnace and vegetable garden and a possible out-house, both in the southeastern half of the island. Finally, a path circumnavigated the entire island.
Fig. 6.17. Star Island fishery in the early 1930s during the John Johnson occupation (view looking north-northeast). The fish tug STANLEY is partially submerged at the far right. NPS photo by C. C. Greer.

Fig. 6.18. Rear of fish house showing addition. The original structure, built of split logs, is markedly different in construction than the rear portion using milled lumber. NPS photo by C. R. Humberger, 1949.
Fig. 6.28. The new house is constructed using simple and expedient saddle-notched logs, rather than elaborate corner notching techniques that typify traditional Scandinavian building. The use of logs, rather than milled lumber, is typical of first generation Swedish-Americans on the northshore. NPS photo by C. R. Humberger, 1949.

Fig. 6.29. Arnold and Oiga Johnson residence was located on a small point east of the fish house. Its date of construction is unknown although it was at the site by 1949 when it was photographed. NPS photo by C. R. Humberger, 1949.
Prior Research: The fishery was photographically documented in the late 1950s by various park personnel. The Park building sites contain historic photographs of the buildings and the Johnson family at the site. In the mid-1950s, the Johnson family and the fishery in Rock Harbor were reported on by Flack (1954). Rakestraw inventoried the site in 1957 and briefly discussed it in his unpublished manuscript (Rakestraw 1957:27). In 1977, participants in a submitted cultural resources workshop visited the site as part of a practical training exercise. The site and adjacent areas were surveyed for cultural remains associated with the Johnson family occupation and the fishery buildings. A base map of the site and surrounding terrain was completed (Buehler 1982). The photographic documentation of the ruins was undertaken, preliminary measurements taken and a rough sketch of the site prepared (Lomax 1982).

In 1963, Clifford Johnson, Jr. and son, Vincent visited Star Island and, during a walk and interview, discussed the fishery, its operation, and the former location of buildings and various features. In 1987, a preliminary analysis of the island's eastern and spatial distribution of features was completed (Joooby 1987).

Inferences and Data Limitations: After the departure of Johnsons and Bob Janka, who lived at the site for the 1956 season following the move of Millard and Myrtle to Crystal Cove, the National Park Service leased the fishery buildings. In June 1953, the park removed two docks; these materials and other debris were buried. Non-buried materials were buried. The site was covered with the remnants of the original buildings and soil was spread over the location to cover the site. These men with a scurry were employed for 10 days among the fishery structures. The fishery was no more, and its operation was discontinued. The National Park Service went ahead and completed a report in June 1953. Rakestraw stated that the trace of the fishery operation remained on Star Island (Rakestraw 1957:27).

Site Location: Star Island is one of the small islands in an archipelago running southeast to northeast on the southern side of Lake Superior. The chain, a natural barrier to the open lake, offers a long protected channel that allows safe refuge against high winds and storm-driven waves coming out of the southeast.

Star Island is located between Inner Island and Davidson Island on topographic maps and natural charts of the area (fig. 6). The island can be reached by entering Rock Harbor from the west, through Middle Islands Passage, and traveling in a northeastern direction passing West and East Garden Islands, Mot Island and inner island. The fishery was located on the south side of the island, and its recorded location is township 66 north, range 33 west, section 8, ST 1/4, SW 1/4 on the U.S.G.S. 15-minute topographic sheet.

Administration Status: The Star Island fishery is included in the Isle Royale National Cultural Sites Inventory as an undesignated site, number 19. It does not have a State of Michigan number, and is not included on the National Register of Historic Places.

Research Methodology: A portion of the land area of the fishery site was visually examined through a controlled transect survey and by spot checks around known building sites. The transects, spaced 4 meters apart and 2 meters wide, were concentrated on the western end of the island. The examined area was actually covered by transects is about 13 square kilometers. The remainder of the island is forested and covered by dense brush. The "spot checking" consisted of finding...
archeological features, plotting their locations, and preparing a brief description, when possible. Feature function was identified in the field.

Divers conducted 180 degree controlled circle searches from an established baseline, immediately offshore of the fishery. The baseline was run adjacent to a historic dock visible from the surface. As artifacts or features were found, depth, distance to the baseline, and description were recorded by topside tenders via handline communications. A rough inventory of the objects in the vicinity of the baseline was also completed by divers, in order to develop an impression of the variety of artifacts in the water for a portion of the site. Divers and snorkelers swam randomly across this area, simply noting objects they saw on the seafloor without making an underwater map. The area covered extended to the end of the baseline from shore (approximately 30 meters offshore) and included the lake bottom for about 15 meters on either side of the baseline. Approximate coverage below the water ranged between 600 and 900 square meters.

The fish lug STANLEY, located in the channel between Inner Hill Island and Star Island, was photographed and preliminary measurements and a sketch completed. A cursory survey of the area adjacent to the wreck site was made to determine the extent of wreckage scatter and the nature of associated debris observed. STANLEY, discussed elsewhere in this chapter, will not be addressed here except insofar as some debris from the fishery is present in the vicinity of the wreck.

Site Description: The southwestern end of Star Island still shows evidence of clearing and construction in association with fishery activities. Much of the remainder of the island remains covered by dense trees and brush.

A clearing on the northeast side, known as Ollie’s Point, is still evident. The fishing and roughwood concession area, on the east side, can still be identified. The foundations of the log cabin and the remains of the gas dock can still be found on the north side of the island. The crib from the gas dock extends approximately 20 feet offshore.

The former location of Millford and Myrtle Johnson’s residence was bulldozed and covered over with topsoil. Millford Jr.’s small dock is no longer visible from the surface. Scars along the shoreline for boat pull outs are present, and the clearing that encompassed the Johnson family residences, the fish house, net house, sleeping cabins, tool sheds, and out house is still evident. Foundations or leveled ground from many of these structures are present. Iris and lilacs still bloom in the old flower and vegetable garden.

The dock that serviced the fish house is in deteriorated condition, but cribs are still visible just off shore. Scattered artifacts extend into Lori Lane, nearly 100 feet from shore.

Site Analysis: A total of 48 features, or clusters of artifacts, were identified and mapped during the site examination. Two additional features were added following the interview with Millford Johnson, Jr., bringing the total to 50. All features and artifact clusters are identified in a base map of the site (Fig. 6.23). A combination key and table (Fig. 6.24) accompanies the base map and is a listing and brief description of all features noted, along with sizes and miscellaneous observations. One column summarizes information from Millford Johnson, Jr., during an on-site interview in 1986. Another column includes comments that link together historic photographs, interview comments, proximity of features, and feature character or
Fig. 6.25. Base map of the Star Island Region after Base Arches, 1920.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Anomaly ( of 16 in. long)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent to Joseph Johnson residence</td>
<td>Probably domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rectangular anomaly (16 x 24 in.)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent to egg net house</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Iron hole plug, 3/4 inches in diam. with 1/16 inch head</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial fishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Cleaning with plastic and wooden, 8 ft. long, and site of tiles (3 in. x 3 in.)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Bead felt containing beads, wire, glass beads, metal shells, and site of tiles (3 in. x 3 in.)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Fragments of net retainers</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Large diameter hole, 4 inch long</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Bead felt from the structure cleaned with metal (5.25 in. x 1.25 in.)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structure possibly used to treat nets with blue wire (main or east-facing slope of ridge)</td>
<td>Commercial fishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Bead felt from structure (main and tiles 4 in. long x 2 in.</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Area of disturbed ground</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Assorted glass cleaned with metal (3 in. x 2 in.)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cleaning used with concrete plug and red foundation (5 in. x 5 in.)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arnold Johnson residence</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Bead felt from structure (10 in. long x 5 in.)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(cont'd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6.24 (cont')
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Feature Description</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Functional Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Assortment of wood planking (6' x 5') by 1' thick, with round end nails, loose wire nails, brown paper, blue dye, section cut, cut, notch damaged</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td>Recycled?</td>
<td>Mixed tourism and commercial fishing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Pile of thin box fragments</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td>Behind embankment</td>
<td>Mixed domestic, commercial fishing, domestic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Assortment of metal fragments: plumbing, pipe, rubber, brown bottle fragments, date with metal fragments: stove lid, fragments of tin, metal, metal, metal, metal; code top box, bed frame, possible boat fragments; all are associated with a sail (2.5m x 1.0m) depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bottle and linear items 1.5m by 3.5m</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Cleaning containing small piles of rust, rust, ocean ridge line</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td>Bull-dozed area?</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Rectangular cut in bank edge above</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td>Associated with boat pullout</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Inverter cut in bank (erosional remnant? prehistoric site) (Fig. 32)</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td>Associated with boat pullout</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Elliptical depression (2.5m x 5m) with internal ridges and grooves. Two transverse cuts across the short axis. In the depression area: one green and one with metal strip with closely spaced tabs; women's coat (2) fragment, with green paint: box of stovetop</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td>Boat pullout and repair</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Cleaning with light damage or miscellaneous debris (1.0m x 1.2m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Deposit containing: furniture, small items, baton, green paint, paper parts</td>
<td>Area of rowboat &amp; fishing concession</td>
<td>Edge of boat pullout</td>
<td>Boat repair</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6.24. (con't).
contents, when possible. Assignment of a functional association of the object or feature with one of six general categories was attempted in the last column. The categories included: domestic, commercial fishing, rowboat and fishing concession (tourism), building or repair materials (potentially related to any of the first three categories), mixed, and unknown.

In order to simplify analysis, Figure 6.25 indicates the several activity areas discussed above and identified during the survey. Specific feature numbers are included in the text only for identification on the base map and key.

Rowboat and Fishing Concession. Located in a clearing on the east side of the island, it is approximately 20 by 20 meters (feature 31). The area includes: a large boat pullout (feature 34) that contains skids or slides and steel cable, two roughly rectangular cuts in the bank that may be where boats were beached, as opposed to pulled from the water (features 37 and 38); an elongate man-made ridge (feature 30); and an assortment of trash or debris including metal sheathing fragments, wood, beer bottle fragments, stove lid, firebrick, foundation stones, soda can, boat fragments, and a ring washer with roller. All of the debris is in a small depression.

Both Arnold and Milford Johnson, Sr. maintained and ran boats for their small business. The debris associated with this area not surprisingly, reflects this activity. The steel cable is located where it may have been used with a winch for hauling concession boats. Building materials are limited to scraps of wood, firebrick, and foundation stones. The small depression near these items is probably a dump. The only items present that are anomalous to boat maintenance and possibly related to tourism, or to Olli Running, are the beer and soda bottles and Copenhagen snuff tins. Their identified absence elsewhere suggests that, if this debris is from tourist excursions and was not simply dumped into the lake, it was deposited near the southeast side of the area.

Also present at the periphery of the site are the remains of several fish boxes (feature 29). These may have been used to hold the catches of the vacationers who took advantage of the Johnson Brothers' business.

Olli's Point. This is a cleared area (feature 35) with a light scatter of unidentified artifacts on the island's northeast point. With nothing further known about Olli Running, it is difficult to observe much about activities. Based upon Milford Johnson, Jr.'s remarks that this location was used by Olli as a place to get drunk, liquor bottles, either on land or offshore should be present.

Old Log Cabin. The 4 by 7 meter foundations (feature 39) are the only evidence of the former cabin. No artifacts were noted in this immediate area. According to Milford Jr., the cabin was either never finished or already deteriorating by the time of their move to the island in 1938.

Gas Storage Dock. The remains of an L-shaped dock (feature 49) consisting of rock-filled cribs was identified in 1986 by Milford Jr. and later visually examined by Submerged Cultural Resources Unit personnel. The narrow shelf on the north side of the island provided an excellent location for a deep water dock, and cribs were found offshore approximately 30 to 40 feet in 10 to 15 feet of water. Miscellaneous, unidentified artifacts, were observed in this location. Based upon the artifacts observed around other cribs at this location, and the proximity of this dock to the rowboat and fishing concession, it can be hypothesized that the artifacts in
Fig. 6.29. Spatial distribution of activity areas on Star Island. Drawing by Tim Carroll.
this area should reflect commercial fishing and some tourism. A small pit with a
paint can (feature 38) may be a trash dump and an assortment of pipe, iron rods,
spikes, and notched timbers (feature 7) may be either building materials for or
salvaged materials from a crib dock

**Milford and Myrtle Johnson Residence.** This general area is more complex
and includes a mixture of fishery and domestic features. The Milford Johnson
residence, the fishery buildings, and the Arnold Johnson residence are built together
in a 30 by 40 meter clearing (feature 48). For purposes of this discussion however,
it is separated from the fishery buildings and the Arnold Johnson residence simply
on the basis of domestic use.

The major focus of this area is the residence of Milford Johnson, Sr. and his wife,
Myrtle (feature 45 on base map, Figure 6.23). The scar observed on site and shown
on the base map is rectangular in shape. But Milford Jr. states that the house was
T shaped. This area was bulldozed by the National Park Service and covered over
with top soil, effectively removing foundations. Adjacent to the house is a deposit
of mixed fishing and domestic debris including net sinkers, wire nails, burned bone
and burned glass (feature 19). A second debris area is just south of the house and
includes bits of wood and wire nails a concrete pad or block, iron fragments, heated
glass and a bed fitting (features 11, 12, 13). A mound of 18" logs is in the same
area (feature 14). East of the residence is a 1 meter by 1 meter area that is the
possible location of an outhouse (feature 6).

Immediately west of the residence Milford Jr. identified the location of a small
shallow water dock, built in 1940 (feature 50). This dock, used for non fishery
activities, is no longer visible from the surface, and no underwater reconnaissance
was made in this area.

Simply identified as a "storage shed" in National Park Service photographs (feature
41), remains of this small structure are northwest of the Milford Johnson, Sr.
residence. Milford Jr. identified this as a former net house area, however the 1949
photograph of the structure does not support this. In addition, the items found in
association with this feature, cut timber, rudder skeg with propeller shaft support,
tongue and groove wood slats, and iron rods, support a storage area identification.
The presence of the rudder skeg suggests this may have been a mixed domestic
and commercial fishing storage area.

A flower and vegetable garden (feature 22) is removed from the main residence
area, but should be included with it; its obvious use to domestic use precludes its
inclusion with the main fishery area.

**Fishery Buildings.** This area contains the fish house, net house, dock
sleeping cabins, the residence of Arnold and Olga Johnson, and the offshore dock
remains. It is the most complex area, both in terms of the number of features and
the scope of identified submerged resources.

The fish house and log net house locations (features 4, 2) are identifiable by a cut
into the edge of the bank and foundations. East of the net house, and behind the
former fish house location, two poured cement pads are the remains of the sleeping
cabin (feature 3). Behind the sleeping cabins is a clearing containing plastic and
wooden floats (feature 17). Nearby are bits of rope, fragments of net reels, a
peaked roof structure with a heavy cast iron pot filled with "tar" residue and a
section of pipe (features 19, 20, 21). These are obviously related to the repair and
drying of nets.

All that remains of the Arnold Johnson residence is a cleared area with a concrete
block and rock foundation (feature 25). Nearby is a debris deposit containing glass,
wood, a wheel frame, plastic scraps, ceramics, window glass, fragments of a wood
vessel and a lead sinker. With the exception of the lead sinker, all of the remains are
obviously related to domestic activities. Another debris area is further east from
the house and contains an assortment of wood planking, round wire nails, brown
paint cans, a section of stove pipe, and coming paper. These items are probably of
mixed use.

Two boat pullout areas exist, one just to the east of Arnold Johnson's residence
(feature 26) and the second west of the main dock (feature 24). Milford Johnson Jr.
also identified the second pullout area as one containing a roof shed. This shed is
visible in photographs of the site (Fig. 6.17).

The remains of the dock consist of dock footings on shore (feature 1) and
wood-filled pilings offshore (features 43, 44). Artifacts found in association with the
dock included broken ceramics, white can, enameled cookware, bottles, and jars, key
sailboat 2 barrels, barrel hoops, engine parts, boat battery, fishing lure, rolled
tabacco, and an unidentified piece of wood. Not surprisingly, these items reflect
domestic, commercial fishing, and building activities.

NPS Impact. This is an area of disturbed ground (feature 23) that was
previously impacted by National Park Service efforts to "clean up" Star Island in 1965.

STARFISH. The wreck site is linked to Star Island by a light scatter of trash
and debris. Artifacts in this vicinity of the wreck are a mixture of remains that can
be associated with domestic, commercial fishing, and building debris. It is known
that the vessel was abandoned at the edge of the dock by 1936. When asked about
the loss of STARFISH, Milford Johnson Jr. speculates that it was a proposed scuttle
by John T. Johnson just to "clean up" before abandoning the fishery (Milford
Johnson Jr. 1936). The scattered materials found in the vicinity of the wreck could
have been inside the vessel at one time or been randomly thrown into the channel
by the various Johnson families. Rocks and a water tank were observed inside the
wreck.

Cultural Uses: The Johnson fishery at Star Island contains a diverse assemblage of
artefactual remains both on land and underwater. The site, occupied continuously
for more than 40 years, spanned the period from sail to gas propulsion of fishing
vessels and even included an involvement in the tourist industry on Isle Royale.
Remains reflect this diversity and additional identification of functional classes of
artefacts located during the terrestrial survey may be useful as a reference tool for
investigations of other fisheries. This site should be added to the State of Michigan
cultural site inventory.

Mining and Other Site and Docks

Historical Background and Description. The Detroit based Mining Mining Company
was organized in December 1874. This company was one of three organized at the
same time by the same backers. The other two companies, the Cove Land Company
and the Anient Land Company, appear to have been involved only in the holding of
land for the actual mining arm, the Mining Mining Company. The officers and
backers of the companies included S. G. Wright, John Belknap, C. M. Garrison, Charles Root, George W. Gilbert, T. B. Wayne, and Oran Walker, the well-known distiller (Swinford 1876:62).

At the time the Minong Mining Company, and its sister companies, were organized, nearly all of the land on Isle Royale was owned by the North American Mineral Land Company. Renewed interest in copper mining and better prices prompted the mining company backers to purchase 1,455 acres from North American in 1874. A year later they obtained title to an additional 1,190 acres. By 1875 the Minong Mining Company had title to all of the land in sections 22, 23, 26, 27, 34, and 35 (township 56 north), plus much of the remaining lands west to Todd Harbor (Swinford 1876:61).

The lands purchased were described as being

... traversed by heavy metallicous belts and transverse veins, carrying copper, elevated one hundred and fifty feet above the lake, and distant but an average of half a mile from the cove. The exploration of the company was induced by the discovery of a very large amount of ancient mine work, which had been done at some remote period in the past the date of which was antecedent to the traditions of the Indians, and by a race who worked only with stone hammers and fire (Swinford 1876:62).

When the area was explored by mining engineers and geologists prior to setting up the mining operations in McLaughlin Cove, a large mass of copper was found in an open pit that had been worked by the prehistoric Indian population. Swinford estimated its weight at 5,700 pounds and described it as showing signs of “ancient hammer marks.” (1876:62)

Mining operations began in June, 1875, and were, by all accounts, immediately profitable. They have worked from that time [June] to the middle of November a daily average of forty men and have shipped to Detroit 64,287 pounds of mass and barrel copper, and adding to this the 5,700 pound mass, spoken of above, which came from the same open cut, they have 66,007 pounds, producing 88 percent ingot, leaving at the mine over three hundred tons of very rich stamp rock (Swinford 1873:62).

When Emmett Hoyt Scott arrived at the mine in 1876 the operation had expanded considerably. I visited the location again a year later, and Mr. Davis had continued his work in the ancient workings and had probably worked over two acres and had deepened it in several places (Scott ca. 1874:164).

The mining operation was successful for a few years; however, by the late 1870s production began to fall off. The quality of stamp rock being produced was yielding only 1-2% percent copper. This was too low a percentage to be mined, stamped and transported profitably. A reference to Isle Royale's prehistoric mines was found in a contemporary newspaper account, “the ancients got the juice and left us moderns little but the acid end to nibble at.” (Onionagon Herald 1879).

Jacob Houghton, the well-known Michigan geologist, later remarked in a letter that the:
mining work from the Minong Mine was of the very worst. The incline which was sunk in 1865 ran off the Hiawatha road and was built to gathering of ingot copper was produced. Something over 300 hundred tons
residents (Juls 1865). Two shafts were worked. Formal operations at the settlement
the iron mine was leased to John F. Johns from 1861 to 1863 (Juls 1865). Finally, the
was shut down completely.

The first year of activity at the mining settlement required consider-able preparation
and building in the immediate area. T.W. Elia, the manager, had to construct
buildings for the mine offices, the construction of an ore dock, a store on the railroad
so that the ore dock and other buildings were built at the mouth of
McGee Cove so that lake schooners could take on the ore on the railroad
to actually enter the harbor. The construction of a store, office, boarding
houses and barracks to accommodate 70 men with their families
was then transported to the settlement via small boat.

A visitor to the location the following year later wrote:

The new operation that first year included building a wagon road from
the shore to the mines, the construction of an ore dock, a store on the railroad
so that the ore dock and other buildings were built at the mouth of
McGee Cove so that lake schooners could take on the ore on the railroad
to actually enter the harbor. The construction of a store, office, boarding
houses and barracks to accommodate 70 men with their families
was then transported to the settlement via small boat.

In addition, a blacksmith shop was built near the mine shafts and a dam was
constructed on a tributary of Chickenbone Creek. The pond created by the dam
was used as a source of water for the steam-powered stamp mill.

Prior research: Among the earliest references to the Minong Mining operations
are the Michigan Resources, issued by the U.S. Government in 1866. Unpublished
references include Michigan's Mining Records, written between 1915 and 1924, and an
untitled article in the

Minonk Gazette, 1906.

Rakestraw visited the site in 1964, and reported his findings in an unpublished
manuscript in 1965, and again in 1967. He stated at the time of his visit to the
town site of Cove, that there were no signs of previous habitation (1967).
the operation of the mine were located (McLucas 1976:3). McLucas was unable to locate any physical remains of the town at the ore dock found by Bakestraw.

The entrance to McGargoe Cove was examined by Park Ranger Ken Vrana on several occasions between 1982 and 1984. In 1984, Vrana and park volunteer Scott McWilliam conducted underwater reconnaissance surveys in the area adjacent to the present National Park Service dock.

Intrusions and Data Limitations: Edgar Johns reported that a few years after the site was abandoned by his father and his associates in 1889, there was a forest fire that burned the area of the town, the cemetery, and much of the surrounding wooded land (Johns 1965). The only building reported to have escaped was the blacksmith shop. The McGargoe Cove area was not affected by the 1889 burn, which destroyed nearly 1/3 of the forested land on the island.

The present NPS dock was installed in 1957. Dredging operations accompanied these activities and damage to the general landing area occurred. Since that date prop wash from boats arriving and departing from the McGargoe Cove campground has caused surficial erosion of the soft silty bottom, impacting cultural deposits associated with this area. Further damage to the area occurred in 1983 when the area was again dredged.

In 1984, Oshkosh Public Museum divers examined a portion of the mouth of McGargoe Cove. They discovered, and later as private individuals, retrieved a “land anchor” iron folding stock anchor approximately 4 feet in height circa early 1800s. The anchor was donated to the Oshkosh Public Museum. These divers also collected a variety of historic artifacts from around Birch Island, possibly from the Captain Francis Fishery site (Robert Hruska, personal communication, November 1986). An unsuccessful effort was made by the National Park Service to have the artifacts returned to the park.

Site Location: McGargoe Cove is located on the northeastern side of Isle Royale (Fig. E’). The entrance in the cove can be reached by traveling from the northeast end of Todd Harbor, passing Hawk Island, a distance of approximately 2 miles, or by traveling southwest through Amygdaloid Channel, approximately 2 miles beyond the National Park Service Ranger Station. Todd Harbor, Hawk Island, Amygdaloid Channel, and McGargoe Cove are all geographic place names that are clearly marked on both USGS topographic maps and NOAA nautical charts.

McGargoe Cove is a narrow inlet approximately 2 miles long that is, on average, 300 yards wide. The site of the town of Cove, the Minong Mine features, and the present NPS campground and dock are all located at the southwestern end of the inlet.

Administrative Status: Minong Mine and all of its associated features are included in the Isle Royale Cultural Sites Inventory and are recorded by the State of Michigan as site number 201R74. The historic town site, called Cove, and the ore dock associated with the town are included in the Minong Mine Historic District, nominated to the National Register of Historic Places in May, 1976. A wharf located at the mouth of McGargoe Cove, referred to as the Minong Mine wharf, is included only in the Park’s Interim Cultural Sites Inventory as an undesignated site, number U-3 (Maass 1984).
Research Methodology: The McCargoe Cove area was dwarfed intermittently by US Ranger San Ysmaa. A "record of dive" form was filled out by Brana, on whom accompanying him, following each dive. This form detailed the dive plan, underwater conditions, purpose of the dive, and any cultural or natural features encountered.

Site Description: The Minong Mine National Register Historic District encompasses 2/5 acres and includes all of the known prehistoric and historic open pits and vertical mine shafts associated with prehistoric and historic mining in the Minong Mine area. The nomination includes a complete description of all of the known features, as they existed in 1976. The condition of the various features, except for natural deterioration, has changed little since that time. That description is paraphrased below and accompanies Figure 6.26, a generalized site map.

The district is composed of a large area of open pits, several vertical mine shafts, piles of rock tailings, a former wagon road, the ruins of a log farm, stamp mill and blacksmith shop, and the ruins of a small village settlement [Cove], (the mouth from) a log railroad [Figure 6.27], and ore dock, and several horizontal shafts, all dating from the decade between 1875 and 1884.

A wooden National Park Service marker identifies the former wagon road which travels 0.8 mile to the copper mine site. Approximately 500 feet north and parallel to the wagon road is the Minong Ridge, the site of prehistoric Indian pits. The dirt wagon road terminates at a large (approximately 6 acres) area of rock tailings and mine pits. About 500 feet west are several vertical shafts... with no cribbing remaining. Also within this area are the scattered remains of ore cars and the ruins of the former blacksmith shop.

The blacksmith shop... is a double dovetailed pine log construction. It is approximately 18 feet across its west elevation and 2 feet deep. A portion of each wall remains... and a foundation of a large, rectangular shape is still present.

Along the tributary of Chickenbone Creek, approximately halfway between the mining site and McCargoe Cove, is a former log dam. Built in the 1870s, the dam is constructed of both full- and half-length logs and some lap-jointed log sections. Until the spring of 1974 when a beaver dam built on top of it caused... it to break, the dam remained almost intact.

Approximately 750 feet east of the log dam are the ruins of the foundation of a steam-powered stamp mill... across from the stamp mill is a large area of bare ground. It is possible that this is the site of horse stables...

At McCargoe Cove, approximately 200 feet south of the precipice National Park Service dock, Buckshaw located the remains of an ore dock, which were not visible in 1976... There are no visible ruins of the settlement, which consisted of a warehouse, office building, store, and numerous dwellings; (Nelson 1974).

The large wharf at the mouth of McCargoe Cove is not included in the boundary of the historic district.
Fig. 6.26. Generalized site map of Minong Mine operation. Drawing by Toni Carroll.
Fig. 6.27. The cog railroad bed is still clearly evident at the Mining Man site. NPS photo.

Fig. 5.28. Location of historic wharf and warehouse built in 1870 at the mouth of McCargo's Cove. Drawing by Toni Caraco.
Site Analysis. The most prominent features inside the mouth of McGargo Cove, and one that has been recorded by the park as an undesignated site, are the remains of a large wharf (Fig. 5.28). The wharf, along with a large warehouse, were built in connection with the Minong mining operations in 1875. Photographed by F. W. Childs, the wharf was readily apparent and still partially planked over in 1937. While it is impossible to determine whether this was original planking, or a later repair job done by local fishermen, the materials used for the job were quite surprising, old freighter hatch covers (Fig. 5.29).

The cribs associated with this wharf were still protruding above the surface of the water as recently as the 1950s (Fig. 6.30). The cribs for the wharf are about 30 to 40 feet off shore, and each crib is approximately 12 feet square. The original size of the wharf was probably close to 60 feet wide and extended 40 feet from the shoreline to the deepwater side. When Meass recorded this site in March, 1884, he noted that while the cribs no longer broke the surface, they were still visible.

Rakestraw reported that the Oshkosh Public Museum divers found a cargo of machinery in the narrow entrance to the bay in 1964 (1967a:45). On three separate occasions between 1983 and 1984 Park Ranger Ken Vrana, accompanied by another NPS diver, conducted reconnaissance surveys at the mouth of McGargo Cove; the purpose of these dives was maintenance-related. Vrana observed some of the same materials reported to by the Oshkosh divers 20 years earlier. Iron machinery, pieces of wheels, broken chins or other utility ware, plus a hedge anchor dating from the period of the mine are present (Vrana 1983). There was no evidence to suggest that the remains represented a cargo of machinery, rather they may have been discards or, in the case of the wheels, used to attach markers to indicate reefs in the entrance.

Investigation of the area offshore from the historic town site revealed the presence of two previously unrecorded docks (Fig. 6.31). The larger of the two docks, 30 to 35 feet in length, runs parallel to the shoreline and was constructed of rock filled cribs 8 to 10 feet on a side. The timbers used in the construction of the cribs are fastened by wooden dowels, both round and square spikes and large steel drifts. The deepwater side of the cribs are approximately 20 feet from the shore in 10 feet of water (McWilliam 1984).

This dock was probably the utility dock used by the town for loading and unloading passengers and miscellaneous freight. Scott (1921:69) refers to a dock “of sufficiently large size” at the town site; the dock described by McWilliam is probably the dock that Scott mentioned. The presence of a historic dock in the location of the present NPS dock has been confirmed by Bob Janks. The long time maintenance worker at the Park observed the remains of a dock in 1954, prior to the 1957–58 construction of the present NPS dock (Janks personal communication, March 1967).

A second, smaller dock was found just north of the utility dock. Located in water that is not deep enough to accommodate any but very shallow draft craft, it may have been a secondary docking site. Cribs, constructed of dove-tailed logs pinned by spikes similar to the utility dock, are in deteriorated condition.

The town of Cove consisted of at least a warehouse, store, boarding house, office and more than a dozen log cabins, was reported to have burned sometime between 1880 and 1891 (Rakestraw 1967a:45). During Rakestraw’s reconnaissance in 1967
Fig. 6.20. Old freighter hatches were used in either the construction or repair of the Minong Mine wharf at the mouth of the cove. NPS photo by F. W. Childs, 1937.

Fig. 6.30. The cribs associated with the wharf were still protruding above the water in the 1950s. NPS photo.
and later during the survey by McIlvick in 1975, no remains of foundations from the town were located. In 1984, McWilliam and Venni discovered several foundations on shore in the same area as the docks. Two structure foundations, 14 feet by 20 feet and 20 feet by 20 feet were documented in a sketch map.

The one dock that Rakestraw reported in 1957 was being 200 feet south of the present NPS dock was not relocated by McIlvick in 1975, nor were the remains of a dock in that location found by Venni and McWilliam. The reported location of the one dock may be erroneous as McWilliam and Venni found the remains of an early dock just a few feet northeast of the present NPS dock. The prop wash from the west of the large ferry VOYAGER I have created a natural jetty at adjacent to the present dock. In that "lagoon", McWilliam and Venni found down-sloped timbers and punks (McWilliam 1994). When the present NPS dock was constructed in 1967, the dredging and site preparation activities destroyed much of the old ore dock. The silt from Chincoteague Creek fans outward from its mouth, creating a sand deposit in order to create and maintain sufficient water depth around the present NPS dock. Removal of the silt buildup was necessary. Despite dredging in 1957 and again in 1973, a wide variety of historic materials associated with the mine remain in the very silt bottom.

Conclusion: The area at the mouth of McCargoes Cove would benefit from additional research regarding the "ruins" reported by Rakestraw. Were the wheels simply anchors for axles to guide schooners or steamers into the mouth of the cove and to the mine shaft, or were they as Rakestraw suggests, part of a test shipment of machinery? The crib located just inside the bay, presently used by the park as U.S. 3, should be documented and added to the existing McCargoes Mine Historic District.

The crib located just offshore of the town site, possibly referred to by Scull, should be investigated. The nature of the settlement would have required the construction of both a ferry and an ore dock. The presence of the crib reinforces the need to expand examination of cultural sites to include offshore components. In this case, the remains of the structure foundations for the town were discovered only after divers located the crib.

The known foundations from the town site should be documented and a thorough survey conducted for additional structural remains. Presently the trail from the campground to the lake passes directly through the foundations of the early building; removing traffic as a second, currently unmaintained scenic lakeshore trail in front of both buildings, is recommended to reduce further impacts to this site.

The remains of the old ore dock along with the area surrounding the present NPS dock should be documented. Dredging in this location should be prohibited until the site is investigated. Impacts from the prop wash from VOYAGER I will have to be reduced as much as possible. Limiting the amount of time the prop is actually turning while the vessel is at the dock is one alternative.

As of the offshore remains and the associated docks at the southwestern end of the cove are presently located within the McCargoes Mine Historic District. Further, the underwater components of this site are closed to all diving activities.

The lake portion of the McCargoes Mine Historic District is clearly significant, based upon National Register of Historic Places criteria. What is not as clear is that the underwater areas associated with this district are equally significant. The mining operation was established at the location of prehistoric copper mines. The
possibility of remains, from the prehistoric period through the late 1880s, could prove to be among the most significant to be found on the Island. Their scope potentially includes prehistoric pottery and hammerstones, late Nineteenth Century mining equipment and tools, as well as the "refuse" from the town of Cove. The majority of the discards found offshore are from a population of 300 men, women, and children, whose lives revolved around mining and survival in a wilderness frontier. Those remains can provide us insights into a lifestyle and an era that would not otherwise be available through examination of similar land sites. The historic district is a strong candidate for the development of an interpretive brochure to guide interested visitors.

Island Mine Town Site, Powder House, and Wharf

Historical Background and Description: In the early 1870s, the North American Mineral Land Company sponsored several copper explorations to Isle Royale. Samuel W. Hill, an experienced surveyor, was hired by the company to examine high probability areas and report his findings. As a result of his discovery of prehistoric Indian pits and copper bearing rock near Siskiwit Bay, the company set up an operation in that vicinity. This company may have been backed by Quincy Mining Company capital, because the president of Quincy Mining served as both as secretary and treasurer of the subsidiary of American Mineral Land Corporation, the Island Mining Company (Daily Mining Gazette 1870).

The new operations on Isle Royale evoked a great deal of interest in the region, as evidenced by a newspaper account at that time:

[Headline] Explorations for copper will be conducted on Isle Royale. Island and strong financial backing is assured — Concern has just been incorporated and papers have been filed in Lansing.

Of great interest to Keweenaw County residents is the news from Lansing, which says that the Island Copper Company [sic], a $1,000,000 corporation, has filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of the State of Michigan. The offices of the company are at Houghton and Duluth, and its operations will be confined to Houghton and Keweenaw Counties, Michigan. ... The company is capitalized at $1,000,000 divided into 40,000 shares at $25 each. ... It is believed that the majority of the incorporators are temporary directors. When the organization of the company is perfected, the real backers of the enterprise will come out (Keweenaw Miner, March 19, 1872).

In the fall of 1873, a town was laid out by the Island Mining Company, and work began in earnest for the construction of roads, dwellings, shops, a warehouse, powder house, stamp mill, trainway, sawmill, and a large wharf. It was reported that nearly half of the annual production of the Ashland, Wisconsin lumber mills, approximately 400,000 board feet of lumber, was purchased by the Island Mining Company and taken to Isle Royale for the ambitious construction project (Rakestraw 1987a:40).

Glen Merritt recounts how his father, Alf Merritt, was involved in the construction of roads and exploration for copper around the island at this time:

... the next time [my father] went to Isle Royale was in 1873, when he had taken the contract to build about two miles of road from the head of Siskiwit Bay up to what was known as the Island Copper Mine. This took him almost all snowfall ... to complete as much as they
could not . I think it was right around Thanksgiving time when they decided they'd have to get out of there . They couldn't complete the road so they had to leave in 1873, that fall, and sail back to Duluth in a Mackinaw boat with his eleven men. Then he came back the next year, in 1874, to complete his road so they could haul the machinery up to the location or claim where they were going to prospect for copper.

After he completed the road, he stayed that summer and worked with Captain Samuel W. Hill, who was famous for his name because he was probably one of the most famous men that ever stopped on the island. They put down test pits in various places around the island that summer looking for copper (Muir 1968).

In the spring of 1874, a letter was received in the Portage Lake Mining Gazette, a small local newspaper, from two Island Mine residents:

...Our people are all well and in good spirits. There has not been a single case of sickness, nor any injury at the mine. Four men met with an accident while quarrelling rock at the dock last fall, but they are all out now. Everybody seems to be contented, and there was not a single case of sickness during the month of November. This is not bad for a population of 150 people. Yours truly, Pick and Gaff (Bakken 1965:13).

In addition to the summer explorations in 1874, the winter of 1874-75 was devoted to intensive prospecting for veins of copper (Christian 1932:16).

The mine flourished for a few years under Island Mining Company proprietorship. Three shafts were eventually laid down going to depths of 200, 150, and 50 feet, respectively. Overall, the mining operation was the second largest producer of copper on the island. Between 1874 and 1876 the claim produced 713,742 pounds of refined copper (Butler and Bilcomb 1929).

In 1874, at the same time that the Island Copper Company was going up for production at Isle Royale, the copper mining industry was weakening. The price of copper began to steadily decline. In 1876, a fire destroyed much of the shanty, above the water line, and swept up the road toward the settlement. Sarah Christian, the young wife of the mine superintendent reported on the extent of the fire in a privately published reminiscence of her life at the mine during 1874 and 1875:

...While we were at service in our little church, one of the men came in, and said, "the dock is on fire and every man here is asked to go to the rescue." All with one accord responded. ...When we arrived, what an appalling sight we found. Men black with smoke and sweat, eyes bloodshot, breath coming in gasps. It was awful. ...All of our officials were there directing, working by the side of the men. They were fighting to keep the flames away from the powder magazine. ...The men in command, realizing this was to be a big fight of indefinite length, organized the men into shifts, and sent home for a few hours of rest, sleep, and food those who were most exhausted.

It was two days and nights of hardship and terror ... for the men who had to make the physical effort to fight the fire and hope against hope they might stop its further progress. ...The only road out was at the wheel and the fire was racing up the road through the woods right
toward our Location. The only other way out was a trail to the
north, a mere footpath winding through the pure forest...

By this time the roar of the fire was warning us of its nearness and
blazing embers blown by the wind fell on our tents and in our
woodpiles. Small boys helped ... keep the roofs cleared and pulled
[the embers] off the woodpile all over the Location. ... We knew we
must very soon start out of our march into the woods or the flames
would overtake us ... This was Tuesday afternoon ... then the only
thing that could save us came ... rain ... The rain came down in
torrents and lasted all through the night and the next day, and ended
a menace of fire (Christian 1932:36-41).

The combination of the fire, the downward trend in copper prices, and declining
quality of copper being mined from the settlement, resulted in a loss of confidence
by investors in the mine. The Portage Lake Mining Gazette reported that all work at
the mine had ceased as of September 23, 1875. The Island Mining Company
canceled contracts for supplies, materials, machinery, and even offered their tug,
MAYHEM, for sale (Hakosstraw 1865:14).

Ironically, a legislative act creating the new county of Isle Royale, with the town site
at Island Mines being the county seat, was enacted on March 4, 1875, just 9 months
before the company ceased operations (Duskin 1946:689).

The following year, 1876, the mine was leased to the Island Tribute Company who
set up a small stamp mill. This company stamped rock that had already been mined
and did not engage in further excavation. This operation was short-lived and was
also put out of business as a result of a fire. In 1879 all operations at Island Mine
ended.

While little or no physical remains exist at the town site, both Sarah Christian and
Kate Eliza Knowles-Conary have provided first-hand information about the site.
[Our house was a stone and a half frame house. It had along with
the boarding house, the distinction of being the only frame house on
the mine, though I had rather hoped for a log house. ... The company
store was very abundantly stocked with all in the way of salt meats,
fish, and such canned vegetables as were available so many years
ago. [In addition beef] was hung in a cold shed.

We had a little building used for school weekdays and for worship on
Sundays, and for the midweek prayer meeting ... [and the doctor's
abode was in rooms back of his office, which was a comfortable log
cabin (Christian 1932:6-17).

At the foot of the hill was what was called "officer's row." ... Then
there was another row nearer the mine called "miner's row." The little
houses were there. ... There was a little school with about 25 children
attending. ... [Once] there was a big explosion at the mine. And in
this little community these men were laid to rest. A picket fence was
made around the little plot. ... There might have been about six or
seven men killed. ... When we left Chicago, we came over on the
MAGUIRE. We were nine days on the Great Lakes. ... It was a big
one [whale] at Siskiwit Bay (Conary 1939).
The historic description of both the powder house and town is conjectural and is based upon information gathered in 1872 during examination of the site. The powder house is constructed of locally available sandstone. The dimensions of the structure were approximately 40 feet 6 inches by 20 feet 8 inches and the walls stood at least 12 feet eight. It has only one door, on the north side, which is 3 feet wide and 6 feet 6 inches high, made of cast iron. No physical remains at the site could be absolutely attributed to the town.

The large wharf below the town was laid out in the shape of an "T" and was between 60 and 700 feet in length, on the long side, and is 155 m in length on the short side of the "T." The width of the wharf varied from 36 feet on the long side to 33 feet on the short side. None of the examiners reached the surface of the water, so it is not clear how high the wharf was. It is estimated that it stood at least 14 feet high, at its highest point. The present-day water depth is 14 feet; however, lower lake levels in the past probably allowed the wharf to be higher than this.

Price Research: The earliest published reference to Island White is Alfred C. Vinyer's Geological Survey of Isle Royale (1885). Other references include Sarah Ann Christian's published narrative of her life at the mining settlement during the years 1874 - 1876 (Christian 1937). Mrs. Kate Iva Knowles, a childhood resident at the mine, was interviewed in 1889 by a Daily New Orleans staff reporter: a short article appeared in June of that year on the reminiscences about the town and the mine. Both Fox (1911) and Drury (1982a and 1984a) researched the mining operations, while Halsey focused on the development of the Island Copper Mining Company (1985a).

The site was visited by Rakestraw in 1964 as part of the background documentation for the historical mine map of Isle Royale. At that time he examined the powder house on Stoner Point, the mine, its directly associated machinery, and features including the camp mill, the tailing, and the narrows. Rakestraw followed up on the 1964 work at Beard Mine in 1966 when he examined and briefly reported on the town site, cemetery, and historic wharf (Rakestraw 1967a: 83).

The site was visited again in 1975 by archaeologists from the National Park Service and West Archeological Center who recorded the mine, town site, and cemetery for the State of Michigan archeological survey.

In 1984 Isle Royale National Park resource specialist Carol Weare, park ranger Kevin Wasen and Craig Andell, and Smithsonian Cultural Resources anthropology agent Tom Carroll, visited the site in order to document the historic wharf and examine the offshore area for additional cultural resources.

Intrusions and Data Limitations: The powder house and town are surrounded by the 1874 fire line that swept through the mine. This fire, which began below the town, eventually destroyed much of the town above the water line. Contemporary reports of the fire indicate that it was confined to the wharf and the area from the wharf up the road toward the town (Christian 1939: 32). A second fire at the same mill in 1879 is believed to have originated in the town.

Rakestraw reports the building remains from the town were visible until the early 1930s. Civilian Conservation Corps veterans told Rakestraw that they were still able to "trace out the streets" in the 1930s and contemporary photographs of the National Park Service files show the remains of buildings (Rakestraw 1967a: 41). It is also reported that much of the structural lumber from the town was removed
during the 1920s and 1930s by local fishermen, a common practice on Isle Royale (Rakoski 1967a:41).

The 1936 fire, which destroyed nearly one third of the island, may have also swept through the area of the town. Reports of the exact path of the fire are confusing. If the fire did come through this area the resulting destruction, when combined with the removal of lumber by fishermen, would have effectively eliminated most of the surface structural remains of the town.

Site Location: Island Mine and its associated features are located in the northwest corner of Siskiwit Bay (Fig. 6.1). The powder house can be reached by traveling in a westerly direction from Point Houghton toward Senter Point, a geographic place name clearly marked on USGS 15 minute topographic maps and NOAA nautical charts. The powder house is on the northeast corner of the point and is recorded as being within Township 64 North, Range 37 West, Section 34, NW 1/4, SW 1/4 (Fig. 6.32).

A small cove, locally known as Carmelian Beach, separates the location of the powder house from the mine, town site, cemetery, and wharf. These latter features can be reached by traveling northwesterly across the bay from Senter Point, a distance of approximately 1 mile. The mine is recorded in Section 29, N 1/2, NW 1/4, NE 1/4, and the cemetery is recorded in Section 78, S 1/2, SW 1/4, NW 1/4. The town site is recorded as being within T64N, R37W, Section 27, S 1/2, SE 1/4, NW 1/4. The historic wharf is clearly visible just beneath the surface of the water below the town site. The town site can be reached by walking up a well-defined road, a distance of approximately 350 feet, to a broad flat terrace.

Administrative Status: Several of the cultural features associated with the operation of Island Mine have been identified and recorded by the Park and the State of Michigan. Island Mine, the town site, and the cemetery are all included on the Isle Royale Cultural Sites Inventory. They are also recorded as archeological sites numbered 20IR11, 20IR88, and 20IR12, respectively. The powder house at Senter Point is listed as U-42 on a park maintainable list of undesignated sites (Maass 1984). The historic wharf associated with the town is not specifically included in the archeological survey form, nor is it included on the classified structure field survey or historic structure work sheet; the latter two are internal park documents (Celtar 1975). None of the sites are included on the National Register of Historic Places.

Research Methodology: NPS divers examined an 80 foot wide corridor, down to a water depth of 10 feet, immediately offshore of Senter Point. Coverage extended from the extreme northwest side of the point, around the tip, to the southwest side.

A diver survey was also conducted immediately offshore of, and directly adjacent to, the historic wharf below the town site. The shape of the wharf determined the area of diver coverage that extended out 15 feet beyond the extant remains and down to a water depth of nearly 20 feet.

Site Description: The remains of the Island Mine powder house are on a small peninsula, surrounded by a dense undergrowth of shrubs and small trees (Fig. 6.33). The sandstone structure covers approximately 640 square feet and is the only building at the site. No other features or artifacts were found on shore.
Fig. 6.32. Island layout from site visit. Provider house and associated features.
Drawing by Carol Carroll.

Fig. 6.31. Remains of the provider house at Sather Point. NFS photo by Carol Carroll.
The extant remains of the historic Island Mine wharf consists of 32 cribs in the shape of an "L." The overall dimensions of the remaining cribs are 360 feet by 35 feet on the long side and 135 feet by 35 feet on the short side. The extant cribs begin approximately 55 feet offshore in 3 feet of water. The long side of the wharf is on a true bearing of 155 degrees.

The only evidence of the former location of the town is a large broad flat terrace.

Site Analysis: The powder house is in poor condition, with no roof and the walls in various states of deterioration. The 40-foot 6-inch by 20-foot 8-inch structure is constructed of native sandstone. The 2/3 of the east facing wall is missing; it stands only 4 feet, 8 inches high at its highest point. The north wall is in good condition and is a full 12 feet high along most of its length. The south and west walls are also in good condition, reaching a full 12 feet in height along most of their lengths. The building has only one door, which is on the north wall. It is 4 feet wide and 7 feet tall. The original door frame and frame made of cast iron, is still on its hinges. The 3-foot by 6-foot 5-inch door is in an excellent state of condition.

A road from the historic Island Mine wharf serviced the powder house location (Fig. 632). It appears, however, that the road was only a secondary access route from the mine and town. The primary access was by boat, less than one mile across Cornelien Bay. Evidence for this water route being the primary access is provided by the powder house structure. The only door faces north, toward the shoreline and Cornelien Bay, rather than west, toward the road. Water transport of the unstable explosives used at that time would have been safer than carrying it several miles over a bumpy dirt road. Further, examination of the rocky offshore area immediately in front of the powder house door resulted in the location of numerous iron spikes similar to those used to pin logs together to form cribs for docks. The presence of these spikes strongly suggests that a small dock was built on the north side of the peninsula to facilitate loading and unloading of explosives.

The offshore survey of the north side of Senter Point resulted in the discovery of numerous artifacts. As previously mentioned, several 11-inch iron spikes were found widely scattered north of the powder house door. In addition pieces of broken crockery and two small aluminum bowls were found in the same general location. The five-inch diameter bowls have a rolled lip and the word "Kalgoorlie" embossed in the bottom. The crockery and bowls do not appear to be from the Island Mine area, rather they probably date from the early 1930s, when the Civilian Conservation Corps had a camp nearby. That camp is discussed in greater detail elsewhere in this chapter. In addition to the spikes, crockery, and bowls, several pieces of sheet metal, 1 to 1 1/2" wide and 1/2" thick, were found wedged into the rocky bottom. There were no markings or other identifying features on the pieces of metal that would suggest their function or purpose.

The wharf cribs across the small bay, below the town site, are in various states of deterioration. Arranged in double rows in the shape of an "L," the wharf cribs consist of 30 11-foot by 11 foot sections and 2 35-foot by 15 foot sections. The double sections are at the foot of the "L" and at the end of the short side, respectively (Fig. 634). The width of the historic wharf was 36 feet on the long axis of the "L" and 35 feet on the short axis. This measurement is based upon the overall width of extant crib rows.

The cribs are constructed of white pine logs, notched on the ends, and pinned together with 11-inch iron spikes (Fig. 635). These spikes are identical in size and
Fig. 6.35. Rock-filled cribs used in the wharf were constructed of notched white pine logs pinned together with iron stakes. NPS photo by Toni Carroll.

Fig. 6.36. Buoys mark the outline of the extant crib. The NPS boat is anchored on the deepwater side of the wharf. NPS photo by Carol Maass.
shape to those found offshore of the powder house across the bay. The outlining
tugs range in size from 12 inches to 24 inches in diameter. Most of the
tops reach the surface of the water, although they vary in height from one
course of tugs, i.e., 12 to 24 inches, up to just over 8 feet 6 inches high. The
tops are filled with rounded boulders, and some have spilt out and are resting
upon the bottom.

The clefts do not extend from the shore line, but start at feet offshore in 5 feet of
water. Natural deceleration of the clefts most likely accounts for their absence
close to shore. It is estimated that the overall length of the wharf when it
was built in 1872-73 was between 413 and 420 feet (Fig. 6-19). This
estimate is based upon the distance of the extant clefts from the present day shore line. The overall
height of the wharf, at the deep water side, is estimated to have been 14 feet

The diving survey of the area around the extant clefts did not result in the location of
any notable artifacts that would have been associated with historic occupation of
the area. Sines reports diving machinery associated with the mine along the
shore line during his 1965 survey. No historic period machinery or tools were found
around the wharf in 1982, although one pipe was found scattered around the
rocks. Recent beer bottles and aluminum soda cans were found in the general vicinity

Conclusion: The town site, powder house, and wharf areas contain material remains
that are representative of the period from 1871 to 1880, as well as some remains
representative of the early 1930s. Mining activities resulted in major impacts to the
ecology and economic development of Isle Royale. The remoteness and internal
nature of both communications and transportation forced these early miners to be
completely self-sufficient. Their discards, as well as other material remains, may be
able to provide additional information about their daily lives and what was
considered important for survival in what was essentially a "frontier" town.

It is recommended that the powder house, its off shore component, and the wharf
below the town site be listed with the State of Michigan in the state-wide
archaeological sites inventory. Unless extensive additional research is conducted at
both the powder house and wharf to prove otherwise, it does not appear these sites
individually contain sufficient intrinsic significance to warrant their nomination to the
National Register. These sites, together with the other remains associated with
Island Mine, can contribute to the significance of a historic district. This area
should be considered for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places as the
Island Mine Historic District.

This area is also an excellent candidate for self-directed interpretation. A simple
brochure outlining the history of the mine and all of its associated features,
including the powder house and dock, coupled with a sketch map with the various
features indicated, would provide the visitor insights into an important part of Isle
Royale’s history.

Ghyllbank Mining/Processing Wharf

Historical Background and Description. Following the closure of the last of the
copper mines in the early 1880s, the North American Mineral Land Company decided
to sell off its holdings on Isle Royale. In the latter half of the 1880s the British
were making substantial investments in American mines and the holdings of the
North American Mineral Land Company came to the attention of a British syndicate.
The syndicate eventually purchased not only the North American holdings, but the
Minong interests as well, a total of approximately 84,000 acres for $3 an acre (Rakestraw 1855:15). The charter of the Isle Royale Land Corporation permitted them to explore for copper, but not to mine it. A subsidiary company, the Wondigo Copper Company was founded by the parent syndicate and 8,000 acres were set aside for it in the Washington Harbor area.

Edgar John's recalled some of the history of the development during an interview in 1965:

... it was 1899, there was some surveyors came from the south shore, and they were from the English syndicate ... and they owned about two thirds of Isle Royale, or half of it, the west end. They came over and got my father to go with them, and they surveyed ... all over the west end of Isle Royale. Then they went back, nothing was done that year. But then the next year they came over and started to mine, and they hired [my father] right away to be in the mine ...

The Wondigo Copper Company conducted extensive explorations at the head of Washington Harbor. Shafts and prospects were dotted along Washington Creek. At the same time the headquarters settlement of the Ghyllbank Copper Company was developed. It consisted of a huge log office building, store houses, sheds, boarding houses, log cabins and a large wharf (Fig. 6.37). In addition to the mining location, approximately 2 miles inland on Washington Creek, the settlement of Wondigo was developed. It consisted of a number of log cabins for the workers on location plus two boarding houses for the single men.

... they built two big boarding houses; because half of the men wasn't married, and part of them was married, you see. And all those single men [my mother] had about 50 or 60 of them in that boarding house, and she ran that boarding house all the time that the mine was working, and took care of the miners (Johns 1965)

The entire community numbered approximately 135, less than half were men and there were at least 20 children. Regular passenger and mail service was provided by the steamer TAYLOR on a twice weekly schedule (Johns 1966).

Between 1890 and 1897, a number of roads were built as far inland as Lake Desor. Trenches and diamond drill cores were dotted across the west end of the island. No active mines resulted from all this activity however, and in 1899 the mining operations were shut down and members of the camp were transported back to the mainland.

Speculation about the ultimate success of the Isle Royale Land Corporation was at its height despite the discovery that the ore was too poor to profitably mined. How does this strike one for a visionary scheme, if carried out what a paradise Isle Royale will be. It comes from ... Messrs. May and Ledermann, connected with the Isle Royale Land Corporation of London. ... The Washington Harbor area is well timbered with maple, birch, cedar, poplar and other woods indigenous to that latitude. The purpose of the company is to [harvest] timber in the line of manufacture for the market. The grand purpose of the company, however, is to convert the holding into a great water-bound game preserve and sportsman's and pleasure seeker's resort (Lake Mining Gazette, July 28, 1897).

Were no specific information is available to indicate whether much or any commercial lumbering occurred at Ghyllbank after closure of the mine, evidence of
Fig. 6: Chylbank was established in Washington Harbor in 1880. The town site included stone houses, stone beam thin houses, log cabins, an office and a large wharf (center). Photo by A. C. Lane, circa 1890s.

Fig. 6:38. The Wendigo Copper Company headquarters building was 106 feet long and 50 feet wide. Later it became the headquarters of the Washington Club. Photo by A. C. Lane, circa 1890s.
limited lumbering in support of the estab shmart and construction of Ghyllbank and
the mine is obvious in historical photographs. Just the main headquarters building, built
of hewn logs, was 100 feet long, 60 feet wide and two stories high (Fig. 6.38). In
addition, numerous one and two story log buildings were constructed at the site.

After the Wendigo Copper Company went out of existance, the parent corporation
began selling off parcels of land to tourists for summer residences and for resorts. In
1902 a group of prominent businessmen from Duluth, headed by Colonel Charles
Graves, purchased the Ghyllbank headquarters building, several service buildings,
and 29 acres of land (Detroit News, January 14, 1973). The Washington Club was
formed and was used as a private fishing and boating resort by its members until
the establishment of the park.

Prior Research: One of the earliest published references to Ghyllbank is found in
Dustin (1946:702). Hakala briefly discussed the mining operations and the
establishment of the Washington Club (1953:28) and Rakocinski outlined the
short-lived operation of the Wendigo Copper Company (1965:5-17). In 1976 the
Wendigo Mines site, which included all of the explorations for copper conducted by
several affiliated companies, was surveyed and added to the State of Michigan
cultural sites inventory. The locations of the former headquarters building and the
wharf were examined by Cultural Resources Specialist Maass in 1983 and added to
the park maintained list of undesignated sites.

In August 1983, a diver inspection of the remains of the Ghyllbank wharf was
conducted by Ranger Ken Vrana at Maass’ request. No other research has been
conducted at the site.

Intrusions and Data Limitations: In 1937, the Washington Club building burned.
Other buildings associated with Ghyllbank were either allowed to deteriorate on
their own, or were removed in the early years of the park. The Ghyllbank wharf was
destroyed in 1937, and the area cleared by the park as part of site preparation for a new gas dock.

Site Location: Ghyllbank was located on the southeast side of Washington Harbor
north west of Beaver Island. The present location of the Wendigo Ranger Station,
park housing, and concession store generally occupy the former town site. Wendigo
is located in range 38 west, township 64 north, section 29, SE 1/4, SW and SE 1/4.
It is clearly marked on USGS topographic charts and on NOAA lake charts.

Wendigo can be reached by entering Washington Harbor, traveling in a northeasterly
direction approximately 3 miles, passing Beaver Island, and traveling an additional
1/2 mile to the only large deepwater dock in the bay. The historic Ghyllbank wharf
was located approximately 250 feet north of the present NPS deepwater dock (Fig.
6.39).

Administrative Status: The Ghyllbank wharf site is included in the Isle Royale
Interim Cultural Sites Inventory as an undesignated site, number 1-49. It does not
have a State of Michigan number and is not included on the National Register of
Historic Places.

Research Methodology: NPS divers examined an area approximately 100 feet wide
out from the present shoreline to a depth of 20 feet. Coverage was determined by
the extent remains of historic cribbing from the wharf.
Fig. 5.39. Remains of the Ghyllbank wharf (center) were still visible in 1952. The notched log and pin construction evident in this photograph matched the remains found underwater in 1983. USGS photo by Robert Hekula, 1952.

Fig. 5.40. Ghyllbank wharf sketch made in 1983, prior to dredging of the site in preparation for modern dock construction.
Site Description: The T-shaped wharf extended out from the shoreline approximately 60 feet and was 150 to 200 feet wide (Fig. 6:40). Prior to site destruction in 1983, several disarticulated cribs, joined with wooden pags, remained in situ. The mud/rock bottom was littered with bottles, crockery, leather shoes, iron fittings, pipes, and dishware (Veana 1983).

Site Analysis: Following construction of the gas dock, park employees could still see the remains of a few of the original cribs just below the surface of the water. Observed artifacts, prior to disturbance, were consistent with a late 1800s early 1900s occupation of the area, and reflected a mixture of industrial and homestead activities. The extent of damage to the site during construction and dredging is unknown. In other locations where dredging has occurred, site damage has been limited to the immediate impact area. It is impossible to predict either the nature or extent of damage to this site.

Conclusion: While dredging has clearly adversely impacted this site, it by no means necessarily completely destroyed it. The fact that some cribs remain, strongly suggests that some area of the site was undamaged. It is highly probable that the site retains enough integrity to warrant detailed investigation and documentation. Dredging and other dock construction activities in the immediate area should be curtailed until the site is examined and tested.

Analysis of this site could produce information that, when compared to other similar sites around the island, can provide insights into isolated, industrial community adaptation at the turn of the century.

Tobin Harbor Resort

Historical Background and Description: The Tobin Harbor resort was owned and operated by a Swedish-firm by the name of Gust Mattson. Mattson began fishing out of Mingo Island in 1900, and shortly thereafter started the small resort business. Mattson and his wife operated the resort from 1901 until approximately 1910. Mattson’s resort, one of the first on Isle Royale, was recalled by Glenn Merritt during an interview in 1962. He described its history as follows:

"...it became quite a popular resort for Duluth people. Quite a few Duluth families stayed there with the Mattsons. He was a good guide and a good hotel man in fact, a very interesting character. He used to take people out fishing, and he knew just where to go to get the real big good fishing. So he operated that resort till about 1910. He sold it to a school teacher, from Calumet, by the name of Martini ... Martini kept it for a couple of years, decided he wouldn't make any money off it for some reason, and wanted to sell it. So he disposed of it and sold it to Captain Smith, Captain Ed Smith, who was not the Indian Captain on the AMERICA, he and his wife, along with Fred Scofield bought this resort. Due to some condition which we never knew about, "Mr. Scofield was out and Mr. Smith came up as owner of the resort, and he [Mr. Smith] operated the resort till he died in 1918. Then the family, Mrs. Helena Smith and the daughters, Emily Smith and Grace Smith, operated the resort till the middle 1930s when it was taken over and acquired by the State before it went into the National Park ownership. Fred Scofield, of course, who was supposed to be one of the partners in this deal went over to what is now called Belle Isle. [and] developed Belle Isle Resort. (Glenn Merritt, oral history tape. September 28, 1965)."
... on the south side of Isle Royale heading for Tobin Harbor ... there are many little islands scattered around the harbor, most of which belonged to "the summer people" who built many little cabins on the islands ... On the largest island of this group there was a resort called "Tobin's" operated by a man named Smith. There was one building here I remember well from my childhood — a small cabin close to the dock with "United Sales Post Office" printed in large letters across the front. The Smiths ran the American flag nearby, and ... it seemed so tremendously important!

The Smiths had some very lovely daughters who gathered on the dock, and as the AMERICA moved off, they burst into song, "T-B-O-B Y N S, where the food is the finest, and the girls are the fairest, T-B-O-B Y N S" (Holt 1984, 15:20).

Tobin's Resort was being considered for acquisition by the National Park Service in 1937 when Donald Wollbrink and George Walling completed a report on the existing Isle Royale resorts. The purpose of the report was to assess the present condition of all of the islands' resorts and to make recommendations regarding their future use. One of Wollbrink's recommendations was to develop Tobin's Resort to the Juneau Mining Lodge by the time of Wollbrink and Walling's visit in 1937, recommendations for its future use were made:

The development is relatively more promising and of sounder construction than the Rock Harbor Lodge, but is not, in our opinion, of sufficient size to be retained as a permanent development for a season. There is a suitable small craft dock and a service dock of crib and board construction. It is, however, set so low to the water that should the lake again reach its former level it would be submerged.

The development consists several frame and log buildings and two docks having salvageable materials. There is a small pressure water tank, an electric light plant and various logs and timbers on the site. These materials may be readily salvaged if and when required for permanent construction in other areas. A small residence building is to be used by the resort owner during next season. Certain of the smaller cabins can be moved intact to the Rock Harbor development across the way and utilized temporarily. Other buildings may be moved and material salvaged. It is recommended that the area be abandoned and existing structures razed. It is possible, however, to use the buildings as a small resort for a few years as it has a definite following and might well afford a limited source of revenue for the time being. In the event of a decision to follow the latter course, we recommend that it be looked at with a "cool eye" simply as a source of revenue and not be expended on improvements that may Wollbrink and Walling 1937, 13:14).

Wollbrink's suggestions were followed and Mining Lodge Tobin's Resort was ultimately abandoned. At the time of National Park Service acquisition, the resort was comprised of approximately 20 buildings clustered at the southwestern end of Mining Island (fig. 6:41). A stone and pastel lodge, dining hall, main lodge, laundry, storehouse, bath house, various service buildings, and eleven cottages were present.
Fig. 6.41. Minong Lodge as it appeared in 1939. The resort consisted of approximately 20 buildings clustered at the southwestern end of Minong Island. The main dock is far right. NPS photo.

Fig. 6.42. Minong Lodge main dock looking west. NPS photo by Donald Wolbrink, 1937.
in 1937 at the site of Woburn's west. Each of these structures were photographed at that time. A large service and passenger dock behind the lodge (Fig. 6.42). This dock, composed of rock filled coops, was large enough to accommodate the same number of people.

At the same time that his brother Gus was fishing and setting up the resort on Minong Island, Louis Matson was fishing across the channel in Tobin Harbor. The Louis Matson fishery located slightly southeast of Minong Lodge on the mainland shore, southwest of Scoville Point (Fig. 6.43). Louis Matson and his sons, Arthur and Ed, fished out of this location into the early 20th century. August Anderson and his three sons, Harald, Forrest and Arthur, also fished out of Tobin Harbor during this same period. Their cabin was adjacent to the Louis Matson home. A crib dock on the south side of the channel served both families (Glenn Mertens, oral history tape, September 20, 1984).

In addition to the activities associated with the Matson resort, Minong Island is also the location of what may be the first summer cottages built at Isle Royale. Built by Colonel Roberts in approximately 1903, the cottages are still occupied during the summer months by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Woburn (Woburn personal communication, January 1987).

Prior to 1952: The Tobin Harbor Resort site was visited in 1937 by Woburn and Walling in order to evaluate its suitability for commercial development by the National Park Service. Documenting research at the site did not occur again until Doran, a National Park Service employee, visited the resort sometime between 1952 and 1955. Photographs were taken and a rough sketch of the island was made indicating the formations of old buildings and the location of the old service dock. Several objects were collected from the site by Ranger Chuck Dale in the early 1960s; these are presently in the Isle Royale National Park collection. The site was revisited in 1985 by Submerged Cultural Resources Unit personnel in an effort to document underwater cultural remains associated with the early Gus, Matson, and August Anderson fishery across the channel.

Intrusions and Cadastral Surveys. Following NPS acquisition, the resort was allowed to deteriorate. By 1961, the resort and docks were in ruins (Fig. 6.44). In 1983, the Post Office and dock were replaced. Finally, in 1985 a work order was issued for the removal of derelict buildings and docks. No details on how the destruction activities were carried out were provided in the in house work order completion report.

Site Location. Tobin Harbor, a long narrow bay, is located at the northeast end of Isle Royale, Minong Island, situated at the eastern entrance to Tobin Harbor, is the largest of the several islands that gave the only access to the bay (Fig. 6.44). Minong Island is clearly marked on USGS topographic charts and NOAA nautical charts. The island's recorded position on the 1937 Royalis 15 minute topographic map is R16N, T22W, Section 26, SW 1/4, SW 1/4 and Section 35, NW 1/4, NW 1/4.

Both the island and the resort site can be reached by entering Tobin Harbor from the southeast and rounding Scoville Point. Minong Island is located at the eastern entrance to Tobin Harbor, at the southeast end of the Minong Island. The old crib dock associated with the Matson/Anderson fishery is located across the channel on the mainland.
Fig. 6.43  The Louis Mattson and August Anderson fishery in Tobin Harbor, across from Minong Lodge, in 1938. A small dock is present just in front of the fish house (right). NPS photo.

Fig. 6.44  Remains of Minong Lodge and main dock in 1951. NPS photo
Administrative Status: Tobin Harbor Resort on Minong Island is included in the Isle Royale Interim Cultural Sites Inventory as an undesignated site, number U-14; it is referred to on that list as the Minong Lodge Site (Mauss 1984). It does not have a State of Michigan number and is not included on the National Register of Historic Places.

Research Methodology: A diver reconnaissance by SCRUB personnel was conducted in 1985. The area examined by divers included the bottom around the old Minong Lodge service dock, the channel in front of the dock between Minong Island and Scoville Point, and fishing or private docks across the channel in the vicinity of the Mattson/Anderson fishery. Photographs were taken and observations recorded by the team.

Site Description: No standing structures from the resort remain on the site. The sketch map of the resort (fig. 6.43), reproduced below, is based upon several sources including the rough sketch made by Haber between 1967 and 1969, historic photos taken by Welbrick and others, as well as recent photos.

Concrete foundations of one building, possibly the Mattson residence, are visible at the southwest end of the site. The remains of the cabins, roughly 10' by 10', line an old walking path that runs from the dock toward the northeast. The remains of a large wooden structure are present on a low ridge in the center of the island.

The present NPS small craft and service dock, in the same location as the original docks at the resort, runs parallel to the shoreline. The remains of another old crib dock used by the Matson and Andersons, across the channel and southeast of the resort, is in deteriorated condition and no longer usable.

Underwater artifacts are distributed for approximately 500 feet along both the Minong Island shoreline and the area adjacent to the Mattson/Anderson fishery. Remains also extend into the middle of the channel.

The only standing structures on Minong Island today are two cottages on the island’s northeast end, occupied by Donald and Florence Welbrick under life lease (Welbrick personal communication, February 1987).

Site Analysis: Resort buildings and the large dock were removed nearly 25 years ago; however, foundations and clearings still exist that indicate their previous locations. Depending upon the methods used to remove the buildings, it is reasonable to assume that a variety of features and artifacts may remain on the land portion of the resort site. It is not known to what extent destruction of the resort has impacted the potential for future research on land; however, the areas underwater adjacent to the former resort dock, the channel between Minong Island and Scoville Point, and the area of the Mattson/Anderson fishery across the channel have strong research potential.

The present NPS service dock is in the same general location as the former resort dock. During preparation for construction of the NPS dock in 1963, dredging of the immediate area occurred. The visible results of the dredging is evidenced by the dearth of small artifacts, from the historic period, around the present dock and the disarticulated remains of cribs from the former crib dock a short distance away.

Water depth in the channel varies from 15 to 30 feet, and the uniformly silty bottom is littered with a wide variety of remains. As expected, the underwater area directly
Fig. 6.45. Minong Island and Scoville Point sketch map with the location of the Mattson/Anderson fishery, the Minong Lodge and resort, main dock, and circa 1910 cabins.

Fig. 6.46. Broken pieces of dinnerware, service crockery, wash basin water pitchers, and other utility wares were found in the channel adjacent to the resort. Remains associated with commercial fishing were found offshore of the Mattson/Anderson site. NPS photo by Joe Strykowski, 1985.
offshore of the resort is scattered with artifacts that can be associated with resort operations. Broken pieces of dinnerware, service crockery, wash basin water pitchers, and other utility wares were observed (fig. 6.40).

Immediately offshore of the fishery across the channel remains included broken tools, boxes, barrels, smashed paint or tin containers, pieces of a cast iron wood stove, a scythe, an axe head, miscellaneous construction materials, and a concentration of fire brick. The remains of two still walls are also present [see historic photo, Figure 6.45]. One, adjacent to the remains of the Maison fish house, is obviously tied to that feature. The second, approximately 500 feet northeast of the fish house, may be the remains of an old steamer dock. Not surprisingly, the heaviest concentration of artifacts, overall, is offshore of the fishery; occupation at the site has extended into the 1930s. The Maison/Anderson site is no longer an active fishery. The various structures associated with the operation are still standing although they are deteriorating.

Items deposited in the middle of the channel could not be ascribed to any particular activity area on shore, although they appear to be more closely aligned with the fishery operation. They include a large hatch cover, planking, and a narrow beam with consumed open boat.

Conclusion: The Mansion Lodge and Maison/Anderson fishery sites have been occupied from the turn of the century up through the 1930s in the case of the former, and through the 1940s in the case of the latter. While inhabitants at both sites were faced with similar problems resulting from isolated location, limited access to consumer goods, and variable weather, both in nature of their occupation, and the manner they adapted to the conditions on Isle Royale are very different.

Obvious occupational related differences can be found on land in the resort and the fishery. The distribution of remains underwater, predominantly fishery related on the south side of the channel and resort related on the north side, reflect their land counterparts. The differences tend to be less marked and blend together in the center of the channel. It is possible that site similarities, resulting from ethnic background of the principal inhabitants, may be able to be discerned through detailed study. The combination of the two sites can provide an excellent opportunity to study intra- and inter-site variability and cultural processes. Both sites should be added to the State of Michigan inventory and additional study is recommended.

Belle Isle Resort

Historical Background and Description: Belle Isle, formerly called Fish Island, was the location of the first American Fur Company fishery on Isle Royale. This fishery, established in 1837, was located in a small bay at the eastern end of the island. American Fur Company (Ahrens) used this location as a base of operations until the company ceased operations on the island in 1847; however, the buildings and site continued to be used intermittently by independent fishermen.

At the time of the 1847 survey, the same buildings were occupied by men from the American Exploring, Mining and Manufacturing Company. They described the site at the time of their visit...

... to the east end is a very handsome bay which has a gravel beach and first class landings for small vessels. Vessels can come within
150 links of the shore in deep water. This is one of the N.W. or American Fur Company’s trading posts.

...There are two small dwelling houses and a new one near by. There are about 2 acres cleared. Ives 1847.

The American Exploring, Mining and Manufacturing Company’s explorations were unproductive and they are reported, by Hakluyt, to have abandoned this location in 1847.

While there are no written records or oral histories documenting the occupation of this island between 1847 and 1897, it is highly probable that various fishermen visited the island and fished out of it during that 50 year period. During this same period, the Isle Royale Land Corporation, a British syndicate, purchased over 80,000 acres on Isle Royale. The corporation’s mining activities occurred from 1889 until 1893, when its operations ceased.

Fishing and mining operations were occurring simultaneously on the island prior to and just after the turn of the century. By 1897 John Anderson had made Fish Island (Belle Isle) his base of fishing operations. His son Emil continued fishing here until the establishment of Belle Isle Resort, moving to Johnson Island about 1913 (Glen Merritt, oral history tape 1965).

In 1919, most of the holdings of the Isle Royale Land Corporation were taken over by the Island Copper Company of Duluth (lotter from the Office of Island Copper Company, 1921). Still called Fish Island at that time, Belle Isle was among the British corporate holdings that transferred to the Duluth-based company. The president of the company, Thomas A. Cole, retained control of Fish Island as a personal holding until its sale to Fred Scofield. Scofield, dealt out of the Tobin Harbor Resort, purchased the island from Cole in 1913 or 1914, renamed it Belle Isle, and subsequently established a resort (Glen Merritt, oral history tape).

During the teens and twenties, the resort flourished. It was one of the four lodges that was still a "going concern" when the island was being considered for NFS acquisition (Wolfning and Wellin 1937). Hakala (1955:39) suggested that the island was enjoyed by a "privileged few" during this period. Belle Isle enticed the tourist with such activities as "fishing, trailing moose in native fashion, delicious home-cooked meals, and a haven for hay fever sufferers, making it an ideal spot for your vacation" (Isle Royale tourist information brochure, circa 1930s). Rates advertised for the resort were $21 per week and up. American Plan (Hakala 1955:39). Regular passenger service from Duluth and Houghton was provided by a number of Booth Line vessels, including AMERICA, and by Kulkot’s Cabin Cruiser COPPER QUEEN. The passenger steamer W.F. B. made regular trips from Port Arthur and Fort William to Belle Isle and Rock Harbor until the late 1930s. After the loss of AMERICA, W.F. B. continued passenger service to the island. After World War II the COASTAL QUEEN provided passenger service to the island from the Canadian side (Marjorie McPherson personal communication, February 1987).

Scofield operated the Belle Isle Resort until the late 1930s, when it was first taken over by the State of Michigan and later transferred to the National Park Service. When the National Park Service obtained Belle Isle in 1938, management responsibility was transferred to Mrs. Bertha Farmer, the proprietor of Rock Harbor Lodge. In addition to her Rock Harbor and Belle Isle responsibilities, she was also asked to manage a small store at Motu Island. When the Windigo Inn was
accomplished in 1941, she was asked to assume responsibility for it as well (Bagley 1933 and 1940).

By 1934 the management of the three camps had been coordinated on the premise that an adequate evaluation of the situation was necessary. In a report from NPS Park Operations Division, issued in August of that year to move the various districts and camps. The ongoing park management of the areas and general maintenance at the camps resulted in the recommendation that a summer season be brought to an end by the existing ranger staff. (Bagley 1934). In 1934, National Park Commission, Inc. received a contract to manage the service at the 1941.

The advent of World War II brought a decrease in attention to the park. Both Bell's Bend Reserve and Windigo Camp were closed in 1941 in an effort to minimize vandalism. Bell's Bend Reserve was reopened in 1943 between the summer's full-time personnel was only appearing. Since 1943, Bell's Bend Reserve has remained open to visitors. Today, the park remains one of the best examples of the early American park system.

John Bagley, who described the resort at the 1932 conference, was a young man.

When he was about 13 years old, his family lived in the park at Belle Isle and spent most of the summer months there. His parents were both veterinarians, and they were familiar with the natural world. They used their scientific knowledge to help people and animals. They often went on hikes to explore the area and learn more about nature. Today, I want to share as much as possible so we might better understand how the park was formed and continue to develop the beauty of the landscape. I want to share as much as possible so we might better understand how the park was formed and continue to develop the beauty of the landscape.

The Cowan and Walke report on existing Belle Isle recommended that Belle Isle continue to serve as a tourist attraction. In 1937, when the report was written, the resort was not used as extensively as it had been in the past. The buildings, which were in a good state of repair, would continue to serve as tourist attractions.

The Cowan and Walke report also recommended that the buildings be maintained in a sound state. The buildings, which were in a good state of repair, would continue to serve as tourist attractions. The buildings, which were in a good state of repair, would continue to serve as tourist attractions. The buildings, which were in a good state of repair, would continue to serve as tourist attractions.
Fig. 5.47. The main lodge and dock at Rain Isle Resort. NPS photo, circa 1950s.

Fig. 5.48. The resort's golf course is now the location of the NPS campground on the island. A prehistoric site, the American Fur Company Fishery, and the American Exploring and Mining Company buildings were located in this vicinity. NPS photo, circa 1940s.
A small wood stove in each cabin and hot water is brought in the morning. There is, of course, no plumbing in the cabins.

The present dock is not suitable for the handling of large vessels. Soundings taken at the present dock are:

West end: 14' apiece from this direction, 8' 6", West and 30'

Advertisements from the mid-1930s also described the resort as having a "nine-hole golf course with grass greens," "badminton courts," "jai alai court," "rental bicycle fleet," "rental canoe fleet," "jai alai court," and "rental bicycle fleet." In the early 1920s, these structures were more than 75 structures on the island, including two boats. The main dock, located in front of the lodge, was L-shaped. The service dock, in a small cove behind the resort, ran perpendicular to the shoreline (Fig. 6.30).

Wellbore and Wellbore recommended the eventual remodeling and expansion of the lodge and cabins to bring the resort up to National Park Service standards. They also recommended replacing the existing main dock with another L-shaped dock, approximately 60' long, similar to the one planned at West Island (1937-2).

Prior Research. A long low beach at the southwest end of the lake has been used as a recreation area by the resort between 1913 and the late 1930s. This same location was occupied by Fox in 1911, who interpreted a low ridge as forming a rectangular area as the remains of a cabin and chimney of an American Fur Company building (1911). Shaw (1972) came to similar conclusions following his later examination of the same location.

No other archeological activities occurred at the site until 1961 and 1962, when a survey and excavations were conducted by the University of Michigan. Rakeshow visited the site in 1964 and again in 1967 as part of the background documentation of sites for an historical base map of Isle Royale. He reported finding a small mining operation prior to this company's activity, overgrown with vegetation, near the present NPS campground (Rakeshow 1967c:72).

In 1980, members of the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit examined the locations of the Belle Isle Resort historic docks for remains of the prehistoric and historic occupations. The resort and dock areas were inventoried into the Park maintained undesignated site file by Maas in 1984.

Intrusions and Data Limitations. The prehistoric period site was surface collected by professional archeologists in 1911, 1932, and again in 1966 and 1984. In 1951, several test pits and one trench were excavated. Artifacts collected included worked copper, iron, and brass. The American Fur Company components of the site was excavated in 1951 and 1952. A narrow trench near the north end of an east wall was excavated, and the removal of debris from a nearby rock pile revealed the presence of dry laid paving. Twenty-four small pipe fragments were recovered from this site, these represent nearly half of all of these collected on Isle Royale. The pipes probably date from the latter half of the Nineteenth Century (University of Michigan Site Survey Form 1961). Both sites are in the former location of the resort's golf course.

The National Park Service constructed a community kitchen and shelter at the campground between 1961 and 1962. The Belle Isle campground exemplifies the
Fig. 345. View of the lodge and other service buildings looking northwest. Several small boats are tied up at the service dock. NPS photo by Donald Webber. 1937
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Fig. 350. Location of resort, prehistoric site, fishery site, and mining company buildings on Belle Isle. Drawing by Toni Carroll.
former location of the resort golf course. In 1952, a work order was issued by the NPS calling for the removal of useless old structures at Belle Isle. The destruction of the buildings was accomplished by cutting them into sections, burning combustibles, and loading all non-combustible rubble (DNR M-29-5 Isle Royale National Park 1/27/70). A total of 31 buildings or structures were slated for removal and included 22 cottages, the ice house, wood shed, chicken coop, tennis court, many toilet (privy) rooms, boathouse, boat and golf course, laundry, four outside toilets, and the main lodge. An excavation was made of the dock at that time.

Site Location: Belle Isle is located at the northeastern end of Isle Royale. The island, a finger of land separating Round Bay and Archipelago Channel, is six miles north and northeast, and southeast. It can be reached from the southeast by landing at Baker Point and traveling in a northeasterly direction, passing the entrance to Round Bay and three finger bays on the west side (Fig. 6). From Point, Diamond Island and Green Island guard the east end of the entrance to Round Bay and Belle Harbor. The island is clearly marked on U.S. Army Corps. The former location of the majority of buildings in the old resort is at 168W, 59°6' W, SW 1/4 SW 1/4 SW 1/4, on USGS topographic maps, just west of the present NPS Belle Isle campground (Fig. 6-4).

Administrative Status: The Belle Isle Resort is included in the Isle Royale Interior Cultural Sites Inventory (1986) as an undeveloped site, number U-8. It is not recorded by the State of Michigan and is not included on the National Register of Historic Places. The historic and prominent occupation sites, recorded by the State of Michigan as NRI 289, are in the same vicinity as the resort. The prehistoric occupation, circa 1800 to 1820 AD, and the American Fur Company history site, circa 1837 are designated by the State of Michigan as NRI 290. The NPS Belle Isle Campground now occupies the area of FRI 271. None of these sites are currently on the National Register of Historic Places.

Research Methodology: The areas immediately offshore at the present NPS dock and the remnant service dock were visually examined by divers. The remnants extended along the shoreline east of the main dock, between the two docks, and from the shoreline out toward the middle of a small inlet.

Site Description: Carol Mass, the Park Cultural Resource Specialist, visited the resort site in 1984 and described its present condition:

The remains of the resort site in the bay area at the point, the Lake Superior swimming pool and boathouse can still be seen. Much of the damage from the flood can be seen underwater in the area to the west of the dock (Mass 1984 U-4).

Site Analysis: During the examination of the two docks by Submerged Cultural Resources Unit personnel in 1989, a rich assemblage of historic period artifacts associated with the operation of the resort were recovered. Immediately adjacent to the present NPS dock there were very few historic remains. This can be attributed to the removal of the remnants main dock site preparation, i.e., dredging, and construction of a new U-shaped dock in the area. The original dock built in 1912, was completely replaced sometime after 1939, and possibly as late as 1962. The general park policy in the late 1930s was to repair and use existing docks as much as possible. The park file contains a document with a photograph of the dock dated 1952. The documentary record at the 1912 construction date of the original dock.
Fig. 531. Remains of enameled cooking ware, pot, pails, shoes, dinnerware, broken crackery, planks, notched logs and other construction materials were found off shore of the former main dock. NPS photo by Toni Carroll.

Fig. 532. In February, 1953, most of the combustible materials from the remaining resort buildings were hauled dozed onto the ice and burned. NPS photo.
The silty bottom was littered with a variety of remains that extended along the shoreline and out into the main channel. Remains included broken crockery, dinnerware, unworked cooking ware, pots, pins, shoes, as well as a wide variety of planks, notched logs, and other construction materials (Fig. 5-51). The construction materials are undoubtedly from the raising of the resort. In February, 1961, most of the combustible materials from the buildings were moved out onto the ice, south of the main dock, and burned (Fig. 5-52).

Bark filled crbs, associated with the former service dock, are still visible from the surface. A brief examination of that area revealed the presence of broken balls, planks, and some crockery. No prehistoric occupation artifacts were observed in the area of the docks.

Conclusion: The Belle Isle Resort site and associated historic occupations, from the early fishing and mining activities, represent more than 140 years of nearly continuous use. This site may contain some of the earliest fishing operation information on Isle Royale, outside of the Chequamegon site, and again the early resort period up to World War II. The resort, fishing and mining area may be able to provide an opportunity to study diachronic processes represented by the various activities on the island.

At minimum, the lodge site and associated docks should be added to the State of Michigan archaeological site file. Further, some consideration should be given to nomination of the complex to the National Register. Additional research on land at the American Fur Company and mining sites and evidence at the docks, fishing and mining site is recommended.

Passage Island Lighthouse

Historical Background and Description: The need for a lighthouse on Passage Island was recognized as early as 1871. A report went to Congress that year recommending action.

The discovery of the silver mines on Lake Superior and consequent sudden and remarkable increase of travel and traffic to that region renders it desirable that a Light house should be built on Passage Island, to mark the channel between it and Isle Royale. The island is difficult of access, and therefore any structure put there will cost more than if erected at some more accessible point. It is respectfully recommended that an appropriation of $15,000 be made for the purpose indicated (Light House Establishment, 1871).

In 1873, another request was forwarded to Congress:

The annual report the last two years has contained a recommendation for a light house on Passage Island, together with an estimate of cost, but no appropriation has yet been made. The recommendation and estimate ($15,000) are respectfully renewed. Some arguments have been advanced to show that the appropriation for a light house on Isle Royale might be used for the [same] purpose, but with these the board does not agree, as Passage Island is an entirely distinct island, at a distance of three and one half miles from the most easterly point of Isle Royale (U.S. Light House Establishment 1873).

A request for funds was submitted again in 1874 and in 1875. In March of 1875, Congress finally agreed to the appropriation. However, their approval was
dependent upon the construction of a lighthouse on Gallefoster Reef by the
Canadian Government. This conditional approval proved to be a stumbling block
that further delayed construction of the lighthouse. Finally, all conditions had been
satisfactorily met, and Congress released the funding for the light in 1880.

In the early summer of 1881 "all of the materials were landed, the grounds cleared,
shanties for workmen erected, and a boat-house and crib [dock] for boat landing
constructed" (U.S. Light House Establishment 1881). The lighthouse was completed
the following year and the first keeper was authorized on May 16, 1882. In addition
to the lighthouse, a mechanical "fog-bell" was erected in a small, separate structure
that became operable at the same time as the light. On July 1, 1882, Passage Island
Light was illuminated for the first time.

The mechanical "fog-bell" was replaced by a 10-inch steam-powered fog whistle in
October 1884. At that same time, a simple frame structure covered with corrugated
sheet iron was built for the signal. The annual reports of the Light House Board
from 1889 to 1905, summarize the major activities at the station.

Passage Island, Lake Superior, Michigan. The tramway
for the delivery of coal and supplies, 260 feet in length,
was rebuilt; the gauge of the track and car was changed
from 48 inches to 36 inches, and minor repairs were
made to the houses and fog-signal machinery.

An iron water tank was put up in the fog-signal house.
The landing crib was extended. Minor repairs were
made. This is a fixed red light of the fourth order. It
should be at least of the third order, and it should be a
flashing light in order to increase its visible range. This
improvement is not in contemplation.

The characteristics of this light were changed from fixed
red of the fourth order to flashing while every five
seconds, fourth order, on the night of September 24,
1897. The old apparatus was packed and shipped to the
Light-House Depot at Detroit. Repairs were made.

Some 150 feet of walks were re-laid, and the platform in
front of the dwelling was filled with stone and decked
with planks, and a runway 26 feet long, leading from the
landing to the boathouse, was built. Six concrete piers
were constructed to support the fog-signal, the sheave
stand at the head of the tramway was rebuilt, the
turntable was reset, a tramway car was rebuilt, and a
tank for an additional water supply was fitted up.
Various repairs were made.

The old smokestacks of the fog-signal plant were taken
down and replaced with a brick chimney 40 feet high, to
which both of the fog signal boilers were connected
with a new iron breeching. A new stand for the water
tank of the signals was erected. The tank was placed
thereon, and the pipe connections were modified to suit
new conditions.
1906
The concrete blocks for the erection of an oil house were made at the Newrin lighthouse depot and were delivered here.

By the early 1900s, both freight and domestic trade were prospering in the United States. In an effort to keep pace with this growth, the Department of Commerce and Labor were created by an Act of Congress. Between 1903 and 1910, the board form of organization, under which the Light House Service and the Lighthouse Establishment had operated came under constant criticism. Passage Island Lighthouse was initially administered by the Light House Establishment, run by the Light-House Board, and was manned by Light House Service keepers and assistant keepers. In July, 1910, under heavy criticism, Congress finally dissolved the Light House Board and in its place established the Bureau of Lighthouses within the Department of Commerce and Labor. This organizational hierarchy remained unchanged until 1939, when the Bureau was absorbed into the U.S. Coast Guard and the Light House Service name dropped (Mahan 1925:13:30, 65-74).

With the assumption of the Light-House Service into the U.S. Coast Guard, the keepers and their assistants were formally charged with the responsibility for saving mariners in distress, not just warning them of impending danger.

Lighthouse keepers traditionally came to the rescue of disabled or wrecked sailors with whatever boats were at hand, including dhowsies (Fig. 6.36), the open sea boat, and the more traditional cabin motor launch (Fig. 6.54). Anna Bower-Hoge recalled an incident during her childhood that her father, Passage Island Light keeper Vern Bower, played a lifesaving role:

The storm seemed to last for days [and] the keepers went out to bring in the survivors of a shipwreck, while my mother watched the light. When they finally returned...they brought a group of wet, cold, hungry men with them. There were a lot of them. They ate with us for days, until a boat could come for them. I remember all of us sitting around as the men told stories and sang [Hoge in Mahan and Mahan 1985:49].

Mrs. Hoge also recalled the attitude of many of the lighthouse keepers and their families:

Tending the light was not just a job or a duty -- it was something the keepers did with pride. We knew that the light was important to the ships out on the lake, and we felt very needed. As the men dusted and polished the lens, they were an apron to protect the glass from being scratched by buttons on their clothing. Dad used to tell us that the lens was very valuable and expensive, handmade in France, [and] if everybody took care of it, it could last forever. ... [We] viewed tending the light as the responsibility of the whole family [Hoge in Mahan and Mahan 1985:49].

Passage Island Lighthouse was still actively manned as recently as 1957, when an article appeared in a Houghton-based newspaper regarding the seasonal reopening of the light. By that date, the mineral oil lamps of the early 1900s had been replaced by diesel and gas engines. The usual tour of duty, actually continuous during the season in earlier days, had been changed to most of the lighthouse stations to three weeks on duty and six days shore leave. On Passage Island light, however, even this was considerably different by 1957. Due to the light's remote location, the
Fig. 6.53  Typical US Light-House Service dinghy, circa 1930s. This was one of two dinghies used at Passage Island Lighthouse. NPS photo.

Fig. 6.54  U.S. Coast Guard 26-foot cabin motor launch, circa 1941-1947. Edith Bowen, wife of former Coast Guardsman at Passage Island Lighthouse, Jim Bowen, is seated on the cabin. Photo courtesy of Edith Bowen.
keepers' tour of duty was six weeks long, followed by 12 days shore leave (Daily Mining Gazette, March 2, 1967)

On December 20, 1927, the Passage Island Lighthouse, along with many others in the Great Lakes, was fully automated, ending a 96 year tradition. Today Passage Island Lighthouse still operates under the aegis of the U.S. Coast Guard.

A survey of the lighthouse station was undertaken in 1897, and a map of the facility, dated February 23, 1908, showed the existing buildings. However, a detailed description of the station was not completed until 1910, when a report of inspection was filed by Oliver G. Brown. The following description is summarized from his report, unless otherwise noted.

Passage Island Lighthouse is located on the south-western point of Passage Island. The island is thinly scattered and the soil and surrounding heath are a dark grey. Calcite buildings are present in rocks near the fog signal and boathouse on the east side of the island. A narrow lane leads from the fog signal to one landing, while a rough trail leads from the keeper’s dwelling to the landing at the boathouse, a distance of approximately 1/2 mile. The boathouse is located in a natural harbor on the eastern shore of the island. This is the only way that the lighthouse may be reached, and the nearest steamboat landing is in Tobin’s Harbor “where Booth Basin land, a distance of 8 miles” (Brown 1910:7). The nearest towns to the light are Port Arthur, Canada, 48 miles away, Porcupine Lake, Michigan, 68 miles away, and Duluth, approximately 217 miles away. The condition of the station’s buildings was considered “good” at the time of Brown’s visit.

The red brick, octagonal lighthouse rests upon a square base, which merges into an octagonal prism at the second floor (Fig. 8.55). The height of the tower is 43 feet 6 inches, with only one light. The keepers’ dwelling is attached to one corner of the tower.

The keepers’ quarters consisted of seven rooms in a two story building. Additional buildings at the site included a workshop, privy, and hen house. At the time of Brown’s visit there was no garden for fresh vegetables or fruit. The keepers’ and their families drew their drinking water from the lake, and in addition there was a cistern located under the kitchen.

The light apparatus still in use in 1910 was constructed by Beavert and Benard in 1896 and was a fourth order Fresnel lens. The apparatus bore makers marks “197900” when it was installed. The six panel lens was constructed in a bulls eye, made up of one central bulls eye, surrounded by two concentric circular elements. Above these were six separate concentric prisms, and below were three separate concentric prisms. The light revolved once each minute and flashed white every 10 seconds.

R. A. Todd built the 10-inch steam whistle in 1894. It was characterized by a 5 second blast, separated by a 25 second silent interval. The signal was powered by a fire tube boiler 12 feet long by 3 feet 6 inches in diameter. The boiler was built in 1893 by the Full Iron Works of Detroit, Michigan.

Eventually the steam-powered fog signal and the light were completely automated and much of the old equipment removed. By the time of Anna Bowen-Hoag’s visit to her childhood home in 1938, the light was no longer manned. Anna’s father, Van Bowen, was one of the keepers at the light in the 1930s. Mrs. Hoag recalled, in a
Fig. 6.55. Passage Island Lighthouse and radio tower, view looking southwest, circa 1930s-1940s. NPS photo.

Fig. 6.56. Passage Island sketch map with location of lighthouse, radio tower, boat house, dock, and remains of US Coast Guard double-ender.
Prior Research: Park Rangers Ken Shim and Chuck Dale conducted a reconnaissance of the cave in 1996; at that time they briefly examined an abandoned fish boat near the mouth of the cave and a Coast Guard launch in the careless of the cave. No archeological studies in the cave had been made prior to 1994, when Submerged Cultural Resources Unit archaeologists visited the station and conducted a cursory survey of the remains of the Coast Guard boat. Comprehensive research on the lighthouse has not been conducted by the National Park Service to date. Rather, only limited archival searches and general inquires to the U.S. Coast Guard have been undertaken. In an effort to increase the park's knowledge of the light station and collect oral histories, a program aimed at conducting former Coast Guardsmen was launched in 1996 by the park historian.

Inclusions and Data Limitations: It is assumed that regular repairs and small alterations have been undertaken by both the light house Service and the U.S. Coast Guard during the life of the lighthouse. The full extent of changes or repairs on the two small docks, the boat house, and landing are presently unknown. It is known, however, that in 1943, the boat house, along with a 28-foot cabin motor launch, were destroyed in a fire resulting from an explosion. The boat house was rebuilt the following year.

Site Location: Passage Island is located three miles offshore of the northeasterly end of Isle Royale within 138N, 132W (Fig. 1.1). The lighthouse is located on the southeasterly point of the island. Both the island and lighthouse are clearly marked on USGS topographic sheets and NOAA lake charts.

Administrative Status: Passage Island Lighthouse is not presently included in the Isle Royale Cultural Sites Inventory, nor is it recorded by the State of Michigan. The lighthouse is currently administered by the United States Coast Guard.

Research Methodology: In 1994, members of the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit visited Passage Island to follow up on the report of a U.S. Coast Guard double ender resting on a small cove on the south side of the island. Over survey of the cove resulted in discovery of a 28-foot motor launch.

Site Description: The remains of a U.S. Coast Guard double ender cabin motor launch are resting in approximately 20 feet of water near the center of the small cove on the south side of the island (Fig. 1.5). Constructed entirely of wood, the vessel is 28-feet long. The hull is intact up to the level of the gunwales on the starboard side, aft of amidships. On the starboard side, the metal gunwale guard, still attached at the starboard stern quarter, is twisted and rolls outboard of the hull forward of amidships. The gunwale is missing from amidships forward to the bow on the starboard side.

The port side is intact only up to the level of the deck. Decking is present and uncovered all amidships, forward it is covered by debris. The vessel's steering quadrant is present, but no longer in its original location. The stern is intact, and
the rudder, screw and exhaust are undamaged. Her cabin is missing and the hull is misshapen and bulges outward approximately amidships.

The vessel's gasoline engine and the fuel tank are present approximately amidships. Both are apparently in their original location. Miscellaneous planking, booms, and other debris are scattered across the forward deck. All of the loose debris from the vessel is contained within the hull.

Site Analysis. During the brief examination of the remains of the double-end, the most prevalent impact noted was that the vessel had obviously burned. Charred remains are scattered across the deck. The results of the explosion is evidenced by the bulging of the hull on the port side. While no identifying marks remain, undoubtedly this vessel is the same one that is reported to have burned in 1949.

The existence of a double-end in the Passage Island cove has been known by park employees for some time. Its present condition, the circumstances surrounding its loss, and identification of the vessel had never been pursued.

Quentin Miller, a former Coast Guardsman at the lighthouse in the years 1949 to 1951, responded to a general request from the park for information about the lighthouse. Surprisingly, he happened to be stationed there at the time the vessel was destroyed and recounted the events leading up to the vessel's loss:

We had a big fire, during 1949, in our boathouse that was about 1/4 miles away from the PLS [Passage Island Light Station] itself. A narrow and rocky path had to be walked in order to get back and forth aloft. Gasoline fumes in the bilges of our then 28 foot cabin motor launch, which had a 4 cylinder Gray Marine gasoline engine, were ignited when Nelson Goudreau attempted to start the launch for the first time in early 1949. That he [Goudreau] managed to escape from the small cabin, roll off the bow and into the boatwell water, climb out and then walk that 1/4 mile back to the PLS, half his clothes burned off, face an ashened gray putty color, and skin hanging from his hands, I'll never know, is a miracle of human survival and endurance. The boathouse and small boat were completely destroyed ...

An investigation followed, of course, and poor Johnny of southern Michigan, was made the goat. He went down to the boathouse the night before and in the dark refueled the launch and in the process spilled, or overflowed gasoline into the launch's bilges. Johnny also failed to secure the fuel shutoff valve that led to the gasoline hose and the valve leaked, dripped gasoline, all the rest of the night ... until Nelson discovered it the following morning.

Nelson wanted the launch, but he failed to realize just how much fuel had been spilled into the bilges. The launch was a gasoline bomb waiting for a spark, and when Nelson turned the ignition key to crank the engine up, that's all she wrote! That Nelson survived was a miracle indeed.

In time the boathouse was rebuilt by special crews ... (Quentin M. Miller 1969-7-3).
The same motor launch that exploded in 1929 was photographed sometime between 1941 and 1942 (fig. 639). Written on the cabin is Edna Bowen, wife of former Coast Guardman Jim Bowen.

This 26 footer was also involved in the rescue of long-time Isle Royale fisherman, Millard Johnson, Sr.

"We happened to be outside. It was a real stormy day. I don't know how Mr. Jim Bowen ever stayed that long. He was floating out there... He spotted them from just looking out over the water. He said, 'That boat looks like it's out of control.' So he ran down and got the 26 footer and went out. And sure enough they were out of control. It was Millard Johnson, from Rock Harbor who had those people on for the day. The engine failed out and they couldn't repair it. How he ever spotted it among the same caps. I never knew. (Edith Bowen, wife of Coast Guardman Jim Bowen, 1992)."

Conclusion. A combination of coincidence and chance led to the discovery of the circumstances surrounding the loss of the Coast Guard vessel and a photograph taken prior to 1929. Every effort should be made to obtain additional information about the particular vessel, date and location of construction, model, type, and history of use at Passage Island lighthouse should be documented. It construction plans for the vessel do exist. The underwater remains should be thoroughly documented. This vessel is part of the submerged cultural resources base at Isle Royale and its history can contribute to the story of the park. The vessel should be added to the State of Michigan cultural resources inventory and be evaluated for inclusion in the vessel inventory at the Bureau for Historic Preservation. Group Association.

Cabin Conservation Corps, Camp Siskewat, at Sifter Point

Historical Background and Description of the Camp - In August 1933, the first Civilian Conservation Corps volunteers arrived at Isle Royale and set up their base camp at the foot of Siskewat Bay at Sifter Point. Camp Siskewat was the first of three permanent base camps eventually established on Isle Royale by the CCC.

During the first year of operations at Camp Siskewat, CCC crews graded a trail from Sifter Point to Lake Desor, constructed a shelter on the Lake Desor trail, a ski-patrol cabin and a mooring basin, disposed of trash at the Sifter Point general store, and developed a camp site area. In addition, the crews constructed several buildings to house the volunteers and support camp operations. The majority of the facilities were made from a variety of construction materials (Welford, personal communication, February 1987). A small dock on the south side of Sifter Point was also built (Shelton 1967).

In 1935, the second season of CCC work on Isle Royale, bureaucratic and organizational delays hampered the implementation of projects both at Siskewat and Rock Harbor until July. Improved fire prevention was a top priority project for the CCC that year. Because of the delays, crews were not released from camp assignments for field duties until July, when the danger of forest fires was at its peak. The fire prevention program had just gotten underway when the most extensive fire in Isle Royale's recorded history began on July 28, 1936.

The fire broke out in Millinocket Company "mach" just southwest of Camp Siskewat.crews from the camp were immediately sent to combat the flames.
however, high winds and temperatures, combined with tinder-dry underbrush resulted in almost impossible fire fighting conditions. Winds leapfrogged to a second area north of Hay Bay and a third area near Siskiwit Lake (Little 1978:86 100).

Before the fire could be brought under control, it burned nearly 1/3 of the island and required the fire fighting efforts of 1200-1600 additional CCC volunteers recruited from throughout Michigan. In all 20,000 acres were destroyed and a swath of burned tamarack from Rock Harbor on the east to nearly Lake Doror on the west and from Chipewa Harbor on the south to Todd Harbor on north, scarred the interior landscape (Little 1978:88).

In an effort to make up for work delayed due to the fire, CCC volunteers stayed on the island at Camp Siskiwit through the winter to remove damaged trees and fallen logs. Among the crew at Camp Siskiwit in October 1936 were several supervisors including Frank Stone, Erik Erickson, J. Alfred Cross, Harry R. Nichols, and Vincent Bohn, plus seventeen enrollees (Camp Siskiwit Log, October 1936). By mid-November of that year, more volunteers had arrived and work was begun on preparations for their winter stay.

Work that fall and early winter focused on the construction of a new camp island at the site of the Mead Lumber Company (Camp Siskiwit Log, October 19, 1936). In fact, the CCC occupied several of the lumber company buildings (Wolfbrink personal communication, February 1987). Camp Siskiwit was systematically dismantled and building materials reused in the construction of the new camp. While waterline problems plagued the new camp throughout the winter, few other major problems were encountered. Regular radio communications with Houghton provided the volunteers with the ability to keep in contact with friends and relatives. By Thanksgiving several buildings at the new camp had been completed and the volunteers' spirits remained high.

... and with this we close another month of the winter sojourn on Isle Royale. We are in first-class condition and with food in storerooms, lumber and materials for construction tools and equipment to build with, and our spirits and health at top, we begin another month confident (Camp Siskiwit Log, November 30, 1936:75).

This camp was supposed to be officially named Camp Isle Royale (Camp Siskiwit Log, October 28, 1936); however it was always generally referred to as Camp Siskiwit by the volunteers (Wolfbrink personal communication, February 1987). By December 8, 1936, the move to the new camp was complete and the area at Senior Point was becoming "deserted and bare" (Camp Siskiwit Log, December 13, 1936:29). The last official contact with the mainland by boat was in mid-December; and from that date until the next April, the men at Camp Isle Royale were completely isolated. Their only means of communication with the mainland was by radio and through irregular airplane flights for emergency evacuation.

Despite their isolation from the outside world, the men enjoyed snowshoeing, ice skating, and Christmas dinner with all the trimmings. A New Year's Eve party in the mess hall continued well into the night to bring down the curtain on another year and another month of our ... stay through the winter on Isle Royale. There is at this time a marked note of contentment and satisfaction among all who are here. Work has progressed rapidly, there has been no serious sickness or accidents of any kind and the
The appearance of the U.S. Coast Guard cutter (GRSWATCH) in early April, signaled the end of the winter and the beginning of another season on the Island. CCC work in 1937 followed the pattern of previous years, with the crews involved in fire-related clean up and various navigational and welding projects. The selection of Motl Island as the permanent headquarters for the island resulted in a heavy concentration of efforts in that area the following year. The hazard removal and trail construction continued in the old Camp Siskiwi area.

Work at Motl Island headquarters and Senor Point continued in 1938 following the plans outlined in previous years. The next year, 1939, saw the establishment of another CCC camp at the west end of the island.

Isle Royale's remoteness and the emphasis by NFS officials on maintenance of the island's wilderness required some changes in the usual operation of CCC camps. Camp Siskiwi and later Camp Isle Royale reflected these adaptations. Horseback pitching, hiking, and water sports were substituted for other group recreational activities, such as baseball and football. The absence of large buildings also limited indoor recreational activities. Fortunately outdoor academic or vocational training were hampered by the island's remote location. The curriculum included mechanical drawing, radio operation, photography, typing, nautical skills, American history, math, English, and even beginners French.

CCC projects on Isle Royale terminated in September 1941, with the seasonal departure of volunteers and the abolition of the CCC in June 1942.

The facilities for the volunteers at Camp Siskiwi built during the first season of activities, included barracks, a dispensary, mess hall, blacksmith shop, supply building, bath house, power house, store house, National Park Service office and Army Headquarters buildings, a water supply tank and pump house, a chemical toilet, as well as several other miscellaneous structures (Camp Siskiwi Log, Winter, 1936). A crib dock, on the south side of Senor Point, was constructed the first summer of operation (Fig. 5.5). The only structure that was not reported to have been dismantled during the winter of 1935 was the crib dock and a small storage room for non-perishable supplies. The CCC log does not specifically mention the dismantling of the store room in the Spring of 1937, although this is highly likely due to the relocation of the entire camp to the Mead lumber Company location.

Camp Isle Royale facilities, the replacement for Camp Siskiwi, included all of the above mentioned structures as well as a recreation hall, ice rink, root "house", tool room, oil house, photographic lab, museum caretal and barn (Fig. 5.68). No additional dock facilities were required at the new location as the existing lumber company wharf proved suitable (Fig. 5.88). The site was abandoned by the CCC at the end of the 1941 season.

Prior Research: Wolfbank visited Camp Siskiwi at Senor Point during the winter of 1936 and took numerous photographs. Isle Royale Cultural Resource Specialist Carol Meece visited the site of Camp Isle Royale in March, 1984, and indicated it on the undesignated Isle Royale Cultural Sites Inventory. Meece recommended that testing be conducted at the Camp Isle Royale site to determine its spatial and temporal limits and identify any surviving areas.
Fig. 6.57. Civilian Conservation Corps Camp Siskiwit crib dock located on the south side of Senter Point. NPS photo by Donald Wolbrink, 1935.

Fig. 6.58. The CCC occupied many of the buildings of the Mead Lumber Company during the winter of 1935-36. The Senter Point location was abandoned in favor of the Mead Lumber Company site. NPS photo by Donald Wolbrink, 1935.
Fig. 6.59. Mead Lumber Company wharf later used by the CCC at Camp Isle Royale (aka Camp Siskiwiit). NPS photo, 1945.

Fig. 6.60. Location of Camp Siskiwiit, Camp Isle Royale, and Mead Lumber Company in Siskiwiit Bay. Drawing by Tom Carroll.
Submerged Cultural Resources archeologist Toni Carroll, Isle Royale Park Ranger Ken Vrana, and Maasa visited Senter Point in June 1984 in an effort to locate the remains of the Camp Siskiwiit crib dock and to examine the offshore area for associated artifacts. No examination of the original Camp Siskiwiit location has been undertaken to date.

Intrusions and Data Limitations: Following abandonment of the CCC camps in 1942, buildings from all three camps began being re-used by the fledgling park. Structures were dismantled in sections, in some cases, and moved to other locations for use as residences, offices, shelters, ranger stations, and warehouse space. Salvageable materials were also used for upgrading existing buildings on an as needed basis. Eventually, each of the camps was obliterated, the last CCC building at Camp Siskiwiit/Camp Isle Royale was burned in October 1985 (Isle Royale National Park files). The crib dock at Senter Point was apparently allowed to deteriorate on its own.

Site Location: CCC Camp Siskiwiit on Senter Point and its associated features are located at the west end of Siskiwiit Bay (Fig. 6.4). The crib dock can be reached by traveling in a northwesterly direction in the bay toward Senter Point, a geographic place name clearly marked on U.S.G.S. 15 minute topographic maps and NOAA nautical charts. The remains of the dock are on the south side of Senter Point, just below the surface of the water.

CCC Camp Isle Royale (aka Camp Siskiwiit) at the Mead Lumber Company location, is recorded as being within Township G3 North, Range 37 West, Section 4, SW 1/4, NE 1/4. The Camp Siskiwiit and dock location, at Senter Point, is in Section 33, SE 1/4, NE 1/4, and in Section 34, SW 1/4, NW 1/4 (Fig. 6.5A).

Administrative Status: The Civilian Conservation Corps camp site at the Mead Lumber Company location is included in the Isle Royale interim Cultural Sites inventory as undesignated site number T14-1. It does not have a State of Michigan number and is not included on the National Register of Historic Places. The camp site on Senter Point is not presently recorded by the park.

Research Methodology: Divers examined the offshore area of Senter Point down to a depth of 15 feet. The entire point was examined down to a depth of 10 feet. Good water visibility and light penetration facilitated the examination, and it is felt that no major artifacts were overlooked. During this survey the remains of the dock were located. An examination was made of the historic CCC camp location.

Site Description: The crib dock, in approximately 4 feet of water, is composed of two scattered sections of cribbing. One crib is partially intact with several logs still in place (Fig. 6.61). The second crib consists only of rounded boulders, which extend from the shoreline out toward the partially intact crib (Fig. 6.62).

Site Analysis: During the offshore survey of the north side of Senter Point, numerous artifacts were located that probably date from the CCC era. Pieces of broken crockery and two small aluminum bowls, specifically, point to the activity here in the mid to late 1930s. The five inch diameter aluminum bowls have a rolled lip and the word “Kellogg’s” is embossed in the bottom. Examination of the south side of the point adjacent to extant crib dock remains, revealed the presence of iron spikes, used in the construction of crib docks, along with various pieces of broken crockery and other miscellaneous nails. There is no question that this is the location of the CCC crib dock associated with Camp Siskiwiit.
Conclusion: Confusion over the original site of Camp Siskiwit with its Mead Lumber Company location has resulted in some difficulties in identification of photographs from the two camps and has led to an inaccurate interpretation of the history of this activity by present day park staff. The continued use of the camp name Siskiwit by the CCC volunteers, the removal of nearly all buildings from the original site, and the oral history regarding the site, has undoubtedly contributed to this confusion. As a result, no baseline cultural resources survey of the original location has been undertaken. The Senter Point site of Camp Siskiwit should be investigated and recorded by the park.

Further examination of the area immediately offshore of the Senter Point CCC dock may result in the discovery of additional artifacts that could be used as part of an interpretive display or program. Documentation of the dock remains should be completed, this can easily be accomplished by a combination of wading and snorkeling the area.

While the old crib dock does not represent a significant cultural resource of its own accord, the overall story of the CCC on Isle Royale and its impact on the development of the park should be interpreted. Photographs of the extent dock along with Sultrinek's historic photo record, combined in a small brochure and self-guiding hike to both camp locations, could provide the casual visitor to this area a richer understanding of the development of the park and the Civilian Conservation Corps. The crib dock should be included as part of the CCC Camp at Senter Point and recorded as a State of Michigan historic archaeological site.

The area of the crib dock at the Mead Lumber Company location should be investigated and remains documented. This second dock area may contain a diversity of artifacts that are associated with both lumbering and CCC activities.

Other Known or Suspected Sites

Siskiwit Mine

The historic Siskiwit Mine offshore location was very briefly examined on two occasions in 1984 and 1985. This area contains cultural remains from the prehistoric period, the historic mining period, and modern remains from the mid-1850s.

Historical Background and Description: One of the earliest written documents about prehistoric copper mines on Isle Royale comes from G. G. Shaw (1847), who was mining on the island in the 1840s. In 1849, an article entitled “Ancient Workings” appearing in The Lake Superior Journal (1849:2) carried a brief description of Shaw’s 1847 finds. A subsequent article, “Isle Royale”, reported the additional discovery of prehistoric mines near the Siskiwit Mine in Rock Harbor (1849:2). Dustin also specifically refers to the presence of prehistoric mines in the Siskiwit Mine area (1930:495).

Organized in 1844, the Isle Royale Mining Company went through a series of reorganizations, eventually emerging as the Siskiwit Mining Company in 1849. During this period the company conducted a number of explorations on Isle Royale concentrating on Mott and Outer Hill Islands. By 1850 the company was concentrating its efforts on the historic mine location, across Rock Harbor Channel from Mott Island, that bears its company name. The Siskiwit Mine was established.
in the vicinity of known prehistoric copper mines. Between 1847 and 1855 the mine produced nearly 200,000 pounds of refined copper (Takoula 1961a,b).

In June, 1934, a small pontoon plane landed to complete a take off from Mist Island and nose dove into Rock Harbor Channel just offshore of Siskawat Mine. Both the pilot and the single passenger on board managed to escape from the rapidly sinking craft, despite having severe injuries. The plane broke up and sank (Daily News Gazette, June 30 and July 2, 1934). Shortly thereafter the plane was hauled up onto the shore and the engine, propellers, and other miscellaneous items were salvaged. After everything of value was removed, the remains were used as a dock for a time. When the canvas covered craft began to deteriorate, it was pulled offshore and dumped in deep water (Donald Anderson personal communication, February 1987).

The Excavation. It is not surprising given the history of prehistoric exploitation of copper on Isle Royale and the presence of a prehistoric mine, that some prehistoric remains should be found in the vicinity of the Siskawat Mine. What is remarkable is the nature of the artifact located just offshore in 25 feet of water—nearly intact 14th century ceramic clay pot (Fig. 64b).

The pot was accidentally discovered in August, 1985 by Scott McWilliam, a volunteer diver working with the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit. McWilliam video taped the pot in situ and then carefully removed it to the surface where it was stored in a cooler filled with sea water. The pot was immediately transported to park headquarters and cared over to the park archeologist and park historian for stabilization.

Analysis of the pot has been undertaken by Dr. Patrick Martin, archeologist with Michigan Technological University. The following is excerpted from his initial evaluation of the pot:

The discovery of the 14 inch tall [pot] in the well used Rock Harbor Channel is remarkable in itself, but the vessel has significance in several other ways as well.

The vessel is nearly intact, with about 95% of the original pot still present in one piece. This is highly unusual in a northerly environment such as that found around Lake Superior, where relatively porous vessels, such as this one, typically succumb to damage caused by moisture and freeze-thaw cycles. Very few vessels of this age and degree of intactness are known from the Upper Great Lakes.

The pot ... is an indicator of wide-area cultural contact ... [and] exhibits several clues as to its age and cultural origin. Distinctive attributes of style and manufacturing technique.

The combination of manufacturing and design attributes form a distinctive style of pottery first known from an archeological site in the Straights of Mackinac called the Junctura Site. But a similar vessel should be found in both locations is not terribly surprising, for the occupants of the Junctura Site were regular users of native copper, a material that could be obtained both close by traveling to the Keweenaw or Isle Royale, or by trading with people in this area ...
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Fig 6.63 a & b. Nearly intact prehistoric pot found in Rock Harbor Channel in August, 1985. This pot has been dated to circa 1020-1200 A.D. It is the most intact example of this pottery type found in the region to date. Photos by Patrick Marin.
Junctunen Phase pottery has stylistic affinities or inspirations from the Ontario homeland of the Iroquois, and has been dated from circa 1200-1400 A.D., or perhaps even later. Attaching an ethnic identity to material several centuries old ... is dangerous ... but makers of this pot were probably descendants of the Chippewa, or Ojibwa people who lived in this region when European explorers first visited here (Martin 1985).

Since the initial evaluation, the results of accelerator aided radiocarbon analysis have been received and a more conclusive date for the pot has been determined. Dating from 1220 to 1280 A.D., the pot is now ascribed to the early, rather than late woodland period as originally believed (Dr. Patrick Martin, personal communication April 1987).

In June, 1980, and again in September 1984, park divers were attempting to locate the remains of the wooden pipe, and instead found a number of artifacts associated with the historic mining immediately offshore of the mine tailings. Remains included a wheelbarrow wheel, a partially intact ore barrel, pieces of iron machinery, and "a surprising amount of old leather shoes or shoe soles" (Vitana 1980, 1986).

Wing struts from the pontoon plane were located by Vitana on the same dive in 1984, and the frame was located by McWilliam in August, 1985. The partially wooden frame is lying upside down in 70 feet of water, not far from the location where the prehistoric pot was found.

Conclusion: It is apparent that the Siskiyou Mine area would benefit from additional research consisting of both shore-based and underwater reconnaissance. While the area immediately adjacent to the pot's former resting place was thoroughly examined for additional remains by Submerged Cultural Resource Unit archaeologists in 1985, with negative results, the nearshore area should be surveyed. It is not unlikely that additional prehistoric, historic, and modern remains are resting on the rocky bottom.

Additional Research Recommendations

Although Isle Royale was established as a National Park in order to preserve its wilderness values, the range of human activity from the prehistoric period to present day tourism have left their imprint on the island. Numerous prehistoric sites have been documented on the island, many of which were found at the shoreline or just inland. Given the discovery of the prehistoric pot in Rock Harbor Channel, examination of offshore areas of known sites could prove fruitful.

Many of the structures associated with the historic period have either been demolished or allowed to deteriorate on their own. Their surficial remains have often been compromised by the establishment of camping areas, other visitor use areas, park service facilities, or general site clean up following removal of buildings. In a number of cases historic wharfs or docks have been destroyed or altered during the process of replacement or improvement for modern use. However, the comparative degree of "damage" done to the underwater components of the various land based sites, discussed previously in this chapter, has been minimal. Most severe impacts coming from dredging associated with the construction and maintenance of docks or other park facilities.

The preliminary information gathered at each representative site discussed in this chapter has already provided remarkable insights into the prehistory and history of
Isle Royale. With this knowledge as a baseline from which to draw tentative conclusions, it is reasonable to assume that other land-based sites with underwater components may also contain a great deal of valuable information.

**Conclusion:** As of 1984, thirty-seven prehistoric sites were documented on Isle Royale (Maass 1984). Those sites that are adjacent to the shoreline, rivers, or inland lakes should have an offshore reconnaissance. The offshore areas of possible Northwest Fur Company and American Fur Company trading posts should be examined for both early fur trade and fishery station remains. Each of the historic mines required the construction of small docks or wharves; these should be located and documented. Docks and underwater remains associated with lumbering, recent fishing, resorts, ice lighthouses and the CCC should also be examined and evaluated for their historical significance.

Maass’ underdesignated cultural sites inventory (1984) and the park’s designated cultural sites list are excellent starting places for planning of future surveys and documentation efforts. Liberal use of the park’s building and dock files would also be useful in this regard. These records should be incorporated into the park historic files after use by park resources management and maintenance divisions. Oral histories and contemporary written accounts are also an important part of preparation for the survey and documentation process.

**Vernacular Watercraft**

Numerous examples of small wooden watercraft are present at Isle Royale. These vessels represent a local expression in boat design that was developed to meet the physical requirements of the work engaged in, and to function in a variety of weather and water conditions around the island. Similarly, these vessels were developed within limitations of low-cost, available materials, repair and maintenance by possibly amateur builders (the owner), and construction by “semi pro” locally recognized and/or part-time, and professional builders.

In the heyday of sail, in particular the latter half of the 1800s, about 200 distinct types and subtypes of small sailing boats were used in North America (Chapelle 1951:8). The vast majority of these vessels are now gone, their usefulness passed when the sail was replaced by the low-cost gasoline engine. Isle Royale’s sailors were phased out by the use of the gasoline engine. In their place, the “gas powered boat” became the workhorse of fishermen, vacations, and even the rescue services, i.e. U.S. Light House Service and U.S. Life Saving Service.

Larger inshore, coastal, and lake sailing vessels, those from 35 to 40 feet and up used principally for commercial purposes, were also designed to meet geographical and service needs. There were more than 100 types of sailing craft used in the fisheries and in commerce between 1890 and 1900 (Chapelle 1936:xi). Unlike their smaller counterparts, these vessels were built in recognized shipyards by skilled shipwrights. These sailing vessels, like the small sailers, were gradually replaced by mechanization. Steam powered vessels rapidly dominated commercial trade although, at least on the Lakes, some types of intermediate-sized vessels were still gasoline powered.

One of the problems faced by anyone attempting to describe or discuss vernacular craft is terminology. Like most of the country, small craft types on the Great Lakes have not been well studied and nomenclature varies from area to area. It also varies from person to person depending upon age, ethnic background, and even
occupation. "They pretty much called them whatever they wanted to call them" (Margaret McPherson personal communication, February 1987) Fishermen and boat captains did not only view their vessels differently than vacationers and pleasure craft owners, the two groups referred to similar vessels using different terminology. To further complicate matters, the same generic term, such as skiff, was used to describe entirely different vessel construction.

In order to avoid attempts at lengthy "definitions" of vessel types, the several examples around Isle Royale will be discussed in the vernacular, that is, in the terms used by fishermen and their families (Millard and Myrtle Johnson and Millard Jr; Stanley Swenson), summer residents and resort owners (Phil Gale and Marge McPherson), boat captains (Stanley Swenson), boat builders (Ray Will, Wesly Lane) and engine mechanics (Dale Will), who lived, worked, played, and built boats for use around Isle Royale. The explanations surrounding the various craft are limited to the memories of Scandinavian-born persons of commercial fishing and resort activity, thus emphasizing the period from the 1880s to the 1950s. This narrow time frame was necessitated by the oral traditions and memories of the individuals queried about the craft.

It will be quickly recognized that much of the vessel terminology is both functional and descriptive. Cultures documented the functionality of the fisherman's view of their lives and surroundings while recording the folkloric expressions of those Royale fishermen (1977). Given the adaptive nature of the vernacular used to describe the vessels under consideration in this chapter, photographic illustration of the various vessel types will not be used whenever possible. This is not intended to be a thorough examination of the wide variety of craft either present or used around the island. Rather it is a brief overview.

With the above caveat in mind, the general categories of vessels, often referred to as boats regardless of their size or function include sailboat, skiff, rowboat, gas boat, launch, fish tug, work tug, passenger boat, steamboat or steamer, and yacht. These can further be broken down into inferred categories of use: commercial, recreational, or private (for hire).

The general term saiboat simply refers to any sail driven craft, regardless of size. Grandpa had a sailboat, a two masted schooner. She had thin ribs.

The NORTH GLENELG. Narrow planking. She's laying in the slough, the little strath behind Sam Johnson's dock at Wright Island (John M. Maloney, Sr 1986)

A particular type of sailboat, a craft less than 30 feet in length, was popular on the western lakes and with Isle Royale fishermen from the 1880s to just after the turn of the century. It exhibited a distinct hull form and was referred to as a Mackinaw sailboat (Fig. 6.61).

Nothing was more exhilarating than watching Papa's return from the nets. The two masted Mackinaw sailboat would come into sight around a rocky point, sails unfurled and billowing in the wind (Ingelburg Hultt 1984:33).

The Mackinaw was built in three distinct models: the double-ended, straight-sheared Collingwood style built on both the American and Canadian shores of Lake Huron; the double-ended, strong sheared, high bow, and plumb-stemmed style from Lakes Superior and Michigan (see Figure 6.62 above); and the square sterned Huron boat
Fig. 8.64. Mackinaw sailboats were used on the lakes until after the turn of the century. This one is a typical Lake Superior Mackinaw with its high bow and sharp stern. National Archives photo, circa 1880s.

Fig. 8.65 a & b. The fishing skiff was a small rowed boat with a sharp bow (left), flat bottom, hard chine, and flat stern (right) used by commercial fishermen. The skiff at right exhibits an early stern configuration, a deep transom extending to the bottom. NFS photos by James Bradtord (l) and Joe Strykowski (r).
(Cleavel 1881:180-185). The presence of a square stern on the Huron boats may have led to some recent confusion over identification of this type as a Mackinaw.

The western lakes Mackinaw was "unquestionably the basis of all the lake types, for they were not only fast but also very fine seamanship" (Campbell 1854:152). They were rigged as either a schooner or a ketch and always had a jib. The bowsprit was squared downward and very often the lugged foresail was replaced by a boomed sail. Historic photographs of Mackinaw boats on Isle Royale circa 1890 show masts of the same height, a typical attribute. The Mackinaw was considered treacherous in the summer months during a sudden squall. If the fishermen could not get the sails down quickly enough, the boat could capsize. A few fishermen lost their lives this way (Siverson 1987).

The Mackinaw ranged in size from 20 to 35 feet and was constructed with both of sawn frames and a plank hull. Their beam was carried well forward, with a counterbeam just forward of amidships. Bembe Hill stated that white oak and white pine were the preferred building materials on Northshore builders. Presumably Hill's father, who was also a Northshore builder, used oak and white pine in construction of circa 1900 boats. Today Hill steams oak for frames, and oak is used in the stem, keel, and transom. It would not be surprising to find oak used similarly in the construction of Mackinaws, although this has not been documented. Based upon the preferences of builders today, it is possible that some white pine or cedar may have been used to plank the hull.

While the sharp sterned and raked stern Mackinaw was the most popular on Lake Superior, there were some smaller square sterned boats used on the lake. Stanley Sive said that a fisherman on Isle Royale in the late 1800s had two Mackinaws; one was a 20 foot square sterned sailer (Siverson 1987). The advantage of the sharp stern over the square stern was that the fishermen could push them off a ramp without broaching, and in a following sea they did not "sail away around so much or break so easy" (Siverson 1987). The stem, while considered sharp, was rounded rather than the new.

The Mackinaw sailboat was widely used until the introduction and ready availability of the gasoline engine just at the turn of the century. The general Mackinaw hull shape appears again in post-1900 craft, discussed below. A few Mackinaw sailboats are reported to have been lost around the island. One or possibly two may be off Long Point, and one, owned by the McGuire brothers, was lost off the northeast side in 1874 (Robinson 1838:12-13), and one in Washington Harbor (Siverson 1987).

The skiff, a small rowed boat, was used both for fishing and occasionally for recreation by fishing families. A work boat used in shallow bays and coves, the fishermen's skill at fishing was that honed.

They were generally a 16 or 17 footer with a flat bottom and side, that's the way they were made. What we call a canoe job. A piece of oak was the length of it at the break from the bottom to the side (Hill 1987).

4. In Northshore is Minnesota's Lake Superior shoreline.
Around the turn of the century, the fishing skiffs were made with a sharp stern. Because of the lack of safe bays and harbors on the Minnesota shore, the skiffs, like the Mackinaw sailboat, had to be launched off steep slices; the sharp stern prevented breaching in the waves. As many as 350 were launched from areas on the Northshore when herring fishing was at its peak. Two Isle Royale fishermen, Bruce and Peterson, are reported to have made a slide off the steep northeast side of Houghton Point so they could launch their skiff because all of the bays and coves were filled with herring fishermen (Stewartson 1987).

Later the fishing skiff became square-stemmed, although it retained its hard-chine, and high sides varying from 20 to 24 inches deep. These skiffs were above all a stable work platform upon which to haul fishing nets (Fig. 6.66a). Early skiffs had a deep transom that extended to the bottom (Fig. 6.66a). In order to make it easier to row, the beam on a fishing skiff was just a little less than 1/3 its length (Hill 1987). Because of its use in herring fishing, this vessel was often referred to as a “herring skiff”. Its use was contemporaneous with the Mackinaw sailboat, the Mackinaw being used in open water, while the skiff was used in relatively protected locations. Fishing skiffs continued in use well into the early 1900s.

Another style of rowed boat was popular with vacationers during the resort era on Isle Royale, circa 1880s - 1940s (Fig. 6.66). This vessel was round-bottomed with rounded sides and a gently sweeping fantail stern. This type of stern has also been called a “V” stern by some Isle Royale fishermen (Milford Johnson Jr. 1987). “Construction was either lap-strake or smooth seam, but always round-bottomed” (Hill 1987). While the fishing skiff was built out of oak and native white pine, the rowboat/rowing skiff was very often built of cedar strips, although both were plane on frame, i.e., carvel (Hill 1987). Craft built from cedar or white pine strips are generally referred to as strip boats. Popular lengths for these recreational boats were 12, 14, and 16 feet, their breadth being just under 1/3 the length (Hill 1987). Unlike the high-sided fishing skiff, the rowboat has only a 14 to 16 inch depth.

Simply called a rowboat by fishermen and local boat builders (Milford Johnson Jr 1987; Hill 1987), it was referred to as a rowing skiff by resort owners and summer residences. (Burt Cole personal communication, March 1987, Marjorie McMahan personal communication, February 1987). When asked about the resort owners’ and summer residences’ adoption of the term skiff from the fishermen and boat builders, Reuben Hill replied:

Well of course a lot of people have a name for them just like a brown horse, or a black horse. It’s about the same thing with a round-bottomed boat. It’s just a round-bottom boat. But those [rowboats] are not called skiffs. A skiff is a more job that the fishermen mostly were using (Hill 1987).

Examples of both the fishing skiff and the rowboat/rowing skiff are known to exist around Isle Royale. The locations include: Wright Island - herring skiff, Robin Harbor - rowboat/rowing skiff and herring skiff, Crystal Cove - herring and rowboat/rowing skiffs, Johnson Island - herring skiff, Malone Island - unknown skiff type, Washington Island - herring skiff, and Barren Island - herring skiff.

The gas boat is an all-purpose workboat and “the most revered type of fishing craft around Isle Royale” (Chichra 1987:54). At the turn of the century gas boats were built as double ended, adopting the double-ended Mackinaw hull in motorization (Fig. 6.67). Shortly thereafter, the double-ended style was dropped in favor of the
Fig. 6.6A. The rowboat/dorying skiff is a round-bottomed boat with a sweeping forward stem. This recreational craft was popular with summer residents, vacationers, and fishing families. Photo courtesy of Ken Warren.

Fig. 6.6B. SKIPPER SAM, a double-ended gas boat built in the 1930s, was equipped with a 4 cylinder engine mounted amidships. Its presence is an anomaly since double-enders like this stopped being built just after the turn of the century. NPS photo by James Bradford.
roomier raked square stern. Double-enders were also called canoe-backs by local fishermen and boat builders (Hill 1987).

The "hot head" or "hot tube" engine was used in the early gas boats and were the forerunner of the diesel (Moe 1987; Silvertson 1987; Hill 1987). Kerosene-fueled and started with a blow torch, these engines could not be used in an enclosed area because of the fumes they gave off and the danger of fire (Moe 1987). Fishermen often carried a sack of flour or sand with them just in case a fire started (Silvertson 1987). Double-ended gas boats were later equipped with 2 cycle marine engines with 1, 2 or 3 cylinders (Moe 1987). Early manufacturers recalled by Stanley Silvertson, Eric Moe, and Rabin Hill included Scripps, Palmer, Fox, Knox, Strandall (etc.), Dafroit, and Kahlenberg.

The Depression years also marked the transition period between 2 and 4 cycle marine engines.

... some of the fishermen used car engines, because they had a transmission in them, and to set the hook lines they could shift down into low gear or second gear. And when you were setting nets, if it was a calm day it was nice and you didn't have to fuss with the engine, you could just put it in low gear or second gear. If it was rough, and you had to head up against the wind, or the wind was on the forward quarter, well you just put it in high you see. And with hook lines it was especially nice being able to shift was the ultimate (Silvertson 1987).

The most popular engine was the Buick 8-cylinder Master 20, although 4-cylinder Studebaker, Chrysler, Dodge, and Model-T Ford engines were also used (Moe 1987; Silvertson 1987). Car engines were used for practical reasons as well: during the Depression these engines could be purchased for $100, considerably less than marine engines (Moe 1987).

A surviving example of a double-ended gas boat exists at Wright Island (Fig. 5.67). According to Ingried Holte, SKIPPER SAM was built by Charles J. Hill in the 1930s, on a special request for her father, Sam Johnson.

The "typical" modern gas boat was widely used from the early 1930s through the 1950s (Fig. 5.58). Many of the wooden-hulled Isle Royale and Northshore gas boats were made by master boat builders, principally the Hill family of Larmont, Minnesota.

Based upon the Mackinaw hull, the gas boat ranged between 20 and 28 feet long. The length of a boat was determined by what size the fishermen could handle:

... particularly in areas where they had to pull the boats up on a ramp, if they didn't have good shelter ... Many of the fishermen around Isle Royale, as well as here [Minnesota], wanted 24-footers, round bottomed boats. A few were a little larger, but most were looking for about a 24-footer. Many of those were on Isle Royale, down in Siskiwit and on the Northside, in Washington Harbor. Belle Isle and that area (Hill 1987).

A rule of thumb was to make the beam on a gas boat 1/3 the length (Hill 1987). Gas boats were often decked and carried an inboard engine mounted amidships. Those plank-on-frame boats were constructed with a sharp bow and raked square stern, to make them easier to handle in rough weather. A number of Hill's boats had a cut away stern, rather than a big wide deep transom, to improve their
Fig. 6.68. A typical modern gasholt circa 1950s. Its raked square stern, sharp high bow, and strong sheer, reflect its Mackinaw hull beginnings. NPS photo.

Fig. 6.69. A double-ended launch at the turn of the century is basically the same hull as SKIPPER SAM (Fig. 6.67), the launch was different from the gasholt only in name. The Mackinaw hull shape was simply adapted to motorization. Photo courtesy of Cathryn Baker.
handling in a following sea. That type of modified square stern would split the sea when running ahead of it" (Hill 1987).

The keel, transom, stern, and frames were constructed out of white oak. The first two planks from the keel were often oak as well, "to give the boat a stronger backbone" (Hill 1987). Cypress or cedar were used for a portion of the bottom and the remainder of the vessel constructed using native white pine. Gunwales were of oak because of its straight grain and its resistance to peeling with the grain when nets were hauled over the sides.

During the height of their popularity in the 1960s, gas boats were generally equipped with a 4 cylinder gasoline engine. Common manufacturers were Donali, Cashier, and Standard motor of Wisconsin, Chrysler and Gray Marine out of Detroit, Campbell, Hercules, and Kasmania (Moe 1987, Hill 1987, Siverson 1987). The most popular engine among lake Royale and Northshore fishermen appears to have been the Gray Marine (Reese). Each Hill installed more of those than any other (Hill 1987).

The gas boat replaced the Mackinaw sailor and was used in open water fishing for lake trout, whitefish, and siskiwit. The larger "open gas" boat of 24 to 26 feet was commonly used for hook lines, float nets, and Gill net fishing (Siverson 1987). The gas boat also eventually supplanted the fishing skiff that was being relegated to occasional and recreational use by fishing families.

The same hull used for gas boats, built for recreational purposes rather than as a work boat, was referred to as a "launch" or "motor launch" (Matson McPherson personal communication, February 1987; Johnson Brothers Brochure 1940). Both fishermen and boat builders considered the launch a resort-related boat (Siverson 1987; Hill 1987). In the latter 1930s and early 1940s, the double-ended launch was not uncommon (Fig. 5.42), however like the double-ended gas boat, that stern configuration was dropped for the roomier raked square stern. A typical post-1940 resort-era launch on Lake Royale, many built by the Hill family, was described by Reese Hill as:

"...one that is used for commercial use, for taking people out... that was fished up a little bit different. It maybe had a top the full length of it and curtains to drop down in case of weather. That's what the boats at Rock Harbor were (Hill 1987) (Fig. 5.71)."

In the 1920s and 1930s, launches were larger—size, typically up to 30 foot. Two such launches used around lake Royale at that time were SUNBEAM and LADY HELENS, the "fancy boats" (Siverson 1987).

The raked square sterned launch, unlike their working counterparts, may have been fitted out with decorative brass rails and constructed using cypress with some mahogany (Fig. 6.71). More recently the 12, 14, and 16 foot launches, constructed of cedar strips and equipped with modern outboard engines, have become popular with sport fishermen in the area (Hill 1987). Today this vessel type is called an "outboard boat or runabout."

By the 1930s, the stern on both the launch and the gas boat took one of three forms, a fantail, a raked square stern, and a cut away stern (Fig. 6.72). While any of the three were used for the launch, the square stern and cut-away stern were preferred by fishermen.
Fig. 6.70. A typical post-1900 resort-era launch on Isle Royale had a top the full length of it with curtains to drop down in case of bad weather. The boats at Rock Harbor Lodge were very similar to NEWSBOY, a 1900 launch from Port Huron, Michigan. Photo courtesy of Cathryn Baker.

Fig. 6.71. A narrow beam, decorative brass rails, and a square stern typified the circa 1900 launches. These boats are the forerunner of the modern outboard. Photo courtesy Cathryn Baker.
Fig. 6.72. By the 1930s the stern on both the launch and the gas boat took one of three forms, a fantail, a raked square stern, and a cut-away stern. The fantail and raked square stern were also seen on the larger fish tugs, the latter being the most common. MPA photo.

Fig. 6.73. A stripped down NORLAND is being towed by NELLS J. Both vessels are typical 1930s - 1950s Lake Superior fish tugs. The influence of the Mackinaw hull is clearly evident in these vessels. Photo courtesy of Ken Vrana.
Numerous examples of gas boats are reported to be lost or abandoned around Isle Royale. These include Johnson Island gas boat, Long Cove gas boat, Thompson Island gas boat, Washington Island gas boat, Johnson Island gas boat, Johns Island gas boat, and Wright Island gas boat owned by Sam Johnson. In addition, a gas boat once belonging to Pete Eggstrom was donated to the Isle Water Boat Guild in Bayfield, Wisconsin.

There is one known loss of a launch around Isle Royale, LADY RUTHIES in Washington Harbor. In addition, there are three good examples of this type of vessel from the resort era on Isle Royale still afloat today. They are HILS, owned by the Gale family of Iona Harbor; MINNIE E. O. originally owned by Mr. Clay of Clay Island and Davidson Island, owned until recently by National Park Concessionaire, and presently in the Keweenaw peninsula; and PICNIC, owned by Budey Silverson of Grand Marais, Minnesota.

The heyday of the wooden fish tug was from the 1880s to the 1930s. An intermediate sized workboat, the fish tug also drew upon the Mackinac hull form and design characteristics with its sharp stern, high bow, strong sheer, and raised stern (Fig. 3.13). A major difference between the gas boat and the fish tug is overall vessel size. During the early years of the Northshore fish tugs ranged from 36 to 38 feet while Southshore fish tugs were as long as 65 feet. In the early 1930s, the competition between Minnesota and Southshore fishemen came to a head and legislation was enacted to regulate the size of fish tugs to 35 feet. But, the 35-foot size restriction was dropped, and in its place a restriction on the minimum size of a fish tug was enacted.

Another distinctive feature of the fish tug is its completely enclosed deck and pilothouse (Fig. 3.14). While specific cabin and pilothouse arrangements may have varied from vessel to vessel, the cabin extended from bow to stern. Railings on the sides permitted handling in eats. Fish tugs were regularly equipped with gas engines, keel, transom and stern, and with motor, cypress, and white pine planking, similar to the gas boat (Silverson 1987: 101-102).

The wooden fish tug was gasoline powered by either a 6 or 8 cylinder industrial or marine engine placed amidships. Like its smaller cousin the gas boat, common manufacturers included Gray Marine and Chrysler (Crown in Air) out of Detroit, and Dannen and Rudolph of Wisconsin. Diesel engines by Gray Marine as well as the Kallenberg out of Wisconsin were also used.

Gasoline engines were popular in the 1930s to 1950s because of their lower initial cost than similarly sized diesel engines. Today tugs are not only steel-fulled but also generally diesel-powered for safety.

Descriptions of fish tugs were embellished with additional information relating to their physical attributes. For example, while all the tugs had a graceful stern, they were not necessarily similar. They might be described as having a fin or dock...
tall stem, meaning in this case that the fantail planks swept or extended up to meet the gunnel at the level of the main deck. Master boat builder Reuben Hill described that attribute as:

... fancied up a little bit. But that kind of stern keeps the weather down ... especially in a following sea. ... it's a trimmer boat (Hill 1987).

More commonly the vessels had a raked square stern, that is, a small transom (see Figure 6.73). The square stern was preferred over the fantail, because it was easier to clean. As the excess material used in a fantail began to deteriorate, fishermen often saved the stern off and put in a transom (Swenson 1982). In order to keep the stems from looking boxy, the Hill family worked a "tumble-home" into the stern; the gunnel was "rolled in a little bit from the bilge" (Hill 1987). Other common adjectives used to describe fish tugs are "round-bottomed" or "soft-chined" (Hill 1987; Millard Johnson, Sr., personal communication to Ken Vrana, 1979).

Another category of tug, used in commercial activities other than fishing, is referred to as a work or harbor tug. With basically the same hull as a fish tug, the major differences in the work tug were heavier frames, thicker hull planks, and an abbreviated cabin configuration allowing more open deck space.

After conversion to other uses, principally transportation or pleasure cruises, fish tugs were referred to as simply passenger boats or cabin cruisers. Two converted fish tugs, BELLE ISLE and Kauppi's ISLE ROYALE QUEEN, serviced several of the resorts around Isle Royale in the early part of this century.

Examples of fish and work tugs around Isle Royale include AW-WA NISHA, DAGMAR, STANLEY, and an unidentified tug in Five Finger Bay. AW-WA NISHA, launched in 1922, was built along the lines of a commercial fish tug, although it early use was in the passenger/freight trade (see Figure 6.74). Purchased in 1937 by Holger Johnson and Otis Olsen, the vessel was "converted" to commercial fishing. No longer principally a passenger boat she was then referred to as a fish tug. Lost in Chippawa Harbor in 1955, this vessel is one of several fish tugs either known to exist or suspected around Isle Royale.

DAGMAR, launched in 1914, was also built along the lines of a fish tug. Used as an inland coastal freighter, it was purchased in 1930 by Arnold Johnson and used as a fish tug and later a freight/passenger boat. DAGMAR was lost in 1935 approximately 1/2 to 3/4 mile northeast of Chippawa Harbor. At the time of loss, the tug was owned by the Brazell Motor Freight Company. Two additional examples of fish tugs include STANLEY at Star Island and an unidentified vessel rumored to exist off Caribou Island.

The fish tug STANLEY would have been described as a sharp-stemmed, round-bottomed tug, with a square stern (Fig. 6.75). The fish tug is 42 feet 5 inches long overall, a breadth of 10 feet, and a depth of hull of 4 feet 6 inches. From keel

---

6The square-stemmed tug was not blunt-ended, rather it too was overhanging and had a pronounced counter. A more descriptive term for this stern configuration would be "square-stemmed fantail", although that particular terminology was not used by any of the individuals interviewed.
Fig. 6.74. Fish tugs getting outfitted for the fishing season on Lake Superior in the 1940s - 1950s. JEFFERY (center) was owned by Milford and Arnold Johansen of Star Island. AH-WA-NELSHA was owned and operated by Holger Jensen, half-brother to Milford and Arnold. C. Patrick Labeide Collection.

Fig. 6.75 a & b. STANLEY exhibits typical attributes of the 1930s era fish tug on Lake Superior. Her sharp, high bow and raised square stern made her very seaworthy. NPS photo by John Brooks.
to rail it was constructed entirely of wood, however, iron spreader bars at dock level are present. The keel, stem and sternpost are of oak. Planking is 1 3/4 inches thick and 6 inches wide, while the ceiling width varies from 3 1/2 to 5 1/2 inches. The engine was mounted amidships, and at the time of STANLEY's loss, it was painted green. The tug, owned by John E. Johnson, was built in 1914 in Two Harbors, Minnesota.

STANLEY sunk adjacent to the main fish dock at Star Island sometime prior to 1935. After abandonment it was stripped of the engine, other useful items and possibly the cabin, and scuttled approximately 150 feet southwest of the dock in Lorah Lane in approximately 20 feet of water. When examined in 1982, she was listing to port approximately 40°. STANLEY is intact up to the level of the deck, the gunwale is present only in the first 4 feet 5 inches aft of the stem; the cabin is absent. STANLEY is typical of a circa 1920s to 1930s era fishing tug.

The Five Finger Bay tug was spotted in 1976 during a flight over the island. After its discovery, park divers visited the wreck in order to obtain some information about her. The unidentified work tug is typical of its type. The tug is equipped with a 4-cylinder Dorman gasoline engine mounted amidships and is approximately 40 feet long with a 10-foot beam. The hull is heavily built a small cabin and pilothouse are amidships, and a tow bitt is in the stem. The only clue to the tug's identity is a 1920 Michigan boat plate number 68. Records that could have provided additional information about the vessel's past were destroyed in a fire, although a long-time Isle Royale boat captain suggested that the tug may have been used in lumbering activities (Roy Obey, personal communication to Ken Viola, August 1984). In the 1920s, pulp logs were transported across the lake in boom's, large log nets connected by chains. Tugs, similar to the one in Five Finger Bay, were used to tow these booms, and were referred to as boom-log tugs (Obey 1984). Illegal salvage activities by divers in 1977 adversely impacted the vessel, but she is still capable of providing a great deal of architectural information to maritime historians and recreational enjoyment for sport divers.

Steam boats or steamers are simply any steam-powered vessel used for commercial purposes. The Booth Line vessel AMERICA, discussed elsewhere in this publication, was referred to as a steamer. Even after the introduction of large diesels, the terms steam boat or steamer were still used locally to describe large commercial vessels as discussed in previous chapters (Sivertson 1987; Milford Johnson Jr 1987).

Whether steam-powered or sail-driven, any "large" vessel privately owned, used strictly for pleasure, and not for hire, was referred to as a yacht, more specifically a "man's yacht" (Marjorie McPherson personal communication, February 1987). A well-known yacht was owned by G. W. Mcqgath, who maintained a 100-foot sailer in Amerycoid Channel in the 1920s (Marjorie McPherson personal communication, April 17, 1987). Another well-known example of a yacht is the 100-foot WINYAH, owned by Andrew Carnegie. This vessel was later purchased by H. Christenson and Sons, fishmarketers, to replace the freight and passenger service provided by AMERICA (Hodin 1986). Stripped of all luxury accessories and converted, the vessel was generally referred to as a steamer. Remains of Peggy Bell, a 65-foot yacht that caught fire at the Singer Hotel dock in Washington Harbor in 1928, may be found in the channel toward Booth and Grace Islands (Hodin 1984, correspondence).
Other unknown vessel types are reported to have been lost in Victoria Harbor near the abandoned lighthouse west of Middle Islands, and in the month of Passage Island small boat cover. Several unidentified "fishing boats" are reported to have been lost in Tobin Harbor (Carol Mass personal communication, 1985), and a range of boats is also reported to have been lost in this location (Gore 1982).

Other losses of small boats, possibly schooners, are suspected to have occurred on Isle Royale prior to the turn of the century. Possible locations include McGarvie Cove, the vicinity of Catsoc Rocks, and the general northeast end (Murford Johnson, St. personal communication to Ken Vrana, 1978). This end of the island reportedly saw Northwest Fur Company fishing activity and schooners were commonly employed by the company to transport catches back to Fort William. Some of the schooners used in the early fur trade and fishing operations on Lake Superior were OTHER (pre 1800), RAVAGER or similar craft (1800), PERSEVERANCE, FUR TRADER (1812), RECOVERY (1829), MINK (pre 1812), SPITFIRE (1819), and the schoon NANCY (Mansfield 1899:117). Boats also allude to several other declined vessels being on Lake Superior prior to and during the War of 1812 (Mansfield 1899:1127).

Conclusion: The importance of boats to the people of Isle Royale cannot be overstated. They have played a critical role in transportation, have served as a work tool, provided recreation, and facilitated communication with the rest of the region. Personal experience has taught the importance of boats to the fishermen of Isle Royale:

"Every fisherman identifies with their boats. It is attached to by their entire life. They speak of their boat's history, memories, and of adventures associated with them. One of the most exciting stories I remember on Isle Royale involves the biography of a boat from a visit to the island and most other island residents. The boat's ownership is generally quite easy since such knowledge is highly valued... Fishermen not only identify with their boats, but they also identify with them... They identify with their boats as a core or a focal point of their occupational identity... and boats reflected upon their past and present ownership (Goodman 1997:25-127)."

In effect, these boats were an extension of not only themselves, but of the entire region encompassing Canada, the Northshore, and the Southshore of Lake Superior. In a land that virtually all of the first generation of fishing families immigrated to, and in an occupation that was solitary, their craft provided them with a sense of temporal continuity, ties to the past through knowledge of prior ownership and ties to the present through the sharing of similar occupational hazards and the joys of island life.

The various boats around Isle Royale are part of the submerged cultural resources base of the island and their history and place in the maritime development of the region will contribute to the story of the park. The history of the development of these craft has been handed down from generation to generation by word of mouth, the ability to create and maintain these vessels was continued through apprenticeship. However, the people whose lives were most directly affected by this craft, construction, or repair of these boats, are in their 60s, 70s, and 80s, and apprentices are few in number. The recent death of Myrtle Johnson, the last member of the Johnson family to hold a research fishing permit and carry on the historic Isle Royale fishing line, not only marks the end of an era but it also marks the loss of an opportunity to learn more about Northshore, Southshore, and Isle Royale fishermen and their boats.
Known examples of vernacular watercraft should be documented and evaluated for their significance as either part of a thematic group on their own, or as an addition to the existing Shipwrecks of Isle Royale National Park Thematic Group Nomination (Carroll 1983). Suspected locations of vernacular craft should be investigated and known locations of unidentified craft, like the big 10 shipwrecks ringing Isle Royale, should be carefully documented and their histories recorded.

The major shipwrecks around Isle Royale were documented using historical and archeological techniques. However, unlike the big 10, the vernacular watercraft are best documented in those terms used by the people who were involved with them on a daily basis. The model used in this section on vernacular watercraft is basically an ethnographic approach. Isle Royale, along with the other western Lake Superior National Parks, may be in a unique position to continue this study of vernacular craft using the same model simply because there are still a few individuals alive who possess knowledge of these vessels. It is, after all, the vernacular watercraft that played a major part in the lives of the people on Isle Royale and that occupy a special place in the maritime history of Isle Royale and the Lake Superior region.
CHAPTER VII. MANAGING SHIPRECKS IN A NATIONAL PARK:
THE ISLE ROYALE EXPERIENCE

Introduction:

Public use of shipwrecks at Isle Royale predated the establishment of the Park, the advent of scuba diving, and even the presence of the wolves, which are a major natural resource interest on the island. As in many other maritime communities, the misfortune and tragedy associated with shipwrecks was tempered by some real benefits. These events granted fishermon lumber for dwellings and fish houses, unexpected groceries, salvaged hardware and tales to pass on over coffee or brandy.

From Isle Royale, Lake Superior, come reports that its fishermen are suspected of having rifled the bodies of the victims lost in the Algoma disaster last fall.... The revenue cutter ANDY JOHNSON leaves Milwaukee tomorrow for Lake Superior and will probably make a thorough investigation.... This theory is strengthened by the finding of mutilated clothes and articles of value in their cabins (Detroit Free Press, Aug. 2, 1886).

Although the accusation was probably untrue or greatly exaggerated, tales persisted about Isle Royale fishermen “cleaning up” after shipwrecks. Of course, other non-diving Isle Royale residents and vacationers also scavenged shipwrecks or submerged sites. Light fixtures from EMPEROR still illuminate a life lease residence on Captain Kidd Island. A recent examination of artifacts donated to the Isle Royale National Park temporary museum and perusal of popular literature references reveal a surprising variety of private collectors.

With the establishment of the National Park in 1940, island residents and the general public involved in removal of artifacts from submerged cultural sites were joined by national park service employees. Park management at the time showed no consciousness of these activities being threats to underwater historic sites. With the advent of sport diving during the later 1950s and early 1960s, these threats took on an added dimension.

The story of how Isle Royale National Park (NP) as a managerial entity became aware of the historical significance of the shipwreck sites, went through a period of ambiguity regarding their appropriate use, and finally settled on the present policy is an intriguing one. Public agencies have a convenient aspect to them from a historian’s perspective: they leave paper trails. In the following pages we will let the Park superintendents and other players from inside and outside the Service speak in their own words to establish an administrative history of the Park regarding submerged cultural resources. That section will be followed by a comprehensive look at present day submerged cultural resources management at Isle Royale.
Administrative History

Herman Gessel, a Park ranger with the National Park Service located on the old days (1950s and 1960s) as an Isle Royale employee and scuba diver. The Park staff didn’t recognize shipwrecks as a recreational resource. I would tell employees about what I saw and the history of the wrecks. The staff seemed interested, but not interested enough to protect the wrecks, ask what was being brought up or the Park’s right to artifacts. They seemed unconcerned about what was there ... I took advantage of the situation. There was an “open season” ethic among divers. No loss removal of artifacts by other private divers at that time, except on the AMERICA ... if I wouldn’t have done it, someone else would. If someone else had brought up these artifacts, the Park Service would never see them (Paraphrased from NPS Oral History Recording, Gessel March 3, 1983).

One of the first “private divers” to visit AMERICA was Jack Caglian, a commercial diver from Thunder Bay, Ontario. (As taken from the Duluth News Tribune in 1987 (April 28).

Jack decided to visit AMERICA just because he had heard about the ship for years. “It’s sort of eerie,” he said last week. “You can still seeishes on the sideboards, and the tables are piled high on one end of the room.” More rewarding was his entry into the purser’s office, which he accomplished by breaking in the door. Scanning through an old desk, he found a bill of goods, thought he was wealthy and found that the “lackeys” were old snapshots. Still in the hold was an anchor. Model I found which he said seems in good condition. Caglian took the man’s here as a souvenir. Another souvenir was a bottle of maple syrup he found in the dining room. He said it was “sort of ripe.”

A number of sport divers visited AMERICA during the late 1950s and early 1960s, accelerating the action of the wreck’s tissue and stripping it of most portable artifacts. Jack Sneef, past president of the Duluth Trilobites Dive Club confirmed the “take what you want” attitude. During the late 1950s approximately 25 members of the club visited AMERICA during one outing. They saw no Park rangers during the dives and were unaware of any restrictions on the wreck. Jack stated that “If we had a chance, we’d pull that whole ship back to Duluth” (Personal Communication, Sneefb, Jan. 14, 1986). These thoughts almost became reality during the mid-1960s when Jim Marshall, also of Duluth, spearheaded an attempt to raise AMERICA. Marshall believed that a large proportion of its relics were going to a growing sport diving population in Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota. By 1965, all portholes, most sinks plus the engine room gauges and tools were gone. From the hold from the Model I had been removed.” Marshall termed the excavator of artifacts “wholesale looting” (Author’s Field Notes 1981 and Personal Communication, Marshall Jan. 10, 1986).

With awareness growing among members of the scuba diving community that a quality diving experience was available on AMERICA, it was inevitable that the public would search for other sites. An article from The Milwaukee Journal in 1965 (Jan. 10) entitled “SUNKEN TREASURE HUNT” further substantiates the present ethic among sport divers. Arthur A. Voechtle, Professor of Art at the University of Wisconsin describes a dive on AMERICA.

We all went down to where the pilot house used to be. This had been smashed by the ice, and the gaping black hole made some good shots
with Art [Wells] and Erich peering into the opening. Art went in and
returned with a running light and a taffrail log. We continued down for
another 15 feet to the forward officers' cabins where I'd spotted a small
safe ... When the safe was finally freed we guided it to the surface
with Kurt and Erich winching it from the boat ... No storm seemed
imminent and we were anxious to smash the safe open. By hammering
and chiseling we finally broke the door off. Inside we found the ship's
keys and eight $10 Canadian bills, wet but in good shape. We were
disappointed, feeling that there should have been more.

Formal salvage of Isle Royale's sunken vessels was also being contemplated during
this period. On August 4, 1959 a seasonal Park ranger reported that a diving and
attempted salvage operation was being conducted in the vicinity of Hawk Island. It
was the expressed intention of the group to locate and dive on the wreck of the
steamer KAMLOOPS, which was believed sunk in the vicinity of McCargoe Cove and
Todd Harbor in December, 1927. Mr. Coghlan wished to discuss the matter further
and proceeded to Mott Island (Park Headquarters). He was met by Chief Ranger
Zerbey who explained the numerous National Park Service, U.S. Customs and
Immigration regulations which had been violated and was ordered by the Chief
Ranger to leave the Park as soon as possible. The rig departed from McCargoe
Cove on August 7 after two days of bad weather, and it was reported that the barge
sank in Lake Superior on the return trip to Canada (Isle Royale NP Report, Incident of
Salvage and Diving Operation at McCargoe Cove 1959). This incident was reported
in Time magazine where the survivor's intentions were clearly indicated in a quote by
Coghlan:

He yearns to try to get the really big money that he is convinced awaits for
the taking in sunken Lake Superior treasure. Major bonanza is the
Canada Steamship Line's KAMLOOPS, which went down off Isle Royale
on Dec. 6, 1927, with a crew of 22 and, says Coghlan, $1,500,000 in
papermaking machinery, plus liquor worth $50,000. Coghlan says he
found the wreck in U.S. territory last Aug. 6 in 150 ft. of water, three
fourths of a mile off the island. U.S. Park rangers chased him off, says
Coghlan, and he was on his way to get permission to continue when
the storm swamped his barge (Time, Jan. 26, 1960).

The question of bottomlands jurisdiction, with implied ownership of shipwrecks and
control over sport diving, was becoming a confusing issue to Park superintendents,
who were generally ill-prepared for dealing with such concepts in their management
of a "natural area." Superintendent Lewis directed these questions through his
Regional Director to the Assistant Solicitor, National Parks in 1958, even before Mr.
Coghlan's attempt to find and salvage KAMLOOPS. The Assistant Solicitor Richard A.
Buddske returned his opinion to the Director, National Park Service on May 13, 1959.

In his April 6 memorandum to the Regional Director, Region Five,
Superintendent Lewis of Isle Royale National Park states that several
times during the past several years there have been incidents
involving health impairment and near accidents caused by skin-diving
[scuba]. Mr. Lewis believes that steps must be taken by his office to
prepare subsidiary regulations to prohibit this practice.

Mr. Lewis also wishes to know what jurisdiction the National
Park Service has over salvage operations involving shipwrecks in the
waters within the established boundaries of Isle Royale National Park.

By letter of May 19, 1944, to the Governor, this Department
notified the State of Michigan that on July 1, 1944, the United States
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would assume police jurisdiction over all the lands included in Isle Royale National Park. Exclusive jurisdiction over the submerged lands within four and one-half miles of the shore line of Isle Royale National Park, subject to certain reservations (State of Michigan reserves control of submerged minerals, fisheries and fishing activities) not pertinent in determining the question presented by Superintendent Lewis, was accepted by the United States and became effective on January 1, 1966 (21 F.R. 111). Should it be determined administratively that regulations controlling or prohibiting either skin-diving or salvage operations within the established boundaries of Isle Royale National Park are necessary in order to carry out the purpose of the Act of August 25, 1916 (35 Stat. 535) [NPS "Organic Act"], such regulations may be issued. We believe that the suggested regulations would be in consonance with the purpose of the National Park Service "to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations" (NPS Memorandum, Budddeke May 13, 1965).

Supporting Solicitor Budddeke's opinion was the Antiquities Act of 1906 (Public law 59-209, 34 Stat. 335), which provided for "the protection of historic, prehistoric and scientific remains, or any object of antiquity" on federal lands. This act also established criminal sanctions for unauthorized destruction or appropriation of antiquities (NPS Cultural Resources Management Bulletin 28, Aug. 1986).

Although Solicitor Budddeke's opinion seemed clear in its intent, the issue of shipwreck jurisdiction became clouded with underlying legal questions spawned by a series of public salvage requests. Mr. Vince Jordan of Kimelander, Wisconsin contacted Isle Royale National Park during 1963 regarding salvage rights to IMPERATOR and KAMLOPS (NPS Correspondence, Jordan Dec. 15, 1963).

My interest in salvage of the two vessels requested at the time is mostly in recovering historical artifacts that I donate to museums and historical societies. I was interested, however, in the possibilities of salvaging the cargo of one that is on the IMPERATOR (NPS Correspondence, Schmidt July 71, 1964).

The situation was directed by Isle Royale National Park acting Superintendent Battery to the Assistant Solicitor, National Parks, through the Assistant Regional Director. An opinion from Assistant Solicitor Bernard R. Meyer to the Director of the National Park Service stated:

Concerning the sunken vessels in the waters of Isle Royale National Park and requested guidance on the legal aspects involved in possible salvage.

It appears that one of the vessels sunk in 1927 and the other in 1948. Both are within Park waters. As such, they are property of the United States should it be determined that they have been abandoned. If the original owners of the vessels, the underwriters, or any other successors in interest of the vessels or of the cargo have evidenced a continuing claim of ownership in any manner, we cannot enter into arrangements for salvage by third parties, since the vessels and cargo.
could not be said to have been abandoned and would not be the property of the Federal Government for disposition.

However, if there has been no evidence of a claim of continuing interest in the vessels or cargo by the original owners, the underwriters, or any other successors in interest, it may reasonably be presumed that the vessels and cargo have been abandoned, in view of the length of time since they sank, and it could be determined that they are the property of the Federal Government, since they are within Park waters. In these circumstances, the Federal Government may permit exploration with a view to possible salvage and may enter into arrangements with a potential savior.

Of interest in this regard is section 203(m) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act (63 Stat. 385), as amended (40 U.S.C. sec. 484), which provides:

(m) The Administrator is authorized to take possession of abandoned and other unclaimed property on the premises owned or leased by the Government, to determine title thereto in the United States, and to utilize, transfer or otherwise dispose of such property


Isle Royale NP proceeded under Solicitor Meyer's opinion, but succeeding Superintendent Carlock Johnson brought his concerns to light in a memorandum to the Northeast Regional Director on January 28, 1965:

Interest in salvage of sunken vessels in Isle Royale is sporadic but over the past few years has frequently been the subject of renewed interest. There is always the possibility of a serious attempt to initiate such actions. If this should occur, it could prove several administrative problems as well as a general nuisance. Scuba divers, infected with the fever of "treasure" hunting, are apt to involve Park personnel in hazardous and expensive rescue operations. It is conceivable that objects of historical value might be lost as a result of their activities... We suggest that the right of the Federal Government to take possession of abandoned wrecks on Isle Royale, as set forth in the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act (40 U.S.C. 484), should be considered in the view of a possible conflict with Maritime Law of Salvage... We believe that basic control can be achieved only if a clear title is vested in the United States Government. Obviously, it would be too time consuming and complicated to attempt to contact all parties having a title interest in all ships that have wrecked in Isle Royale. Furthermore, it is doubtful if releases could be secure since there are always some who would suspect ulterior motives. We would like to suggest that it might be possible to make a clear sweep and secure title by a promulgation in the Federal Register whereby it would be announced that all wrecks located in waters, or on lands, of Isle Royale are presumed to be abandoned and that the Government is claiming title by virtue of said abandonment. If this action is not permissible, it appears that we are in the unfavorable position of furnishing unsolicited storage for property over which we have no legal control... (NPS Memorandum, Johnson Jan. 28, 1965)

On March 25, 1965, Superintendent Johnson in a memorandum to the National Park Service Chief Property Management and General Services added:

We suggest that the Service initiate action with GSA to acquire title to all vessels which have been wrecked on Isle Royale prior to this date. Authority for custody of this property can then be delegated to the
National Park Service. This will enable us to control any undesirable salvage or exploration of these wrecks (NPS Memorandum, Johnson March 26, 1965).

Isle Royale National Park began to research background information on shipwrecks at the request of the National Park Service Chief, Division of Property Management and General Services and National Park Service (NPS) Director. This included data on original ownership, insurance and registry. The question of present ownership as defined by Assistant Solicitor Meyer revolved around determining claims of continuing interest in sunken vessels or cargo within boundaries of the Park. If no claims existed, the shipwrecks could be considered "abandoned" and property of the United States government (NPS Memorandum, Turner April 8, 1965; Harrison December 20, 1965). An information summary was sent directly to the NPS Director by Isle Royale Acting Superintendent Zachwieja in February, 1966 (NPS Memorandum, Zachwieja Feb. 23, 1966).

As the National Park Service debated these issues of ownership internally, another salvage plan was brought to the public's attention. As he outlined in the Duluth News-Tribune of September 15, 1965:

Not until 1961, when James Marshall, Duluth, came on the scene, was there any serious talk of salvaging the AMERICA. "Talk was about as far as it went," Marshall said, "until early this year when it became apparent that raising the steamer and returning her to Duluth would bring recognition to the city and provide an attraction that people throughout the nation would enjoy visiting." Hence, the AMERICA Salvage Company, Inc., was organized, and plans were made for the AMERICA's return home ... "Before salvaging operations could be started," Marshall said, "we had to obtain permission from the National Park Service, the federal agency in control of Isle Royale." Marshall said that the Northeastern Minnesota Development Association (NFMDA) was instrumental in getting this permission.

The project also had support of the Minnesota Arrowhead Association, U.S. Representative John A. Blatnik and Duluth Mayor George D. Johnson. Future plans for AMERICA included a floating restaurant (Duluth News-Tribune, April 10, 1966; Sept. 24, 1965 and Author's 1981 Field Notes; Marshall, personal communication).

SS America, Inc., plans to moor the vessel in the Duluth harbor, hopefully near the Arena Auditorium, and charge admission for people to visit her. Money obtained in this endeavor will be spent to restore the AMERICA to her original condition. Over the years, Marshall said, divers have taken such items as portholes and the steering wheel as souvenirs of their explorations. "We hope that people who have these items will return them to the AMERICA when she reaches Duluth," Marshall stated. "These items are necessary if the ship is to be restored to her original state," he said (Duluth News-Tribune Sept. 9, 1965).

On September 21, 1965, Isle Royale Superintendent Carlock Johnson issued a Special Use Permit to AMERICA Salvage, Inc. for the purpose of conducting salvage operations on AMERICA. James Marshall stated that Mr. Johnson was very cooperative considering having this project "laid in his lap," referring to political support behind AMERICA Salvage, Inc. (Author's Field Notes, 1981; Marshall, personal communication). It was anticipated that removal of AMERICA would be completed...
prior to December 1, 1965. As in many other affairs, expectations often fail the test of reality.

Salvage operations were suspended on October 25th, due to the extremely unfavorable weather encountered during the last two weeks of the operation. At the time of suspension, the ship had been almost completely prepared for floating (AMERICA Salvage, Inc. Interim Report to Carlock Johnson, Nov. 22, 1965).

During fall 1965 operations, AMERICA Salvage, Inc. president James Marshall was disturbed by threats to the physical well being of salvage team members, as received by letter and over the phone. "Salvage Master" Charles McGlennan finally unlisted his phone number. Also, during a dive club meeting attended by Marshall in Minneapolis, Minnesota in December 1965, sport divers said they would rather throw scavenged artifacts into the river than donate them back to AMERICA (Author's Field Notes 1981 and Marshall, personal communication). From this same dive club meeting, the Minneapolis Tribune reported: "They (sport divers) would like to buy the salvage rights and not salvage...remaining where she [AMERICA] is, she will be visited by an ever-increasing number of scuba divers for hundreds of years to come" (NCRDIC DIVER July-Aug. 1974)

Disagreement between citizens regarding recreational usage of AMERICA as a submerged public resource versus a "dry" private commodity was confronted by Minneapolis diver Merritt Bartlett, in a telegram to Vice President Hubert Humphrey on October 21, 1965:

I am one of the National Association of Underwater Instructors for Minnesota and have been contacted by many interested persons who have asked me to inform you of the following: A private corporation, AMERICA Salvage, Inc., intends to raise and remove from Isle Royale National Park, within the week the wreck of the AMERICA, a ship which sank in 1923. It appears to be a taking and conversion of public or federal property for private use and must not be permitted without an investigation and hearing to insure that the public will not be damaged and all interested persons permitted to be heard. Furthermore (sic) salvage of this nature, where a ship is moved over a hundred miles, must be carefully executed or the AMERICA will be lost in hundreds of feet of water in Lake Superior, with a resulting irreparable loss to Isle Royale National Park and the public. Please refer this matter to the proper party for immediate investigation, so one of our most beautiful parks is not deprived of one of its most valuable attractions.

The response to Merrit Bartlett from NPS Acting Assistant Director Flynn acknowledged:

We are advised that, in view of the continuing interest in the past in salvaging the S.S. AMERICA, it cannot be considered under the application of principles of maritime law as having been abandoned by its original owner or insurer and, consequently, the United States can claim no ownership interest in the vessel as against either of them or their successors in interest... The foregoing will explain why the National Park Service has approved the salvage operation which is being conducted for the successor in interest of the original owner by S.S. AMERICA Salvage, Inc. You may be assured that the use permit authorizing the salvage operation provides for the protection of Isle Royale National Park (NPS Memorandum, Flynn Nov. 22, 1965).
On April 13, 1966, Superintendent Carlock Johnson issued another Special Use Permit for continuation of AMERICA Salvage, Inc., operations on AMERICA, during the period of January 1 to July 1, 1966. AMERICA Salvage, Inc., divers arrived at Isle Royale during early May, 1966. Their status report to James Marshall was not optimistic.

The crippled steamer AMERICA, resting on the bottom of Washington Harbor at Isle Royale since 1928, may have been dealt a fatal blow when someone reportedly dynamited a hole in her hull. James Marshall, head of the salvage company, said he received word Wednesday noon of the steamer’s apparent destruction from salvage master Charles McClaran. It was an exploratory dive that McClaran discovered that dynamiters had “blown the belly out of the bottom” of the ship. “I gathered from our brief talk,” Marshall said, “that the ship is very badly damaged. McClaran said, I think, that the AMERICA may be salvageable by means of our present operation.” (Duluth News Tribune, May 12, 1966)

Plans for salvage continued by assessing different techniques for raising the vessel, but AMERICA was not prepared for the proposed voyage back to Duluth when the Special Use Permit deadline expired. On August 12, 1966, James Marshall authorized the Federal Bureau of Investigation to inspect the interior of the blasted area on AMERICA, through the United States Attorney, Western District of Michigan (Correspondence, AMERICA Salvage, Inc., Aug. 12, 1966). AMERICA Salvage, Inc., also applied for another Special Use Permit to continue salvage operations.

Before issuing another permit, Superintendent Carlock Johnson asked for advice from the National Park Service Regional Director, in a memorandum of October 12, 1966.

As the record will show, AMERICA Salvage, Inc., purchased the wrecked vessel and has been engaged in attempting to raise the hull for removal to Duluth, Minnesota. As of this date, all of the efforts have been unsuccessful. One of the reasons Mr. Marshall has given for the delay is based upon the alleged dynamiting of the ship during the past winter. This claim was investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. On-site examination by these investigators show no evidence of an explosion and the claim must be considered as unfounded. The attached copy of a letter from Mr. Marshall, outlines the future plans of AMERICA Salvage, Inc. and, if approved by me, will entail issuance of another Special Use Permit for work in 1967. The National Park Service is in the peculiar, and unenviable position of being custodian of privately-owned property located inside an area under its exclusive jurisdiction. Frankly, I am getting a wee bit tired of “baby-sitting” a shipwreck answering critical letters from persons opposing the salvage operation, and trying to keep administrative control of a hazardous, and complicated, salvage operation. Yet I know of no way to legally terminate the affair until ownership is vested in the Government. I realize that I could refuse to grant the permit on the basis of it being dangerous and that the operation creates a threat to public safety. However, in view of the history of salvage diving in this Park, this would be an arbitrary decision and probably could not be defended in a court. I would appreciate any advice which you, or the Regional Solicitor, may wish to offer on this matter. In the event no suggestions are received, I will proceed to issue another Special Use Permit in the spring of 1967, and fervently hope that the ship is
Regional Solicitor William W. Redmond reaffirmed major conclusions reached by Solicitor Mayer's opinion of 1964, when evaluating the salvage of AMERICA. In a December 8, 1966 answer to Superintendent Johnson's questions, Mr. Redmond stated:

In its act accepting Michigan's grant and cession, and consistently therewith, the Congress provided also that the boundaries of Isle Royale National Park were extended to include submerged lands within four and one-half miles of the shore line of Isle Royale and immediately surrounding islands. The same general area contains a number of shipwrecks, three being eleven ships sunk there during the period 1885 to 1947; and, while this memorandum is intended to and does deal exclusively with the S.S. AMERICA, the general principles applicable to the S.S. AMERICA may become applicable, depending upon the facts in each case, to one or more such other wrecks. We conclude that if, in fact, does constitute a hazard to navigation, it is subject to removal by the Secretary of the Army. Secondly, we conclude that the S.S. AMERICA had, in fact, been abandoned long prior to the time when it was purportedly purchased by AMERICA Salvage, Inc. Therefore, the status may have been prior to that time, it became property of the United States at least on March 6, 1947, the effective date of the act accepting Michigan's grant and cession. Insofar as scuba diving, on the part of visitors to the Park, is carried on as a sport, with due regard for the rights and protection of other visitors and in such a way as not to defeat the inspirational purposes for which the Park itself was established, it is legally objectionable. Indeed, the refusal to permit scuba diving, as such, might well be deemed unreasonable. When, however, it includes the purpose of removing and appropriating items from wrecks that are property of the United States, it becomes, in the light of the preceding discussion, legally objectionable. Visitors to our National Parks may remove therefrom any property of the United States, whether it consists of items recovered from wrecked ships, minerals, or other items of property (NPS Memorandum, Redmond Dec. 8, 1966).

The Johnson and Redmond memorandums led to a denial of the Special Use Permit request to continue salvage operations on AMERICA.

The events surrounding the AMERICA salvage raised the general question of jurisdiction over submerged wreck sites within national parks. Discussions were underway between General Services Administration (GSA) and National Park Service officials in Washington, regarding historic value of and authority over shipwrecks at Isle Royale, prior to the Redmond opinion. In a letter dated March 15, 1966 to appropriate Park superintendents, including Isle Royale, the NPS Northeast Regional Director outlined procedures for evaluating the significance of sunken Federal vessels of historical value:

Applications received by the General Services Administration pursuant to R.S. Section 3755, as amended (40 U.S.C. 310), pertaining to the salvage of sunken Federal vessels, will be referred to the National Park Service in order that an evaluation of the historical significance of such vessels may be prepared under the provisions of the Historic Sites Act of August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 666; 16 U.S.C. Sec. 461 et seq. (1964) (NPS Memorandum, Garrison March 15, 1966)).
The Historic Sites Act of 1935 warranted the establishment of National Historic Sites and otherwise authorized the preservation of properties of "national historic or archeological significance." Interagency, intergovernment, and interdisciplinary efforts for the preservation of cultural resources were also encouraged (NPS Cultural Resources Management Guidelines, Aug. 1988).

Authority over Isle Royale National Park submerged cultural resources was delegated to the Secretary of the Interior from the General Services Administration on September 14, 1967. Federal Property Management Temporary Regulation 14-148 stated:

This regulation delegates to the Secretary of the Interior authority to take possession of abandoned or unclaimed property located within the boundaries of Isle Royale National Park and in the waters of Lake Superior, Michigan, to determine when title thereto vested in the United States and to utilize, transfer, or otherwise dispose of such property (GSA Regulation, Sept. 14, 1967).

The National Park Service was in turn delegated the authority to take possession of abandoned property in the Park four months later, but with an additional column, as evidenced by memorandum to the Regional Director, Northeast Region, National Park Service Acting Assistant Director Castellum noted:

Departmental Manual Release 1063 dated January 26, 1968 (265-310-3), delegated to the Director authority to take possession of abandoned or unclaimed property within the boundaries of Isle Royale National Park. As a result of a declaration of abandonment covering the sunken vessels at Isle Royale, we would like the Superintendent to inform this Office of any salvage attempts by persons with a legitimate interest in any of the vessels ... If there have been no such activities, we intend to consider declaring the vessels abandoned and to proceed with their disposal or destruction this summer (NPS Memorandum, Castellum, March 29, 1968).

The reply from Isle Royale Superintendent Bruce J. Miller proposed that Isle Royale shipwreck sites be recognized as legitimate historical and recreational resources, which should be integrated into the Park's interpretive themes.

The last paragraph of Acting Assistant Director, Administration, Castellum's memorandum notes the intent of the Washington Office to declare the sunken vessels at Isle Royale as abandoned and proceed with their disposal or destruction this summer. Last summer we notified Chippewa Outfitters (AMERICA Salvage, Inc.) of Duluth, Minnesota, a salvage company working on the S.S. AMERICA, of the Regional Solicitor's decision concerning the S.S. AMERICA ... At present there are no attempts being made or authorized to salvage any of the sunken vessels in Park waters. We are concerned over the intent of the Washington Office to dispose of or destroy these wrecks. The shipping history and the shipwrecks are an integral part of the Park interpretive story. The Rock Harbor Lighthouse is to be the key exhibit for this historic interpretive exhibit. Giving up these wrecks is a very popular activity for some Park visitors and we do not believe any action should be taken to destroy these underwater historic attractions (NPS Memorandum, Miller, April 18, 1968).
The NPS Acting Regional Director, Northeast Region, strongly agreed with Superintendent Miller, in correspondence to the Director, National Park Service on May 10, 1968:

While we acknowledge general concern for the safety of scuba divers, the threat of intentional salvage and theft rather than exploratory diving, and the possibility of navigational hazard, we believe this concern would not call for the destruction or disposal of the vessels. We suggest that scuba diving and other related water-oriented activities be accurately evaluated before final plans are initiated. Not only are these shipwrecks a valid resource for the immediate Park interpretive program; they are vital to our currently evolving Service policy of environmental conservation (NPS Memorandum, Palmer May 10, 1968).

Assistant Director Gastellum concurred with Acting Regional Director Palmer’s recommendation regarding the fate of Isle Royale shipwrecks. As he stated on June 3, 1968:

We were unaware that the shipwrecks were an integral part of the Park’s interpretive program. Prior management at the Park and at the regional level failed to mention this aspect. Evidently, the thinking in regard to disposal of these sunken vessels has altered during the past few years. We also agree that scuba diving and other related water-oriented activities should be accurately evaluated by the Park, over a two year period, and a conclusive report regarding these activities be submitted at the end of the two year period to both the Regional and Washington Office. We believe that it would be to the best interest of the Service to declare these vessels abandoned and take possession immediately. This would give the Superintendent full authority to manage any activity involving these historic objects (NPS Memorandum, Gastellum June 3, 1968).

The alteration of thinking expressed by Gastellum, relating to the importance of Isle Royale shipwrecks in Park management programming, was more an evolution of concepts, molded and influenced by administrative, political and ethical considerations. NPS references reflect this progression of thought within government, private and public circles, when managers must deal with a “new” resource and visitor activity. Clearly evident in the NPS communications is the difficulty and confusion encountered when a government organization must weigh and balance a multitude of factors to realize the “greatest public benefit.” In the National Park Service, public benefit is measured by the quality of resources remaining unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations. All National Park Service managers clearly had this philosophy in mind while deliberating over the fate of Isle Royale shipwrecks.

A reply to Deputy Assistant Director Gastellum’s request for an evaluation of scuba diving and water-related activities was submitted to Washington on August 10, 1970. Isle Royale Superintendent Hugh Basille noted that:

... the scuba diving permit system then in effect was changed to a registration system and an attempt was made to accumulate a maximum amount of pertinent data ... During the test period which covered the visitor seasons of 1968 and 1969, our registrations show that a total of 157 divers spent 503 diver days in the waters of Isle Royale. We are certain that additional unregistered divers participated in these activities as well. In our opinion, this is evidence of an extreme amount of interest in this activity. We can only assume that
participation in this activity will continue to increase in the future. No instance of accident or severe injury associated with subsea diving has come to our attention. We understand and appreciate the inherent dangers of the activity and realize that there is a probability that ultimately severe accidents may occur. We do not view this likelihood with any more alarm than we would if we were in a park which had extensive swimming, mountain climbing, or other such moderately hazardous visitor-use activities. We do not believe that the existence of the sunken vessels will materially increase the chance of visitor accidents ... Not is it likely that these vessels will impair the natural environment to any significant extent by cathodic or other pollution. In fact, we suspect that any attempt at disposal or destruction would degrade the environment to a much greater degree than would the continued maintenance of the sunken quo. We feel very strongly that we must reiterate our previous position that the existing wrecks can be an asset to our Park interpretive program. The history of shipping and the shipwrecks themselves are an important part of our Park historical interpretive story. We are in the process of formulating plans to create a historic interpretive exhibit in the Rock Harbor Lighthouse ... (NPS Memorandum, Beatrice July 30, 1975)

Although OSA delegation of authority to the National Park Service under temporary Regulation 11-4 (1967) remains in effect, very little correspondence was exchanged regarding jurisdiction of sunken vessel cultural resources until January 17, 1975. This was partially explained by Superintendent Beatrice in a memorandum to the Regional Director, Midwest Region.

During 1965 and 1966 the AMRICA Salvage Corporation attempted to float the steamer AMRICA which sank in Lake Superior waters in 1928. This operation created an undesirable controversy over ownership which was finally settled by a Solicitor's decision [Redmond Dec. 8, 1966] ... It was suggested shortly thereafter that the Park publish a notice in the Federal Register stating that the National Park Service was formally taking possession of the sunken vessels. Our feelings at the time were that it was inopportune to do so at the salvage company, which still had equipment on board, had just been informed that the government had ownership. To state we were formally taking possession at that time could have created doubt as to the validity of our original statement and could have created conflict or challenge. There has been no controversy over salvage for some time and we believe that a formal notice is appropriate at this time (NPS Memorandum, Beatrice Jan. 17, 1976).

The Department of Interior, Office of the Field Solicitor, redrafted Superintendent Beatrice's "Notice of Taking Possession," to be published in the Federal Register on May 22, 1975. The topic of historic significance was emphasized by the Field Solicitor:

We wish to point out that there are constraints and limitations placed upon the disposition or salvage of any abandoned wrecks that might be an "object of antiquity" within the meaning of the Antiquities Act, 16 U.S.C. 431, or the Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, Pub. L. 93 291 (Department of Interior Memorandum, Stablised May 22, 1975)
The Field Solicitor referenced correspondence from the Department of Interior Washington Office of the Solicitor to GSA General Counsel Trimmer, regarding the scope of Executive Order 11593, entitled "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment."

We view the Executive Order to be applicable to your program if the object in question is worthy of inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. In this regard, Section 1 (2) of the Order is a general mandate to all federal agencies to direct their programs so as to preserve federally owned objects of historical or archeological significance, and must be read together with the identification requirements of Section 2(a) of the Executive Order. Section 2(a) is concerned with sites, buildings, districts, and objects under an agency's jurisdiction of control. In our view, sunken ships subject to GSA jurisdiction under 40 U.S.C. 310 would be included within this provision, and Section 2(a) requires, in effect, the identification and nomination of sites believed to be suitable for the National Register of Historic Places (Department of Interior Solicitor's Opinion, Feb 5, 1976).

The National Register of Historic Places was expanded to include cultural resources of state and local as well as national significance by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665, 80 Stat 495). Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act directed federal agencies having jurisdiction over a proposed federal or federally assisted undertaking to "take into account the effect of the undertaking on any historic site, building, structure, or object that is included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register" (National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended; Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 1981). Executive Order 11989 [36 F.R. 5921] of May 13, 1971 instructed all federal agencies to "locate, inventory and nominate to the Secretary of the Interior cultural properties that appear to qualify for listing on the National Register of Historic Places" (NPS, Cultural Resources Management Guideline 28, August 1985). The "Notice of Taking Possession" was never published in the Federal Register, possibly a result of concern by the Park over compliance with E.O. 11593, which would have required a significance evaluation of the wrecks for possible inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. Issues of shipwreck jurisdiction and federal responsibility for submerged cultural resources became comparatively dormant until 1972, when proposed salvage of KAMLOOPS raised the concerns of yet another Isle Royale Superintendent.

Although questions of jurisdiction were temporarily laid aside, preservation issues soon arose. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, scuba diving became accepted as a valid recreational use activity, and Park managers began to take a closer look at submerged cultural resources management. The rapid growth of diving visitation was responsible for launching Isle Royale National Park into a period of assessment and monitoring of visitor diving activities.

The priority for Park personnel and funds during this period was to provide adequate visitor accommodations. Park rangers managed visitor services and safety programs, including protection of Park resources. Although Park ranger field staff was limited and heavily dependent upon seasonal workers, continual assessment of scuba diving activities was attempted. One technique instituted required visiting divers to complete daily Diving Registration Forms. The 1971 registration form recommended procedures for safe diving and stated, "Regulations prohibit ... the possession or disturbance of equipment, buildings or other structures. This includes the shipwrecks or the remains of ships in the waters of Isle Royale National Park."
Park police warned about prohibitions against removing artifacts, but the "collection" ethic among sport divers prevailed. Shipwrecks were not the only sites involved, as evidenced by a 1973 Rock Harbor District report:

A bronze propeller was observed on the campground dock and conversation with the divers disclosed that the prop had been removed from a fishing vessel down 25 feet, approx 50 yards off the Caribou Island dock. The divers were verbally informed that the removal of items (artifacts) from the waters of Isle Royale N.P. was prohibited. The divers commented that they considered the regulations to only pertain to equipment, structures, and shipwrecks ... contact with Pete Edison disclosed that the propeller had been removed from the water adjacent to his dock ... Mr. Edison also disclosed that the divers had removed an undetermined number of Weyman small jars and crocks from the same area (Isle Royale N.P. Report, Fleming Sept. 7, 1973).

But a different ethic was beginning to capture the hearts of sport divers exploring Isle Royale's waters. In a letter to Isle Royale National Park staff on June 18, 1973, the secretary for Lake Superior Scuba Divers club of Duluth, Minnesota stated:

Recently one of our members received the enclosed advertising brochure. It is well known that it is illegal to remove artifacts from a national park or Michigan waters. The GEORGE M. COX lies in Isle Royale waters. Yet this advertisement boasts of the souvenirs that the GEORGE M. COX is ready to yield, and has given up to divers from the Minnesota School of Diving.

The GEORGE M. COX, lying offshore, is difficult to get at for any but the adventurous diver, and that has retained most of its treasures. However, to show what can happen to a wreck when selfish, inconsiderate divers get to it, look at the steamer AMERICA, in Isle Royale's North Bay. The AMERICA is virtually a barren hulk, with little of value or any major interest remaining.

We are bringing this to your attention in the hope that this piracy of a priceless relic might be stopped.

Our club wishes to see the shipwrecks at Isle Royale preserved for future divers to explore, and wonder at. The thrill and adventure of seeing a wreck in its "natural" state is a thrill that no diver will soon forget.

A picture is worth a thousand words, a souvenir good only to a select few. And a camera leaves the adventure there, for another to enjoy.

... We hope that you can do something to stop this wholesale raping of Isle Royale's treasures (Isle Royale N.P. Correspondence, Hanson June 18, 1973).

The opinions offered by Lake Superior Scuba Divers would be echoed many times throughout the 1970s and 1980s by an increasing number of sport diving "preservationists." Other divers were more cautious about the government's role in resolving problems between "treasure" and preservation ethics. Two letters from 1975 to Isle Royale Superintendent John Morehead raise some important concerns. Joe Stykowski, Director of the National YMCA Scuba Program stated that:

Nowhere else in the world are to be found the profusion of sunken ships in such good order. It is apparent that the Park will surely be visited by ever-increasing numbers of diving families ... I understand that we share a serious concern - that of preserving underwater antiquities ... A few rotten apples notwithstanding, I am equally
concerned with the freedom and rights of the individual recreational diver. It is safe to say that the term "treasure diver" is rapidly becoming as distasteful to the average, right-thinking sport diver as the term "spear fisherman." Sometimes in our honest attempt to protect one man's rights, we hurry into law well-intended legislation which deprives equally decent and innocent citizens of theirs. Every intelligent diver shares your concern over that small group who left to their devices would explore and remove historically important parts of wrecks. The American diving community, however, has proven time after time its inherent ability to police itself. Toward a prompt and equitable resolution of the problem, I strongly encourage the convening of a conference between yourself and other Park personnel and concerned spokesmen, representatives of the diving community. Without question, divers can provide valuable input toward the implementation of a workable program for protecting historical shipwrecks located within Isle Royale's boundaries. (Isle Royale NP Correspondence, Strykowski July 23, 1975).

John D. Kronenwalt of Rumelander, Wisconsin, repeated the idea of working with the diving public in solving the problem of artifact attrition. We were visited and checked by Park Service personnel on several occasions, checking to make sure we were not taking things from the wrecks. I can understand this because they told us some of our fellow divers were taking things. We, the divers, don't want to see this, either. I want my children and grandchildren to be able to dive the wrecks and see something more than just a stripped, barren hulk. I commend the Park Service for their efforts to save this great resource.

However, I don't believe your methods are going to be very successful. No matter how many policeman you put out, I think you will never be able to stop it. I believe the only way to save the wrecks of Isle Royale is for the Park Service to work with the divers. In other words, let the divers take out their own garbage. We divers know who is ripping off the wrecks; we see what they have done. Everyone is reluctant to squeal on another diver for fear it will get us all in trouble. This is a bad situation and none of us likes it. (Isle Royale NP Correspondence, Kronenwalt July 10, 1975).

By the mid-1970s there was little excuse for "not knowing the regulations," although some divers continued taking artifacts from submerged cultural sites. Mandatory diver registration was widely advertised, with rangers patrolling overnight camping accommodations and dock sites. Entry points into the Park were limited, except by private boat, so a large percentage of visitors could be informed of scuba diving requirements. Some divers worried about potential measures banning visitors from wreck sites obviously impacted by artifact collection, but Park management never seriously considered this alternative, except for reasons of safety.

The safety issue became a major concern when attention was focused by a series of drownings in the late 1970s. The Daily Mining Gazette of Houghton, Michigan, where mainland headquarters of Isle Royale National Park are located, reported the first known sport diver fatality on August 23, 1976.

A 20-year-old man from New Auburn, Wis., drowned late Sunday morning in Lake Superior. Donald Leenhardt was diving with four other men to explore the wreck of the Steamship AMERICA. Leenhardt's body was found in a storage compartment below the galley.
at the stern of the ship in about 70 feet of water .... Authorities theorized that Liebhardt ran out of air after becoming lost or tangled in wiring.

Equipment malfunction was determined not to be a factor in Liebhardt’s death, after tests were completed. A Board of inquiry was held at Isle Royale National Park immediately after the tragedy, with an inspection dive completed on AMERICA by Superintendent Jack Morehead. The Superintendent:

... did not consider this room to be any more dangerous than numerous other rooms or areas on several other shipwrecks at Isle Royale. I feel it would be a mistake to try to close this particular area to diving activity. I feel this would only start a chain reaction where we might even be liable for not closing similar rooms or potentially dangerous areas on other shipwrecks. It is my recommendation, and the Board concurs, that this area not be closed.” (NPS Memorandum, Morehead Sept. 24, 1976).

Rumors of site restrictions again surfaced within the Scuba diving community when the Duluth News-Tribune of August 25, 1979 proclaimed:

DIVERS BEWARE: 2 dead in plunges off Isle Royale. On Aug. 8 Donald Carvan and Mark Nordin dove nearly 200 feet into the icy Lake Superior waters off Isle Royale to explore the mysterious Shipwreck KAMLOOPS. Nordin experienced trouble with his gear (regulator, lines) and headed to the surface. Carvan, 24 never came up. His body was found several days later. Then last Sunday, Rochelle Goene, 24, Minneapolis, was diving with a friend on the shipwreck HENRY CHISHOLM near the Rock of Ages lighthouse. She became separated from her friend. Her body was recovered the following day.

Although both deaths were initially blamed as drowning, investigations revealed nitrogen narcosis as a silent partner in the KAMLOOPS fataly and air embolism a direct factor with the HENRY CHISHOLM accident. Isle Royale also experienced a number of non-fatal scuba diving accidents during the mid to late 1970s, including decompression sickness, which highlighted issues of diver safety. After debating the value of site closures, especially on deep shipwrecks, Superintendent Morehead reiterated Park policy:

The two deaths this month have upset Isle Royale National Park Superintendent Jack Morehead, himself an avid diver. But he said the Park Service has no plans to restrict or eliminate scuba diving. While diving is considered safe, Morehead said, there are certain hazards that divers — like mountain climbers — accept. Both deaths this month are believed to be due to diver errors, not equipment malfunctions, Morehead said. This despite the fact that both divers were experienced. All divers coming to Isle Royale should be in excellent shape and “very, very experienced” (Duluth News-Tribune Aug. 25, 1979).

The policy of unrestricted access to Isle Royale’s shipwrecks continues today. In recognizing scuba diving as a legitimate visitor use activity, Park staff also accepted responsibility for diving emergency management. This facet of Park operations will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter under the subheading “Present Day Management.”

Superintendent Morehead actively confronted scuba diving issues throughout his administration at Isle Royale. This activity was emphasized even though wilderness
designation was passed for 98 percent of the Park’s land area in 1976. The Wilderness Act (Pub L 88 577) of 1964 stipulated a rather narrow course in Park operations by requiring that federal land be maintained in “its primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or human habitation” (Wilderness Study Isle Royale National Park 1971). Sport diving introduced some contradictory needs and ethics to be resolved.

The key to Superintendent Morehead’s notable success was direct involvement with the diving public. Park field instructors began listening in earnest to diver concerns. Correspondence directed at “returning” divers and dive clubs asked for opinions regarding techniques to manage Isle Royale submerged cultural resources. Responses to questions of resource protection were often surprisingly conservative.

... I personally believe that if someone is ripping something off the Park, but he is also rapping it off because that individual is depriving me of being able to see that same artifact as it originally was. I am quite sure that the vandalism is the result of a few and it would disturb me greatly if the Park were to prohibit scuba diving entirely. I would suggest that you thoroughly search all divers upon their leaving the Park. Any individual caught with something should be fined. This fine should be enough so as to deter any further activity” (Isle Royale NP Correspondence, Rau Sept. 23, 1976).

From the Michigan Skin Diving Council came:

The Isle Royale area should be declared an Underwater Park or preserve, with severe penalties imposed upon anyone found taking artifacts from the area. The closing of the area to divers would be a very little, since those who then could enjoy the very things you wish to protect. A stiff fine plus confiscation of all diving gear would soon put an end to illegal underwater activity (Isle Royale NP Correspondence, Kennedy Jan. 19, 1976).

Park rangers benefited from sport divers adopting a “preservation” ethic as distrust found in earlier encounters began to break down. Divers were often eager to provide information concerning regulation violations they observed or heard about through the diving “grapevine.” Efforts to monitor and deter removal of artifacts from submerged cultural sites became more productive because of this cooperation of the sport diving community.

While positive gains were being accomplished in ethical relations between sport divers and Park management, the threat of commercial salvage arose once more. A Thunder Bay, Ontario law firm petitioned claim to package freighter KAMLOOPS in 1978, on behalf of a Canadian citizen. Isle Royale Superintendent Morehead provided the Park’s position to the NPS Midwest Regional Director in a request for a solicitor’s opinion:

... As far as we know now, the Park contains the greatest collection of intact shipwrecks to be found in the United States ... When Isle Royale was first established as a national park, this resource was largely ignored. However, in the past 20 years, the significance and value of the underwater resource has become increasingly important. Shipwrecks are now an integral part of the Park’s interpretive theme, scuba diving is an accepted Park use, and we now feel strongly that positive action must be taken to preserve this unique resource for future generations of visitors ... we have a major problem in protecting
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and preserving the wrecks and artifacts. There appears to be a direct conflict between laws relating to maritime salvage in navigable waters and the laws pertaining to antiquities and historic preservation. Because of this legal status, we are experiencing severe degradation of the existing wrecks. This damage includes everything from proposals for complete salvage of major ships to the indiscriminate collecting of "souvenirs" by amateur diving parties. (NPS Memorandum, Morro Bay March 28, 1978).

The response from the Department of the Interior Solicitor McFee concurred with views expressed by Solicitor's opinions of January 31, 1964 and December 8, 1966 which:

... concluded that the vessels in fact had become property of the United States due to the passage of time despite the claims of the purported original owners. Based upon the cessions of jurisdiction and the transfer of title to submerged lands, one of which was completed by the Act of March 6, 1942, 16 USC 483a, and the letter of acceptance by the Governor of the State of Michigan signed December 14, 1965, it is clear that the submerged lands, within the four and one-half mile area as defined by the statute are the property of the United States. Accordingly, the United States has the authority to take whatever action is necessary to protect these long-abandoned vessels under the Federal Property and Administrative Act, 40 USC Sec. 483a. This Act provides authority to take possession of this property to the Administrator of the GSA. However, by Federal Property Management regulations, Temporary Regulation 14 dated September 14, 1967, the then Administrator of GSA delegated the authority to the Secretary of the Interior to carry out his authority under the Act with respect to Isle Royale NP (Department of the Interior Memorandum, McFee, June 26, 1978).

Solicitor McFee also suggested "promulgation of special regulations prohibiting removal of objects from the wrecks" and that any attempted salvage operation be conducted in such a way to confirm title. The Ontario law firm advised that, "...it would be difficult for our office to dispute your assertion of title either under the Federal Property Management and Administration Services Act or under the Abandonment Act," but requested a legal opinion of claim under "law of salvage" (Isle Royale NP Correspondence, Rubinsky Kovanchek, Lerns & Ross, Aug. 18, 1978).

A final response from Solicitor McFee was similar to Solicitor Biddle's opinion of May 13, 1969, which recognized the fundamental purpose of National Parks to "conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and wildlife therein (sunwrecks) of Isle Royale National Park are historic objects which are to be preserved ... and are no longer subject to being salvaged." (Department of the Interior Memorandum, McFee, Oct. 31, 1978). Since 1978, no serious inquiry regarding commercial salvage of Isle Royale National Park shipwrecks has materialized.

Further protection of National Park Service cultural resource sites was offered through passage of the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (Public Law 95-482). Regulations for the Act were issued on January 6, 1984 in the Federal Register and include: "... all portions of shipwrecks (including, but not limited to, armaments, apparel, tackle, cargo) which are at least 100 years of age. Criminal penalties involve fines up to $10,000 or one year in prison, or both. Civil penalties
may also be assessed by the federal land manager concerned, with possible
forfeiture of all vehicles and equipment used in connection with such violation
(Federal Register January 6, 1964, Rules and Regulations).

Isle Royale's ten major shipwrecks were listed in the National Register of Historic
Places under a thematic group in 1984. This inventory conveys further significance
upon these archaeological sites through a lengthy process of site classification and
justification (Carroll 1984). With questions of seafarers' jurisdiction, sport diving
usage and archaeological significance settled, Isle Royale National Park could
seriously experiment with and implement techniques to manage their submerged
cultural resources. This initiated the Park's present day emphasis on research and
operations detailed in the following sections:

Present Day Management

Once the value of Isle Royale's submerged cultural resources was recognized by
NPS archaeologists and Park administrators, an active management effort was
initiated to prevent the deterioration of shipwrecks by inadvertent or intentional acts
and to provide additional measures of safety to the diving public. With Isle Royale
as the pilot project, the National Park Service formed a Submerged Cultural
Resources Unit (SCRU) in 1980 to deal with similar concerns expressed by managers
in marine and Great Lakes areas throughout the National Park System. Beginning
with Superintendent Morehead, Park management at Isle Royale interacted heavily
with the "SCRU Team" as a comprehensive program in submerged sites
management was developed.

Mooring System for Park Visitors

Virtually all wreck diving at Isle Royale is accomplished from charter or private dive
boats. Until 1983, these boats anchored within and near wreckage fields or tied off
directly to temporary mooring lines installed by some charter operators and private
divers. These mooring lines were often inadequate for the purpose intended, poorly
maintained if at all and sometimes attached to fragile or movable portions of the
wreck. Commercial scuba charter operators working within Park boundaries
expressed concerns similar to those of Park staff about obvious problems this state
of affairs presented for resource damage and visitor safety. A decision was made
by Park management in 1984 to establish fixed moorings on several Isle Royale
shipwrecks, partially as a result of recommendations made by the Submerged
Cultural Resources Unit in their 1981 Field Activities Report (Murphy, et al. 1982).
The objective of the mooring project was two-fold:

1. To reduce the amount of damage caused by dive boats anchoring in the
   wreck itself, within the wreckage field, or by the use of inappropriately
   secured mooring lines.

2. To improve the safety of sport diving on Isle Royale shipwrecks by
   providing secure and well-maintained mooring lines.

Site-specific suggestions regarding the establishment of moorings were solicited
from commercial scuba charter operators, the SCRU and Park divers. Fathom Five
Provincial Park at Tobermory, Ontario provided detailed information about shipwreck
mooring systems gathered from years of diving management experience. Two
methods of anchoring mooring buoys and lines were found to be relevant at Isle
Royale. One involved placing a mooring sinker (anchor) in or near the wreck site, to
which a mooring line was tied. In instances where the wreck profile or bottom conditions prevented use of a mooring sinker and where solid metal attachment points were available, direct fastening of mooring lines to shipwrecks was permitted. If it was determined that direct attachment would weaken or otherwise degrade the integrity of a shipwreck, this option was rejected. An examination of mooring techniques determined that the preferred mooring tackle should consist of a 1/00 lb. cast concrete mooring sinker, 3/4-inch polypropylene mooring line and 18-inch x 30-inch commercially manufactured mooring buoys (Fig. 7.3-7.6).

Mooring sinkers were towed to a shipwreck site by small boat, with precision bottom placement accomplished by Park divers utilizing a lifting unit (Fig. 7.2). Park protection and maintenance personnel designed and built the lifting unit using an old 270 gallon fuel oil tank, which was steam cleaned and fitted with several valves, fill ports, low and suspension points. The intra site location of mooring sinkers and lines was based on a number of factors including obstacles or entanglements, depths over the site, points of anticipated visitor interest, dive planning considerations and general safe diving practices. Whenever possible the mooring lines were placed in an area which minimized denominational and facilitated the ability of divers to navigate amongst wreck features and hazards. This was considered particularly important for deeper dives where the effects of nitrogen narcosis impair mental faculties.

Installed buoys are readily visible from a distance of a mile or more, which minimizes time required by dive boats to locate a shipwreck. Shipwreck name and normal depth range of the dive are inscribed for positive site identification. Attached to the buoy is a polypropylene "tag" line which floats free on the water surface. This tag line is picked up by hand or with a boat hook and tied off to a cleat aboard the dive boat. Mooring tackle scope is minimal to provide a near vertical descent for divers.

A waterproof sticker affixed to the buoy provides divers with basic information concerning mooring purpose and conditions of use (Fig. 7.2). Resource protection and visitor use regulations are included on this sticker. Some requirements were established through Superintendent's Orders which restrict mooring use to dive boats, prohibits overnight and rough weather usage and limits the number of vessels "rafting off" the mooring to three (36 CFR 3.6 c).

During the 1985 visitor season, moorings were established on AMERICA, EMPRESS, CUMBERLAND/HENRY CHISHOLM and MONARCH. All major shipwreck sites with exception of KAMLOOPS and ALGOMA were buoyed in 1986. Mooring sinkers were placed near CUMBERLAND/HENRY CHISHOLM, MONARCH and AMERICA sites with one proposed for ALGOMA in 1987. A two-point mooring was employed on AMERICA to prevent dive boats from swinging into a major navigational channel or a shallow rocky area near shore. On other shipwrecks, mooring lines were attached directly to very solid fittings on hull structure or exposed boilers. Working depths of these activities varied from 15 to 130 feet.

Because some Isle Royale shipwreck sites are hazardous or sensitive in nature, the Park does not want to encourage use and has intentionally chosen not to install or maintain fixed moorings. For example, wrecks such as KAMLOOPS and the stern of CONCORD, which are beyond the maximum sport diving depth (130 feet) advocated by most certifying agencies, have not been buoyed.
Each mooring system is inspected during the season by Park divers or by commercial scuba charter operators. After the diving season, buoys and their chain ballast are removed. Polypropylene line is weighted and sunk 20-25 feet to prevent winter ice damage. In spring, a dive must be made to a depth of 20-25 feet to retrieve the mooring line for attachment to a surface buoy. This is a cooperative effort between the National Park Service and commercial dive charter operators.

As a whole, Isle Royale's mooring system has been well received by all parties concerned and is considered to have met original objectives. A written account of these plans and operations, (Shipwreck Mooring Buoy Project, Resources Management Report #7, Isle Royale National Park, January 1985) is available by writing the Superintendent, Isle Royale National Park. This report addresses needs and rationale for establishing a shipwreck mooring system. It also includes descriptions of the material and equipment to be used, detailed mooring configurations and implementation procedures.

Operational Diving Program

Isle Royale's diving program falls under purview of the Chief, Visitor Services and Resource Protection (US&RP). Day to day operations are under field supervision of the Park Diving Officer (PDO). The Park Diving Officer plays a critical role in successful implementation of this program, which is guided by NPS-4 Scuba Diving Guidelines, a national level policy statement pertaining to scuba diving. An "Isle Royale Scuba Diving Plan" (Isle Royale NP Guideline 3, revised Feb. 1984) specifically covers Park operational diving. Much of the following discussion was taken from Guideline 3, which is available by writing the Superintendent, Isle Royale National Park.

The core of Isle Royale's dive program is, of course, its divers. A dive team of four to five employees has been identified as necessary to meet operational objectives. This figure is influenced by diving workload, necessity to dive in pairs and logistical problems involved in composing buddy teams from widely separated areas of the Park. The number of active divers in the Park varies from year to year depending on turnover of diving personnel and how often basic scuba courses are made available to employees. Generally, the team is composed of permanent employees, however, seasonals may participate if equipment is available, and they meet requirements of the program. Park divers have typically come from the Visitor Services and Resource Protection Division; however, in the last year an effort has been made to include personnel from other areas. Currently, the Maintenance Foreman, Park Historian, and a Natural Resource Management Trainee have been added to the dive team. Interdisciplinary membership has broadened areas of expertise and has helped to develop a wider support base within the Park for the dive program.

The addition of new Park divers is handled in a variety of ways, depending upon the needs of the Park. Certain key positions, such as the two District Rangers and Northshore Subdistrict Ranger, are intentionally filled by divers, if possible. Possession of a valid scuba certification is, in fact, a requirement for the Northshore Ranger position. If the Park finds itself without enough divers to maintain an effective program, Isle Royale NP may organize an in-Park basic scuba course. Relying on the local scuba community for basic certification courses is difficult with erratic summer and winter schedules of Park staff. Employees who wish to dive on the Park dive team and who come to Isle Royale with at least a basic certification
are selected on an as needed basis. Experience level, supervisory support, diving skills and physical ability are evaluated by the Park Diving Officer.

New divers must be certified at a basic scuba level and pass an NPS watersports and skills test. Eligible employees are placed in "diver in training" (DIT) status until they have demonstrated sufficient expertise and have completed 12 supervised dives. Receipt of a "blue card," which limits depth restrictions, authorizes them as an NPS diver. Depth ratings may be increased by following NPS-4 and Park policy.

With a small Park dive program such as Isle Royale, it is unrealistic to expect dive master supervision of every dive. Consequently, most dives are performed with two divers and a leader of boat operator. Usually, the most experienced diver will act as team leader and supervise the dive. A dive plan is formulated and reviewed before entering the water. Contingencies or "what if" scenarios are discussed to anticipate emergencies, equipment failures, or other considerations. A brief critique is completed by involved personnel after the dive.

Other Park employees, besides Park divers, play an active role in the diving program. Patrol rangers or maintenance workers may serve as dive leaders and boat operators while diving operations are being conducted. A formal training session is held at the beginning of each year for these members of Park staff that frequently serve in surface support roles at diving sites. This session emphasizes timekeeping duties, familiarity with dive equipment, emergency first aid and handling of diving illness or accidents.

In 1986, a Volunteer in Parks (VIP) program was evaluated in combination with activities of the SCRU at Isle Royale. A VIP scuba instructor trained and certified six Park employees in basic diving. VIP divers were responsible for video taping portions of shipwrecks to fill in data gaps for the SCRU and photographing artifacts of obvious value that might easily be stolen. A Park maintenance project was also completed on a volunteer basis.

Role of Park Divers: Park divers are used to perform underwater maintenance, recovery of property and human bodies, archeological surveys, patrols and monitoring of underwater cultural resources where specifically their functions are as follows.

At Maintenance, Isle Royale is a water based Park. Virtually all transport of people, material and equipment occurs via boat. Obviously, diving capabilities are important and valuable, especially from a maintenance perspective. Park divers are regularly used to inspect, install, repair, or dismantle docks, bridges for public and government water systems need to be attached, cleaned and removed on an yearly basis. Mooring buoys require installation in spring and regular inspection of tackle. Park divers occasionally conduct hull inspections on boats with suspected damage, that are not easily lifted out of the water. Cleaning fouled propellers and replacing damaged propellers are typical maintenance functions. Situations periodically arise where Park divers have been able to resolve a maintenance problem at considerable savings to the Park by being able to make repairs or salvage equipment. For example, a break in the track of a marine railway was repaired by Park and VIP divers in two days. The alternative would have involved a major commitment of government resources, utilizing a crane, barge and large work crew for many days. Perhaps, the most visible work performed by divers is clean up of shallow areas near visitor use areas. Trash pick-up dives are scheduled yearly to remove unsightly debris that collects around marinas and docks.
B) Cultural Resource Management: With such a significant underwater cultural resource base, it is important that the National Park Service constantly monitors the condition of these sites through underwater checks. Divers can observe impacts to these resources and document significant natural changes, vandalism, or new discoveries. Resource managers can then assess problems and provide recommendations to mitigate or eliminate future impacts. As Park divers work with research staff to develop skills and abilities, techniques such as cultural resource surveys, mapping, and documenting of new sites are added to their capabilities. Law enforcement efforts to protect underwater cultural resources from theft and degradation are substantially improved by use of patrol personnel with diving experience. "Topside" patrol and boat checks are conducted frequently to let visitors know that Park management is actively concerned about preserving these resources. Inquiries about artifact removal or antiquities violations are an important aspect of information gathering for possible law enforcement measures. Visitor contacts during patrols also provide an excellent opportunity to instill or reinforce a "preservation ethic" with the diving public. Prevention and deterrence through education are the primary goals of these patrols.

C) Body Recoveries: Three sport diver drownings have occurred at Isle Royale National Park since 1976. Body recoveries were completed by private individuals under coordination of the Isle Royale Superintendent or Chief Ranger. Due to obvious questions of liability, Park divers will make future body recoveries within their capabilities. Because search and recovery operations of this type are sensitive and often complex, a full discussion is left to other sources. Numerous property recoveries ranging from tools to outboard motors are made each year.

D) Natural Resources Research: In 1986, Park divers assisted with research on Isle Royale Superior water quality, by deployment of sampling devices. Monitoring c" water quality will undoubtedly receive greater attention, due to national emphasis on baseline environmental data gathering.

Training: The Park tries to take advantage of National Park Service sponsored scuba training opportunities, such as Advanced Operational Diver and Divemaster courses. Ideally, Isle Royale hopes to maintain at least one divemaster and one or two divers at an advanced operational level. In addition, a yearly mini-diving workshop is held at Isle Royale. This session, which usually lasts three days, concentrates on skill development. Divers are introduced to unfamiliar specialties such as underwater maintenance techniques, archelogical mapping, wreck diving, use of new equipment, equipment maintenance, and emergency procedures. Park isolation and irregular schedules hinder access to local community specialty courses. Mini-workshops also provide an opportunity for Park divers to complete a required minimum of 2 operational dives each year. Due to complicated travel logistics and competition with other work duties, this minimum is sometimes hard to accomplish. Continued skill maintenance is especially difficult during winter months when open water diving is unavailable, with exception of ice diving. Recently, Isle Royale National Park has made arrangements with a local scuba club to "pool" dive during the winter.

Equipment: A central scuba locker has been constructed at one district office. Dive equipment is stored and serviced in this facility. "Turnaround" time for equipment repair through the mail is considerable. Equipment maintenance is therefore completed in house whenever feasible, with a stock of commonly needed spare parts. Visual inspection and hydrostatic testing of scuba cylinders are accomplished
commercially. The Park hopes to put one or two divers through a visual inspection certification course. Substantial savings would be realized through elimination of visual inspection fees and handling costs. Industry certification in regulator repair is also anticipated.

Isle Royale NP has made a conscious decision not to purchase an air compressor. Consistent availability of commercial air fills through scuba charter operators is presently more economical than operation and maintenance of a government compressor. Sometimes this arrangement proves to be inconvenient, however; a recent purchase of additional air cylinders has made the situation acceptable.

A computerized database is established for every piece of scuba equipment in the Park. Equipment issued to Park divers is tracked using this program. The database includes: a maintenance log for easy retrieval and update of service records, key information such as model or serial numbers, replacement part data, purchase dates and cost is also maintained.

Program Administration. The Park Diving Office (PDO) prepares a scuba program plan before each diving season. This includes estimated expenses from purchases, repairs, medical examination, projected diving activities and training courses. The program is subject to approval by the Chief, Sheriff Services and Resource Protection. The PDO is also responsible for ordering, stocking and repair of equipment or accessories.

Park divers are required to maintain a log and personal dive log. MDS dive logs are retained by the PDO. For dives in which a specific or significant property is undertaken, a more detailed reporting process is necessary, using a form designed for this purpose (Record of Dive ISD-01). The completed Record of Dive remains in the scuba logbook. This provides information regarding property maintenance, cultural and natural resource related activities. The PDO maintains a yearly physical examination program for Park divers, reviewing and maintaining these records. A “blue card” for Park divers is issued by the Regional Diving Officer on an annual basis. Brief end of year reports are prepared by the PDO detailing dive team accomplishments during that season (Isle Royale NP Memorandum, # 37 Dec 4, 1986).

Scuba Diving Accidents And Emergency Response Procedures.

Since 1976, Isle Royale National Park staff have dealt with the following scuba diving fatalities, formally certified as asphyxiation due to water immersions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Reason For Fatality/Transportation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HENRY CHISOM</td>
<td>Air embolism 07/14/79, Unauthorized entry to charter boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMGUDS</td>
<td>Nitrogen narcosis 07/04/79, Private boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLI RICA</td>
<td>Disorientation and/or entanglement 07/22/79, Private boat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Report mentions a possible fatality on UP/RM at during the 1960s. This victim was supposedly removed by the involved diving party and transported back to mainland facilities by private boat. Reason(s) for the death are unknown.
Non fatal accidents or incidents reported since 1977 include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Incident and Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROH</td>
<td>Medical problem precipitated by cold water exposure, with decompression sickness symptoms (1982). Patient transported to recompression chamber, but treatment was not initiated. Private boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROH</td>
<td>Near-drowning due to panic, precipitated by suit squeeze and regulator free-flow (1982). Patient was transported to hospital for treatment. Commercial charter boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROH</td>
<td>Buddy breathing ascent due to lack of air (1981). The ascent was successful from approximately 120 feet. Unauthorized commercial charter boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROH</td>
<td>Emergency ascent necessitated by lack of air from possible regulator malfunction (1980). The ascent was successful from approximately 50 feet. Private boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROH</td>
<td>Air entrapment due to uncontrolled drysuit ascent possibly from contamination of breathing air (1979). Recompression chamber treatment was successful. Private boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROH</td>
<td>Esophageal spasm (1978). The incident started at 60 feet after use of an oral inflator on buoyancy compensator. Diver donned weight belt and terminated dive. NPS diver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMLOOPS</td>
<td>Rapid ascent from 180 feet due to &quot;o&quot; ring failure on air cylinder valve (1978). Private boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMLOOPS</td>
<td>Broken ankle from fall while suitting up with crustal (1979). Private boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMLOOPS</td>
<td>Uncontrolled ascent due to malfunction of drysuit inflator (1979). Incident controlled by safety diver. Private boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMLOOPS</td>
<td>Decompression sickness (CNS bends) (1978). Recompression chamber treatment was successful. Private boat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HENRY CHISHOLM

Uncontrolled ascent due to frozen drysuit inflator, resulting in omitted decompression (1982). No symptoms after in-water omitted decompression schedule completed. Commercial charter boat.

CHISTERL CONGDON

(3) Regulator blow-outs at depths above 100 feet (1984). No emergencies developed due to use of redundant air systems. One dive required a buddy breathing ascent. NPS diver.

HENRY CHISHOLM

Uncontrolled ascent due to drysuit over-inflation and omitted decompression (1986). No symptoms after oxygen therapy on omitted decompression schedule. Commercial charter boat.

GLENLYON

Regulator free flow (1979). Dive terminated at 30'. NPS diver.

Duncan Bay Campground

Cylinder explosion while filling tank from portable air compressor (1977). Property damage only. Private boat.

Scuba accidents or incidents are recorded on NPS Case Incident Records (Form 10-343), which are on file at individual Parks. Detailed background information and narrative of events are part of the record. Fatalities require the formation of a Superintendent Board of Inquiry with analysis of involved scuba equipment for malfunction. Future accident investigations will use a Workshare for Recovery of A Drowned Scuba Diver. The NPS checklist is completed underwater, before a body is removed or fatality scene disturbed (Diving Management Guidelines NPS 4). Scuba divers are requested to provide information regarding accidents, near accidents or hazardous situations before departing Isle Royale.

Park rangers follow a Diving Accident Checklist, which provides step-by-step information on emergency management. One 31-foot boat and 3 26-foot patrol/search and rescue boats are used by responding Park rangers. Other vessels are available depending upon incident requirements. Commercial scuba charter operators are also advised of diving accident procedures and communicate directly with Park employees over marine VHF or NPS radio networks. One charter business requires completion of an Emergency Information Card by passengers, which authorizes recompression chamber treatment if necessary. Isle Royale NPS staff includes Emergency Medical Technicians, some trained in administration of IV solutions. In Park first aid training sessions for diving accidents are conducted according to personnel needs. Emergency medical care is provided as per National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Department of Transportation (DOT) guidelines.

Immediate and efficient transport of diving accident patients to a recompression chamber is of utmost concern for maximum physical recovery. Prior to 1986,
patients were taken to a private recompression chamber in Thunder Bay, Ontario, 35-40 statute air miles from Isle Royale. A private seaplane on contract to the National Park Service served as air ambulance. One Park ranger and local sport or commercial divers were trained in chamber operation. Treatment was provided by hospital medical doctors certified in hyperbaric medicine.

Since closure of the Thunder Bay recompression chamber, nearest treatment facilities are located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Minneapolis, Minnesota, over 300 statute air miles away. These 24-hour chambers are multi-place with professional hospital staff and heliports. Air transportation can be provided by U.S Coast Guard Search and Rescue helicopters, with a minimum 2.5-hour response to Isle Royale. The helicopters have hoist capabilities and flight paramedics trained in scuba diving emergency management. Other air ambulance alternatives are available, under constraints of limited availability or considerable transport time to recompression chambers. The Superintendent may designate a Park Public Affairs Officer to work with news media concerning diving accidents, other incidents or public information releases.

Scuba diving visitors are required to register upon entering the Park at a convenient ranger station. According to regulation, a dive cannot be initiated until the registration process is complete. Inherent dangers of cold water and shipwreck diving are explained at this time, either verbally or by distribution of a Scuba Diving brochure. Commercial charter boat operators are responsible for informing passengers of diving conditions, safety precautions and accident procedures.

Charter Boat Operations

Until 1980, scuba charter boats carrying passengers for hire at Isle Royale were operating in disregard of federal regulations and many U.S. Coast Guard requirements. 36 C.F.R. 5.3 states that engaging in or soliciting any business in park areas, except in accordance with provisions of a permit or contract is prohibited. U.S. Coast Guard passenger for hire regulations detail equipment requirements, operator licensing, and vessel inspections. Contemporary written and verbal accounts through the 1970s implicated many vessel owners with commercial operations at Isle Royale (Duluth Sunday News-Traminer, June 2, 1974; Isle Royale NP Memorandum, Shearer September 16, 1976; Aquatic Center Newsletter, Aurora, Illinois, 5(4), 1977; Omaha World Herald, April 8, 1979).

Isle Royale National Park management tolerated this situation until the late 1970s, when commercial charter boat operation became an obvious impact on island facilities and diving sites. Liability insurance coverage for sport diving accidents and the quality of visitor experiences were of major concern. Park staff discussed instituting a permit system for business operations with scuba charter operators in 1978. The favorable response led to formal government solicitation for scuba diving services at Isle Royale NP. Proposed financial arrangements, operating plans, management and organization structures were detailed by interested parties in a lengthy application process. Operating plans included food preparation, equipment maintenance, training, reservation policies, on-site dive management, air compressor operation, passenger orientation programs, vessel and diving safety procedures.

Three concession permits were authorized in 1980 for charter boat transportation of scuba divers. Businesses were entitled with exclusive rights to provide this service for the permit period. Permits require U.S. Coast Guard operator licensing and conformance with safety regulations. Prohibited activities included artifact removal
and planned dives over 140 feet. A divemaster or assistant instructor needed to be on board with divers using power inflators, buoyancy compensators and submerged pressure gauges. First aid training and supplies, an oxygen delivery system and complete set of reserve diving gear were required. Minimum public liability and property insurance coverage was set at $500,000. Isle Royale NP staff regularly conducted visitor service and vessel inspections according to National Park Service guidelines.

Concession permits valid through 1985 were later issued to two charter dive boat businesses, who worked closely with Park personnel. Visitor complaints were minimal with services judged to be of high quality. Divers enjoyed a "wilderness" experience while pursuing their sport, as much as other Park users. Lack of developed facilities and mainland amenities was deemed a positive attribute by many divers, who wished to escape crowded vacation areas elsewhere. One concession developed a brochure providing passenger information and advertised nationally. Park Rangers investigated unauthorized dive charter operation when suspected. One case led to expulsion and fining of a Canadian vessel owner for prohibited business operations.

Control over removal of shipwreck artifacts improved with sanctioned dive charter services. Commercial operators realized long term economic benefits of protecting resources for future charter divers to view. This led to preservation ethic development which was impressant upon diving passengers. Departing charter divers occasionally remarked that concession operators made them put an artifact back. Public knowledge of Isle Royale's high quality environmental and shipwreck diving experiences grew through limousine exposure. Limited charter accommodations during peak visitor use weeks in July and August produced political pressure to expand services. Charter boat operators argued that plenty of bookings were available during other time periods. Requests from Thunder Bay, Ontario for authorization of Canadian charter operations added further concerns.

In 1986, because of questions regarding adequate supply of services, charter dive boat operations were allowed under commercial use license. Applications for commercial use licenses are greatly simplified, although most restrictions or regulations detailed under concession permit remain. Minimum insurance coverage for general and excess liability was raised to one million dollars. In depth financial, management and operating plans are not required. The license is available to any qualified individual or business on a year by year basis, but may be revoked at any time by discretion of the Superintendent. Only two licenses were granted in 1986. The fee license may be a result of increased liability insurance costs, which for one operation totaled over $12,000 to cover two boats during the 1986 operating season. Of interest is whether quality of vision services and protection of underwater resources will match operations sanctioned under concession permits. Further information regarding commercial use licenses for diving charter boats is available from the Superintendent, Isle Royale National Park.

Interpretation of Submerged Cultural Resources

Popular accounts of Isle Royale shipwreck histories and scuba diving are found throughout local regional and national publication sources. Recent magazine references include Sport Diver, Skin Diver, National Geographic, Treasure World, Michigan History, Island Seas, Sierra, National Parks, Historic Preservation, Underwater USA, Port Cities and Lake Superior. Newspaper article sources span the Midwest, as exemplified by credits found in this publication. Other accounts of Isle
Royale's submerged cultural resources are found in diving club newsletters, books on Great Lakes shipwreck and diving histories and publications from professional underwater archeology organizations.

Isle Royale Shipwrecks by Frederick Stonehouse was the first book exclusively detailing histories of the island's sunken ships. Another volume entitled Above and Below, by Tham Holman, was introduced in 1985. Both books are available commercially and show moderate sales in comparison to other publications offered by the Isle Royale National History Association. The Isle Royale National History Association supports Park educational and interpretive objectives through funding of written materials such as books and brochures. Publications are offered at Park visitor centers or by mail order.

Isle Royale maintains a high-contact visitor registration program, both as a result of administrative decision and the limited entry points into the Park. "Nearly all visitors (99%) come in contact with Park staff through information services on the Island, on the RANGER III, or at the Houghton office" (Weber, 1986, p. 5). The Park provides a free scuba diving brochure to interested visitors upon request or at registration. This Scuba Diving brochure covers safety issues, regulations and brief histories of major shipwrecks. Visitors may also ask specific questions regarding shipwreck diving at Park visitor centers or ranger stations. Rangers (Visitor Services and Resource Protection Division personnel) are briefed on Park history and visitor use issues during seasonal training sessions. Evening slide and lecture programs about scuba diving or submerged cultural resources are conducted at Rock Harbor and Windigo, both are main visitor entry points. Scheduling and content is variable, depending upon needs or interests of the Park Naturalist Office and Park interpreters. Park interpreters are specifically responsible for educating visitors about Isle Royale through guided walks, lectures or audio-visual programs. The Park concession also participates in the visitor program by providing regularly scheduled interpretive boat cruises during the summer months.

There is a relatively high participation of visitors in the interpretive opportunities provided by the Park visitor program. "Sixty-five percent of Park visitors participate in some form of conducted interpretive activity" (Weber, 1986, p. 5). The visitor program, for the most part is delegated to field personnel working under the East and West District Rangers. The Park Naturalist is responsible for Park-wide coordination of the interpretive program.

Historical information is collected and stored in the Isle Royale National Park Underwater Cultural Resources File. Research materials for this file have been donated by private collectors, Volunteers-in-Parks (VIPs) and other government agencies. A Park Historian is responsible for assembling, archiving and disseminating information concernig Isle Royale. Park interpreters use these materials in preparation of visitor programs about shipwrecks and scuba diving, as may public or private researchers. File documents have been provided to commercial charter boat operators for passenger orientation and interest. A limited amount of oral history recordings are available that mention shipwreck events or references to Isle Royale boating history. Taped oral interviews are completed by Park staff or VIPs under specific standards and programming. Recordings become property of the National Park Service.

Photos, slides and films of submerged cultural resources are also stored at Isle Royale National Park. Some were obtained from private photographers, but the addition of a Park underwater camera will aid NPS
site documentation. Historical photos of site Royale boats and shipwreck events are included in this collection (loans of films, slide programs and other audio-visual resources are available from the Park Historian).

A cultural resources site inventory, including underwater components, is prepared and updated by the Park Cultural Resources Specialist. Location and nature of archeological sites are confidential and excluded from release under the Freedom of Information Act (5 USC 552). By Archaeological Resources Protection Act requirements (Public Law 96-39; 93 Stat 712; 16 USC 470), Amendment to the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665; 80 Stat. 916, 16 USC 470) allows government and managers to withhold from disclosure to the public, information relating to the location of sites or objects listed on the National Register whenever he determines that disclosure "would create a risk of destruction or harm" (Cultural Resources Management Guidelines NPS-28, Aug. 1985).

An educational technique showing promise for application in submerged cultural resources are the Royale Field Seminars. These courses are open to the general public and taught by professional instructors with academic credit available. Seminars on ecology, island folklore and wilderness photography were co-sponsored by the Isle Royale National Park Association in 1986. Approve to conduct a field study in underwater exploration was granted to the Indiana University School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation in 1984. Students completing course work in underwater site documentation, research techniques and preservation ethics on shipwreck AMERICA. A boater's and diver's booklet, multi-image slide presentation, video production, and underwater guide are planned for visitor use at AMERICA. Interest in a glass bottom boat, scuba diving or underwater "view boxes" has been expressed by Park staff and researchers. This equipment would allow non-divers to view shallow portions of shipwrecks or other submerged cultural resources areas.

In 1981, the NPS Submerged Cultural Resources Unit experimented with installation at an underwater interpretive trail on MONARCH. It was felt that the knowledge gained by the Unit through its work on the site could be transmitted to visiting sport divers in such a way as to enhance the experience of divers a well-conserved, though discouraged, shipwreck" (Murphy, et al. 1982:32-33). Plastic markers were positioned to be visually unobtrusive and provide a safe, relatively easy route over the wreck site. These trail markers were keyed to an illustrated site guide that discusses important shipwreck features. A second version of the MONARCH Illustrated Site Guide was produced in a plastic laminated format so divers could take it underwater.

The MONARCH Underwater Interpretive Trail and the accompanying Guide were evaluated by divers in 1982 and 1983. The divers made the following suggestions and observations:
1) Guide size should be limited to no more than 5 inches x 7 inches and a yardstick attached for easy handling. Depths are needed on the illustrations a shipwreck profile provided.
2) First-time divers on MONARCH seemed to most appreciate the guidance and information provided. Photographers and divers familiar with the shipwreck indicated useful of trail numbers. Plastic markers were recognized as being aesthetically poor (Isle Royale NP Memorandum, Brown July 22, 1982). Currently, most plastic trail markers have been removed, but site guides are available at the Rock Harbor visitor center. The map on the site guide is apparently sufficient without the actual numbers being paced on the site.
Many sport divers consider visible interpretative devices, such as plastic trail numbers an intrusion, especially on intact shipwrecks. These feelings probably result from divers' perception of shipwreck dive as an act of exploration and discovery, even at well-known sites. Fantasy and history are interrupted by signs of present management. Although the trail numbering system was resisted by some, divers generally expressed enthusiasm for the MONARCH Illustrated Site Guide. The wreck became more interesting and appealing because of increased dive understanding. An illustrated site guide may be especially relevant for dispersed sites such as MONARCH, CUMBERLAND, CHISHOLM and GEORGIE M. COX, where wreck features are complex and confusing.

Law Enforcement

An undercover operation was conducted by NPS law enforcement officers in 1976. Contacts with unauthorized commercial dive charters and private boats produced recommendations for Isle Royale NP staff:

1) Continue checking and searching dive boats when appropriate. This activity “has their attention.”

2) An average charter does not appear to be for artifacts; operators warn passengers not to collect and hold them to it. Friends of charter operators are suspected of completing most “cp-offs.”

3) Conduct undercover or surveillance operations when necessary. Observation during diving should be continued.

4) A continuing and primary emphasis needs to be directed towards educating divers on National Park Service ethics (Isle Royale NP Case Incident Record, Tolley Sept 2, 1976).

Since that time, informal discussions with divers and formal educational programs about preservation of submerged cultural resources have helped curtail removal of artifacts by visitors. Evidence of community ethic building is evident from increased willingness to report theft of material and artifacts from Isle Royale shipwrecks. Diver cooperation has assisted in identifying individuals suspected of artifact removal. One group of sport divers became directly involved in resource protection when rumors circulated that an attempt had been made to remove the KAMLOOPS auxiliary wheel. Working at approximately 175 feet of depth, these individuals fastened a six foot length of chain to the stern navigation wheel. It was placed to hinder removal of the wheel, yet minimize photographic and aesthetic intrusion (Isle Royale NP Case Incident Record, Vrana Aug. 31, 1980).

Although artifact removal has been an important management concern, sport diving is allowed on all major shipwrecks from April 16 to October 31. No portions of these shipwreck sites are restricted from entry. Superintendent's Orders, dated April 1886, under provisions of 16 USC, Section 3 and Code of Federal Regulations (36 CFR 1.7), closed all land associated underwater archeological sites to diving use. This action will protect these fragile areas for future archeological research. Permits are required for boating (36 CFR 2.10 and 3.3), underwater diving (36 CFR 2.38 b), collecting research specimens (36 CFR 2.5), commercial photography (36 CFR 5.5 and 43 CFR 5.1), operation of air compressors and portable generators (36 CFR 2.12). Although permits are restrictive, they help control resource degradation and balance needs of various visitor groups using Park resources and offer managers an important control mechanism.
To reinforce preservation ethics, law enforcement patrols and visitor contacts are continued at dive sites and docking areas. Divers are required by regulation (36 CFR 3.237) to identify scuba activity by displaying a standard dive flag (white diagonal stripe on a red background). Patrols at irregular intervals appear to produce the best deterrence against resource violations. Park rangers with full law enforcement commissions can carry firearms, make arrests, execute warrants and conduct investigations of all types (NPS Law Enforcement Guideline NPS 9). Theft from underwater sites is investigated and documented in NPS Case Incident Records as preservation of natural, cultural or archaeological resources (36 CFR 2.1 a). Private possession or use of metal detectors, magnetometers, side-scan sonars and sub-bottom profiler within Park boundaries is restricted by 36 CFR 2.1 a.

Law enforcement within Isle Royale's waters is shared by a number of agencies, although Isle Royale National Park retains exclusive jurisdiction over the submerged lands within 1 1/2 miles of the shoreline of Isle Royale, subject to certain reservations. Control of submerged minerals, fisheries and fishing activities are retained by the State of Michigan (Hobbs 1983:9). Searches of boats that originate and remain in U.S. waters are only if there is a known or probable cause. Vessels coming from Canada and using Isle Royale NP resources may legally be searched without probable cause or reasonable suspicion of law violation, through U.S. Customs and Immigration regulations. A number of Isle Royale National Park rangers are designated U.S. Customs Officers. Canada Customs and Excise reserves the right to search boats entering Ontario from United States waters. Removal of government-owned artifacts from Ontario historic sites is strictly prohibited. Because of similar concerns and documented problems, Canada Customs and Excise has cooperated with Isle Royale NP efforts of shipwreck protection. The U.S. Coast Guard has some jurisdiction over boating activities on Lake Superior waters of the Park, because these waters are classified as navigable waters. Coast Guard responsibility includes licensing and inspecting commercial boats, search and rescue operations and maintenance of some aids to navigation (Hobbs 1983:10-11).

Artifact Recovery and Museums

For a short time, underwater artifact recovery was sanctioned by Isle Royale National Park management under two specific conditions:
1) A visible artifact was valuable in monetary or historic terms.
2) In addition, the artifact could easily be stolen, or damaged by visitor use of natural conditions. Park or sport divers were allowed to recover the item by getting specific clearance from the Chief Ranger and Cultural Resources Specialist. Specimens were to be exhibited in a Park museum.

Problems with this policy were immediately experienced. Park and sport divers removed many items without permission and "donated" them to headquarters staff at Mott Island. Divers' intentions were sincere, but individual perceptions of artifact value and vulnerability varied. In one instance, a Park employee randomly recovered over two dozen bottles and ceramics. These items were placed in a box and given to the Cultural Resources Specialist. Artifact provenance and context within the site was lost, as no archeological methods were used. This situation was resolved by instituting a standard operating procedure for artifact recovery. Cultural objects may not be removed from their natural setting by visitors or employees. "If the artifact has an obvious high monetary or special intrinsic value, the Cultural Resources Specialist will remove the object with proper documentation" (ISRO Standard Operating Procedure, April 1986). Form ISRO 46 is completed when
artifacts are received by Park staff from well-intentioned visitors who remove and turn in artifacts.

Another issue involves artifact conservation and curation. Conservation capabilities at Isle Royale are minimal and difficult to obtain from other sources. These concerns became especially evident in dealing with a stern spotlight from KAMLOOPS. Sport divers were granted permission to remove the supposedly brass fixture. When recovered, the badly rusted spotlight required days of cleaning and professional stabilization. Storage at a "temporary" museum is inadequate for large inventories of artifacts. Isle Royale NPS current inventory includes 3,628 cataloged specimens and 1,500 uncataloged items of all types (Weber 1985:Part IV). Plans for a museum at Rock Harbor Lighthouse have been mentioned in Park correspondence since the late 1960s, but as yet has not been completed. Visitors may view specimens housed in the Moti Island "temporary" museum by contacting Park staff. Exhibits and access are limited.

Private collectors of Isle Royale shipwreck artifacts occasionally return items to the Park. Conversion to a preservation ethic and loss of interest in their collection are usual reasons for this action. Prosecution for archeological theft is generally not pursued in these cases. Dinnerware from ALGOMA and MONARCH's bell were recently "donated" to Isle Royale NPS by a past employee. A curatorial program including identification, accessioning and storage is completed for all artifacts. This is essential for cultural continuity and public accountability. Park staff is aware of other private Isle Royale artifact collections. Legal complications in addition to restricted abilities to properly store and exhibit cultural objects have quelled thoughts on requisition. "The condition of museum collections and records at Isle Royale reflect a need for continued training of staff in museum cataloging, record procedures, artifact stabilization, storage and exhibit planning and preparation" (Snyder 1986:14).

Unauthorized collecting of submerged cultural resources by professional archaeologists or museum personnel has been suspected in a couple cases. Correspondence to Oshkosh Public Museum by Isle Royale Acting Superintendent Raftery in 1964 made such an accusation: "We think you should know that your unauthorized activities on the island as described in the newspaper articles have caused a great deal of concern not only here but also in our Regional and Washington offices. It has been determined that you should forward to this office all material collected by your group ..." (NPS Correspondence, Raftery Nov. 4, 1964). A more recent incident was reported by sport divers who were approached by an individual representing a regional marine museum. The divers were asked to recover artifacts from shipwrecks within the boundaries of Isle Royale National Park (NPS Correspondence, Merheod July 28, 1978). Both incidents are un-resolved, but made Park staff aware of professional pressures to obtain submerged cultural resource specimens. Museum pressure for artifacts for display (sometimes even unauthorized artifact collection) is a recognized threat to submerged cultural resources in national parks.

Management Plans and Guidelines

The Isle Royale National Park "Statement for Management" outlines Park purpose and significance. "H.R. 17006 U.S. Congress 1931] clearly indicates that the primary purpose of the land portion of the Park is for wilderness and preserving the wildlife, flora and basic resources in a primitive manner ... The intent of Congress ... was further defined with the passing of legislation in October 1976, designating Isle
Royston as a wilderness area" (Robe 1986:17). Although Lake Royale shipwrecks were recognized as a theme significant to the history and development of the Park, conserving "one of the most intact, well-preserved collections of modern shipwrecks to be found in North America...The most significant cultural resources of the Island are the numerous aboriginal copper mines...For the Lake Superior portion of the Park, it is evident from the legislative history that recreational power boating and fishing should be continued" (Ibid. 1986:8-9:22). "The Lake Superior portion of the Park is designated as a Natural Environment Zone and is managed to provide for environmentally compatible recreational activities" (Snyder 1986:5).

Management objectives and issues influencing submersed cultural resources are also identified in the "Statement for Management." Park objectives include:

1) Cultural Resource Preservation: To preserve and manage sites of historic and prehistoric significance, on land or underwater.
2) Visitor Use: To foster an appreciation and understanding that the natural and cultural resources must be protected.
3) Interpretation: To interpret the natural and cultural resources of the Park to visitors, wherever appropriate.
4) Visitor Safety: To provide the maximum amount of public safety possible while still recognizing that wilderness and recreational use has inherent and acceptable dangers and risks to personal safety (Robe 1986:48:49)

Major management issues involve:

1) Marine Sanctuary Designation: In 1983, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration included Lake Royale National Park in a list of areas under review for possible study and inclusion into the Marine Sanctuary Program.
2) Water Diversion: Significant controversy has begun regarding diversion of water from Lake Superior to western states.
3) Resource/Visitor Experience Protection: Innovative management techniques must continue to be employed in order to protect both the resource and visitor experience.
4) Museum: Environmental Control: At present, the Park museum storage facility does not meet professional curatorial standards, set by the National Park Service (Robe 1986:41:47)

An Annual Statement for Interpretation and Visitor Services outlines basic information used in program planning, interpretive and visitor services programs and cost analyses. Current management concerns emphasize that an inventory of cultural resources at Lake Royale is incomplete. "Lack of data on the total scope of the resources (submerged as well as those above lake level) makes the problem of managing these resources difficult" (Weber 1986:Part III). Other needs identified include:

1) Preparation of a Cultural Sites Management Plan
2) Conservation work on the Park collection
3) Continued upgrading of the Rock Cut Research Station as a support base for scientists doing natural, cultural and social science research
4) Organization of information handling, data storage and analysis processes
5) Funding for the design and construction of cultural exhibits inside the Rock Harbor Lighthouse
6) Increased staffing for interpretation (Weber 1986:Part III)
Appendices to this document list Park cultural resources, visitor use data, oral history recordings and sources. Other interpretive standards, guidelines or inventories are also provided.

An action plan entitled Cultural Resources Management Plan and Environmental Assessment, was approved in 1986. "The purpose of this Resource Management Plan is to act as a dynamic guide for the continuous protection, management and maintenance of the Park's Cultural Resources" (Snyder 1986:3). National Register status for Isle Royale shipwrecks is acknowledged, as are concerns for land associated or unknown submerged archaeological sites. "(Recreational scuba diving) threatens artifacts remaining in the shipwrecks and other cultural dump sites. Need to inventory in situ artifacts and devise a protection program so that artifacts remain in place" (Snyder 1986:17). The problems of completing a submerged cultural resources inventory and protection program are discussed, detailing possible alternatives. A recommended course of action suggests continued research by the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit in conjunction with Isle Royale National Park.

Superintendent John Morehead issued the first Isle Royale Scuba Diving Plan in 1977, when problems of sport diving safety and artifact protection became obvious. The plan guides Park operational diving and program administration. A detailed Scuba Diving Plan was prepared as ISRO Guideline 3 in February, 1984 and is continually revised. Contents include program purpose and responsibility, operation organization, training, equipment, emergency procedures, local policies and regulations. For a more complete examination of these topics, see the "Operational Diving Program At Isle Royale NP" section of this report.

Other Isle Royale National Park planning or study documents pertaining to submerged cultural resources and scuba diving are as follows:

1) General Package Master Plan approved 1983
2) Historic Resource Study underway
3) Archaeological Survey & Evaluation underway
4) Collection Management Plan approved 1985
5) Interpretive Prospectus underway
6) Visitor Protection Guideline approved 1985
7) Emergency Medical Services Plan approved 1986
8) Emergency Procedures Plan approved 1985

Copies of these documents are available by writing the Superintendent, Isle Royale National Park.

Research Assistance

With increased attention given to Isle Royale shipwrecks by sport divers during the 1870s, Park management began investigating possible avenues of submerged cultural resources research. Proper research could provide information for visitor education programs and guide managers in complex decision-making processes.

The first shipwreck documentation project was funded by Northern Michigan University of Marquette, Michigan with National Park Service support. MONARCH, ALGOMA, AMERICA and GLENLYON were examined during the summers of 1978 and 1979. Project results included artist composite sketches, 35mm photo documentation and locational data (position, present condition, depth).
illustrated report, "Isle Royale Shipwreck Survey 1978," overviewed vessel history, wreckage discovered and methodology. Since shipwrecks were not closed to sport divers during the research, "it was determined [that] a conventional system of underwater guiding and tours could not be effectively used" (Northern Michigan University 1978:12-13). Site diagrams were produced by taking measurements from a single point reference. A 1974 construction plan provided reference in plotting AMERICA'S interior dimensions. Isle Royale National Park received artifacts recovered during diving operations. Using research materials and photography from the project, a multi-media slide program was produced. The NMU Isle Royale shipwreck presentation was shown to thousands of individuals in the Midwest. Isle Royale National Park currently maintains a copy.

Although Isle Royale shipwreck research interested Michigan State University staff, the National Park Service decided to continue such a survey in house. Benefits from direct administrative control, adherence to NPS philosophy and knowledge of Park operations were obvious. A project planning document (NPS Form 10 2310 Development/Study Package Proposal) was developed in 1979 by Isle Royale NP with the following objectives:

1) Develop a basic research inventory of the Submerged Cultural Resources of Isle Royale along topic lines (shipwrecks, mining, fishing, prehistory and other).
2) Provide professional assistance to Park Manager in the development of a Model Cultural Resource Management plan for Submerged Cultural Resources.
3) Provide Park Manager with professional assistance in the development of a visitor use and resource protection strategy related to recreational diving in the Park.
4) Provide historical, cultural, and environmental data related to the interpretation of Submerged Cultural Resources.
5) Jointly develop a model legislative package for the establishment of a maritime history preserve in the waters surrounding Isle Royale.
6) Produce professional publications of the results of the studies.
7) Develop a model plan for Servicewide use for the management of submerged cultural resources.

Underwater archeological research was conducted by past members of the National Reservoir Foundation Study, renamed Submerged Cultural Resources Unit of the NPS Southwest Regional Office in 1980. This report contains a study of Isle Royale submerged cultural resources by the SCRU from 1980 through 1985. In 1982, the SCRU hosted a training session on "Submerged Cultural Resources Management: Skills & Issues," at Isle Royale NP. It was the first National Park Service course dealing specifically with these resources. Participants came from the Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreation, UNLX30, State of Michigan Underwater Salvage Committee, Corps of Engineers, sport divers and throughout National Park Service areas. Shipwrecks of Isle Royale National Park were listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a thematic group in 1984, through efforts of the SCRU.

Great Lakes states have also exhibited an interest towards underwater cultural resource protection. Since Isle Royale waters lie predominantly in the Midwest, actions by state governments have influenced diving attitudes and behavior. Isle Royale National Park staff continually monitor regional developments that can influence Park operations. Of primary interest is Michigan's Underwater Salvage Law (Public Act 184 of 1980), "which protects artifacts contained on and in sunken ships as well as the ships themselves. The law further provides for establishment of bottomland preserves ... [and] forbids the taking of any artifact without permit from the Department of Natural Resources and Secretary of State" (Michigan Natural
Resources: July/August 1982:13-15). Michigan State University promoted the concept of underwater park preserves and enforcement of the law. Economic benefits to local communities from visiting sport divers and protection of finite natural resources were central reasons for such efforts. A variety of reports regarding Great Lakes submerged cultural resources and scuba diving are available from Michigan Sea Grant Publication Office, Ann Arbor, MI or Michigan State University Department of Park and Recreation Resources. The State of Wisconsin is currently proposing a similar law. Strong cultural resource preservation regulations, which specifically include underwater sites, have been instituted in Ontario, Canada for many years.

Scuba Diving Registration, Visitor Use Statistics and Surveys

The earliest Isle Royale National Park reference to scuba diver registration was found in correspondence from Superintendent C. E. Johnson on November 4, 1966: “We have, in fact, been somewhat concerned about the safety of those diving on the wreck [AMERICA] and have required that they obtain a permit to do so in order that we could provide some degree of control through a check on the adequacy of each individual’s experience and equipment.” Use of permit information to investigate passers law enforcement violations was shown by a 1966 report (Isle Royale NP Special Incident Report, Aaramis July 18, 1966).

Scuba diver registration later became mandatory by Code of Federal Regulations (36 CFR 2.03). During the 1970s, an active diving permit system was recognized as an important means of visitor control and source of diving information. Permit requirements called for daily diving registration in 1974. Name, address, number of divers, dive location and data were filled out by the dive party leader, agreeing to comply with listed diving safety practices and site preservation regulations. In addition to this data, current permits call for information on dive boat used, an emergency phone number and a listing of proposed (planned) versus actual dive location. All divers in a party now provide information for permits, although they register only once per visit. During registration, Park rangers explain regulations, safety precautions and provide a brochure on scuba diving at Isle Royale. Park rangers retain a copy of the original permit. Divers are requested to return their permit with corrections noted (i.e. actual data listed) before leaving the Park.

Scuba diving permits have provided important information to managers regarding visitor use. Superintendent C. E. Johnson in 1966 had “approximately 75 - 125 scuba divers exploring the wrecks each of the past three summers. Several times scuba diving clubs have come to the Island as a group” (NPS Memorandum, Johnson, March 26, 1967). A two-year evaluation of scuba diving was requested by NPS Assistant Director Galtellum in response to growing recreational use of Isle Royale shipwrecks:

During the last period which covered the visitor seasons of 1968 and 1969, our registrations show that a total of 157 divers spent 683 days in the waters of Isle Royale. We are certain that additional unregistered divers participated in these activities as well. The registered divers indicated that they would dive on the following vessels: ALGOMA, EMPEROR, CONGOON, MONARCH, AMERICA, GLENSLYN, COX and CUMBERLAND. In addition they indicated that they would be diving in the following locations: Blake Point, Washington Harbor, Mott Island, Mononger Island, Malone Bay, Canoe Rocks, Siskiwit, Rock Harbor, North Oak and Circle Island (NPS Memorandum, Seattle July 36, 1967).
In 1976, 250 divers made 581 dives during the months of May, June, and July. Survey research on Isle Royale scuba diving was conducted in 1980 by Michigan Technological University (Sundin 1981). Results were based on the return of 188 survey forms mailed to scuba divers registered with the Park in 1977 and 1979. Respondents used the following transportation methods:

- Private boat: 43%
- Charter boat: 43%
- Rental boat: 2%

Results and recommendations from the Sundin (1981) study are listed below.

Sport Diver Profile:

- The surveyed divers were separated into two groups based on whether or not they had indicated that they had done a decompression dive while at Isle Royale.

- The sport diver at Isle Royale is typically male, between the ages of 27 and 35 years, and has been diving five years or less.

- One half of these divers have logged more than 100 dives, predominantly in freshwater. Two-thirds of the divers log between 20 and 50 dives per year, indicating active diving participation. More than half of the divers have made 10 or less dives below 100 feet. The decompression divers, as a group, were significantly more experienced at diving than those divers who did not make a decompression dive while at Isle Royale.

- Both groups were well-experienced at cold water diving.

- Two thirds of the sport divers had some shipwreck diving experience before coming to Isle Royale and were aware of the Antiquities Act and its provisions protecting the shipwrecks of Isle Royale.

Isle Royale Diving Experience:

- Wreck diving at Isle Royale presents some logistical problems for the sport diver.

- Nearly 85% of the divers had access to a portable nitrox compressor for refilling scuba tanks during their trip to Isle Royale.

- Wreck diving was the most frequently indicated diving activity at Isle Royale, with general sport diving and photography ranking far behind.

- The sport diver visiting Isle Royale is very well equipped for the diving conditions at Isle Royale.

... more than 90% of the sport divers exceeded a depth of 60 feet while diving at Isle Royale. However, only 41% made dives for which they followed decompression procedures.
For those divers who did make dives below 100 feet or decompression dives, responses show a high degree of knowledge and preparation for that diving experience. The shipwreck AMERICA was the most popular dive site at Isle Royale, followed by the COX, EMPEROR, CONGDON.

Locating dive sites was indicated as being something of a problem.

The survey respondents indicated they felt that they had received adequate information on diving conditions at Isle Royale prior to making their visit.

Conclusion

... the sport diver visiting Isle Royale is both well trained and well equipped for their diving experience at Isle Royale National Park.

The charter diving industry should take the lead in promoting education on diving hazards presented by the conditions at Isle Royale.

... most of the decompression diving is done by the diver who is not utilizing charter diving services.

... author could or would recommend ... the development of minimum equipment requirements for those divers who are planning decompression dives (Stinton 1981:3-4, 6-17).

Current Park management has recognized some general trends in scuba diving activity at Isle Royale. “During the sixties and seventies patterns jointly showing significant changes of how the Park was being used, Backpackers were more numerous, lodge guests and boaters fewer in number. Speciality groups such as canoists, scuba divers, sailboaters ... increased in number and became important users ... Recent declines, 1980-1985, have affected all user groups” (Hobbs 1986:26). “Divers have been consistent users of Isle Royale during the 1980s and have not diminished in number in proportion to overall visitation which is down” (Weber 1986:Part IV).

A study of Isle Royale scuba diving use was completed by the SCBU in January 1987. Information from all Isle Royale scuba diving permits issued during 1980 through 1986 was loaded into a relational database computer program. Results from 2,801 divers completing 15,836 dives at Isle Royale are listed in the following tables. Some results are differentiated for divers using private or rental boats and divers using commercial dive charter boats.

1) **Scuba Diver Length of Stay**
   - Private Boats: 2.4 (1980) to 3.6 (1982) days

2) **Average Number of Divers per Permit**
   - Charter Boats: 6.2 to 6.5 Divers
   - Private Boats: 3.0 to 3.8 Divers
4) Number of Divers as a Percentage of Total Isle Royale NP Visitors and Total Boaters

"Number of Divers" ranged from 2.5% (1980-82) to 4% (1984) of total yearly "Isle Royale NP Visitors"
"Number of Divers" ranged from 12% (1980 & 1983) to 18.5% (1984) of total yearly "Boater Overnights"

5) State of Origin (2043 Divers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6) Metropolitan Area of Origin (2043 Divers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metropolitan Area</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duluth, MN</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder Bay, OR</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit, MI</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7) Other Cities, Towns or Rural Areas of Origin (752 divers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th># Of Divers</th>
<th>% of State total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8) Dive Location Popularity (15,936 dives on 37 individual sites)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMURICA</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROR</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESTER CONDON</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE M. COX</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONARCH</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY CUSHING</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining four major shipwrecks and five Finger Fing received 8.5% of total dives at Isle Royale NP. Other dive sites listed by geographical location had less than 2% of total dives.

9) Dives on Northside Shipwrecks
Scuba dives on EMPEROR, CHESTER CONGUON, MONARCH, KAMLOOPS and Five Finger Tug totaled 48.5% of total dives at Isle Royale NP.

10) Dives on Southwest End Shipwrecks

Scuba dives on AMERICA, GEORGE M. COX, HENRY CHISOLM and CUMBERLAND totaled 47% of total dives at Isle Royale NP.

11) Dive Location by Transportation Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipwreck</th>
<th>% Of Total Charter Dives</th>
<th>% Of Total Private Dives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMERICA</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPEROR</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESTER CONGUON</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE M. COX</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONARCH</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY CHISOLM</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMBERLAND</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENLYON</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVE FINGER TUG</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALGOYA</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMLOOPS</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12) Proposed Versus Actual Dives

- Total Proposed Dives: 3,959
- Dives Actually Completed: 3,584
- Percentage Actually Completed: 90.5%

EMPRESS showed the least variance between proposed (planned) and actual dives, while GEORGE M. COX, GLENLYON, KAMLOOPS and ALGOYA had the greatest variance.

13) Total Dives Per Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>2258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>2703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>2758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>2324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>2127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>2085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15,536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14) Most Popular Diving Months

August was the most popular scuba diving month for 4 years and July for 3 years. July and August registered between 53% (1986) and 58% (1983) of total yearly dives. July 1982 had 49% of that year's total dives, the largest single month percentage. No other month besides June (1980 & 1986). July or August registered greater than 20% of a year's total dives. Permits
showed scuba diving activity during months of April through October. A breakdown of monthly scuba diving in terms of transportation type showed July or August as the most popular commercial dive charter month for each year except June 1986. Divers using private or rental boats visited Isle Royale predominately in July and August.

Management uses of statistical data in a relational format can be illustrated by examples from this study. EMPEROR and CHRISTMAS CONGLOM (located within 1 74 miles from each other) received 4% of total Park scuba dives during 1983 through 1986. A large percentage of that activity took place during July and August. Public safety information provided during dive registration should emphasize these shipwreck sites. Law enforcement patrols, including surveillance operations, may also be most cost effective on EMPEROR and CONGLOM during July and August. The same suggestions are valid for AMERICA, located in the West District, which received 36% of the total Park dives for the study period.

Public relations information regarding scuba diving safety, accident protocol, Park regulations or other topics can be disseminated more effectively when based on a statistical study. Metropolitan areas of Minneapolis/St. Paul and Duluth provide 57% of Isle Royale scuba divers from Minnesota. Use of mass media should concentrate on these cities. On the other hand, metropolitan areas of Milwaukee, Green Bay and Superior only provided 30% of Isle Royale scuba divers from Wisconsin. Broader based media with a more rural approach would be most appropriate here.

Over twice as many dives took place from commercial charter boats as from private or rental boats. A good working relationship with commercial dive charter operators is essential to accomplishing Park objectives of artifact protection, optimal diving incident response and excellent visitor safety records.

A final note is necessary regarding the Stinson Isle Royale visitor survey on scuba diving (Stinson 1981). This study ranked CHRISTMAS CONGLOM as the second most visited site, which differs greatly from information presented here. The difference was probably due to a small sample size, bias in the survey sample or method of data tabulation used by the Stinson study.

A complete copy of the Southwest Cultural Resources Center Special Publication Isle Royale National Park Scuba Diving: A Visitor Use Study (Vea and Pienkowski 1987), can be obtained from the Center. The report includes an overview of the relational database program used, a description of data entry, detailed results and a summary of management uses for the results obtained through the study.

A survey of Great Lakes scuba divers conducted by the Michigan State University Department of Parks and Recreation Resources may have validity for Isle Royale National Park. During the summer of 1978, scuba divers from Michigan, Ohio and Indiana were systematically selected.

In recent questionnaires aimed at eliciting information pertaining to the general characteristics, opinions and diving habits of the scuba diving population ... In general, divers have been involved in the sport for approximately four years, prefer a diving depth of 75 feet, and have invested approximately $500 in diving equipment. Shipwreck divers vary somewhat from these general patterns. They have been
dive for a greater number of years, have achieved higher levels of
certification, and have invested more money in equipment than their
non-shipwreck diving counterparts.

In considering the extent the State government should be involved in
regulating activity around shipwrecks, shipwreck divers tend to show
greater concern for Michigan’s shipwreck resources than
non-shipwreck divers. Although most divers favor some restrictions
on salvaging shipwreck booty, shipwreck divers agree more strongly
that designating certain areas as protected areas would help preserve
these resources from further degradation (Lothrop 1979).

Dredging of Park Bottomlands

Dredging of Park bottomlands is accomplished by use of Isle Royale NP Maintenance
Division equipment and personnel. Permits for dredging are acquired through
application to the State of Michigan Department of Natural Resources, under
comment period for adverse action is part of this process. U.S. Corps of Engineers
regulations may also apply. Primary reasons for dredging include removal of
accumulated materials around docks and construction projects having underwater
components. Dredge spoil material is deposited in designated disposal sites shown
on the permit. Work is supervised by the Isle Royale NP Facility Manager and
Maintenance Foreman.

Strong cooperation between Maintenance and Ranger Division personnel is vital for
protection of submerged cultural resources. Past problems with this relationship
have lead to destruction of irreplaceable historic and/or prehistoric site information.
Current Park policy calls for review of dredging permits by the Chief Ranger and
Cultural Resources Specialist before initiation of the work project. On-site
inspection for artifacts is accomplished prior to dredging or during removal of
spoil.

Human Remains on Shipwrecks

A sensitive issue for Park managers involves the disposition of human remains on
shipwrecks. Four Isle Royale shipwreck events resulted in loss of life. Remains
range from bones of ALGOMA victims to fairly intact bodies aboard KAMLLOOPS. A
crewman’s body discovered in 1975 on EMPEROR became a sport diving attraction.
Later that year, an attempt by the National Park Service and a regional dive club to
remove these remains was unsuccessful. Arrangements had been made to issue a
death certificate with transfer to Canada Ministry of Transport officials for
identification and notification of next of kin. Rumors circulated that divers were
mutilating the body and disturbing it for photography. In response to these stories,
a Thunder Bay, Ontario dive club removed the crewman’s remains from EMPEROR in
1975. It was deposited in deep water, with comparison to burial at sea (Isle Royale
NP Cose Incident Record, Aug. 8, 1976 and Isle Royale NP Correspondence, Aug. 16,
1976).

Because of extreme depth, bodies aboard KAMLLOOPS have been lost to a serious
issue with sport diving. Divers equipped for deep diving have occasionally returned
with photographs or film of various human remains. In 1986, the NPS with
assistance from the National Geographic Society videotaped an engine room torso
with use of a Remote Operating Vehicle (ROV). As underwater technology
progresses and increased depths become attainable by sport divers, bodies on KAMLOOPS may command the same attention as the EMPRESS incident. Although Isle Royale NP staff downplay human remains on shipwrecks, no policy regarding their disposition is acknowledged.
Fig. 7.1 Sport diving is a major visitor use category at Isle Royale National Park. A visitor begins a descent on the wreck of America from a commercial charter boat. Photo by Mitch Kesar.
NOTICE
This mooring was installed to provide safer diving and to minimize damage to submerged cultural resources by eliminating anchoring within the shipwreck area.

1. All divers must pre-register at any Ranger Station.

2. At least one capable operator should remain on the dive boat at all times.

3. Use of this mooring buoy is limited to registered divers during actual dive operations; not to be used overnight, during rough seas, high winds, or while fishing.

4. No more than three (3) boats at any one time on the mooring.

5. Check mooring lines and hardware during descent.

6. All shipwreck features, parts, artifacts, and debris are protected by Federal law. Please leave these for others to enjoy.

7. Report all diving accidents or illnesses immediately to park rangers. They can provide emergency care and arrange for transport to recompression chambers.

Fig 7.2  This notice is fixed to mooring buoys over wreck sites at Isle Royale.
Fig. 7.5. District Ranger Jay Wells preparing buoy for placement on wreck site.
Fig. 7.6. Buoy in use. NPS photo.
Fig. 7.7 "Underwater Mule" Park maintenance and protection staff designed this homemade lift apparatus to precisely place mooring buoy weights underwater. NPS photo by Joe Strykowski.
Fig. 7.8. Anchor damage on wreck sites is one of the adverse impacts that the mooring system helps mitigate. NPS photo.

Fig. 7.9. Submerged Cultural Resource Unit crew placing a trail marker on site of MONARCH. NPS photo by Toni Carroll.
Fig. 4.10 Shipwrecks continue to be a part of the Isle Royale management experience. Park Rangers respond to "May Day" from passenger vessel Isle ROYALL QUEEN in 1982. Photo by Mitch Kazar.
CHAPTER VIII. CONCLUSION

Introduction

The Isle Royale project is over, this report marks the last official act of a pilot type study of submerged cultural resources in a national park. Although there are exciting new possibilities for further research on submerged archaeological sites at Isle Royale and other parks in the Great Lakes area, those happenings will comprise chapters of a different book, probably written by different people. It is incumbent upon us to share some observations from our seven years of part time involvement with this project, beyond what can be gleaned from the informational and methodological presentations in the body of the report. This section begins with some reflections regarding what worked and didn’t work in our experience at Isle Royale, followed by some management recommendations and a discussion of further research potential.

Retrospective

We made some right choices and some wrong ones in the conduct of this project. Among the former was the decision to be highly interactive with the Park Superintendent and staff; an important “right choice” that was instrumental in keeping our mistakes at a reasonable level. Isle Royale is not the place to work in a vacuum, regardless of the experience and technology you may have at your disposal. The knowledge gleaned from “locals,” i.e. charter captains, sport divers and fishermen, about the whereabouts of sites, and tips on when and how to safely examine them, were invaluable.

Our decision to employ a “low tech” documentation system based on string and measuring tapes was partly a function of a modest budget. It proved, however, to be an effective approach in a remote Park where a demystified methodology allowed us to easily recruit off-duty rangers, maintenance personnel and volunteer sport divers to assist us in data gathering. The same low budget that helped us make the decision to “keep it simple” also forced us into short, intense field periods, typically running about 3 weeks each year for a total field time of 16 weeks. There was some advantage to short field seasons the first two years when we were still developing our strategies; it gave us time to reflect on our Isle Royale work while we were involved in many other field projects, and probably helped keep us from locking into approaches that were not efficient or cost effective. After the initial phase of the project, however, this proved to be of no advantage. Mobilization and demobilization activities absorbed precious field time; it doesn’t take much more effort to mobilize for Isle Royale for two months than it does for two weeks. Also, the pressure to obtain a lot of information in a short time period stressed the researchers and made it an inviting option to push limits of safety and prudence to get the job done. The lake is not famous for its forgiving nature, and, although we were fortunate to have had no serious accidents, future researchers are encouraged to develop funding parameters that permit longer, easier-going field sessions with ample time for recuperation between dives. It would also be advantageous to have
a team that could work full time on the project rather than three to four people
able to devote only one-fourth time, which was the state of affairs for this study. If
we had to do over again and budget permitted working full time at Isle Royale, we
would execute the operation in three to four years: one month in the field the first
year, three months the second, and a one month follow up the third year. Writing
would be completed the fourth year.

Other approaches that proved effective included emphasizing the use of diving
scientific illustrators in association with videotape as a documentation strategy.
Although underwater still photography certainly played an important role in the final
report preparation for this project, the prime information generators for the
graphics were hard-swimming illustrators backed by analog image acquisition from
video. The original video system used to the project was dependent on a hard-line
cable to the surface and helter-skelter communication to approximate the diver of what
was actually being taped. The camera contained no monitor, so taping was in the blind.
Although this approach was immediately eliminated when low-priced, self-contained
color systems with underwater monitors became available in 1983, this unit had already
helped greatly in the analysis of many of the shipwreck sites.

Among the things that didn’t work so well at Isle Royale was an attempt to obtain a
good photographic image of the relationships of the three shipwrecks at bulk of
Ages from an aerial perspective. Two days were spent in laying plastic bags around
the perimeter of the sites, with each site color-coded: a bright red for COQ, white
for CHISHOLM, etc. A seaplane was then hired to circle the lighthouse and rent
while research team members shot rolls of film at close, black and white cameras through
ports in the aircraft. In short, the effort was a complete failure with the only benefit
being that the principal investigator learned an expensive lesson about proportional
size in aerial imagery. Milk bags were magnitudes too small for the purpose. It
would have been considerably more appropriate to use objects the size of milk
cows to accomplish the objective. Future researchers are encouraged to try again,
but be advised that the distances and light conditions at Isle Royale counsel a
project of greater scope than we had envisioned.

At the end of the Isle Royale project, the research team was given access to
Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV) technology with which it had no experience. An ROV is a cable-tethered submerged robot that is operated from a
surface vessel. NOAA Sea Grant funding enabled access to RV SEWARD JOHNSON
for two days in 1985 with its ROV and submarine, SEA LINK. In 1986, the National
Geographic Society contributed two miniaturized ROVs and a team of technicians to
the Isle Royale project for a week. In the latter case the ROVs were deployed in
random from a small (32') Park patrol boat, a contrast to the previous year’s work
with the 170'-foot SEWARD JOHNSON. The difference in success and
cost effectiveness was remarkable with the second year’s activity being
remarkably superior in both areas. SEWARD JOHNSON is an impressive research
vessel, but its very size and complexity in configuration made it less useful in
narrow environments. Unfortunately, most shipwrecks don’t occur in deep open
water, far from dangerous reefs or underwater obstructions. Because of the
concerns of the ship captain with reefs and the submarine operator’s reluctance to
“retry” near underwater obstructions, the limited vessel time had to be applied to
our fourth level of priority—a search for additional remains of ALCORNA. The
vessel captain and vehicle pilots made professional judgments about the risks
involved in the other sites and decided that they were not acceptable. This was
partly due to the nature of the specific hardware they had on board, and partly
because they felt more information was needed, such as comprehensive side-scan sonar coverage on the sites, before deployment of the submersible. The operation might be judged a failure, but, if so, it was an instructive failure. RV SEWARD JOHNSON could probably be a useful research tool at Isle Royale with some changes in approach gleaned from the problems experienced in 1985. Underwater archaeology cannot just be tagged onto oceanographic ventures without significant communication between the archaeologists and shipboard technical personnel in the early planning stages. There must be respect for the different constraints and needs that derive from historic shipwreck investigations, from project conception through execution. With the right preparation and communication, the use of the manned submersible could provide important information obtainable in no other fashion.

In contrast to the difficulties experienced with SEWARD JOHNSON was the dramatic success that resulted in 1985 from the use of miniaturized ROVs operated from Park patrol boats, KAMLOOPS, which was the first priority for the 1985 investigations, was surveyed in 1986, and even penetrated by the ROV "pilots." Data generated from these remarkable machines helped answer many questions about the site and permitted the development of artists' perspective drawings.

It is hard to imagine that any future research on the deeper sites at Isle Royale would not involve use of miniaturized ROV technology after the utility and cost effectiveness of these machines were so dramatically demonstrated.

Management Recommendations

Isle Royale has fast become a prototype for the management of submerged archaeological sites in parks and preserves in the United States. The Fathom Five Provincial Park in Tobermory, Ontario, is the only other administrative entity known that has taken an active, positive approach to the management of a large shipwreck population using a conservation ethic. Some states, such as Michigan, are experimenting with an underwater shipwreck preserve concept, and a few other nations, such as Australia, are experimenting with active shipwreck protection, on site management and interpretation programs.

The key words are active, positive and conservation ethic. If any of those ingredients are missing, the value of the management effort is dubious. It is critical that the sport-diving public comes to learn that the National Park Service as an agency recognizes shipwrecks as historic entities and treats them as they would any comparable historic site on land. The same park concepts that work on dry land apply to underwater preserves. This means active monitoring and protection of sites, positive, open relationships with the sport-diving community and the practice of, as well as enforcement of, a conservation ethic. Merely designating preserves without follow up through on site management is of questionable value. Rhetoric used by commercial treasure hunting organizations in their bids to influence legislation and public opinion has focused on the potholes of various governmental agencies, state and federal, toward underwater sites management. Commercial treasure hunting organizations have also succeeded, in many cases, in convincing the diving public that they, rather than the "archeologists" and managers in agency bureaucracies, are their natural allies. The false and ironic nature of that fanciful alliance is best dealt with by creating situations in which it is clear that the historic patrimony of a nation should be publicly owned, whether or not it happens to be wet. The bottom line is that shipwrecks in national parks will be there for present-day divers' children to dive on, those that have been destroyed by commercial salvage or slow attrition by weekend vandals will not
Perhaps the most important management tool for shipwreck sites in parks is interpretation. The mooring buoy system presently being implemented at Isle Royale establishes beyond a shadow of a doubt, to the responsible as well as the ill-informed, that they are diving in a park. It also provides an additional degree of safety for the public, because the buoys can serve as spatial references in a sometimes disorienting underwater world. These same references provide a focus around which an interpretation program can be built. A variety of approaches can then be employed to enrich the visitor experience on the underwater cultural sites. It is crucial, however, that these interpretive devices be based on thorough research of the resources and balanced in their approach to target groups based on experience and capabilities.

The second aspect of a proactive management approach to underwater sites is consistent, strict enforcement of antiquity violations. A judgmental estimate of the percentage of individuals who will behave lawfully and respond to a positive approach at Isle Royale is 90 plus percent. For those orders for whom respect for historic sites must be a conditioned response, it is recommended that they be prosecuted to the full extent of the law when apprehended.

Finally, as a general observation, a number of options exist and should be made plain to the diving community. The National Park Service's first obligation is to protect and preserve; if that mandate cannot be met through an open, positive relationship with any segment of society, it may choose more negative and restrictive approaches.

Land-associated sites were closed in 1986 by Superintendent's orders. This decision was made by Park management because the submerged components of land sites, largely untouched by divers so far, have considerable archaeological value and are very vulnerable to attention from collecting. It was also felt that they presented a much less impressive experience to divers than shipwrecks, and the threats outweighed the potential benefits to the public. If the shipwreck resources suffer significant attrition from the increased accessibility and enhanced interpretive programs, then selective or complete closing of dive sites might be in order. Experience has shown that the easiest regulations to enforce on underwater sites is the most comprehensive. It may be difficult to prove a particular artifact came from a specific wreck, but it is easy to prove that someone has been diving in an area closed to that activity under the terms of the Code of Federal Regulations.

It is very unlikely that such moves would even have to be taken at Isle Royale given the excellent communication that exists between the diving public and the Park, but it is important that it be understood that restriction would be the only responsible option the Park would have if the situation got out of hand.

The documentation of KAMLOOPS from the ROV study in 1986 revealed the problems and hazards associated with the interactive philosophy that typifies Isle Royale management's open relationship with sport divers. The unobstructed view of the video camera panned over several areas where the ship had been vandalized by sport divers. The saddest example was the empty bracket where at one time the port running light of KAMLOOPS was intact, it is now apparently a bracket in some diver's home viewed only by friends, if at all. By contrast the ROVs also sent imagery back to the surface of a chain and lock that fixes the auxiliary steering wheel of KAMLOOPS to the stop. The chain had been attached by sport divers, of
their own volition at considerable personal risk and expense, to help preserve the integrity and ambiance of the extraordinary site.

This entire positive management approach is dependent on several realities at the Park level. Most importantly, the Superintendent and staff must be conscious of the nature and importance of the underwater historical-resource base at Isle Royale. To make this awareness into a commitment, it is critical that Park staff be encouraged to dive on, monitor, and be familiar with each submerged site. The entire management approach, already begun in the Park and advocated here, is meaningless if there are no Park rangers capable of diving on the sites.

There are four separate references to Isle Royale National Park shipwrecks in the 1983 Subcommittee on Oceanography hearings in the U.S. Congress. The Park has been identified by many as a leader in the field of underwater site management, including the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment in its 1980 report on preservation technology. There is a certain responsibility that devolves from this sort of trust, and it would be detrimental to submerged resources management, well beyond this one Park, if the ball is dropped.

A major shipwreck management issue at Isle Royale, which needs to be addressed more directly now that divers are increasingly penetration activities on the deepest sites, is that of the disposition of human remains. The "Present Day Management" section of this report (Chapter VII) demonstrates clearly that Park managers have been sensitive to this question and have tried to deal with the problem informally using resources they had access to -- the diving community and their own Park divers. There has been an understandable reluctance to raise a thorny problem when it was receiving minimal attention, and a few discrete actions could eliminate the presence of remains in the most easily accessible areas of the wrecks.

This situation is changing, however, and the inescapable truth is that there are human remains in the Park that are subject to increasing disturbance and inappropriate treatment. Graphic proof of this was obtained when one of the ROV's on KAMLOOPS penetrated the engine room and recorded a suppliant human body. The decision was made not to print the electronic images of the body in this report, because it was felt it would not convey information appropriate to an unrestricted audience and would comprise more spectacular than education. Unfortunately, the remains have a gruesome fascination because of their unusual state of preservation, and they invite abuse, some of which has been documented by Park rangers.

Our recommendation is that action eventually be taken to remove the remains and dispose of them in deeper water. If legal constraints compel the examination on the surface by a medical examiner or burial on land, only then should such action be taken. The presence of human remains in archaeological sites has been the focus of much attention as it applies to Native Americans in prehistoric contexts (e.g. Keel 1986). Certainly in a situation where there may be living relatives of Canadian nationality involved, the correct treatment of such remains is similarly important. Retrieval of the deep-water remains would be a technically challenging and expensive undertaking, but one that might be accepted as a training mission by the U.S. Navy or large commercial firm that was interested in performing a public service while training its mixed-gas divers.

Other shipwreck sites where the question of proper disposal of human remains has been raised include naval vessels such as USS ARIZONA, USS MONITOR, and other Civil War and World War I and II vessels. For a discussion of this issue, the reader
should refer to the paper by Dr. Windrop Brainard entitled "Recommendations Concerning the Proper Disposition of Human Remains in National Marine Sanctuaries" (Brainard 1986).

The last general issue that will be discussed in this section is that of visitor safety. Should there be any modification in the present management strategies for preventing or reacting to diving accidents? For the most part, the answer is no. The Park has demonstrated a strong consciousness of this problem and has approached it realistically, and in accordance with all community standards for safety. It is important, however, that an ongoing program of training in the management of diving accidents is maintained at the Park, and it never becomes possible that an unanticipated personnel transfer could cripple the necessary emergency response capability. Some of the most serious sport diving in the United States takes place in this Park, and it is only prudent to keep intact a viable response capability to accidents.

It is also recommended that the buoy system (partially in place at the writing of this report) be fully installed, because of the extra measure of safety and control offered by this management approach. Buoys should not be installed on KAMLOOPS or the stern of CONDOMIN, because diving these sites should not be encouraged due to their extreme depth. The combination of cold water and dive targets beyond recognized sport-diving limits of 130 feet deep is bound to result in problems. The Park has made a reasonable exception by buoying the CONDOMIN engine in 140 feet of water. This site is a magnificent dive, and it can be enjoyed by diving to the top of the engine at 110 feet. Although diving the deepest sites should be discouraged, it is not recommended that the areas be put off limits to diving. Visitors should be allowed to take risks, and push the boundaries of personal safety in national parks, if it is without peril to others and reasonable care has been taken to advise them of the hazards involved. It should be made clear, however, that the same legal protection for the archeological integrity of the sites that applies on the shallow sites extends to the deeper ones.

The system of having divers sign waivers when they register at the park from carrying out deep water body recoveries at Government expense should be considered. Although it is a grim prospect to have to burden a bereaved family with a heavy expense for body recovery, there is good rationale for it. The community standards of all sport diving agencies would prohibit making such dives, and it is unreasonable to expect the agency to absorb expenses for mixed-gas diving or support facilities to recover a diver from the bow of KAMLOOPS in over 250 feet of frigid water. Leaving them there is not a viable alternative either, prior experience at Isle Royale and with the Honda cave diving community indicates that a diving victim becomes a fascinating lure, in some macabre sense, that attracts attempts at recovery as long as it is there.

**Future Research**

The inevitable question arising when one has finished an inventory of known sites is: what about the ones that have not been found? It is safe to say that there is much potential for new submerged archeological discoveries at Isle Royale. The further one journeys in the direction of specificity on that issue, the more one begins to pay court to raw speculation.

The historical record clearly indicates that there was a considerable amount of past cultural activity that has not been accounted for in the archeological record, i.e. we
have not found a good number of sites that should have left clear residues in the
ground or on the lake bottom. The full spectrum of missing historic sites includes
entire vessels that have been documented as lost near Isle Royale, as well as
sections of the known vessels we have mapped (see Table 6.1).

Certainly many submerged areas associated with historic fishing, mining, and resort
activity on land have not yet been located or even looked for. The prehistory of the
archipelago is also a book that is yet to be written, and much of the residues of
behavioral patterns preceding European contact will eventually be found underwater.

We can anticipate that in future years the remains of several ships will be
discovered, either through a systematic survey by the Park Service or through the
efforts of sport divers. A listing of potential sites is presented in this chapter, but
at the writing of this report they only exist in the realm of the historical record. If
and when their existence is confirmed, some of them will be important sites for
archaeological documentation. Perhaps none of the possibilities is more compelling
to the maritime archaeologist than finding MADELINE, or some other vessel tied to
the early fur trade era. Mansfield (1899) lists a number of wooden vessels
employed by Northwest Fur Company in the area during the later Eighteenth and
early Nineteenth Centuries. The loss of one or more of these craft in their travel
between Fort William and Saull Isle Maria is possible. American Fur Company papers
refer to the loss of MADELINE at Isle Royale in 1839.

Some other possibilities are particularly provocative because of the significance of
the vessels; e.g., the schooner COMRADE, which vanished in 1890, possibly in the
vicinity of Isle Royale. Certainly PRINDOC, if found, would be of value as an object
of study and Park interpretation.

Research results for this report also indicate that significant portions of some of the
major shipwrecks documented in this study have not been located in the main
wreckage fields. Eventually, someone will find more of the bows of MONARCH and
CURSEILAND. Significant superstructure from a majority of the wrecks at Isle
Royale is also still missing. The ALGOMA bow, although still elusive, may not prove
to be the spectacular discovery that has long been anticipated. Analysis of the
material record and a reevaluation of the historical record suggests that the bow may
not be the dramatic intact two-thirds of the ship as popular lore would have it, but
may actually be broken up in an area south and west of the stern wreckage field.

Other possibilities become compelling just because of the comparative ease of
confirmation, should a moderate amount of time and effort be expended. The
location of GEORGE HANU is so clearly indicated that the high probability areas
could be examined by a research team in one or two days. Enough incidents have
occurred in Washington Harbor that it would be well worth the effort to make one
side-scan sonar pass through the harbor to Windigo and back out on the other side
of the channel. Any historic shipwreck remains of even moderate size would
probably be located with this technology, given the size and bottom configuration of
the channel.

The reports by Milford Johnson, Sr., of torn and rust stained nets being removed
from some obstacle in approximately 200 feet of water off Captain Kidd Island
definitely bear follow-up investigation through remote sensing or divers. If there is
something one learns from long association with underwater archaeological finds, it
is not to discount the observations of local fishermen. A torn net is no small
concern for a man who makes his living from fishing, and their observations about
where such happenings occur are seldom based on idle fancy. Routine aerial flyovers by Park staff should also prove revealing, if the possibility of new wreck discoveries is always kept in mind.

The list of possibilities is extensive, as Table 8.1 illustrates. The question of how to approach establishing management control over these sites is a dynamic one; the conditioning factors change over time. The options include conducting full-scale in-house surveys, partial in-house surveys, contracting out such activities, encouraging discovery by sport divers, and on the other hand, being totally restrictive about further new site discovery activities. The answer is not an easy one and depends largely on the nature of the relationship that exists between the Park and the diving community. The final deciding factor should always be "what is in the best interest of the resource and its long-term enjoyment," with all management decisions predicated on the answer to that question.

Perhaps the best strategy to adopt toward the diving community at the writing of this report is an open one, and one that de-emphasizes additional efforts by professionals, except in those cases where truly cost-effective "windows of opportunity" present themselves. Visiting divers should be encouraged to continue enjoying the wrecks in a safe manner, and those who have consistently demonstrated a conservation ethic and commitment to the management philosophy of the Park over the years should be encouraged to continue looking for new sites. Such discovery activity, however, causes certain risks to the resource; inevitably a "found" shipwreck is more subject to impact than one whose location is still a mystery. When something new is found, it should be made clear that the first to be notified is the Park management, and any indications that this trust has been violated should be dealt with firmly. Divers should be encouraged to conduct their searching activities through a park staff designate of the Superintendent. Although it is sometimes difficult to police or monitor, divers should be reminded that engaging in search for antiquities on federal land without a permit is a violation of federal law. Towing remote sensing instruments behind a boat would reasonably be construed as engaging in such activity. If the searching is being done with good intentions, why not do it openly and under permit? If necessary, it should be noted than 36 CFR, Part 2, Section 2.1 (7) specifically prohibits "possessing or using a mineral or metal detector, magnetometer, side-scan sonar, other metal detecting device, or submarine profile" in national parks, except during officially authorized activities.

Even after all these cautions, the final recommendation would be to "go for it" in partnership with the sport diving community. The discovery of new shipwreck sites by the Park, or persons or groups working with the Park, is probably in the best interest of the resource base, because it increases the likelihood that newly discovered sites will be brought under management control before they can be severely vandalized. The key to this approach is to allow the thrill of discovery by well-intending amateurs who are doing so in a framework permitting the agency to exercise management control and stewardship of a site once it is discovered.
### Table 8.1. Listing of Isle Royals Shipwrecks and Other Casualties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel Name</th>
<th>Official Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Owner/Manager</th>
<th>Place and Date Bills</th>
<th>Relation To Isle Royalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VANDALIA</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>American Fur Company</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Lost at Isle Royalty in 1856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISERELE</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>American Fur Company</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Bounded by South Wind 1846, Reconstructed 1849 by John S. Coon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEILA</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>L. J. Hymen &amp; Sons</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Grounded at Isle Royalty September, 1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE WARD</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wrecking tug</td>
<td>W. B. &amp; H. B. Bing</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Sank at Little Schooner Island August, 1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEX CASS</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>Frank Boutin</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Grounded on Magallow Island October, 1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN HUMPHREY</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>Wm. Barnes</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Grounded on Mount Desert Island August, 1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN BLOOMFIELD</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>E. H. Comings</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Sank after normal fall Dec. 4, 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPLE LTA</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>E. L. Nye</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Sank near Mount Desert Island July 30, 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGGIE HURST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>Capt. J. K. T.</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
<td>Grounded, lost machinery off Isle Royalty Sept. 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN EAGLE</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Work Boat</td>
<td>J. Good</td>
<td>Mount Desert, WI</td>
<td>Sank near Mount Desert Island May 27, 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTER. BKWE</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>N. J. T.</td>
<td>Mount Desert, WI</td>
<td>Sank at Wright Island Winter of 1884-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICK CAVOLD</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Wooden Schooner</td>
<td>W. J. Royal</td>
<td>Mount Desert, WI</td>
<td>Lost and sunk, last of steel off Mount Desert Island Nov. 20, November 1888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel Name</td>
<td>Official Name</td>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>Launch Date</td>
<td>Builder Name</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Of July</td>
<td>1927-28</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Lake Superior Co.</td>
<td>L. M.</td>
<td>Bay City, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAAD</td>
<td>Naval</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Allis-Chalmers Construction Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Milwaukee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td>1928-29</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>West Superior Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George V. Cox</td>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Lake Superior Transport Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Duluth, MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Petoskey Steamship Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Petoskey, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.M.</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>West Superior Co.</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transair</td>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Transair Steamship Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Petoskey, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William W. Cox</td>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>American Steamship Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.B.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Jepson Steamship Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.W.</td>
<td>American</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Cashill Steamship Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.W.</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Cashill Steamship Co.</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.N.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Steel Steamer</td>
<td>Cashill Steamship Co.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Superior, WI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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